
----- --- .. - --------------------------

conflict with terror and tyranny. we have an unmatched advantage, a power 
that cannot be resisted - and that is the appeal of freedom to all mankind. 

As global powers, we serve the cause of freedom in many ways, in 
many places. By promoting development and fighting disease and famine, 
we are fulfilling moral duties, as well as encouraging stability and building a 
firmer basis for democratic Institutions. By working for justice in Burma and 
Sudan and Zimbabwe, we give hope to suffering peoples, and improve the 
chances for stability and progress. By extending the reach of trade, we 
foster prosperity and the habits of liberty. And by advancing freedom in the 
greater Middle Eastt we halt a cycle of dictatorship and radicalism that 
brings misery to millions and dangers to our own peoples. 

The stakes in that region could not be higher. lf the Middle East 
remains a place where freedom does not flourish, it will remain a place of 
stagnation, anger, and violence for export. And no distance on the map will 
protect our lives and way of fife. If the greater Middle East joins the 
democratic revolution that has reached much of the world, the lives of 
milllons will be bettered, and a trend of conflict and fear will be ended at its 
source. 

No one imagines this movement of history will be easy. Arab 
scholars speak of a '1freedom deficir that has separated whole nations from 
the progress of our time. The essentials of social and material progress -
limited government, equal Justice under law. retigious and economic liberty, 
political participation, a free press, and respect for the rights of women -
have been scarce across the region. Yet that has begun to change. In an 
arc of reform from Morocco to Jordan to Qatar we are seeing elections. and 
new protections for women, and the sUrrings of political pluralism. Many 
governments are realizing that theocracy and dictatorship do not lead to 
national greatness, they end in national ruin. They are finding, as others 
will find, that national progress and dignity are achieved when governments 
are just and people are free. 

The democratic progress we have seen in the Middle East was not 
imposed from abroad - and neither will the greater progress we hope to 
see. Freedom, by definition, must be chosen, and defended by those who 
choose it. Our partl as Western nations, is to ally ourselves with reform 
wherever it occurs. 
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Perhaps the most helpful change we can make is a change in our 
own thinking. In the West. lhere has been a certain skepticism about the 
capacity, or even the desire, of Middle Eastern peoples for self 
government. We are told that Islam is somehow inconsistent wjth a 
democratic culture; yet more than half of the wor1d's Muslims are today 
contributing citizens in democratic societies. It is suggested that the poor, 
In their daily struggles, care litt'8 for self government: yet the poor 
especially need the democratic power to defend themselves against corrupt 
elites. The peoples of the Middle East share a high civilization, a religion of 
personal responsibility, and a need for freedom as deep as our own. It is 
not realism to suppose that one--fifth of humanity is unsuited to liberty. It is 
pessimism and condescension. And we should have none of it. 

In changing our approach we must shake off decades of failed policy 
in the Middle East. Your nation and mine, in the past, have been willing to 
make a bargain - to support oppressive elttes for the sake of stability. 
longstanding ties often led us to over1ook their faults. Yet this bargain did 
not bring stability or make us safe; it merely bought time while problems CAiii~ 
festered and ideologies of violence took hokl.(No longer should we turn a ifWi'o 
blind eye to oppression because 1he oppression is not in our backyard. No '11/,·-eJ" 
longer should we think tyranny is benign because it is temporarily ·:h....,., ..... ts• 
convenient. Tyranny is never benign to its victims, and it should not be j fk I m 
excused by our great democracies.] I,.. ...... lt...1-.r 

We have now changed course. We are pursuing a forward strategy 
of freedom In the Middle East. We will consistently challenge the enemies 
of reformt and confront the allies of terror. We will expect a higher standard 
from our friends in the region. And we will meet our responsibilities in 
Afghanistan and Iraq by finishing the wortc of democracy we have begun. 

There were good faith disagreements, in this country and mine, over 
the course and timing of military action in Iraq. Whatever has come before, 
we now have only two options: To keep our word, or to break it. The failure 
of democracy in Iraq would throw its people back into misery, and tum that 
country over to terrorists who wish to destroy us. Yet democracy will 
succeed in Iraq, because our will is fimi. our word is good. and the Iraqi 
people will not surrender their freedom. 

Since the liberation of. Iraq, we have seen changes that could hardly 
have been Imagined a year ago. A new Iraqi police force protects the 
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people instead of bullying them. A hundred and fifty Iraqi newspapers are 
now In circulation, printing what they choose, not what they are ordered. 
Schools are open and free of propaganda. Hospitals are functioning and 
well supplied. Iraq has a new currency, the first units of a new army, 
representative local governments, and a governing council that will guide 
the nation to full sovereignty. This Is dramatic progress, and much of it has 
p,roceeded faster than comparable efforts in Japan and Germany aft.er 
World War Two. 

Our progress is also measured by what has not come to pass. We 
did not see the refugee aisis many expected. We did not see the mass 
starvation some feared. And we have not seen the sectional violence 
some predicted. ,~ ,-i>1~""J. 

n·f.. C"t 
The violence we afi eing in Iraq today is serious. and comes from 

Ba'athlst holdoutsl lhadis from other countries, and terrorists drawn to the 
prospect of innocent t) oodshed. It Is the nature of terrorism that the cruelty 
of a few can bring grief and loss to many. The anned forces of both our 
countries have taken losses, felt deeply by our peoples. And some families 
now live with the burden of great sorrow. We cannot take the pain away, 
but these families can know that they are not alone, and that we wlll never 
forget the courage of the ones they loved. 

The terrorists have a purpose. a strategy. to their cruelty. They view 
the rise of democracy in Iraq as a powerful threat to their ambitions in the 
region and beyond. In this they are correct. They believe their acts of 
terror against our coalition, against international aid workers. and against 
innocent Iraqis, will make us recoil and retreat. In this they are mistak~~ 

7 
We did not charge hundreds of miles into the heart at Iraq, and liberal~ - -z.,"3 • 
million people, and pay a bitter cost in casualties, on1y to retreat before a 
band of thugs and assassins. We remain in this just cause for the reasons 
we entered it: We will secure the freedom of the Jraqi people. We will 
defend our own people from danger. And we wiQ prevail. 

A forward strategy of freedom must also apply to the Arab-Israeli 
conflict. This is a dlfflcu'1 period in a part of the worid that has known 
many. Yet our commitment has not changed. We seek justice and dignity 
and an independent state for the Palestinian people, who have been 
betrayed by others for too long. We seek security and recognition for the 
state of Israel, which has lived in the shadow of random death for too long. 

8 
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These are worthy goals in themselves-and by reaching them, we will also 
remove an occasion and excuse for hatred and violence in the broader 
Middle East. 

Achieving peace in the Holy Land is not just a matter of pressuring 
one side or the other on the shape of a border, or the site of a settlement. 
This approach has been bied without success. As we negotiate the details 
of peace. we must look to the heart of the matter. which is the need for a 
viable Palestinian democracy. It is clear that peace will not be achieved by 
Palestinian rulers who intimidate opposition, tolerate and profit from 
corruption, and maintain their ties to terrorist groups. These are the 
methods of the old elite, who time and again has put its own self interest 
above the interests of the people it claims to serve. The only service it can 
do them now is to make way for true leaders capable of creating and 
governing a Palestinian state. 

Even after the setbacks and frustrations of recent months, good will 
and hard effort can bring about a Palestinian state and a secure Israel. 
Those who would lead a new Palestine should adopt entirely peaceful 
means to achieve the rights of their people, and create the reformed 
Institutions of a stable democracy. Arab states should end Incitement in 
their own media, cut off public and private funding for terrorism, and 
establish normal relations with Israel. Israel should freeze settlement 
construction, dismant1e unauthorized outposts. and not prejudice final 
negotiations with the placement of walls and fences. Leaders in Europe 
should withdraw all favor and support of a Palestinian ruler who has failed 
his people and betrayed their cause. And Europe's leaders should also 
strongly oppose any trace of anti-Semitism that lingers on this continent, 
and poisons public debates QVer the future of the Middle East. 

Ladles and gentlemen, we have great objectives before us that make 
our Atlantic alliance as vital as it has ever been. By remaining faithful to 
the purposes of international institutions ... by giving force, when 
necessary, to the defense of freedom ... and by lhe confident advocacy of 
democracy in all parts of the wortd ... we are serving the peace and 
security of all free nations In a time of danger. So much good has come 
from our alliance of conviction and might. So much now depends on the 
strength of this alliance as we go forward. The American government has 
always found the most capable and forthright of allies in London - men and 
women of good judgment, and blunt counsel, and backbone when times 
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are tough. And we have found all those qualities in your current Prime 
Minister. who has my deepest thanks. 

The ties between our nations, however. do not depend on how two 
leaders get along. Those ties win always endure, because they are formed 
by the experience. and re·sponsibilities, and adversity we have shared. And 
in the memory o1 our peoples. there will always be one experience, one 
central event, when the seal was fixed on the friendship between Britain 
and the United States. 

The anival in England of half a million American soldiers and airmen 
in the 1940s was a crucial luming point in the war. For many Britons, it 
was a first close look at Americans other than in the movies. Some of you 
here today may still remember the Friendly Invasion. Our lads took some 
getting used to. And there was even a saying about what many of them 
were up to "over here." At a reunion in north London some years ago, an 
American pilot who settled here after his years of service said, well, "I'm still 
over here, and probably overpaid- so two out of three isntt bad." 

In that time of war. the English people did get used to the Americans. 
They took to calling them ·our boys.· And 60,000 of those boys walked off 
with English brides - doing their part to affirm the "special relationship," 

Americans gained a certain image of England .as welly and it hasn't 
changed. The British people are the sort of partners you want when 
serious work needs doing. The men and women of this country are good 
and kind and generous and brave- and America is fortunate to call this 
country our closest friend in the world. 

Thank you. 

Drafted by: Mike Gerson, John McConnell. and Matthew 
· Offlce: (b)(6) 

Cell: 

Office of S echwriting 
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4 May 2003 
MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld 
FROM: Ambassador Bremei:S$ 
SUBJECT: Nation-Building: ~learned 

Saturday I mentioned the new RAND paper on lessons learned from the US efforts at 
"nation building". They studied seven cases from the past half-century--Germany, Japan, 
Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, Afghanistan. The summary is attached. 

Several key points bear on our efforts in Iraq. 

• We succeeded when we had a very substantial troop presence (either US or coalition). 
We took and inflicted more casualties when we were under-strength. Ifin Iraq one 
sought the same ratio of troops per capita we had in Bosnia, we would need about 
250,000 for at least two years. The Kosovo model would suggest a need for twice 
that many. Naturally, this would include non-American forces. 

• Another major variable was the amount of external assistance per capita. The Kosovo 
model would yield the need for about $19 billion over two years. 

• Neighboring countries can exert decisive irrfluence on the outcome. "It is nearly 
impossible to put together a fragmented nation if its neighbors persist in trying to tear 
it up." 

• Staying a long time cloes not guarantee success. Leaving early assures failure. ''No 
effort at democratization has taken hold in less than five years". 

While we are certainly not condemned to repeat history, we will want to bear these points 
in mind as we work through issues such as: 

• The CENTCOM draw-down plan we touched on briefly Saturday; 

• Keeping a close eye on Iranian objectives and activities; and 

• The need to stress to all concerned that this will be a long process. 

Attachment: As stated. 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz, Doug Feith, Ryan Henry _ 
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1. lNRODOCTION AND SOIIHARY 

This report contains the results of a study on best practices in 

nation building. The purpose of this study -...,as to analyze U.S. and 

international military, political. and economic activities in post

conflict situations since the Second World War to determine key 

principles for success in these cypes of operations and to draw 

implications far future U.S. military operations, including Iraq. This 

report contains the results oft.his 3flolysis, including the lessons 

learned from each of these operations, and then applies these lessons to 

the case of rraq. 1 

llA'l'IOHA.I.E FOR STUDY 

During the 1990s and continuing into the current decade, the United 

::.t.ates has invested significant. amounts of military, political, and 

economic capital int.o operations conducted in the aftermath of conflict 

or civil unrest. All these post-conflict operations have been closely 

analyzed. Cou11tless studies. articles. ~nd cepocts have been published 

on varLous aspects of thes~ individual operations. Foe the most parl. 

these studies have also focused on the post-Cold War period. This is the 

first effort of which we r.1.re r.1.ware to review e!lch of the major American 

e,cperiences in nation building exercises going back to 194~. to compare 

and contrast the results of these various operations, to determine how 

lessons learned and best practices evolved over time. and then to suggest 

how those lessons might be applied to the cucrent challenges facing 

American policymakers in Iraq. 

1 The preponderance of this research was conducted prior to the 
March 19, 2003 commencement of Operation Iraqi Freedom, but the project 
team was focused on the near-tenn implications ~tour effort throughout 
the cou1·se of our work. l'o that end, this study served as the point of 
departure for a RAND confer~nce on nation building and the future of Iraq 
that was held in Arlington, Virgi.nia on Ma}' f.-7. 2003 and the results of 
that conference were factored into the final version of this study. A 
list of conference attendees is included in Appendix A of this report. 
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~HODOLOGY 

First we developed a working definition for nation building. We 

then identified cases for research based on that definition. Then we 

established a template for examining each of the cases. Once we had 

analyzed the individual cases, we made cross-comparisons in areas where 

comparable statistics were available, for instance as regards the levels 

of external military and police forces, of economic assistance and of 

democratization and economic growth. Finally, we then turned to Iraq to 

see how such lessons might be applied there. 

Various terms have been used over the past fifty-seven years to 

describe the activities we are seeking to analyze. The German and 

Japanese operations were referred to as occupations. The operations in 

Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia and were generally termed peacekeeping or peace 

enforcement. The current U.S. administration has preferred to use the 

terms stabilization and reconstruction to refer to its post conflict 

operations in Afghanistan and in Iraq, In all these cases the intent was 

to use military force to underpin and in some cases to actually compel a 

process of democratization. Occupation, peacekeeping, peace enforcement, 

stabilization and reconstruction do not fully capture this idea. Neither 

does the term nation building, but we believe it comes closer to 

encompassing the full range of activities and objectives involved. 

We chose seven historical cases for this study:_German~, Japan, 

Somalia, Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan. These are the most 

important instances in which American military power has been used to 

underpin efforts at democratization. We did not include the American 

colonial experience in the Philippines because the societal 

transformation there attempted spanned several generations. We did not 

include the post WWII occupation of Austria because we felt its lessons 

would largely parallel those of Germany and Japan. We did not include 

the Cold War interventions in the Dominican Republic, Lebanon, Grenada 

and Panama because these were shorter lived and more limited in their 

objectives. 

Once we identified the cases, we developed a structure for examining 

each. First, we described the nature of the settlement which terminated 

the conflict in question. We next addressed the security, hwnanitarian, 
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administrative, political, and econumic challenges that were present at 

the outset. We then described the roles that the United States and 

international organizations assumed during the intervention. This 

include~ discussion of the military mandate for the operation and the 

type of civil administration. if any. that \>.'Oul ci be set up in the 

country. We next examined how each operation developed over time; how 

the sec1.rity environment stabilized or gi·ew more fragile; how the 

humanitarian situatim1 evolved; ho,,,. the civil administr·ation interacted 

with the appointed or elected qovelnment: r,ow tr,E' f)rocess of' 

democral!ization cieveloped and ho.,; reconstruction p:rngressed across the 

country, 

FRCH G~SMANY 'Kl ll"GBANIS'l'AN 

Thie post wv.'Il <i<:(:updtions (lt Germany and J,ipan were America's first 

experiences with the use of military force in the aftermath of a conflict 

to underpin a comparatively rapid and fundamental societal 

transforat1ons ,nth t;he obJective of rendering any repetition of that. 

conflic less likely. ~he success of these endeavors established that 

dewoct'a y was tt',msfet'able; that societies could, under certain 

circumstances, be compelled to tr-ansform themselves, ,md that such 

transforroati.ons could pt'ove enduring. These two operati,ms set a 

standard fot' post conflict nation building tl~t has not since been 

rnatch'::!dj' 

Fo the n>2xt for-ty years, fr-om 19SD to 1990, there were few attempts 

to replicate these early successes. In the bipolar world of the Cold 

war, faded with the threat of nu<: lear destruction, American policy 

ernphasi2Jed containment. deterrence and maintenance of the status quo. 

Efforts were made tu prornute democratic and tree mcuket values, but 

generally without the element of compulsion, even wJth the most 

recalcitrant of students. AJnerican military power tended to be employed 

to keep things as they were. riot to improve them; to preserve the 

equilib~iun1, not alt.er it; to manage crises. not to resolve the 

underly~ng problems. Germany, Korea, Vietnam. China, Cyprus and Palestine 

remaineq divided. American and international forces were used to 

maintain these and other divides. not to compel resolution of the 
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underlying disputes. American interventions in places like the Dominican 

Republic, Lebanon, Grenada or Panama were intended to displace unfriendly 

regimes and reinstall friendly ones, rather than to bring about 

fundamental societal transformations. 

The end of the Cold War created new problems for the United States ~-------------,. 
and opened ne~Q!LSjbjlities. 

Prominent among the new problems was a rash of state failures. 

During the cold War many weak or artificial states had been propped up by 

one side or the other (and in some case by both) for geopolitical 

reasons. For instance, S0111alia, Yugoslavia and Afghanistan had each been 

regarded as important pieces on the Cold War chessboard. Regimes there 

had received extensive external support as a result. With the 

disappearance of the Soviet Union, Moscow lost its capability and 

Washington its geopolitical rational for sustaining such regimes. Denied 

such support, these and other states disintegrated. 

After 1989, a balance of terror no longer impelled the United States 

to preserve the status quo. This meant that Washington was free to 

ignore regional instability when it did not threaten American interests. 

On the other, this freedom also meant that the United States now had the 

option of using its unrivaled power to actually resolve, rather than to 

simply manage or contain international problems of importance to it. 

From 1990 onward the United States has felt able, when it chose, to 

intervene not simply to police ceasefires or restore the status quo but 

to bring about the democratic transformation of conflicted societies, 

much as it had those of Germany and Japan four decades earlier. And after 

1989 the United States was also more able to secure broad international 

support for such efforts when it chose to mount them. 

The rest of the international community also became more 

interventionist. Of the 54 peace operations the UN has mounted since 

1945, 41 (or nearly 80%) have been initiated since 1989. Fifteen are 

still underway. 

Despite this more supportive international envirorunent, the costs 

and risks associated with nation building remained high. Washington 

consequently has not embarked on such endeavors lightly. It withdrew from 

Somalia in 1993 at the first serious resistance. It opted out of 
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internatjional efforts to stem genocide in Rwanda in 1994. It resisted 

European efforts to entangle it in Balkan peace enforcement for the first 

four years of Yugoslavia's violent breakup. Even after intervening in 

Bosnia, ,it spent three more years seeking a non-military solution to 

ethnic ~leaning in Kosovo. 

Netertheless, despite this reticence, throughout the 1990's each --=------------=::::-
suc:.::slve_ American led intervention, from Somalia to Hai ti to Bosnia to 

Kosovo, proved wider in scope and mor'::_ __ c1_~~us in intent than its 

predecessor. In Somalia the original objective was purely humanitarian, 

subsequ,;mtly expanded to democratization In Hai ti the objective was to 

reinstall and renew a preexisting regime. In Bosnia, it was to create a 

multiet~ic state. 

democratic polity. 

In Kosovo it was to establish from the groLU1d up a 

As~ candidate, George W Bush criticized the Clinton Administration 

for this expansive agenda of nation building. As President, he adopted a 

more mo~est set of objectives when faced with a comparable challenge in 

Afghanifta.n. The Bush Administration's efforts to reverse the trend 

toward rver larger and more ambitious American led nation building 

operations has proved short lived, however. In Iraq the United States 

has taken on a task comparable in nature to the transformational attempts 

still underway in Bosnia and Kosovo, and in scope to the earlier American 

occupations of Germany and Japan. 

caoss-cl.sz TREtms 

Fo~lowing the seven individual country studies, we sought to extract 

data thbt was broadly comparable across the cases. Although each case 

was unique, we attempted find areas where comparisons could prove useful. 

In particular. we attempted to quantify and compare measures of nation 

building input, that is to say peacekeeping-troops, police and economlc 

assistance-and output, in the form of democratic elections and economic 

growth., 

Military force levels varied significantly across the cases. 1'hey 

ranged :from the 1.6 million U.S. forces in the European Theater of 

Opera ti.ions at the end of the Second World War to the approximately 14,000 

U.S. and international troops currently in Afghanistan. Looking at gross 
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nwnbers, however, does not allo~ for useful comparison across the cases 

because the size and populations of the countries being analyzed was so 

disparate. We therefore decided to look at the number of U.S. and 

international military soldiers per thousand inhabitaots in each of the 

cases. In addition, we thought it important to look at how force levels 

changed over time. Figure S.1 shows the number of troops per thousand 

inhabitants for each of the cases at the outset of the intervention and 

at various intervals over time: 

................................. ~_ .... ---·----·--------···-. -------·--·-·-
Military Presence Over lltne (soldiers per thousand Inhabitants) 

l•uj 
30.00 -----------

... 
20.00 

..... 

t1Germany 

•Japan 
osomalia 
oHaiti 

•Bosnia 
oKosow 
•Afghanistan 

10.00 
__ , 

1 

0.00 
v .. s Verar1) 

Intervention over time (yelll'" 0 • the year of Intervention) 

·····----- ·········. -----··--··-·----·'t,\!2 ~f~,.,.. 
P'iqure S.1: Military Presence Over Time ~oCP 'Vdfi,,Jc., 

c./~>o()O 

As the data illustrates. force levels varied widely across these 

~. Bosnia, Kosovo, and particularly Germany started with 

substantial numbers of military forces while the initial levels in Japan, 

Somalia, Haiti, and especially Afghanistan were much more modest. These 

levels (with the partial exception of Germany) all decreased over time. 

but by varying degrees. Overall, the differences across the cases had 

significant implications for other aspects of the post-conflict 

operation. 

we conducted similar analysis on externaJ ~ssistance in these seven 

cases. Cumulative figures are useful to some degree, but to assess the 

true impact of assistance on individuals in post-conflict situations, it 

is important to look at hoK much assistance was provided on a per capita 
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basis Figure S.2 captures how mu~h per capita assistance was provided 

to ea h erson durin the first two ears in the various cases (in 2001 

u. S. ollars l : 

External Assistance per Capita in First T~r 
Conflict 

(2001 Dollars) 

$1,600 -----~---··----- .. ----------·-·--·--·-----, 
$1,400 +-----------
$1,200 +----............... ------
$1,000 +----------'---------, 

$800 -+-,--------"----
$600 ------------
$400 -I--'------------~ 
$200 

$0 

Figure s.2: Per capita External Assistance 

Duet varying populations, comparable sums of money can have drastically 

differ nt effects on the residents of a country. For example, although 

Germa 

grant 

discr 

was granted by far the most assistance in monetary terms ($12 

the amount per citizen came to only a little over $200. 

Kosovo, which ranked fourth in terms of total assistance, was 

over $800 per resident In a recovering economy, these 

quite significant. 

LOSXONS 

e German and Japanese occupations set standards for post-conflict 

have not since been equaled. One of the most 

an inquiry such as this must to address, therefore, 

is why those two operation while all those that 
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have come after have fallen short, to one degree or another. The easiest 

answer is that Germany and Japan were already highly developed, 

economically advanced societies. And this certainly explains why it 

proved easier to reconstruct the German and Japanese economies than it 

has to fundamentally reform those Wl.derdeveloped economies in our other 

five case studies. 

Economics is not a sufficient answer, however. Nation building, as 

we have defined it, and more importantly, as those who launched the seven 

interventions studied herein defined American objectives, was not 

primarily about working economic, but rather political transformations. 

The spread of democracy in Latin America, Asia, and parts of Africa 

suggests that this is not W1iquely an artifact of Western culture or of 

advanced industrial economies: that democracy can, indeed, take root in 

circumstances where neither obtains. No post conflict program of 

•reconstruction• could turn Somalia. Haiti or Afghanistan into thriving 

centers of prosperity. But th~j-)~;- Americ~~d interventions to 

install substantial democracies in those countries has other than purely 

economic explanations. ,,---- ···-·-····-.. . 

All three of those societies ar~~ded_et~ic~y, socio-

economically and/or tribally in ways that Germany and Japan were not. So 

homogeneity helps. But again, it is not essential. For the kind of 

comml.lllal hatreds that mark Somalia, Haiti and Afghanistan are even more 

marked in Bosnia and Kosovo, where, nevertheless, the process of 

democratization has made some progress. 

What distinguish Germany, Japan, Bosnia and Kosovo, on the one hand, 

from somalia, Haiti and Afghanistan on the other, are not their levels of 

Western culture, of economic development, or of national homogeneity. 

Rather what distinguishes these two groups, one where democratization has 

or is taking hold, and the other where it has not, is the level of effort 

the united States has put into their democratic transformations. Nation 

building, as this study illustrates, is a time and resource const1111ing 

effort. The United States and its allies have put t~y five ~Jmo_!:.e 

troops and money into post conflict Kosovo than into pgs~ cgnfJict 
• 

Afghanistan. This higher level of input accounts, at least in part, for 
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the hi~her level of output in terms of democratic institutions and 

economlc growth. 

th the late 1940's, ~hile it was shouldering all the burden of 

,Japans transfonnat ion and most of that for West Germany, the United 

States.produced some 50% of the world's GNP. By the 1990's, when nation 

building again came into vogue, that figure was down to around 22%. 

International burden sharing had become commensurately more important. 

Throughout the 1990's the United States wrestled with the problem of 

how achieve wider participation in its nation building endeavors while 

also preserving adequate unity of corm,and. In Somalia and Haiti, the 

Unitedtstates experimented with sequential arrangements by which it 

organi ed, led, largely manned and funded the initial phase of the 

operat·on itself, but then quickly turned responsibility over to a more 

broadly representative (and more widely funded) United Nations force. 

These i;;eqneati al. . ..e.f_forts can not be deemed ~c.c.e.s.a. In Bosnia the 

United! States succeeded in achieving unity of command and broad 

particfpation on the military side of the operation through NATO, but 

resisted the logic of achieving a comparable arrangement on the civil 

side. In Kosovo, the United States achieved unity of command and broad 

participation on both the military and civil sides, through NATO and the 

UN respectively. While the military and civil aspects of that operation 

remained under different management. the United States assured that the 

manda±s and capabilities of the two entities, KFOR and UMMIK would 

overl thereby preventing a gap opening between them. 

,,..-- ne of these models proved entirely satisfaemry·,<A+rangernents in 

( ( Kosov~, however, do seem to have provided th 
' ' 

lead participation. broad and 

strong unity of coitilland. Every international official in Kosovo works 

ultimately for one of two people, the NATO collllUander or the Special 

Representative of the Secretary General. Neither of these is an American, 

but b~ virtue of its credibility in the region and its influence in NATO 

and t~e UN Security Council, the United States has been able to maintain 

a ful1Jy satisfactory leadership role while paving on];v l 6% of the 

recongtruction costs and fielding only 16% of the peacekeeping troops. 
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The efficacy of the Kosovo model for managing a large scale peace 

operation depends very heavily upon the ability of the United states and 

its principal allies to i,ttain a colllllon vision of the enterprises 

objectives and to then shape response of the relevant institutions, 

principally NATO, the European Union and the United Nations, to those 

agreed purposes. Where the principal participants in a nation building 

exercise have such a conman vision. the Kosovo model off~rs a. viable -amalgam of burden sharing and unity of conmand. 

More recently, ir(!fghan~, the United States opted for parallel 

arrangements on the military side, and even greater variety on the civil. 

An international force, with no us participation, operates in Kabul, 

while a national, mostly us force operates everywhere else. The UN has 

responsibility for promoting political transformation while individual 

donors coordinate economic reconstruction (or more often fail to do so). 

This arrangement is a marginal improvement on Somalia, since the separate 

US and international forces are at least not operating in the same 

physical space, but represents a clear regression from what was achieved 

in Haiti, Bosnia or, in particular Kosovo. 

Another aspect in which these seven cases differ is that of 

~. Some were begun with clear departure deadlines which were 

adhered to--Haiti. Some began with very short time horizons but saw 

those amended - Ger111any, Japan, Somalia and Bosnia. And some were begun 

without any expectation of an early exit - Kosovo and Afghanistan. The 

11 record suggests that while staying long does not guarantee success, 

leaving early assures failure. To date, no effort at enforced 

democratization has taken hold in less than five ears. 

And if democratization takes hold, is that the ultimate exit 

strategy? These case studies suggest not. American forces have left 

clear failures behind - Somalia and Haiti-but remain present in every 

successful or still pending case - Germany, Japan, Bosnia, Kosovo and 

Afghanistan. These five interventions were motivated by regional or 

global geopolitical concerns. Democratization alone may not fully address 

such concerns. Germany and JaP,<ffi were disarmed and consequently required 

American help in providing for their external security long after they 

became reliable democracies fully capable of looking after their own 
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internal affairs. Bosnia, Kosovo and Afghanistan also may well require 

Arnericiln {or perhaps, 1n the case of Bosnia and Kosovo, Europec:1n) 

assistance with their external security long after their internal peace 

is est~blished. Whether this help will take the form of an e~ternal 

troop presence, an external security guarantee, or external leadership in 

forging new regional security arrangements remains to be seen, but some -American and or European security commitment is likely to continue long 

af1er Che democratic transformation is completed Indeed, if Germany and 

,Jnpan are any guide, the more thorough the democratic transformation, the 

more d~eply forged may be the residual links. The record suggests that 

buildidg a nation in ones image creates ties of affection as well as ot 

dependJncy that persist long after the successful birth. 
I 

with these considerations in mind, we came to the following ge~eral 

co~ns in addition to those associated with specific operations: 

• Many factors influence the ease or difficulty of nation building 

prior democratic experience, level of economic development, 

national homogeneity. Another important determinant of success, 

however, 1s the level of effort, in time, men and money, 

imrestea--in the ptocess. 

• Multilateral nation building is more complex and time consuming 

than unilateral. It is also considerably less expensive for any 

1 

one p~rticipant. 

Multilateral nation building can produce rnore thoroughgoing 

transformations and greater regional reconciliation than 

unilateral efforts. 

• Unity of command and broad participation are compat;J.ble if the 

major participants share a common vision and can shape 

• 

international institutions to their needs. 

Neighboring states can exert decisive influence, for better or 

worse. It is near impossible to put together a fragmented 

nation if its neighbors persist in trying to tear it apart.. 

Every etfort should be made to secure their support. 

Accountabilicy for pose injustices can be a powerful component 

of democratization. It also tends, however, to be among the most 

difficult and controversial aspects of any nation-building 
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endeavor and should. therefore, be attempted only if there is a 

deep and long term committeemen to the overall operation. 

• There is no quick route to nation building.~seems the 

minimum required to enforce an enduring transition to democracy. 

• Successful nation building can create ties, affection and a 

long-term dependence for external security long after the need 

for assistance in building democratic forms and maintaining 

internal security is past. 

APPLYING THESE LESSORS TO IRAQ 

Finally, after reviewing these experiences and seeking to draw the 

resultant lessons, this study suggests how these best practices might be 

applied to future operations, and, in paJ:tj c11J ar l;;Q Iraq. 

Although the military phase of the war against Iraq went better 

than could have been hoped for and the regime collapsed much faster than 

many expected, the U.S. has been left with an unenviable task in seeking 

to nation build in Iraq. The British spent several decades forging an 

lraqi state out of remains of the Ottoman empire but neither they nor 

their Iraqi successors succeeded in forging a real lraqi nation; none 

really tried to build a democratic, pluralist polity. 

Nation buildiDQ in Iraq faces a number of deep-rooted challenges. 

Iraq has no tradition of pluralist democracy; instead politics has always 

been about authoritarian rule and the settlement of disputes by force. 

Although a sense of Iraqi national identity does exist, this does not 

override commW1al forms of identity along ethnic, geographic, tribal or 

religious grounds. The majority of the population, the Kurds and Shia, ...,. 
have no real tradition of representation as communities in national Iraqi 

politics but will now have to be brought into the polity. To make 

matters worse, organized crime and banditry are strongly rooted. 

Furthermore, the past decade of sanctions and Saddam Hussein's 

dictatorship have denuded Iraq of its once strong middle class, who had a 

stake in development of a civil society. 

In addition to these particular Iraqi problems, the country faces 

the familiar challenges of a society emerging from a long period of 
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totalitarian rule. The military, s~curity services and bureaucracy need 

to be ~adically refo[Tll.ed and purged. Justice needs to be achieved for 

victims of human rights abuses. The economy needs a major overhaul to 

make it competitive in the global market. 

these challenges would have faced any attempt to achieve 

transf rmation in Iraq, Due to the diplomatic circumstances of the 

confli t, the U.S. also has to cope with unsympathetic neighbors - Iran, 

Syria and Turkey all have an interest in shaping Iraqi politics and 

perhaps in destabilising a smooth transition. At the international 

level, the pre-war splits in the UN Security Council make it much harder 

for t1f U.S. to adopt the burden sharing models adopted in Bosnia, Kosovo 

and Afphanistan. At the same time, the U.S. was unable to undertake pre

war preparations that would have eased post-war transition, such as 

coordinating humanitarian relief with the UN and NGOs, organising 

interniational civil police forces and establishing an international 

politr,· ·al authority to rebut Arab 

~ Nonetheless, Iraq does have 

\ First .. it ha~~i;n-=~~c:ivil 

suspicions of American imperialism. 

some advantages for nation-builders. 

adrninistr_at~. which is relatively 

efficient. This administration needs to be rebuilt but not reconstructed 

from scratch. This administration, staffed mainly by Iraqis, will reduce 

the need for direct international intervention and facilitate security 

~J )and dlveloprnent across the country. Second. the civil administration and 

~thee tensive links ith UN a encies eans that the hwnanitarian issues 

/'/f 
1 

shoul be soluble. s ~ns that the country will not 

~ remai dependent on international aid in the medium term. 

;As it embarks on its most ambitious programme of nation-building 
I 

since 1945. the U.S. must learn important lessons from the case studies 

examifed in this report. The U.S. has staked its credibility on a 

positrve outcome in Iraq. This will require an extensive commitment of 

resou ces (financial. personnel and diplomatic) over a long per-iod of 

time. The U.S. cannot afford to contemplate early exit strategies. ~a,r_ -~nit afford to leave the job half done: The real questions for the 

U.S. are not how soon it can leave but rather how fast and how 

subst~ntially to share po~er with Iraqis and with the rest of the world 
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while retaining enough itself to oversee an enduring transition to 

democracy. 
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2. GERMANY 

he Second World war was the bloodiest conflict in European 

Millions of soldiers and civilians were killed in battle or in 

concen ration camps operated by Nazi Germany. In May 1945, Germany 

surren ered unconditionally to the United States. the Soviet Union, and 
' 

Great ijritain. The allies had already decided to occupy Germany 
I 

milita ily, The United States. Great Britain, and, it was later decided, 

France would occupy zones in the west while the Soviets would occupy the 

east. The capital of Berlin was also partitioned among the four 

occupy ng powers. Common allied policy was developed in a series of 

summit meetings, most notably at Casablanca 1n January 1943, Yalta in 

Februa y 1945, and at Potsdam in August 1945. At Casablanca, British 

Prime inister Winston Churchill and American President Franklin 

Roosev lt had decided to accept only unconditional surrender from 

German This decision was reiterated in subsequent meetings that 

includ d Soviet leader Josef Stalin. The Yalta declaration called for 

uncond tional surrender; the destruction of Nazism; the disarmament of 

German ; the speedy punishment of war criminals; reparations; and an 

econom able to sustain the German people, but not capable of waging war. 

The Po sdam agreement elaborated on these political and economic 

princi les and included agreements about occupation areas, the 

dispos"tion of eastern German borders, population transfers, and the 

nt of war criminals.2 

GES 

was utterly defeated by the end of the war. The last years 

war had damaged the state's physical infrastructure, in some cases 

although later analysis found that the damage was not as 

as first thought,3 The more immediate problem was the collapse 

-~-The United states Department of State, Occupation of Gezmany: 
Polic and Progress 1945-46 Publication 2783 (Washington: GPO, 1947), p. 
3. 

l John Killick, The United States and European Reconstruction: 1945-
1960; !Keele University Press, P.dinburgh, 1997, pp. 61, 88. 

I 
I 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Col. Steve Bucci 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsf eld ~ 

SUBJECT: Thursday House lntel Briefing 

November 19, 2003 

Please have Paul Wolfowitz do the House ops intel briefing for me on Thursday. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
ll190J-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 1 ..... 1 /_i_.J_,_/ _o,.._3 ___ _ 

U22337 /03 
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November 19, 2003 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. John Abizaid 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 11' 
SUBJECT: Iraq 

Attached is an article on Iraq that is worth looking at. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Taheri, Amir ... What to Do,'' National Review, November 24, 2003, p. 18-19. 

DHR:dh 
111903-S 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by ___ -______ _ 

U22338: "/03 
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• COVER STORY a 

What to Do 
The problem in Iraq is neither political nor military; 

it is a security problem 

AMIR TAHERI 

I N late October and early No,•ember, 
the Iraqi capital ofBaghdad had some 
horrible days, with terrorist attacks 
that claimed scores of victims. The 

attacks put the usual what-is-to-be-done 
industry into overdrive in Washington and 
elsewhere. There has been no dearth of 
ideas, some outrageous, others amusing. 
One is to impose a 24-hour curfew in 
Baghdad. Another is to abandon democra
tization, and appoint a military junta to 
restore calm. (The cahn, that is to say, of 
the graveyard.) We are told to court tribal 
sheikhs, to cuddle the mullahs, or to crown 
1his or that aspiring despot as "strong
man." The avalanche of ideas includes 
other Hems: get a new U.N. resolution, put 
Kofi Annan in charge, call Jacques Chirac 
to the rescue, and even beg the mu1Jahs of 
Tehran for help. 

Mr. Taheri is an 1,anian journalist and 
author of ten books on the Middle East and 
Islam, His most recent book, L'lralc: le 
dessous des carles, was published last 
year by Editions Complexe. 

1B 

The best short answer 10 1he question, 
however, is to do nothing. Doing nothing 
is often better than knee-jerk reactions and 
panic measures. A longer answer, howev
er, will have to start by establishing what 
it is that we face in Baghdad 1oday. To 
present the anacks as "the Iraq problem" 
falsifies the issue. lr:aq does remain a prob
lem, not only for the U.S.-led coalition but 
also for the Persian Gulf, and, beyond it, 
the whole world. But to rwuce that prob
lem to the 1errorism 1hat we have wit
nessed since May would be to miss the 
point. 

The terrorist attacks-in localities that 
account for perhaps just over l percent of 
Iraqi tenitory-do need to be dealt with, 
but they cannot be dealt with unless we 
understand their nature. First of all, they 
are not political. Their instigators have not 
presented any political demands, nor have 
they presented their terrorism in the con-
1ext of any political analysis. The choice of 
targets, too, shows that there is no coher
ent political strateJ!Y behind the anacks. 
(To be sure, pundits speculate about such 

NATIONAL REVJE\111/NOV~BJ.R 2'h:20,2_J 
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motives. We are told, for example, that the 
attacks come from Iraqis who wish to 
drive the Americans out. In that case, one 
wonders why the terrorists attacked 
Muslim embassies, the United Nations, 
the International Committee of the Red 
Cross, hospitals; universities, and other 
points of concentrations oflraqi civilians.) 
No, the agenda behind these acts is not 
political, and thus cannot be dealt with 
through political means such as changing 
policies, establishing dialogue, seeking 
compromises, and altering al]iances. 

Nor can the anacks be understood in 
military tenns. One idea, from those who 
see the attacks as a military problem, is to 
flood Iraq with boots, to the tune of half a 
million or more. Another is to withdraw 
the Gls into cordoned-off bases, and let 
the Iraqis senle it among· themselves. Yet 
another is to bring in the Turkish and 
Jordanian armies because they supposedly 
know ho": to deal with "the natives." The 
truth, however, is that these attacks do not 
represent a military threat 10 the coalition. 
The instigators are not trying to capture· 
territory or deny territory to the coalition. 
Nor are they seeking to destroy the coali
tion's major assets or gain control of vital 
resources, such as water, or even to disrupt 
the logistics of the "enemy." 

As things stand today, then, the U.S.
Jed coalition faces neither a political nor a 
military challenge in Iraq. Politic.ally, the 
coalition enjoys suppon from a majority 
oflraqis on two points: l )making sure that 
the fallen regime does not return in any 
form and 2) preventing a single ethnic 
and/or religious group from winning an 
exclusive bold on power in any future 
regime. (This support, however, could be i 
lost if a growing number of Iraqis sensed :. 
that, for domestic political reasons, the I 
U.S. might not want to stay the course.) : 

Nor does the coalition face a military § 
challenge in Iraq in the foreseeable future. iii 
(Gen. John Abizaid overstated the case if 
when he suggested that Iraq was wimess~ ~ 
ing a guerrilla war.) The suggestion that, ~ 
in military terms, Iraq could become i 
"another Vietnam" comes from those who ~ 
know neither. I 

This terrorism is, in fact, a security oi 

problem, which must be combated with :, 
policing methods. The coalition and the ; 
Iraqi Governing Council have had a mca- i 
sure of success in dealing with the wave oft 
ordinary crimes that hit Baghdad in the f 
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immediate aflennath of liberation. That 
success has been achieved through the 
organization of Iraqi police units and the 
establishment of neighborhood-watch net
works that supply the infonnation needed 
for prevention and detection of crime. 

That method has not been used against 
terrorism. For reasons that are hard to 
fathom, the U.S.-led administration has 
e;,;cluded the Governing Council and the 
newly created Iraqi police force from the 
task of combating terrorism. As for the 
Governing Council, some of its members 
claim that terrorism is "pan of the war," 
and thus "a preserve of the Americans-'' 
Again for reasons hard to explain, the 
coalition has refused to build up an 
adequate counterterrorism capacity. Jt 
was not until early in October that 
Washington assigned a couple of coun
tenerrorism expens to the reconstituted 
lraqi Ministry of Defense. Of the 56 spe
cialist detectives promised for a new 
division to deal with terrorism, only two 
have been assi~ed. 

At the same lime, the interim admin
istration, perhaps aro:i ous to do the best 
thing for lhe longer term, is trying to intro
duce 1echrlolo11ies and equipment that few 
Iraqis understand and can handle. Creating 
a genetic -database for criminal investiga
tions, for example, may be useful in the 
long run. But right now you need people 
who know which tribes to infilll'Bte, which 
teahouses to frequent, and which money
changers 10 lccep an eye on. The newly 
created police computer cemer in Bagh
dad looks like a Hollywood set. But very 
little of immediate use goes in, and less 
comes out. 

On the ground, there is no organized 
effort to search out and destroy the 1error
ists. Whatever mids the coalition forces 
carry out and whatever arrests they make 
are prompted by information volunteered 
by Iraqis who share the dream of a new 
Iraq. This is a reactive, rather than proac
tive, way of fighting tenor. The terrorists 
in Iraq have an easy time because no sys
tematic watch is kept on them, no one is 
hunting them, and no one disrupts their 
cash flow. The American force that faces 
them, though large and well equipped, is 
unsuited to the task of infiltrating and 
desrroying clandestine cells. 

When Saddam Hussein went into hid
ing just before April 9, he made sw-e that 
his henchmen had emptied the contents of 

the CenlJ'31 Bank. By JllOM acoounis they 
took somethinr like SJ billion. Of that, 
half was recovered by the coalition, in
duding S400 million in a cache close to 
the Tigris River in Baghdad. Saddam has 
therefore almost half a billion dollars to 
play with--thal is to say, to spend on his 
terror network, possibly with the help of 
professiooal crimioals and ,emnants of 
foreign terrorist groups that he had shel
tered and fmanced for decades. Half a bil
lion dollars is a Joe of money, especially in 
cash-Slamd Iraq, and could buy quite a 
few volunteers for terrorism. And as I~ 
as there is no efficient policing action. !he 
terrorists will see no reason why they 
should stop. 

Nevertheless. this terror campaign Jacks 
slaying power. Saddam's money is bound 
10 run out, sooner rather than later. Be
cause he is DOI ll!.in@ terror in the come;,;t 
of a popular political pr0ff3R1, his field of 
recruinnent is bound to remain limited to 
diehard Ba'a1hiS1s, mercenane$. and for• 
eil!]1 militants tbusti~ to kill Americans 
wherever possibit. There are no signs that 
the terror netWorlc has prepared for usifJJ 
1he fimdraising methods of cl~ical ter
rorist organiz.ations. such as robbin~ more 
banks, setting up rackeis. and running 
ex1onion neiworks. Saddam has always 
hew a red·Jess 1actician and a cowardly 
strategist: He always s1aned with as 
much violence as he could muster, but 
ended up looking for a hole in which to 
hide. In previous cases, soch as the war 
he launched against Inn and his invasion 
of Kuwait, he goc off the hook thanks to 
either the Western powers thal supponed 
him or the United Na1ions that offered 
him a way out. 

This time he is unlikely to get a break. 
Sooner or later, lhe coalition will create 
and deploy a countenerrorism force coo
stirutcd mainly of Iraqis. With this en
deavor, some of Washington's allies, 
no1ably the British, can help. Rather than 
clean up after evesy lerrorisl anack, the 
new force would ro on the offensive 
agaiMt an adversary that is politically iro
la1ed and mili1.arily doomed. The libcra• 
tioo oflraq was and remains a success; no 
explosion in Baghdad should make us for
iet that. Iraq could become a problem only 
in Washington-if shon-tenn domestic 
poli1ical CMSidera1.ons override the broad
er @oal of wirming the war aiamst global 
1errorism. HR 
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suwflake 

November 20, 2003 

TO: LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1! 
SUBJECT: Nichols 

What did I interview that fellow Nichols for that he said I didn't give him the job? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
I 12003-4 
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SnGwtlaktt 

November 20, 2003 

TO: Mark Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Plan 

I wanted to reuse the material I had when I repeated about five times "our plan 

was this," "our plan was that," "our plan was this.'' It is good stuff. Let's use it 

again. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
112003•) 00 
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Please respond by----------- fl{!~ 
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'· Snowflake 
' /) 

November 20, 2003 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

~ O ~FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

/? SUBJECT: Visits from Germany and France 
/ ti\ '1.,-\ 

When is Schroeder corning to the U.S., and when did the information say that the 

MoD of France might come? l want to look at my schedule. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
11200)-9 
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Snowftake 

November 20, 2003 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <\JI'. 
SUBJECT: Visits from Germany and France 

When is Schroeder coming to the U.S., and when did the information say that the 

MoO of France might come? I want to look at my schedule. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
Jl2003,9 

········································································· 
Please respond by _____ ) -cl /'""'2-c; ____ / _o _3 __ _ 
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Snawflake 

TO: 
cc. 
FROM: 

Doug Feith 
'PA'-\1.. uJo\..fe i.J I r-z... 
Donald Rumsf eld 'vi' 

SUBJECT: Letter to Ta)abani 

November 20, 2003 

If it is appropriate, please draft a letter from me to Talabani, comp1imenting him 

on his piece in the Wall Street Journal today. It is first-rate. 

Thanks. 

..,_ 

~~ OL 
~ :2~J:J~ ••••a•••• O •a• a••• O • • • • O • •••••••a• a• a••• O •••a a•••• a a• a••••• : 2 ••••I 

Please respond by 11 / 1,-y / iJ '.l \ ,, , ,., 

U22342 /03 

D 
C) 
C) 

11-L-0559/0SD/20548 JJ 



!nawffake 
.. . ., 

........... . ... 

November 20, 2003 

TO: LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <fJ 
SUBJECT: State Department Cable 

Please let me see the Department of State cable on Taiwan that Steve Cambone 

mentioned today. 

Thanks. 

~ 
DHR<h ~/ 

~ ~2::3~1: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 / 

Please respond by ____ , ...... I {1--1 ...... 1_/o_j ___ _ r,(z.t> 

tuO~ 
T+ i s Th C"),..D 

1£,\( 
11/1# U 2 2 3 4 3 ,, / 0 3 

11-L-0559/0SD/20549 s;:r 



l 
Snawffake 

November 20, 2003 

TO: Dick McGraw 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan 

I think it is a great idea for you to help out in Afghanistan. 

You are indeed a superb ''utility infielder," among other things! 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
111003-16 

..•..••.•..............•.••••...•••..•.•.•• , •.•••..........•..........••. 
Please re~pond by---------

U2234l:, 

11-L-0559/0SD/20550 

/03 

... ,.. 
'. 



OHR 

I consider myself your utility infielder or designated hitter. Unless you've got 
something else you'd like me to do, Marty Hoffmann has asked me to go to 
Afghanistan with Jack Bell and Zalmay Khalilizad to work on the economic and 
political reconstruction. That's an imponant task and ]'m wi1ling to do that. 

Dick McGraw 

(Ii\\ 

11-L-0559/0SD/20551 



SnawHake 

November 21, 2003 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V · 
SUBJECT: 9/1 I Commission Status 

I want a weekly report on where we stand on the 9/11 Commission requirements 

that we are supposed to be fulfilling. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
112103-3 

.•••.•.•..••.......••.........••••••..••••......•.............••..•.•... , 
Please respond by , ,_, f; / o3 

U22345 

11-L-0559/0SD/20552 

fl,.~· 

/03 
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Snowflake · 

November 21, 2003 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM; Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Interview to Devon Cross 

Please send Devon Cross a copy of the Paris Match interview. She wanted to see 

it. 

Thanks. 

DHlt:dh 
112103-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ ,_, / ...... ~'----'/"""'"o ...... 'S'~-- /Lf 

....__ __ _,_ ()/ "< -

J ..J i,,,.-/ L fl 
-J~i/l 
r ~-w"'(w . T /Vy' . 

. fad 

U22346 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20553 

·'··' 
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SnavvHake 

TO: LTG John Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld TJt. 
November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: 9/11 Commission 

1:49PM 

Please make sure anything that comes out of our office that relates to that subject 

that is going to be sent over to the 9/11 Commission that I have a chance to see it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
I 12403. I 9 

('' 

? . _ _) ( /-~. 

I\ Ir ;7 : , .! / . / • .: 1'I / {'f-f.l J' /?II r ,,,. ·' ( 
/ /0 -1 •. r ~· '- • 1 • ; , 

. ! I ·; I/ I . ,~ ~ I w: /) tr~A r/ 
C.;_,,, .. .,,-, I. ··:..>c;. •+ . .-'1 

"" ·"-f-' " ' V LA/ ~ ~ 

~,1,/s 
I ) 

i e,·.,, ri 
.J 

11-L-0559/0SD/20554 
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·- . 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Powe11 Moore 

Paul Wo]fowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
November 24, 2003 

9:09AM 

See if the US/Japan Parlimentary exchange still exists. If so, who the members 

are, how often they meet, who funds it and how it works. I would like to know 

who is on the US side and who is on the Japan side. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
Jl2403.03 

U22348 

11-L-0559/0SD/20555 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Calendar 

9:09AM 

Please block out an hour some time for me to get back into the record keeping file, 

and the meetings we had with the contractor, the Library of Congress, and the 

historians. We are doing nothing on it and we need to get going. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.06 

Please respond by: _______ \;l_\ ..... 1.__ ____ __.._fJ_i_.;...I e_.;:.{i_c .... pt,..., 

U22349. /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20556 



• 

• 

• 

9:11AM 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: LTG Craddock 
Pau] WoJfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?-
DATE: November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: US· Ambassador to Iraq 

I probably ought to meet soon the new woman who is going to be Ambassador to 

US from Iraq. 

Let's get it arranged. 

Thanks . 

DHR/azn 
112403.0, 

Please respond by: _______ l_l __ \._·3o _________ _ 

U22350 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20557 
__ L. __ .. ~---

\-.\ 
~· 
~ 
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1:02PM 
TO: Jerry Bremer 

CC: Pau1 Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Qj(\ 
DATE: November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: JGC 

Carl Levin keeps asking if you have asked the JGC what their thoughts would be if 

the CPA decided to reconstitute units of the Iraqi army, using people, some below 

rank such as lieutenant, with mostly enlisted personnel. I told him we were 

already hiring back former Army individuals as policeman, border patrol, etc. He 

said no, he's talking about actually bringing them back in units. 

He needs an answer. Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.13 

Please respond by: 

11-L-0559/0SD/20558 

Cle<~ 

U22351 /03 
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Snewflake 

1:39 PM 
TO: Secretary Gordon England 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld'7)[l 

DATE: November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Intern Program 

Thanks for your note on interns. I appreciate your quick response. I will look 

forward to hearing what you and David Chu have by way of proposals. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.14 

Reference: Intern Program Response to SD from SN I 1/21/03 

Please respond by: __________ I ~-+\-'-<( __ Fi.__._· ·4 {_._f.__(_c>_._Pf-f-

U22352 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20559 
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November 21, 2003 

To: SECDEF 

Fr: SECNAV 

Subj: Intern Program Response 

~ 
By your note of October 20, you asked that I review DOD intern programs and provide 
you my thoughts. 

Bottom 1ine: 

• Intern programs have broad support across constituent groups in DOD. 

• Intern programs are varied and large (8,000 people + ), all fonned under broad and 
genera] OPM guidance. 

• Programs mirror the overa11 employee situation in DOD; namely, not performance 
focused. 

• Most are open ended, without measures of effectiveness. 

• No DOD policy directive regarding objectives, strategy or implementation 
guidance for the program. 

• With the right controls and measurement, intern programs can provide a usefu] 
civi1ian recruiting tool 

Recommendation: 

• Incorporate intern program guidance and perfonnance measures as a part of 
NSPS. 

• David Chu concurs. We wi]] be back with you with specific intern program 
approaches/implementation as part of NSPS way ahead. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20560 



Suwftake 

-
• 

1:32PM 
TO: Gen. Pete Schoomaker c1= 
CC: Paul Wolfowitz 0~ 
FROM: DQn~d R~msfeld ~ ~c,C...., 

DATE: November 24, 2003 (, 

SUBJECT:· Congressman Jim Su:ton 

Congres~an Jim Saxton was in to.day and saiC, ~t he would be delig),l.ted to . _· 

introduce legi~lation after you have thought through how Y'?U want chang~ the 

force structure in the anny and the ·organization. 

Here's his card. You might want to talk to him about it s~me time .. He ~ts to· 

be helpful. Please keep me posted. 

Thanb. 

DHll/ar.a 
112403.14 

Attac1!-: -~vsiness card ofH. Jame.rSaxion 

. .. 

~-----1--' ----------4-_.·-~·-,1_~-. Plea6e respond by:,,_ I a\ r,:, : _ 
. '· 

U22353: · 103 
11-L-0559/0SD/20561 

·µ 



.. 
UNITED STATES ARMY 

THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response to Congressman Jim Saxton 

Sir, 

December 1.9, 2003 

Congressman Saxton came to the Pentagon for lunch today. He brought Mr. Tom 
Hawley, a professional staffmember from the HASC. It ,ivas a useful session - we 
discussed a wide range of issues, including his recent visit to U.S. SOCOM and 
his interest in our transfonnation. I think he \vas looking to gain some insights for 
the subcommittee he chairs: Terrorism, Unconventional Threats and Capabilities. 

I agree he wants to be helpful and wi11 maintain contact with him as we move 
forward next year. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTC Stephen P. Tryon, .... !(b_)(_6) __ __ 

CC: Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Acting Secretary of the Army 



Sn1wnak• 

TO: Secretary Jim Roche 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Larry Di Rita 
Powell Moore 
Mike Wynne 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Tankers 

2:36 PM 

My impression is that Sen. McCain may ask that there be a new contract 

negotiated on the tankers. Apparently he entered into a colloquy on the floor of 

the Senate suggesting that that's what the bi)) sugBests. even though others don't 

agree with that. 

What's your thought? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.lS 

Please resp011d by: _____ la_\-1--~----~_...i:_..:· /=-e-""(-~"-P.__._~ 

e>!, 
l?/s 

/ 
U22351+ /03\" 

11-L-0559/0SD/20563 

/ 
/ 



.. 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Chairman Duncan Hunter 

2:34PM 

Duncan Hunter was in today and mentioned bidden cameras in Baltimore's high 

crime areas. He recommended it to Seal Team 6 Iraq. Would you have someone 

look into that? 

Somebody ought to talk to his staff, fmd out what it's about, and look at it in an 

orderly way. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.16 

' i U22355 /03 
11-L-0559/0S D/20564 



7:47 AM 
TO: Jim Haynes 

CC: Paul W olfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE: November 25, 2003 

SUBJECT: Boeing 

I noticed that some people were fired at Boeing, and one of them had worked at 

DoD previously. Should DoD look ink) her conduct while she was at DoD and 

detennine whether it was appropriate? 

Thanks. 

Dl{Rla,:n 
112503 11 

Pleau respor,d by; _________ l_~'-t~-& ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/20565 

O{> 
ti/9 
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Snwflake 

7:40AM 

TO: L TG John Craddock 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 't)~ 
DATE: November 25~ 2003 

SUBJECT: Military Construction Funds 

I've got to get briefed on the way that the services have cut military construction 

funds beyond where we wanted them to. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
I 12503.08 

Please respond by: 

U22357, /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20566 

-i 
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• 

• 

7:26AM lolO 
TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9f\ 
DATE: November 25, 2003 

(/_l,f,,_J <S 
, .. o> 

SUBJECT: ~~~ \ ti, 
What do we do about getting Sanchez' headquarters truly joint in Iraq. 1s is not 

the way to be doing business. 

Thanks . 

DHR/azn 
112503.0S 

Please respond by: ________ i-:;-_______ _ 

U22358: ··103 
11-L-0559/0SD/20567 



SnawHake 

• 

• 

• 

7:25 AM 

TO: L TG John Craddock 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE: November 25, 2003 

SUBJECT: Active and Reserve 

I do have to get briefed on the active and reserve component balancing. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112503.04 

Please respond by: ______ \....,.a.a;..~ .... 'f'...__ _________ _ 

U22359 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20568 



• 

• 

• 

7:24 AM 

TO: L TG J olm Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE: November 25, 2003 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Ambassador 

Ne~dless to say, we ought to have the Iraqi ambassador in to see me, but also if we 

have a Pentagon event where we include other people it would be nice to include 

her. 

Thanks . 

DHR!azn 
112503.03 

~ Please respond by: __________________ _ 

ri/f 

U22360 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20569 
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Snowflake 

7:03 AM 

TO: Protocol 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~' 

DATE: November 25, 2003 ~ 

SUBJECT: Photos ~\~ I" 

Q r.L -
Make sure we send these two photos to~~ I\ ) t' 0 " 

X. l.t \ ,i (\ iJ Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112503.02 

Attach: Photos 

1 (,~' ~ ~\1/ 0J 1 
~,\Lf-

Please respond by: ______________ _ 

/ 

1 zjP 
----, )/1 C /J/J -

/J ;L 1rr'l 
~µ_, 

ti 
-z:. 

lany Of Rit,11 

/2,/ t 

U22361 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20570 



1:18 PM 
TO: Larry Di Rita 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
DATE: November 25, 2003 

SUBJECT: Post Conflict 

See me on my discussion \.Vith you on the post conflict lessons learned and the 

Defense Science Board. We've got to figure out a precise approach for them. 

Thanks. 

OHRh.11n 
112~03.14 

11-L-0559/0SD/20571 
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:."'· 
#I • · .. 

9:16 AM 

TO: L TG Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ]At 
DA TE: November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Statistics 

Please give me the number of Americans who were killed in WWI, WWII, the 

Korean War and Vietnam. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.09 

\\t""'o Please respond by: _______ ~t-J __________ _ 

U22363 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20572 



.... ' . . ... 
., 

MEMO FOR: SECDEF 

FROM: LTG CRADb 
SUBJECT: STATISTICS 

25 NOV 2003 

IN RESPONSE TO YOUR SNOWFLAKE, 24 NOVEMBER: "PLEASE GIVE ME 
THE NUMBER OF AMERICANS WHO WERE KILLED IN WWI, WWII, THE 
KOREAN WAR, AND VIETNAM". 

WORLD WAR I 

WORLD WAR II 

KOREAN WAR 

VIETNAM WAR 

SOURCE: OSD WEBSITE 

116,516 KIA 

405,399 KIA 

36,576 KIA 

58,200 KIA 

11-L-0559/0SD/20573 



Snowflake 

t 
I 
I 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J,(L 
DATE: November 29, 2003 

SUBJECT: Procedures 

Take a look at this memo from Mike Wynne to you. It seems to me it would be 

the easiest thing in the world for you to just automatically send me something like 

that so I am aware of it. 

You ought to get your office staff organized with the thought of keeping me 

informed of things like this. I think we do much better job of keeping your office 

informed. If we don't let me know and I'll try and fix it. 

Thanks. 

DHR!az.n 
1 !3003.0lb 

Attach: Action lvfemo (10/9/03) to DSD Re: Force PrOTecrionjrom M. Wynne 

Please respond by: ___ .....:..;;.;,.iO<+-~ ~ ____ 

0 %1! 

U22364 /0? 
11-L-0559/0SD/20574 



r ... __ 

ACQUISITION, 
T£CHNOLO('iY 

ANO LOGISTICS 

... Predecisional - JIOJ 8fRdzl Usc 'izl5 ... 
THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3000 DEFENSE PENi.AGON 

'.A5HINGTON, DC 20301-3000 

Action Memo 

October 9, 2003 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 'lli/l 

\--

THROUGH: Mr. Michael W. Wynne, Aeling Under Secre1a,y o*e (AT &L) 

FROM: Dr. Ronald M. Sega, DireC1or of Defense Research and 'Zneering;?/#12 10 /"' / •.!! 

SUBJECT: Force Protection 

• EarHer today y0u approved the items Hs1ed below for priority funding from FY03 or 
FY04 sources and rapid fielding to CENTCOM as force protection enhancements. This 
Jjst was prioritized by CENTCOM and has been vened with the Services, Joint Staff and 
OSD. 

• The total cost of the items is $335 .54M and they are listed in accordance with 
CENTCOM's prioriti2ation: 

• 
• $70M funds to increase production of Interceptor Body Annor (]BA) 
• $59.JM funds to increase production of Up-Armored HMMWVs (UAH) 
• S25M funds to increase production of Lightweight Counter- Mortar Radars 
• S38.3M funds to increase production of AEROSTATS with E1ecrtro-optical 
sensors 
• $840K funds for Air scan Sys1ems-Scan Eagle Unmanned Aerial Vehides. 
• $31 M fonds 10 complete •he purchase of 185 SUAV Raven Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles. 
• $8.1 M funds to complete Change Detection Devices. 
• S26.5M funds to increase production of 107 Warlock Orange electronic 
countermeasure devices. • 

• S.5.5M funds to replace JO Channel Cononwood electronic countermeasure 
devices. 
• $I.OM fonds to test and evaluate 50 Radio Frequency Detection Devices. 
• S70M funds to develop and procure Rapid React1on/ New So]u1ion technologies. 

• Actions: 
o The Army wiJJ execute those items that can be rapidly resourced with o:rganic 

funds in the near-term. 

#ft,_ 

1 J-L-.05<;9/~0~Z~ Pre cc,swnal -Ci lrc tinl.1 

J-\ 



.,..:... .... 

o USD-<'i>mpuollrr will u1ili1..r 1:y -04 lrnqi Frr.cdom Funds to reimburse the 
Army ;md f11ml 1hosr itnm; lhl· Army nrn 1101 resource in 1hc near•term. 

o AT &L/DDR&E will provide oversight of !he Rapid Reaction/New Solution 

lechnology funds. A~ ~~,:r 

o The Anny, DDR& , Joint Staff, and USD-Cornptroller wi1l reassess, and 
report back to me the appropriate }eve] of effort to be app1ied the Shadow• 
Unmanned Aeria ehicle and Add-On Ballistic Protection for Vvhee]ed 
Vehicles. 

RECOMMEJ\TJJA TION: A pprovc this list of items and actions listed. 

COORDINATJON: OUSD (C), CJCS J4, CJCSJ8, SecAnny, Sec Navy, 

Appro5Jjj_ toj{p ~ 
Disapproved _____ _ 

Prepared By: Col S.E. Brown l ... (b_H_
5
) __ _, 



Snowflake 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Larry Di Rita 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld ~ 
DATE: November 29, 2003 

SUBJECT: Dept. of Transportation 

Norm Mineta called me. He's got a program to reduce preventable traffic 

accidents by 50%. The goal is to reduce them by some 50%. He's seeking a joint 

press conference between December 191h and January 41h. They are planning a 

crackdown on drivers in the 19-24 year o)d range - the military age range. 

Please get with Larry Di Rita on the phone to discuss this and figure out what DoD 

ought to do, talk to Mineta's office, and then let me know while I am in Europe. I 

think he's on a short time frame. 

I hope you had a good Thanksgiving! 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
113003.IOc 

,~\~ Please respond by: _________ j _________ _ 

U22365 /03 '3 
11-L-0559/0SD/20577 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld iil 
DATE: November 29, 2003 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Security Force Strength 

Here's a memo from Newt. He is right. We have got to up the ante on this again. 

Why don't you come back to me with a proposal. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
113003.0lb 

Attach: 1 I 11 I /03 Email to SD from N. Gingrich 

Pleaserespondby: _______ _,}:..;;;.i __ )i,..:.1_0 _______ _ 

U22366 /03 \i 
11-L-0559/0SD/20578 
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Snawflake 

TO: LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld""' 

SUBJECT: Kirtland AFB 

I want to go to KUMMSC at Kirtland AFB. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
091503-41 

September 15, 2003 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ -_____ _ 

U22401 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20579 



December 3, 2003 

TO: Gen. Pete Pace 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ni 
SUBJECT: Exercises w/Russia 

I do need to get some clarity as to what the United States proposed to lvanov on 

exercises, whether it was cleared up at the Chairman of the Joint Chiers level and 

your level and whether it makes sense. 

Thanks. 

DHR:clll 
1~l-9(uoamp111r) 

~,:~:·~:::~;~:··········································~~~·~~ 

U22445 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20580 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsf eld 1J'f\ 

II 
December/, 2003 

SUBJECT: Iraq Assessment Team 

I want to see the draft charter for this assessment team for Iraq, and I want to see 

the proposed membership of it. I may want to add some folks. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
120803•17 

································-····-···· 

U22446 

11-L-0559/0SD/20581 
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December 8, 2003 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Transition to State Dept. in Iraq 

Please come back with a proposal as to who should chair and who will be involved 

in the transition from DoD to State in Iraq. Get a rhythm of reporting to me 

weekly on it. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
120803-13 

••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ 1_,./~1-~-+f-o ..... ~----

11-L-0559/0SD/20582 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld1'}l 

SUBJECT: Indictment 

December 8, 2003 

I think General Abizaid's idea. of indicting Saddam Hussein and possibly others as 

war criminals is a good idea. Let's get going on it. 

Thanks. 

Dl!R:Jh 
1~0803·8 

•...............••••..•.•..•••...................•...................... , 
Please respond by 1> / 18' ( o;> 

U22448 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20583 



Snownake 

December 8, 2003 

w 
t.A (.~: ~ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld '\)., f \ · 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

-
There was an African-American wom::m who stood in the aisle last nig and led a 'rlt~, 
young people's chorus singing the song, "Georgia." There must have been a 

hundred of these young people up on the stage and she was down in the aisle. 

Please see if you can find out who she is, what her name is, what her position is, 

and what school the chorus is from that she leads. 

Thanks. 

DH~:dh 
!ZO!OJ-7 

.....•.•.••...•.•..•...•....••..••.•.•.•.. , 

U22449 /03 
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SHwflake 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 11'-, 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Reuben Jeffery 

December 6, 2003 

I 
,in 

I need a meeting with Reuben Jeffery in the next 48 ho rs to figure out what is 

. 'h~ I\) d h . h I ' . gomg on wit peop e an w y we are not gettmg t m out t ere. am Just gomg 

to assign a group of military people out there t ill the slots. 

I need to get someone in charge of this w I can rely on who will gel it done. 

They are short of Arabic speakers, an ey are short of PAOs-the Department of 

State bas not filled the quotas. 

Thanks. 

DHR:d! 
120603-9 (ts C0111puler) 

U22450 /03 
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Saownake 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Resettlement in North 

December i. 2003 

Please tickle a note for December 15. I want to talk to Jerry Bremer about solving 

the resettlement issue in the north. There simply has to be a policy in place fast, or 

things could unravel. 

Thanks. 

DHJt:dh 
120603~ (Is 1:omjl\ller) 

........................................................................ , 

Please respond"'---------------

U22451 · /03 
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·:. Snowflake 

December i, 2003 

TO: Lany Di Rita 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfel'l~ 
' 

FROM: _/ 

SUBJECT: Boeing Deal 

Please look into that report in the New York Times that someone may have tried to 

get the deal signed after I said I wanted it looked at. 

See me fast. 

Thanks. 

Altc1i.;h. 
Early Dird title p:ige, Jehl. Douglas, "Air force Pursued B0ei11g Deal Despite Concerns of Rumsfeld". 

NYT, December 6, 2003. 

[)HR·dh 
!10603-4 (11 ~ompuler) 

···································································-········ 
Please respond by _ _ _ _ _____ _ ___ _ _ 

U22452 103 
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CURRENT NEWS 

EARLY BIRD 

December 6, 2003 
Use of these articles does not reflect official endorsement. 

Reproduction for private use or gain is subject to original copyright restrictions. 
Story numbers indicate order of appearance only. 

TOP STORIES 
I. US Defense Setretau Visits N. Irag To Meet Tl-oops 

(New York Times on the Web) .... Reuters 

2. 

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld began a first-hand appraisal of political and military conditions in Iraq on 
Saturday, swooping into the northern city ofKirkuk to meet troops and local leaders. Rumsfeld arrived in rainy 
conditions aboard a U.S. Air Force C-17 cargo plane thm flew from lbilisi, Georgia. He was met at the auport by 
Major General Ray Odiemo, conunander of the U.S. 4th Infantry Division. 

Air Forte Pursued Boeine Deal DesRitt !;onci:rns OfRumsfd!I 
(New York Time.,) .... Douglas Jehl 
Even after Defense Secretary Donald H. Rurnsfeld expressed concern late last month about improprieties in a 
proposed $20 billion contract with the Boeing Company, the Air Force's top acquisitions official, Marvin R. Sambllf, 
distributed messages urging Pentagon officials to sign the deal "A.S.A.P .," according to internal Pentagon e-mail 
messages. 

3. Army Will Face Dip In Readiness 
(Wa..~hington Pasy .... Vemon Loeb 
40 percent of the active-duty fori;e •• will not be fully combat-ready for up to six months next year, leaving the 
nation with relatively few ready troops in the event of a major conflict in North Korea or elsewhere, a senior Anny 
official said yesterday. 

4. Iraqi Genocide Trihpnal Formfur 
(Philadelphia Inquirer) .... Niko Price, Assodated Press 
Saddam Hussein and hundreds of his aides could go on trial for c.rimes against humanity and genocide before an 
Iraqi-led tribunal that will be established in the coming days, Iraqi and U.S. officials said yesterday. 

s. Bush Taps Baker For lra11 Iask 
(Las Angeles Times) .... Maura Reynolds 
President Bush on Friday called in his family's trusted troubleshooter, former Secretary of State James A. Baker III, 
to take on the thorny job of persuading other countries to forgive or restructure Iraq's immense debt. 

6. 16 Countrie~ To Aid lrag Reconstnct.if.w 
(Washingron Time.r) .... Associated Press 
Governments from 16 countries, including the United States, Japan and some European nations, agreed yesterday to 
ins1tte payment of up to $2.4 billion worth of exports to Iraq as part of efforts to rebuild the country and jump-start 
it, economy, officials said. 

RUMSFELD TRIP 
7. Rumsr,1d Visits lragi NortbetD Qil f:iddt 

(New York Times on tire Web) .... Associated Press 

11-L-0559/0SD/20588 



Snowflake 

December 6, 2003 

SUBJECT: Redeployment Process 

I need to get somebody in charge of the force redeployment process to develop a 

complete list. 

I promised I would never go through this again like we did on the deployments 

going over and the TPFFD, but we are doing it again. It is just as bad. The system 

still doesn't work. It is still Service-centric, instead of being run through Joint 

Forces Command. I am concerned about it. 

For example, we are going to change out all these human intelligence teams at 

exactly the same time. It is a disaster waiting to happen. 

Every time a corporate headquarters moves, they have a lousy quarter or two. We 

cannot afford it D ~ 

\~I" DHR:dh 
120603-3 (ts computer) 

U22453 /03 
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December S, 1003 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeid'T}/-

SUBJECT: Hussein's Intentions 

Please take a look at this article in the Wall Street Journal. Do we know anything 

more about the points in this article? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Kempe, Frederick and Cloud, David S. "Baghdad Records Show Hussciti Sought Missiles, Other Aid 

Abroad,'' Wall Street Journal (date unknown) 

DHR;dh 
I ZO~OJ-1 B (b compu~) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond hy __ ____,.1},_'1~/_f> __ '/...._ _____ _ 

Ir ob 
\1,\f 
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HusseinJs Links Abroad 
Contim.led,From Fim Page 

about which companies, lndiVlduaJs and 
countrtes lll&Y be implicated Ul tbe rues. 

From records and lntet'tl)fations tbe 
U.S. bas lea.med that two tea.ms of YtliO
slav missile experts went to Iraq in 2001 
to develop Plans for extendinr . tbe 
ISO.mile range of Iraq's scuds by strap, 
ping severs.I rocl(et motors together. the 
senwrofficiaJ said. The Yugoslav e.werts 
and experts from another country 
worked In Iraq on the project well lllto 
2003. said.the official, who wouldn't Iden
tify the second country. The revelation, IJ 
true. JS s!gnil'kaut because U.N. Sll.tl.C· 
tions barred Iraq from possessing lllls· 
5iles with ranges of more than 93 miles. 
Coalition forces haven't reported fllldlnir 
any scuds in Iraq. Yugoslavta earlier this 
year was renamed the Federation of Ser· 
bla and Montenegro. . . 

Iuvestigatots also have uncovered evi· 
dence that Mr. Hussein's relationship 
With North Korea was deeper than prevt
ousty thought. The official said "written 
evtdence of a CDntractuaI neg-ot!atlon· 
shom tbat North Korea offered to iiell 
Bag'hdad Nodong missiles wtth a 
l.JOO:mlle range. Versions of the same 
nussUe based on North Korean technol
ogy appes.re<l in lran and Pakistan in 
1998 and 1999, a European offici.al said. 

Iraqi government documents showed 
that Baghdad made a down payment to 
North Korea In late 2002 of no milllon for 
delivery of a Nodong missile, the senJor 
U.S. official said. But North Korean affl. 
Clllls repUed that they couldn't deliver 
the weapen beca11Se they were being 
watched too closely by the Bush admi.nis· 
tratlon. The Iraqi slcle asked· for its 
money back, though there are apparently 
no documents to oonfinn they got it, the 
official said. 

The dlsC10$Ul'es about Ira.q's missile 
programs come after David Kay, woo 
beads coalition efforts to locate uncooven· 
tlonal weapons lnS!de Iraq, Issued an in· 
lerlm report last month that was seen in 
Conirress as casting doubt on the BUSh 
admini.stra.t!on's rnaln rationale for the 
war. The report found that Iraq may have 
abandoned production ol <:hemJcal weap
ons after 1991 and b!Ol!liical agents after 
1996. There was no n'ideoce that nuclear
weapons activity had been conducted. al· 
ter 1991!, 

Since then, Bush admin1$ttal:lon Offl, 
clals have tried to defied: criticism over 
the failure IQ tlild such weapons by point· 
Inf to evi!Jence that Iraq bad an act1ve 
mlssile-d.evelopment program. ·nie 
Dav\d Kay report al.ready makes clear 
that Saddam HUS&eifl was In fia&Tlnt' vio-
lation" of lT.N. missile 1'!$tri<:tloDS, Dep, 
uty Defense Secn!ta.r)' Pa.ill WOllowi.tz 
sald In a radio Jnterview released Friday. 
•we can ugue about how mucll he had 
and whether he moveci his program, and 
Whether Ile wu wa!tlnf to rebwld It, but 
.he was bldJni some• pretty impor-
tant.• , 

Tile u.s. official familiar With the 
Iraqi rues said the dOCuments and othtr 
evidence surgest that Mr. Hussein's 
strategy may bave been to develop deliv
ery systems first-,,a Jengihy process
and then turn to developing chemical 
weapons. Mr. Kay's report.said Mr. Hus
sein ast~ underlings involved In prevt· 
ous chemical•weapon5:. programs how 
Jong it would take w develop new weap
ons. They told hlm they could produce 
mustard gas within two to three mont.bs 
and sarin within stx montlls, the repart 
satd. 

In Interviews With American interro
gators, Iraqi military commanders have 
said they believed strongiy that their 
anny had chemical weapons and tha.t it 
would deploy them once U.S. troops 
reached tile outskirts or Baghqad. the se
nior Official said. Yet tbe Americans bate 
been wiable to find any commander wbo 
was iD possession of chemical wea.pollS 
i!Ockpiles, the official said. Instead. eaeh 
commander· ha.s pointed to another re
puted to have had them. 

Former Deputy Prime Minister Tariq 
AziZ has told investigators separateJy 
that Mr. Hussein wasn't ready for the 
American attaek and so didn't respond 
aggressively because be Wll.$ "repeatedly 
told" by French and Russian officials 
that it would never happen, the official 
said. Mr. Aziz has been unreliable in the 
past, but the U.S. officlal said be is coop. 
era.ting now that the U.S. has removed 
his family from Iraq. 

Even if America started an a.Ir war, 
Mr. Aziz said, the French and Russians 
assured Iraq that the' U.N. Security 
Council would intervene to stop a 
ground invasion. Asked about the mat• 
ter. the French and Russian forelirn 
ministries deelined to · comment. "S&d· 
dam's high command couldn't execute 
the defense plan because Saddam dlcln 't 
believe it once Ole Invasion bad 
started,· the offlcial said. summa.rutng 
Mr. Allz's account. 

Federal prosecutors In July charfed 
Khaled Abdel·Latlf Oumeisi, a 61,year
old, Iraqi-born Chicago man, -with being 
an unregtstered Iraqi goverttment 
agent. They alleged that he ptbered 
tnlonnallon on Iraqi exiles In the U.S. 
!or tile lraql intelligence semce. The 
case iirew out o! a dossier on Mr. 
Dumels1 In Iraqi inteWgence terv:lce 
lilu, proseeutors sald, Mr, Dwuelsl ha.s 
pleaded not guilty. 

The mes also include eVldence that 
Iraq was behind several small•scale ter• 
rorist attackS agalJist tile U.S. 1114 oQier 
cowitries, offlclaJs said, In 011e case, 
the 199:f bomblllg o[ a U.S. fa.cillty Ln 
Asia now has been United to Iraq; or
ders for the operation were found lri the 
rues. a. law-enforcement official said. 
The atw:k caused no casu.all1es, the offl. ·· 
cial sald, rerustng to di.sClose tta eiact 
Joeatlon. ---,.-.-----------...;.... _______ ._ ., . . ,.,,.._......... ,-
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- · 1 u~s; ·· lnvestigatDrs have tmearthed • n. .disclosed: •. 
Irilql records · ot ~dam -Hussein's' ;-seeibii"'"Ju1~e·r:~.~01ogy ttom ~-- _ _ . j"J: 
agents world-wide, a tre~~ troVe of -~: ntit\aetua!<nnssile Purcha$eS. _ .. (F',,?'V 
lnfe)llgence that U.S. officials expect will : ";a;:lilfo~'t.cootained in the. ffitiS ~ iJ,,J: 
help- to identify foreigners paid to sel'\'e · 'mU!d;·~~ble~me for hl<IM.~~··' ·< >. · 
tbe,former i;llctalDr'a ID~d to un~ · ~ei)fQ.d:COuntries th~ may ~·lln; · ;:. · · · .· 

. ravel intemattonal networks, f9r procur- ptfoatedµi ~d:lllr-w. ,Hu,sm,n's regime: ·~ 
· Ing' missiles and oUler banned weapoi:is. :U;S.,pffl~ ~ '.Jhe;-,~o_cumen!S J~ould 

A senior u.s; offictat famWar with the help. establish tribunals m .Iraq for people 
records said the ooeaments-along with involved in trlmes·agalnst tbe:Iraq(p~ 
Interrogations offonnerreglme officials:.. pie. Already. revelations from the mes ;_ .. 

have pJ:"Ompted the Fe®raUnireau of ,1n-
B,i 'F'retkrlcl: F-- in »nnhtJa.d. Im~; vesttgadon ~o open new espionage anµ 

~ L"'l'f ·-.. criminal probes'ln the U.S.\ · 
and Davids. Clow:! in Wa.shin9~n ·we have the' eq,,uvalent of tbe Stasi 

·:,., ..... ,-:-:····;-.-:.;,:,:~-,-, archives," said tlle senior U.S. Official; 
·still ~aven't turned up evtdence that Iraq referring to the East German state secu-
was actlve)y'producing chemical and bio,a rity service files recovered . after that 
logical weapons or bad restarted its nu- Communist regime's collapse. Those ar-
clear program, as Bush officials asserted chives. which implicated both domestic 
prior to the war. But the documents, as and . foreign .informants and agents, · 
described by the u.s. official, could Lend sparked a series of politlcal scandals and 
credence to more recent assertions ·by some legal prosecutions~ · . 
the Bush administration that Mr. Hus: The Iraqi documents are among 25 
seln was seeking to develop long-range tons of papers .seized at the abandoned 
missiles as a preliminary step to renew- headquarters of the country's intelli• 
Ing a program of d!emical arid biological gence services days after the fall of Bagh· 
weapons. dad ill Apr11, accord.me to u.~. ottieiils. · 

The records include a "complete. listing .·. ·. . . 
U.S. officials say archives of Iraq's of the amount of money paid tor JX!ll~cal. f-:;..: : ·. 

domestic . secwity and foreign intelli- ~uence" .to fori!lgners, tnclu~.politi· }i.1, ~ ~: 
gence services. the broad reach of which Clans, bllSlD.ess people and others,, ~d ,,, ·),<~ .; . 
hadn't previously been disclosed, could the U.S. official fainillanvttlt tf!fflles. JJi t§: ; 
provide a reveal:lDg look at Mr. Htweln's · Mr. Hussein's overseas inte!Hgence appa.tf!,;: 'i) .;, 
effom m·the past decade to conduct Intel- rems kept track.of IrliqLe~es opposed tif~~.f: -:< ' 
llgence activities and influence other bis regime. and Baghdad also l[ept list; '-'. ; ." • 
countries' polltlcal stances toward Iraq. of informants paid for their help.In that· .. 
Other Ira.qt government documents show re·garc1. · · · · . · 
for the first time Baghdad's ·effom to "We're busy vetting"·all Usts of people 
purchase from North Korea missiles with paid by Iraq, the offlctal sald; The off!· 
l~ger ranges than allowed ~Y United Na· clal decline1:t to .dfsciose more details 
ttons sanctions. Pmtous!Y, the Bush ad- Please Tum to Page At Co!umn 5 
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L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld Y""' 
SUBJECT: NATO Response Force 

TO: 

FROM: 

</ 
December f, 2003 

I have asked several times to know what is going on with the NATO Response 

Force-what we are contributing and what the shortfalls still are for each of the 

rotations. 

I have indicated my willingness to up the ante by the US. 

I still don't feel I have any good idea of it. I have received some papers on it, but I 

cannot understand them. I need to know what they are looking for, what we could 

supply, and how we would stand relative to other countries. including France. 

It may be that I will have to have a meeting, because people aren't going to be able 

to figure out how to present the material in a sensible way unless I walk them 

through it step-by-step. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120503-13 (IS computer) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____ i_/_J_"_,_/_o_'{ ______ _ r I 
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' Snowflake 

.\ 
I 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld , 

SUBJECT: Al Hunt O~ed 

December 5, 2003\ 

This piece by Al Hunt in the Wall r,eel Jo1.4rnal is disgraceful. 

We need to get a point-by-point rebuttal 10 i1 and get it in the Wall Street Journal. 

It is inexcusable, and it is making history wrong. 

Please get it done and get back to me fast. 

Thanks. 

A1t11dl. 
Hunt, Albc:11 R. "What Might Have Been,'' W(;ill Slreru Jr111rnr1I, Decc:mbtr 4, 2003. 

DHR:<11 
120~QJ,7 jll COfflflUla) 

············~···························································· 
Please respond by ___ ,_,.+.-/_J....,l.,_~_oJ..;..__ _____ _ r, 

U22456- /03 
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defence contractors and 
1cch11ology companie5 a$ 
po~sihlc participants m the 
fund, according to people 
forniliar wi1h its operations 

Boeing's panicipalion has 
come 10 hght as Hollinger 
lnicmatianal, ihe publhhing 
group where Mr Perle and Mr 
Kissinger are board members, 
is rtviewing its Dollars 2.5m 
inves1mc11t in Trireme for any 
improprieties. 

Mr Pc,lc was the subject 
of an ethics probe 1his year for 
advising Global Cros~ing., a 
bankrupt 1decoms company 
whose proposed res1ructuring 
met Pentagon opposition. 

Mr Perle resisned as 
Defence Policy Board 
,hairman in March although he 
was clca red lasr month of aqy 
ethical misconduct in that rase. 

!4,000 a month from 9,000. 
Each vest contains al least two 
plates. The company has hired 
120 workers and bought 16 
new furnaces to fire lhe plates, 
said David P. Recd, vice 
presidcnr ~nd grneflll manager. 
The price of Ccradyne's 
common s101;:k has soared 14.S 
percent since June 2. 

"We're investing for the 
long run," Reed said. "Body 
armor is here to stay for the: 
.military," 

Tiu: Army has shifred 
hundreds of armo,ed Humvecs 
into Iraq and Afghani~lan from 
other areas and has about ! .5 00 
in those two coumries. It aims 
to have 3,500 of the $150,000 
armored vehicles there, though 
the time frame is unctrtain, 
accordiw: ro Arniv ,t[)Okcsmcn. 

"The evidence 10 date 
suggests that U.S. force! arc 

. r1ot properly trained or 
Washington Post equipped for iuurilla warfare 
December 4, 2003 on a long-renn basis," said 
Pg, 22 Loren R Thompson, a dtfcnsc 
41. Maken Or Body industry analyst with the 
Armor Boost Lexington !nstihlle. 'That's 
Production To Combat illumatcd not only by an 
Shorlage ab5ence of bod)' armor and 
By Renae Merle, Washington hardened vchicln but a 
Pos1 Staff Writer shomgc of people who can 

The Army's rush 10 speak the loi.:al !a11guagc: 
overcome shonages of body Armor Holdings, which 
armor and annored Humvccs also provides armor for 
in Iraq is sparking a mini-boom nonmilitary vehicles, hu 
for manufacturers of the moYed iu commercial 
equipment. opeutions out of its main plant 

Body-annor manufacrums llO all 140,000 square feet can 
arc increasing output 10 25,000 be dedicated 10 anmired 
'IICStS a month f1om 3,300. An Humvecs. The company is 
Ohio-based subsidiary of bringing on I SO workers, a 
Armor Holdings Inc .•• the hiring drive that will el\pa11d ilS 
mifitary•5 only maktr of staff by ncady 50 pcn:ent 
armored Humveu it Armor hasn't operated at 1his 
ramping up to 24-hour pace since the mili1ary 
production in 311 cffon 10 rum significantly accclerattd orders 
oul 220 vchides II month during the war in the Balkans, 
wl1hin ,ix months, It currently said Robert F. M,mdy, 
produces BO a month. president of the company's 

The Anny initially aerospace and defense group. 
provided body armor only to The company will 
infantry and combat ttoops. probably produce 850 armored 
Now it wanis 10 outfit Humvces lhis year, an increase 
everyone on the ground in Iraq. of 227 from .• las1 year, s~id 

In rhc pui few months, ~cter }. Bari')', an analyst with 
Ceradync Inc. of Costa Mesa, · invcumem ban~ B~ar, Steams 
Calif. has spent $2 million fo & Co. Productmn ,s cxpcc1ed 
incrc~se production of 1he to grow lo 2,26S in 20~ . ."h 
ceramic plates used in vests 10 doesn't. ~urt that the .P~1c1ng 

eompett11on is negli&ible: 

Barry said. 
Annor's common stock 

price is 11p about 82 pc1cen1 
since 1he he ginning of June, 

The military is also 
moving 10 add annor to 
m1di1ional Humvees by iackint 
on lightweight inicrior 
insulation panels. The number 
of inquiries about the 
tech no)ogy "has increased 
quite substantially" in recent 
months, 5aid Drad Squires, 
chief ttchno!ogy officer of US 
Global Nanospace Inc., a 
Nevada company that 
dcvc!opc:d the panels. 

Wall Street Journal 
December 4, 2003 
Polirin and Peo11Jr 
42. What Might Have 
Eeen 
By Alben R. Hunt 

As we mourn November's 
record I D4 coalition casuahies 
in Iraq, consider whether 
things might have been better 
if the "post,lil>cration• 
Pentaron planners had !is1cncd 
to Eric Shi nsekL 

Gen. Shinseki, the AnTly 
chid of s1aff, 10\d inquiring 
congrcmnen in February 1hc 
walition would nted as many 
forte! in the period after 
Saddam was ousted 
"something on the order of 
several hundred thou$and" •• as 
wtrc icquircd during the actual 
war phase. 

For this allCRtd aposlAS)' •• 
the 
Chency-Rumsfdd· W Q}fow1tz 
party line then wa.s we would 
be greeted u libtrators a11d 
rtconmuction would be 
relatively safe •. 1he 3B-year 
Army veteran was savaged. 
,Defense Secretary Rlimsfcld 
huff'td that ii was illogical to 
think we would ""d as many 
forces a1'\cr the conflict as it 
took 10 win the war. Paul 
Wolfowitz labch:d Gen. 
Shinsrki's mimares "wildly off 
the mark~ and cxpreucd sttong 
irtilation IO then-secretary of 
the Army, Thomas Whitt. 

replaced and as someon~ who, 
as Mr. Rumsfcld once 
suggested in harangu lnB him al 

a meeting, 'just didn't get it. 
Gen. Shinsdd, it rums out did 
get it; sadly, he was prescient. 
Defense chlcfs Rumsfcld and 
Wolfowllz were the ones that 
didn't get it The consequences 
ha~ been exceedingly costly 
in dollars and lives. 

The Shinscki saga ls more 
than simply a what might have 
been. It's a story of the 
cx1raordinary arrogance of tht 
top men who run the Pentagon, 
and the war, who co111inue 10 
i11sis1 they've been right al! 
along. 

"Ric Shinscki was really 
given shabby treatment," s11ys 
Mr. White, who also clashed 
"-'i!h the Rumsfeld crowd. 

Gen. Shinseki, a 
Japanese-American, was a 
Wes\ Point graduate and later 
got. a masltr's in English 
li!ttarure from Duke. He was 
nriously wounded in Viernam, 
came back to fight and then his 
right foot was blown off by a 
grenade. Still, hi! rou to a four 
star iCncnil in 1h, Jlhysically 
macho U.S. Army. 

He ucelled every m:p of 
the way •• ·a soldier's soldier" 
one top military eii.pert calls 
him •• and ran the Army's 
peace-keepill(! mission in 
Bosnia. In 1999 he was named . 
Anny chief of staff, where he 
dashed with Wesley Clark, 
then NATO commander, over 
tactics in the Kosovo w11. Gen. 
Shinsc ki was considered a 
reformer who wanted 10 

change the Anny. 
lne:ir.plicably, he was 

viewed suspiciously by the 
new 11dminisnation in 2001. 
This was exacerbated when, 
before Sept, l l, the Rumsfcld 
crowd, infaruated with a 
lighter, fasltr, higher-tech, 
space-oriented military, 
1erious\y considered culling 
two divisions out of 1he Anny, 
and snen.l National Guard 
units. This was passionately 
opposed by Gen. Shinseki who 

Ptivatcly, 1hcy dtpic1cd 
1he Arm)' chief of staff as a· 
career hack who was mad 
be,ausc he was going to be 

uill believes "our anny is 
smaller than the mission it's 
being asked 10 do.• ThanJ.:fully, 
he prevailed •• ima,inc the 

11-L-0559/0SD/20595 \ 
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shape of today's ovcr-~trt:tched 
Army if he hadn't -- but 
became persona non grata. 

A few months later, 
though he had more than a year 
lo serve, it was leak cd 1 hat he 
would be dumped. No one told 
him •• and Mr. While Sil)'S 

,here's no question who was 
behind the leak: Secretary 
Rumsfeld. 

As the administration 
prepared for the Iraq war, Gen. 
Shinseki, even though the 
Anny would carry the brunt of 
any iJl\lasion and occ:upation 
and his Bosnia experience was 
insrructivc, was shut our, never 
tonsul!ed. 

1n February, he wu 
testifying before the Scnalt 
Anncd Services Committet 
and responded 10 a question on 
\t'na, 'Torce:"\eve"'\s m"1gllt be 
required in the occupation. He 
s11d "several" hundred 
ihousand, making it clc1t he 
was ulluna about somcthin& 
compa~ble to the current 
levels 1n the region, which 
wer~ fh~n more than 200,000 
uoop,, including, 15 he did, 
co;ilition as well n U.S. forces 
in 1hc rtgion. 

General Shin!el<i 
rtmcmbtr5, not expecling the 
question, he quickly calculated 
what was nece~sary in B1,1~ni11 
and multiplied 1h,1.1 by k1ur or 
five limes 11;1 n:flcct the !raqi 
population and the inlcm11I 
conflicts. He made one 01hcr 
assumption: ~rhcsc things ar~ 
never easier than you think.~ 

But 1op administration 
planncn, who ba~ically 
though! the Iraqi campaign 
would be a cakewBlk, went 
ballistic:. ln blasting Gen. 
Shinscki, Mr. Wolfowitt 
argued !here was no history of 
ethnic strife in Iraq, thal other 
coun1Tic1, even those lh8J 
opposed the w11, would rush in 
10 assist and thal rceons1n1c1ion 
would be a relatiYely easy 
\lc11ture, financed largely by 
Iraqi oil re \IC nues. 

Even after subsequent 
events proved Gen. Shinseki 
right, Mmr1. Rum11feld and 
Wolfowitz continued 10 beliulc 
him. Recently, in television 
interviews, they've sei2ed on 

the "several" hundred thousand 
obscn•ation to argue: the 
general was c3l\ing (or an 
American force of 300,000 or 
more. They know, 01 if they 
looked at the record they 
would know, thar's nor what he 
said. 

Then ihcy might have 10 

explain why they wert so 
ill·preparcd for the early 
looling, the .anti,Americanism 
and the casuahics. Tl's dcarthat 
Ptnta&an planners ne11er 
cngascd ,n a serious ·1raops to 
task analysis," n Gen. Shi11scki 
advocated. As a voluminous 
rcpon by the Army's Third 
Infantry Division recently 
rcvealfd ihcrc was \'irtuatly no 
prepemion for what acrually 
occurred post•libt:ration. Gen. 
Shinseki, the State 
tlcparrmtnl's 'fururc ol 1raq 
project or anyone who didri't 
hew 10 the party I inc was 
ignor~. 

Today, Ccn Shinseki's 
views that "we n(11er bf()ke the 
will or the tncmy to «"Slit .. 

and that "you canno! hive 
much rccon,m1c1ion w\lhoul 
sccuriry, nc iridisp~table. 
Surely, 1hc ~itu,llion would 
ha"c been kss gra"c with I 

lacgcr post m"asion force level. 
Gen. Shinscki, a patriot 

who has long argued "Che last 
1hing our [oun1ry needs arc 
flag officers who aic politic1\," 
has never cri1ki2.cd his ~rilics, 
despite the continued sniping 11 
him: "I only wilh I could have 
been more convincing 10 1ha1 
group in 1hc Pentagon: Yet he 
remains hoptful: ~Iraq w(II get 
rumcd around. It wiU take 
longer arid will be a 101 more 
painful.~ 

New Ycrk Timu 
December~. 2003 
43. God And Man Jn · 
Baghdad 
By Thomas L. Fri,dman 

An: you siuing down? 
We've encountered many 

surprises since we invaded 
Iraq, but now that the poli1it1I 
proccsa is under · way 1hc 
biggest surprin may be just 
around the comer, and ifs this: 
The firsl post-Saddam 

demccnuc government that 
1ht U.S. gi11c~ binh to in Iraq 
may be called lhe Islamic 
Republic of lraq - and 1hat's 
nol neceHarily a bad thing. I 
!old you 10 sit down. 

The ch;illcngc of 
reforming any of 1he 22 
nondemoCJatic Arab states 
comes down 10 a very simple 
q,ue~t,on: How do you get from 
here 10 there - how do you go 
from an authoritarian 
monaHhy or a mih1ary ,ciimc 
to a more rcprcscntatiYt 
government without c-nding 
up with a Khomc\ni,lilcc 
theocracy ii la Iran or a civil 
war ii la Algeria? 

Vim.ally all of these Arab 
st.alt& ~ufft1 from the same 
problem bcrausc of decades of 
political tcprcssion, one-man 
rule ana CCOl'lOTnlC St~gnaf1011, 
there is no Yiablc middlt clan 
and no lcgillmatc, indcpendtn1 
pchiical panics and mstiru1iont 
to f1U lhC \I Did once the 
authori1arian leadership is 
removed. Iraq r~hibil$ this 
p,oblrm in sradrs. 

As a rcn,h, in the Sunni 
;ind Shiite ilreu of haq, the 
p1imary sour~es of legitimacy, 
ilnd politinl op•n~ion, are 
aibal ~11d 1rligious. This 
dcpendu,cc upon, and re~pec:I 
for, 1rligious a1ahority will be 
rrnn1ed in 1hr fosl 
post-Saddam government -
whrthcr ii romcs about by 
indirnr or di,cct elcclions. 
Brcausr Shiitn make up 60 
pcrctnl of lr,q, and because 
1he only current lcgi1im11te 
Shiite Icade~ arc religious 
figurn, their views ind 
aspiniicms will have 10 be 
taken in10 ;icrount. 

Thtrt is, hownrr, good 
reason to believe 1hat Grand 
Ay11ollah Ali al-Sisiani, the 
most rrvtied Shiite cleric in 
Iraq and lhc onl)' one who ca.n 
d11im 10 speak for Iraqi Shiite, 
H a whole, docs not aspire to 
be a Khomeini. Many Iraqi 
Shii1e clrrics have liYCd in Iran 
and avowedly do no1 want 10 
follow its au1hori111rian path. 
Moreover, because Shii1es are 
1 majoriiy in lraq, 1hey arc the 
ones with the greatest stake in 
keeping Iraq a unified slat~. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20596 

Given thcit numbers, any 
democratic Iraq i, one whm.: 
Shiites, be they liberals or 
conscrvatiYes, will lu!vc great 
influence. But to keep Iraq 
unified the Shiilcs will have to 
rc~pec1 1hc rights and 
aspirations of Iraq's Kurd~ and 
Sunnis, as well a other 
minorities. 

What is unfolding in Iraq 
today a rug of war between 
Ayatollah Sis1ani and the 
Guveming Council over how 
an interim government should 
be elected - is something 
inevitable, essential and 
incstapably messy. 

"What we arc witncssins," 
uplains Viuhak Nakash, the 
Brandeis Univcrsiiy professor 
who is the author of"Thc Shi'ts 
of Iraq/ "is II very hralthy 
"'bargaining ~e~s'1on over w1tal 
will be the relatioMhip 
btt\,ten religion and politics iri 
!1aq and O\ltr the procc~s of 
choosing legitimate national 
and communal leaders. It is 
very impon1n1 thel 1hr: 
A.inuicans show rt~pect for the 
virws of Sist1ni - whi;,se tacit 
)vppor'I for the U.S. prnencc 
in Iraq has been rnormously 
important - and lel Sistani 
and the other Iraqi political 
forces 1h~~h this out on 1heir 
own." 

Ayatollah Sistani is "not a 
Khomcini,R adds Mr. Nale.ash, 
llnd he docs nor envisage an 
Iraq ruled directly by clerics. 
Th, ayatollah comes from the 
quietist school of Shiite clerics, 
who have: traditionally 
anemptcd to shield themselves 
from politics. In demanding 
elections, he's obviously 
looking ou1 for Shiite interests, 
bu1 he's also insisting that the 
new Iraqi government be as 
legitimate: and stable as 
possible. 

"If there is going 10 be a 
srable goYemment in Iraq, it 
has 10 come about after some 
genuine public debate and after 
some consensus is reached 
regarding the relationship 
berween rdigion and state, and 
bt11Vecn I~ clerics and the 
politicians,• Mr. Nakash said. 
"Otherwise, no Iraqi 
govemmcn1 will last once rhe 



Snowflake 

December 5, 2003 

TO: Jim Haynes 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Denmark and GTh10 Detainee 

I met with the Danish MoD. He said that if we turned over the Danish GTMO 

detainee to them, they would not be able to keep him incarcerated but would be 

able to keep an eye on him. He said it would be helpful to their prime minister if 

we could do that. Apparently the human rights people ask him questions about it 

every week. 

Do we have a process where we can help develop argumentation for these folks, 

so they can answer back? My impression is we are not giving them any help and 

we are not acting proactively. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dl> 
ll0S03-6 (11 C<lll\pllllr} 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____ J j. .... f._.,.._f,i,,ji/~oJ ______ _ 

U22457 /03 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Marc Thiessen 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 'yf.f 
SUBJECT: POTIJS Memo/Central Asia 

December 5, 2003 

One of the items for the end of trip memo to the President is the fact that this part 

of the world, Central Asia, is feeling pressure from the Russians. The Russians 

clearly have increased pressure on all of these countries, and they feel it. The 

result is that they wonder how reliable the US is as a partner in helping them 

preserve their territorial integrity and sovereignty. It is important that we pay 

attention to these countries, which is the Ieason I made these stops. 

It also means that as a government we ~ going to have to rearrange our priorities 

and see that we rebalance our attention and financial support, as well as physical 

presence. to reflect the importance of these countries relative to some other 

countries in the world where we have historically been heavier in our presence. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dll 
110$&,5 (IS COlllplller) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond"'--------------
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Snawflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: DIA and Security Assistance Cooperation 

'J 
December I, 2003 

Please make sure you follow up on that idea of going to DIA and finding out the 

number and ranks of the people in each of the countries. 

Please see to what extent they have changed since 9/11 and whether or not they· fit 

with the security assistance cooperation approach we have refashioned. My 

impression is they haven't done a lick. 

Let's get it fixed. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120503·4 (ts computer) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ______________ _ 

U22459 /03 
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8 
December)" 2003 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe]d ~ 

SUBJECT: CoUins Film on Irish Insurrection 

Newt te11s me there is a fihn by Michael Co11ins, I believe. on the topic of the 

1916 Irish war against the British. I would Jike to have you get tliat film for me so 

I can see it. It is about two hours long. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120403-29 (U co,nputCII') 

·································································~~···· 
Please respond by I z, /; 1 / 113 I 

r ~ \l ~ 

U22460 /03 
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Snawflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: POTUS Memo Follow-Up 

December 4, 2003 

Would one ofyou please talk to Paul Wolfowitz or Doug Feith and see if there 

was any action resulting from my memo to the President on ESDP. 

Since the Europeans want to solve that in the next eight days, and we are not going 

to get back until Sunday and won't be in the office until Monday, there is not 

much time left after that. I would be curious to know if the NSC has keyed up the 

President or the Vice President to do anything about it. 

I would also be curious to know what happened on the POTUS phone call to Blair 

that was scheduled on Thursday or Friday, I believe. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120403-28 (t.~ oomputer) ·:: ::~;~ ....... ~:; ~"j:·; ............................. '-/If .. 

U22461 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20601 
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Snowflake 

December 4, 2003 . 

TO: DcuaFeitb 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld I\ 
SUBJECT: Disseminat:q Your Speech 

I think we ought to think about sending your remarks around to the key countries 

in the world that we deal with on this subject. 

lbanb . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pkase r,spo,,4 b.,--------------
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Snowflake 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V' 
SUBJECT: Disseminate Feith's Speech 

December 4, 2003 

Let's possibly send Feith's speech on global presence out to Members of the 

House and Senate and have somebody up there put it in the Congressional Record. 

Also, let's get it out to the press corps. 

Thanks. 

DHlt.lh 
120403-12 (ts computer) ,-1/J,__ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :;<."'.;, ••••••• 

Please respond by ______ /_J,'""'/_1_?.-_,_/_J3 _______ _ ltlc; 

U22463 /03 
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Snowflake 

f;ll\ ~.1)1ct ~ 
fllkl W!lfvwth, 
~- f~P•ru> 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld j ,/ 
SUBJECT: PC Meetings 

Condi-

December 17, 2003 

We seem to have fallen into a practice where your staff period~cally asks that one 

of the combatant commanders or subcommanders participate in a PC. 

Dick Myers, Pete Pace and I have discussed this issue. We are uncomfortable 

with that practice, given that the statutory military advisors to the NSC are the 

Chairman and the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Need1ess to say, when the President would like a combatant commander or 

subcommander to participate in a National Security Council meeting, we arrange 

it. However, with respect to PCs, I suggest we go back to the normal practice of 

having the Chairman or the Vice Chairman represent the uniformed military in 

PCs. 

DHR:dh 
l:21.503-21 

11-L-0559/0SD/20604 
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Snawflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Pete Pace 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Colombia 

December 15, 2003 

If you are comfortable with what General Hill wants to do in Colombia with 

respect to those bases, then I am comfortable and you can tell him so. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121503-1.S 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

U22465 /03 
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Snowflake 
I 

TO: L TG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Award from American GI Forum 

·December 15, 2003 

This fellow, David Rodriguez, wants to come and present an award to me that was 

supposed to be given to me at a dinner I did not attend. It will take 20 minutes. 

Please set it up for my office, maybe this week if it is convenient for him. Let's 

get it behind us. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Business card 

DHR:dh 
121503-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by---------

AME CAN GI FORUM OF THE UNITED SfAffi 

David Rod
0

riguez 
Nat.iooal Commaoocr 

765 Story Road • San Jose, Cllironiia 95122 

11-L-0559/0SD/20606 
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9:29AM 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'I\ l,70 

DATE: December~' 2003 

SUBJECT: 

George Tenet suggested we meet Art Brown on North Korea as I recall, to look at 

some excursions. 

Thanks. 

cl 
DHR/azn JI ~<,', 121303.10 

Please respond by: ,\ i 

U22467 /03 
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December 11, 2003 

TO: L TG John Craddock 

CC: Paul \Volfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld T)f 
SUBJECT: 9/11 Commission 

I think I ought to consider bringing in the other members of the 9/11 Commission. 

We have had Hamilton, Lehman, Slade Gordon and Zelicoe come in. 

Please get me the rest of their names, and I will think about inviting them in. 

Certainly we want to have in John Kerry, the new one. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121103-4 

••••.........•................••.....••••...••••..••....•••••.....••..... 
Please respond by I J q / o j 

I 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Powell Moore 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 
Les Brownlee 
David Chu 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Briefing on Readiness 

December 11, 2003 

It seems to me that we need to get Congressman Duncan Hunter and Senator John 

Cornyn, respectively of the House and Senate Armed Services Committees, 

briefed on the readiness issue. 

They both are focused on that subject, and I think it would be important to get 

them briefed before the cow gets out of the barn. 

Thanks. 

DHR:rlh 
121103-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _..........,I /-:1++-{ o_'(.,...._ __ _ 

-
~: 

() ; 
U22469 /03 w I 
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December 10, 2003 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Boeing 

You are going to have to get back to me with the different models we might want 

to use on that Boeing issue. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
121003-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. . ~ 
Please respond by { ]_./ 17 / o3 
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. Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

("") I 

Donald Rumsfeld 'I 

SUBJECT: POTUS Remarks 

December 10, 2003 

I gave this note to Andy Card, and he wrote this note on the bottom. He said he 

thought it was all fixed. 

Please talk to Brett Kavanaugh. Tell him what we are getting and what we are not 

getting, and see if we can figure out what the problem is. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/24/03 SecDef memo to Card re: Presidential Visit to Fort Carson [112403.22] 

DHR:dh 
121003·6 

~l~~;:;:;;:~~;······~~i~]~~·-····································· 
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Snawflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Honorable Andy Card 

Dr. Condoleezza R. 
Mike Gerson ice 

Donald Rumsfeld 1A 
November 24, 2003 

Presidential Visit to Ft C • arson 

8:36AM 

Wed·d 1 not see anyth. mg that the Presid ent was pl . annmg to sa 

The system s y at Ft. Carson 

eemsto be broken. . 

Please fix it so 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.22 

we can be helpful. 

~y 

~ 

~I<~(>~ ~~-l-1) 

r,,.no-b " ~r,,_,A\!M ~"' -h, 'f""""" 
.,..,,. ..yf,..:,, _..) ~ Do "j) ,v,,, .ft.-o-0,~.:f,.,rs>o d.'r;:,, 

(>- w-U k di A-" 1%-go . :I:" ,d. :;..le ~ ("1-"e,µ,4 ..,. 
I,,.~ k.4-- ~.x.d, - Dul: '1.,...,.. A-#~ ~D, 

OJI;, , ,,, , ~ 
W01J111/03 
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8:27 AM 
TO: LTG Craddock 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '(]1'.. 

DATE: December 9, 2003 

SUBJECT: Statistics 

Please find out how many homicides, murders, assassinations took place in 

Washington, DC in the year 2002, and so far this year in 2003. Find the same 

infonnation for New York, Detroit and Chicago. I also would like the populations 

of each. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
120903.13 

U22472 /03 
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TO: L TG John Craddock 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
December 9, 2003 

9:39AM 

I was told by congressmen that a widow of one of the people killed in Iraq is 

furious with us because she received a letter from me that had been "stamped" and 

used the word, "assets." 

I want to see everything that's been signed by SOM. I want to know if we even 

have a stamp. I want to see all the model letters we are using and I want to edit 

them. 

From now on I want to personally sign any letter that goes to the parents or spouse 

of someone killed. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
120903.IO 

Please respond by: ________ \~---.~1-\~-------+.:P~-.t;-""""11-

121 ,~ 

U22473 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Pete Pace 

Donald Rurnsfeld ~Ii,.. 
December 9, 2003 

7:37 AM 

What happened to your project on trying to get retirees to come back and serve in 

Washington, Iraq or Afghanistan? Let me know. 

Thanks. 

DHRJazn 
120903.06 

Please respond by: 

. 

d-~~ectv. 
l,)o \~ ,-\--Z.. 
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!. Snawnake 

TO: Steve Cambone 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: 9/11 Commission 

CC: 

FROM: 

December 22, 2003 

You ought to tnke a look at this article on the 9/11 Commission. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
O'Mcarn, Kelly Patiicia. "A Historical Whitcwa~h'!" l11sight, December 9-22, 2003. 

DIIR:dh 
12220J.12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by-----------

U22475 /03 
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The '9/11 Commission' runs into'·resistance: 
from· official Washington as it investigates· the 
attacks on New York City and the pentagon. 

Bv KnL't' PArn1c1A. O'MEARA 

R 
eceiving a subpoena in Wash
ington is becoming as com
mon as "credible but non
specific" terrorist threats, 
and few are more likely to be 
issuing tliem than the bipar

tisan 10-membcr commission set up by 
Congress to investigate the terrorist 
attacllsofScpl 11,2001. The problem for 
the National Commission on Turrorist 
Attacks Upon the United States (also 
known as the 9/11 Commission) is that 
Nov. 27 marks its first anniversary and 
time is running out before the May dead· 
line for filing its report. The 9/11 Com
mission was allotted 18 months and $14 
million to investigate the circumstances 
that produced the Sept. 1 l attacks, but 
commission insiders say the federal 
agencies with the most information 
haven't been cooperating. 

The commission is tasked with "pro
viding an authoritative account of the 
attacks of September 11, 2001, and 
(making) recommendations as to how 
to prevent such :::ttacks in the future." 

18 • lnsigM 

More specifically, ctie commission is 
mandated to in\'estigate "facts and cir
cumstances relating to the terrorist 
attacks," including those relating to 
inteltigence and law-enforcement agen
cies, diplomacy, Immigration, nonim
migrant visas and border control, the 
llow of assets to terrorist organizations, 
commercial a\'iation, the role of con
gressional m•ersighc. and resource allo
cation and other areas determined rel
evant by the commission. 

A Pcntngon release says Secretary 
of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld has 
"directed that the Department LofDe· 
fense] be responsive to help ensure the 
commission can meet its deadlines" -
that is, cooperate and do so in a timely 
fashion. 

But across the Potomac River from 
the Pentagon the White House had been 
refusing to rurn over highly classified 
presidential daily briefings (PDBs) seen 
only by the president - specifically an 
Aug. 6 briefing President George W. 
received from CIA Director George 

Tu~et titled "Bin Laden· Determined to 
Stiike the United State5~' finally, in a 
Jru;t · minute compromise reached by the 
White House and the 9/11 commission• 
ers, the White House has agreed to pro
vide "reslricted access" to years of 
PDBs. In line with what many family 
members of the victims believe to be 
the White House's already-excessive 
intrusions into the commission's mis
sion, the agreement will allow a few of . 
the commissioners to review portions 
of the daily briefings. They will only be 
allowed to take notes, which then must 
be vetted by the White House before 
being shared with the remairung com• 
mi::sloners or made part of the com
mission's report. But the content of the 
POBs will continue to be redacted. 

Like the secretary of defense, the 
White House has been reassuring, say
ing it "believed it was being fully coop
erative with the commission" and that 
"it hoped to meet all of the panel's de· 
mands for documents:•· 

Kristen Breitweiser, who on Sept.11 
Jost her husband Ronald in the collapse 
of the second World Trade Center tower 
and was instrumental in getting Con
gress to set up the 9 /11 Commission, tells 
INSIGHT that the vagueness of the offl- ·· 
dal statements are upsetting. "I wrote-a 
Jener to the New 'lurk Times last week 
because I didn't like the·Ianguage of the 
White House spokeswoman. She said., 
·we think we're cooperating.' There is a 
difference between thinking and know-

December 9-22, 2003 
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.r 

;~f;d1ihlniti~·~ ~i>in¥lii ~~;:·· 
t}u;. can'f'thlrik' they're coo''~kti . · -~..,.~n~veto~;Ui · 're .. ,J1\a~! 
n~as u · $ehing; ~·n~ie:'· ·~' •r 
[NatlQr!i)¥t·sec1,1rity'." ),dvj . ,, 
doleezza ruce>s' cornrnerif'a few , s 
~r tJie··auack w11eii'sii~. saj,f&~ the· 
Wh'. H '\tiA"'ith' k'tf( {te'. · .. . }}~ ouse, ~·.·.··· ., ~ .. , .t! ,!f/2!1' 
Jst.s] could. use, J)],anes as J.'.l1!~~!l~.~;/:~, 

:Sreitw'eiser ls especially concerned 
'about' the "many pr~ss'l'eports, sup.:'. 
pi;,rt~d bf i!lJorm.~~!9.ri g]e,.m~.<t tr<?~ 
prey1~us 111\1est1~tions oft~~ ~ye~ts.;.!?f 
~pt.11,.~at cite nearly a ~en cou~
,~.a~ ~~yipg pas~4. inforina~joll 9h 
\o Washington abouf an impending· 
attack''on the Unitec.lState:S [iee time llne '*the bottonl8r pp. 20~2-11: ; (,.,.·t~:: '• 
. . 'Jlirforlim inte]ligen~ ~t'fep;,ftf 

.. ~~tJ:sr~1t9.t¥..~\~5rro1 
~ariy cciuntri:S frie~t·tQ tfie United 
State$; iriclurung Egypt, M'Qf!,.x:o~ Ari · 
gentina, Germany and Jordan (aridewii 
froni the riot-so-friendly Toliban in 
Afghanistan). Given the long list ofJJiior 
"genei·al~ warnings, Brei~isertlunks 
it was di~ngenuous for the presidl:!~'s 
national-security advlser to express 
surprise that planes could .be used_ in a. 
terror attack on the United States;:;, . · . 

"One of the question.J iiaise~ ex;. . 
plaiijs Breit\\'Ciser, ~~d why I think the .. :, 
.PP:Bs rieed to be released, goes to the 
\.ital flow ofinformatlon. Why didn't that 
foreign-intelligence information about . 
planes being used as weapons get into 
the handso(the nationaJ•security advis
ers; why didn't it gettothepresident?We 
need to find out where the breakdown 
occurred; The record .is replete with 
informatlon abouf planes being us~ 
[for planned terror. attacks}; so hoi.v. 
could the ·national-security adviser .. ·.~~' .,.:;1k·.i\~;,/ .. 
come out days.after the attack and say w~ rnur~red.' I watched it.happen on 
the. {White House] didn't .think planes television and J still don't know why he's 
could be used as mis.siles?" . .. :-, .· dead. I don'tknow if the FBI was follow-

"You know;' explains Breitweiser, "It 1ng the hijackers, I don't know what time 
· is very upsetting that the 9,/11 Commis• the fighter jets were scrambled and l i ·. nor 

· . sion had t9 subpoena ~e Federal Avia- don't know why the. Port Authority IoC ,i} ! 
.. , tion .~4ministra~~P CFAAJ. P,iccording. . :New TurkandNe.w .Jersey] di~n't tell my. \ f · 

,' ·. .to news r.ePorfs, 'tfiere are 15,0,000 dOf.f husbancl to 1e~·10wer two. There are a ; ' .. 
uments .that were left out of what the ; lot of quesfIBns ili~ J have; that the fam- . 

. . FAA~pttothecoinmission. those.doc/ ilies'of ihe'vicrliiis have, and \Vhen we. 
umelits-went toward the time line·or trytoseekanswersfromtheFBJorintel

. ·. ,,;hi~n'ille FAA notified the North Ameri:, ligence committees, we get one of three · . 
.. ican. Aerospace Defense· CommanW answers. Fi~they ~y they can'ttell us:; 
[NOR.AP], when the fighter jets .were because it could runder [suspected 20th: 
scrambled and the communications hijacker Zacarias] Moussaoui's right 10·;: 

. 'bet\veen air-traffic ~QntroJ and the pi,( afairtrial,ortheys~ytheinformatfo~is 
lots. These are threshold issues that gci :. parfof the FBI's ongoing investigation:. 
to the'beart of the matter. How did the or, finally, that it could comprcimise, 

. . ·. · FAA overlook 150,000 documents per.: · sources or.methods.". .;," .. : ... . >.-i 
; ·., ~., ,;:. ~Jaliling.to these issues? It is more th~//. Urid~~andabl.y,Jkeitwei*is'iMJ'.C, 
'· · "}: :mildJy·upsetting that:they would 1f!a~' . thanalitt1ediscouraged.Shesays, "~U§l 

·,;,(' . out these docwnents:' ' " . ' . : '· -': . about everyone can figure out that tflere • 
·' :: Bre1twclsercontin~s/Locik,it'sbeeit, ·were failures, .that there were·huge· 

morethanthree:yearssincemyhtisband· · breakdowns iil intelligence •. Why not 
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i)g!,[~~.f ii~~~f !~~;; 
t·:;,, .e .. ~F.· . .;~~.!~, .. 1~i.J9n~141 
'.:1:::.? :\/~-'; -·:-i;<~i~:·: ::;. :'~t~~-;~LJ\\:\~tjt~}{i:.}';~,:.:;;~··t~. 
, }: • $25 millioir reward forjilfor ·.. , · 
,' 'icading lo arrestpiproof o(deatli of j. 1f'. 
. Sadc!am Hussein · · ':,~::'(f.,} 't .i:/ ; \: .; •· •. 
: :{: ;, • $27 million (or iniorni@on leadlng,. 
• to apprehension Of conviction of O&ania}·. 
'bin Ladeo<>;,:,:,:i:~'.,'·; ;,i,·,:t).}ft".~0 

{f::,.•· $3Q miHion (paldl(9r t1pJcacling t9;f 
the whereab9~ of Uday and Qusay , <,,; • 

... Hy~Seifr;?l/?\i::··.,;}?~i\:: .. :·:\r·_:-~- ~}} .. -.~:1 ~·/f>:>·\t· 
, : • $40mil!io~ tq inv€stigate ti){~:.:::,:' 

·. explosio.nof NA$A's S~oc.e Shuttliti: ";: '. · · 
Columbia .. ·.' ., · . . . . , • . . .·· , · • . 

• $$0 million tO fnvesiigale'the Cliff;{ 
tons' failed v\lhitewatei" r€al:estate deal.:- ' 

. • $14 mi!libn to in'vcstigate the ter-J,,. 
· rorist attacks of 9/11'' '• , •,, ..... , 

' ~::~' . 

cooperate and Jet America know that 
you're cooperating by doing everything 
you can to get the answers? This is about 
the lives or people, and I don't under
stand the reluctance to turn over docu
ments. If you've done nothing wrong, 
whM's the big secret? It's very hard to 
lose a loved one, to watch it happen -
to wntch a colossal breakdown and still 
have no explanation and no assurance 
that everything is being done so it will 
never happen again.~ 

Obviously aware of the close atten
tion being paid to the efforts of the com
mission by the family members of the 
victims, 9/11 commissioner and former 
congressman Timothy Roemer (D· Ind.) 
tells 1NS1Gl1T that on the eve of the com• 
mission's first anniversary there have 
been both successes and frustrations. 
"Some of these areas include access to 
the value-added information that would 
help us to reflect on how our policy
makers reacted to the threat of terror-

Match 2001 

The Italian 
government 
snared 'gen:, 
eral" informa
tion of poss~ 
ble attacks 
based on bugs 
in apartments 
in Milan. 

20 •Insight 

An lranlan In 
custody in 
New York City 
told local 
police about a 
plot to attack 
the World 

· Trade Center. 

Who dropped the ball? 
Clockwise froin top, FBI chief Mueller, 
CIA head Tenet, National Security Adviser 
Rice, Defense Secretary Rumsfcld-
or was it dropped Jong ago?: 

. ' :·: 

ism and the extent t~ which the bureau
cracy provided good and timely infor
mation. As a member of the House-Sen• 
ate joint inquiry l said that we needed 
the PDBs for two reasons. First, it 
would Jet us know how the president 
and other policymakers were informed 
about <1-n impending ta.ctical or strate
gic thre,it of terrorism from al-Qaeda. 
The other, just as important, is how the 
organizations, :igen<;ics and analysts 
were getting this important informa
tion to the top policymakers. We need 
to figure out whether from a policy per· 
spective the top people, including for· 
mer president Bill Clinton and Presi
dent Bush, were warned and what kind 
of timely information they had." 

German intelllgence 
alerted tile CIA, Britain's 
Ml-6 intelligence service 
and Israel's Mossad that 
Middle Eastern terrorists 
were training for hijack
ings and targeting Amer~ 
can and Israeli interests. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20619 

Roemer continues, "Certainly you 
have to investigate if there was prior 
knowledge in the Clinton and Bush 
administrations-whether there was a 
smoking gun. The 9/11 Commission 
should focus on the policy side and the 
executive branch: Were there policy 
failures? Did they develop policies to do 
something about that tllreat? Did they 
work witb the other agencies to coordi
nate .ind proactively plan together to 
address the most potent post-Cold War 
enemy that we could possibly face?'' 

As Roemer sees It, "There are two 
fundamentally important questions that 
are critical for the commission in terms 
of its credibility. Did we get access to 
the right documents in order to fulfill 
our statutory mandate and mission? If 
we don't get [full a11d unredacted] 
access to the PDBs and other policy doc· 
uments there will forever be questions 
of the kind that dog and debase some of 
tbe oilier infamous commissions from 

Pakistanis were 
taken into custody 
June 4 in the Cay. 
man Islands after 
they were overheard 
discussing hijacking 
attacks on New York 
City; they were ques
tioned and released, 
and the information 
was forwarded to 
U.S. intelligence. · · 

December 9-22, 2003 



the past."The other issue involves maf: .. -.,. ·- ;,, .,,,., . . . · : .. · .. ' · . : ·_·., _;-,., sion?"Welll' he S3f~ ''I ~ave high hop~( 
ingsure we know from an accountabil- ~i~or~~; ___ Q~cuijeQJ~{ but I've been discouraged by a lot of 
ity perspective what th,e ~ adminis~ N···_·o'·t Ma.._-d·e:·> p' ub_1··1c;:·.·--_._._i_:. ·. __ ._·-?··,_·.: thinghs.Fodristafnche,thelac~of~encyh 
trations knew ahead o time and how · ., on t e part o t e comm1ss100 t at 
they reacted. We've had a number of ····, · .. :·=:· ···::- · · · ,~, ~e-ache~ al) the way~.a~,}ntothe.5pri~ 
frustrations, and I have been increas- .· :/:; ~:;it·'r'-'·'"9{.;'' ·~, _·•· .t)tt:1'.~ i~ ~metlung ,e•ve.ar _ed about WJth 
ingJy vocal and aggre$Sive in trying to . •· Recorded audio ·communlc:¥·'.J't', , - them. Now the cbmmi' . ioners see that 
get this commission to move forward on 'Jions belW?eri the fo~r flights' sir-traff :f iliey're six montlis awa from issuing a 
these issues because we now have more · fiCcontrql ahd other responsible ai.Pit:i ,; report and are becoming frantic. I don't 
sand in the bottom of the hourglass than thmities qr(SepL 11. 2001, ":: :_j/;'";0 \ like to be the .11,~oity.i .. 1~0 _to!~ tJiem so, 
inthetop.We'vereachedtbeendofoUf . -;):{1.Jneorigipaipas~er,g~r-~.~}f;~f,> but l told them. The,_bav'en't taken 
rope so fo speak on dealing with acce:;s : tests of the four h•Jacked fl,gfits;· :-'. {,, a"d'\•antag~· of all the. weapons at their 
questions when we should be dealing ;_}: •}u!t;·unceriifbred-datafrom"oof'. disposalt<iprosecilt"'~"a1vigorousinves-
with policy questions, recommenda• ·: 'undiimi:;ged·cocl<plt voice recorde~ '\ ~: tigation. Yeif, they're doing it now, but l 
lions and working toward our report~· · and tiight~ala recorders {the •t1actf0i~ wonder ifit is too late.ti-., . . . . . 

Tn the end, Roemer believes access ·· boxes·):·as welt as all records .ot ;,;,};;:"' · Kyle Hence, cofounder and New. 
to aJl related dnta is a matter of life or phone calls from the. four flights; \;\,i; York directclrof9/11 Citizens Watch, a 
death. "If we don't get the needed doc• . :; • Primary and s~condary iactai,\i., watchdog group establ\.sll¢d to monitor 
uments and necessary access, if we· riord!i of the four flights/-·:· \-~ e) . · the · commission, al Sb "is concerned 
don't get the answers to our questions •, • .• V~eo _f9~tage fr9ni_}t1e a,irports{} about the untimeliness ofits rec.ent 
for accountability, for the American .from which t~.e alleged h1Ja~lle_rs ... • .. } ; push to subpoena documents. "Here we 
people and for reforms for the future, ·• boarded their flight~,,·,;.· .. ; ·:,.;/://ft.:~;., '.',·f are;' says Hence, .. two·thix:ds of the way 
we'll have to ask for an extension. That .. _ ._ . It Video footage of the Pentt,gi;>n :,' '· thtough an 18-month investigation with 
may be the worst nightmare for the • attack as taken from the Sheraton . . a commission still waiting on important 
White House because then our report .Hotel acr9ss from. the Pent.,gon· :-\/b. , documents from the DoD [Departme• 
will come out closer to the election. • .• (impounded on Sept. 11 by the IBI)} of Defense], FAA, CIA and the Whit~ 
Getting the facts of what happened on ·. and from video cameras on the· .:.> . : House. The commission has taken an 
9/11 won't kill us, but not getting the Penfrgon ·grounds:· ... ,,.>.:;:._.· . , .. ;.:( . overly polite sofl:ball a~proach.'':C'" . 
facts certainly might kill ms- meaning < , '. The -contii'nt ~fihe .rt-dacted/. .· Hence would !Ute to see more-aggres-
that gettlng at the most sensitive infor• passages from t~e CongreEsional ;(, sive attempts to get answers to questions 

:i~!~:ii!~~,~:.~:fi:f £:;i :/BIIrftJ~tt:1;!t'.'? ... -->::<::• ,,·t:?~k:;·_· :r!~~l~~~~~~rt:8s~=~~t·i 
Qf World 'lrade Center tower one, He , : . "wau mW1ifest failure on September 11, 
tells INSIGHT that "there seems to be a PDBs because he genuinely thinks to do What is supposed to be the most pro
consensus that the Aug. 6 PDB was so would create a dangerous constitu- tected airspace in the world just wasn't 
about al-Qaeda and using airplanes as tional precedenL It's one of those things defended. Why?Lo!Jk, Warnings came in 
weapons. I don't know this to be true, where you can have an honest disagree- prior to 9/11 from "almcist a dozen couii: 
but I believe itis true. One oftheques- mcnt The 9/11 Commission is charged tries-fairlysp~ific \\lammgs~includ
tions that no one has rcaJly asked is, with making a record of what hnppened. ing information about planes being used 
'Why was this the issue of the Aug. 6 on 9/11,but my own interest in getting and hijackersbelng~d;eve~ ~ 
PDB?' You know, did someone whisper the PDBs is to see how and whether the ian President [VII!~) Puti11 _said i,n 
in the president's ear that this was an intclligt>nce process failed the lost two · advance that 25 Arabs' were .. 
irsue, or maybe the president said al- presidents. I think the PDBs will show being trained for just,such . 
Qaeda is a threat and came up with it the systemic problems with the intelli- an attack. Who received,:. 
himfelf?' Maybe we're not giving the gence community and not 11cces~.a.rily thesew.imings,werethey 
president enough credit." those of the Bush lldministration!' . · , shared with the natioi·· 

Harvey continues, "Even so, I think Wliai does Harvey 1hink about the · ' , · . )_'(·,, 
the president resisted release of the continuing efforts of the 9/11 Corrums~ . (CONTINr.!EDQN PAGE J '.' 

==I"'!"':".,..,.,..-:-:':-:".'.'~~=~"'*"•'.,.,,.,,· ::':,:,,:;:-:-;-c..,..,,....,,,, '•• • \ •. ', .. . •1· ... ·~ 
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Based on !ts owri 
intelligence, the · 
Israeli govern
ment provided 

•' •general" informa
tion to the United 
States in the sec· 
ond week of Au
gust that an .._ 
Qaeda attack was 
imminent. 

. : j~·· 
Russian Presldent'i · 
Vladimir Pvtin said\ 

,. he ordered his 1ntel
'.;; .. ligence agencies ili 
· alert the United 

States that .suicide 
pilots were training 
ror attacks on U.S. 
targets. 

. '! ,•' ., 
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Insight on the News Page 4 of 5 

investigation with a commission still mg on important documents fro he DoD [Department of 
Defense], FAA, CIA and the Whi ouse. The commission has take overly polite softball 
approach." 

Hence would like to more-aggressive attempts to answers to questions sue what 
happened to U. r defenses at the time of the acks. "Our air defense," say disgusted 
Hence, "was manifest failure on Septembe . What is supposed to be th ost protected 
airspace· the world just wasn't defend hy? Look, warnings came i . rior to 9/11 from almost 
a do countries - fairly specific war: ngs, including information abo planes being used and. 

· ckers being trained; even Ru · n President [Vladimir] Putin sai in advance that 25 Arabs 
were being trained for just such an attack. Who received these warnings, were they shared with 
the national-security adviser and, if not, why not? The commission should have held hearings until 
it could determine why U.S. airspace wasn't protected." 

Another question, says Hence, "is how the FBI was able to identify all 19 hijackers within a 24- to 
48-hour time frame. The suspicion of the families of the victims is that these hijackers already 
were being tracked. But despite the fact that law enforcement and intelligence say they were 
caught completely off guard on 9/11 - that no one suspected hijackers would use planes as 
weapons - the FBI was able ta identify every one of these h'ijackers in a couple of daysl And, while 
speaking about airspace, why is it that members of the bin Laden family and nearly 150 Saudis 
were allowed to le.ave the U.S. a couple of days after the attack? Who were these people? Were 
they interrogated before they were allowed to leave? If they were interrogated, what was gleaned 
and, if not, why not?" 

"Most importantly/ says Hence, "we need to know if there was prior warning. 1 think you can 
establish a baseline of deception an the part of the White House as far as those warnings are 
concerned. Initially they said there were no warnings, and then they said 'there were no specific, 
detailed warnings.' But I think any reasonable person reading the House/Senate Joint Inquiry or 
press accounts about the warnings that were issued from overseas would say the threats were 
quite specific, using such words as 'imminent' and 'mass casualties,' etc. Clearly there were 
warnings." 

Aside from the questions, says Hence, "There are concerns about how the commission ls 
conducting interviews. It appears that it has knuckled under, bowed to demands by the 
administration to have 'minders' sit in on all interviews. The commission said, 'Well, if it's a really 
important point we'll ask the minders to leave the room.' How conducive is this for someone to get 
out and really tell the truth when they know a superior is watching over them? I mean how absurd 
is that? Another problem is that the witnesses are not being asked to testify under oath! Chairman 
of the 9/11 Commission Thomas Kean [Republican former governor of New Jersey] said something 
to the effect that 'Well, if they're not under oath, they'll be more forthcoming.' The fact that they're 
not requiring their witnesses to testify under oath doesn't make any sense." 

Hence concludes, "Everyone is polite and everyone is giving them the benefit of the doubt. But the 
more you look at it, the more it looks lil<e a dog and pony show. Unless the commission forces the 
issue, and there Is a great public outcry to demand that [all] ... cooperate to provide documents 
that are at issue here, we may be fe~ wondering what led to a commission report that has no 
weight or standing in the eyes of the public. That would be a tragedy." 

Kelly Patricia O'Meara is an investigative reporter for Insight. 
email the author 

For more on this story, read the following sidebars: 
• ~Som~ of the_Q_uestions" 
• ~QQU~r Value of Select Investigations" 
• "R~9rds, Documents Not Made Public• 
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In reply refer to EF-7726 and I# 03/016588 

December 3, 1003 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: LTG John Craddock 

SUBJECT: Fonnat for Talking Points 

When l get talking points, they should put the name of the cowttry on the paper. 

Second, they should not cany one subject over to a new page, so that the same 

subject is on two different pages. 

Thanks. 

DlIR.:dh 
120301-17 (II coq,iitlr) 

, ....•.•...•••.................................•.•...•......•.•.••.•.••••••• 

Please respond by J 1,. / ll-
1 

Polley ExecSee,s Note 

December 11, 2003 
CDR Nosenzo, 

• SecDef s guidance re TPs has been 
disseminated throughout Policy. 

• My office is currently working on web-based 
templates for all memoranda that will be 
available to all desk officers. 

Colonel C. L. O'Connor, USMC 
Director, Policy Executive Secretariat 12-03 1C:37 IN 

11-L-0559/0SD/20622 
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Snnvftake 
• 

12:48PM 
TO: Gen. Pete Pace 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

DATE: December 19, 2003 

SUBJECT: Sensors 

In the meeting today with John Abizaid he raised the question of not using sensors 

well. I have no idea what he is talking about. Would you please get in touch with 

him and find out what he is talking about and lefs get that sorted out. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
120 I OJA. I Otscom 

U22477 /03 · 
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Suwnake 

• 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Pa Wolfowitz 
Gen. Dick Myers 

Donald Rwnsfel~ 

December 19. 2003 

SUBJECT: Sensors 

12:41PM 

ln the meeting today with John Ab' .d h . tza1 e raised the question f . 
well. J have no idea what h • lk' o not usmg sensors 

e is ta mg abou1 Would 1 
him and fmd out what heist )k' b , you p ease get in touch with 

a mg a ont and let's get that sorted out 

Thanks. 

OHIUiim 
. 120103A.JDtscom 

Fol... 5l C ),.£ /:- ! 
.. .........- ..... 

51/...) ;1: 5/JcK£ 1..J,-f'il :::f;H,J I/Al iA ,b • }If. f.,Jod(). l. /~f. /<..c,J .5/' ~;# 

1t, -,l 6 ~., I i E. A S,,,i« '1'l A "' ~ ff, ,NI:. 1'i, ,I. J i/1 //•"' SL.I s.,V 

Ml, g-r Al Vs E> hi Af-( #.,,.,ff "1 P4KllA~) J/Nb ;r',(,tf 7o 7).,ICK 

YU t.) M' ,.,, • tic"'",., T. f.11,., 4Pt'A l C ,,, -r /. .J 7111. '"'~"' .h:t .rl( 4 

11, :i,.,,,; .,., ,,..n.v,,o t.,h,11•! S,tllirl<. S.HA 11,,,.n;:, 

fl..~ sE ( A CA.~ JIE. <I' "fN .~~ 1'1;11.,vl II h ,, ,., H 4< "J ,!.s ,,,.~ 

5f ;I :5, I.S t,J~ )}, ..J JIJ/ d. 13( <J .S 1'/i,sC. t,J/, "1dth· J.£ II~ I• /J • 

v~ 
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·- lln reply refer to EF-7725 and I# 03/016587 

December J, 2003 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: Uzbekistan 

Is it true that Uzbekistan is getting less than one-third as much assistance per 

capita as Tajikistan? That doesn't make any sense. 

Thanks. 

PHlbih Li 
110303-J (It campilal') 

~-················· .· .......................................................... :1,, 
Please rapond by 12../ /1.J 11 

• 

.c 



. . 
·, . 

Nation 

Uzbekistan" 
Kazakhstan" 

Tajikistan 
Kyrgyzatan* 

Turkmenistan 
Georgia" 

Azerbaijan* 
Armenia 

Macedonia 
Ukraine* 

'"Priori 

~ 

Population 
(CIA Factbook) 

26M 
16.7M 
6.8M 
4.8M 
4.7M 
4.9M 
7.BM 
3.3M 

2M 
48 

CAUCASUS/CENTRAL AStA SECURITY ASSISTANCE 
(PER CAPITA CALCULATION) 

FY03 FMF, IMET 
& 

PPLEMENTAL 

$15.7M 
$3.BOM 

FY03 Security 
Assistance 
Per Capita 

$0.60 
$0.23 

FY03 Total 
USG Aid 

$30.6M 
$51.2M 

FY03 Total 
USG Aid 

Per Capita 

--) $1.17 
$3.06 

? 

$6.3M $0.92 $16.7M $1.32 -$10.9M $2.27 $36.3M $7.56 
$0.9M $0.21 $8.7M $1.85 '1 

$8.1M $1.65 $99.9M $20.38 
$8.4M $1.07 37.9M $4.85 
$3.6M $1.09 $92.3M r $27.96 

$11.5M $6.25 $52.9M $26.45 
$4.7M $0.09 $182.9M $3.81 

11-L-0559/0SD/20626 

$11.6M $0.44 
$4.2M $0.25 
$1.1M $0.16 
$7.2M $1.50 
$1.2M $0.25 

$11.3M $2.30 
$3.4M $0.43 
$3.4M $1.03 

$10.7M $5.35 
$4.7M $0.10 
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Snawflake 

• 

December 5, 2003 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Danalc1Rums&ld m. 
SUBJECT: Assistance to Foreign Countries 

I think we ought to get the i.ntcngency process going to take a look at how the US 

govcmment as a whole deals with countries, so that it is put on a more rational 

basis. 

AJ I was going intn Az.erbaijan. which is a counuy that lw helped us 

considerably. I found out that they arc receiving something like one-third of what 

Tajikistm is receiving. That doesn 1t make much sense to m.e. DoD ought to haw 

a voice in this, and we ought to approach it like we are approaching oUI security 

cooperation, worldwide, and see ifwe can't get a more reasonable worldwide 

approach. 

A second problem is really government-wide, including 1he DepaittDent of 

Defense. It takes a year or two for anytbing to happen in the US Government. 

These foreign countries, particulatly the ones that we have relatively new 

relationships with, c.umot believe we ue •s slow, sluggish and incompeten.t as we 

arc. When they experien~ long delays, they a&sume that sornctlring else is going 

on and that we don't wmt to help them. Tbae has ix> be a way to put some t.nelBY 

into the US intetagency process aud speed it up. 

We have to find a way to get the priority countries we have the Security 

Cooperation Guidance to filter dovm through not just DoD, but also through the 

U22479 
11-L-0559/0SD/20627 
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rest of the USG, unless someone wants to come back and argue wi1h us about what 

the priorities ought to be, in which case that would be a good process. 

If we have to take our force posture into the inter agency, why wouldn't the State 

Department and 0MB 's jndgments about which countries should get what 

amounts of money also be in the interagency process, 'With an opportunity to 

appeal it up to the President, if necessary? It is important to our relation.ships 

worldwide. 

I would like to see what the US Government as a whole does for various important 

countries. We ought to look at the tota1ity of it md see how it ends up impacting 

the key countri~s. My guess is that nobody really knows the answer to tba~ except 

those countries and the ambassador. And that it very likely doesn't fit what we 

believe ought to be the proper priorities. 

Thanks. 

DHi.:dh 
ll0303·2.2 l'II ~) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ !+-/_._q-+/_o_:f. _____ _ 

. . ·- .............. -.. 
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..::.._..__:._. ____ _ 
Saowfl.11ke 

TO: 

CC: 

Mira Ricardel 

Paul Wolfowi1z 
Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Romania's Casualties in Afghanistan 

lln reply refer to EF-:772~ 4:lnd 
,I# 03/016584 

December 3, 2003 

Did I write PBfCu after be lost some people in Kandahar, Afghanistan? I don ·t 

even remember that be did Jose people 1here. If I did not, I should have. 

What happened? Here is a letter he gave me. 

Thanks. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pleaae rapo•4 by __ ~. J_l..1-/_1_i.. ______ _ 
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INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
POLICY 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·2900 

INFORMATION MEMO 

EF-772j ~03/01658·~·""' 
USDP~DEC 9 ,.i._;.~ 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: MIRA RICARDEL, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF 
DEFENSE FOR EURASIA (PERFO THE DUTIES OF 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY · DE E FO 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY POLICY 

SUBJECT: Romania's Casualties in Afghanistan 

• You asked if you had written to Romanian Defense Minister Pascu after he 
lost some troops in Afghanistan. 

• Romania suffered its first casualties - one dead and one wounded NCO -
in Afghanistan on November 11, 2003. 

• A letter of condolence to Minister Pascu was drafted on November 11 and 
you signed on November 13 (see TAB A). The second soldier died of his 
wounds in a Kabul hospital on November 14. 

• General Myer sent a letter of sympathy covering both deaths to the 
Romanian Chief of Staff on November 25. 

COORDINATION: 

Director, European Policy 

DASD, EUR & NATO Policy 

~ : MCopson. ISP/EUR 

~ 
ftr. 

11-L-055"'30/20630 



OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
££F-752~ 

INn:RNATIONAI.. SECURITY 
P'OLICY 

FOR: 

FROM: 

2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·2~03/015588-EP I J1W :~ 
USD~iY ~~r~ ~·-' 

ACTION MEMO 
' ,,.\\~d-'\~ -

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

MIRA RJCARDEL, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF 
DEFENSE FOR EURASIA (PERFORMING THE DUTIES OF 
THE ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY POLICY) 

' ~ .... · 

..... .:::, 

SUBJECT: Condolences to Romanian Defense Minister Pascu 

• Romania suffered its first casualties in Afghanistan on November 11, 2003. 

o Non Commissioned Officer Iosif-Silviu Fogorasi was shot to death 
and another NCO wounded as their APC convoy was ambushed in 
the Spin Puldac area of South Afghanistan, close to the border with 
Pakistan. 

• The convoy was returning from a mission. It was part of the Romanian 
15 ! 51 Infantry Battalion "Razboieni." 

o The unnamed wounded NCO was taken by helicopter to the military 
hospital in Kandahar, and is reportedly in stable condition after 
surgery. 

• Elements of the Romanian Opposition may try to use this incident to gain 
political advantage, but there is popular bipartisan support for Operation 
Enduring Freedom. 

o Over 2,000 people were killed during Romania's Revolution, and 
Romanians understand the importance of the war against 
terrorism. 

I 2 2003 

. 
I . . 
,. 
·, 

o This incidem win not undermin·e Romarria's-res 

r.::-~~::=~o,_Rn'A...,4.._~·~.-~ 
1M 8UCCI ~ 1,1,"' 

the mission. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you sign the letter at TAB A. 

COORDINATION: TABB. 

Attachments: As stated. 12-1~-J~,'f :'2~ l1

N Q 3 
Prepared by: MCopson, ISP/EUR, !(b )(6) I .,lft 

11-L-o~loso12oe31 
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tJNCl.ASS:U'IBD 

RAAUZYUW RUEWDASB923 3181955-UUUU--RUECHRS. 
ZNR 1JUUUU ZUI RUEKJCS8923 3181955 
R 141942Z NOV 03 
FM SECDEF WASHINGTON DC 
TO RUECHRS/DMSCHAIRS TEST AMHS 
RUEKNMA/NCCS AMBS PRIMARY//SECDEF-C// 
RUEKNMB/NCCS AMHS SECONDARY//SECDEF-C// 
ZEN/SECDEF WASHINGTON DC//USDP CHAIRS// 
BT 
UNCLAS 
SUBJECT: LETTER OF CONDOLENCE FROM SECDEF RUMSFELD 
OTHE.RORG 
UNCLASSIFIED// 
1. REQUEST YOU DELIVER THE FOLLOWING LETTER TO MINISTER PASCU. 
QUOTE 
QUOTE 
THE HONORABLE IOAN MIRCEA PASCU 
MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENSE 
MINISTRY OF NATIONAL DEFENSE 
STRADA IZVOR 13-15 
SECTOR 5, BUCHAREST 
ROMANIA 
DEAR MINISTER PASCU: 

PAGE 02 RUEWOASS923 UNCLAS 
(PARA) 
I WAS SADD€NED TO HEAR OF THE DEATH OF NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER 
IOSIF-SILVIU FOGORASI !N AFGHANISTAN. THE LOSS OF A SOLDIER IS 
TRAGIC. BUT HE FBLL IN THE VITAL CAUSE OF OPERATION ENDURING 
FREEDOM. 
(PARA) 
PLEASE EXTEND MY SYMPATHIES TO HIS FAMILY, FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES. 
//SINCERELY,// 
DONALD H. RUMSFELD 
END QUOTE 
2, HARD COPY TO FOLLOW. 
--------------------- PROCESSED BY DECISION AGENT------------------
DA MESSAGE ID: 1045560 
MTSID: C=US;A=DMS;F=GOV+DMS+NIPR;LaAVTAYZOS-03lll4194304Z-145448 
SOURCE FORMAT: IPM.NOTE.MSP4 
SIGNATURE: [SIGNED BY:/C=US/O=U.S. GOVERNMENT/OU=DOD/OUaOSD/ 

OU:ORGANIZATIONS/L:WASHINGTON DC/ 
OUsSECDEF(UC) ***VALIDATED***, ENCRYPTED BY: / 
C•US/O=U.S. GOVERNMENT/OU~DOD/OU•OSD/ 
OU=ORGANIZATIONS/L•WASHINGTON DC/ 

PAGE 03 RUEWDAS8923 UNCLAS 
OU=SECDEF(UC) ***VALIDATED***] 

DMS DTG(ZULU): 2003/11/14 19:42:00Z 
------------------------ PROFILED RECIPIENTS-----------------------
ALL MESSAGES (ACTION) 
DMS MESSAGES (ACTION) 

Printed By: JAMES HURSCH 
11-L-0559/0SD/20632 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

UNCLASSIFIED 

!(b)(6) !( INFO) 
DMSCHAIRS TEST ~HS (ACTION) 
NCCS AMHS FRIMARY//SECDEF-C// (ACTION) 
NCCS AMHS SECONDARY//SECDEF-C// (ACTION) 
--------------------------- -ORIGINATOR -----------------------------
OR ADDRESS: C=US;A=DMS;P=GOV+DMS+NIPR;O=VA2;0Ul=TAYZ3;0U2=PTSC; 

OU3:SBCDEF; 
DDA:MSXCXSOO=C:US,0:U.S. GOVERNMENT,OU:DOD,OU:OSD,OU 
:ORGANIZATIONS,L:WASHINGTON .DC',OU:SECDEF(UC); 

DN: 0Ul•TAYZ3;0U2•FTSC;OU3•SECDBF';O•VA2.;P•GOV+DHS+NIPR;A.•DMS; 
C=US; 

PLA: SECDEF WASHI NGTON DC 
BT 
#8923 

NNNN 
<[AAA)> 11/14/2003 1502 <['A ' )> CHAIRS 

Printed By: JAMES BURSCH 11-L-0559/0SD/20633 Page 2 of3 



ROMANIA 
MlNISlXY OF NATIONAL DBFENSE 

• MINISTER 

Dear Secretary Rum.efeld, 

This is just a short, rather personal note, to thank you for the solidarity shown by your military in 
Afghanistan, with respect to the loss of our two men in Kandahar. 

Together with the letter from President Bush that solidarity. of which I mentioned to the families of those 
who lost their lives and to the Iuimanian pu.blic, have helped alleviate tho '1oosequencos of tho tragedy 
and strengthened our resolution to continue along the way we have engaged after 9/11 2001. 

Sincerely Yours, 

The Honorable Donald B, Ru11111teld 

Secretary of Defense 

Deparunent of Defense 

Washington, DC 

~ 
loBD Mirc:el Pa11e11 
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lln reply refer to EF-7727 and 1#03/016589 

TO: Mira Ricardel 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Assistance to Ukraine 

December 3, 2003 

In the Ukraine meeting, they said they want NATO or UN help in destroying tons 

of dangerous materials. What is the situation? What can we do to help? 

Thanks. 

DHll.:dll 
120103·20 {11 IOlllplll«) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••w••••••••• 

Please respond by I -i,. U "Y / \ V 

ti\"' 
11,\\l 

~~. f 
~€~p:Mc;e o..~cke ; · 

v(co(L N~ 
11-/ I\ 
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INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
POLICY 

FOR: 

FROM: 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-2900 

INFO MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FO~......._.a..LM..:.......A.,t 
SECURITY POLICY (Mira Ricardel--Acting,._(b_)(_6) ___ -1 

SUBJECT: Assistance to Ukraine 

• You asked about Ukraine's request for assistance in destroying tons of dangerous 
materials. 

• Ukraine has 7 million Small Arms and Light Weapons (SAL W) and 2 million tons of 
ammunition, much of it dating as far back as World War I. 

• In October 2002, Greece offered to take the lead in development of a step-by-step 
approach to assist Ukraine in the destruction of 133,000 tons of munitions and 1.5 
million SAL W. 

• A NATO Expert Team (NET) concluded a feasibility study in June 2003. 

• The NET proposed establishing a PfP Trust Fund to strengthen existing 
demilitarization facilities in Eastern Ukraine and establish a new facility in 
Western Ukraine. 

• The total cost of demilitarization is estimated at 75.5 million Euros over the 12-
year life of the project (20 million from trust fund contributions, 55.5 million from 
Ukraine). 

• When NATO sets up the trust fund and starts to solicit donations; Germany, Turkey, 
and Greece will likely be the first to donate. 

• We will explore funding options for a possible U.S. contribution and ,..vill get back to 
you. 

A/DASD Eurasia /at ri ::5 "O 3 , .. .J I"\,\ 0 /EV R._ 

Prepared by: Colonel Sieve Dalbey, ISP/Eurasia,~ December 2003 

11-L-0551.fsD/20636 
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Snawflake 

SN 6969 

Bill Luti 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Dou.gFeilh 

SUBIECI": DoD Badmp for Zl1 

After you have thought through the Marty Hoffmann bactup for Za1 in DoD. 

please get back to me with a propoaaL 

T.banb. 

it 6(1,,J.u.! 
i;;:..t- S-1) 
{L t...J. k. o \.. 

l 1.-(1 ~ . 

·H~(f1,-..,._ 
L\_.17,t-

\.r ~ Ll.: '-J 1-u. w . 
• I j',_~ •, ,(_, 

"'4j· ..... , ..............................•.................................•. , 
Pleas• ns,o,,4 bJ __ ...,./ ... 2.._,,f .... ~ ...... /_•_J ____ _ 

t 
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1 1 nr-;: 2003 

EF-7729 

1-03/016595 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: \Villiam J. Luti .... l(b_H6_) _ ___. 

SUBJECT: DoD-based Reach-back Capability for Ambassador Khalilzad 

• You recently asked about the possibility of Marty Hoffman providing DoD 
backup for Zal Khalilzad. 

• This is an initial response; we will update you as we develop this idea further. 

• We talked with Mr. Hoffman, who has agreed to head a DoD-based group 
based on the Reuben Jeffrey model, and developed a general framework. 

- Like Mr. Jeffrey, he would report to the DepSecDef and SecDef. 

- The group would be set up to provide out-of-government expertise and 
react swiftly to events on the ground in Afghanistan. 

• The purpose of the group would be two-fold: 

~htniOlJ.. ~~~ 
- To advocate for the Ambassador's and ARG's interests at the AIOG; .-.-

~~1.n,. ~~ 
- To facilitate development of a market economy in Afghanistan. OpaJ,tN ~ 

• Its functions would be administrative, logistical, and reconstruction-oriented, 
with a focus on mobilizing the private sector to undertake projects in 
Afghanistan. 

Ov~$ Pf'\'10.~ :J:'.,.,,,Skt C..rf• 
- It would coordinate with Ex-Im Bank and OPIC. 

- It would develop replicable models of public-private economic projects 
and programs. 

- Its activities would not overlap with the NESA regional office. 

rJiv Wt 4i1.. Asiet 

11-L-0559/0SD/20638 



- The AIOG does not possess the capability to encourage projects that are 
essentially private-sector based. 

• Its staff would include DoD employees in addition to consultants with private 
sector backgrounds. 

• It would support the Office of the Deputy Under Secretary for Near East and 
South Asian Affairs by coordinating with Zal, the AIOG, and private sector 
institutions and assisting in policy implementation. 

• Possible drawbacks include the State Department and AIOG's likely 
opposition. 

- State may see this as an usurpation of its role in Afghanistan. 

- It is unclear how this group would coordinate with the OSD 
representative at the AIOG. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20639 
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, Saawflake 
INFORMATION RETENTION £'F-763..'J

O~rf 1tf7 

TO~ 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfow.itz 

DoDald Rmn,fdd 1--
SUBJECT: Women in Afghanistan 

December 4, 2003 

Attached is a memo from Newt 'Wi1h a copy of an op-ed about women in 

Afghanistan. 

I think it is an enormously important point. I let Zal read it and urged him to p111h 

hard on it You might want to dig into it yourse1£ 

Thanks . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -PleaserdJ)ond by __________ _ 

... 

.... 

"]:) _.., 
co 
~ 
~ 
~ -
(II 

b 
~ 
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DEC 1 7 

ASSIST ANT SECRET'ARY OF DEFENSE 
2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-2400 

INFO MEMO ect\1J,.,\o'> 
USDP ~"'\~ \J. 

INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY 
AFFAIRS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

l-03/017149 

FROM: Assistant Secretary r Defense, International Security Affairs~~ W. ,,, 
Rodman, l(b)(6) U I P ! ·' ~- 1 

· 

SUBJECT: Women in Afghanistan 

• You recently asked that we look into a recent New York Times op-ed piece on 
women in Afghanistan. 

• While the author of the op-ed piece is correct in noting that the draft 
constitution does not explicitly guarantee women's safety, the draft does 
provide certain guarantees. 

- The Preamble and Articles 6 and 22 prohibit discrimination and require the 
state to recognize the equal rights of aH Afghan citizens. 

- According to Article 7. the state must adhere to signed international 
conventions and treaties and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

• Another concern of the author was labor conditions. 

- Article 48 refers to the law's regulation of working hours, paid holidays, and 
employee rights, hut does not elaborate on this law. 

- Contrary to the op-ed piece. Article 49 explicitly prohibits forced labor, in 
particular, of children. 

• The op-ed piece implied that the constitution did not adequately ensure equal 
access to education and health care. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20641 
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- The constitution considers education and health the right of all Afghan 
citizens, with Article 44 referring specifical1y to the promotion of education 
for women. 

• The op-ed was correct in noting that the constitution does not provide for 
representation of women at the local level; however, Article 33 refers to 
Afghan citizens' right "to elect and be elected." 

• On December 12, the Principals reaffirmed USG redlines for the constitution, 
one of which was equal rights for women. 

• Zal Khalilzad will continue to communicate these redlines to key Afghan 
leaders and advance the issue of women's rights and protections under the draft 
constitution. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20642 
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ICC, S.2203 

l(b)(6) 

From: 
, Sent! 

l"().072 

lcrv, OSD 

Thlrdwave2@aol.com 

Wednellday, Dec!rntlllr 03. 2003 6='8 AM 

!(b )(6) t;osc1 .penmgort.mn: LanX,DiRifaOOSd~on.mn: 
Jonn.Craaaoacaosc .Penlagon.ml; Kb )(6) jla(.pattenon@gad.ml~ 
1tMuijpQcenltan.mil 

Te: 

Subject: women kl afil'l&nlStan-MWl 

for secdef,depsecdef 
from newt 
12/03/03 

- .. 

Given Mrs. Bush's publlcJy stated Interest in the fate of women in Afghanistan this 
column should be very disturbing. 

Isn't this column at the heart of what President Bush has been sylng and a key 
measure of whether we are paying in blood and money to bring abOut reel ¢,ange 
or merely exchanging one barbartlc tyranny for a slightly friendly barbarfc tyranny 

O?-ED CONTRJBUTOR 
Making a Nation More Equal 
By NOELEEN HEYZER 
The language of Afghanistan's draft constltulton must be 
amended to acknowledge women's rights explicitly. 

http://www.nytlmes.com/2003/12/03/opinion/03HEYZ.htmt?th 
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Making a Nadoo More Equal 

llJ NOIUIN H'BY2'Ell 

W omen in Afgban.istan ha,re cmly a short ti.me to int1uencc the aew draft constitntion to be 
collSidered by the Constitutional Lo)11 Jirp scheduled. far om week. Ahho11gb '!he n.ew dra:ft: 

uph.o1ds the principle of human right11 ilere is . ex ieit JllartnUie of"WOn:ien"I eq11ali.ty. This it not a 
macer of semantics. Rather. it raisa serious quat10M a out tht doC"WDc:nts comn:ahm.ent to protect 
worucn's rlgh.ts. 

Despite visible adwnGer in society. many Afaban, worn.en have ICOD liule change 0'1et 1he paat.1.'WO 
years. Particularly 01.uside of Kabul, women live 1111dcr the tight remittions of authoritarian aAd 
traditional practices, which keep wolrlU and sirll at bome and dmy them acce11 IO &ducation,job 
tramin1 aw! health c&N. 

Violence apjn11 women cantinuc,. Quid maniages and forced mamap& JCIIWll common. fi:lettd by 
hnpovtrisbm.cnt Ind instability. Y OWl! girls are 11maaied" to bring l11ontY into nousebolds ar to settle 
dhpute11 1 practice tha1 condemna young eirll co ,e,c,ual abule and suaairaed f)C'Vorty. Outside of Kabul, 
women's 11ec.Llri~ a threatened by local wartords who abgse women with impunity. 

The iritc:matiooal community nnist r.Uy b~d the wvmeq scetms IO cDSm'llle tJw:ia' ripta in tis 
country's comtitution. Wben every member of the Supreme Court, 1IDda the new comtimtiim. must 
tab an oath "tc suppon judicial justice aad righteo11111!* iD IICCCrd with the JlrDYillo:oa of the sacred 
reli&ion cf Islam.• th~ 1nual be clear lq\l&lc sa\ll'ing 'W01ne.D'5 eqal~ u I requisite C011ntcrkJence 
again.st extreme mteq11eatfo1'1 ofllllmic law. 

The new eomtitulion sho\lld sta.te dev1y that womCJi b1vl' MJ 1nd equal tights witb men before the 
law. Altho11gh the ...anatitlltion provi~ form Afghan society based oo 11socialjusti"- protection of 
human dignity. i;irotccJion cifhwnan rights, and realizatiOJl of dcmocl'K)'," 'Ihm ia DO explicit 
prohibition apmst discriminatiau bucd on gcnclcr. The constilutiOD should also include clear language 
probibitin& any ,;ustoms and trlditianaJ pracnc:a that di1criminat.e against women. It should stipulate. 
for example. tb:11 mmiage must take pluc fruly and with tho apeomenl of both parties. 

Tbc Afghan Conllituticn must &I.so include a elev defiaition of1he wend "citizen." (It should also 
substitute the term 11fcgi~adtcl=usebolda" ~r~lf:i.;:etmr," throupcut the text) In 
the ~ there have been UCStit>nB out woffiiU ft CtlJZ U only men haw been 
issued lD cards, 

Altboag.b tbe comtitution states tbat women an tt:1titled 10 1 ~cific namber of •eats in tbe National 
Assembl}', it makes no pravisiotls for their repraenanion·at lbl' local lt"Vel, whm resmance to ~eti's 
participation is J'J\Olt lonnidable. 

Women's riebt to \\'Ork under fair and just conditions must ;)so be stipulated in the emistitution, 'along 

http://www.nytimes.~m/2003/l2/03/opinioll/0lHEYZ.htmJ7th=&pagcwa.ntcd=print&posi... 1213/2003 b 
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with probi"bitions agawt forced Ja'bar. WomUJ Also deserve equal access to education and health care, 
and the c:Qll.Stitution should wure that scbgQl curriculums reflect the equality gfmcn and "''OZDOG. 
Acce11s to gendei--specific health s=vices sho\11.d also be guaranteed. 

All of these changes have been sugested by legal experts in Af&bani.stan and tlKwhere. Earlier tbis 
year AfghBllistan ratified an intema.tional trcary that provides the Constit~onal Loya firga. a ftamework 
for incorporating th~ into the new draft. 

Two years ago. when Afghanistan wt\! liberated from Talibll\ rule. the world realized that global 
security is inextricably linked to the protection and righl! of women in society, and there wu an 
internatioml commitment to S'll]:lporting Afghan women on the path to set'llring ~se rights. 'today, we 
bnve a narrow window in which. to make sood on this commitment. The intemational community must 
direct its efforts to ensure th.at the CC1nstitution refl~ts the needs of -the women we promised to help. 

No~ee11 Heyrer ls execuri\lt dirccUJr of ru United Nations DtvilopmeJt.t Psin.dfor Woma 

btrp:/.Jwww.nytimes.com/2003/12/03/opinioo/03HBVZ.httnl?tll.-&pagewa.ateCPprint&posi... 12/3/2003 I 
11 zl ,05§8{0SD/20645 
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TO: L TG John Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1"4 
SUBJECT: SEDM Ministerial Meetings 

~ 
December)'; 2003 

In the future I need to be told about these SEDM ministerial meetings. I wasn't 

even aware ofit that I can recall. I need to have a chance to say, s or no on 

invitations. 
~~ 

Thanks. :: .J> Ll-r'(\ a,""-

Attach. i 

11/28/03 ASD(ISA) memo to SecDefre: SED1':f Ministerial T1rrllrt~'ffl'-Mlw 

f!:1:ti~l4(u,...,...) I 
···························~·········································· 
Please respond by _______________ _ 

U22484· /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20646 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DaiENSE' f.~ ~-. ;::;·~-·;·.: ... . -· ' . .... -

INTERNATIONAL IICCURITT 

~OLICYFOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, OC 20301·2900 "'"'J ·n-... I .... . . ,, r:< , - r'•~ 1· C:i 

c..-.;.. "-..,. ~· • _,u 

INFO MEMO 
J-03/01621 ItP 
USDP• ., .. \ ~/\ 

SECRET.-<\R: ~.~FENSE . \ ~ ' 

Mira Ricar<kl~~ Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Eurasia (Performing the Duties of the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for International Security Policy) NOV 2 8 ??~ 

SEDM ~ inisterial Trip Report, November 19, 2003 

• DASO Ian Brz.ezinski represented you a1 the eighth aMual Southeast Europe 
Defense ~inisterial (SEDM) he]d in Zagreb, Croatia on November 19. 

• The Ministerial was attended by Ministers of Defense from Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Greece, Macedonia, Slovenia, Turkey, Moldova, and Ukraine, and Deputy 
Defense Ministers from Albania, Italy, and Romania. 

~H:~,Cr) 
• DASD BrLezinsk.ii,:emarks emphasized the need to prepare the Southeast 

.European Brigade for stability operations beyond the Balkans, whe.rc the need 
for such missions is much diminished. SEEBRJG must be ready to S'upport 
NATO where the need is greatest 

• He also delivered briefings on recent developments in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

• SEDM members were asked to consider greater contributions to these efforts, 
particularly for Provincial Reconstruction Teams and training support for the. 
Afghan NationnJ Anny. 

Other Insights: 
• Greek Minister of Defense Papantoniou and others supported SEDM's 

expansion to include Serbia and Montenegro, Bosnia Herzegovina, and 
countries to the East and bordering the Black Sea. 

• Ukrainian Minister of Defense Marchuk made a strong pitch for SEDM and 
NA TO membership, and offered his country's peacekeeping facilities aod 
experience to assist SEEBRIG's preparations for deployment. 

• Turkish Minister of Defense Gonul, in a conversation with Brzezinski, 
expressed concern that the Kurds were driving CPA's new plan to bring Iraqis 
self-governance. Brzezinslci emphasized this was not the cas:e. 

SPt. ~ DI l1TA 

P,q,•olb)' MCo,oo~ ISPIEL<c!(b)(G) I Q = 2 / Q 3 
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Snowflake 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'Yi ~, 
SUBJECT: Press on Personnel Issues 

December 5, 2003 

Please take a look at this piece in the Newport News Daily. First of all, I would 

like some rea] data on the length and frequency of deployments over the years, and 

to what extent people have really been put upon. 

In addition, please look at some of these other issues and get back to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Philpott, Tom. "Administration Seen As Tone:: Deaf On Some 'People' Issues," Newport Newli (VA) 

Daily Press, November 28, 2003. 

Dl-!R:dh 
120503• 17 (ls computer) 
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fomier j11dje Id~ pnenJ 
for the Navy, Rt.ar Adm. John 
0. Huuon, who was involved 
in the development ud 
enforcement of the polk:y, 
recently said that lhe ban is a 
fmled policy wl!oi;e elimination 
,vould strea11heo the milliary. 
A FG!l New, poD cond11eled iii 
August ~iwws dlat 64 perocnt 
of Americans uow fa.VOi' 
allowing gays to .sen-e openly 
in lhc mili&al}, up from 56 
percent in a similar poll taken 
m2001. 

Even whllin the militlll)', 
111.tf.gay ~endmel\t bas declined 
over the past decade. One 
Stvdy cood\leled al tbt Nt.val 
Postv,iduatt School ill 
Cruifomik found lhat betwen 
1994 and 1999. die perteDQ&C 
of Navy otlic:ers wbo feel 
uncomfonablc in die p,eseace 
of gay people d«reased to 36 
percent from 51 perce11t. 

The debate over aays in 
lhe mililll}' was never really 
ab:lut b&lancina fivil rii,hu 
with national security. Bri • , 
hrae~ Canada and A lia 
are among 24 miUtar s that 
lifted bans on PY sl,I • 
whhout undcnnlning uait 
cohesion or combat readiness. 
Tilctle expuiente$ show 'dial 
the choice is aot between py 
riglttS and. 'll'liliwy readiuess. lc 
is between pRjlidice thac 
cOnlPl'Offlises nailoilal sccll'ity 
aod equality !bat enhana:s it. 
And that, no Qboice at a\L 

Na:Jianwl Fnud: u • 
J:tnior n:sean:h fenow a1 11N 
Cen1er for tht Stu.f>• of Se:rual 
Mi,itJr/titl in Utt Military tJl 

t/U Uni1•euiry of Califqrnia. 
Sa,11a /Jorbaro. 

rttwpon News (YA} Daily 
f'Rs.s 
November 21, 2003 
h111ilaa Jinl:lc 
SS. Admlnistralion Seen 
As Tone Deaf On Senne 
'People1 Issues 
By Tom Philpott 

With Pmident BIISh 
signina lhe frr;.r-evcr $400 
biUion defense bill, inclodin& 
anodler mililM)' pay raise and 
hoiasing allowlllll% intteasc 

dw wifl ml))"t thin match 
groWlh ill wages and rents 
nlltiOl'lwidc. h would seem bani 
to argue that 1hl$ 
admioistratiolt bu Josi 10\lC:h 
wilh1roop1. 

Y Cl bCIIC4th the S\llfacc 
image capcimd by an amiable 
1igning ceremony ll lhe 
PcntaJon Nov. :24, are cwrenlS 
of worry ind disapr)oinlrncnl 
inside the mili1ary over actiolis 
o( the Bush administntlon. 

No JJ!Uident since 1hc 
all-vol1111t£Cr f~c bcg111 JO 
yem ago has used lhe military 
ll!I agpssivdy. B11sh. after 11.1\, 
tleaed to invade rraqand ro 
remove wh1wvtr threlll 
&lddam Hus~ DJld bis 
illusm we1po11il of mass 
de5Cl'UCliori posed. The war aod 
occupation of lniq, and a!Jo 
Afghanistan, lla\'C left 
U.S.mili1111y operarijns at tlldr 
highcs1 susmined Jt,el in 
decades. 

Th:y 
· people 

tnOSII)' over the length and 
frequency of deploymcnB 

iven 1he of ' 
o estab 111b a 

lkmocr.lL'Y in Iraq, for a people 
more used ID tynony md 11torc 
inclined by culture and 
aeoa:nipby toward Muslim 
£11ndamcntalism. 

Other service peopk arc 
Wirf that a prtsidffl1ia) 
eltc:don neJtt year will sbab 
administration mohle. A 
prem111ure exit could dishonor 
die sncrific:c.5 so far, 
parricularly of time who have 
died or been W<lUnde<l. 

Despite lbat senslU\18 
backdrop, Defense officials led 
by Donakl Rumsfcld seem 
unconcerned abou1 :11111ering 
large segmears of \be milhary 
COIIIIIIUffll)', for C\-'CI)' 
initialive to please milfflll)' 
folks, Jib: ~ncaing with 
movers to ffimburse families 
dla full ,eplac:emcm value of 
good damqed i• household 
moves, two seem 10 float by 
aimed at tightening pcopl~ 
prograin,. 

Key provisions of 1be 
dmnie bill BIISh signed will 
'bc.Dc6t active duty personnel, 
reserve and Guard lfttmbers 

and disabled re&irec& in ways 
the administration npJlll'lal. 
One will e~teud through 
December 2004 w&Jtime 
hu~re&Ses in danger pay 111icl 
family separation allowance 
!hat Congress lil$l approved 
last April. The administration 
waiced 1heni rolled back. By 
la• SUIJIIQCr. it argued lhue 
mai:ases ihould be replaced by 
hiaher hazardous duty pay but 
only IO pcnon& uiipe.d IO 
lraqand Atghanis1an. Copgress. 
al least lh:is yes, clc(:lmed to p 
alon,. 

Another init\11tlve the Bu,h 
1cam fo\lgbt will open 
TRlCARE to non-mobilinli 
reservists who lack 
enaployer•pnwldcd heakb 
insur..x:c. 

A !hint \1-i ti phase out, 
O\W 10 )'CIR, the ban on 
"ooncunent tt«lpt'' of both 
miliwy retired pay and 
disobili1y coq)Cnsation for 
ielirees with disabilities ra1ed 

() pc:rccn1 or higher. A fonnh 
m expand Combat-Rela1ed 

lal Compensatiun 11:l an)· 
elitte with combat or 

c:ornbat-trainins injuries, not 
j115t lO those with Plftple }{cans 
or disabililies rated at least (i(J 
peree11L 

AnOlher lailiarive gives 
R,ervisis md ramilics 
lmmcdia~ and unlimited 
ICASS IQ COIIUTUS$M1ts. Which 
~ military grocery stOJCS. 

None of these gains would 
h"-e been in tile 2004 Deft~ 
Authoriz.a1ion Ac1 had 
Congress followed White 
House budget gu!da11ce. 

MeaJJwhilt, Rum&feld and 
his top aidt:.\ are sending fresh 
sigm1ls they wait flliurc 
blld11ets squce'Ztd oa pri:zed 
military perks including 
~issarics and Lkpelldmt 
Kllools. Defense officiab 61id 
in mid-October memo tbar they 
plan to close 19 smaller 
«amtliS!oal'ics, most of tbmt 
overseas, and have their eye on 
19 mme. They also plan to 
clost Defense-r11n scliools on 
up to 14 military bases, 
siatcside and ovenees. 

Gen. B. B. Bell, 
commander of U.S. Anny 
EllrOPC, in a Nov. " memo. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20649 
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dCKTibcd Ii Mari)' 
"unccnsciollablc" the 
proposal by DoD offii.;als 10 
close four Snlllll C()fflRli~~•ri~ 
in Germi1nf'a1 a lime when 
milita,y spon50r:. an deployed 
to hostile-fire cnvitonmencs." 

Joyce Wessd Rauer, 
directDr of government 
rdlUOllt for Nadonal Military 
FamilJ Association. said it's 
time 10 ~ raising anxiety 
levell lllllOng military tamlliu 
with "bu$iness-case" atlaC'b 
Oft military 5Vj)p<M\ S.Y'(eu\$ 

like sdiools and the $1 
billion-a.year cornmisslll')' 
subsidy, 

"Why is ii w Important 
ri&ht now to ~el and dimt 
the romrnissary benefit." sh& 
said. "It's just raisi•& suess. 
And ii is small potatoes 
compared 10 some of the other 
ilcms in lhc dcfmse budge(." 

Racier, wife of a mired 
Anny officer. s.id the sinln Oil 
f amilles from die uncertainty 
of c,nent deploynlents i$ 
unlike anything she ha.\ setll lll 
her loag association with 
service life. 

"Volunteers on 1he fro11t 
li111 of family ,uppon ~ 
wcari11g a.r," she said, as they 
coun6d families st,«sed by 
finances. child1..'111'8 cballengu 
111d 1he '°11SSall dan1er to 
loved Mes io lraqand 
Afghanisl&ll. 

~loyments not only are 
longer lhan planned but 
families biol\' that 10,•ed ones 
\11.ilo re\\Jm safely still could 
return to lraqor Afallaniscanin 
another year or two. rt's • 
W(ffl'y reinforc:ed. Ramr Sild, 
'·with evesy announc:emcat hy 
leadership that we·re goiug to 
be in this fOI'" a Jcme time ••• 

RlCUt said Ille robuS\ 
roenliscmcot fl.UIS ,ired b)' 
leaders of deplo~ units bltelf 
have mcR to do "itll tax 
males Iha with unit morale. 
SOidiers know Illar 
recti~ bwJus CODCradll 
sisned in a war zone are tall 

rree. 
''J worry about when that 

person sets home, what lhe 
spMJse will say," uid Raezer. 
"Tradilionally, ttcnlistnx:nt b 
11 decision made around the 

,~ 



T----------------,-
ki1chell tabli:. Moi now. k's 
being made 11way from 
home ... A family facing 
another round of deploymen1s 
is going 10 ,ay, 'Hey, look,l'm 
still exh;us1ed from !hat lat 
one. I can't Jt;andk it.' That's 1 
re.al issue." 

Milital)' families "support 
wlt111 the service mernber i.1. 
doins;· she said. "'But v.ilen 
IJ\11: ~mber pts home, it b 
going lo be hudcr to send lhem 
otf again. That's where we're 
going to get the problems." 

11-L-0559/0SD/20650 It.. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~/. 

SUBJECT: Back-to-Back Deployments 

1 
December f, 2003 

Please read this article and tell me what numbers of people have actually had 

back.to-back deployments with little rest in between. My impression is that that is 

not the case, except for isolated incidents. Arn I wrong? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Grange, David. "Second~Guessing War Only Does Hann," Chicago Tribune, November 16, 2003. 

DHR:dh 
120603-I I) (u; 1X1mp111er) 

................................•....•...........•........••••••..••.... , 
Please respond by ______________ _ 

U22486 I 
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ar.hicago tll'tibunt 
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h~1p_://w~yw.chiq!g.t)lt:ihu11~,c.omh1cJ,'s/opinion/pcrspec1ivc/chi-0311 l ('i0Q9 I no1,, 16, 1.,67 .l I ~~5._st~lry'.' 
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Second-guessing ,var only does harm 
By David Grange. David Grange is a retired U.S. Army brigadier general and 
chief operating officer of the McConnick Tribune Foundation 

N6vember 16, 2003 

In 1862, near the end pf the Shenandoah Campaign, Gen. Stonewall Jackson told 
some of his nervous officers, who expressed concern about an operation under 
way, "never take counsel of your fears." No matter how bad a situation becomes, 
to his way of thinkjng, once you have committed to a battle, you can't become 
distracted, second-guess yourself, or quit because you and everyone around you 
becomes consumed by fear of failing. Take counsel before committing. not after. 

We aro now committed to a successful conclusion in Iraq. We need success for 
our national security. We owe it to those who have been slain and to the people 
of Iraq to finish what we have started. Seven months into our efforts to shore up 
Iraq, there are several thoughts to consider. 

Many say the war in Iraq is turnin1g into another Vietnam. Not true. There are 
similarities, but there are far more differences. One three-day fight in South 
Vietnam's Ia Orang Va11ey between a U.S. cavalry battalion and an enemy 
regiment kilJed 305 Americans. From March 19 to Nov. 4 of this year, 379 U.S. 
troops were killed. Though every lost GI breaks hearts, we are not likely to have 
more than 58,000 Gls killed in Iraq, as we did during the Vietnam War. 

Imq. however, is becoming a sustained fight, and troop casualties will be the 
nonn, not the exception. 

In Vietnam, the Viet Cong conducted operations to set advantageous conditions 
for the regulars. the North Vietnamese Army, to engage American units. These 
gueIIillas were all Vietnamese, fighting to unite North and South Vietnwn. In 
Iraq the guerrillas stand alone. with a very complex force makeup, consisting of 
international terrorist elements. leftover paramilitary fighters, foreign jihadists, 
criminals and Iraqis who want revenge or are hired guns. There is no enemy 
army to maneuver against coalition forces. 

In Vietnam, adjacent countries openly provided havens, military equipm:nt and 

Advertisement 

infiJtration routes. Powerful opponents of the United States--China and the Soviet Union--also hoveri 
in the background. In Iraq, the surrounding countries provide support, but on a much smaller scale, 
almost entirely covert, fearing U.S. retaliation. There is no opponent lo check America's primacy in' 
region. 

The stated purpose for war in Vietnam was to stop the spread of communisrn--the threat of a percei 

L ....... 1/www chica.t!otribt.me.com/news/opinion/perspective/chi-031) J 60091 nov 16, 1,38518... 11/1 ', 
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' communist domino effect. Jn Iraq, the purpose is to position the U.S. for continued war on terrorists and 
to induce a domino effect, spreading some type of democratic governance. 

What is the same between the two conflicts is that Iraq is another living-room war. The war in Vietnam 
brought the fight to the living room of the American home. Though the action may have been a few days 
old, the gruesome broadcast images of war had a tremendous effect on the American public. It is the 
same today in Iraq, though in real time because of satellite linkage from the war zone to America. The 
news media's in-your-face, con1inuous 24/7 coverage has an immediate influence on the public. 

Playing the rebels'tune 

The guerrillas smell blood. They know that the daily grind of losing American Gls affects the continued 
support of the American people, and tragic losses such as the Nov. 2 downing of a Chinook helicopter 
that killed 16 soldiers feed that frenzy. Combine that with a threatening environment that forces relief 
agencies to leave the country; fear among ordinary Iraqis that the U.S. will Jose interest and go home, 
leaving them to Saddam Hussein and his cronies; and the perception that the guerrillas can attack 
anywhere at will, and you have a recipe for guerrilla success, unless they are crushed. 

Political posturing in the U.S. plays to the guerrilla agenda. Candidates who use the war for political 
advancement by condemning U.S. invo]vement, now that this country and its citizen soldiers are 
committed to the fray, add to the enemy's strategy and hamper troop morale. The president is 
responsible for the outcome, and wearing his hat as commander in chief of the armed forces, he must 
focus on the war, not on a debate agenda using the war for political gain. 

Even with 30 to 35 guerrilla attacks a day on coalition forces, and the losses America has incurred (an 
average of one GI killed and eight wounded every day), they are militarily insignificant. But every loss 
is important to this country, and they do have a cumulative, eroding effect on support for the war. As 
Americans, we have a hurry-up-and-finish-it mind-set, but in a guerrilla war, it is a hurry-up-and-wait 
scenario. 

I British strategist Basil Liddell Hart has said that "it is the loss of hope, not the loss of life, that decides 
the issues of war," and if the American people lose the commitment or the will to carry on unti] the 
m.ission is accomplished, it is futile to Uy to keep the military committed. 

It is important during this period of doubt to remember the sacrifices made to date and to ensure that 
those sacrifices were not made in vain. 

There is an old Special Forces saying, "When the ground varies from the map, you got to go with the 
ground." It translates to the best-laid plans as well. And if what is found on the ground in Iraq is 
different than what was assumed for the going-in plan, then the p]an must change. 

There is nothing wrong with having the flexibility to adapt to the situation. The Bush administration had 
difficulty accepcing and adapting to what it found immediately after the major combat operational phase 
but has since adapted to the ambiguous environment, elusive foe and sustained insurgency and now is 
making steady progress. 

Every commander interviewed has said that what is needed most is "actionable intelligenceu __ 
infonnation that is timely, accurate and usable to the troops in the field. Most of America's intelligence
co11ection capability is technical, developed for use against another sophisticated, modem military. What 
is needed in Iraq when fighting guerrillas is human-source inteUigence, street stuff, like what the police 
use. 
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That is where U.S. military intelligence is the weakest. The robust technical capabilities of our military 
are negated by the urban terrain and populated areas where the guenilla forces hide and operate. But 
U.S. forces are becoming street savvy as they learn from the school of hard knocks. 

Focusing U.S. resources 

A tenet of warfare is to always weigh the main effort. For our armed forces, despite operations in more 
than I 36 countries, the main effort is the war in Iraq. And it seems that one would not want to have just 
enough troops available, but more than enough troops to accomplish the mission, considering the 
numerous unknowns in this war. 

As Iraqi police, civil defense and military personnel are trained to take over more and more 
responsibility in their country, and a few other countries provide forces to the effort, relieving the 
American Gls of much of the burden, there is a tenuous transition period that must be covered by 
sufficient troops and other resources. The guerrillas see movement toward a successful transition to 
democratic governance, a free-market economy and rule of law and have increased their efforts to derail 
it. 

Attacks on coalition troops, relief agencies and friendly Iraqis have increased, and it is important for the 
American and Iraqi populations to remain convinced that the transition is worth it and that it will not 
fail. This is the most critical time for the effort in Iraq, and every resource needed to win must be applied 
to ensure success. It is not a time to decrease commitment or get by with just enough. 

And yet the commitment in Iraq and around the world is much too I or our military, as it is, to 
support for the long tenn. Either the mission burde e decreased or the anne increased. 
Even with the most powerful military in the ' d, it is much too small to sustain these comiru 

America's employers have been extremely patriotic, supportive and understanding of the National Guard 
and Reserve personnel's multiple call-ups and extended tours of duty beyond what is required by law. 
How long can the active and reserve military continue that magnitude of commitment around the world 
at its present strength? It brings up the issue of whether a draft, or some type of national service, will be 
needed in the immediate future. 

Explaining the why, how 

"The first, the supreme, the most far-reaching act of judgment that the statesman and commander have 
to make is to establish ... the kind of war they are embarking"--Carl von Clausewitz, 110n War!' 

The war, as most Americans see it now, is not what they expected. There is a sustained insurgency with 
little explanation as to why it developed or how it will be won. That, along with the perception that the 
administration is not coming clean, has a corrosive effect on support for the war. President Bush must 
connect with the American people now more than ever before and explain the why and the how. 

An open assessment and honest portrayal of this nation's involvement is necessary to gain and maintain 
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the resolve of the American people. The why is--as strategy and intelligence analyst George Friedman 
has stated--"Iraq is a means to an end, not an end in itself." Iraq is the most strategic country in the 
region, and its transition to some fonn of democratic governance \Vill affect the entire region, as well as 
influence the roots of growing hatred for the West. 

The American presence in Iraq is driving Al Qaeda and other terrorist organizations crazy. That is why 
Americans in Irag are a magnet to terrorists, drn..,,·ing them into the conflict. Though eliminating 
Hussein's regime and its possible weapons of mass destruction and winning freedom for the Iraqi people 
are noble causes, and ones that I would fight for today, they are only intennediate objectives supporting 
the strategic goal of changing the status quo in the Middle East and assisting us in fighting terrorists 
over there, not in our own country. 

The absence of attacks in the United States since Sept 11, 2001, might indicate that the strategy is 
working. Bush did a better job of explaining the strategy Nov. 6 at the National Endowment for 
Democracy; however. it needs to be explained continually to the American people as conditions and 
commitments change. And America has yet to explain it to the people of the Middle East. One of our 
government's greatest weaknesses is getting our message out overseas. 

lnfonnation, as a tool, must be a dominant means in winning the global war on terrorism. Everything 
American flows from the spirit of the statement "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness," and that 
message must somehow be translated to this region of the world. 

We are knee-deep in this commitment with Iraq, as we are with Afghanistan. 

It is too late to say, "It is too hard. Let's cut and run." Winning, though the costs will continue to be 
painful, is worth the effort. The outcome of this war is in the better interests of the United States, and it 
will be better for mankind. 

America, Iraq and most of the world will be more secure from this endeavor, an endeavor that no other 
country could have taken on even if it wanted to. As Americans, our resolve, our will to succeed, must 
be stronger than Hussein's and Osama bin Laden's. 

It's tough being the leader, but someone has to lead the way. Right now that someone is the United 
States of America. 

Copyrighl © 2003, Chicago Trib1-111e 
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TO: 

CC: 

Steve Cambone 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Intel Teams 

December i. 2003 

I am deeply concerned about the deployments to and redeployments from Iraq. It 

is all going to occur within a three or four month period. There is a great danger. 

My understanding is that it includes the human intelligence teams. I think that is 

unacceptable. I cannot imagine losing our memory. It is not a responsible 

approach. 

Please screw your head into it, and find out what you think we ought to do about 

it. Find out precisely what is going to happen. Find out what kind of approach we 

could take (ask David Chu}--such as asking for volunteers to stay on or 

volunteers to go earlier or offering incentives. We need to lengthen the period of 

changeover, so the contacts can be passed and the knowledge transferred. It may 

be that we have to send some of the new people over early, so we don't keep non· 

volunteers and the people who won't accept being incentivized staying there 

longer to achieve a good changeover period. 

I am concerned. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dJI 
120M3-18 (1S computer) I<'.~ ~;::. ;:~ ~-....... ~ ~ i -~ i. ;·; ....................... V.J ii, 

U22487 /03 \ 
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December 1. 2003 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

J,'"J. CC: Gen. Pete Schoomaker 
Paul Wolfowitz \\~ L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfel'1~· FROM: "" \\"' SUBJECT: Army Readiness 

r read this article in the Washington Post about the Army facing a dip in readiness. 

We need to think through that issue. I cannot imagine any Army that is engaged 

in a war that wouldn't have a dip in readiness, ifreadiness is defined as what one 

is supposed to be doing during peacetime to get ready for war. We need to discuss 

the precise details . 

I have a feeling that folks are proceeding along the basis that the world is at peace 

and are using the same metrics, and they may not be appropriate. 

Please take a look, and let's visit 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
F.ar~v Bird title page, article #3, Loeb, Vemon. "Army Will Face Dip in Readiness," Washi11glon Post, 

December 6, 2003. 

DHR:dh 
120603-5 (ts computer) 
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• CURRENT NEWS 

EARLY BIRD 

December 6, 2003 
U!te of these articles does not reflect official endorsement. 

Reproduction for prh·ate use or gain is subject to original copyright restrictions. 
SCory numbers indicate order of appearance only. 

TOP STORlES 
I. US Defense Secretary Vlslrs N, Iraq To Mt'et Troom 

(New YrJrk Timi-., ,m 1he Wi•/,J .... Rcutcrs 

2 . 

Defense Sct.:rct.iry Donald Rumsfold began ,1 first-hand .1ppr,1i,,1I ofpolilit.:al nnd military conditions in lrntf \ln 
Smurd,1y, sw11t1ping into the mirthcm city or Kirkuk ILl mi:ct tnmi,s ,md h1~al lemfoni. Rumsfcld 11rrivcd in rainy 
c,iodHiLin~ ,ibu.ird a U.S. /\ir Ftircc C-17 carl,lo plane lhal llc\1 fwm Tbilisi. (ilmrgi11. He was mcl al the airport by 
M,~jor Gcncrnl Ray Odicmti, cunui1andcr of lhc U.S. 4th Jnfonlry Divi~itm . 

• t1 
. .\jr Furn Pursued Bueini: Dral D,:snire Concerns or R11msftld 
(Ni:n· YorA· Ti111e.1) .... Douglas Jehl 
E"cn dr'lcr Dcf.;115,; St.:.:r.:tary D1,n.1lu H. Rumsli:ld cx.prcss~d n111ccm h11c last month about i111proprictics in a 
prnr~1scd S20 billion C(lntnict with tnc lfocing Cnmr,.iny, the Air r=umi's lop 11c11uisi1itin~ ofliciul, Mc1r11in R. ::,;,11nbur, 
distributed mcss,1gcs urging Pcmngt1n (trftciuls Ill si.;11 tllc ilc11l "/\.S.A.P.," ,1ccl1rlling In in\cmal Pentagon e-mail 
mcssagcs. 

1" 

• 

\, 

\ 

4. 

nrtnr Will Fal'l' Di[! Jn R,:adiness 
(Wa.,hi111;1,111 Posr) .... V cmon L1icb 
40 p.:rccnl tifthc active-duly force-· will ntil be fully ..:ombill·rt.:,1dy for up tu si:ii. munths nt.:xl year, 11!1.IVing the 
natinn with rdativcly fow rc.idy truops in lhc event of a m,ijur cunnict in North K11rca or clst.:whcrc, a scni\1f '\m1y 
ollicial said yesterday. 

Iraqi (,enoclde Tribumd [orminit 
(Philutlefplliu /11quirer) .... Nik1J Pricc, Associntcd l'lress 
SmJdam Hussein and hundreds ,11'his .iidcs c-iuld gl> (>II tri,11 for crimes against humllnity und gcn~icidc bcfor~ un 
lrnqi-lcd tribun.11 thal will be csmblishcd in the 1.m11in.~ d,1ys, lr.1qi an<.! U.S . .inici,lls s11id ycslcr<l11y. 

5. 811sh Ja12s Baker For lr;tq Tak 
(Lux Angl!l<!., Timt'.,) .... Maur~ Reynolds 
Prt!sidcnl Bush on Friday called in his family's trusll:d 1n,ubkshoo1cr, ft>m1cr Secret.ury ofSlHle fames A. 13.ikcr !11, 
to take on th\.' thorny job of pcrsumJing ulhcr countries to forgive or restructure Iraq's immense debt. 

6. J6 Couhfries To Aid Iraq Recunstru\-tion 
()Y11.~hill1-:rm1 Times) •... Assm:h.1ted Press 
G1wcmmcnls from I(, cuuntrics, including the United St.lies, fap,ln .ind some European n.aions, a.i:rccd yesterday to 
insure payment of up lo S2.4 billion wtirth of c:ii.purts ll) Jrnq us part nf e:ITurts to rebuild the country and jump-start 
its CCL>non1y. urlidals snid . 

RUMSFELD TRlP 
7. Rnmsfdd Visits lr:iqi Northern OH Fil'lds 

(Ne1r Y,,rk Tim,·.~ wr 1h11 W<'h) .... Associutcd Press 
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) ,J December 8, 2003 

TO: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rurnsfeld 

Comparisons to Germany 

Please have someone find out what the population of Germany was in 1945 at the 

end of the war, compared to Iraq today. 

f'i;', Please have someone find out ho~ many Allied military occupied Germany and 

~ for how long after the war ended m 1945. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120803-5 

...........•................. ·····························-············ ,-

U2 2489 
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SUBJECT: Comparisons between post war Germany and Iraq 

Population Area 

Germany 65,910,999 144,016 sq 
1945 miles 

Iraq 
2003 

24,683,313 168,754 sq 
miles 

Population of occupied 
zone 

18,200,000 

24,683,313 

Occupation zone in Iraq is 4 times larger than occupation zone in 1945. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20660 

Occupation 
zone 

45,046 sq miles 

168,754 sq 
miles 
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SUBJECT: Comparisons between post war Germany and Iraq 

Numbers of Allied Military in Occupied Germany 

us USSR UK FRENCH 

H*~ 1,622,000 1 I 

277,584 700,000 
1947 119,367 350,000 ~1 70,000 
1948 80,857 
1949 83,080 
1950 79,370 
1951 134,983 
1952 236,832 
1953 215,001 
1954 217,961 
1955 220,428 

Germany regained most of its sovereignty in 1952, with ratification of the General or 
Germany Treaty. All sovereignty returned in 1955 with ratification of Paris Treaties. 

The USSR broke off East Germany in 1949 and in 1954 recognized the sovereignty of 
the German Democratic Republic (GDR) 

11-L-0559/0SD/20661 
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1 ? 0 ·• Sntwflake - tJ1,\\\ 
December 8, 2003 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )1. 
~' rj; SUBJECT: Korb Op-ed 

,#;,~ \\,J V\,·ll Please see lf you cun find out if I ever said what Lawrence Korb says I said in the 

Washington Post op-ed piece today. I sure don't remember it. 

Thanks. 

DHR dh 
120KOJ-h ... , ........•....••••.••..... , ....•.•..•.........•.......•....•.......•.. 
Pf ease respond by _ ...... f ·_i ~/ ..... i~l..::..·.l_.'"3.__ __ _ 

f 

_arrv o; flti1' 
f 'Z-Jt K 

11-L-0559/0SD/20662 
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A War of Choice or of Necessity? 

By Lawrence J. Korb 

Monday, December 8, 2003; Page A25 

Eight months after the Bush administration got us involved in a bloody war in 
Iraq, we are now told by one of Secretary of State Colin L. Powell's closest 
advisers that Iraq was a war of choice after all According to Richard Haass, 
director of policy planning at the State Department until June 2003 and still 
the Bush administration's special envoy to Northern Ireland, the 
administration "did not have to go to war against Iraq. certainly not when we 
did. There were other options" [op-ed, Nov. 23 ]. Really? 

This is not what the administration told us before the war and continues to tell 
us to this day. On March 20, as he was sending troops into Iraq because the 
regime of Saddam Hussein allegedly possessed weapons of mass destruction 
and had ties to al Qaeda, Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld told them, 
"We are at the point at which the risk of not acting is too great to wait longer. 
As you prepare, know that this war is necessary .. .'' Some three weeks into 
the war, Powell. who had made the case for war to the United Nations, stated: 
"We do not seek war. We do not look for war. We don't want wars. But we 
will not be afraid to fight when these wars are necessary to protect the 
American people, to protect our interests, to protect friends." 

Even after it had become abundantly clear that the arguments the Bush 
administration advanced for going to war were specious, both Vice President 
Cheney and Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul D. Wolfowitz explicitly 
rebutted Haass's position. In an Oct. 10 speech to the Heritage Foundation in 
which he lashed out at those who said we had a choice about invading Iraq, 
the vice president said: "Some claim we should not have acted because the 
threat from Saddam Hussein was not imminent Since when have terrorists 
and tyrants announced their intentions, politely putting us on notice before 

Page 1 of2 
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they strike?" On Nov. 4 Wolfowitz stated: "But one of the things that Sept 11 changed was that it made 
it a war of necessity, not a war of choice. 11 

The president himself continues to proclaim how necessary the war was. On Nov. 22 he said at a press 
conference in London, "Our mission in Iraq is noble and it is necessary.'' On Thanksgiving Day the 
president told the troops in Baghdad: "You are defeating the terrorists here in Iraq so we don't have to 
face them in our own country." 

Even more surprising is Haass's contention that despite its public pronouncements, the Bush 
administration knows that, because this is a war of choice, Americans will not support it unless it is 
relatively short and cheap. This is why the administration has changed its policy and accelerated the 
timetable to hand over increasing political responsibility to Iraqis, even if it means reducing what it is 
trying to accomplish. 

Haass weakens his own case by arguing that the first Persian Gulf War was a real war of necessity and 
Vietnam was only a war of choice. Even those who argued against the recent invasion of Iraq would not 

12/11/2003 
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contend that it was less necessary than the first Persian Gulf War. As Secretary of State James Baker 
noted in 1990, that war was really about oil. And Powell, then chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, as 
well as such defense hawks as Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga.), wanted to give sanctions more time to work 
before invading lraq. (If it was so necessary, why did the administration of the elder Bush not invade 
until it got other nations lo fund the war?) 

It is equally absurd to argue that the first Gulf War was more necessary than Vietnam. In the mid-1960s 
many Americans, including most ofus who were in the anned forces, believed that if South Vietnam fell 
to the Communists all of Southeast Asia would soon follow and the containment policy would be 
undermined. This is why the American people supported that conflict through the Tet offensive of l968, 
even though more than 30,000 Americans had died by then. 

Ironically, while Haass is wrong about Vietnam and the first Gulf War, he is right about Iraq. It is a war 
of choice -- a bad choice as it turns out. Unfortunately, he was unwilling to go public with his views, as 
did Gen. Eric Shinseki, while he could have made a difference. This article should have been written 
nine months ago when Congress and the American people had a choice. Now our only real choice is to 
continue to stay and absorb the casualties and the cost. 

The writer is senior fellow at rhe Center/or American Progress and senior adviser ro the Center for 
Defense lnformatio11. He was assistant secre/ary of defense in the Reagan administration. 

i&:' 2003 The Washington Post Company 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/Y.1p1i.1}niQ~,a~{_~§£{?,qJW~age=printer 12/11/2003 
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SECDEF MESSAGE TO TROOPS ABOUT WAR WITH IRAQ 

Most likely taped on 20 March 03 {but it could have been one day prior), but 
definitely presented on the Pentagon Channel and all the AFN Networks 

on 20 March 03 - per Larry Reuben, AFRTS 

(The following is exact wording from the tape.) 

0 The President has made the case for Iraq clear. He has set forth what is at stake, 
and invested the diplomatic and political effort needed to exhaust all options short 
of war. We are at the point at which the risk of not acting is too great to wait 
longer. The answers are clear. It is essential to world peace and our security that 
we act against the regime of Saddam Hussein. 

As you prepare -- know that this war is necessary, it is just, and that you have the 
resources and commitment you need to achieve victory." 

11-L-0559/0SD/20665 
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Rumsfeld Praises Troops, Cites Iraq War As 'Necessary, Just' 

By Gerry J. Gilmore 
American Forces Press Service 

WASHINGTON, March 20, 2003 - Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld 
today praised American troops deployed overseas to disann and oust Iraqi 
dictator Saddam Hussein, noting that their efforts support a just cause. 

"It is essential to world peace and our security that we act against the regime of 
Saddam Hussein," Rumsfeld said in a taped message to service members, as U.S. 
and coalition forces continue the military campaign against the dictator's regime. 

"Know that this war is necessary, it is just, and that you have the resources and 
commitment you need lo achieve victory," the secretary declared. 

Rumsfeld pointed out that Saddam brushed off President Bush's Monday evening 
ultimatum for the dictator to leave Iraq within 48 hours or face war. 

"In rejecting the president's ultimatum, the Iraqi regin1e has chosen war over 
peaceful disarmament," Rumsfeld said. 

"Saddam Hussein's regime will be now removed from power - and the Iraqi 
people will be liberated," he dec1ared. 

American service men and women "will deliver on the president's pledge" to 
disann Hussein's regime and oust the dictator, Rumsfeld said. 

If Saddam isn't stopped now, the secretary pointed out, the dictator could provide 
his weapons of mass destruction to terrorists, who likely would attack the United 
States again. 

"The result could be the deaths not of 3,000 people, as on September 11th, but 
------- 30,000 or 300,000 or more iIU1ocent people," Rumsfeld emphasized, noling that 
Otb.~r Ne._ws 
Sources 

Updated: 20 Mar 2003 

the mission of U.S. troops arrayed against Iraq "is to prevent that from 
happening." 

U.S. troops "are the best trained, strongest, and most capable military in the 
world," the secretary said, adding that he and other senior leaders 11have full 

http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Mar1Jcr:\rn~&Jd6£~~A1 12/11/2003 
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confidence in your ability, your courage and your dedication to our country." 

America's troops won't face danger alone, as they "will fight alongside the forces 
of such stalwart friends as Australia, Great Britain and many others," the U.S. 
defense leader said. 

The president made the right decision to oust Saddam, Rumsfeld reiterated, 
noting that all diplomatic avenues to peacefully disarm the dictator had come to 
naught. 

"We are at the point at which the risk of not acting is too great to wait longer," he 
emphasized. 

Rumsfeld said the troops have the support of their commander in chief, of 
Congress and of the American people. 

"I thank you for all you do for our coW1try. May God bless you, and keep you, 
and guide you in the days ahead," he concluded. 

Related Site of Interest: 

• Secretary'sMessag_eJ0Jhc.Troo11s_on Op~rationJraqifreedom 

Questions or comments about this article? SendusJtn .~-mail. 
Questions or comments not about this article? See Questions. 
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December 8, 2003 

LTG John Cra 

~ 
FROM: umsteld '1f.. 
SUBJECT: Harlan Ullman 

1 will see Harlan Ullman off the record. I would like you or Larry to be there and I 

will do it fo~ninutes, possibly~ on Saturday, December 14. 

Thanks. • ]..o 

Attach. 
12/4/03 Ullman !tr to SecDef 

llHR:dh 
1208()J.() 

-~~1~ 
_./ .--

.. 

••••..•..•.•........•...•...•.•..............•.•.•••••.................. , 
Please respond by Ii. (Io/ O~ 

I 

U22491 · /03 
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Personal For: 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
The Secretazy of Defense 
The Pentagon (Room 3E·880) 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Don, 

December 4t1i, 2003 

1 would be enormously grateful for an hour of your ·time possibly over the 
next month. l unde:rstand a good time to do this is o:n Sa:tmday ·mornings. 
The purpose is two-fold. First, I wanted to share some of the tentntive 
conclusions in the book I am completing cf.1Ued '~Finishing .Business (Or 
How to Win the Global WaI on Terror)" that will be published next :fuH. 

More importantly and drawing on your own memo on ·the Global War on 
Terror, 1 wanted to get your views as to what we should he doing now that 
we are not to anticipate and prepare fo.r fot'ure events ·that may occ.:'Uf 
perhaps n~x:t o.r five or ten years hence. We can do that c,n or off' the 
record. 

Best Wishes., 

-
Harlan K. lJllrnan 

'· . 

11-L-O 559/0S D/20669 
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TO: 

{)}~FROM: \'\ _,.,,,,., 
\)v'-( _,/ 
-- I I i ?J SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsf eld \)t... 
Paris Match Article 

c'n 
December 8, 2003 /' 

J~~ 
f,r ~ ~ 

Please give me the text in English of the article in Paris Match. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120803-11 

·········~······························································· 
Please respond by _..L;..11_-f...:,.;18':....;j,__o ...... 3 ___ _ 

I 
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November 27 - December 3, 2003 
Weekly news magazine Paris Match 
Circulation: 728,000 

Informal translation by AMEmbassy - Paris Press Office 

This issue of Paris Match (the French equivalent to Life magazine with a circulation of 
728,000) carries an eight-page profile of Donald Rumsfeld entitled "Rumsfeld is Not 
Disarming." The profile begins under the caption: "While there is continued resistance in 
the field, at the Pentagon the Secretary of Defense continues to fight for democracy in 
Iraq. He gives an exclusive interview to Paris Match," 

The introduction to the interview: "A vast labyrinth lit with yellow neon lights. 
Everywhere, on the walls there are paintings, prints, sketches, photos and lists of 
hundreds of names of fallen soldiers. The Pentagon is also a sanctuary for memories. 
Normandy, Korea, Vietnam, the Gulf War, 25 kilometers of halls and of history that the 
25,000 people who work for the greatest military power on Earth use everyday. There are 
portraits of General Eisenhower indicating that we are approaching the office of the 
Secretary of Defense - number 3E880. In the vestibule, there are large photos of Bush, 
Cheney and Rumsfeld at the White House. Two shy secretaries stare intently at their 
computers, ignoring the comings and goings of the blue or khaki unifonns of the green or 
beige fatigues, of the black, gray or tan suits. They ignore the footfalls of the triple-soled 
combat boots. In the vicinity of the Secretary of Defense's office there is rarely saluting. 
A door opens. General John Abizaid, commander of the forces in Iraq, exits the office, 
arms loaded with thick files. I hear him say to an advisor "that won't work'' then he takes 
him by the shoulder to speak to him in private. In a comer, on CNN, Michael Jackson is 
making the V-sign for victory, only the secretaries react to this. It is time. I walk into a 
vast office decorated with paintings and with at least six bronze statues. In the entry there 
is a bust of Theodore Roosevelt. Rumsfeld tells me he found it at a flea market. Above 
the bust there is a drawing of Eisenhower. "He isn't smiling, it was during the war," says 
the Defense Secretary. In the center of the room, where seven piles of files are rigorously 
aligned on a desk. there stands a buffalo. Behind him there are archers and another statue 
of Roosevelt, this time with a hat In the background there are two figures, one is a pilot, 
echoing to the branch of the armed forces in which Rwnsfeld served. Donald Rumsfeld 
sits with his elbows on the desk, he is watching Fox news, his favorite channel. On the 
screen, Michael Jackson again. Behind his desk there is no chair, he likes to work 
standing. On a lectern there is a piece of rusted metal. On it there are the words 
"September 11, 2001 Airlines 77." Yes, it is indeed a piece of the plane that hit the 
Pentagon marking the beginning of the war for the twenty-first Defense Secretary of the 
United States. His handshake is wann. We take a seat around a small coffee table. He 
looks grandfatherly and in fact at the age of 71 he has six grandchildren. However as 
soon as he speaks he looks more like the teacher that you hoped you'd never have. When 
he is not being curt, he abruptly brushes aside the things he does not want to hear, his 
favorite part is playing the cynic. He juggles issues with the power of a former wrestler ... 
Mr. Rumsfeld is straightforward. With the military he has developed a reputation as a 
visionary. He never has doubts ... 
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Interview: 
In brackets - words that were changed or ad<kd as compared with DoD transcript 

Paris Match: At the age of 43 you were the youngest Secretary of Defense in history 
under Gerald Ford. Today you are the oldest and the only person to have held the 
office twice. What are the changes you have noticed between these two periods? 

SecDef: One thing that is the same ... Our forces [must become] more agile and 
lighter and have greater flexibility. 

Paris Match: You were one of the biggest partisans of the American intervention in 
Iraq. Do you admit that you made a mistake in underestimating the post-war? 

SecDef: The decision to go into this conflict was made by the country through 
Congress. [CertainlyJ not by one individual or one cabinet member. [We can be 
nothing but happy by the fact that] 23 million people who have been liberated from a 
dictator [who] used every conceivable repressive technique [against his people]. 
Most people with the benefit of time will agree that [this war] was a good thing. It 
was done with a minimum loss of life, with [greater] precision [ than in any] conflict 
that has been conducted. [We carried out this war] with a great deal of effort to 
(spare civilians by facilitating the surrender of security forces.] There was no 
humanitarian crisis. [No problem of refugees nor J internally displaced people which 
happened during the [first] Gulf War. [The] oil wells were not (or almost not] put to 
flame as they were in Kuwait. The infrastructures [remained intact]. fu six months 
we have [provided Iraq] with a new central bank, new currency. Schools are open, 
[as areJ hospitals and clinics. There is a Governing Council [that has] appointed 
Ministers. The Ministers are functioning. The services are [as good as or] better than 
prior to the conflict. [You ask me if I am willing to admit that there are things we did 
not plan for]. No one ever has a plan that is perfect. The electric grid was (too] 
fragile. [We had not anticipated that]. [On the other handJ the intelligence anticipated 
that there would be resistance by the Fedayeen Saddam and there has been by the 
remnants of the former regime leadership. That is going on [ and has resulted in the 
dead and injured we have heard of recently]. [This is terrible, but the sacrifice is 
worth it]. We are proceeding with a [34-country strong] coalition. 

Paris Match: Why did you declare victory on May I? 

SecDef: [The president did not declare victory], he said that major combat operations 
had been concluded. He was correct. Other people characterized that as claiming 
victory. We said all along that it would take time. 

Paris Match: Fine. But what would be the criteria for victory seeing how the 
situation has worsened? 
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SecDef: For me ... and I think for the Coaltion ... the goal is to have a single 
country ... that is at peace with its neighbors and that has a system of government that 
is representative and not [a regime] that is abusive of its religious or ethnic 
minorities. [We want] a country that is in charge of its own affairs, both governance 
and security of the country. That is the goal [ nothing] other than that. 

Paris Match: Are you still sure that Saddam Hussein had or has weapons of mass 
destruction? 

SecDef: [There is no country] in the United Nations [that argued that he did not]. Our 
intelligence [and that of other countries] argued that [he] had chemical and biological 
weapons. [He] did not have nuclear weapons ... [but he] had programs. [This is a 
country] with a pattern of denying and deceiving. They buried twelve jet airplanes! 
We have not found hard evidence of these programs yet. [We are waiting] for the 
final report from the Iraqi Survey Group by Dr. David Kelly. I believe [that the] 
intelligence before the war was correct. [But do not expect] to just discover or find 
things. [On the other hand we are on the verge of finding people] who will [talk 
about the existence of these weapons]. [It is still difficult to find] key people [from 
the former regime who are willing to talk], partly because Saddam Hussein is still 
alive. 

Paris Match: Two years after September 11 and seven months after the fall of 
Baghdad Ben Laden and Saddam Hussein still have not been caught. They continue 
to taunt you with their messages. Does this signify failure? 

SecDef: If you look at the major nations of the world [they all] have their most 
wanted list of criminals. People are on those lists for five, ten, fifteen years. Take 
Saddam Hussein. He stole something in the neighborhood of a billion dollars out of 
the central bank [ oflraq]. We found maybe a ... third of that, some of it with his sons 
when they were killed. We currently have captured or killed 42 of the top 55 [in the 
Iraqi leadership]. That's pretty good. [There are thirteen left]. The Department of 
Defense was never organized ... to find specific individuals. It was trained to deal 
with armies. The new security envirorunent of the 21 51 century [presents us] with a 
new challenge that is difficult. [Finding Saddam] is like finding a needle in a 
haystack. When a person [has] a billion dollars and has hundreds of supporters that 
benefited from his dictatorial rule, it is not surprising that he is able to find 
assistance. [Now, is he behind the attacks? No, he is too busy hiding]. 

Paris Match: In 1983 you had met him in Baghdad. What do remember of this 
man? 

SecDef: Iraq was in the Iran War. We had a problem with Syria and Lebanon. 241 
Marines had been killed [in Beruit] by terrorists with the assistance of Syria. [If] Iran 
[had prevailed it would have become influential in the region]. [Yes] we were talking 
to the Iraqi government [at the time] about that. 
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Paris Match: Do you remember him as being friendly or cold? 

SecDef: [I never] jump to conclusions on first impressions. [I knew beforehand] that 
he [was a brutal dictator engaged in a war]. [I went in knowing certain things about 
him]. I delivered the messages on behalf of our government. [But] I talked with Tariq 
Aziz for many hours. 

Paris Match: The war in Iraq has undennined certain alliances. Do you think that 
the quarrel with France went too far? Was it unnecessary? 

SecDef: I was Ambassador to NATO in 1973 and 1974 that was a difficult period for 
the Atlantic Alliance. Michel Jobert was the Foreign Minister. Henry Kissinger was 
the Secretary of State [Things go] back and forth [ with France]. I am 71 years old. 
This has been going on most of the history of NATO. Every three or four years [an] 
issue [like this] pops up. [It was the] neutron bomb during the Carter administration. 
During the Reagan administration there was the natural gas pipeline. [In 1966] Mr. 
De Gaulle [broke from] NATO. There has never been a five-year period ... where 
there has not been something. We have survived all [ of these crises]. We are in the 
21st century [ the Alliance) is still there [ and] it is still working. 

Paris Match: In Iraq the French, Germans and Russians are not present in tenns of 
troops and to help 'finish the job.' Do you admit that "Old Europe," as you call it, 
would have been useful after all? 

SecDef: Who ever suggested it would not be useful? [The countries you mentioned) 
made other decisions. The United States went to the United Nations twice. It asked 
for assistance and got it from 34 countries. [You have a strange way of asking the 
question] ·do you admit now that it would have been helpful." The United-States was 
looking for help from the beginning. Some countries made their own decision not to 
help. That is their right as sovereign countries. [That is all I have to say about that]. 
[We should not forget that these] countries are helping in the global war on terror. 
[They are) helping in Afghanistan. 

Paris Match: You are the only member of the administration who risked his life on 
Sept. 11. 

SecDef: [ At the time of impact I was] sitting here. 

Paris Match: Did you hear the noise? 

SecDef: [Yes, of course], the place shook. [Behind you on the table] there us a piece 
of the plane that hit the building. [The office] was filled with smoke. [In the entire 
building there were only a few places where] we could function relatively free of 
smoke. [That is where we set up] command centers. I was having breakfast with 
some congressmen [in the next room]. Someone walked in and said that a plane hit 
the WTC. [I turned on the television in the office]. I had my CIA briefer here for my 
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morning briefer. [He was] sitting where you are. [Again] someone came in and said 
that a second plane had hit [in New YorkJ. [Then it was our turn]. 

Paris Match: In Guantanamo you are holding some 680 enemy combatants. Why 
don't you try them? Truman was able to properly try the Nazi leaders in Nuremberg? 

SecDef: Most countries engaged in war capture people and keep them (to prevent 
them from killing] again. [In Nuremberg in 1946 it was a different situation because] 
the war had been over for a year. When you scoop up an enemy combatant, a 
prisoner of war ... the purpose is not to punish them, the purpose is to keep them off 
the street. Which is why we had thousands of Gennan ... and Japanese prisoners in 
the United States [during the Second World War]. In Europe [you did the same 
thing] during every war. [What we are doing in Guantanamo] is new to some people 
who do not have a memory. [We are also holding them] to interrogate them [to find 
out] who trained them and where they are getting their money. I can tell you this 
[thanks to the infonnation that we have gotten from people we picked up] in 
Afghanistan, we were able to stop a terrorist attack in Singapore. 

Paris Match: Your deputy Paul Wolfowitz escaped a bombing. Do you ever think 
about death? 

SecDef: No. [I] get up very morning and go about [my] job and try to do the best [I 
can]. I have been doing this [for a long time]. For any human being or country a 
terrorist can attack at any time at any place. It is impossible to defend everywhere at 
every moment of the day. A car bomb, a rocket propelled grenade, anthrax, [ there is 
no way to be 100% safe]. The only way to deal with the global war on terror is to 
attempt to find the terrorist networks, to break them up, to stop their financingand 
reduce [their ability to do hann]. Once you become fearful they have won. [we 
cannot] sit there and hope something will not happen [to us]. This is a very serious 
problem for the world. 

Paris Match: When you wake up in the morning and you switch on the tv. what do 
you think when you find out that another young American died in Iraq? 

SecDef: {All of my heart and thoughts go out to them and] to their families. I have 
visited the wounded [in the hospitals). They are proud of [serving] They recognize 
the importance of what they are doing. There are things that are worth putting you 
life at risk for. We would not have a free country today ifthere had not been 
wonderful Americans and allies of America [who had not risked their lives]. [They 
did] and God bless them for it. 

Compiled: S Dos Santos/ Paris Press 
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Paris Match 
Nov. 27-Dec. 3, 2003 

Rumsfeld Is Not Disarming 

While there is continued resistance in the field, at the Pentagon the Secretary of Defense continues to 
fi,ghtfor democracy in Iraq. He gives an exclusive interview to Paris Match. 

By Regis le Sumier 

A vast labyrinth lit ·with yellow neon lights. Everywhere, on the walls there are paintings, prints, sketches, photos and lists 
of hundreds of names of fallen soldiers. The Pentagon is also a sanctuary for memories. Normandy, Korea, Vietnam, the 
Gulf War, 25 kilometers of halls and of history that the 25,000 people who work/or the greatest military power on Earth 
use everyday. There are portraits of General Eisenhower indicating that we are approaching the office of the Secretary of 
Defense - number 3£880. In the vestibule, there are large photos of Bush, Cheney and Rumsfeld at the White House. Two 
shy secretaries stare intently at their computers, ignoring the comings and goings of the blue or khaki uniforms of the 
green or beige fatigues. of the black, gray or tan suits. They ignore the footfalls of the triple-soled combat boots. In the 
vicinity of the Secretary of Defense's office there is rare(y saluting. A door opens. General John Abizaid. commander of 
the forces in Iraq, exits the office, arms loaded with thick files. I hear him say to an advisor "that won't work 11 then he 
takes him by the shoulder to speak to him in private. In a corner, on CNN, Michael Jackson is making the V-sign for 
victory, only the secretaries react to this. It is time. I walk inta a vast office decorated with paintings and with at least six 
bronze statues. In the entry there is a bust of Theodore Roosevelt. Rumsfeld tells me he found it at a flea market. Above 
the bust there is a drawing of Eisenhower. "He isn't smiling, it was during the war," says the Defense Secretary. In the 
center of the room, where seven piles of files are rigorously aligned on a desk, there stands a buffalo. Behind him there 
are archers and another statue of Roosevelt, this time with a hat. In the background there are n.vo figures, one is a pilot, 
echoing to the branch of the armed forces in which Rumsfeld served. Donald Rumsfeld sits with his elbows on the desk, he 
is watching Fox news, his favorite channel. On the screen, Michael Jackson again. Behind his desk there is no chair, he 
likes to work standing. On a lectern there is a piece of rusted metal. On it there are the words "September 11, 2001 
Airlines 77. " Yes, it is indeed a piece of the plane that hit the Pentagon marking the beginning of the war for the twenty
first Defense Secretary of the United States. His handshake is warm. We take a seat around a small coffee table. He looks 
grandfatherly and in fact at the age of 71 he has six grandchildren. However as soon as he speaks he looks more like the 
teacher that you hoped you'd never have. Jf'hen he is not being curt, he abruptly brushes aside the things he does not 
want to hear, his favorite part is playing the cynic. He juggles issues with the power of a former wrestler ... Mr. Rumsfeld 
is straightforward. With the military he has developed a reputation as a visionary. He never has doubts ... 

Paris Match: At the age of 43 you were the youngest Secretary of Defense in history under Gerald Ford. Today you are 
the oldest and the only person to have held the office twice. What are the changes you have noticed between these two 
periods? 

SecDef: One thing that is the same ... Our forces [must become] more agile and lighter and have greater flexibility. 

Paris Match: You were one of the biggest partisans of the American intervention in Iraq. Do you admit that you made a 
mistake in underestimating the post-war? 

SecDef: The decision to go into this conflict was made by the country through Congress. [Certainly] not by one individual 
or one cabinet member. [We can be nothing but happy by the fact that] 23 million people who have been liberated from a 
dictator [who] used every conceivable repressive technique (against his people]. Most people with the benefit of time will 
agree that [this war] was a good thing. It was done with a minimum loss of life, with [greater] precision [than in any] 
conflict that has been conducted. [We carried out this war J with a great deal of effort to [ spare civilians by facilitating the 
surrender of security forces.] There was no humanitarian crisis. (No problem of refugees nor] internally displaced people 
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which happened during the [first] Gulf War. [The] oil wells were not [or almost not] put to flame as they were in Kuwait. 
The infrastructures [remained intact]. In six months we have [provided Iraq] with a new central bank, new currency. 
Schools are open, [as are] hospitals and clinics. There is a Governing Council [that has] appointed Ministers. The 
Ministers are functioning. The services are [as good as or] better than prior to the conflict. [You ask me ifl am willing to 
admit that there are things we did not plan for]. No one ever has a plan that is perfect. The electric grid was [too] fragile. 
[We had not anticipated that]. [On the other hand] the intelligence anticipated that there would be resistance by the 
Fedayeen Saddam and there has been by the remnants of the fonner regime leadership. That is going on [and has resulted 
in the dead and injured we have heard ofrecently]. [This is terrible, but the sacrifice is worth it]. We are proceeding with a 
[34.country strong] coalition. 

Paris Match: Why did you declare victory on May 1? 

SecDef: [The president did not declare victory], he said that major combat operations had been concluded. He was 
correct. Other people characterized that as claiming victory. We said all along that it would take time. 

Paris Match: Fine. But what would be the criteria for victory seeing how the situation has worsened? 

SecDef: For me ... and I think for the Coaltion ... the goal is to have a single country ... that is at peace with its neighbors 
and that has a system of government that is representative and not [ a regime] that is abusive of its religious or ethnic 
minorities. [We want] a country that is in charge of its own affairs, both governance and security of the country. That is 
the goal [nothing] other than that. 

Paris Match: Are you still sure that Saddam Hussein had or has weapons of mass destruction? 

SecDef: [There is no country] in the United Nations [that argued that he did not]. Our intelligence [and that of other 
countries] argued that [he] had chemical and biological weapons. [He] did not have nuclear weapons ... [but he] had 
programs. [This is a country] with a pattern of denying and deceiving. They buried twelve jet airplanes! We have not 
found hard evidence of these programs yet. [We are waiting] for the final report from the Iraqi Survey Group by Dr. 
David Kelly. I believe [that the] intelligence before the war was correct. [But do not expect] to just discover or find things. 
[On the other hand we are on the verge of finding people] who will [talk about the existence of these weapons]. [It is still 
difficult to find] key people [from the fonner regime who are willing to talk]. partly because Saddam Hussein is still 
alive. 

Paris Match: Two years after September 11 and seven months after the fall of Baghdad Ben Laden and Saddam Hussein 
still have not been caught. They continue to taunt you with their messages. Does this signify failure? 

SecDef: If you look at the major nations of the world [they all] have their most wanted list of criminals. People are on 
those lists for five, ten, fifteen years. Take Saddam Hussein. He stole something in the neighborhood of a billion dollars 
out of the central bank [of Iraq]. We found maybe a ... third of that. some ofit with his sons when they were killed. We 
currently have captured or killed 42 of the top 55 [in the Iraqi leadership]. That's pretty good. [There are thirteen left]. 
The Department of Defense was never organized ... to find specific individuals. It was trained to deal with armies. The 
new security environment of the 21st century [presents us] with a new challenge that is difficult. [Finding Saddam] is like 
finding a needle in a haystack. When a person [has] a billion dollars and has hundreds of supporters that benefited from 
his dictatorial rule, it is not surprising that he is able to find assistance. [Now, is he behind the attacks'? No, he is too busy 
hiding]. 

Paris Match: In 1983 you had met him in Baghdad. What do remember of this man? 

SecDef: Iraq was in the Iran War. We had a problem with Syria and Lebanon. 241 Marines had been killed [in Beruit] by 
terrorists with the assistance of Syria. [If] Iran [had prevailed it would have become influential in the region]. [Yes] we 
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were talking to the Iraqi government [ at the time] about that. 

Paris Match: Do you remember him as being friendly or cold? 
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SecDef: [I never]jump to conclusions on first impressions. [I knew beforehand] that he [was a brutal dictator engaged in a 
war]. [I went in knowing certain things about him]. I delivered the messages on behalf of our government. [But] I talked 
with Tariq Aziz for many hours. 

Paris Match: The war in Iraq has undennined certain alliances. Do you think that the quarrel with France went too far? 
Was it unnecessary? 

SecDef: I was Ambassador to NA TO in 1973 and 1974 that was a difficult period for the Atlantic Alliance. Michel Jobert 
was the Foreign Minister. Henry Kissinger was the Secretary of State [Things go] back and forth [with France]. I am 71 
years old. This has been going on most of the history of NATO. Every three or four years [an] issue [like this] pops up. [It 
was the] neutron bomb during the Carter administration. During the Reagan administration there was the natural gas 
pipeline. [In 1966] Mr. De Gaulle [broke from J NA TO. There has never been a five-year period ... where there has not 
been something. We have survived all [of these crises]. We are in the 21st century [the Alliance] is still there [and] it is 
still working. 

Paris Match: In Iraq the French, Germans and Russians are not present in tem1s of troops and to help 'finish the job.' Do 
you admit that "Old Europe." as you call it, would have been useful after all? 

SecDef: Who ever suggested it would not be useful? [The countries you mentioned} made other decisions. The United 
States went to the United Nations twice. It asked for assistance and got it from 34 countries. [You have a strange way of 
asking the question] 'do you admit now that it would have been helpful." The United-States was looking for help from the 
beginning. Some countries made their own decision not to help. That is their right as sovereign countries. [That is all I 
have to say about that]. [We should not forget that these] countries are helping in the global war on terror. [They are] 
helping in Afghanistan. 

Paris Match: You are the only member of the administration who risked his life on Sept. 11. 

SecDef: [At the time of impact I was] sitting here. 

Paris Match: Did you hear the noise? 

SecDef: [Yes, of course], the place shook. [Behind you on the table] there us a piece of the plane that hit the building. 
[The office] was filled with smoke. [In the entire building there were only a few places where] we could function 
relatively free of smoke. [That is where we set up] command centers. I was having breakfast with some congressmen [in 
the next room]. Someone walked in and said that a plane hit the WTC. [I turned on the television in the office]. I had my 
CIA briefer here for my morning briefer. [He was] sitting where you are. [Again] someone came in and said that a second 
plane had hit [in New York]. [Then it was our tum]. 

Paris Match: In Guantanamo you are holding some 680 enemy combatants. Why don't you try them? Truman was able 
to properly try the Nazi leaders in Nuremberg? 

SecDef: Most countries engaged in war capture people and keep them [to prevent them from killing] again. [In 
Nuremberg in 1946 it was a different situation because] the war had been over for a year. When you scoop up an enemy 
combatant, a prisoner of war ... the purpose is not to punish them, the purpose is to keep them off the street. Which is why 
we had thousands of German ... and Japanese prisoners in the United States [during the Second World War]. In Europe 
[you did the same thing] during every war. [What we are doing in Guantanamo] is new to some people who do not have a 
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memory. [We are also holding them] to interrogate them [to find out] who trained them and where they are getting their 
money. I can tell you this [thanks to the information that we have gotten from people we picked up] in Afghanistan, we 
were able to stop a terrorist attack in Singapore. 

Paris Match: Your deputy Paul Wolfowitz escaped a bombing. Do you ever think about death? 

SecDef: No. [I] get up very morning and go about [my] job and try to do the best [I can). I have been doing this [for a 
long time]. For any human being or country a terrorist can attack at any time at any place. It is impossible to defend 
everywhere at every moment of the day. A car bomb, a rocket propelled grenade, anthrax, [there is no way to be l 00% 
safe]. The only way to deal with the global war on terror is to attempt to find the terrorist networks, to break them up, to 
stop their financingand reduce [their ability to do harm]. Once you become fearful they have won. [we cannot] sit there 
and hope something will not happen [to us]. This is a very serious problem for the world. 

Paris Match: When you wake up in the morning and you switch on the tv, what do you think when you find out that 
another young American died in Iraq? 

SecDef: [All ofmy heart and thoughts go out to them and] to their families. I have visited the wounded [in the hospitals]. 
They are proud of [serving] They recognize the importance of what they are doing. There are things that are worth putting 
you life at risk for. We would not have a free country today ifthere had not been wonderful Americans and allies of 
America [who had not risked their lives]. [They did] and God bless them for it. 

Editor's Note: Informal translation by American Embassy, Paris, Press Office. In brackets, words that were changed or 
added as compared with DoD transcript. 
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Snowflake 

December 8, 2003 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\}., 

SUBJECT: Control of Naval Home 

Please rake a look at this material, and gel back to me wilh a report on what you 

think should be done in connection with the material raised by Mr. Weeks. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l l/ 19/03 !(b )(6) hrr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
120803-[0 

········································································-
Pl ease respond by ---+' /"""'Jv,"'-+-/-o ...... lf..___ __ _ 
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(b )(6) 

Dear!(b)(6) 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Thanks for your letter about the Naval Home. 
I'll ask David Chu, our Under Secretary for Personnel 
and Readiness (a first-rate thinker), to look inw this 
and get back to me. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely. 

, 
I 
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(b )(6) 

NOV. l '3. 200.3 l : 37Pl'1 2289639960 

November 19, 2003 

Dear Don, 

I nied to get in touch with you whe.n I was in Virginia but your schedule did. 
not allow it. I was at a Naval reunion at the Lake 'Nright Resort in Norfork. The VR 
Navy Mats reunion. 

Please see the attached petition forrerurning the Naval Home to the control of 
the military. We have a mess here with the Chief Operating Officer in chai·ge. He 
lmows nothing of the military retiree, etc. and h,iS made disastrous changes which 
resulted in the loss of staff doctors on the premises and especially the new rules in the 
acceptance of residents. They now only have to l:.ave been in the military for a very 
short time. Our problems are too numerous to mention in this letter but we really 
need some help in removing the COO position. When the Navy was in charge we 
were doing great The Anned Home Force bone in DC has all of the financial 
problems. We were doing extremely well finan.cially here before combining the 
homes. This guy Co,x only knows the assisted lhing business. He is trying to tum 
our retirement home into a nursing home or assisted living facility. 

Many retirees have left the home in the last six months because of the 
conclitions and more are scheduled to leave. We arc willing to come to Washington 
to meet with you on this issues .. Please let me he,II' from you. 

(b)(6) 
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I. 

TOREPE.AL 

PUBLIC LAW 101-510-NC)VEMBER 5, 1990 
"Armed Forces Retirement Home Act of 1991" 

Return The Home To Control of The Military 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld 

December 9, 2003 

Please give me the name of the congressman who was so severely wounded, I 

believe, in Vietnam. We had him down to the parade ground one day and he was 

the honoree. He's quite disabled, and a very nice man. His name may be Sam 

Johnson, or something like that. 

In any event, he has a place in ,a..D.l~~;:.,._ai 

Christmas. His phone nu ber is (b)(
5

) 11 his office and get the 

correct number and find out~th==e~d~a::;te;:s;he:;'~s:g=:n:g:to~be there. I would like to give 

him a call and have him come to the house o see us. 

Let me know. Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
\20903.07 

Please ,·espond by: ____ I _~ ... \_(_) ____________ _ 

U22495 /03 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

LEulSLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

/ WASHING TON , DC 20301 · 1 300 

/ ,r 
.... J ~ ' ~-~. '}--o 

l ·4 December 16, 2003 4:20 PM 

OR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

· JROM: Po·well A. Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defense 
11\v for Legislative Affairs,!(b)(6) I 
\ SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Snowflake # 120903.07 

• f talked with Con ressman Sam Johnson about his plans to be in Angel Fire. l·-k 
and his wife, (b)(6) will arrive there on December 26 nnd plan to stay until 
January 18. His phone number is !(b)(6) I as your note indicated. 

• I have attached his profile by CO's Politics in America for your infonnation. 

/\ ttachments: 
SECDEF Snowflake 
Bio 

< 
; 

\ ~ i f _j 1,)1 . 
,.. 'l 
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DEC. '8. 2!J03 11: 27AM ~o. 6 3 i 

3•d DISTRIC:T 1 TEXAS 

Rep. Sam .lohnaon (RJ. 

CIAPITOl OPl'ICI 
!25-GD1: 1111c m-1e 
lllllLDIIQwo!Wl BlOg. 2tl5l5 
l!IITEltlOT 
i-mail: wwwMut&.QOV/wntfl'B~ 
web:'WIIWV.i'l~ut4Q<l/sarnjo1nson 
,:a11,111i111f~ll!'I 
fdlilll1in l Wo!kf9rce 

ttm~IIIY'r•ElnPIDye, Re!atio111 • tnairr.i:inl 
W111lMn~s 
NOMl!TOWN 
l'lano 
ton~ , 
Ott II, !!DD, &In AnlDnic, T,ia: 
IIUtBICN 
Mllhodlrt 
•AMILV 
VN&, Sl,irlfy Mehuf\ 1111111 t!Plllr"" 
BPU!J.tl.TIOl't 

tolJl~pn, Ml!!lodistU,, UA 1951; Gt0f'99 
Wa&liirigtOn U. MS.IA.1974 
lljlJII.ITA•Y su1VICE 
Air Fan:!, 115!·79 
Cllllr£k 
Heme builder; Air l=orce pi!~ 
POL!TIOil,L HIUMLIGHT8 
Tmr Houm, 1985-91 
•uct,o,i 11rcu1. TB 
1UQO 8EIIERA' 

!•Iii J,~.,.on IRJ 
BillyW.,yn~ Z•tharytDl 
L;;,1;1 ~loru (UB~Rn 
•lltDl'llll.,.A'I" 
Salli. Jah11ron !RI 
J.A. ~onnell (R) 
!llillHW5!1Al 

\S7,Q6 
&7,Zl3 

7.179 

71.b% 
25'.7% 
2J'!E:. 

Sa,p Ja1t1110n lfll 105,li!El 91.~ 
tenAshby(LIBl!.l'T! lC,288 !ft 
PIIEVIOU& WINH)NII PRCrl'fT'IIIIH 
!996!73%); 1994 iSl%J: 159218&10; 1w, so,:1sr 
P.iinor. !ltetior !5J%1, 1!151 Spe~al E11c-~or, (ZO'!!:l 

Elected May , 99, ; 5th full term 

Solie. S1:early and unassuming, John1JOn ts ~ dependable ancho1· for the 
coner,,atiYe factiort o! Hou~ Re:pubTic:ans. ofl'trinlf his younp.e1· c::im· 
patriots the lemnt ofllis experience while helJ)in, them w fffl)ain fotu11~. 
on.their go&I o!limiting federal gov,mment. 
· Born in 1930. John9on Is older bl.it every bit u CQn1ervatiw H tht

younger1!'tn~tion hard-iincl'B who eompc>se the chamber', ripi: Wing. 
johJlson was a cuctr .AJr For~ pilot wbo lf)ent ~ year$ a11 a. r:,risoo· 

er of war in Vietnam. He came to CongreH in 1001. four ycara befor~ the 
large conaen1tive Cius of 199' toOk cffice His conMrVali'le views t.rt 
L1Achanging. That bacl<&rouno. i:ombincd with hia seniority and depend
ability, wins tiirn the relJ)C<:t. and tht attenlio11. or hili collf'IIIUH. 

Everyone Remt to like Johnsen, even those Illich whom he di&ag'l'et'S. That 
is fortunate', becauae Johnson'1 brand of conservalilln often puta ltlm at Odd$ 
on pohcy matters 11ot only with moat Democrats. hilt aiBD with min)' moder· 
ate Republicans. He i;s one of the !our foundm Qf the COn!M!rvative At.:tion 
11:im, known as the CATs.1 Bl'OIJpoI1hemo5lcon~ Housememben. 

n.e goals of the CATS 11re most ofr:~ a!l!OCiatcd with the large and 
anerti'YC Clau gf 1994,md JobnJOn lakes no offenae tbaL despite hi1 found
ing member 9Utl.lS, be is often overloolred ae • ton!le~C spokesman. In 
bet.Johnson would just as ,con remain in the backgTOLlfld. 

That's not to !I.a)' he's a shtinking \'iolet: He was pltticululy outspoken 
in hia aiiici1m of PrC'lldcnt Clinton, datini back to the 1992 prcsidentill 
campaign. when he chanictcrizcd Clintvn'ri ~Bege trip to Moscow 
wid bis IMlidaDc:e of milital'Y tcrYice as 1.u1-Americ1111. And he had ('Un•1n1 
witb fellow Republican ~l:"4': Gingrich II weD, puticipatiog in an aborth'l' 
itimlpt to iopple the $p£aker when he thooghtthat the GOP leade~ wa, 
too willing to comptOITI* its principles in dealing with Clinton. 

ButJohm;on p~ Speaker). Denni• Hastert tor trying t.o accomn:oda:e 
the cot11PCling desires ofmtions in the pan;i• while beina mmd!ul of the GOPs 
slim llWFf1 o! control Becauae Johnson ~Is he mid other conservative, 
r«.eive a fair healing. he '8Y' be'!!! more inclined tD cot Hastert ~ slack 
to deal with the political reality of a arnan ma:rgin.Job,ison ret,ott& that most 
of the CAT. ;ieem to ~. aJthoufP1 llllffle of the more militant members 
oa:a!ionally "ha""t 10 be leaned ort" to be more p!'llil'llatic. 

Johnoon _remains committed to reduclnr the size Of federal ravemment 
and ~ re.u:h Into citbem' l!Yes. Although yurs of exptrience on Capitol Hill 
have tempered hit short-term ~ons, he hB! remslned contident that 
his 'llews will ult!Nt!'ly prevail. He ~ it takes a term or two in Congre!S 
to develop a fun awecialiM o! the way thJ,ngs worlr in Washington - J)llr· 

tic111ar(y the role o( the Sen&te and the Wbloe House. For tlta, reason, he is 
sorry 1l) see some lawmakers volimmdly limit their lfrm! in Co~es. 

!ohnson't !raffrepozU he ii perpetually oIJlimi,tic, even while purt!ui'llf 
some f!Wtlln.rly tt1dle,~ eampatrn11Ucli as the one he waged w eliminate 
the so-caned Scci.al Security earning test. in which the benefits of some 
se!liMdtizen& we.re reduced if they condnued to cam a a:alary. He futally n.w 
victory on that front iJI zooo. 

From his post cm the Way~ tt1d Mean3 CGmmittee, Johnson nils: been a 
leader in the CATs' push for big tu. cuts, including eiimination of the lnher• 
itance taJt, cuts in tM capital ping rate and a.tlx of the ~IJJ1l.tiqe penalty," 
1 quirk in the tax code that resuli. in 110nte two-earncr married cou.ples PB!'" 
inihighcr taxes th111 they would If !!.Kb partner were singl!.Johnwn says 

981 -
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he "NOUld lavcr re!Jealing tbt: 16th .Amendment, whicli a11thorize.d tho co]. 
te,tion of fed~ lncome -:ax. 

Johns.or. is on the ooard of rqents of the Smithsonil.n Inatiwt,ion, and he 
i6 psr.i<ularly enthusiastic ablll.lt the National Ail and Space-)fui,eum annex 
unde; construction MIii' Dulles ln!emational .<\irport isl Virswa-He oriainally 
won appcintme:it tu the Smilluwr1bm board in 1095 when he lltld other law• 
makersprctes:.edan exhibitQn the"Enola Gey" -tMplailedl&tdtoppedthe' 
liri! atomic bomb on Japan- bec:au5e it depicted Japan a1111vimm. Johnion 
goc Gingrich to appolnt him to tht board. snd a scaled-back edubit f'octlied 
on the meeha111es of t~I! plane !'lltherthil'i the motali:Y o1 itunissh>n, 

Johnson doesn't talk much about his daya as a POW. which lndud&d 
iilinost three yem in soillln1' confulement but be did write I book a~t his 
ex~cnce, "Captive Warriora," Mtt!r his solitary confinement ended, he 
roomed with Sen. John !v!.cCain at me priS011 camp. Atmough JohMon Illas 

tortured and s11Stained l)ermanerrt injuries, he nMr de~d ofbelng freed. 
J ohniJOll did not plan on II rnilital"y carl!f'f. He rectlls thatparticipuian ln 

the ROTC W1!s mandatory when he went to high school toward the end of 
World War !I. He conunued RO'TC at Southern Methodial UniYersityin his 
hometown of Dallas but was aiming at a cwett in 1,usinen and law. 

The Korcart Wlll' intervened, hOWC!Ytt, and h11 entire RO'I'C c1w VIII 
called to c!ucy. Johneon was qulck!Y ac:cepte-:l into flight training, .:id he tell 
in love with (lying. Thaf'jj\l.i1at sold him on a career In th&Air for~e. 

He Oew com bat mise<;ons ill i(orea and Vietnam was a lfttn'lbeor of the Jll'i!
cision tlving team. the Thunderiiirds, ror two ~m. arid served .u the Air 
Force·s 1'opGuit• -director of'1leAir ForeeFl1hterWeapoM School. 

Johnson'i l!Wlt: was ,hot down (1'ltf' Nonh Vietnam ID 1966, 1114 he \1/U 

held priS(Jner ne11rly seve:i. year&. \Y'hile in prisoa. he bepn. thinldna about 
11. future in politics, Ul,!Ol'I hit tth!HI!!, hi!! had dlree 0ritration1 on hl1 right 
!'land, including a tendon tramplact. and was able to rnume flying. 

After retirir,g from tJ,.e Air Force tn 1979 &a a colone~ Jglmson went inro 
the hom~buildic,g busin= in D~. He beoune active in IOCI.I Repubb 
Party a!tllin..and. in 1984. he W\:Jn a seat itl the Teas Houae ~sentitwthe 
suburb• of Collin County. where he built a reputation as a law-and-order con• 
servatlVl!, He broadened his contllcts in the Dallas area as c:o,chaJ.rman of 
George Bush's north Tex.as 19..Q;S pre&iden.dal c::unpaign 111d as 1:haitman of 
3rd District GOP Rep. Steve Sartlc«r. cmipaigm, in 1988 and 1090. 

Battl.ttt re,igned in March 1991 to run for mayor of Da!Jas JohnlOn 
overcame a tough scnimble to win die GOP nomination. b\lt iA the wealthy, 
solidly Republican lrd O~trict. has had no elec!Oral difficulty $Ince. 

,~O. 632 4 

KEV VOTES 

2000 
:11~ llaiH IKJury mi,n~m wiaa b~ S1 avor 

lWilY"lll 
Vet llalt flmGing 'ot IJ.S. misator, It. ko:ovo 

unlen 5~rcpun ~~iiana ~$Y mor! 
1u Pr1Nitl1 M•dit11'1 benefltlto milit~rv 

nlirHs an~ Vieir ~ependellt:i 
Yu Gri~t O.inQ Plffllil/111:ll r,11rmal ~~e 

status 
~' Phan aut Dff:tt, GlfUnd tnl$fhlUI! 
Vt. l'roh1bil :m.i;lemt"tatian ot pruid•nt'• 

n~lion111 ffl~n1Jme~t dH,gn1t1~~1 
Ye, Appr11n GOP plan Ill µl!Md.~ prHcrilniGr! 

~Ml t:Mnte for Medi'8re b111tf1gari!; 
Na lncrea,1 he111 far poar natillre in6elMld to 

tnt1matien11 finim~i•I ri~n1 

1H11 
ftg lri,posuttal imponc~tas 
Yea 1(1)! pruPQnl co tak~ '"lttlon lr'JSI ful\d~ llff 

budg2t 
No Require b1ckg!'Cllnd ehecu ar, bU11ts 

a"nlY at oun ~ilcws wilh 10 or ffl!lre YWGr.i 
Yos 11t111av1 barrieni il'lllll\q hanki~g. 

•c~riti11 arut insuttnn ;1:1mpenin 
ND A"1hon.a 111ta grsnh to him mschers 111d 

rtduca tlan size 
No Dwrh1ul campaignfinancD law:b~~ 'ca!t. · 

monw" aild reavit:u~e~ •dv«!Jlin!I 
Nu ""'3r11111 bip1/1111n plan w lnereasa liQhls 

ol p11ien111 in 1111111agad•eAl'I! lltlilll pl~ns 

INTEIIISST 11•oups 

AFJ .. GIO AD• ceua acu 
2000 ai n'l!. 85% 1001> 
111115 0'11, 0% aa% 96% 
19911 o,i, 0% 88% ,Ill'!(, 
1997 0% 111% 100% 9IWi 

(':0. VDTI! STU:tJII. 

PAIITY 
UNITY 

Su~port Oppa11 
:moo ~ ~,. 
1993 97% Hi 
1~ ffl 4% 
1981 95% 5% 

l'RIIICENTIAL 
SUPPOIIT 

licippcrt Oppote 
25% m,, 
17,r. ffll, 
211~ SJ% 
2!1~ 71'11, 

TEXAS 3 

Noimeast Dallas subums; Plano 
!:om ~iqh-teolt !imls ano i~ grcwing au rapid ra1~. rrlllco al1c is 
11t1der;aing • popultliM and dweloprrmitbc~rr.. 

Mos: of ,he 3rd·J llo;,,la!ion corl'n 'ro:r 1u21:rtar1 Calla~. but rhe 
district extends ~o.,~w~rd tr,T3ke i,, mu,n o! ll~ .. in Co~n'IV nwen. 
8e10·• i~ bouMariu w~re 111.1:red by~ red,ra, cQ~rt in 11185, 1h1 3rd 
wss a ba::lic~ ot ,!i·uenc• a.i~ ~lwer. A:lho'JQil ~e al!l!rstio~& 
rem~veawtallh~ ~reu lille HigM1nd Part '"d \Jni~er1it- Parl< •~d 
aad1d a ,,e~~n of Pla.,a'& ~·u~ 11ei~hbo.11CQll1. ~, di111t,ci r1m1•:'lf 
acD1101r•ca~y 11.~ll-of!, whr:1 ar1 Recui:lic1n. 

::cllin canlin ues tJ He ~men(GIIS grO'oNlh as 01Uas 11rawts 
~cnt.w•r;. Marr1 eorp:m1:1 '1u~~ugr1@rs ~- 'Tlm'lll •lliO ".t,e ?l.!r,o 
Jrta, s•d "'ealtl!y 1111.ICU",,i,,,u ~.n bi.Iii! holl-Pl'.Jf.on·o~,, tiomn in 
Hetio~s ;;,e Ou'field Th• eonnrtraton c;1 e1t,11"11ni, ar:~ reltcom
r,u,,cat,or s c1m,s ,lo~g u.S ~,·a~vav n ~n ,-r,eci 1t11t art& t~; 
n~m,. "Tele::":! rcr-,cor," Tex:s l~•t•urr.eru an~ E.1cttonic ila111 
S~s11ms !rt 1 n',tOt prennQ~ alc-;g :he corridor. Ju,1 cft'lllt L'/Tloen 
e . .:or.n,or Fre2wsv ~long U.S. 75, 11::hs,dsan run; D1P"t!i10c 9te1tiy 

962 -

The CIISU!ct~.as mid~l!!·tln:1 atHI Uke MtlQllfll!, ~v~th hn j\l&I gve! 
100.IIOO r111dR11t1, an~ Garland, Whicti greuy it• stndv pa(t '" the 
'ill)s and '!ll1. Virtually ~I! m G1rlalld and abcuthalf cf ME',11)~111: an: 
in111e Jl'd. All!loul!h dcootown Callas is In 1M 30tt'I, its w~it,,,coll•t 
compDnioa rely he~)y on the lrd fort~1irwa1kforce. 

'Ifie di&trict ii IO!idlv Rel!IJblican - ~~ill Cauf'IIV it filltd wil~ yaul'ljl, 
UllWllrdh/ m~~ill! prtl!etsi~naa ~m1 ii evl!ll 'TIGrf ~1pu.alicar, lttar. .tl• 
Ddu suDIJrbs. The lf.tlrict ~eh in qe!leral is •sc:111v tonsel'latv• 
ana ho'd1 lrllCfflianal '#illWS, 1/0UI AeQubliean 1tlaeat r.11e tna 
n1tional J@ijf!lt. 

11/lA.IOR IIIDU~TIIY 
re.eCtlrnmun,canom1. ir,~spomtlon, b,an~m~ 
CITIEa 
~arlatid' 1~1. 1fl,415119911l: ~ls~a lpt I, l5U96 l1il!Dli Rlchar~e~r. 
!7,51i; o,11i.s lpU. 83,i68 l199JJ: Alien. ~i.m 
UN\ISUAI. .. ~ .. TUIIICCI 
Ani\lBS hm a,r b1tlccn f@slilla I i'1 ;.Ille. 
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Snowflake 

December 10, 2003 

TO: David Chu 
Dov Zakheim 
Powell Moore 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld >'A 
SUBJECT: increase in End Strength 

Apparently there are close to 100 Congressmen who have asked for an increase in 

end strength. I think they said 8 percent for all the Services, but someone ought to 

look at the proposal. We ought to find out what it is going to cost. 

Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121003.3 

~l:~;e· ~::;:~~ ~~- .... -~"[qr;·~· ..................................... . 

U22496 /03 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENiAGON 

WASHINGTON, OC 20301·1100 

INFO MEMO 

(.:-.-. 
\., . .I 

7ri1 r-, · 
l r.:.J. II ',!, r :/ I • I 

COMf'TROL.LER December 19, 2003, 10:00 AM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 
SUBJECT: Increase in End Strength 

• Members of Congress (135) are recommending that the Services' end strength 
levels be increased by 8 percent (TAB A). 

• We estimate that the costs would be, at minimum, $6.6 billion per year as follows: 

(~ in Billions) (End Strength) 
Army 2.1 . 38,400 

Navy 1.5 29,900 
Marine Corp 0.6 14,000 
Air Force 1.5 28,700 
Def-Wide* .9 

~ 
...... 

·~ _.,..-· 

Total DoD ," 111,000 ( ,,..,.._,.~, 

"· ~ .... ---· 
*Includes healthcare costs and Department of Defense Education Activity. 

• This estimate assumes: 

• Growth is only in the Active Forces, 

• Growth is via accessions (rather than retention), 

,~\ 1; .. , 
\]. / ,' 

• There is also 8 percent growth in issued equipment, readiness training, school 
house training, and recruiting. 

The estimate does not include cost that would be incurred for Family 
Housing/barracks, Defense Health or retirement costs. 

·""",, . 

COORDINATION: TAB B 

Prepared By: John M. Evans ... l(b_)_(
5
_) _____ __, 

U2!05a ·/03 



C!:nn.grcss of t~.r ltnitru .§taf.cs 
m~sl1i119tun. !Ht: 2D515 

Preside:it George W. Bush 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylv.m1a. Av<..-nue 
Ws.shington, DC 20500 

J')ear Mr. Presiden!, 

z-..·uvel':".ber 2 l, .;mi3 

We arc c::ancemed th::tl our Armed Forces lio: 01:er-c:dc:1}ded J.nd thar ,vt.: ,Lrc relying 100 

heavily llpon members of the GuJ.rrl ;u1t1 Rc.:.e:-ve in :he rnntinumg war on terrorism. 

Yoo will he making decisiot1S <l'-'er r.hc cor:":.ing :nonl.hs th3! will be. rc:fil!Cted in :,,our 
FYOS blldget rc:que~t to the Congres~. We: belie\''! ~Lt! w~ mL.:..<;l ~ig1\ific.mtly increase the 
munber nf people on ac~ive riary in !he military 11r.c. revise the miss.ion~ given re :he Nation.:i.l 
(ju.a.rd :ind Reserve duriug jit up-coming bui.igc: ;c~r. We: ~n~ura.sc you lo incorporale 
prllp05.il.1S 10 ::iddiess thc~c ch.a.llentlt:::. :n your butl~~t. ~, .. falc.ing thtsi: changes ~011ld he- m.1:I with 
broad, :iip,1.rns.an lLtpport 1n the (an~css. 

The operational tempo requici:J lu rnaintam fo,v.-,ml-uep!oycd tl.lrces in J.raq. 
Afgi,a.n,st~1. th1.: B • .dkans. Kor~a. and etscwher~ is unpri:cedcr.ted. Not since thr:o Vi~lnarn War 
has thi: ti.S. A.rmy had such a large fract(cn <.if its ac:1ve-duty force~ deployed. 

Whil~ we undcrst.tnd lhat the admmisti at ion will seek 10 reduce U.S. forcc-s jn lra.q as 
inqi 5ecu.nly forces are tramcc!.. we i11USt exped lbt t!l~ Iraq d,;r,Joyment will continue :\l 
substantial levels for J c(Jns1derabk time. \ilorco, ::::r, the war rm terrorism is not :i crisi.s for 
which th~ mifa:u-y ca.I"' s11r:c and then recover. T~m Will be a lengthy war :hat will define -!llfac 
careers. We rnust si:z:c and 5tr'Jcru.rc our fo1ce-s 10 ?Ievail tiver t!lc Ion~ haul. 

We arc :.ilso concC:":led abo· .. t the mix of Active, Reserve and Guard uni.s needed to 
susrain the wiir on \errorism. ·w·~ :i.r~ asking more :rom Ollr :CSe'T"V!~t rniz=-n-soldie-r~ than ever 
ht:ore While they have seTved :i.dmu:.bly. w~ brEc·.-i: th.;.t we r.t:eci to ;cview and ad.iust ihe 
m1~mon.s and speci:iltic:~ m ~he re:.erve corr.ponem:.s so 1h..it ·~1e c~n ;,rntect t!ie homeland and 
prt:vail against .errorist.s wil.1ou: ::ivcr-r~iiancc on cHi:::e;: .soldiers for :~mg pe!'loci.s of time. 

The men and wouu."IJ LI I vur Guar<i ;i:.ci -=l:.icr. e ;;;,n li:0 S;";QlJld :JC r...il led upon lo J.5SIS: 

our counc-y in timts oi ;nsis on .;i ::.:ipora.r:, basis. .\-13,,:: o:" ·hi: u~its cur.e::itly serling L!l Iraq 
•,viii tave se."'Ved !or nearly i 5 mr:nths. u:i ~ome c,m:s :onge:. ; y :he time their !01.ll'S are finished. 
·;;.·:1en :hey corne home, :he 11::imre of ~his w:ir u si.:c::i tn:11 the-y J.-... 1uw ~hey u::: (iUile Jikely tD be 
::i.l!ed 1.1!' again ~ometime in tne near f";,lu,c. 
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Mr. President, r;vcry d.iy we re.i.d slorics about the pot1,,T1t1al impending lo~.!i we c:oul<l 
suffer to our Guard ;ir,d Reserve forccS' if fac cu.·l'em situation 1s not fixed. TI,e Anny Guard is 
not going lo rr.eet its recruitment targets this year. Many of lls havi: !;erverl, CL1JTently .se1vc or 
have far.11ly and persona.] friends that !'\etYc m the Guilrd and Reserve. All ofus havt 
c:onstitut:Tlts who serve. Unless these burdens a:rt: reduc:ed w~ may find ourselves in the midst of 
a rec mi ting and retention crists in lhe resel"'Ve componcnu. We 11eed to send a clear message in 
the corning bud~et to members of the Guard :ind Reser,,·,: lh:it hc:lp is on the way. 

Repeated, long-tc:.m deployments will clc.i.rly t.ik.e a. toll on ~pous.es and ch1Idre11 of our 
meu :ind women in t.'lc inilit.ary here at home. Military service alw:iys entails time away from 
home, but we think that the active services - and particularly the Army - muS1 tind a way lo 

better b.l!ance the demands ofoversr:a..o; deployments with the needs of t:oops' famifo.::s back 
home. Othen.vise, we may face a mid-grade retention prnbkm in the coming ycus that will be 
cieva5tat1ng to our force-~. 

We are particularly concemetl about the si2e of the l.ctive duty Army. While we will 
certainly work with you a.nd your :idmini.stracion, we feel !hi!.! your bu.dget should include .a. build 
up to two more combat divisions su lhat we can reduce the pressure on the resi:rve components 
and sustain the war on terrorism for the long tcnn without lo:iin~ c:x.penise th.i.t will ··hollow-out" 
the Anny. 

TI1e si7.c of the. cttlTe11t Army-ind lhe Anny bucJ~e:s thal pay for it-~e pmlicatec! apon 
il..ll ci:II:y-1990!. ma.tcgy that djc.i not foresee the tempo of tot.lay·~ operations or the long-terrn war 
on glnbal terrorisn~. During the decMlc: of the I 99Ut, 1he Anny shrank from I 8 divisions to l 0. 
The Coln War was over and the w:ir on terrOri$m had not y~l begun. We must now make the 
decisions needed Lo structure our forces so that we prcvai! in this new war that is likely to 
cunlmue for some time. Increasing the size of the force is no panacea for meeting a.II of Lhc 
challenges we face, but we believe it is ,t cri tic:d element of :my plan to address the:; needs of our 
naLion·.~ security. 

Mr. President. our military needs help now. We ask thal you show strong leadership and 
take the necessary steps to increase the end srrength of our Armed Forces and adjusl I.he mix of 
active and reserve coroponent forces in the upcoming bu.dget year. 

We stand with you rc:uJy to confront any and aU ch.illenges 10 our gre..it nation. 

1 ( . , 
"· I , ~-1 

/' '{! -- I 
-..I I Ii ' i ., 

i,:p.~~- ~, . 
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j .• 
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5HWtlakR 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Les Brownlee 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 

Jim Haynes ~i ~. 
Donald Rumsf;ld fl-

December 11, 2003 

SUBJECT: Correspondence from Council on American-Islamic Relations 

Here,s a letter I received. I have not read it closely, but the person writing appears 

to be making some pretty serious allegations. 

Please get back to me quickly and tell me what you intend to do about this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/4/03 Hooper ltr to SecDef re: alleged comments via. e-mail from Army officer 

DHR;dh 
12ii0B 
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ln tne Name CJf Goc(INI Com~011Bte, 1h11 r..vldfu! 

·cAIR 

December 4, 2003 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumafeld 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Def onse, The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301-100 

VIA F.A.X:,_!<b_)<_5) __ __ 

·Dou Sooretary :Rums(eld: 

I ~ope this letter finds you in good health and spirits. 

Council on Amerlcan-lslamlc Relations 
· 458 New .JerHy Avenue, S.E. 

Fu II 

W!!Sl'lington; O.C. 2.0003 
Te1J(b)(6) fol)( . ._ _____ ..,....__, 

E-iiiet C:lillr@el!llr~org 
URL: h~;lfww.N.cair-net.org 

lt Ls my unfortunate duty to bring to your attention bigoted anti-Muslim comments sent to our office by r officer in ~be Il $ mi)jtery In a series of. e-.tDAil messases1. Hb)(6) I 
!(bj (6) Ima.de statements such as: (Se.e a.nached copies oftlle messag~s.) 

1. "We will puree you Crom our land and you will return to the desert and dust." 
2. "The writings of your ao called Prophet are filled wi~ hate and promises of vjolcnc:e aga..inst Jews 
and Infidels." 
3. "Islam and Christianity have always been likened to Oil and Water they do not !nd never have mixed. 
America will not chat1Be for you and we will _not tolerAte your disruption h1to our Culture, .. 
4. "I believe that we must stop the building of Mosques until thore is peace ... " 
S. "Muslim& must be monitored on a monthly basis." 
6. "I would ha"'.e aJl US Citi:ien Muslims pat in camps, a& evidenced by 9-11, living amongst us does 
not deter their hidden agenda.. A1 thi, poi.nt in time, due to. &1..1 the ·above re&&ons. &nd many more, I 
believe extreme measures must be taken very soan by my country or we will be fightins haod to bend 
combat in our nc.ighborhoods. Then Muslims will see what we are tn.1ly made of and if it come$ to thi$ 
they will be thrown out rorevet never to~ given another chance maybe this is what it v.i.11 ta1::e." 

I respectfully request that the extremist and Islamopbobic views of th.is officer be investigated and. 
:a.ppropriate action b'°' ta.ken. Thank you for your attention to thi11 impotte.nt matter. 

Ibrahim Hooper 
Communications Director 

Cc: D~p. Secretary Paul Wol.fowit.t, via feJ .... (b_)<_5_) _____________ __,! 
~~D~ 1• 2:1r !'~~:#-# z ~ CI 
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.. 
._!(b_)(_6l ______ ___,P9:S~ AM p.14/2003 ·+oi90, RE: ·Muslim~ good will 

From!(b)(6) 
To: ·c._,Ai .... R""""1_<_ca_i_r@ ......... ca .... ir_..r,_e_t._o_rg_> __ ..................................................................................................................... _ ___. 

Subject RE:. Muslims good will , 
Date: Thu, 4 Dec2003 09:57:18 +0100 
X-Maller: Internet-Mall Service (5.5.2857.72} 
XMLoop-Detect; 1 

I believe fO( the safety ofmy feUow·countrymen that we must deport all 
illegal Muslims.· 1 believe the1 we must atop the bulld!ng af_Moeques untll 

. there is pea cs and no fear of iilli?.~~r..~.;jj . In Iraq today the.gunmen are 
using the Mosques, beca"-!se the world says we cennot touch thern1 what better 
place to hide? Oo not attempt to.tell me this is not tru&, I am a Cpt' In 
the Army end I know it to be a fact, along with I know that the bOdles of 
our soldiers are defiled and mutilated, whenever the opportunity presents 
itself. This is s_omethlnQ kept from the A1ru~rtcan p~le bl.It soon it wllf be 
reveel.ct. I believe Muslims mu9t work very hard to let~, know they can 
liv.~ and accept us ln wr own country .. They teach intolera,:1ce of. Jews and 

· Infidels in schools in my CMin country, thl$ ml,jst stop .. 1 believe, Just like 
my mother end ·grandfather, who oama to America after \l\tWII, Muslims mutt be 
.monitored on. a monthly bails. This is w.hat my mother end grandfather, due 
to th8ir plaoa of birth. had to endure for 7yrs before .they were allowed to · 
1?ecome AmefiCEln Cltl%ens. Muslims mutit 8top demanding people llke Or. Laura 
not speek sgeinst them, Muslims use the Freedom of Speech to their ' 
advantage and then want to take that very fr,eedorn IJWay ftOm- anyon.e who might 
have a different view of them. Americans have always enjoyed Ulis freedom 
and the more Mu~lirns attempt to stop our discussions, godd, bad or 
indifferent. the more they breed distrust. If you are of tn._ae gdodwitl you 
can stand the tongue le,hlng1 and voiced fears. I believe my country must 
stop all immigration of any' Middle East.people, until thi!$ situation of 
differences and very real threat to our very 9}(istence is resolv.ct. During 
\I\IVVIJ all. Japanese Amerieans w•re put Into camps. this may sound extreme but 
I wonder how many 9-11 1

~ were·avolded be<;ause we took this action? My 
mother, father and grandfalhet spent 3.Sy(l; in JapeneM prison campl!!I and 
believe me·there was no compensation or mercy shown them by the Japanese. 
In feet out of a iota I of 6000+ people from an over tne w,crld .only 2000 
survived. I believe we can live together, however the attitudes I have t1een 
dlsr>layed by Muslims towards Americans throughout my country, Is Ol"l9 of "I 
am above you1 do not talk to me and If I _am your neighbor1 do not think our 
children can play together•. I would have all US Citizen Mu&lim• put in 
camps, as evidenced by 9-11, living amongst us does not deter their hidden 
agenda. At this point in time, dua to all the above reasons end many more, 
I believe extreme measures must be tak.en·very soon by my country orwe will 
be fighting hand to hand combat iri our.neighborhoods. Then Muslin:is will see 
'what we are truly made of and if it comes to this' they will be thrown out · 
forever never to be given another chance maybe this is what It will take. 

-~Orlginal Messag&--
Froni: CAIR [mejHo;c:air@oair-net.org) 
Sent: \t\fednesday, December 03. 2003 4:40 PM · · 
To!(b){6) I 

Printed for CAIR <cafr@c~ir-net.org> 
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l(b)(6) L · · · 
.... ________ ___.JP.i':.S7 AM 12/4/2003_ ·+{HOO, R.E; Musli~~ good will 

Subject: RE: Musli~s good will 

Peace 

, W'hat do you think should be done With Muslims in Ameri~? 

At 02: 51 PM 12/3/2003. +0100~ you wrotei . 
>America a .land where-0ther immigrants have. come including my mother. They 
>made no demands, did not threaten us or ~ill l!s and where proud to be 
>Americ.ans. Our written rights related to Freedom of Religion were based on 
>the Christian Faiths. There were no.Hindus, Muslims, Atheist's etc. on the 
>boats that came to Amarlca for Religious Freedom. You are welcome for the 
>lesson on tolera11ee, having read your Koran and the life e,f Mohamm~ I was 
>certainly inspired by your claims to a Peaceful Religion. Tolerance for 
>anything other than 'Islam ls non-existent ~s prov~ by your killing of 

· >peoples all over the world today. You have onty one Koran so there are not · 
>different segments of your beliefs or:ily different.interpretations. ·_The -
>writings of your so called Prophet are filled with hate an~ promises of. 
>violence against Jews and Infidels. He even says he will .be at the Thr e 
,-of God on Judgement f>ay and It will be ·him, riot God Judging. He is 
only _ . · 
>so called prophet who tells his followers ·!hey must obey God and him. 

·· >imitates the Biblical stories and even takes quotes directly from the 
Bible. . 
>Hagar was told her son would be a donkey of a mar:t who would be agai st all 
>the peop-le and .all the people against him. If the Jews had accepted 
>Mohammed's wrttlngs and ad<nowledged him as a prophet would he ha e been 
>filled with such venom'? He came late onto the scene, hundreds of yea 
>efter Chris1ianlty and he was 40yrs old when he went into that cave. He 

· >never says his religion was inspired by God he says the Angel Gabriel as 
>his Inspiration. Islam and Christianity have always been likened to Oil 
~d . . 
>Water they do not end never have mixed. America wlll not qiange for y u 
and . . . 
>we will not tolerate your disruption into our Culture. Others mesh$d and 
>blended you only rub the wrong way. 
> 
>---Original Message- · 
>From: CAIR [manto:cair@cair-net or_gJ . 
>Ser \A{odoesdav o:eom: M. 2003 2:29 PM 
>To:_(b)(6) - - r . . . 
> Subject: Re: Muslims good will 
> 
>At 01 :26 PM 12'3/2003 +0100, you wrote: · . 

. ' . ~ 

> . 
> >I am an Army Nurse stationed in Germany. I Wish you all to leave my 
> >country. 
> 
> 
>\M'lich country? 
> 

Printed for CAJR <cair@cair-net.org> 
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· .... l<b_)(_6) ______ __,!09:.S7 AM 12/4/2003 +OlOO, RE: Musl.1ms good-will 

. . 

:;,, ~Wny do you come to -a country whose very way of life you decry and despise 
> >enoµgh to perpetrate v_iolence againsi-us? I know why, Christianity .. 
> >teaches tolerance, you believe that is· how you will overcome we may be 
> >tolerant but w~ are not ignorant and you will soon see more of this · 
> > rhetoric as more af)d more Americans become aware of what you really 
> >are. We will purge you from our land·and you wilt reh.Jm to the desert 
> >and dust. The only support I will give to any Muslim organization is a 
> >one~way ticket to your sandbox. · 
> 

> 
> Thank you for your lesson in tolerance. 

Printed for CAIR <cair@cair-net.org> 
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Snawnake, 

In reply refer to EF-7801 and 1#03/01EiQ84 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Ryan Henry 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Reducing Stress on the Force 

December 11, 2003 

I want a report on whether we are making progress on reducing stress on the force. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121!0'.l-11 

·········································································· 
Please respond by _......,11,.._;.fi=c,~f o=-'f_,___ __ _ 

U22498 /03 
12-1'.!-03 14t26 !N 
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PRINCIPAL DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY 
OF DEFENSE 

2100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 2030t•2100 

POLICY 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

INFO MEMO 

Reply to EF-7801 and 1#03/016984 
16 December 2003, 1500 

FROM: Ryan Henry, Princ.ipal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

SUBJECT: Update on "Stress on the Force" Initiative 

• The purpose of this info memo is to respond to your snowflake of 11 December 2003 
(Tab A) conc,erning relieving "Stress on the Force". 

• I issued a call for updates today, 16 December, for the approximately 200 specific 
actions we have catalogued as being related to reli,eving stress on th·e force. 

• Personnel and Resources, the Joint Staff, JFCOM, and many other organizations are 
working various pieces. 

• I've requested updates to this work plan be submitted by 22 December so that we can 
assess the progress, plans and likely outputs and provide you a report. 

• I plan to coordinate this update with the Chairman and get it to you by 16 January. 

KEY ISSUE: Preparing update on actions to reduce ' 'Stress on the Force" 

COORDINATION: None 

RECOM:MENDATION: None. For your information only. 

ATTACHMENTS: As Stated 

Prepared by: David Bak,_j(b_)_(6_) ___ 
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Snowflake 

r- . 
lln reply refer to EF-7803 and 1#03/016986 l 

December 11, 2003 
<--------___J 

TO: Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Memo on Security Assistance 

We need to get a memo on the handling of security assistance-IMF, !MET, etc. 

The funding was slashed Only $42 million go(:s for Eurasia. 

The interagency process is broken. Congress is imposing requirements on 

something like 80 percent of the total funds. There is no consideration for supporc 

in the Global War on Terror Article 98. We need to get ii fixed. 

Thanks. 

D!IR:dh 
\?.I ID) i 

······•··•··•··•·······•··············•··•·••·•······•··•••·•··••········ L 
Please respo11d by 1 / 1 / "' Y t f(I E 

5ir, ~U p e6f'°" = ",tt-,.d,,d. Ze 
SY\oi,.)..\'Lt.. k.c. \ ~ \c.~ t v~I. 
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.1-03/016986 
J-03/016601 

INFO MEMO 
DepSecDef. __ 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Douglas J. Feith, Under Secretary of Defense for Polic)Al :il~c !•'\-
SUBJECT: Snowflake Response: Improving the lnteragency Security Assistance Process 

• You sent us two snowflakes on security assistance, 

• We are developing a briefing for you that proposes: 

Modifying the interagency process to: 

• provide strategic guidance from Principals ·tt'.) State and DoD, and 

• improve execution of USG aid programs in the fielcL 

- Increasing, rather than reducing, the security as~rista:nce budget. 

• ·we are also looking at how we can improve interna1 DoD processes, linking DoD 
components more effectively. 

- We will look at adapting the missions and functions of the Defense Security 
Cooperation Agency to tie together our security ass·istance tools with our security 
cooperation objectives. 

- We wilJ brief you on this initiative when we have deve1oped our preliminary 
recommendations. 

\ \ 

il\ 
Prepared by: Mary Tighe, Strateg~,_(b_)(_5) _ _, 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wclfowitz 

SUBJECT: Assistance to Foreign Countries 

!In reply refer to EF-7732 and 1#03/016601 

December s, 2003 

l 
I 
; 

I think we ought t.o get the interagcncy process going to take a look at how the US 

government as a whole deals with countries, so that it is put on a more :rational 

basis. 

AJ I was going into Azerbaijan. which is a country that has helped us 

considerably, I found out that they are receiving something like one-third of what 

Tajikistan is receiving. That doesn't make much sense to me. DoD ought to haw 

a voice in this, and we ought to approach it like we are approaching om security 

cooperation, wodd'Wide, and sec if we cm't get a more reasonable worldwide 

approach. 

A second problem is really government-wide. including the Department of 

Defense. It ta1:es a year or two for anything to happen in the US Govemmcnt 

These foreign co11Dtries, particularly the ones that we have relatively new 

relationships with, cannot believe -we arc as slow, sluggish and incompetent as ft 

arc. When they experience long delays, they assume that something else is going 

on and that we don't want to help them. There has to be a way to put some energy 

into the US interage:ney process llld speed it up. 

We have to find a way to get the priority countries we have the Security 

Cooperation Guidance to filter down through not just DoD, but also through the 

- - r1,7 -, ' l::r- -, )L. 

U224 79 /03c.,~<,, 01 
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rest of the USO, umess someone wants to come back and argue with us about wbat 

the priorities ought to be, in which case 1hat would be a good piocess. 

Ifwe have to take om force posture into the interagc::ney, wbywouldn·tthe State 

Department and 0MB • s judpnents about which countries should get what 

am.owts of money also be in 1he intmgenc:y process, wi1h an opportlmity to 

appeal it up to the President, if necessary? It is :impoJ1ant to our relationships 

worldwide. 

I would like to see what the US Government as a whole does for various important 

countries. We ought to look at the totaJity of it and see how it ends up impacting 

1he keY, countri~s. My guess is that nobody 1cally knows the answer to that, except 

those countries and the ambusador. And that it Vf!IY lib1y doesn't fit what we 

beliew ought to be the proper priorities. 

Thanh. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ !-f/_'l~.,-/_D_'f _____ _ 

- . - .... ._ .. -·-· 
2 
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Snawflake 

IS 
December ~ 2003 

TO: LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <f}A 
SUBJECT: Brief on Boeing 

Please set a meeting with Paul Wolfowitz and anyone else he wants to brief me on 

the models he has come up with on the Boeing matter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
1212.03·16 

···························································~············· 
Please respond by !¥ 11 / o.3 

U22500 /O: 
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.. , Snawffake 

December 10, 2003 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Boeing 

You are going to have to get back to me with the different models we might want 

to use on that Boeing issue. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121003-9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by f 1-,J 11 / D3 

U22470 /03 
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!In reply refer to EF-7802 and I# 03/016983 

December 11, 2003 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: Foreign Visits 

I read this memo from Peter Flory about how the Argentines were treated at the 

Executive Office Building. 

My reconunendation is we stop setting up appointments at the NSC for visitors to 

the Pentagon. It is complicated to get in there, the Secret Service are tough and 

why put people through it? If someone from over there wants to see him, have 

them come over and meet with him here at the Pentagon. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l 2/ l I/03 PDASD(ISA) memo to SecDef re: lnL-ident Involving Argentine MoD 

DHR,dh. 
!21103·24 

························~··········~····································· Please respond by __ 1 ..... /_~_1,_i o_· _tw1,......: __ _ 
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INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY 
AFFAIRS 

FOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·2400 

INFO MEMO 

EF-7802 
I-03/016983-ES 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intemationa1 Security AfiWTAUr r, 
3 

l ?nn, 
(Peter W. Rodman~(b)(6) I u 1 V VLJ lLC" · " ' 

Foreign Visits 

After the Argentine MOD had a difficult time at the Eisenhower Executive Office 
Building earlier this month, you recommended that we stop setting up 
appointments at the NSC for our foreign visitors · 

• We (OSD) generally do not get involved in setting up these appointments. 
• Most appointments with the NSC staff are made directly by the visitor's 

own embassy. 
• In the future, we will warn visitors of potential security problems at the 

White House and offer facilities at the Pentagon, but many visitors seek the 
prestige of a "White House" meeting. 

NSC staff is working to prevent future foul-ups of this type by: 

• Warning embassies at the time an appointment is made that all visitors 
require photo lD for entrance to White House grounds. 

• Use of non-secure White House-controlled building nearby- no ID 
necessary. 

Prepared by: Michael M. MacMurray, ISA/WHA~L..(b-)(_
5

) __ _, 

· G 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WA9HINGTON, DC 20301-2400 

l~'Jl:"N,tfflOf'l,-.L 
l1:~l1,'1!1'f'V .. ,., ,U,'lt:f 

INFO MEMO 

PDUSDP ~opv provided 

l-03/016901 
FOR: SECRF.T ARY OF DEFENSE 

.. r- 11 Dfc 2003 
FROM: Peter C. W. Flory, Principal Deputy ~,\irsecretary of Defense (ISA) 

SUBJECT: Incident Involving Argentine MOD at Eisenhower Executive Office 
Building on 'flle~fltty;-9'December 

W6') J~ 

You should be aware of an incident involving MOD Pampuro and the 
Secret Service yesterday afternoon. 

• The Minister was scheduled to meet at 3:30pm with Mr. Thomas A. 
Shannon, the NSC Senior Director for Western Hemisphere Affairs. 
Pampuro did not have any photo identification, and the Secret Service 
refused to admit him to the EEOB. 

• \Vhen his U.S. military escons attempted to resolve the matter, the situation 
apparently became ugly, with the Secret Service threatening to arrest 
everyone involved. 

• Additionally, General Chevalier, the Argentine Air Force chief, set off the 
metal detector and objected to the resultant pat-down by the gu!ll'ds. 

We do not think Pampuro will complain about this incident to you, but it may 
affect his attitude when you meet with him th:is afternoon. 

• Mr. Shannon will meet with the Minister at his Embassy after your meeting 
today. 

/. 
""'' 

41-~J./-- ~h - ~ ~J 
Rb)(6) 1~ ~ ~-,.(J,,..;. h 

Prepared by: M. M. MacMutTay, ISA/WHA~ _ ·rt · ·· 
....___ ....... ~ t-0-. tnlu) td,f tPlz... 
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l Snwftake 
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December 11, 2003 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: "Formers" 

Please show me a list of who was invited to the meeting of the "Fonners" I had 

today, so I can see who did not come. 

Thanks. .... 
. -

f. / {)/) -JJ ft 

DHRSh (_{2~ r lJV'r O'-f..__ 
~~1~~~2: ............................................ ................ · ..... t "-

Please respond by ti.-/16/ b~ 

U22502 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20720 
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As of November 25, 2003 

Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld 
Outreach l\1eeting with the Formers 

Thursday, December 11 1 2003 12:30 to 2:00 pm Room 3E869, The Pentagon 

Former Secretaries of State: 
Madeleine K. Albright 
James Baker III 
Lawrence Eagleburger 
George Shultz 
Alexander Haig, Jr. 
Henry Kissinger 

Confirmed List of Invitees 

Former Secretaries of Defense: 
William Cohen 
William Perry 
Frank Carlucci III 
Caspar Weinberger 
Harold Brown 
James Schlesinger 
Melvin Laird 
Robert McNamara 

Former National Security Advisors: 
Brent Scrowcroft 
William Clark 
Richard V. Allen 
Zbigniew Brzezinski 

Former Central JnteHigence Agency Directors: 
James Woolsey 
William Webster 

11-L-0559/0SD/20721 



.. 
Updated December 11, 2003/7:39 a.m. 

READ AHEAD FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DONALD H. RUMSFELD 
LUNCHEON MEETING ,v1TH THE FORMERS 

FROM: Larry Di Rita .... !(b-)(_
5

) ___ ____. 

Date/Time: Thursday, December 11, 2003 1 :00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. 

Location: Secretary of Defense Conference Room (3E928). 

Audience: Confinned are: Harold Brown, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Frank Carlucci Ill, William 
Clark, Lawrence Eagleburger, Henry Kissinger, Robert McNamara, James 
Schlesinger, Brent Scrowcroft and Caspar Weinberger. You last met with roughly this 
same group July 31, 2003, 

Format: Brigadier General Vincent K. Brooks, Deputy Director for War on Terrorism (15), 
Joint Staff will update attendees beginning at 12 :3 0 p.m. on our fight against global 
terrorism. Ryan Henry, who will discuss U.S. global posturing, will follow Brigadier 
General Brooks. After attendees have been served their lunch, you will make remarks 
(provide update on NA TO meetings in Brussels, and meetings in Afghanistan, 
Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Iraq) beginning at 1 :00 p.m., followed by Q&A. Luncheon 
meeting to conclude by 2:00 p.m. 

Timeline: 12:30 p.m. Wekome and Introduction 
Chris Willcox, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs 

12:31 p.m. Background Briefings: The Road Ahead 
GWOT Update (approximately 15 minutes) 
Brigadier General Vincent K. Brooks, Deputy Director for War on 

Terrorism (JS), Joint Staff 

Global Posture Brief (approximately 5 minutes) 
Ryan Henry, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

12:55 p.m. Break for Lunch 

1:00 p.m. Luncheon Discussion with Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Also present to assist "ith questions: 
General Richard B. Myers (general military operations) 
Ryan Remy (global posture footprint) 
Reuben Jeffrey (CPA, reconstruction efforts) 

2:00 p.m. Farewells as appropriate. Lunch discussion concludes. 

Attachment: Recent Public eom~e;t< l:~t 
Prepared by: Brent Krueger5h)(

5
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• SnawHak• 

TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld fJ tv, 
SUBJECT: Update 

December 11, 2003 

I would like to update my accomplishments. initiatives and priorities sheets. 

Please give me the latest version and any suggestions you or others might have. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121103-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I 2-/ 11 / DJ 

U22503 
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The First 31 Months-1/01-8/03-Highlights 
Accomplishments 

• Global War on Terrorism-
- Removed Taliban from Afghanistan 

- Removed Iraqi regime from power 

- Degrading/damaging worldwide 
terrorist networks 

- Innovative approaches-TST 

- Tran sf arming mindset 

• Improved Military Readiness 
- Funding increases 

Combat capability strengthened 

Targeted pay raises 

• Nuclear Posture Review 
- New triad 

Offensive reductions underway 

• Implemented Space Commission 
Recommendations 

8/25/03 

• Implemented Senior Level Review 
Group Process 

• Restructured Missile Defense Program 
ABM Treaty withdrawal 

- Refocused and broadened R&D 

Fielding operational testing 

• Defense Status (QDR) 
- New defense strategy 

- New force sizing construct 

- New risk balancing focus 

• Modernized Unified Con1mand Plan 
- Northern Command 

- JFCOM-

- Focus on Transformation 

- Supreme Allied Commander-
Transfonnation 

- New Space/Strat Command 

- NA TO command structure agreement 

I 
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The First 31 Months-1/01-8/03-Highlights 
Accomplishments (cont.) 

· • Enhanced Working Relationships 
- OSD & Joint Staff 

- DoD&CIA 

• New Strategic Direction 
- DoD role in new political military 

strategy 

- Defense Planning Guidance 

- Contingency Planning Guidance 
improving speed/relevance/value of 
plans 

• New Strategic Relationships 
- South Asia and Central Asia/Caucasus 

- Poland and NA TO 

- Missions determining Coalitions 

- Security Cooperation Guidance 
implemented 

8/25/03 

• Improved Strategic Reconnaissance 
Operations Process 

• Adopted Realistic Budgeting/ Cost 
Estimates 

• Illustrative Program Decisions 
- Crusader to FCS/Precision 

- Acce1eration of UA Vs/UCA Vs 

- SBIRS restructuring 

- DD-21 to DD-X 

- Stryker Brigade combat capability 

- SSBN to SSGN 

Navy "Area-Wide" restructuring 

HShip Swaps" 

Laser Comms and C4ISR funding 

USAF tanker leasing 

- Future Combat System 

2 
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The First 31 Months-1/01-8/03-Highlights 
Initiatives 

• Operation Enduring/Iraqi Freedom 
Lessons Learned 

- Unique approach and construct 

- Real-time impacts 

- Informing future investment strategy 

• Iraq - Phase IV - Coalition 
Provisional Authority 

Interagency approach 

Governance CounciJ 

- Conops for stabiJity operations 

• Quality of Life Improvements 
Housing programs/privatization 

- Personnel policy reviews 

- Progress on longer tours 

• Operational availability 
improvements 

8/25/03 

• Global posture being adjusted 
- Global versus regional perspective 

Innovative approaches-Navy surface 
fleet surge capability 

- Further Unified Command Plan 
refinement 

• Supply chain management reforn1 

• Active/Reserve Components Balance 
- Roles 

- Structure 

- Mobilization/demobilization process 

• Worldwide Footprint for Future 

• Financial management initiatives 

• Special Operations Forces 
Modernization and Expansion 

• End Strength Analysis 

3 
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The First 31 Months-1/01-8/03-Highlights 
Initiatives (cont.) 

Focus on Stewardship of Taxpayer • Modernizing DoD Processes 
Dollars Program/Budget Process consolidation -
- Improved Readiness Standards 2-Year cycle inside DoD (no FY'05 -
- Acceleration of acquisition, spiral build) 

development technique 
Acquisition regulations streamlining -- Navy/Marine TAC Air Consolidation 

HQs Realignment/Staff reductions - Joint Concepts of Operation work -
(11.1%) - Deployment/redeployment process 

- BRAC planning-U.S. and overseas improvements 

Joint training - Capabilities based planning 

- Joint National Training Center • Defense Transformation Legislation 
- Joint Experimentation Plan - National Security Personnel System 

Stand·up of: - Range and Training Area Readiness 
- USD(I) Contracting processes 
- ASD (Homeland Defense) - Acquisition processes 

8/25/03 4 
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August 25, 2003 

Top Priorities for Next 16 Months 
(8/03-12/04) 

1. Successfully Pursue the Global War on Terrorism 

- Reset the force 

- High value target plan 

- Global Peace Operations initiative 

2. Strengthen Combined/Joint Warfighting Capabilities 

- Develop joint CONOPS to integrate air, land, sea, and ISR assets 

- Translate Joint CONOPS into acquisition strategy 

- Strengthen combined/joint exercises and training 

- Bring jointness to the lowest appropriate level 

- Sustain an on-call, global precision-strike capability 

- Sustain strategic deterrence 

3. Transform the Joint Force 

Lighter, more agile, easily deployable military units 

- lnsti!J a military culture that rewards Innovation and risk-taking 

Place experienced joint warfighters in key posts 

- Balance the Department's active and reserve components 

4. Optimize Intelligence Capabilities 

- Refocus intelligence priorities for new defense strategy 

- Strengthen intelligence capabilities for the 21st century 

- Improve vertical and horizontal intelligence distribution 

5. Counter Proliferation of WMD 

- Reverse the existing WMD capability of unfriendly state and non-
state entities 

- Establish co·unter proliferation roles, missions and objectives 

- Deter the global spread of WMD 

- Integrate DoD activities with those of other departments 

11-L-0559/0SD/20728 
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August25,2003 

6. Improve Force Manning 

- Develop 21st century human resource approach 

- Implement longer tours, revised career paths, improved language 
capabilities, etc. 

- Rebalance active and reserve forces 

- Sustain quality of life, installation and infrastructure enhancements 

7. New Concepts of Global Engagement 

- Implement revised Security Assurance and Cooperation Plan and 
refocus Overseas Presence/Basing 

- Continue to fashion new relationships worldwide, update alliances, 
build coalition of unequal partners, refocus security cooperation and 
initiate a foreign constabulary force 

- Continue to assess and refine the Unified Command Plan 

8. Homeland Security 

- Clearly define the Department's role in Homeland Security 

- Organize the Department to implement Homeland Defense and 
provide support to Homeland Security 

- Initial missile defense deployments 

- Internally and externally integrate the Department's Homeland 
Defense command and control systems and procedures 

9. Streamline DoD Processes 

- Sho~en PPBS and acquisition cycle time 

- Financial Management Reform 

- Shorten DoD processes by 50% 

- Output metrics built around balanced risk and President's 
Management Agenda 

10. Reorganize DoD and the USG to Deal with Pre-War Opportunities and 
Post-War Responsibilities 

- Reduce time to respond; create a surge capability 

Rationalize NSC and Homeland Security Council 

- Develop Departmental and lnteragency conops for post-war stability 
operations 

2 
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. . .. ~ 1:>,~&r-FILE 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Haynes 

SUBJECT: Recruiting in Prisons 

December 17, 2003 
E.F-r"3Se 
T- o ~Jo, l J. \.\:}._ 

The subject came up about some radical religious people recruiting in prisons. I 

don't know if that is just the civilian side or military as well. or how religious 

people get access. We ought to think through what we want to do about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121703-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by V I (e ( o 'i , i, l, g I c;, 1 
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Snawftake 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Absentee Ballots for Military 

December~ 2003 

Please work with David Chu and get back to me with precisely how we have fixed 

the absentee ballot issue in the military. I want to develop conviction that we have 

done the right things, and I don't have conviction at the present time. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121803-6 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by __ 1_,_j_-i.._?_/_D_,_f __ _ 

'\.•-
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Snowffake 

• 

• 

• 

TO: 

December~ 2003 
(...34 

Gen. Dick Myers 

. Paul Wolfowitz \ ,,\ o) 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <»,. \1,\., 
CC: 

SUBJECT: Guard and Reserve ~i\ 
I would like to see a piece of paper that shows every Guard and Reserve uni • how 

many times they have been called up and when they have been ca1led up. 

Thanks. 

DHlb;lh 
121803,7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _-'1-+/_q....._/ o__,,'f ___ _ 

I + 

U22506 /03 & 
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December Ji 2003 

TO: Gen. Pete Pace 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y~ 
SUBJECT: Availability 

We have to think through how we want to adjust the speed at which units are 

available. That is something you have been working on. 

Please come up with a format, and show me what you think we ought to ask for. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
121803-8 

•..•.....•..••...•...•.....•.......••..••..........•.......••.••......•• , 
Please respond by _ __._,I I,_.._{ 1,"--+-/_D .... '{..,__ __ _ 

t 

U22507 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld <p/\ 
'l,.:} 

Decembe~2003 

I think we ought to get a letter off to Chainnan Keane of the 9/11 Conunission. If 

he knows of anyone in the Defense Department who failed to do their job and 

contributed to September I Ith, or who is current]y failing to do their job, he should 

tell us promptly so we can do something about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/a1;n 
12J903A03tscom 

Please respond by: ________ \ ~ ....... i_\..-.o_'-f ______ _ 

/01"1-k~ 
c ,iii, 

11-L-0559/0SD/20734 
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· · Snewnake 
• ·' ,.I ' . ~ 

( 
TO: David Chu 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "" ·Ar i:~ ~ ~A TE: December J8'. 2003 

/ '\111'\ SUBJECT: Ft. Bragg Troop Visit 

/ Please talk to General Motors. Find out what their policy is. We were told by the 

widow of a soldier killed in Olf that GM gives a $750 rebate on the purchase of a 

GM vehicle for anyone on active duty in Afghanistan or Iraq. 

Her husband was wounded and died two weeks before their car purchase. She did 

not get the rebate. See if you can figure out what the policy is. We will want to 

get back to her. at some point. I believe her name is!(b)(
5

) .......... m L 
.......... , .. 

Thanks. 

DHRJaui 
12 l 903.021&com 

U22509 /03 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

-.. -, 

PE:RSONNE:L AND 
IU:ADINE:SS January 12. 2004, 1 :OOPM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DEPSEC Action __ _ 

FROM: DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU. U-N~TARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL & REAI.JIN~~S) /_'y?r. .,JJ t .. /k-

- _;,;',: . :r;,, ">., /.; v 
SUBJECT: Ft. Bragg Troop Visit-Snowflake 

• !(b)(6) !widow o~(b)(6) ~elayed that 
she did not receive a rebate of $7SO.OO offered by GM for the purchase of a vehicle 
for anyone on active duty in Afghanistan or Iraq. 

• l(b)(6) 

• l{b)(6) 

!was kiUed in Iraq on 26 October 2003. 

!purchased a 2004 Chevrolet Tahoe on 29 November 2003. 

• The automobile purchase is not related to any DoD or overseas auto sales programs. 

• The GM rebate program is only applicable to active duty personnel and not 
transferable to other family members. The rebate program did not consider the 
"surviving spouse" issue. 

After consultation with !(b)(6) I casualty assistance officer. the automobile 
dealership and Automotive lnfonnation Systems, Inc. (rebate program coordinator} 
approved the $7SO.OO rebate fo~(b)(6) I 

• We will speak to her casualty ~sistance officer again in thirty days to confirm that 
she did receive the rebate. 

RECOMMENDATION: None. For information only. 

COORDINATION: None. 

ATTACHMENTS: 
As stated 

PREPARED BY; Mark Ward. OFP, ODUSD(MC&FP)t (b)(
5

) 
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PDUSD(P&R) Charles S. Abell 
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SnawHak1 

.... ···--- -------

December 27, 2003 

TO: DougPeith 

CC: Paul Wolfowi1z 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ? 
SUBJECT: Letter to Bulgarian MoD 

lfwe lost some Bulgarians in Iraq, I ought to get a lettei otfto the Minister of 

Defense of Bulgaria. 

Thanb . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pleae respond by ___ l :i.+/ .... :u:>__,/_l>..3=-------

Poley ExecSec's Note 

December 31, 2003 
CDR Nosenzo, 

• The attached letter was forwarded 
electronically to Bill Mamott and Monica 
Generous on 30 Dec 03 in response to this 
SecDef note. 

fl.lfJf!~ 
Colonel C. L. O'Connor, USMC 

Director, Policy Executive Secretariat 

U22510 /03 
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...... SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

The Honorable Nikolay Svinarov 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Bulgaria 1000 Sofia 
3 Diakon Ignatii St 

Dear Minister Svinarov: 

I off er my condolences on 
Karbala. We are saddened by the 

Please conv 
thoughts during th 
recovery. 

oft e Bulgarian soldiers killed in 
in these recent terrorist attacks. 

o the families of those lost. They are in our 
we wish those who were injured a speedy 

We are grateful fort c tinued commitment Bulgaria is making in the 
global war on terror and to th construction efforts in Iraq. 

With deepest sympathy. 

Sincerely, 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/20739 



Haber, Lauren, CIV, OSD-POLICY 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

The Honorable 
Nikolay Svinarov ... 

Haber, Lauren. CIV, OSD-POLICY 
Tuesday, December 30, 2003 5:52 PM 
Generous, Monica, CIV, OSD; Marriott, William P, CAPT, OSD 
Bulgarian condolence 

1 
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THE SECRETARY OF" DEFENSE 

WASHJNGTON 

The Honorable Nikolay Svinarov 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Bulgaria 1000 Sofia 
3 Diakon lgnatii St 

Dear Minister Svinarov: 

JAN 2 3X)4 

I off er my condolences on the deaths of the Bulgarian 
soldiers killed in Karbala. We are saddened by the tragic 
loss in these recent terrorist attacks. 

Please convey my sympathies to the families of those 
lost. They are in our thoughts during this difficult lime and 
we wish those who were injured a speedy recovery. 

We are grateful for the continued commitment 
Bulgaria is making in the global war on terror and to the 
reconstruction efforts in Iraq. 

With deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/207 41 
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' 
December 27, 2003 

TO: LanyDi Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld fJ/L 
SUBJECT: Press Avail on End Strength 

Here is an interesting memo from David Chu on personnel. 

It strikes me that this might be something we would have David brief the press on 

early in January, so everyone is working off the same set of facts. Possibly 1 

would have an opening statement that day. I think it would be helpful if people in 

the Congress knew where we are-we are over end strength, we are over because 

it is authorized to be over in a time of emergency and that is what that provision of 

the Jaw is for. 

Let me know what you think. / 

Thanks. 
I 

J 

J 
r 

Attach. / 
12/17/03 USD(P/to SccDcf ro: End Sbmgtb [U20872/03] 

DHR:dh 
I 22"/03, t 6 (II computc:r) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ][SJ rg I 0., f\l.. f: 22 AOOO DEFENSE PENTAGON ~-- ;i 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFOMEMO 

PERsONNtL AND 
RIEADIN£&$ December 17, 2003-12:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNJ?~AR1 OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READlrul~ .. ~_:-~·V, a f!~ /J'~~ 6p 

SUBJECT: End Strength 

• Little noticed in the general clamor about active end strength is the fact that actual 
active en • .. · ed" levels. and will remain so under 
current plans well into FY04 and, in the case of some Services, yon . s 1s 
permitted under the Presidential Declaration of National Emergency, although all 
understand your guidance to bring end strength back within the 3% ''flex .. allowed in 
"peacetime." (Formerly. this flex was 2%.) 

• Tab A provides graphics depicting the situation for each Service FY03-05. The 
Anny and Air Force deviations are the most significant. The Anny is 4% over at the 
end of FY03, or almost 20,000 personne~ and the Air Force 41h %(16,000). 

Service 

Army 
Navy 
Marines 
Air Force 

Tota1DoD 

FY03 
Authorized 

480,000 
375,700 
175,000 
359,000 

1,389,700 

Active End Strength 

FY03 
Actual 

499,301 
382,235 
177,779 
375~062 

1,434,377 

Difference 

+4.02% 
+1.74% 
+l.59% 
+4.47% 

+3.22% 

It is striking lhat those additional personnel have augmented the staffing of 
existing units, rather than creating new capabilities. In the Army. for example, all but 
one of the major combat units in the Active component are above 100% of their 
authorized strength. The Anny recently has been adding "personnel margin" to units in 
anticipation of deployment. The lstCav, soon to deploy, is at 106% of authorized unit 
strength. Sfll ASSISTANT DI IITA 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/20743 
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SnawHake 

• 

• 
TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wcilfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Three-Star Headquarters 

~~1 
December 27, 2003 

My impression is that the three-star headquarters are not really joint, and therefore 

they cannot end up being warfighting staffs. 

They seem to train by Setvice. 

One would think we ought to fix this. What do you propose? 

• Thanh 

D:HR;db 
122103-31 (ts computer) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ l 1/ ___ :3_1_/_o_j _______ _ 

• U22512 /03 
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Snowflake 

.. . 

TO: Ray DuBois 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
~ ~, SUBJECT: Old DireetM! 

December 27, 2003 

r (j FROM: 

1/ Please see the attached memo from me to Jim Haynes and tell me what you think 

we ought to do about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/27/03 SecDefrncmc to OC [102403-17] 

DHR:dll 
!n10l-33 ~ comput•) 

..........................................•....•.............•....•...... , .. 
Please respond by __ ..... J---1/-~_J ...... )_o .... t-------

U22513 /03 
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·-, ... ,., .. , .. 
~::.._ .· . ..._· 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950DEFENSEPEN,.AGON Z'."? ~~- :~ ~:; 

.. c .. m•l5Tllil'flCN ,010 
M"NJa0£JAl!.N1 

WASHINGTON, OC 20.:301-1950 

INFO MEMO 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: RAYMOND F~IS, ~REC:OR, ADMINlSTRATJON AND 

MANAGEMENT/~ ~~DEC l& 2003 

SUBJECT; Mandatory Revie~DoD Directives 

t. ..,.., 
.. · .:.:) 

• In an October 271
h snowflake you expressed concern (Tab D) about the currency of 

DoD Directives. 

• Principa1 Staff Assistants (PSAs) were asked to conduct a review of all Directives 
under their purview to determine if they should be canceled, revised or continued 
ln effect (Tab C). ~ 

• Of the 653 Directives presently in effect, the PSAs identified 50 for canceHation, ~ 
334 for revision and 269 as being current. At Tab Bis a summary of the PSAs' 
reviews. 

• Listings for all of the Directives and the PSA annotation for each are at Tab A. 

• The suspense date for completion of this project is April 5, 2004. 
Communications and Directives staff will track closely the progress of each 
Directive and provide me with periodic repons. The coordination process, 
historically the primary impediment to finalizing revised Directives, will also be 
accelerated. 

COORDINATION: None 

cc: 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 
General Counse1 
Senior Military Assistant to the Secretary of Defense 

Anachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Mr. H.D. NeeleyJ ..... (b_)(_6) ___ ____, 

11-L-0559/0SD/20750 
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Snowflake .. 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Jim Haynes 

Paul WoJfowitz 
Doug Feith 
L TG John Craddock 

Donald Ru.msfeld 
' 

SUBJECT: Old Directives 

October 27, 2003 

J dou;t know jfyou were in the room when we found out that the SOLJC directive 

is dated l 995 • . It seems to me tbat you ought to set up a system when: we n:vjew 

every directive that exists, listed by date !1Dd Dame, and Jet me )ook at it. I can 

select the ones I want to start having people review, so tha1 we can get them up to 

date. 

September 11 changed the world, and if we keep using the same directives that 

existed before, we are making a bad mistake. We·owe it to ourselves. It may . 

require getting some outs~de outfit like IDA to assist with a systematic review. I 

am sure 1here are a Jot of directives. 

Please Jet me know, and Jet's put some structure into this probJem. 

Thanks. 

DHll:dll 
10241)3.17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

U18026 ·103 

11-L-0559/0SD/20751 



Suwflake 

.. , 

TO: David Chu 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1'\-
SUBJECT: Guard and Reserve 

December 27, 2003 

Please follow up on this Guard and Reserve memo 1 sent to Dick Myers. 

Thanks. 

Auach. 
12/19/03 SecDefmemo to CJCS (121803·7} 

DHR:dh 
122'iOJ.J4 (t. compul•} 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ _,.J /_t_~ ...... /_o_,.~------
r 

~ 
~ 

~ 
U22514 /03 ~ 
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SnawHakt-

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick MyerS 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rum sf eld 9"" 
SUBJECT: Guard and Reserve 

l '1 
December }8; 2003 

I would like to see a piece of paper that shows every Guard and Reserve unit, how 

many times they have been called up and when they have been called up. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dli 
121803-1 

..••......................•.••.......•..••.•............•..••..•..•.•.•• , 
Please respond by _"""'1+/_q...,/f-o_'f...,_ __ _ t -,. 

U22506 /03 
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SHwflake 

l 

TO: David Chu 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld <){'-
SUBJECT: Recruiting 

December 27, 2003 

We need to make sure our recruiting accurately reflects the kinds of deployments 

we expect. 

Do you have a sense of how closely the Services are with respect to the accuracy 

and likelihood of deployments? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
12l703·3l (~ ~oinput«) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ -..s-L+,i_i_,-+/_;;o_tj.,..._ ------

U22515 /03 
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Snowflake 

TO: Ray DuBois 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 

SUBJECT: Fringe Benefit Computation 

December 23, 2003 

I take it your memo covers trave] to and from the Pentagon and my home. I can't 

reaHy tell that that is what it is, but that is what it appears to be. 

I took a few other trips that were personal that I would have paid for had I been in 

an airplane-for example, to St. Michaels, Maryland. 

I would like to have somebody take a look at this and make sure I am paying as 

much as I am supposed to be paying, and not underpaying. 

Let's develop a policy and an approach and then see me about it. If I agree to it, 

we can then go back and recalculate. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/11/03 WHS memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
122303-P 

•••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond b 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

11-L-0559/0SD/20755 
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DEPARTMENT OIF ltl>EFIEIN:SIE 
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTIEIR'S 'SIER\IICES 

1155 DEFENSE PIENf-AGOIN 
WASHINGTON, DC Zi030'!-1l 1\ 15'5 

Honorable Donald Rumsfeld r)(6) I :DEC 11 2%3 

Dear Mr. Rumsfeld: 

Pursuant to amendments made to the tax code i1m '!IQ8<it t1hre Oepamnent is l'eq11ired to place <1 

value on the personal use of the official vehicles and rdriver:s anid r ·rov4de this v.ailue to employees for 
use in preparing their tax retums. Under IRS regulatiorns, commutillil,g is oonsidered personal use and 
the term "employer" includes the Federal Government You il1aD 1under tbe-scope ofihe regulations 
because of the portal-to-portal service given you by this D~.ar;tment. 

We have calculated this amount, based on ot1r lbeSit m~foffl]:a'tion iregaJid1ing your use of the 
Government furnished vehicle. The period covered this 1ear ~·s fmm NoYember l ~ 2002 to October 
31, 2003. This amount will appear on a separate W-2 form, wlhkh y:011:1 wiill be feceiving in the near 
future. Attached is a work sheet explaining this amount Y:0,111 may w·;ish to share th.is ,infonnation with 
your tax accountant or attorney, 

lf you have any questions, please contact me. 

Attachment: 
a/s 

:s;incerdy, 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/20715:6 



ATTACHMENT 

PORTAL TO PORTAL 2003 FRrnGE BENEFIT COMPUTATION 
FOR 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE RUMSFELD 

The Commuting Valuation Rule (Business-Orientated Security Concerns) bases the taxab]e benefit 
on $1.50 value for each one-way commute of an employer-furnished vehicle. This rule applies only 
to the Secretary and Deputy Secretary of Defense. The figure for the number of one-way commutes 
is based on information provided by your office. 

663 trips X $1.50 = $994.50 

11-L-0559/0SD/20757 



I 1...ln_r_e-p\-y-re-fe-r-to_E_F_·_78_2_9_a_n_d ___ ..... F I LE 1# 03/017101 

December 15, 2003 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Reuben Jeffery 

SUBJECT: Mine Clearance Unit 

I understand there is a UN·sponsored Iraqi-manned mine clearance unit in Iraq 

that may be languishing now that the UN has withdrawn. Is that something we 

should look into and sec how these trained people, if they exist, could be helpful? 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
121503,l,4 

...••••..•.....•......•......................••.......•...•.........••.• , 
Please respond by I / tj l D ~ 

CO~r~D 

• .,,,.. . ..,, '1 2 
li:::L t.. , . 

U22517 /03 
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• 
OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FOR POLICY 

7 January 2004 

NOTE FOR: Secretary of Defense 

FROM: Douglas J. Feith ~1..J I· ef. 
\;t-\-1~~0, 

You raised the attached at today's roundtab]e 

meeting. We sent a response to your office on 

December 22, 2003. 

-----··--·-

11-L-0559/0SD/20759 



UNCLASSIFIED 

INFOl\lEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Thomas W. O'Connell, Assistant Secretary of Defense (SO/LIC) 

SUBJECT: Mine Clearance Unit 

• On December 15, 2003, you asked if there was a UN-sponsored Iraqi-manned 
mine clearance unit in Iraq that may be lwiguishing now that the UN has 
withdrawn. You also asked if this is something we should look into and see 
how these trained people, if they exist, could be helpful. 

• To the best of our knowledge, there are no willing Iraqi-manned demining 
teams available in Iraq. There are approximately two thousand fonner UN 
deminers that have refused CPA's wage offers. They are not clearing 
minefields. 

• Wages paid by DoS for a deminer are more in line with the local economy, but 
are less than those wages previously paid by the UN. For example, the UN 
paid $800-$1200 per month and now DoS pays $87-$120 per month. 
Approximately half of the 4000 deminers previously employed by the UN 
now refuse to work under the new pay scales. However, there are sufficient 
demining applicants to fill existing DoS requirements. 

• After the UN pulled out of Iraq, the U.S. Department of State (DoS) assumed 
most of its functions. DoS issued contracts and grants to NGOs employing all 
available deminers to continue ongoing demining operations until December 
31, 2003. On January l, 2004, DoS will issue new grants and contracts to 
demining NGOs to continue operations through 2004. 

• DoS established Regional Mine Action Centers, a National Mine Action 
Authority, and the Iraqi Mine Action Center. These organizations are staffed 
with personnel from RONCO (the DoS primary contractor for demining), the 
Mine Advisory Group, Norw·egian Peoples Aid and the Vietnam Veterans of 
America Foundation. These NGOs extensively employ Iraqi nationals. 

Prepared by: LTC (P) John D. Jordan, SO/LIC (Stability Operations),L.!(b_)(_5) _ ___, 

UNCLASSIF1ED 
11-L-0559/0SD/20760 
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Suwnake 

December 27, 2003 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfeld -pjt 
SUBJECT: Clearances 

In reference to this memo you gave me of December 23 on the clearances, why in 

the world would we take it back to DoD ifwe have done such a lousy job 

previously? What makes us think we can do such a good job as proposed for 04? 

Please see me on it. I am concerned. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/23/03 USD(I) memo to SecDef re: Snowflake on Clearances 

oPI DHR:dh 
122703-7 (ts computer) 

······················~···········~········································· 
Please respond by __ ----..:)_/ ..... 1_1..,_/ ___ 0 ....... t-f'-------

1 lJv, 

U22518 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20761 
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Snowflake 

f 
September 1 

TO: Ray DuBois 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1l. 
SUBJECT: Clearances 

P]ease give me an updated report on how we stand in the back.Jog on clearances. I 

am told we are a year behind on getting nuclear clearances for folk,. 

Thanks. 

PHR:dh 
09!SOl-4C, 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 4 / 1-lo /t, 3 

/;11, 
\,,\ 

;J;f"'~ ~ 
C ,r./ir 

U218_73-··103 ·, 

11-L-0559/0SD/20762 



INTELl.tGEIIIC.E 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
5000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WAS1Wfo~~O 20301-5000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEC 2 3 t:1?; 

FROM: Stephen A. Cambone n :s I~ d cL 

SUBJECT: Snowflake on Clearances~ .Jtnxl J /a,y . . J 
:J. ·1 ( 1 ;.,,c. ir ""'/ 

In response to the subject, the following is provided: 9 f/.E-/. .. :.,.,... · 

, Through FY03 both Defense Security Service (DSS) and the (? 
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) conducted background / 
investigations for DoD. Beginning in FY04 a11 investigations will ( 
be conducted by OPM. 

• During FY03, Defense Security Service (DSSJ averaged the 
following case completion times: 
./ Secret and Confidential ~ 150 days 
./ Initial Top Secret - 300 days 
./ Top Secret Periodic Reinvest1gations - 385 days 

• During FY03, OPM averaged the following case completion times: 
./ Secret and Confidential 250 days 
./ Initial Top Secret - 374 days 
./ Top Secret Periodic Reinvestigation~ - 477 days 

• The FY04 DoD goal is: 
./ Secret and Confidential ~ 75-90 days 
./ Initial Top Secret - 90-120 days 
./ Top Secret Periodic Reinvestigations - 180 days ' I 

• There are currently approximately 416,000 DoD investigations 
pending 

• With regard to the nuclear/restricted data priority investigations: 
../ DSS cwrently has 632 nuclear/restricted data priority 

investigation pending. The average lapse time for FY03 
ranged from 93 to 512 days for these cases. 

0 
11-L-0559 
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./ OPM currenlly has 638 initial Top Secret investigations pending 
for which 35-day processing was requested. The average FY03 
case completion time was approximately 100 days. 

COORDINATION:Tab B 

• J(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Charleen W nght. ODUSD (Cl&S) '---------' 

.11-L-0559/0SD/2.0764 



I5irector ~ Administration and 
Management 

*As revised (see attached) 

COORDINATION SHEET 

Date 

Ip, l .. o 1' 
Date 

11-L-0559/0SD/20765 



suwnake 

December 23, 2003 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Gen. Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'vt-
SUBJECT: Sensor Issue 

Please get Ron Sega to get going on this sensor issue that Pete Pace and Abizaid 

are concerned about. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12122/03 VCJCS response to SecDef memo #120103A.10tscom 
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suwflake 

i llASPM 

TO: 

CC: Pa Wolfowitz 
Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfel~ 

DATE: December 19, 2003 

SUBJECT: Sensors 

In the meeting today with John Ab. 'd h . iza1 e raised the questio f . 
well. I have no idea what he is t lk' b n o not usmg sensors 

a mg a out Would I 
him and find out what he is talk' b . you p ease get in touch with 

Thanks. 

DHR!am 
12010:3A.IOtscom 

f p,.._ sl (' ~£ f:. • ------ ... 

mg a out and let's get that sorted out. 

(p~~ e1ii 
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Message Page 1 of 1 

Di Rita, Larry, CIV, OSD 

From: Sega, Ronald, Dr, OSD-ATL 

Sent: Tuesday, December 23, 2003 2:16 PM 

To: Di Rita, Larry, CIV, OSD 

Cc: Wynne, Michael, Hon, OSD-ATL; Myers, Richard 8, Gen, JCS CJCS; Milano, James M, COL, 
JCS VCJCS; Woitowitz, Paul, Dr, OSD 

Subject: RE: "Sensors" Note 

Signed By: ron.sega@osd.mit 

Secretary Rumsfeld, 

I was copied on the "Sensors" reply note to you from Gen. Pace on Dec 22nd (attached pdf). In response, I will 
quickly form a small team of experts composed of government and non-government participants, as appropriate. 
We will coordinate with Gen. Abizaid and his staff and will likely visit the AOR to better 
understand CENTCOM's existing capabilities, concerns, and issues regarding tracking terrorist movement. 

The team will focus on tagging, tracking. and locating technologies, near term implementation, and optimal 
employment strategies. We will also examine the application of data mining and information fusion technologies to 
enhance information derived from the sensors. Rapid development of new technical solutions will also be 
addressed. 

v/r, 
Ron 

12/23/2003 11-L-0559/0SD/20768 
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TO: 

FROM: 

~& W:lM 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~-

SUBJECT: Sistani 

Attached is an interesting piece on Sistani. 

Attach. 
Paper on Sistani 

DHR:dh 
122203-10 
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Confrollting Sistani should be done in a diplomatic way by sticking to our position. Amb. Bremer h.u already issued his own 
"fatwa" callin& for selecting the transidoual national assembly tluough the caucus process, and this decision ha5 foUnd favor with 
the majority of Iraqis, who want to see lheir nation recova iu sovereignty soon. More importantly, we do nat want to 
demonstrate any hesitation when 15etdng policy or set a pr~edcnt and have co coordinate ottr policy in the future through Sistani, 
or any cleric [stand film in our position of separation of chur,h from state}. 

According to our wurce& incountry, the Shi'a in uie Heanland respect Sisu.ni liild his views, bur they do not follow him bli11dly 
and are not, in any sense of the r.enn, a !Dllnolimk bloc. The analogy would be like American Catholics (of which l 1UD. one} 
relating to the Pope: ih.ey listen respectfully to what be bu 10 say and lhen make up their own minds. Among the Shi'a, "ijtihad" 
or the right of independent reasoning is a treasured value. Moreover, in lhe largely tribal society here, 1he traditional lea.ders.hip 

_ strongly supports the scpllnition of the religious and political spheres, l.a,gely our of c.oncem that politics not be allowed to 
coJTtJp1 religious belief and prai;tice. They feel strongly that the Iracian revolution bas led to such a wnuption of Shi'ite belief 
1herc. and they want to avoid Iran's mistakes. 

To the extent 1hat Sistani limits his ptonow,cements to religious manen, the o:ibal shaykbs who form the core of his power base 
support him more; to the extent lha.t he speaks out on political matters, they support him lesi.. Indeed, some of our most 
influential inlcrlocul.Or& are insisting that we disregard Sistani's statements about lhe political process, on the grounds tba.t we in 
the coalition should back the sepan.tion of religion from politics. The growini populari!y of Sayyed Farqat al-Qfawini in Hilla 
for example is due in large measure to his support for lhc 5.eparatioa of religion and politics and the er.tablishmcnt of a 
democratic system that would allow Shi'a oibal leaden to run for office. · 

There is. alio a groW1ng feeling that Iraq's Shi'a nw:i en Iraqi religious leadership as oppo~ed to the CUITCDt silUltion, in which 
most of th; Knior 11.yatollw ar~ in fac\ titileus of foreign counvic;$. Sistani himiolf hol~ 11,n hnian pu;pon and hu onJy an 
Iraqi residence card. He is DOt an Iraqi dtiu:n, wi he was born in Iran, not Iraq. These facts arc being increasingly d.iscus1ed in 
the mudhlfs [Ira.qi guest house]. coffee shops, 11.11d mosques here. Qi2wini's descent from a Jong line ofhaqi ayatollahs is 
strenglhc:ning his appeal vis-i-vis Sistani. 

As has always been the case since Liberation, by the way, the views of Abdul Aziz al-Hakim and die SCIRI movement he heads 
are greeted with great skepticism here, due to the suspicions aroused by his longstanding lra.nfan connections. Hence, his call for 
electing rhc assembly ralher than selecting it is not finding much suppon. lt would be a grave error to confuse public opinion in 
al-Hakim's fief in Najaf Or even in Sadr City with the views of the Shi'ite Heartland. 

Another point of note: 10 local Iraqis, the procedure CPA is proposing qualifiei; as an "elec1ion" under their Wlderstanding of the 
Arabic word "intikbabut," which encompuses both direct voting and the kind of caucus process we arc planning. 

Most Iraqis in the 5outh want a sovereign Iraqi govemme01 to be formed soon. That said, rhey want the ,oalition 10 retain a 
suon& military, diplomatic, and economic pre,ence in their couniry. The sooner we reach that point. chc better off we and Iraq 
will be. There is no plltience here with the notion cf taking another 14 to 18 months to conduct ll cen5us and voter registration, 
,draft a permanem constitution, and then hold elections in mid-200S. If we dug things out th.at long, the resuJtS could be 
disastrous. 

1n sum, we should follow the Shia example by treatina Siscani and hi, ideas with rcspecL while sticking to our plan. 
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• December 23, 2003 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz . 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '"l, 
SUBJECT: Rebalancing RC/ AC 

As I understand it, you and Pete Pace are going to work with the Air Force to get a 

rebalancing of the RC/ AC with respect to C- l 30s and airlift, as well as ground 

support for them. 

My recollection is that aeromedical is something like 80 percent Reserves, intra

AOR is 70 percent and inter-AOR is 60 percent in the Reserves. That is obviously 

• not the right balance. 

• 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
122303.6 
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December 22, 2003 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~I\. 

SUBJECT: E-Mailed Questions 

Here is an e-mail. I do not know who it is from, but Genera] Schoemaker sent it 

up. 

Could you please take a look at these questions this fellow is asking, and then get 

back to me with a response on each one, so we can decide what we think we ought 

to do about any of them that have not been acted on. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/27 /03 E-mail 

DHR:dh 
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Craddock, John J, Lt Gen, OSD 

From: ghame~._(b_)(_6_) ___ _. 

Sent: Monday, October 27, 2003 9:33 PM 

To: (b){6) 

Subject: RE: Fw: SECDEF guidance 

John, 

Glad you asked. Here are some other questions I'd ask if I were the Secretary: 

How many combatant commanders have been issued an Execute Order actually directing them to wage war on 
one or more designated terrorist organizations in their AORs? 

Which combatant commanders have been issued an Exe.cute Order directing them to conduct combat operations 
against designated terrorist organizations across AOR boundaries? 

Outside Iraq and Afghanistan, how many members of DOD are actively engaged in tactical combat operations 
against designated terrorist organizations? 

How many 42-inch waist terrorist financiers have been pulled from !heir warm beds in the middle of the night and 
told they will be killed if they don't help us follow the money? 

Who in the USG has been designated to lead the global influence operation designed to counter the propaganda 
taught in the lslamist schools and reduce the recruiting pool of the terrorist organizations? What is that person's 
budget? Who in DOD is in charge of supporting the effort? What is that person's budget? 

Who in DOS has been directed to tell our friends the political and economic consequences of allowing Isla mist 
schools to operate on their territory? 

Who in DOJ is in Charge of shutting down the lslamist schools operating in our own territory? (If the KKK was 

11-L-0559/0SD/20775 
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Page 2 of2 

• running its own private school system, how long do you think the public outcry would allow them to remain open?] 

1/Vhat steps has the USG taken to shut down Saudi financing of lslamist schools? How nnany members of the 
Saudi royal family have we visited in the middle of the night? 

How many more Active Duty HUMINT, military police, Special Forces. and FAO billets do the Armed Forces have 
than they did on 11 September 2001, not counting mobilized reservists? 

How many linguists speaking languages critical to the war on terrorism, and how many people with critical ethnic 
backgrounds for clandestine HU MINT and SOF assignments, have the Armed Forces recruited since 11 
September 2001? Do programs for such targeted recruiting even exist? 

How many critical DOD strategic guidance and direction documents still use the term "peacetime" in the current 
tense? 

And two final questions for the historians: On 27 October 1943, what percentage of the people working in the 
Pentagon were primarily concerned about the FY 1946-1951 program or how the Armed Forces of the United 
States would fight in 1955? W'hat is the comparable percentage today? 

Glenn 

-····Original Messa..,a .... e_--__ ·--·--------------. 
from: Wartord21~.,_(b .... )_(6....,) ,,,_..,..,,.,,,.,....,,,....,.,, .............. -----' 
Sent: Monda October 27, 2003 9:48 AM 
(b)(6) 

Most addressees have already seen Secretary Rumsfeld's memo in some form. 1 relay it once again to refresh 
memories, and will follow with "Outside the Box" thoughts by Dick Halloran. COLLINS 

11-L-0559/0SD/20776 
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Snowflake 

TO: Jim Roche 
Les Brownlee 
Gordon England 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Jerry Jones 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Military Academies 

DRAFT 

December 22, 2003 

Attached is a memorandum concerning the military academies. Why don't the 

three of you think about it, talk to each other, work with Jerry Jones to fashion a 

single set of recommendations and get back to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/2/03 SecDef memo to Jerry Jones 
12/12/03 Jones Memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
122203-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by---------

DRAFf 
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Snawflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Jerry Jones 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

October 2, 2003 

11:10AM 

I think we ought to do some work on figuring out how to fix the process that 

appoints people to the military academy boards of trustees. 

The Tillie Fowler report indicates that she doesn't feel that the boards of trustees 

are doing a good job of monitoring the academies, particularly from the standpoint 

of the subject she studied. 

Tell me how they are picked and how we would go about fixing it so that they 

could be held accountable. We could check their anendance, we could make sure 

we have a voice on who gets appointed and it should not be strictly by the 

congress or the executive branch in terms of appointing friends and cronies. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
100203.37 

Please respond by: \ 0 l \ q" ---------t-,------------

U22017r'/03 
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FOR: 
FROM: 

Don Rumsfeld 

JerryJ~ 

December 12, 2003, 1600 

SUBJECT: Thought Piece on Governance of the Military Academies 

Attached is a thought piece in answer to your snowflake, which lays out 
alternatives to the conventional wisdom solution to improved Academy 
governance through legislative reform of the Board of Visitors. I think the 
additional recommendations in this paper can be initiated by you or by each 
Service Secretary without further approvals. Please note that these 
recommendations have not been vetted in the building nor have I asked Jim 
Haynes to check into legalities. 

If you are interested in the ideas, I'll vet them properly. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20779 



INFO MEMO 

December 12, 2001, 1300 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEF SE 
FROM: JERRY JO ~"""" 

SUBJECT: Improving Governance at the Military Academies 

l BACKGROUND 

A. A Constant: One or another of the military academies is in a scandal or just 
overcoming one at all times. 

B. This being the case, the Boards of Visitors clearly are not providing 
leadership on these matters nor do they often respond effectively when an 
episode occurs. 

C. Unfortunately these Boards are the victims of their own prestige. 
Membership is perceived as high status - so the status seekers take over. 
Membership of the Boards and meeting schedules are not conducive to 
oversight. 

D. Worse yet, the allocation of the board's membership is fixed by legislation. 
The President appoints only 18 of the 45 slots; the Secretary of Defense 
appoints none of the members. 

E. However, when things go wrong, the Department of Defense is held 
responsible. 

F. This current crisis at the Air Force Academy gives the Secretary of Defense 
the opportunity to attempt a repair of the governance problem at the 
Academies. 

II. GROUND TRUTH 

A. Frequent problems at the Academies 

11-L-0559/0SD/20780 



1. Rape 
2. Cheating 
3. Drugs/Alcohol 
4. CarTheft 
5. Hazing 

B. After sexual hazing and car theft at Naval Academy, Jim Cannon, then 
Chairman of the Naval Academy Board of Visitors, cites a Naval Academy 
Administrator as saying that the Academy admits students from across the 
broad spectrum of America's pop1Ilation and can expect to address social 
pathologies within the student body which affect the American culture in 
general. 

C. If anything, the American cultural pathologies have worsened since then. 

D. It is inescapable: The Academies• administrators will be addressing the 
problems cited above and others as long as the American culture continues 
on its current trend line. 

Ill PROBLEMS OF GOVERNANCE 

A. There is no ongoing, day-to-day oversight of Academy Administrators. 
Some Administration teams are effective; some are not. Often disaster 
strikes before we realize there is inadequate leadership. 

B. The Boards of Visitors are not effective oversight mechanisms as currently 
constituted. 

1. Boards meet two times a year 
2. These boards can work when effective Chairmen are in place who 

can spend the time necessary for Academy business (even full-time 
when required) and take on the governance tasks for the boards 

3. Selecting effective chairmen is hit or miss. Each board elects a 
chairman from its membership at the beginning of each term. If 
people of Chairmen quality are not appointed to the boards, then 
strong chairmen are not possible. 

C. There are no mechanisms for detailed study of specific aspects of the 
Academies' Missions. 

D. DoD has no Board of Visitor monitoring role. 
1. The Department is blamed for the problems but does not have the 

power to control the work of the Boards of Visitors. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20781 



2. The Deparunent needs mechanisms to assert governance direction 
when the Board of Governors' leadership is inadequate. 

IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 

A. There must be effective day-to-day or week-to-week oversight of the 
Academies. 

B. There must be a mechanism to identify and solve problems before they 
become scandals. 

C. The Boards of Visitors must become more effective. 

V. POTENTIAL ACTIONS 

A. Restructure Boards so they can provide more effective governance. 

B. Put in place a more effective day-to-day guidance mechanism for the 
Academy Superintendents. 

C. Establish the ability to look in depth at specific areas by establishing 
special oversight committees that would supplement the Board of 
Visitors. 

VI. STEP A: Restructure Boards 
A. The Boards of Visitors can be improved particularly with provision for 

appointment of strong chairmen with adequate time to spend on 
Academy tasks. 
1. Boards have been effective in the past when the Chairman has been a 

concerned, experienced activist, e.g. Jim Cannon during the Naval 
Academy travails in the 90's. 

2. However, unless there is wholesale reform of the boards 
(membership, mission, number of meetings per year, etc.) they are 
unlikely to provide strong oversight. 

B. We can attempt to restructure the Boards by legislation to attempt to 
improve attendance, the quality of members, and the quality of the 
Chairman. 
1. This should be done, but the quality of the governance will only be 

as good as the appointing authorities1 the appointees, and their 
willingness to devote the necessary time to oversight duties. 

a. The two missed meeting rule 

11-L-0559/0SD/20782 



b. Criteria for appointed officials 
c. Presidential authority to appoint the Chairman 

2. These steps alone will probably be inadequate. 
a. Too much political pressure to appoint cronies. 
a. Congressional interference. 
b. Lack of will to do it right; e.g. monthly meetings, intrusive 

subcommittee work requiring extensive time commitment. 
1. The prestige appointees will probably not spend the 

necessary time to do the oversight job. 
2. The Administrators will continue to run the Academies 

without the necessary oversight. 
3. "Business as usual" will prevail: note past record. 

C. Conclusion: Reform of the Board of Visitors is needed, but it will not be 
enough. This is not the permanent fix. 

VII. STEP B: Put in place a more effective day-to-day, or week to week guidance 
mechanism for the Academy Superintendents directed by Senior Executives in 
DoD. 

A. A good model for this option is the Harvard Corporation - a panel of 
five members that run the University on a day-to-day basis. 

1. Make up of the Corporation: The University President, 
three other members, and I believe, the Chairman of the 
Board of Overseers. 

2. These members usually meet weekly and together make the 
policy decisions for the Administration of the University. 

3. A similar set-up could be established for the Service 
Academies with the makeup of this senior group or 
Management Committee being something like this: the 
superintendent, the Secretary of the Service, the Chief of 
Staff of the Service, the Chairman of the Board of Visitors 
and the Undersecretary for Personnel and Readiness. 

a. This group would meet frequently, at least once a 
month, and delve into the details of the Academy's 
operations. 
b. Its mission would be to identify problems early and 
start a problem-solving process quickly. 
c. It would also involve itself in goal setting, strategy and 
metrics. 
d. Finally, it would see the Academy Administrators 
frequently enough to evaluate their effectiveness and catch 
appointment errors early. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20783 



B. The Management Corruniuee could be required to report quarterly 
to the Secretary or Deputy about governance matters. 

C. The three Academies Management Committees could also meet 
together to exchange concerns, share trends and problems and 
provide case study solutions to each other. 

VIII. STEP C: Establish the ability to look in depth at specific areas. 
A. When the Management Committee identifies a potential problem, it 

should require a visiting committee (appointed by the Service 
Secretary) be fanned to investigate the problem or issue and provide 
a report including recommendations for solutions back to the 
Management Committee and to the Board of Visitors 

8. These visiting committees would be made up of DoD personnel -
military and civilian - and civilian experts in the issue area. 

C. In order to rapidly identify potential problem areas, the 
superintendent would be required to provide derogatory 
communications and reports of troublesome events in a timely 
manner to the Managemenc Committee. Waiting six months Lo 
respond to a letter reporting rapes is unacceptable as was the case at 
the Air Force Academy. 

D. The product of visiting conunittees studies would be available to the 
Secretary and the Department immediately and of course, would be 
available to the Boards of Visitors. 

IX. The last two steps most likely can be ordered by the Secretary of Defense 
without legislation. 

X. CONCLUSIONS 
A. The Academies do not have sufficient oversight from their Boards of 

Visitors. 

B. Reform of these boards would be helpful, but most likely would not 
be thorough enough to solve the problem. 

C. Other reforms can increase oversight, problem anticipation and 
problem solving. 

B. These reforms should be able to be made by the Secretary of 
Defense as administrative initiatives. 
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C. DoD has not devoted the time and energy in the past to insure 
effective oversight on cultural, social and leadership problems at the 
Academies. 

D. Solutions are at hand if we have the ''will to manage". 
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December 22, 2003 

TO: Jerry Jones 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld~ 

SUBJECT: Military Academies 

Before I send your memo to these folks, you might want to take your name off of 

it. and you might want to clean it up a little in case it leaks. Then. if you agree 

with this approach, let me know and we 'II send it to those people. 

Thanks. 

Atrm:h. 
12/22/0J Draft Sec Def memo lo Service Secretaries 
l 0/2/03 SecDef memo to Jerry Jones 
12/ l 2/0J Jones Memo to Sec Def 

DHR:,lh 
1~221l3-16 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Marc Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Terrorism 

December 22, 2003 

Here is a memo from Steve Herbits that makes a good point. Victory might very 

well be when terrorism goes "the way of slavery and piracy-generally 

unacceptable behaviors that ordinary citizens across the globe, as well as their 

governments, will participate in combating." That is a good construct. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/24/03 Herbits fax to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
122203-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

U22525 /03 
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November 24, 2003 

TO: SecDef 

FROM: Steve Herbits 

SUBJECT: The definition of Victory 

Wa.tcbed your Town Hall meetina on c .. sPAN the other day. (Relevant except below.) 

Perhaps ~ point to a.dd to ycur commenu about what ''victory,. might be is that the war for minds 
should help the world adopt the belief that trn;orism sbould iO the way of slavery apd piracy
generally unacceptable behaviors that ordinary citizens across the globe, as well as their 
governments, will participate in combating. I was stnick by the President's comments at the UN 
this fall about the sex/children slave issue. The parallel was notewonby. 

Except. Noveinber 21, 2003, 

Q And my other comment is about what kind of indicaton can you Kive us to let us know that 
we've actually won the war on terror? It soundl like the spread of democracy may be one 
indicator. but how can we be certain that we've won the war on tenor? 

SEC. RUMSFELD: (To General Myers) Do you want to take the --

SEC. RUMSFELD: On the second part, the pUJJ'ose of terrorism is to tenorize; it's to H 

it's to alter the behavior of people. And \Vi.th free i,eople, that is what we're about, is being free. 
And so terrorism strikes at the very heart of our system and our live.a. 

It seems to me the answer to your question is that success in the: global war on terror ;a 
that we're not altering our behaviort that we're not fearful; that we have been sufficiently 
successful in going after the terrorists wbere they are and breaking up those cells, those 
networks, dealing with the countrica effectively that harbor or provide bavcn for terrorists, find 
ways to dissuade and discourage and stop those who train and teach and fund terrorists. And that 
is not an easy task ... 

The other thing we have to do, it seems to me, is to engage in the battle of ideas and find 
ways to see that the number of people that are being drawn into that activity, that are being 
encouraged or funded or trained to kill people are reduced ... 

This is something that's going to take time, that's going to affect all the countries of the 
world, in one way or another. ADd we're very fortunate to have a broad coalition of90 nations 
helping. 

But what it will look like, I think -- that is to say, what victory will look: like, what the 
et1d of this will look like - will be a return to a circu.mstarice where people, when they walk out 

11-L-0559/0SD/20788 
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of the door. sre not fear.filled. They're able to send their children to school and know they're 
going to come home ... 

And it's the kind of a task. given the nature of human beings, I'm afraid, that we'll have to 
stay at for some period of time. If you think about it. we could almc:5t say, "When we will not 
need pcllcemen?" And rm afraid there arc going to be people that are going to be inclined to do 
damage to other human beings. And so, just as we need policemen in our own society, we're 
going to need to be able to deal with those people who ille determined to gc out and kill large 
numbers of innocent people. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20789 TOT~ P.02 
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Snowflake 

December 30, 2003 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Gingrich's Trip 

Please think through Newt Gingrich's memo and get in touch with him. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/15/03 Gingrich e-mail 

lllllbth 
122')()).2 (ls ~"mpu\cr) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ 1-1-/_r._,_f+f_o_j~-------

11-L-0559/0SD/20790 
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1 Snawnake 

December 27, 2003 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolf owitz 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ){'--

SUBJECT: US Citizenship for Iraqis 

Should we have a rule that if an Iraqi serves in the US military for five years, he 

could become a US citizen? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
l l'.2703-40 (15 compuh:r) 

··························································~················· 
Please respond by ___ t_/_3_t_/_o_y ______ _ 

U22527 /03 
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TO: Lany Di Rita 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld )l\ 

December 27, 2003 

SUBJECT: Meet w/Speaker Hastert about US-Japan Parliamentary Exchange 

I would like to go up and see Speaker Hastert sometime when I am up on the Hill 

in January and till to him about the US-Japan Parliamentary Exchange Program. 

I want to take th.is material with me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/17/03 DSD notes on 12/16/03 SecDef memo ( 121603·21 w/news articles re: 
12/11/03 LA memo to Sc:cDef re: US-JapiW Parliarncmta.ry Exchange Program 

DHR:dh 
122703·39 (ii comput«-) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ ,_/_3 __ 1_/_v....,LI ______ _ 

I ./-

U22528 /03 
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Snawffake 

' . 
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December I', 2003 

TO: LTG John Craddock 
LanyDi Rita 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfeld ) f\. 
SUBJECT: Efforts in Washistgton, DC 

I want to think through what we ought to do in Washington. DC, to improve 

relations with key countries. We could deal with ambassadors. we could do a 

better job of inviting defense ministers over. and I could start seeing foreign 

ministers more. We could structure and set up things that would improve 

relations. 

We have to be more proactive and more creative instead ofreactive. We have to 

start working off our outbox instead of wmking off our inbox. 

Thanks. 

DH.lh1h 
12040]-6 (ti GO"'f\11.Cf} 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ -,! ~~/~b .. t_o_3 ______ _ 
I 

U22529 ·/03 
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Snewflake 

~, 
December 27, 2003 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: P aut W olfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Relations w/Key Countries 

Please see the attached memo to John Craddock and Larry Di Rita. We should do 

a more creative job than we are doing. What do you propose? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/08/03 SecDefmemoto SMA and TSA [120403-6 (ts computer)] 

DHR'1111 
I l27DJ.31 (ti eOmpullr) 

······························································~············· 
Please respond by __ ......;..jl tr.....3--=.../ /r....._o_,.y _______ _ 

U22530 /03 
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Snewftake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Afghan Security Forces 

December 16, 2003 

You were going to get back to me and show me whal we are doing 10 accelerate 

the Afghan security forces and \vhat the exact s1atus is. and you were going to do 

it today. 

Thanks. 

UHR:<11> 
121(,(I\._\ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I -.:L--1/~1._:.._,,li--J_J _____ _ 

s~~J>e,I. -
t_Zy .. i.c ~,,IJ 

µ IJ - f,tl(. ~-'f 
-r"6 ~ - .:r~I: s.JJ+-,,. ~--; 
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UNCLASSIFIED DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 151700 EDT Dec 03 

_____ ...;;....;.._ ___ __, 

PROJECTED 
} 45000 -1--------==========-.;.....=====~------4-------+-1 
./ 

;: 40000 -+------------..;;:a,,..,.----.......,__--+-------
·'.· 

5000 

0 

• us 

*As of Nov 03, ANA #'s measure forces 
minus AWOL >20 days minus trainees. 
*As of Dec 03, 5% ANA monthly attrition 
assumed. 
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151700 EDT Dec 03 

Police US-Funded Trainin 18 ....--~~~~----~~~~~~---~~~--. 
Summary as of 5 Dec 03: 

Lead Nations: U.S. and Germany 

Jun '04 Goal: 12,500 

Current Trained: 

Change since Sep 30: 

1,194 

+ 194 

Assessment: Potential impediments 
Include recruitment, construction, 
security. 

German training goals: 

• Rebuild Kabul police academy and 
commence 3 year (officers) and 1 year 
(NCO) programs - Academy training 
underway 

• Graduate 1,000 police by end-Dec - on 
track 

• Provide trainers to US regional training 
centers - planning unde1Way 
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US Program will build 7 Regional Training 
Centers {RTCs) for Police, Border Police, 
and Hwy Patrol in proximity of 7 PRTs. 

-Gardez RTC (30 recruits In school) 

-Mazar-e-Sharif RTC (Dec 03) 

-Kandahar RTC {Jan 04) 

-Konduz RTC (Feb 04) 

- Jalalabad RTC (Mar 04) 

- Herat RTC (Apr 04) 

.. Bamian RTC (May 04) UNCLASSIFIED 
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6 

Summary as of 5 Dec 03: 

Lead Nations: U.S. and Germany 
s B 

Jun '04 BP Goal: 5,500 

Current BP Trained: 
(GER) 

Jun '04 HP Goal: 

Current HP Trained: 

• German training goals: 

400 

2,000 

0 

-Graduate 400 BP for Kabul Airport 
by end of Dec - complete 

-Continue coordinating with U.S. on 
remaining training 
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UNCLASSIFIED DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 151700EDT Dec 03 

Summary as of 12 Dec 03: 11..-------------------, 
Lead Nation: Jun '04 Goal: 10,000 

Current Trained: 

Change since 25 Sep: 

Change since 25 Oct: 

ANA Strength: 

6,085 

+ 1262 

+579 
5,187 

Assessment: # of recruits flowing 
Into Kabul Increased last two weeks 
as Afghan Mobile Training Teams and 
influence of new MOD staff begin to 
show results. 

18 Afghan National Army (ANA) 
X Number Trained 

' • ANA Total Forces MIiestone 
di 8 

"Cl • ANA Total Forces 
I: 7 

" !, 
0 
f=. !, 

" 
3 

l 
Annual Training 
Capacity 8,800 

0 .... .... .... .... 
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capaca, 
10,IOO 

.... .... ..,. • - 0 0 -... l;j = DC 
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0 Q i:,,;, < 
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Total forces = # of ANA forces minus AWOL >20 days plus trainees. UNCLASSIFIED 

New Developments:--

USG funding regional recruiting centers to improve recruitment. Centers 
opened In Kabul, Jalalabad, Bamlan, and Gardez. Thirty more planned. 

Deployments: 4 BN providing CLJ security; one deployed to Mazar-I-Sharif. 

OMC-A is planning to reduce training class length by 3 weeks to accelerate 
training schedule and complete Central Corp by early Jul 04 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 17 
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Afghanistan Security 
Forces Status Report 

12 December 2003 

This briefing provides a status report on the development of 
Afghanistan Security Forces. 

1 
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Agenda 

--····••111 
• Afghanistan Security Force Overview 

• Force Description and Status 

• Police 

• Border Police 

• Highway Patrol 

• Afghan National Army 

2 
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Afghanistan Security Forces Overview 

I 
Polii:e 8on:ll!r Poliee Highway PalJOI Mahan Afahanistan Security Afshlll Militia FOftlCS 

Natit:ml Army Foras (Toe.I) 

Minisby lntfflor l11erier la"rier Dtwltff 
/' 

Der.me 

Lead Q)unl!'y Germ11ny Germany Gennaay us AfpaalllWI 

Duties Law l:nrorcement Security or border Securityorprinul')' roacb Military tasks: protect tfflitorlal 
Total Security Forces 

l'raYlde provlaelal 
crosslncs;enr~ jntegrity Inside Afghanl1tan. iD Afghanistan -ne,,. LI......_ 

tuttoms and immigration PmHt the rHmef'lllnu of 
~ 

ce11111tnlfflll'I• 
terrorism Inside Ar1h111stan. .......... 

Conwmndand Ministry or lntrrlor Ministry of Interior Mlnlstf)I of Interior MoD/CSIT-180 US Forces Ge•enonl WamNa 
COIIIIOJ 15,643 (12%) 

Unilonn IUac:k paat, w/ Bladr. Camouflage Cam11uOa1e Cam011flage w/ Gram Beret Afghan Forces (80% Varto.11a-• 
lltlrt Coalition Forces 

1.826 (2%) 

Vehicles Various Various Variou:1, Various ISAF Forces v ...... 

Wcapona Various Various Variou5 Vuiou& 
5,935(6%) 

Varill11 

I\ Pay Set by MOI, paid from Set by MOI, paid hn Ser by MOI. paid fn>m USG/AFG Apjtroved ANA. Pay Ga~-11 
LOFrAflln• LOFfA.tund LOFrA fund Cllart c. ......... 

OnDuty 71,DIOU "" 0 5150 'Jli,5541 -'Jl,IIO** 

Additional Jf7 • .. 1111 2367 Dllll ....... 
Rcmlill ·-

Today'sTollll 71.367 ... ltO '"° T..iDDR ·-Planned SIR:ngt1i .u.• n.• 2MI ,0.1181 ..... • 
0.15 ..... 0.15 Del:15., 0._!I Decft DateTBD . 

•• include MiG~ • .,11>. • • l forces that ~ not formally trained \, _ ... ·\ ~-~J 
3 

.. 
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Afghanistan Police 

Afghanistan Police Force 

4 
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Afghanistan Police 

••111 
Mission 
• Primary civil law enforcement agency responsible for public 

FY 04 Supplemental for Afghanistan 
Funclna and Equipping 

safety, security, and order • $106M la In FY 04 DOD Supplemental 

Command and Control 
• All Police forces are controlled by the Ministry of Interior. 

• Various equipment 
M•l•Yft! of Effectiveneg 
, Number of crimes agalnat property (vandaHsm, 

• A radio network links the Ministry of Interior In Kabul with the 32 
regional chiefs of pollce. • 

• Police training and Ministry on Interior guidance Is conducted by • 
Germany and the United States. • 

Force Skucture • 
• 32 regionally ba&ed pollce forces under the command of a • 

• 
regional chief of police. • 
The regional chief of police maintains contact with the Ministry of • 
Interior and other regional chief's of pollce through a radio 
network system. 

• 
Rationale 

araon, theft) 
Number of crimes agalnat parson Cnsault. 
rape, kidnapping. robbery) 
Number of murders 
Number of 911 call• 
Number of complalnta that are not aMWenNI 
Avenge time to raepond to calla 
Number of cr1mlnal events d•srupted 
lnatallatlon and operation of • radio netwn to 
llnk th• IIOI In Kabul wllh Iha 32 provlnclal 
chlefa of pollce. 
Conatruction and equipment for 7 reglonal 
pollce training c..,... (RTCa) 

Davelopment of a poHce ID card a,a11m with 
linkage to• ...,....n.a cllltabaM. 

• The establishment for an National Police force was decraed by the • 
Afghanistan Presidentlal Decrae on the refonn of the National 

QblnllvM for ngt Jbrtt lllDIJlw Police Force (May 2003). 

Police on Duty 
1,000 

• ~---------a1ba,.12,500 
,... Jun 04 

.cale marker (1000 per block) 5 
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• Train 3,288 NdoMI ftolloe, BoNtlr Potloe, and 
Highway Patrol by Dec 2003 

• 

• 

Garcia Raglonal Training Center Opened Nov 
03. 30 recruNa In training. Due to graduate 7 
Dec03. 
Anlsh the .........,.hariff Reglonal Training 
Center 
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Afghanistan Police : Training Program 

- • •1111 
• German Training Program 

- Rebuilt and restarted the Kabul Police Academy 

- Program consists two programs: 

• Officer Program: Approximately 3 years in duration. 

• Program consists of 1 year academics, 1 year on-the-job training, 
1 year finishing school. 
Length of course depends 
on previous experience 
and academic requirements. 

• NCO Program: Approximately 1 
year in duration. Focuses on the 
basics of police work and 
on-the-job training. 

- German Program has graduated 0. 

- Goal is to graduate 1,000 from the 
Kabul Police Academy by end of 
December. 

6 
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Afghanistan Police : Training Program (Cont.) 
UST a· ·n P •1111 

Program consists of an eight-week basic training program for 4,000 patrolmen 
in Kabul; a two-week transition/integration program introducing human rights 
principles, democratic policing concepts, and supervision and management 
skills refresher for 3,000 Officers and NCOs; and an ongoing training program 
for provincial police trainers. 

As police training accelerates, the US Program will build 7 Regional Training 
Centers (RTCs) in proximity of 7 PRTs. 
• Gardez RTC (30 recruits in school) • Jalalabad RTC (Mar 04) 

• Mazar-e-Shariff RTC (Dec 03) • Herat RTC (Apr 04) 
• Kandahar RTC (Jan 04) • Bamian RTC (May 04) 

• Konduz RTC (Feb 04) 

- The RTCs will offer the following courses for national police, border police, and 
highway patrol. Curricula will be standardized, with minor modifications to focus 
on the specific participants. 

• Transitional Integration Program- 2 wk course 

• Basic Policing Skills Program- 8 wk course 

• Instructor Development Course- 3 wk course 

US program has 
graduated 940 
policemen 

Each RTC will have the capacity to produce a minimum of 750 graduates every 
8 weeks. 7 UNCLASSIFIED 
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Mission 

• Security of border crossings; enforce customs and 
immigration 

Command and Control 
• All Police forces are controlled by the Ministry of Interior. 
• Police training and Ministry on Interior guidance is 

conducted by Germany and the United States. 
Force Structure 

• Border Police will consist of 9 brigades. The first brigade 
(airport brigade) Is already In place at Kabul International 
Airport. The 8 additional brigades wlll be regional. 

• Objective Is 4,000 by Jun 04; 400 Border Police already 
trained by Germany. 

Rationale 
• Patrol 5,800 miles of the border, man permanent crossing 

points, provide security and customs support to airports, and 
provide periodic surveillance and interdiction capability for 
smuggling routes and Illegal crossing points. 

Border Police 
400 
• llii.. 4K ................................................... ~j1Plill-JUN04 

Border Police 

FY 04 Supplemental for Afghanistan 

Funding and Equipping 
, $60M la In FY 04 DOD Supplemental 
• Lightly armed with cornmunlcatlons and llght 

wheeled vehicles. 

Measures of Effecttvenus 
• Con•truction and refurbishment of Border 

Pollca facilities. 
• Identify and train 4,000 Border Pollca recruits 

• Amount of Custom• Revenue ~ollected 
Oblectlvea for next thrn months 

400 Border Police already 
trained by Germany 

I Scale marker (200 per block) 9 
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Mission 
• Security of primary and secondary roads. 
Command and Control 
• All Police forces are controlled by the Ministry of Interior. 
• Police training and Ministry on Interior guidance is conducted by 

Germany and the United States. 
Force Structure 
• 0 Highway Patrol currently on duty 
• Highway Patrol training scheduled to start this month for 200 

trainees. 

• Highway Police will be created as a national police that shall 
eventually become part of the regional structure of the police. 

Rationale 

• Afghanistan Presidential Decree on the reform of the National 
Police (May 2003) establishes the need for a highway police 
program. 

Highway Patrol 

o--------•h-.2,soo 
"'Jun 04 

I Scale marker {200 per block) 
11 
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Highway Patrol 

•1111 
FY 04 Supplemental for Afghanistan 

Funding and Equipping 
• $11M Is In FY 04 DOD Supplemental 
• Llghtly armed with communications and 

llght wheeled vehicles. 
M!fstU'H of Effecttveness 
• Number of crimes against person (assault, 

kidnapping, robbery) 
• Average time to respond to caUs 
• Number of crtmlnal eventa disrupted 
• Identify and train 2500 Highway Patrol 

recruits 

ObiectlyN for next three months 
• Highway Patrol training ached uled to start 

In Kanct.har In Mid-November for 200 
train .... 

Key International lnvt,lvement 
~ermany/ us provid'i'ng trairiing 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Afghanistan National Army (ANA) 

Mission 

• Establish, develop, and deploy an Afghan National Army 
capable of: 

Protecting the terrltorlal Integrity of Afghanistan 
Capable of preventing the reemergence within 
Afghanistan of international terrorist organizations or 
groups that support International terrorism. 

Proponent 

• President Karzai is the Commander-in-Chief of the ANA. 

• Ministry of Defense is the administration that has oversight 
of the Afghan National Army, however the ANA and MOD 
receive guidance from CJTF-180, CFC, and ISAF. 

Force Structure 
• The ANA will be comprised of the Central Corps, three 

regionally based corps, and an air element. 
Rationale 

• Recruiting and training capacity are the pacing Items for 
force structure goals. 

Afghan National Army 27 & 28 BN 29 & 30 BN 

6000 on duty! in , 
training 

I 

--•10,000 
JUN04 

c 03 Feb 04 

•111 
FY 04 Supplemental for Afghanistan 

Funding and Organization 
• $669.6M is in FY 04 DOD Supplemental 

• The ANA will be comprised of lhe Cenlral Corps, 
three regionally based corps, and an air element. 

Measures of Effgctivenep 
• Number of joint operations with Coalition forces 

• Retention: Attrition rate through training, 6 mos. After 
training, 1 year after training. 

• Recruiting: MOD routinely processes sufficient 
numbers of recruits to being training on time. 

• Units starting encl completing training on lime. 

• Units reaching C2 In training, manning. 

• MOD operation of the pay system. 

Qblectty11 tor next Ihm month• 
• Continue to open Disbiet. Recruiting Centers 

• Increase from 2 lo 3 BNs in training concurrently 

• Increase Retention Numbers 

13 
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OVERALL TRAINING CONCEPT 

Constitutional National Events 
Transitional 

Authority 
Loya Jirga Elections 

I 
JUN 
02 

I • I I 
JUN 
03 

+ Quick Start May-Sep 02 

Phase I Sep 02 - Jun 04 

- Capable Central Corps that can provide 
security and stability 

- Partially functioning Ministry of 
Defense and General Staff 

- Support Command capable of limited 
logistical and administrative support 

i 

I I I I 
JUN JUN 
04 05 

Phase II Jun 04-Jun 06 

- Complete Central Corps 

- Capable MoD/GS, administering 
policy, planning, budget & 
operations 

- Build Regional Corps 

- Establish Air Element 

14 
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I I I I I 
JUN JUN JUN 
06 07 

Phase Ill Jun 06 - Jun 08 

- Fully Functioning MoD and 
Command Structure with 
integrated Regional Corps 

08 
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" . • • • • ., ... , .. 
,· 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Gen. Di-ck Myers 

Donald Rmnsfeld ~ 
November 29, 2003 

SUBJECT: DoD Historical Advisory Cmte . 

. ' 

What do you think about having a single DoD Historical Ad~~sory Committee 

rather than several. 

We could combine a11 the existing ones and then tone it down over time and see 

that the services get to r-ecommend people.· 

Thanks. /' . . ' w~,· .. ~ 4.r~ ~ . 
l.t+-tit tn¥~ . 

· DHR/azn 
113003.0la 

Attach: Info Memo tn SD from DuHr>is 11119/03 D0D.Historic11I AC 
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.MEl\10 TO: Secretary Rumsfcld DATE: January 24, 2004 

FROM: Paul \VoJfowitz 

SUBJECT: DOD Historical Advisory Committee 

Don, 

In order to respond to your snowflake on this subject, I asked Eliot Cohen 
to give me his private views. The attached paper comes from him ahhough we 
should not circulate it with his name on it without his pennission. 

I think Eliot's recommendation makes a lot of sense. If you agree, as a next 
step I would ask Eliot and two or three distinguished historians to undertake a 
review of how we organize our historical advisory comminees, to come up with 
more detailed recommendations along the Jines of what Eliot has here. 

I believe this could be done relatively quickly, and it would give us a good 
basis for moving forward. 
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SUBJECT: DOD Historical Advisory Committee 

1. Our current system has the following disadvantages: 

a. It is senrice-based, where the reality of warfare is joint and 
combined operations; 

b. Nominally, we ask the advisory committees to cover a great deal 
of ground, from advising on dec1assification, to commenting on 
commemoration and museum design, to quality control oflong term 
studies. In actual fact, they accomplish little. In particular, I suspect they 
do us very little good in the area DOD can use history most - timely 
operational history and analysis in support of professional military 
education and decision-making; 

c. Like most advisory committees, they spend too much time in 
plenary session, not enough in well-defined projects; 

d. The personnel currently assigned to various committees is, to put 
it mildly, uneven. With some notable exceptions, they are heavily weighted 
to insiders, friends of the services, and undistinguished academics. 

2. Military history is the foundation of military education, and has been 
recognized as such for centuries; no profession rests so heavily on history as does 
that of warfare. The health of our official military history programs is not, 
therefore, a matter merely of fulfilling a bureaucratic requirement, but rather of 
insuring the intellectual health of our anned forces. 

3. The golden age of American military history ,vas in the 1950's and early 
1960's when some of the country's leading historians Kent Roberts Greenfield, 
R. R. Palmer, Samuel Eliot Morison, Frank Craven, and many others -
participated in the preparation of the official histories of World War II. These 
superb works, which have stood the test of time, were produced swiftly, and in 
time to contribute to professional military education and policy-making. 
Particularly in the Army's case, this was possible because of support at the very 
highest level, from Generals George C. Marshall and Dwight D, Eisenhower. We 
cannot imitate that experience exactly, but the lessons are that quality and high 
level attention matter. 
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4. DOD should, therefore, create a high profile and energetic DOD 
Historica] Advisory Committee. Its key features should be: 

I 

a. A very strong, compact executive committee of ha]f a dozen, and 
a much Jarger pool of members (say, forty or more) who would participate 
in ad hoc task forces and subcommittee. 

b. The executive committee, to include a chairman and vice 
chairman, should have some staff support, to inc]ude trave] funds, and 
should deve]op an annual statement of work, to be approved by the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense; 

c. Examples of some of the projects that might be undertaken 
immediately would incJude assessments of: 

i. current operationa] history efforts; 

ii. the way in which DOD writes joint and combined history; 

iii. the uses ofrecent military history in professional military 
education 

iv. the desirable mix of in-house and contract history writing. 

d. Those recruited for the advisory committee should be some of the 
best military historians in the United States. More than ha)f of the 
committee's membership (and certain]y more than ha]f of the members of 
the executive committee) should come from outside DOD institutions. 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE .. "':-~ ~~~r .,... . . r~·, 
19SOCEFE.NSEPENTAGON i. ;·.,,,, •. J ··· 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-19~0. 

INFO MEMO 

J: !!5 

November 191 2003 

<~~,OR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE_ 

.;;\'{ ( FROM: Raymond F. ~~~and Managemeiit 

/ SUBJECT: DoD Historical Advisory Conumttee. 

' • This responds to your question regarding the DoD Historical Advisory 
Committeet which was established in 1993. 

• The purpose of the Committee is to provide advice to the Secretary of Defense 
and the secretaries of military departments regarding the professicmal standards, 
historical methodology, program priorities, liaison with professional gro~ps and 
institutions, and adequacy of resources connected with the various historical 
programs and associated activities of the Department of Defense. These include: 
historical, archival, commemorative, museum, library, art, curatoiial, and related 
programs. 

• The committee consists of three subcommittees: the·Department of the Amly 
Historical Advisory Committee; the Department of the Navy Historical Advisory 
Committee; and the DoD Historical Records Declassification Pane] (HRDAP). 
The first two subconunittees report to their Service Secretaries and the third 
formally reports to you. 

• A listing of subcommittee members is attached. 

• _Administrative oversight of the subcommittees is the responsibility of the OSD 
Historian, who is also the chainnan of the HRDAP. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: As stated 

Prepared By: Jennifer Spaeth .... l(b-)(_
6

) __ __. 
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Secretary of the Navy's 
Advisory Subcommittee on Naval History 

October 2003 

Rear Admiral Thomas A. Brooks, USN (Ret.) - Joint Miliwy lnteIJigcnce Co11ege 

Vit:e Admiral George W. Emery, USN (Ret.) - Naval Historical Foundation 

Dr. John B. Hanendori' - North American Society for Oceanic History 

Rear Admiral John T. Kavanaugh. SC, USN {Ret.) - USS Wisconsin Foundation 

Rear Admiral John M. Kersh, USN (Ret.) - American Operations Corporation 

Lox (Burt) Logan - USS Constitution Museum 

Dr. James R. Reckner- Texas Tech 

Virginia S. Wood- Boston University 
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Members of Department of the Army 
Historical Advisory Committee 

October·2003 

Dr. Eric Berget1:1d- Department of General Education Lincoln University 

. Mr. ~ark Bowden· Lincoln University 

BG J~s T. Hirai- U.S.Army Command and General Staff College 

Dr. James T. Stensvaag - .Chief Historian, Anny 

COL Robert A. Doughty- U.S. MiJiwy Academy 

· Ms. Sandra Stroud - Department of the Anny 

Professor Adrian R. Lewis • University of North Texas 

Professor Brian M." Lino_: Texas A&M University 

Mr. Howard Lowell - National Archiv.es 

COL Craig Madden - U.S. Army War College 

Dr. John H. Monow, Jr. - Le~nte Halj The University of Georgia 1 
- . 

Professor Reina Pennington - Norwich University 

Professor Ronald H. Spector- George Washington University~ 

.. -,>Dr~ Jon T. Sumida - University of Maryland (CbaiJlllan) 

Professor RusseU F. Weigley • Temple University 
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Membeni of DoU Historical Records 

DecJassification Advisory Panel 
October 2003 

Dr. John W. Chambers - Rutgers Universicy 

Dr. Ronald Hoffman - WilJiam and Mary 

Dr. lrving B. HolJey, Jr. - Duke University 

Dr. Lorraine M. Lees - Old Dominion University 

Dr. Brian Vandemark - U.S. Naval Academy 

Dr. James Hershberg - George Washington University 

Dr. Alfred Goldberg - OSD Historian (Chairman) 

Dr. David Armstrong - Chief, Joint History Office 

Dr. Jeffrey Clarke- Oiief Historian, Army 

Dr. William Dudley- Chief Historian, Navy 

Dr. William Heimdahl - Deputy Chief Historian, Air f orcc 

Mr. Fed Graboske - Archivist, US. Marine Corps Hislorical Center 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

November 29, 2003 

SUBJECT: SecDef Gifts 

Set a meeting with Dan Dell'Orto for me to go over this SecDef Gifts paper. l just 

don't understand it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
113003.03a 

Attach: Info Memo to SD from Dell'Orto re: SD Gifts J 0120103 

Please respond by: ______ \.;...~.~ ... l..:::S-~---------

U22534 /03 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

ACTION MEMO 

December 24, 2003, 12 P.M. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel Wei'~ 
SUBJECT: Letter to Chairman Kean of the 9/11 Commission 

, You sent the Deputy and me the following note, dated yesterday: 

I think we ought to get a letter off to Chairman 
Keane of the 9/11 Commission. If he knows 
anyone in the Defense Department who failed to do 
their job and contributed to September 11 111, or who 
is currently failing to do their job, he should tell us 
promptly so we can do something about it Thanks. 

• Tab A contains my proposed letter. 

• The article from which Chainnan Kean's comments are drawn is at TABB. 

RECOMMENDATION: Secretary sign the letter to Chairman Kean. (TAB A) 

Attachments: 
As stated 

cc: 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Under Secretary of Defense (Intelligence) 
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TAB A 
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Honorable Thomas H. Kean 
Chairman 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
I 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States 
301 Seventh Street, N.W. 
Room5125 
Washington, D.C. 20407 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The New York Daily News (December 19, 2003) attributes to you the assertion 
that the attacks on the World Trade Center could have been prevented, "but officials in 
Washington 'simply failed' in their vigilance." The article quoted you as saying: "This 
was not something that had to happen." You are also cited to the effect that some of the 
people who failed in their vigilance before September 11 continue to hold their jobs 
today. 

If you believe any specific officials - either civilian or military - within the 
Department of Defense failed to discharge their duties properly on or before September 
11, 2001, please provide their names to me immediately. I also ask that you provide me 
the infonnation that led you to conclude that these individuals failed in their duties. As 
you must know, the enemies that attacked our country so treacherously on September 11, 
2001, continue to threaten us. Making such charges without further information is not 
just unhelpful; it is also potentially quite harmful. It prevents or delays those of us 
responsible for defending the country from ensuring that we can correct the deficiencies 
you allege. It also threatens to undermine irremediably the public's confidence in its 
government. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

ft 

11-L-055,~SD/20825 
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30 of 155 5 DOCUMENTS 

Copyright 2003 Knight Ridder/Tribune News Service 
Knight Ridderffribune News Service 

SECTION: DOMESTIC NEWS 

KR-ACC-NO: K6840 

LENGTH: 366 words 

Daily News (NY) 

December 19, 2003, Friday 

HEADLINE: 9/11 preventable, says pant! head 

BYLINE: By James Gordon Meek and Dave Goldincr 

BODY: 

The World Trade Center attack could have been prevented, but official!: in Washington "simply failed" in their 
vigilance, the Republi<:an head of the Sept. 11 commission said Wed~sday. 

"Thi5 was not something that had to happen," said Thomas Kean, the fonnl!r Ne-w Jerse-y gove-mor whom President 
Bush put in charge or the biparcisan panel investigating the worst terror anacb in American history. 

Kean i;aid he wai; Oabberga:sted that urmamed officials who should have done more !itill have their jobs. 

"There are people that, if I was doing the job, would certainly not be in the position they were in al thal time, 
because they failed," Kean told CBS News. "They simply failed." 

Kean vowed major revelations next month when his comm;n,e starts hearing public testimony from top officials_ 
possibly even President Bush and former President Bill Clinton. 

A conunission spokesman inmted Kean isn't trying to fin~er anyone in either administration_ yet. 

"We are going to have some disturbing conclusions," spohsman Alvin Felzenberg said. 

The White House refused last mghl to comment directly on lhe CBS interview. "The President wants to learn 
everything possible about what happeaed," said deputy spokeswoman Claire Buchan. 

The commission already has skmshed with Che Bush .administration over briefings the White House resisted 
handing over. A compromise will allow selected members 10 sec most of the documents. 

Victims' relatives welcomed Kean'~ frank talk and said hearing the anacks should have been prevented is not news 
to them. 

"J realized that two years ago," said Stephen Push, whose wife, Lisa Raines, died in the plane that crashed into the 
Pentagon. 

Kristen Breitweiser blasted national security chief Co11doleezza Rice for saying the U.S. never dreamed planes 
could be used as suicide weapons when FBI agents had tc:!itificd earlier about such a plan. 

"We had tons of warnings. Apparently it all went uru,ouccd," r;aid Breitweiser, 32, of Monmouth County, N.J ., 
whose husband, Ronald, died in the World Trade Center. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20827 
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Daily News (NY) December 19, 2003, Friday 

With Derek Rose and Kenneth R. Bazinet 

(c) 2003, New York Daily News. 

Visit the Daily News online at http://www.nydailynews.com/ 

JOURNAL-CODE: NY 

WAD-DATE: December 19, 2003 
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December 27, 2003 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'Vf'. 
SUBJECT: PACOM and CENTCOM 

Here is a Vern Clark e-mail on the lines between PACOM and CENTCOM that 

we ought to think through. Please see me on it 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/24/03 CNO e-mail re: India/Pakistan Trip Thoughts 

DHR:db 
122703-19 (ta con1puts) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please reapond by ___ l /_2..._3_/_o_y ______ _ 
/ i 

H 
? 

~ , " p 

0 
\,-) 

UZ2539 /03 
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Craddock, John J, L TG, OSD 

From: 
Sent: 

No Classification in Message Body 

Clark, Vern (NOO) [Clark.Vern@cno.navy.smi1.'.ni1] 
Friday, October 241 2003 6:16 PM 

To: 
Cc: 

'john.craddock@osd.smil.mil': 'meyersrb@js.pentagon.smil.mil' 
'fargotbO@hq.pacom.smil.mil'; 'abizaijp@centcom.smil.mil' 

Subject: India/Pakistan trip thoughts 

Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Personal 

John, 

-- Please pass to Secretary Rumsfeld -

Mr. Secretary and Chairman, 

You may recall 1 recently visited India and Pakistan. It was :a 
terrific trip and very fruitful. 

Two major issues for me: 

• One: the disconnect in both countries with how the UCP divides 
sensible relations with these two nations. 
• Our dividing lines are impacting them. 
• India wants to be engaged to the west. They have real national 
interests in that direction. 
* We are protective to the west because, in CENTCOM, we protect the 
feelings of Pakistan. (I'm not casting blame; just addressing perceptions} 
• so ... India is not as engaged in the Gulf as they would like to be 
and they told me they sense a lack of connection with CENTCOM. They feel 
they have no entrance to deal in that AOR, e.g. exercises, liaisons, etc. 
• They don't see themselves as "belonging" to PACOM only. 
* It is less true for Pakistan looking east. As you know, Pak ls 
keeping score of every move we make with India, but in naval stuff, they 
played in PACOM's submarine rescue event and liked it. 

i 

• Recommendation: We need to figure out how to fuz~ the lines between 
these kinds of boundaries. 

• Two: Recovering from 
o Lots of frustration. 
o We need to figure out 
window. We don't. 

sanctions. 
This is familiar to you I know. 
how to look proactive in a post sanctio•s 

o Example: Pak already has the HARPOON surface-to-surface missile. 
During the years of sanction their HARPOON missiles became inoperable 
... lack of support, parts, test equipment, etc. They are unable to obtain 
much needed parts and support equipment for legacy systems like this without 
starting over through our formal, multiagency approval process. 
• Recommendation: When we lift sanctions, we should consider a 
fundamental change to our interagency approval process and issue, I 
pre-emptively, a list of items already approved. We should not force the 
nation to go through the approval process again. 

All in all a good trip. I told each of them you had given 
me, and each of the Chiefs, the direction to get engaged. That message was 
well received. 

VR, Vern 

No Classification in Message Body 
11- L-0559/0SD/20830 
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LEGISLATIVE 
AFFA1~5 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301 ·1300 

December 16, 2003, 4:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs, 697-6210 

SUBJECT: Response to Sec Def Snowflake # 120903 .09 regarding Congressional 
Breakfast 

• Representative Mary Bono (R-45111, CA) was last at the Pentagon on October 10, 
2002. You briefed her and 28 other select House Members on Weapons of Mass 
Destruction and Iraq. On October 10, 2003, you hosted eight women House 
Members at the Pentagon for breakfast to discuss their all-women Codel to lrnq; 
Mary Bono was not in the group. 

• Rep. Bono was a member of the Armed Services Committee in the 1061
h Congress. 

She left that Committee for the Energy and Commerce Committee. 

Attachment: 
SECDEF Snowflake 

Prepared by Nicole Binkert, OSD/L~(b)(5) 6 
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MEMOTO: Secretary Rumsfeld DATE: April 22, 2003 - HC.. ,,._, \

If(,, 

FROM: Paul Wolfowitz 

Iran/furkey; Shia Divisions SUBJECT: 

Don. 

Attached is a good and simple summary of: 

I. Key drivers of Turkish and Iranian interests in Iraq - described as a 
combination of fears and temptations; 

2. A brief history of the two main strands of Shia thinking. 

u22743m103 
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National Review Online (http://www.nationalreview.com) 

. Guest Comment 

,L\pril 21, 2003, 8:35 a.m. 

The Neighborhood 
Temptation and fear. 

By Amir Taheri 

t rag has two things that interest Turkey and two other things that interest ]ran. 
i One of the two is a source of temptation, the other of fear. 

What tempts Turkey in Iraq is a share in the oilfields of Mosul and Kirkuk. 

What Turkey fears is that Iraqi Kurds may get too big for their boots and give 
ideas to Turkish Kurds. 

What tempts Iran's mullahs is the prospect of extending the Khomeinist 
revolution into Iraq, thus ending their ideological isolation in the Muslim 
world. 

What Tehran fears, of course, is the revival ofNajaf, in central Iraq, as the 
heart of a moderate Shiite Islam allied with the United States. 

With the future oflraq undecided, Turkey and Iran have started series of 
maneuvers to secure what they covet and to minimize what they fear. 

Turkey lacks a significant constituency inside Iraq. It has close ties with a 
number of Iraqi Turkmen parties and personalities, and will use them as chips 
in negotiations about the future govenunent in Baghdad. But the Turkomen 
account for just one percent of the Iraqi population and, concentrated in the 
Mosul region, lack national reach. 

Ankara is trying to make up for its lack of an Iraqi support base by flexing its 
military muscles. Turkey has the world's largest army, after the United States, 
and seems determined to rattle a few sabers in the crucial months ahead. 

The Turks are also reviving old treaties and accords, some dating back to the 
Ottoman Empire, that could give Ankara a veto over key aspects of a future 
Iraqi government's policy. 

Ankara suffered a strategic setback when the Turkish Parliament refused toe let 
the US open a second front against Saddam Hussein in northern Iraq by using 
Turkish territory. A few months ago the Americans, unsure that they would 
topple Saddam so easily, were ready to give Turkey a say in shaping the future 
of Iraq. Now they have no incentive or reason to offer the Turks anything. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20833 
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National Review Online (http://www.nationalreview.com) 

It would thus be unthinkable for the U.S. to veto the greatest possible 
autonomy for Iraqi Kurds solely to al1ay Turkish fears. 

Compared to Turkey, Iran has more assets in Iraq. For more than 20 years it 
has invested in several Shiite, Kurdish, and even Arab Sunni opposition 
groups, in some cases as joint ventures with Syria. 

There is no guarantee that those in whom Iran has invested will emerge as 
obedient tools of Iranian strategy. Some Iraqi Shiite leaders may turn out to be 
as ungrateful to Iran as the Chinese Maoists proved to be towards their 
Communist siblings in the Soviet Union in the 1960s. 

Nevertheless, the Iraqi Shiites, financed, trained, and armed by Iran, are 
unlikely to switch sides easily if only because of the perception that the, 
Americans will not stay long while the Iranians will always be next door. 

Iran's current strategy, therefore, is aimed at preventing the emergence of an 
independent Iraqi Shiite marjaiyah (source of emulation) around Grand 
Ayatollah Ali Muhammad Sistani. In that context Iran is forging an alliance 
with Shiite groups, including the family of the late Ayatollah Muhanunad
Sadeq Sadr, who had collaborated with the Baathist regime. 

The realities of power on the growid in Iraq are such that Tehran's strategy may 
not get anywhere. But it sure can make life more difficult for the Americans as 
they try to shape a new government in Baghdad. 

Tehran is also making noises about old treaties that gave Iran '1a right of 
observation11 over the Shiite shrines in Mesopotamia. 

Tehran's fears that Najaf may become an alternative center for Shiite theology 
and thought are not groundless. 

Under the influence of a string of great theologians, starting with Mirza Hassan 
Shirazi in the 19th century and passing by Abol-Qassem Khoi in the 20th 
century, Iraqi Shiism steered clear of politics and focused on the ethics of the 
theological discourse. 

This was in contrast with what the late AyatoJlah Ruhallah Khomeini, the 
father of the Islamic revolution in Iran, preached from the 1950s. 

Khomeini spent 14 years in exile in Najaf ( 1965-1978) where he was a lone 
voice among theologians. 

He argued, "Only a good society can create good believers." 

Khoi's argued the opposite: "only good believers can create a good society." 

Khomeini believed that, left to their own, most people would not live by the 
precepts ofislam. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20834 
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"Man is half angel, half devil," he wrote in Tozih aJ.Masayel (Explication of 
Issues), his magnum opus. "The devil part is always stronger than the angel 
part. This is why society should organize to combat it through laws and 
suitable punishments. u 

K.hoi rejected that view, too. 

He asserted that the individual was capable of taming "the devil side" and 
using "the angel side" to improve society thanks to "divine guidance rather 
coercion". 

Khomeini believed that mullahs should seize power and use it to create "the 
perfect society" even if that meant "purification" in the form of hundreds of 
thousands of executions. 

KJ10i rejected the possibility of creating the "perfect society'' in the absence of 
the Hidden Imam whose return is awaited by the Shiites for more than 12 
centuries. 

Today, Khoi's views, continued by his disciple Sistani, enjoy a wide audience 
among Shiites, including in Iran where the grand ayatollahs reject Khomeini's 
theory of rule by the mullahs. 

Until Saddam imposed his tyranny, Najafhad often acted as a refuge for 
dissident Iranian theologians. It could become one again. And that frightens the 
mullahs in Tehran. 

As for Turkey, it has always used the bogeyman of a separate Kurdish state in 
Iraq as an excuse for denying its own Kurds minimum rights, such as speaking 
Kurdish and promoting their culture. Iraq's success in developing a system in 
which Kurd and Arab, and other ethnic groups, Jive together in peace and 
hannony could deal a serious blow to Turkish chauvinism. 

One danger remains: If the Iraqi state is eclipsed for a long period, at some 
point Turkey and Iran may come together to exert joint influence on future 
developments in Iraq. And that could be bad news not only for the U.S.-led 
Coalition but also for the Iraqi people. 

-Amir Taheri is an .Iranian au!/wr o/'i{'n books on 1he Middle Ea.11 und 
Islam. He:,· reachable 1hro11gh www.benadora.s§_()Cia[f_s.cqm. 

http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/commenMaheri042103 .asp 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld DA TE: November 10, 2003 

FROM: Paul Wolfowitz (Dictated but not read) 

SUBJECT: Paul Butler Briefings 

Don, 

Paul Butler, in coordination with Steve Cambone, is working on preparing 
two separate briefings for you, one on Guantanamo detainees, which will focus 
principaJly on: 0) how we're handling transfer and release issues; (2) the ICRC 
issues; and (3) the kinds of issues you referred to in Roundtable this morning that 
had been brought up by the Danes. 

The second briefing will be on Iraqi detainees and will focus on what 
inte1ligence we're obtaining from them, how that intelJigence is processed, and 
how we can do a better job of getting relevant infom1a1ion elevated to your level. 

Paul will be giving me an initial look at the briefings on November 12, so 
that we can have something ready for you when you get back from your trip. 
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November 4, 2003 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld 

SUBJECT; Detainees 

I need to have a briefing on detainees in both lraq and Guantanamo Bay. I am 

concerned. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
J 10403-2 

.............•.......................................................... , 
Please respond by -/ 1 / 1.--1 JD 1 

f t 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld 

FROM: Paul Wolfowl~ 

SUBJECT: UN Drivers · 

Don, 

DATE: July 28, 2003 
jK_ 

I am told by someone in the World Bank office in Baghdad that they are 
paying their drivers $750 a month, which is apparently the standard UN rate. 
(Clay McManaway says he doesn't think it's that high, and he will check for me. 
However, he agrees that it is way above any nonnal wage in Iraq.) 

As a result, we have engineers and teachers working as chauffeurs for the 
UN, at the same time that schools are open and we are trying to repair power 
supplies. 

I also asked Clay McManaway to check on how much we pay our drivers. 
I'm sure it's not as much, but it still may be too high. 

U22790 /03 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEM'£NT A.NP 8UCG£T 

W.-.SMINGTON, 0. C. 20503 

August 15, 2003 
THI.: C,J~£CTO~ 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY RUMSFELD 

FROM: Joshua B. Bol~ 
DirectoT Q 

SUBJECT: Supplemental for CPA 

Thanks for your note attaching ~bassador Bremer's message about a jupplemental. I 
know the President will want us to be as helpful as possible in getting CPA the resources 
it needs, when it needs them. 

The best timing of a request, however, is sensitive and not obvious. Several factors make 
an early September request problematic: 

• we,ve said publicly we won't need money in '03; 
• a successful request wm need detailed justification - which I understand is still in 

development - as well as extensive consultation (nearly impossible in Augu.s:t); and 
• early introduction of a supplemental could badly compHeate action on pending '04 

spericting bills. Botb Appropriations chairmen told me that a. .supplemental introduced 
in the midst of the '04 process would be unwelcome (though I did have the chance to 
alert Chahman Stevens last week that action this year might be necessary). 

Severa.I questions deserve seii.ous consideration before we make a recommendation to the 
President, including: 

• What timing maximi1..es the prospect ofrapid congressional action whi.Je minimizing 
the prospect of UMCC~ssary add-ons and interference with other legislation? 

• What's the best strategy for maximizing international contributions? 
•. Will we be prepared to present simultaneously a defense supplemental. and if not, 

what are the pros and cons of doing two separate supplementals? 

I've asked my staff to go to work immediately with the Comptroller's office to expedite 
review ofCPA's recommendations when they arrive. The usual shatp 0MB pencils will 
be deployed, but they will be fast, cooperative, and sympathetic to the extraordinary 
circumstance that CPA faces. Jn the meantime, l'd ask that in his eongressiona1 contacts 
in Baghdad, Ambassador Bremer avoid discussion of a specific dollar amount, timing, or 
fonn for a supplemental - so a.s not to preempt presidential decision and consu.ltation 
with congressional leadership. 

. ' 

U22958 / 03 
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I've had a chance to discu5s this briefly this afternoon with Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz, 
and would be pleased to discuss in de1ail with you at your convenience. 

cc: The Honorable Richc1Td B. Cheney 
The HonorabJe Paul D. Wolfowitz 
The Honorable Andrew H. Card 
The Honorable Condoleer.z.a R.lce 

11-L-0559/0SD/20840 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Jerry Bremer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Baghdad 

:r~ 'i 
~,2003 

7.fl 

Attached is an article on Baghdad and Frank Lloyd Wright's interest in it. I found 

it interesting. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Ringle, Ken. "The Genie in an Architect's Lamp," Washington Post, June 29, 2003. 

Dl-lR:dh 
070603-1 (15 comJJulerJ.dl.)c 

.....••.....••••...•••........................•.....••....•...•••••...•• , 

Please respond 

U22965 /03 
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. washingtonpost.corn: The Genie in an Architect's Lamp 

washlngtonpost.com 

The Genie in an Architect's Lamp 
Frank Lloyd Wright's '57 Plan for Baghdad May Be Key LO Its Future 

By Ken Ringle 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Sunday, June 29, 2003; Page NOl 

Page 1 of 4 

Many stories in recent weeks have told us that the United St.ates fights an uphill battle for public 
support in Iraq, partly because of a persistent belief on "the Arab street" that the West is intent on 
erasing Islamic culture. How can the United States convince Iraqis that it's not true? 

Two Middle Eastern specialists at the Library of Congress say the answer lies in little-known 
plans by the celebrated American architect Frank Lloyd Wright for rebuilding Baghdad into a 
glittering capital of Islamic culture like the one that once dazzled the world. 

Why not call on Iraqis to embrace Wright's grand vision, the scholars ask: a dazzling new, high
tech Baghdad deliberately rooted in its fabled past? 

It is impossible to overemphac;ize the power of such a vision to unite Iraq's religious factions and 
tribes. says Mary Jane Deeb, who has lectured on Arab history and culture from Sweden to 
Morocco as well as in her native Beirut. 

Even the most illiterate lraqi child •• "or, indeed, any Arab child/ she says -- has heard of the 
Baghdad of Scheherazade, Sinbad and "The Arabian Nights." They all know that when Europe 
was wallowing in feudal darkness, "Baghdad was a triumph of civilization -- a place of tolerance 
and philosophy, of poetry and music and great architecture and science. Why should it not be 
that son of city again?" 

Mina Marefat, Rockefeller Fellow in Islamic Studies at the Library of Congress's Kluge Center, 
agrees. 

The significance of lhe Frank Lloyd Wright drawings, she says, is that they show such profound 
respect for the very cultural heritage to which the West is supposed to be hostile. 

"Iraqis think we want to kill their culture,'' she says. "Yet when America1s greatest architect drew 
a plan for Baghdad" in I 957, "where did he tum for inspiration? Not to American or European 
'modernism,' which was so fashionable at the time, but to Arab and Persian architecture, which 
had shaped the famous Baghdad of the 8th and 9th century." 

That realization might help inspire Iraqis to lift their sights beyond the immediate squabbles and 
resentments of occupation, she says. "Wright's vision for Baghdad need not be the only vision," 
she says. "Other architects, Iraqi architects, could be called on to submit designs. The key factor 
is to focus on the ingredients that made Baghdad great long ago" and challenge Iraqis to make 
their greatest traditions live again in a reborn city. 

Marefat is hoping to arrange an exhibit of Wright's Baghdad drawings both at the Library of 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/ A.34088-2003J un26?1anguage=printer 7/8/2003 
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Congress and in Baghdad. She is also hoping to interesL some filnunaker in making a 
documentary about Wright's Baghdad project. 

Page 2 of 4 

Wright's plans for·Baghdad remain a little-known last act in the long career of the flamboyant 
architect. He was 93 when he traveled to Iraq in May 1957 to take up a commission for an opera 
house that would "help modernize" the capital city of what was lhen a kingdom ruled by King 
Faisal II. Dissatisfied with the site selected for the opera house, Wright lobbied for and received 
pennission to build it instead on an island in the Tigris River. He then expanded his proposal to 
include a civic auditorium, a landscaped park wiLh monuments, fountains and waterfalls, a 
parking deck in the shape of a three-story ziggurat, museums for both ancient and modem art, a 
botanical garden and zoo, a casino, a bazaar, an amphitheater and an entire university complex. 
He also designed a new post office in the old city of Baghdad. 

"We've got a great opportunity there," he wrote," ... to demonstrate that we're not destructive 
but constructive, where the original forces that built the civilizations of the world are concerned . 
. . . We arc not there to slap them in the face but to do honor to them." 

In a chapter she authored on "Wright's Baghdad" in the book "Frank Lloyd Wright: Europe and 
Beyond," Marefat wrote that Wright's proposed Baghdad civic center "was intended to reinforce 
a cultural identity rooted in a rich historic past. To this end he mined both Islamic and pre
Islamic imagery, relying as much on myth and memory as on historical context. His circular plan 
was in fact reminiscent of al-Mansur's city" and featured "domed shapes and lofty spires" of 
Islamic memory plus ziggurats and terraces "alluding to the ancient Assyrian and Mesopotamian 
heritage" of Iraq. 

Mindful of such modem urban challenges as traffic flow and communications towers, she added, 
"what Wright prepared in Baghdad was a rare mixture of respect for the past and for the 
technology of the future .... But the city he evoked was [the] city of memory ... of 
imagination," the Baghdad of Scheherazade and Sinbad -- powerful enough to endure for 
centuries even when the real city was long destroyed." 

However much Arab storytellers have embroidered it over the years with magic lanterns and 
flying carpets, Deeb and Marefat point out, the fabulous Baghdad of the Middle Ages was more 
than just an Islamic Camelot: It really did exist 

It was built between 762 and 766 by 10,000 slaves laboring under the orders of the Abbassid al
Mansur, the second of the 37th caliphs of that dynasty. Mansur thought himself an architect. He 
envisioned a perfectly circular walled city roughly a mile and a half in diameter, its sections 
radiating out from a central palace and mosque like the sections of an orange. To double-check 
the geomelry of his design before construction, Arab chronicles say, he had his workers outline 
the path of Baghdad's intended wall with a shallow trench, fill it with a mixture of cottonseed 
and oil and set it afire while he watched from a nearby height. 

That Baghdad was destroyed in 1258 by invading Mongols who burned its mosque and minarets 
and libraries and looted its splendors, and went on killing for 40 days. Arabs have been mourning 
its loss ever since. 

"There is no way to exaggerate the hold the myth of Baghdad has on the Arab imagination," 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp~d~A34088-2003Jun26?Ianguage=printer 
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Deeb says. "Arabs know their civilization was great once. They don't understand why that 
greatness passed away. The fundamentalist Mullahs tell them it is because they have been 
corrupted by infidel teachings from the West" -- never mind that Baghdad was sacked not from 
the West, but from the East. 

The more likely explanation for the decline, she says, is that the greatest thinkers of the Arab 
world were killed by the Mongols. The surviving Muslims, much like Catholic Spain in the same 
era, turned against rationality and scientific inquiry, considering them subversive of religious 
orthodoxy and faith. That attitude in Spain inspired the infamous Inquisition, expulsion of the 
Jews and a long twilight of bloodshed and intolerance. In the Arab world it led to increasing 
Islamic factionalism and tribal enmity and a long decline in the face of the technologicaHy 
superior West. 

Nowadays, Deeb says, young Arabs are being asked to choose between a faith-based Islamic 
fundamentalism with ties to their cultural pa,;t and a high-tech Western culture that they're told 
exploits them to marginality. 

"They look around and see nothing that echoes thls great past they've heard about The prospect 
of a Baghdad rebuilt to rrrirror that greatness could be a profoundly inspiring and healing vision," 
she says. "One vital not just for Iraqis: one in which all Arabs could feel they share.'' 

Wright had grown up with the "Arabian Nights" tales and was so fond of them he adorned his 
own children's playhouse in Oak Park, UL, with a mural depicting "The Fisherman and the 
Genii," Marefat writes. But his involvement in Baghdad was anything but fantasy. 

Iraq had come into being as a nation in 1924, its boundaries confonning not to any resemblance 
of its past kingdoms but lo the negotiated wishes of the great European powers in the wake of 
World War I. The British, who with the aid of Lawrence of Arabia had evicted the Turks during . 
the Great War from their long dominion over Arab lands, installed Faisal l of the Hashemite 
family as Iraq's king. They continued to influence Iraqi affairs even after World War II when the 
country nationalized its mushrooming oil production, making vast sums available for public 
development projects. 

In 1950 Iraq created a Development Board to chart a path for using the oil money to move the 
still primitive desert country into the modem age. For the first five years the board targeted the 
country's infrastructure: roads, flood control, sewerage, hospitals, schools and the like. 

By 1957 the basics had been taken care of and the board was ready to move on to more 
ambitious public works. With Iraqi architects scarce at the time, leading architects from the West 
were invited to submit proposals for specific projects. 

Among those who did were Gennany's Walter Gropius, France's Le Corbusier and Italy's Gio 
Ponti. Wright was. enlisted almost as an afterthought. 

"The irony," says Marefat, "is that Wright was the only one giving a thought to Iraq's cultural 
heritage in his designs, and his weren1t built. The others created 'modern' architecture of the era 
that had little or no relation to Iraq or its history." 

http://www.wa!;hingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/ A34088-2003Jun26?Ianguage=printer 7/8/2003 
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Those designs, sh~ said, influenced the design of buildings in the years since, "so that today 
Baghdad looks like any Western city ... maybe Los Angeles. The chance to reshape it with a 
distinctive character was lost." 

It is the chance to recover that character, she says, that continues to fuel her fascination with 
Wright's vision. 

"Americans-· and I am one myself·· are not very good at grasping the importance of traditional 
culture in a country like Iraq," she says. "We tend to think that because our political and 
economic system makes life good for us, it will solve problems for others if we just transport it. 
But Iraqis must feel they are holding onto the culture that makes them Iraqis as they adapt their 
society to the post-Saddam era. They are a proud people. We should help them express that 
cultural pride in a constructive way. It would solve so many of their present problems. And ours, 
too." 

© 2003 The Wac::hington Post Company 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. John Abizaid 
Jerry Bremer 
Pau] Wo1fowitz 
Doug Feith 

Dona]d Rumsfeld 'y·f\ 
SUBJECT: Sunni Triang1e 

. October 14, 2003 

Attached is an e-mail from a person on the ground i~ lrag with some strong views. 

It is worth reading and thinking about. 

Thanks. 

M~. . 
9/29/03 Bing West e-mail to James Schlesinger Te: Report from Sunni Triangi~ 

DHRx!h - a... 
::1:~1: • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .Q.',,,J. • •• • • • • • • • • •' • • 
Please respond by lo f 3iJ/ o-3 ~ti 
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su'bJect; Fwd~ Report from Slinni Tri&qle 
Date: Mon, Z9 Sep 2003 13;.58:42 -0400 

From: Bina We11 <weatf@11DllCOip.ca:m> 
To: "Sch1esin.(!er JamesR.1._( __ b) __ (6 __ ) ___ _. 

The Marinr.5 sbould be 5e:Jll into the IOUghcst area ASAP. 
Be,m fOJWuded mcliHSC: 

----Oriiln&I .Mm11e-· 
Frum: BIDS Wait [JDa!IIO.-!(-b-)(..,..6-) ------, 
S..1 Mlllldq. Sepi.mabs ~. 1003 10:34 AM 
Toe $chluin1~ 11mm lt: MmbaD. A11llmr, Maia N 
SabJta: Ji.eporl fu>m $mmi TrimsJe 

I spo.11 Mlle La Bqlidad ud ~111 -.-:I: ID Ill~ Shl1 bmn11Dd bl HUIIII 111e1 ft1IIDy 111111111\ 11!11 welb 110 u Amblnldar &laac::r'I 
Go-,- c«.dmaior III lul:nidl, 10W1SD i,~ci Cit' 1bc S1lllm 1'nlllfll:. I .._.'tt4 with lbe :sd AO far four week! and am DO'a' wilb m na .. 
f15~m!i llt1pllifll', ""1• dlt lllOt1 CQnm(eg,I ~e:r I 11.avt ~~. 'fl*t 1EDI. mid RPG lnad!:f tR-pyclwogiwly 11'Qrll' lb8I!. ~ 
111111 arc IUlq a d e111bc ~. Wbllt J11s SIHinicany improbable Iba: one .,..fl! be hit.they 1ffllltD IJllllel'Yml. upeda»y h !base of us 1lul 
i.s~ be~ dlroup an amct 

Dimc1&h IQ •lllhli1h P1)11Dl111\1. llcre, blcallN CJ! die di Wll"lil)' frCIIII Ncrdl 10 Cam ID .Soulll.. JI clnllllly II I 4lffa''11l Wfll ia N- lllld 

Kalblla 111111 wbal -..e eiq,ffll!l'la beft wiO, !he 8llf;1)' Slllllli.s. Muir.cs i11 l{arbAla. - LTC I.Jlpez aod bis banlllitn - did rw.lJ illCfflbak-':. 

All dcpmd& an ~ anc ii • -.imaer 111 • lmll' Ill Ilk a,v,, blq I 1appo5e. Tbc: pq la IO Olpmd die rlllm of 'llitnlr,ar1 ao lieJ' IQIIICD ~E 
dlt opmtic1 spau of1M Jo,cn, bu1 l 111~ ID say Iba io m1 nci,bbortilllld oa,c: uc la& Iba! flol • llx 'bad pys 1111: pla,m11 ammo, pmi: 
~di 50mC cffec:d,YCIIQI, f111Dlljab .bu a lm:I ar Dlt Cll&I I lla'Wtn'I SCCll line& Mopdi1h11 IIIDCI I "'O»ld lllYC ID ,llKSS is rilbt ll di, 1ipplzla polm 
at a wholesale IC'IOk. Tlie pablein is wr bt so mucli lizllC b a.-c arr. DC7W" pla)'mg a dc:apcnlt- pme of catcb up, a ii may be too~ 

I mlu: we ba'Wt 1b: IPODlbs hc:l', 1111d wh111;1a W'C aca,mplis\ iii.six mllDdd iJ Wltlat - wil be a.bk: ID !kl. We 11111 May lmUILd dlroo,h pan 

fww., bll baq Mil be Ill' ii !be NU ball JIiii' 111d II WI 11'1 HID DI !bl mlMWe M IN Ill DOW l lldlll 'ft will -~ ooaplt•I)' 11:a 1111:atdd-., 

b it ell a bou1 JltlM'el ( r.Jcaial pt1'>"C'I), p!jlit,e, nuS pc,itic.il prOOCSI, nd if we (.WI dcli'Wer ® !hose tint, ll>e caald s'IID ll'llk lb1s ~ B.-~ 
Qec,4 as\llge ozi all !b:lec:, Ill!'[ 11w lilde of1hil linlr oC dw: titld ahpproach we ba-.e bad 111 cla'lt. hdll lilld die polic:c p-c,grmi maddcamf rm la 

ltck af toaas 111d Ille lnabilil)' ft~ lnOlldls 11110 dlb ttJ ha'Wf i.omediinr in p'laee Illar woald be prod11cmJ a Jl[llltr:y rarr:e 

Duriiia die CddWar A.mcric.B empl~1 ~pay, )'It'll fi1w'' polic:~ 11r111tioDII dcfen&c.. lbm11 pr~ tu ._.die SO'Yiel Unioa du...-ib 
bellllf, lbil eWlMII duriog Gil.I! I IC 1 ")'OU p,y, W'I ~t" poliq, 11 'ilUJrb)' Anb lbdkbl IUld AlilD Qi.I '-llWllDlm C-W:cd Ille U .S.olcd 
a.pnWoa oi Saadllll Hunem frOBJ )(~wail w., have DOW adop&ed I u'Wt pa)'. \ft fi~t· pGllty, it UOIIM lbc globe A.med i1 &aoa it al, .md 
pl)q far i1 all.11 ii • p,ollcy !hit Is 111wiag us dOWII. ma& aD me wane by th~ ready 1vailabilily ot ~ lba1 bavt Dot been. f11J1y cmpowerecl 

ID HIii' lb! flfbl. 
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A Qlll 11)' Iraqi pQlicC; farte, "'°perly armed D4 equipped, couJd tlR a,,a may r# Ille rtJlcy job& Am!lric:IID J<Jldlm ll'C p:rfmmklg. sudl a 
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CC: Oen.1ohn Abi&ald 
·· Jerry :Bremer 

Paul Wolfow.itz 
DcN1Ndl 

PROM: Dml~d ~mafeld 1·-f\ 
SUBJECT: Sunm Trl1nale 

..... . 

IOJG-l"P 

• 

l.lQ NU. n , 0 r. 1 
11 , OJ7 T, I.. 

October JA. 2003 

... 
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i. OCl.20.200.3 11:35AM CCCC SECURE FAX 
" . 

Tranacripti.011 of Note from General Abizaid to Secretary Rumsfeld · 

Mr. Secretary, 

NO. 771' P. 2 

. I pesumc this con!tatlt deluae of "s~d the Marinea in" has some purpose l do not UDdmtaD4 
or appreciate. Pleue feel &ee to send in the Marines. CENTCOM 11ceds this capability, not 
Hrvice squabblmg, Otherwise, I agree with some key paints DOted. 

V/R.. A· 

Copy For: CJCS 
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TO: 

CC: 

Secretary Jim Roche . 

Paul Wolfuwitz 
Larry Di Rita 
Powell Moore 
Mike Wynne 

2:36PM 

--- ---·-·- ----- ........... -- ....... -·--·_ .......... ____ ·-····-· ·------------·-·---'--- ..... __ .. , ....... --·-.···- ·-·--·· --···-·· . 

FROM: Donald R~msfeld ?J... 
DATE: November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Tankers 

My impression is that Sen. McCain may ask that there be a new contract 

negotiated on the tankers. Apparently be entered into a colloquy on the floor of 

the Senate suggesting that that's what the biU suggests, eveh though others don't 

agree with that 

Wbat·s·your thought? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.1.S 

Please respond by; _______ la--+) ..... ~----------
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SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DEC 5 2003 

SUBJECT: KC-767 Tanker LeaseJPurchase Contract Approach (Your November 24, 2003 
Tanker Snowflake) 

Your impression conveyed in your snowflake is correct, there is a difference of opinion 
on what the bill authorizes as evidenced by opposing coJloquy's. With respect to Senator 
McCain, he maintains the need for an incrementally funded multi-ye.ar contract for the purchase 
of 80 KC-767 A tanker aircraft, separate from the initial 20-aircraft lease. This is reflected both 
in his Senate floor colloquy and his November l3, 2003 letter to the DEPSECDEF. In contrast, a 
colloquy by Congressmen Hunter/fiahart/Dicks states their belief that the bill authorizes one or 
more contracts with purchase on delivery. 

We are in final negotiations on a contract for the lease of twenty aircraft in compliance 
with the FY2004 National Defense Authorizations Act (NOAA), with the goal of awarding upon 
conclusion of the Inspector General's review. We are also worldng the details of a second 
contract for the purchase of the remaining eighty aircraft on a multi-year basis. This is consistent 
with previous bill Language that restricted the original lease to an operating lease, therefore 
requiring any purchase of tank.er aircraft be executed under a separate conlract vehicle. 

That said, there remain outstanding contract issues and we are currently developing 
options for decision. We will consult with Congress before proceeding. 

Per the December I, 2003 Letter from Secretary Wolfowitz to Senator Warner, CM 
Hunter, and Senator McCain, our actions will be consistent with "a pause in the execution of the 
contracts," and will allow for closure of the renewed DoD IG assessment. tJ;,..,/1,, L..J.i., 

(, -- d' 

. t1:-, i-- "' 'v f 11,,<.- '"t.- ~ ~ 'D, ....t "ll 4 
~ u~~~/ J'd ~;tJ ,4-

Attachments: l:r ~ ~ iY'-~ ~, JJL- L7J/I J__ ~ 
1. December I, 2003'oEPSicDEFLetters to _ .,,.L,,..h 

Senators Warner and McCain and CM Hunter """" ,-0-.. ~ 
2. November 13, 2003 Sen McCain Letter to 

~/1.,, & 

DEPSECDEF 

11-L-0559/0SD/20852 
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. ' .. -·· .. 
TO: Secretary Jim Roche · 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Larry Di Rita 
PowelJMoom 
MikeWynne _ 

'••••-'"-"""••-rn•••-•, ,,.,.,-. •--·•--• ••••-••~"'• • •~~--"""•-•- ffl...o..o,,_,_u.., __ ,. •• ,., •••• ,,,., ........ -·-

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 11, 
DATE: November 24, 2003 

SU13JECT: Tanken 

2:36PM 

My impression is that Sen. McCain may ask that there be a new contr~ 

negotiated on the tankers. Apparently he entered into a colloquy on the floor of 

the Senate suggesting that that's what the bill suggests, even though others don't 

agree with that. 

What's· your thought? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.15 

Please respond hy! _______ la_, ... -~,;..._---------
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Snawftake 

January 6, 2003 4:06 PM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

CC: Pete Aldridge 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Accelerated Acquisition of the VXX Program 

Pete Aldridge, the Under Secretary for Acquisition, has reviewed the memo you 

sent regarding the President's helicopters. 

Apparently, we have a plan in place to phase out the current inventory by 2014. 

Doing it sooner will cost more, assuming we could field a replacement any sooner 

given technical requirements. 

1 am not aware of performance deficiencies that have impacted service to the 

President and have asked for more information. lfyou have some specific 

infonnation that would be helpful, please pass it along. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l l/26/02 Card ltr to SecDef 

DHR·db 
010603-58 

11-L-0559/0SD/20854 



THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. DC 20301 ·3010 . " . ... . 1 • '"''"' .. ~ . .... . 

.. : .• • -J 

c:--~1 
ACQUtSITK>N, 
TEc.t.«)LOGY 

AND LoGISTIC5 
ACTION MEMO · ·: ~ :~:·nc;·J 

December 30, 2002, 8:30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY Of DEFENSE OcpSec Action ___ _ 

FROM: E.C. Aldridge, Jr., Under Secreta/JDefense (Acquisition.. 
Technology and Logisti~/:,;15 

SUBJECT: VXX Response to Assistant to I.he Presidenl and Chief of StafT 

• The Secrelary of Defense should sign TAB A to respond to Mr. Card's 
request to accelerate the VXX pmgram, the President's VH-30 vertical liH 
aircnllt (TABB) 

• 'lliis response should be providc-d to Mr. Card, in conjunction with, an 
estimate of an accelerated program abo\·e DoD':s toptinc prio.r to budget 
lock at the end or the calendar year. 

• ll is reasonable for the Seu~tary to pnwiJ~ thi::; resJ>OnSc bt:,ause llli~ is 
over DoO's lopline. in FY 2004-2009. and docs not impact our existing 
programs. 

RECOMMENDATION: SECOEl: sig'n the memo to Mr. Card (TAB A). 

COORDINATION: TAB C. 

Prepared By: Gary J. Gra~ ... (b_)(_
6

) ___ ... ! ,,.~·.;:.- "·:,,.s-47 
.. 

Sft. ASSISTMT Df ll'M 
.SR• C1WJD(D. 

.... W00004-03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20855 



SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND 
CHIEF OF STAFF 

SUBJECT: Accelerated Acquisition of the VXX Program 

The Department's FY 2004 budget currently supports an operational 
capability for the V:XX program, a VH-3D replacement with enhanced capability, 
in FY 2014. Based on your memorandum, we are looking at potential approaches 
to reduce that timeline with additional resources. 

I will provide the Office of Management and Budget with an estimate of an 
accelerated approach that includes an associated increase in risk, and required 
resources above DoD's topline through the FY 2004-2009 period. 

In light of the additional safety and reliability considerations associated 
with vertical lift support to the President, the flight test program takes on much 
greater significance. In addition, the relative maturity of the potential airframes 
will have a significant impact on potential fielding dates. Therefore, I cannot 
commit to an operational capability by FY 2007 until the Department conducts a 
thorough assessment of the program. After a Defense Acquisition Board Review 
in the summer, we will provide you an update of the program. 

ft 

11-L-os5Wso12oas6 
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Assistant Secretary of Defense ( CJ I) 

USD (Comptroller) 

Secretary of the Navy 

General Counsel 

Dr. Wells 

Mr. Zackheim 

Mr. Aviles 

Mr. Del1 '0rto 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Ncv~mber 26, 2002 

... ~r 1'7 ... !I·. 16 - . f {': i 

CSD 
1.11i~;-·-: : - -., •·:,..- CT "T!ON 
.... ,, j ... , • < •••• : \.~ .. :.t .. , 

Ir. the po9t.-Septe*{!r :: nat.iorual security environ~~n:., ! a~ 
cor.v!ncP.d ~! our r.eed ~o reexa:ni:ie :.he replaeeme~t schadu~e for 
t~ "1/:'!,JD Pr~siQ~LiA: ~c~~,o~;cr f:eet. A~~Qrdic~ tc ~ 
unde:atar.dir.g, the aircraft is sched~led !o~ :etirement no later 
~ha~ ,Ol4, with th~ iger.ti!ication process for its replace~~n~ 
':o ccr:1,Tet.ce l.i~e::· -=.r.:.:. :,,~a:r. :~ t.he in~er:.:r., ! a!: ccncer:le6 
Rbo~": ident:.!.:..l!d VH-3:i r:iair.::.en~111ee a.r..d. pin.-!~?Tl"an'!:~ d!'!!icier.c:.es 
tha: di~~=::y i:r:ya~~ the ab.~~ty Lo provide req~ielte ~evel of 
~~P?Cr~ :o ~~e Fresije~:. ~P. ihou:~ a:.ffi f~~ an accelera:!c~ of 
L?'li:.i:.:. :.i.!l;!!lin~, y:.v~!. ~:~ ul:•1,i.c:.r~ .i.n:tiel.4"::.:.vcs a1u1oc.:.at.ed "':.:::h 
tr ave: fo:c :.r-.e Pres:.de."l.t.. 

i;n:::.e'!'!lta:-:.d.:n,;: the ..,,,1,rt1!:'le .:le~.and!'; o:-: !he Oe::a~::::.l!T,t cf Ce!e:c.5<: 
bua~c~. I~~.:: ~e~~o~ahly ~nticipate a~ppc~t for ~hiA effo~t !~on,. 
~hr cff:i,.~e o! 1":an.l.gett:c::: ar.d Budget. SFeC~!ica::.y, "'. ...,_,u:;.d 
~X?ec~ that ~h~ eoets ~e~o~i~~ed ~i~h a~ accel~~s~cd acq,..isi!::r. 
.:..,: :.'!:~ ·,xx p:.oyi:·01r. '"1uu:.~ .u~u llhuuld l,e !\lno.r::I.! al;J;:i'\le ':he :.i.~i: '!:-i;;. 

:te ~e~ar:~ent o~ ~efe~se. 

: b~l:."!vr a r('all,so;.1.::: ,)nd. .:ichiev:i.hle ~a.,: shculd be ::.c; l".ave 
opc::-at:.or.a: capab: ::::y f".lr thP- !"eplacemen~ ;'iirc:-a!t. J::y 2001 ar.d 
: eek ! o::-w,\rd ~c y.Qu r- s·.:.ppr.:::;-:: ar.d =oopera-.:. ion :: :; dCh:.. evir.g -:~.:& t 
g:M.:i' 

hn~intc~t =c ~~e :rr3icie~~ an~ 
::::.d' of St.a!! 

;;..:. :~i:::hE~ -.. Dlt:;'!c:~ 
Yy-. ,?~~t>~.~ ~ ;.r::.~:-

11-L-0559/0SD/20858 W01435-02_ ;; 
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Snownake 

January 2, 2003 9:38 AM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FRO~: Donald Rumsfeld '} ~ 

SUBJECT: Memo 

Attached is a memo l dictated apparently on February 25, 1966. Bruce Ladd sent 

it up to me recently. 

Given what is currently taking place, I thought you might find it of interest. 
l 

Please protect. . 
-------- ~ 

---·---lfcgards, 

Attach. 
02/25/66 Congressman Rumsfcld draft of comments on the briefing at the White House 

DUR:dh 
0!0203·18 

11-L-0559/0SD/20859 
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Present ""ere the J>rGsld•nt, the Vice President. and \'erious off i

cials of tbe £xecutlve Grenc.h1 Including Secretary of State Rusk, Secretary 

of C'efense HdJam.ara 1 AGmlral F'.abarn, DJ rec:tor of CIA, 11nd ht, cl~puty, Mr. 

tl.:lras, Ce:n1?ra1 \Jhoe1er, Ambasaador Averl 11 Harrhran, .:ind ten or fi fte~n illOrc, 

I nducl reg Whl te House Stiff. p lut Cbout 20 1.thlte House i ntern1. The brief ln9 

lasted from about 8:30 A.K~ tc 10: ;o A.M. App1"tuclmately 150 tu 200 f'1ernbers 

of the J-iouse and the Senate wer• present, Apparently, this was the second 

half of the Congreulonal briefings. the other ~:,having boen ha1d on 1'hursda')·. 

The: stated purpose of the brhrf Ing ~• to h4:or from Vice Pre1l<lent llumphrey 

on hi£ trip to SouthaU Asia. 

I had the holing that the brjtt-fing \was Ol'\e of historic.al interest. 

fror;a a variety of st1nc!polnt1. fl rst. the brleflng, a, wtl I as the President i's 
::onduct, r~vea led much cbout tl".e character and te~erament of t~ man. Second 1 

the Jr.\j,l ic;ations of the brl~flng frccn the suindpotnt of the U.S. effort in South 

Viet t~ti1. Bthe contfnulng quntlon In our system of the reh1tion1hlp 

bct1,,1eeu the E:"'.c~utlve and the Leghlatlve Brani;:.hes of the F~deral Government, 

as \,c.sl I ,H the whole quanton of the Qegreu of C.ongreGslonal involvement in 

foreign policy and national aecurlty de~Jslon-maklng. And fourt~, t~ ootltic.:il 

implications of the Wl.lr ln Southeast ADla in the 1966 el~ctions. 

It should be noted that the brfcftn9 "1aS c;allcd at 5!30 P.H., 

Thursday afternoon, A phone c.all frtm1 t~ Whit~ Houu to my ~ff lea lnvit<1ic! 

mci for 8:30 Mxt rrornlng, ft Gna.»ed lait night erw:I thi, nreeu "/.Ct!:!.. covered 

l'Jith snow; it ~,u a Frl~y morning with no seulon of th(i' House lo be held, eind 

f'rf-slc:1cnt spoke on his Ash:m trip cncj then ln¥ited brief r~ll".ir:~t by ~:ar,·imn. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20860 
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lhl& portion lasted 111Aybe 15 culnutH. ~urlng th• remainder of the timc/\he 

Vice President suppoladly chaired the meeting but with the almost continuous 

asslUtince and interruption of tha President, whether nccEs.1ary or not, and 

responded to questions. Ke aha eel led upon Ausk, KcNamera, and Wheeler to 

re,pond to que~tlon1.p(,The Pra1lden1 was up ehCI down 11ke a yo-yo all morning 

Jong. He gives the Impression of e c.mn 11 ttJng on the lJd of o vo1c::ano, and 

he ke~pl erupting. He 11,1df at 1oast three direct Jabs at SenDtor Robert 

Kenneoy's SPftC!Ch (without using kennod)''I name) concerning dc.i:fln9 with the 

Viet Cong. 

Humphr,ty 1s 1p•tth ..at well dona 1 but would be fflDr• Dpproprleta 

for an a~dlence In Htnn•sota, ln t~at It sei!mld potltlcally very astute 

but wu superficial and, In rrr, opinion. dc:vold of fact, theory, or new 

information. Huq,hrey 1 1 remrkt "'111re typlc:aJ ly uHumphrey, 11 va:ry uptrmrstrc 

ond bubbl Ins, an exc.ellont sales Job. Thi flnt Guntlon ask~d, ob"w"lour.ly 

a pl~nt..:d ~uestion. Involved desertions, and the questioner quoted an artlcle 

froin tho 1m,rnin9 paper. ~hrey tried to uplaln that .. -snd thi$ h unbeli~v· 

able~-the Viet tong had dofoetlan1 (r.ot desortlcns) at the rate of 80 per day 

and that they c-. to South VI.et f:&lm. The •raar of South Vlot NoPI didn't ·have 

d0fct"tlon5, the?y hed SOiie daaartlcn• end they ~ore siil'JIP1Y instances t1her~ the 

men went home to harvest crops. H, ex;alarnoC! that the soldiers wore a1 lowed 

to (lo It ul'tder tM French end Jun dlc!n 1 t understand that they shouldn 1 t now, 

but that 1..y \o.'IH 9olng 1ftor them end bringing them bade.. 

80th Huq:,hrey ar.d Gencr.111 \l'heeler sHmed to have resurre-cted that 

-...,on:1, 41Vi c:tory. 11 If you c;reful 1 y sift throu9h the verbioge, you discover 

that the word h oppl ,oc1 only rn a bread r.1rn,1e. to the war on tht 11andent 

r.n"mi~s11 of \~nt, dl~oan, etc.• not to th• rAi 11 tcrv war of fort. G~inurnt 

Wh.~eler ap?lied It Inn very 11mitecl ~,ay to the t.9r effort by 5?~~ifying 

11-L-0559/0SD/20861 
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~hlte Hou&e Briefing• p19e 3 
2/25/66 · -· · .... - · · · 

victory with respect to our U.S. objective, and cou:dtment, aaimely, stopping 

as9ressfgn in South Viet H.am. 

President Johnson ca.~ up with A nua:ber of hOR1ey anecdotes.. He I 
J. .1 

l 
ently, a re;,orter 1 s CJU41tlon to byburn about ml U tDry &trategy and a Harsha II \ 

I' 

t ,t: decision relating thereto. Th• Prealtant quote'1 Rayburn as having said to the 
~ 

reporter soroelh1ng to th~ offoct thAt 111 c:on•t c0111Vnt on suc:h matters. 

(Manha! l) <loesn 1 t kno.,i mor• th.an I do In thh areai, then ~;e h.•",e been wasting Jj r 
" ! 

a whale of a lot of IDOnt)' on liiut Point {or the past decaoos. 11 This seemed to • 
i• 
~~ 

be ail\l2d at giving the audl•nce the h:;prnulon that ~ probably wul<l be we1 I 
,, 

achdse(l not to !ieccnd-guau L.8.J. gnd hla edvhera on the subject of \lic-t U1.1111. i! 
;, 

unlt!H w bcli~ved w have botn .-astfng a 1ot of monoy on \..'est Point all tht>H 

ye.Jrt. The Prnldtnt buureuad thl1 point luur whrn he. In • burst of p.>ra-

9r~phs1 ti~d prectlc.1ty ever~ona In the world fnto his p0llcy by sayln~ that 

this ~a, Prq,ident Kcnnedy•1 poll"}'; thlt the Secretary of State ond the 

Sec:rotary of Oefense "'"<>re uppolntoe> by •omecine other tl~n President Johnson. 

name,ly, Pre1ldent KenACCSy: t~.at be, P~e1Jdant Jollnton, has she best advisers 

in th!! worlcl, "'"d I~ n..1.11od Ch111 el 1, lnclucflr.9 Ambanodor GohJber9, and that 

they hac.i tal:-~ed to the Fop•, etc. And ho., can anyone suggHt that el I thes.e 

Prealdent•s ad\'lsen, et1w., ir.c1~Jng Pretitent EhenhD1Ner 1 who \':as ah.,,ays 

tho firit to support and has never felled to 1upix,rt President Johnson's 

d*cisions-•l10L-1 can anyl.'lno f n tho \lJOrld thJnk tl-iey knCM the ans .. ;ers better 

th~n this group of talontcd people, lb ,pell~d it out. saying. 11Thete is 

no Sena,or or Congressnran whclH J.:cJ;manl or k~Je<ige can be co119are:tl with 

thos~ lndhdciu•l•, with that 1.eoaa." Ho r;uotccl en anoc:dote fr"m R.:ayturn 

a~ain 1 to the *ffe~t thlt when Prc•ldent Tru:mn car.ie to Rayburn {I prc£u~~ 

I 

•; 

•! ., 

., 
',J 

i' 
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1M mHnC.,res. Roosevelt Ci1lU to byburn) and uld• 11We need money &o develop 

&n ciitor.tic. banb/' Rayburn uhl, 11How much wlJ1 it CC11111' 1 The- •ns11o"Cr .,... $2 

bl 1 lion, and Rayburn 1111d, 111 wl 11 tti11 Joe Martin, but only Joe kart ii\. If 

we te1 I any more of the (;on.gre11man, It wlU get ovi. 11 (Suggesting that he 

can't teU us al1 or He!Abore of Cocgren 111111 1Hk It.) 

The answer wu given, and f\ayburn a.aid, uo.K., \'OU un have t.h• $2 bl 11 Ion. 

If it works. it wlll er.d the war, 

bltlty on the Pretldenl.) 

II h falls, It h on you." (All rd,ponsi ... 

Tha Pretldent, In a flt of a.ollon, ye11•d •tone qua1tloner, ~ 
4t 
i-. 

"Hanoi 1, the stud (or stuck) duc:k In tnlt operation." (\ihatever that meant .. ) !! 
' ... •" . h fN .·/·, ·,,.,,·.1,·1' ,,., .. 

Later on, he COCllilMln\Gd &hat Haml has mor• tln•horn lewver~}>leodlng \ 

the Ir caae then you can shake a atldc. at. They always say. Why c!on't you do , 
!i 

thJ1 and chat.)(41Well, we have dcme oll thoM t.hlng, .. -we have cha11gecl thti ~ 

Genera le, we have chongecl the hncl of the 5outh VletnamHe Government, (so;ne ,, 

adml ulon!) '"ll' have Hkod ewrybcdy In every c;.;pf ta l••w• have tri~d ever}·thl ng. 

FlnaUy, we declc:!ed we had dorlll ~varythlng but take it to the UN. So, we took 

"[ 
>, 

.i. 

It to tt-?e UN, but 11 11 bet you a speckled bl rd dog, 11 t.OJ said, "that they said, g 
""-'· 

\lhy dict11 1 t wo take h there &00t1er1 or letor, or tatler, or $horter, or hotter, 

or colder. u 

e5ked a quest I on, '4hl ch Wi)t olmctt aMctly os fol lot.,: "Congress• 

man John Young of Ttxu ~slcad th• queotlon, Why, In vlew of all of the pCMer, 

the ~frplane,, the bonibln9, the w;:an?ower, th. bil1ions of dollars, have not 

the Viel Cong quit? VI ce Pnn~ldent t~umphray 1 & 1ms-wllr to Congres~'tn Voung 

was that they ware not cor.,1Jncecf tMI ~v won't pul I out. They ere not con'lfinc.ac 

th11y ere going to lose. Lot•r, Secretory Rutk 1elcl tht 501111! thing, l)asicaJly 

that the North Vletna111a1e, th2 Vtot Cong, think they t,fl I wlfl. The:y believe 

11-L-0559/0SD/20863 
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the u.s. ,,Ill fold up Ilka f~nce dld.X'.Hy ques~lon Is, Why are they not 

convinced of our natlona~ t1U11 In \that way1 have we failed to convlnco 

thein of ttila ~termination, and wh.lt ta btlng done, or can be done, to 

con\l i nee thern1" 

poir,tin9 hls finger, yelleo., "1 1 H. tell you what wlli convince theui,.-more 

I\ 
Before lfuq)hrey cauld an1war, President John&on popped up and ' 

of the s.11:ie J Ike we 1ve 9lw-e11 thalll. 0 I 1&fd, 14Llke the bombing pause?" I-le: J;Ji:,l-,,.1L·t."' 
& 

-,\._,. t • He .aid, °For the fMII\ 30 ay, wt 1 Vlt atepped up bofflblna•. 20,000 casualties.0 \ 

I 
and 10 ol'I and so on, he deacrlbad the da11119• that the U.S. Is lnflteting on i. 

t. 

the Viet Cong and I.he tono of b0t1lb1 &hat U.S. I• dropping. l then said. 

uwell, Kr. President. lf we have b•en doing this since the concluslon of 

the pa1.,1se, is there any hint or tndlcatfon th.i \Ne aro. In fact. being 

successful in convincing ttwlm'I 

LBJ said tha1:_ no •n .. aJAtl to end the war as bttd1y •• he does, 
. . 

becauae, ha Mid, '~ .E1 ~.J.!'4 rldh)t !! U•u That -.tateraent suanariz:es 

ti;~ whole last hour of the brief Ing. The last hour was devoted not to 
. -

detal ts of ti~ conflict bu« rather to • long, r.:mbl ing. ~xtremely pol i t;cal, 

statefNnt by tha Prosident, showing hC* ovoryono .In the .,.-o,ld, 1ncludlng 

,, 
!1 
~ 

,. 
> 

the Pope,. Vcll t1ed Into hit pollc.y. t'.ow practically every &'\ember of Congress.> 

here in the U.S •• as he £ff&'thall, tryh19 to convince, I presur.-., the Cicox:ierats 

that they are going to bo all rlgh\ In the next election If they •tick tg hitn·: 

ar.<l con' t sway on thf s I HUO, And th• r.cpubl I cans that If they re t "~ th<ti r 

voicH ;.rn this l11uc he la 90lng t.o lar..S on them with bot:, feet. HG- rllt(;'ratet 
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of course, that Rusk, ~cN:lllJ,llraJ and lodg1t he\l~ 011 bean appointed by t:ennecJy, 

~1:1d that tke supported hll •ctlon:,. 

At one point. In dosc:rlbln9 oil of the thi nga they attempted to 

co. such as, choilnglng the Qenua 1 in South Viet ~m to Gen. WetJtrrore1nnd, 

etc., he defend~~ tht! pr~s,nt r~glmo ~nd Ky, saying that they hcive four 

£:,oa1s: ( 1) To resin t™I •sor•nton: (2) to wtpe cut tht 11.ancfent enemies"; 

(:,) to have .a ucure peace, &r-.d ,omethlng .iha•-und that the,e e1·e ell 

11 loudableu gooJ,, And he said Mimi people don't I.he: Ky--t,ell, we could 

dump him l Ike we dull1).-d OllifQ ond chd othor1. but \--10 have not'11ng better 

to take hl1 ploce. 

I I " t , r ~· ,, 

Thlt It the flrot tlUllll I hove lll.'ord any i:>fflcial of tr.e U.S. 

Gi.ov~rnmer1t adml t. that tha U,9. ,overrr.ient had ployed a role In th,e changes 

of' government whlc:h have U.kor1 plac.t In Soutlt \/lat Nam in the past 5 years. 

1\t one point, LOJ eald nlc.e thing• sbout tlutk, e.nd the o11udlence 

Hood and applauded, Mcli:3ii•Hil rst.elved only sl lght opplause. McNemarill 

~"as dognatic; In hf1 antwert. He cahS tl~t there \>,a, 1111bsolute1y no substonce 

to liar.$Cn Batd,11in 11 ertlclc,11 In ,mswor to o que5t1on by {..ongr~ss:n~n Phi I bin. 

The F'rtr~idcnt pult~d out of hh pocket a crufll)leo piece of paper 

.-;hid, \·ms thct'.t96if Congf'Htfonal resolution, He then proc.ec<led to quote it 

proctfca1Jy frorn memory. Ha 1afd he had Jt Ira hia po<;k~t evar}' day slnc~ 

tt 1c ris!loi u t I on was passecl, He repeotad 11t'ld repeated various phrDses f1"0ln , \'., 

such a;, 11 support and epprov1. 11 Ke said, "That's bJo woras, ond tbcy are 

oct11 there. 11 tie talked llbcut tha Sl:ATO Treaty 3ml how the Senatt:.rs voted 

for I li he knew eac;h !h1Mtor 11 \IDte aod pointed out that he had ceen absent, 

hinting hr: 1-1,11H1 1 t nupon11b1v; and how, In uur11n.:iry 1 pract\~ily C!vc:ry ~ictl'l:.i.or 
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of Congress ws responsible for the cm:ml tinent that the U.S. f&ced tcday 1 \ 

and that Johnson wa1 not re&ponslble for lt, that prevfous Presidents end 

the Congress were reaponslble for Ill aftd thet he, Johnson, Is not respGnsfblo 

for the war encl that he Is. ti red of hcflrh,g people say that Wei 1. ~e have to 

~o s~thin9, but I don1& Ilk.a the 111a11r be la doln9 It. tJe pointed out that 

Geargtt kennen had n,ve, been tn S011thff1t Alla and ten. Gavin had been 

Amhauador to France. Mo idlsmlesed thm ultlull.,..,<. Ht sald that he, 

Johntc11, I! not to blU18• that ·bla advlMrl_ •r• doing the Job, and they 

were appointed by othe~ people. to uN a Johnsonlan phrase, my lq,renlon 

of the briefing ,,,as ta rec.all tt. o1~ urtn1 that "A 11.uck pig aqueals. 11 

•nc, PrHl<i•nt Johnson WIIS Indeed IQuHI Ing thls morning. It h, clear to 

111e thac Che po1Ulc.a1 11t...aclcn in th• ~ntry tt of thl, ditte, rcgardleiu 

of ~hU h•ppen1 neJ&t tfovfti>cr, r, aioi,lag In favor of the Rlfpubll~n Party, in 

lerg~ P41rt becau'H! of Che situation In Viet Naa, ·~tearly. thls r, e source 

of grea: ,onc.ern to President John&Ott. Hit ectlon1 -os President appeor 

tote 9eared1 In large p,1~t 1 •• • rsactloa to that polltlca1 feet which 
, 

faces hhn--and he doea not 1 lk• Jt." 

The Jest :o ainu1,1 of LOJ't parfonnan~e ~•rt G~fenslve and 

~mDtlon~J, and~, polnta, I felt cmbarra,saen1 for him. 

He r(:peatedly Nici• 111 WGnt to be ,able to say 1 '.ve triu! every• 

thing. 11 tkltc he c!fdn'c say, I 'v• tried ev~rychlng bec.au&e I hent peace. 

He said, I want to be eble to say I ctld. Thh type of slip, If It ",as a 

slip, is but one of the numar~u1 in1tonc.e1 t~t his c~nti k~r£ phrased 

In terms of the politic.iii slcuatlon ond where blame ~ould fa11 and ho~ he 

•w--. ••, 
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~.'Quid defend hi msa lf I ancl hot, h• \\IOU let at tack anyone who aitoc:ked hl IJI • 

Hw ,nkecl repttattdly1 !Jhere wQ.re all tile critics end e.xperu when the 

conmitmenu tfflre being madet 

Throughout the fl flt half of the tn0rnt ng. lJt least 3 Wlli to 

Mouse Aides circulated throughout the cutUenee~ planting QL•Stlon&. I 

personally saw questions plcant•d 1arhb Sanator Ja¥.lts. who asked a t::Ul!Ation 

wbl(:h wa, c.ar•fully pro-John,cn &nd antr-Konneciy. 1ind ,,.,Ith Jac:k Brooks end 

with arwtiler t!etnber titting two ro1111 In frol'lt of me. 

The Pr4!slt1ent closad u-.. briefing by uylng. 11And c!on' t any of 

yuu •~er say you hlYe not been brleflld, 11 Thate were hi I la1t \llur~s. He 

poi rited out that. the s~creta~ of State and tt_. Secr~tnry of Def enae h~d 

1µaat <!ay aft•r cay on thf HIil. brfoflng Congress. and that he needeu 

them co do th•Jr Jobs. 

lnterestlr,sly, the naJ1, day Vice Pre1ldent K~hrey declined 

to appaer before the Senate ForelgR r.,1at1on1 tonmlttee, where ho l'IOUld 

hevo had to s.ub,dt ta cron-eJCiQrllln111lon,. r•ther than sh~1y perform es he 

old et th" i-:hi t• HouH under the prolectlon of the Pre5ident end ,~here he 

~ould respond to p)ante(l quottlcn,.flfr Sorue brleftng? 

'**The 1/{c.-e"' Presichmt n1et In uvcutlve HHlon with tho Senate foreign 
Relatlons Co1nnitteie on \.lfl!netda), r.erch 2 1 1Sb6, t:~~ ,·_, 1".it.l )"'j1,·, •. ,. 
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Snowflake 

January 3, 2003 11:15 AM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'\}\\-. 

SUBJECT: Briefings 

As I told you, I am preparing the DoD briefings Jog to show the ones we have 

presented and the ones we are \.Vorking on and that will be available in the weeks 

immediately ahead. 

What I would like to receive from you is a copy of the briefings that all the other 

government agencies-Department of State1 CIA, NSC and any others-plan to 

present and when. 

Thanks. 

DHR.Jh 
0 I IJII) .1.21 

W00022-03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20868 



FROM WHITE HOUSE £1TU~T10N ROOM eA CFRI I I. 10'1)3 15:30,S'T. !S,30/NOl ... (b_)_(6_) ___ _,I 2 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASMINGTON 

January 10, 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Change~2 to Unified Command Plan 2002 

Pursuant to my authority as Commander in Chief, I hereby approve 
and direct the assignment of Gl obal Strike, Integrated Missile 
Defense, DOD Informati.on Operations , and Command. Control, 
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance (C-4ISR) missions to U.S. Strategic Command. On 
or before January 1, 2004 , the Commander, U.S. Strategic 
Command, will provide me, through the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of Defense, an assessment of 
his command's ability to perform these newly assigned missions, 
and, if Full Operational Capabi lity has not been achieved, will 
identify the additional capabilities needed to achieve Full 
Operational Capability. 

You are directed to notify the Congress on my behalf as required 
by title l O, United States Code, section 161 (b I ( 2) , a.s a result 
of implementing thi s revision to the Unified Command Plan. 

W00041-03 

11-L-0559/0SD/20869 



11:39AM 
TO: Vice President Richard Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·-1Jf' 
DATE: January 16, 2003 

SUBJECT: CQ Monitor News Articlt-

Attached is a worrisome piece on ]ran that looks like we are moving away from our 

policy. 

Thanks. 

DHJ!.'~111 
Ol l60Hi1S 

Attach: CD Monitor News: Biden, Hagel May Meet Jranians 1n BadpChannel Diplomacy 
Move by Pomper, CQ Staff Writer ( l/14/03) 

W00069-03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20870 
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ca MoN1roR NEws Fv / c J i , t 
Jan 14 2003 - 8·17 pm_ / . .,)a E: ~\ l :t': lj h 

Biden, Hagel May Meet Iranians in Back-Channel J1er: f. fJ1 t.-

Diplomacy Move 0 /1 · 
i, 1,' J,.,....-
.[ i ' ILAv l. C 

•_:,,, I 

By Miles A Pomper, CQ Staff Writer Larry DI Rtt'F 

Delaware Democrat Joseph R. Biden Jr., then chairman of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, extended his hand to Iran last March in a bid to ease tensions 
between Washington and Tehran. 

"I am prepared to receive members of the Iranian Majlis [parliament] whenever its 
members would like to visit," he said. "lflranian parliamentari'ans believe 1hat's too 
sensitive, I'm prepared to mee11hem elsewhere." 

Now, nearly a year la1er, Iran is taking Biden up on his offer. 

Mohammad Javad Zarif, Iran's pennanent representative to the United Nations, has 
invited Bid en and Sen. Chuck Hagel of Nebraska, the panel's second-ranking 
Republican, to meet at his New York office, Biden disclosed Tuesday. 

Biden said he and Hagel are "seriously considering" traveling to New York, and that 
the meeting has been given !he green light by President Bush's national security adviser 
Condoleezza Rice and Secre1ary of State Colin L. Powell. 

He said the purpose of the talks with Zarif would be to pave the way for talks with 
Iranian parliamentarians. Such talks might take place in the United States, Iran or a third 
country, such as Switzerland, which handles U.S. interests in Tehran. 

The meeting with Zarif originally had been scheduled to take place Jan. I 3 but had to 
be postponed because of the death of Hagel's mother. The meeting had been arranged 
after several discussions between Iranian diplomats at the United Nations and aides to 
Biden and Hagel. 

The United States and Iran have not had formal diplomatic relations since the I 979 
takeover of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran by Iranian students. In 1999, the Clinton 
administration eased some sanctions against Iran, pennitting Iranian pistachio nuts, 
caviar and carpets to be exported to the United States. Now the two countries have a 
common enemy in Iraq, against which Iran fought a bloody eight-year war in the 1980s. 

Bi den said any talks with Zarif would focus on the potential for Iranian cooperation on 
key issues such as a common policy towards Iraq and Iran's oil and gas production. "We 
have a lot of mutual interests," Biden said. 

But Biden said he and Hagel also would express U.S concerns about Iran's atomic 

http://oncongress.cq.com/k2/prin1Docu .. ./newsl08-000000571429.html@al1news&pub==new I /1 S/2003 
11-L-0559/0SD/20871 
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energy program and its aJleged attempts to secretly bui]d nuc1ear weapons. He said they 
also would raise U.S. allegations oflran's sponsorship of terrorism. 

In his State of the Union speech a year ago, Bush included Iran, along with Iraq and 
North Koreat as part of the "axis of evil" nations that threaten U.S. security with weapons 
of mass destruction. 

The Bush administration also is concerned about lran's virulent opposition to the now· 
moribund Israeli-Palestinian peace process and its support for the Lebanese Shi'ite 
Muslim political pany Hezbollah, which the State Department has designated a terrorist 
organization. 

A majority of Iranian parliamentarians suppon moderate Iranian President Mohammed 
Khatemi, who has called for improved relations with the United States. Opposing 
Khatemi is Iran's conservative anti-American spiritual leader, Ayatollah Khameni, who 
directs Iran's national security apparatus. 

The administration's nod to the Biden-HageJ gesture toward Iran appears at odds with 
its stated policy. Last year, the White House said it would abandon its policy of 
cultivating the moderates surrounding Khatemi, saying they had little influence. The 
administration said it was opting instead for direct appeals to the Iranian people through 
U.S.-funded radio broadcasts and other programs. 

Some other lawmakers strongly supported Biden's initiative. 111f you're looking for 
progress with a member of the 'axis of evil,' the best chance is probably here;' said Pat 
Roberts, R-Kan., the incoming chainnan of the Senate Intelligence Committee. 

But others saw the effon as fUlile. "People go in there and meet the moderate foreign 
minister and the moderates around him, and they fool themselves into thinking the 
regime wi11 change,'' said John McCain, R-Ariz.1 a senior member of the Senate Armed 
Services Commirtee. "The religious mullahs wiJJ never Jet them." 

Source: CQ Monitor News 
Round-the-clock coverage of news from Capitol Hill. 

lt'. 2003 Congressional Quanerly Inc. All Rights Reserved 

http://oncongress.cq.com/k2/printDocu .. ./news I 08.0000005 71429 .html@aJlnews&pub=new 1/15/2003 
11-L-0559/0SD/20872 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, THE DISTRICT OF COI..UMBIA 

FEB 5 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Designation of Acting Secretary of the Navy 

I recommend that, pursuant to the Federal Vacancies Reform Act of 1998, you 
direct the Honorable H. T. Johnson to perform the duties of the office of Secretary of the 
Navy. The attached draft memorandum wou]d convey that direction to him. 

I recommend that you issue the attached memorandum. 

Attachment 

11-L-0559/0SD/20873 



MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE H. T. JOHNSON 

Pursuant to the Constitution and the laws of the United States, including section 3345(a) 
of title 5, United States Code, as amended by the Federal Vacancies Refonn Act of 1998, 
you are directed to perform the duties of the office of Secretary of the Navy. 

POTUS 

cc: 
Secretary of Defense 

11-L-0559/0SD/20874 



TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9f\ 
SUBJECT: Iraq 

February 10, 2003 7:47 AM 

Here is an article with some infonnation that might be useful in your meeting with 

Blix. 

Attach. 
··Iraq's New 'Progress'," The Jli.1// Street Journal Online, February 10, 2003 

DHR;Jh 
021001-1 

11-L-0559/0SD/20875 
W00147-03 



WSJ.com - lraq1s New 'Progress' 

STREET JOURNAL. 
ONLINE 

February 10, 2003 

REVIEW & OUTLOOK 

Iraq's New 'Progress' 

Page 1 of 1 

It was entirely predictable that Iraq would follow Colin Powell's damning report last week with a 
new public display of cooperation with U.N. inspectors. It is also en1irely predictable that some 
people -- the French, the Chinese. Howard Dean -- will wan1 to believe it's real. 

The gullible might consider the details of the U.N.'s first "private" interview late last week with 
Iraqi biologist Sinan Abdul Hassan. Iraq had previously insisted that any scientist be interviewed 
only with an Iraqi "minder" also on hand. But the Iraqis needn't worry about Mr. Abdul Hassan 
betraying any secrets, because he is himself a senior Iraqi minder as a member of Iraq's National 
Monitoring Directorate, which deals with the U.N. An Iraqi official ac1ually told the Western 
media that the biologist had "volmlteered" for this duty. 

Then there is the place Mr. Abdul Hassan was interviewed •• the al-Hayat hotel in Baghdad. With 
all of the Iraqi bugs that must have been in the room, the U .N. might as well have interviewed the 
man on Iraqi television. 

U.N. Resolution 1441 expressly calls for Iraqi scien1ists to be interviewed "outside of Iraq," with 
"family members" along for the trip, so Saddam Hussein can't have them killed afterward 1he way 
he once did his own brother-in-Jaw. But the U.N. inspec1ors are now settling for interviewing a 
Saddam apparat/scientist in a place where every word can be overheard. and the world is 
supposed to believe this is a sign that Iraq is showing "the beginning of a change of hearL" in the 
amazing words of inspector Mohamed E!Baradei. 

We can anticipate more such "progress" in coming days, all designed not to disann or facilitate 
inspections but to give the U.N. some new excuse to interfere with President Bush's intention to 
enforce the U.N.'s own resolutions. 

URL for this article: 
http://on Ii ne. wsj. o:,rnlarticl~fO .. SB 104484261 56507 5246 3. 00 html 

Updated February 10, 2003 

Copyright 2003 Dow Jonas & Company, Inc:. All Rights Resan,ad 

Printing, distribution, and use of this material Is governed by your Subscription agreement and Copyright laws. 

For infcrmation about subscribing go 10 http://www.waj.com 

http://online. wsj.comlarticle_print/0,,SB I 044842615650752463,00.html 
11-L-0559/0SD/20876 
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SnawHake ,. 

TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld '1).{i__ . 

February 10, 2003 9:16 AM 

SUBJECT: Support to States for Homeland Security 

When I was in Munich for the Wehrkunde conference, several Democratic 

Congressmen I spoke with there were adamant that money be released to state and 

local governments for homeland security. 

I don't have any idea what they were talking about, but it is something 1 think you 

ought to think about as to where we are and what is acrual1y happening. I simply 

don't lmow. 

Thanks. 

OHR<lh 
OZ IOIJJ.13 

W00149-03 
11-L-0559/0SD/20877 
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THE WHlTE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

February 12, 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR tHE SECRETARY· OF DEFENSE 

Sl,7BJECT: Request for Increase to the Partial Mobilization 
Ceiling 

In your January 17, 2003, memorandum to me you requested that 
I endorse a new eeiling of 400,000 for Ready Reserve personnel 
o~dered to involvnta~y a~tive duty. I endorse this increased 
ceiling. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20878 



February 12, 2003 7:51 AM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ _ 

SUBJECT: Invitation 

Here is an invitation from the Navy that just came to me. It is a nice event, and I 

hope you will consider it. I think you would enjoy it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
01/24/03 SecNav ltr to National Security Adviser 

DHR·dh 
021203-5 

11-L-0559/0SD/20879 
W00162-03 



THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
WASHINGTON. D.C 203!10,1000 

January 24. 2003 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
National Security Council 
The White House 
Washington, DC 20504 

Dear Dr. Rice: 

The guided missile destroyer MASON (DDG 87) 
is scheduled to be commissioned on Saturday, 
April 12, 2003, in Cape Canaveral, Florida . 

It is my pleasure to invite you to be the 
principal speaker at the commissioning ceremony. 
The Honorable Olympia J. Snowe, United States 
Senator from Maine is the sponsor. 

I hope your schedule will permit you to 
participate in this exciting event. The point of 
contact in my office is Captain Kevin Wensing, 
U.S. Navy. He can be reached at !(b)(6) 
JL should be a memorable occasion.._f_o_r __ a~r~r__,.t-h-o~s-e__. 
associated with MASON. 

11-L-0559/0SD/20880 



Snawflake 

February 13, 2003 3:11 PM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: The Honorable Tom Ridge 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

The Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
The Honorable Mitchell E. Daniels Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld])"::"" __ (.,;1 _.ff 
Accelerated Release of Funds 

I wonder if there is some way to accelerate the release of funds targeted at 

consequence management functions at federal, state and local levels, and to do so 

in a very public way. 

I have been on the Hill a lot the past two weeks, and it seems to be a steady theme 

for some. 

Obviously, these are things that go beyond the DoD budget, but I thought you 

should have the feedback from what they were saying to me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
021303-28 

11-L-0559/0SD/20881 



Snawflake 

February 14, 2003 2:53 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: The Honorable Anthony J. Principi 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '?).__Ji f. ----// 
SUBJECT: VA and DoD 

I thought you would appreciate seeing this article. The task force you set up is 

bearing fruit! 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Freedberg, Sydney J. Jr. "Pentagon and the VA Save by Sharing," National Journal, February 

14, 2003. 

DHR:dh 
021403,15 

11-L-0559/0SD/20882 
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National Journal Magazine Archive 
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DEFENSE: Pentagon and the VA Save by Sharing 

Page 1 of 4 

As America sends tens of thousands of troops into harm's way, an enormous 
medical establishment is already wrestling with how best to care for those 
who come back less than whole. In fact, there are two such establishments. 
The Defense Department spends about $20 billion a year on the medical 
needs of some 6.2 million troops, family members, and retirees. And the 
Veterans Affairs Department spends about $25 billion a year caring for 4 
million former service members, primarily the poor and the disabled. 
Getting these giant departments to work together better could save 
taxpayers billions and help heal those wounded in the nation's 
wars. 

Now, after years of stops and starts-and kicks from Congress-the arcane 
but costly question of how the two departments can share the medical 
burden has made its way onto President Bush's agenda. But even with the 
president pushing, it can be hard to budge the two largest bureaucracies 
in the federal government. 

Look at some success stories from the Southwest. For years, when a veteran 
in El Paso, Texas, needed specialized care, the VA outpatient clinic in 
town usually had to refer him to the nearest full-service VA hospital-in 
Albuquerque, N.M., a four-hour drive away. Today, that vet can go 
literally next door-to a military hospital. William Beaumont Army Medical 
Center gives the VA access to expensive expertise and equipment, such as 
pathologists and MRI scans, that the smaller clinic could never support on 
its own; in return, the VA reimburses the Army nearly $5 million a year, 
well below the going rate for the same medical care in the private sector. 
As an added bonus, soldiers mustering out at Beaumont can get their VA 
workup for disability benefits done on the spot, where their military 
records are easily available. Meanwhile, up at Albuquerque, the tables are 
turned, with the big VA hospital there providing specialized support to a 
smaller Air Force clinic located on VA property-at an estimated savings to 
the military of $341,000 a year over private-sector providers of the same 
services. 

All this sharing seems straightforward. It is not. Each joint venture took 
intensive negotiations to get it started-and constant work-arounds to keep 
it going. Reimbursement rates had to be thrashed out for every medical 
procedure or treatment. Every day, patient data is laboriously 
cut-and-pasted from the VA's records software into the military's 
incompatible program, The VA and the military still run separate 
pharmacies even when their facilities are under the same roof. And every 
new idea has to work its way up two chains of command, each with its own 
clashing culture. 

With all of these obstacles, it's a wonder anything gets done. But two 
powerful trends in American medicine are pushing the departments 
together. 

The first is specialization. In the old days of black bags and horse 

.. ./ifetch4 ?ENG+ NJMAG+ 7-njmagtoc+ 1057640-DBSCORE +256+ 2+203+F+ 14+ 28+ 1 +PD%22/14/2003 
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National Journal Magazine Archive Page 2 of 4 

buggies, all doctors' training and tools were much the same. But today's 
treatments require an array of expensively educated specialists and their 
million-dollar machines-which few hospitals can afford on their own. In 
Albuquerque, for example, it takes the added demand from military patients 
to make having a VA mammography department worthwhile. And at Great Lakes, 
Ill., the Naval Hospital struggles to support an in-house radiology 
department, so it is working to send X-rays electronically to the VA's 
North Chicago hospital for analysis. 

The second recurring theme is decentralization. More-sophisticated, 
less-invasive procedures mean fewer patients are recovering overnight in 
hospitals. More focus on minor surgeries, prescriptions, and catching 
illness early means more-frequent walk-in visits. This trend-reinforced by 
military downsizing over the past decade-means that both Defense and VA 
are underusing their big, old-fashioned, costly hospitals, at the same 
time they're struggling to build networks of smaller, cheaper clinics. 
Sometimes, a new VA facility fits neatly into the unused space at a base 
hospital, as is the case at the VA clinic housed in the base hospital at 
Fort Knox, Ky. Sometimes, the two departments can build a community clinic 
together, as they're considering doing in Pensacola, Fla. 

These two great trends have created countless local opportunities for 
sharing. By the Defense Department's estimate, VA and military facilities 
from the East Coast to Hawaii have some 600 sharing agreements valued at 
$86 million a year. But that's a drop in a $45 billion bucket-less than l 
percent of the two systems' combined health care spending. 

Such figures show the limits of a retail approach to linking the medical 
services of the two huge departments. "An awful lot of it has been 
from the bottom up, [and) that's terrific, but it's a little too 
idiosyncratic," said Gail Wilensky, co-chair of a presidential task 
force on improving veterans' benefits, which is due to report in March. 
11 'the difficulty is attempting to institutionalize this . 11 

When neighboring facilities happen to have like-minded managers, sharing 
can get started. But if either leader leaves, the successor might drop the 
project. And even joint ventures that build momentum must cut against the 
grain of incompatible bookkeeping procedures, clinical practices, and 
computers. Local innovators can work around such systemic problems-but 
only national leadership can solve them. 

Which is what has actually started happening in the past few years. The 
two departments are buying drugs in bulk together: The estimated savings 
of $98 million in fiscal year 2001 more than tripled to $369 million in 
2002. Last October, the VA and Defense Departments agreed on a conunon 
price list for medical services, based on Medicare standards. Now, instead 
of each facility laboriously negotiating unique reimbursement rates, said 
the undersecretary of Defense for personnel and readiness, David S.C. Chu, 
"they can just send a patient and send the bill." Local pilot 
projects such as El Paso's, where troops about to leave the service can 
get their VA disability exam while still on active duty, are being made 
standard procedure nationwide. And by 2005, the departments expect to be 
able to share key electronic medical records. An approving Congress has 
reinforced many of these initiatives in statute and set aside $15 million 
of each department's 2003 budgets specifically for new sharing 
ventures. 

These successes build on two decades of hard work. But many observers in 
the bureaucracy, Congress, and veterans groups agree that this 
administration has given sharing new momentum. President-elect Bush raised 
the issue in his very first meeting with Anthony J. Principi, whom he 
later made VA secretary. And since then, Bush has personally nudged 
Principi and Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld to keep moving. Said 
Principi, "At Cabinet meetings from time to time, he will look at me 
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and look at Don, and say, 'How well are you two working together?' 
" 

The workhorse of cooperation is a high-level council co-chaired by 
Principi's deputy, Leo Mackay, and by Chu. This council was created under 
President Clinton-albeit one level lower down, and with a narrower 
mandate-but it was virtually defunct by 2001. Now that it has been revived 
and elevated, said Chu, ~there's a whole different tone between the 
leadership of the two Cabinet departments." 

Years of painful history show the importance of such high-level pressure. 
After Congress passed the first law on sharing back in 1982, there was 
0 a blossoming of sharing, hundreds and hundreds of agreements," 
recalled one long-serving Hill staffer. The sharing had died down by 1992, 
amid the distractions of post-Cold War downsizing at Defense and major 
internal chan~es at both departments. But by the mid-1990s, the heads of 
the two health systems-acting Assistant Secretary Dr. Edward Martin at 
Defense and Undersecretary Or Kenneth Kizer at VA-set up che original 
VA-Defense sharing council and held regular meetings. 

"If we skipped a month," recalled ki2er, "things would 
start eroding immediately. It had to be continuous, ongoir,g pressure from 
the two top officials." Martin, however, retired in 1998; Kizer, a 
controversial, hard-charqinq reformer, was ousted ir, 1999, and sharing 
waned again. 

The obstacles to VA-Defense sharing are enormous-and they represent more 
than bureaucratic stubbornness. Experts in both departments, Congress, and 
veterans groups point out that the two systems serve very different 
missions. Military patients are mostly young troops and their 
families-delivering babies is big business at base hospitals-who move 
every few years. Veterans are older, less mobile, and less healthy. For 
the severely disabled in particular, Defense has nothing to match the VA's 
wQrld-renowned serv1ces for spinal cord injuries, blindness, and 
posttraumatic stress. And the one population eligible for benefits from 
both the VA and Defense-military retirees with 20 or rnore years of 
service-has fought a long, hard, and politically successful battle to get 
the majority of their medical care at the military hospitals to which they 
grew accustomed while Qn active duty. Any sharing that sacrificed the 
unique core competencies of each system would have generals, retirees, and 
veterans groups howling in protest. 

"Any kind of merger of the two systems into some kind of hybrid would 
be totally unworkable," warned Richard fuller, legislative director 
of the Paralyz';!d Veterans of P.merica. "We've made that very 
plain." But short of that bright red line, most veterans advocates 
are perfectly willing to let the VA and Defense look for efficiencies, 
especially in "back-office" functions such as bulk purchasing of 
pharmaceuticals, which do not affect patients directly. 0 Both systems 
need to be careful," said fuller, but "the approaches that the 
VA and DOD have taken so far have been more or less appropriate and done 
with common sense." 

Senior officials are quick to eruphas1ze that they plan no radical 
upheavals. "I don't think th,ere's any thought or consideration being 
given to merging the two departments,'' reassured Mackay. "We 
serve some very different patient populations, and we serve them in very 
different ways .... There are soru,e natural limits to what this [sharing] 
can achieve. That said, I think there are some powerful efficiencies that 
can be garnered; real savings that can be made for the American taxpayer; 
and real improvements in the quality of services that we give to service 
members and veterans." 

Sydney J. Freedberg Jr. 
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Snewflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard Cheney 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Honorable Mitchell E. Daniels Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld V /L.. 
SUBJECT: Defense Supplemental 

February 24, 2003 5:56 PM 

Here is a draft that may help frame our discussion at our meeting tomorrow at 

11:25 a.m. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Oran ltr to Dir, 0MB 

DHK:dh 
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DRAFf 

The Honorable Mitch E. Daniels, Jr. 
Director 
Office of Management and Budget 
Washington, DC 20503 

Dear Mitch: 

Thank you for your memo of Febmary 11, 2003, regarding the various possible 

approaches for a DoD supplemental appropriation. The assumptions we make about the 

size of our request and the purposes for which we state we intend to use the funds will 

send important signals about the seriousness of our intent and our expectations as to the 

critical tasks before us. That being the case, I believe it would be best to submit to the 

Congress a supplemental request the very day the conflict starts, if and when that occurs. 

l recommend we request an amount that would cover the range of activities that 

are likely through the end of fiscal year 2003. \Ve believe the period ahead can be 

divided roughly into three phases of activity, as follows: 

• Major Conflict Phase: 

o Additional force flows as required 

o High Intensity Warfare 

o Establish control over uncontested/defeated areas 

o Some WMD identifica1ion/safeguarding 

• Transition Phase: 

o More limited combat operations, possibly in several urban areas 

o WMD Identification/isolation/destruction 

o Begin force reconstitution - replace weapons used/equipment lost 

DRAFf 
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o Limited force redeployment/withdrawal 

• Reconstitution/Reconstruction Phase: 

o Remaining force reconstitution 

o Significant force redeployment 

o Establish baseline presence in country 

2 

A virtue of this approach to the supplemental is flexibility in the use of funds 

across the likely range of expected activities. While we can make assumptions about the 

duration of each phase, and we will be doing so as we prepare the specific request. we 

clearly cannot know with certainty whether the major conflict phase, for example, will be 

a few days or a few weeks. If it proves to be at the shorter end of that range, then we can 

accelerate force redeployment and reconstitution. Conversely, a longer period of high 

intensity combat would delay force redeployment. In either event, we will need the 

funds. 

Having the funds available across the three phases for the remainder of the fiscal 

year could obviate the need for multiple supplemental appropriations requests this fiscal 

year, assuming the size of the request we make is sufficient to meet the expected 

requirements. 

DRAFI' 
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Other Assumptions. There are other factors that wiII affect the manner in which 

supplemental funding likely will be applied across these three broad phases of activities. 

These assumptions include: 

• Whether or not weapons of mass destruction are used against us or 

Iraq's neighbors 

• The degree of coalition support for the combat phase 

1 The nature and amount of post-conflict participation by other countries 

• The success of our international financial assistance collections 

Other Items to be Included. In addition to these Iraq-related requirements~ the 

supplemental funding request must include: 

• The amount needed in fiscal year 2003 for the ongoing operations in the 

non-Traq related aspects of the g)obal war on terrorism; and funds to cover 

the (raq-related preparatory tasks we have already performed. These 

figures are as follows: 

o An estimated$ l3.9 billion for the balance of the FY 2003 for 

Operation Enduring Freedom l GWOT) and Operation Noble Eagle 

(U.S. Combat Air Patrols, etc.) requirements (this figure includes 

funds for coalition support, principalJy to Pakistan and Jordan); 

o The amount we will have spent in Iraq-related preparatory tasks by 

the time the supplementaJ passes. We already have spent $2.6 

DRAFT 
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billion and will have spent considerably more by the time a 

supplemental is likely to pass; 

4 

• Supplemental funding for intelligence purposes, which I have discussed 

previously with the Vice President, Andy Card, and you, and which 

would not be Iraq-speci fie; 

, Other lraq-related requirements from the State Department, the Central 

Intelligence Agency and other departments or agencies, and; 

• There would be value in maintaining a reserve fund of some amount for 

use by the President. the DoS, and the DoD, or for other purposes 

related to the war on terrorism, the specific uses of which cannot be 

projected just now. 

Legislative Provisions. We propose that the supplemental request be 

accompanied with certain of the legislative proposals that appear in the DepartmenCs 

Appropriations Act submission for FY 2004. These proposals would permit the DoD 

greater authority and flexibility in managing its funding and supporting friendly foreign 

forces whose cooperation is necessary to ensure the success of coalition military 

operations. 

Finally, it would be best if the supplemental funds were made available to the 

Department of Defense in a centralized transfer account, such as the Defense Emergency 

Response Fund. In the past, this approach has enabled us to meet our obligations in a 
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timelier manner than the normal procedures allow. Expenses will conceivably include 

urgent infrastructure demands, civil-military operations, or refugee management. 

It is my understanding that DoD and 0MB staff have begun to develop estimates 

for the supplemental appropriations request. I look fotward to discussing it with you 

soon. 

Sincerely, 

DRAFf 
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Snowflake 

March 17, 2003 11:05 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld '0----.i. A ---·-· -(!,A 
SUBJECT: Public Sentiment 

Attached are some dippings from a pre-World War II rally, where the America 

First Committee filled Madison Square Garden on May 23, I 941, just six and a 

half months before Pearl Harbor. They held similar rallies across the country 

opposing U.S. intervention in World War II. 

Isolationist sentiment in the U.S. constrained us from acting to stop Hitler early, at 

a minimal cost of lives. It not only might have stopped Hitler early, but it might 

have deterred Japan. 

Sincere people can be sincerely wrong. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Press clipping 

OHR:dh 
0)1703-20 
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Snowflake 

March 17, 2003 11:08 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )2,.,:\ ---'1 "---f~ 
SUBJECT: European Sentiment 

Attached is a brief clipping from Peter Schweizer's book, Reagan's War. 

It chronicles the European response when President Reagan tried to rally the 

Allies, following the I 981 crackdown on Solidarity in Poland. The Gennan 

reaction sounds familiar. 

It says something about leadership. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Schweizer, Peter. Reagan's War excerpts 

DHR:dh 
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R EAGAN CONVENED AN EMERGENCY MEETING OF THE NSC. "THE 

Soviet-backed action must not stand," he declared. As his advis
ers discussed the situation. Reagan jotted a note to himself. His goal 
was nothing short of free elections in Poland. 19 

As Reagan recorded in his diary: "I took a stand that this may be 
the last chance in our lifetime to see a change in the Soviet empire's 
colonial policy re Eastern Europe. We should take a stand and tell 
them unless and until martial law is lifted in Poland, the prisoners 
were released and negotiations resumed between Walesa and the 
Polish government, we would quarantine the Soviets and Poland 
with no trade or communications across their borders. Also tell our 

' NATO allies and others to join us in such sanctions or risk an es
trangement from us:• 

It quickly became apparent that whatever Reagan planned to do, 
he was probably going to have to do it alone. In Europe. the Social
ist Imernational, an influential body that included political leaders 
and heads of state from Social Democrats and Socialists in Germany, 
France, Great Britain, and a smattering of other Western European 
countries, issued a bland statement. Comparing the human rights sit
uation in Poland to that in Turkey, it went on to equate the Soviet 
occupation of Afghanistan with the civil war in El Salvadot (The 
group never explained how ninety thousand occupying troops were 
the same as.fifty-five American military advisers.) 

On orders from Washington, U.S. diplomats in West Germany 
met with officials to gauge the German position. What they discov
ered was more than a bit disturbing. According to U.S. State Depart
ment cables, West German officials were less concerned about martial 
law than about American remarks. German officials said they were 
taking a wait-and-see attitude as to whether Jaruzelski would succeed 
or not. They even proposed extending economic assistance to Poland 
because it might help Jaruzebki succeed in his "national renewal" ef
forts. West German officials emphasized that whatever happened in 
Poland. they didn't want it to affect relations with the Soviet Union."" 

The response from many other allies was similar, so Reagan de
cided to act alone. 

"We can't let this revolution against Communism fail without 
offering a hand," he wrote in his diary. 1'Wc may never have an op
portunity like this in our lifetime." 

On December 29, Reagan took to the airwaves to announce a~ · 
embargo against Poland and the Soviet Union for the declaration of 
martial law. Poland would now lose its most favored nation (MFNt' 
trading status and face high tariffs on its exports to the United States. 
Reagan would work to prevent any new financial credits from being 
extended to the Polish government. Most important, he issued a de
cree banning the sale of oil and gas technologies to the Soviet Union. 
It was a decision chat would cost the Kremlin billions. 

The sanctions were hard-hitting and designed to target critical 
sectors of the Soviet-bloc economy. Reagan wanted to use the sanc
tions as a tool to keep the freedom experiment in Poland alive. "If 
the Polish government wilt honor the commitments it has made to 
basic human rights in documents like the Gdansk agreement, we in 
America will gladly do our share to help the shattered Polish econ
omy, just as we helped the countries of Europe after both world 
wars ... i• 

As a weapon the S3nctions were well targeted; Poland was vul
nerable to Western economic pressure. "Poland is largely dependent 
on the West, above all on the German Federal Republic and the 
USA:' said one Warsaw Pact report. "Its capital debt is some $27 bil
lion:• Without an infusion of capital from the West or the opportu
nity to export goods to the United States, Poland's economy V.:.ould 
be in shambles:• 

Poland exported large amounts of natttral resources and other 
goods to the United States. Sanctioru meant tlut Poland now had lit
tle access to the American market, cutting off access to critically 
needed hard currency. As General Czeslaw IGszczak, then Polish in
terior minister and cocreator of martial law, told me, .. Economic 
sanctions caused enormous lo~s in the economy."•J 

tr * * 

R EA.GAN'S RRM LINE LEFT HTM ALONE AMONG WESTERN L.EADERS. 

The most critical Western power with ties to Poland was West 
Germany. Washington tried to convince Bonn to support at least 
some of what Reagan was doing. But Chancellor Helmut Schmidt 
was offering at best only grudging support. In a private meeting with 
East Germany's Erich Honecker. according to a secret East German 



transcript. Schmidt declared that martial law was "necessary.'''• ln a 
meeting between German foreign minister Hans Dietrich Genscher 
and the Polish vice premier, Genscher likewise justified the imposi
tion of martial law.Ji 

Schmidt arrived in Washington in early 1982 to discuss the situ
::ition in Poland and met with Secretary of State Al Haig. The two 
sat for breakfast and engaged in a wide-ranging discussion. Schmidt 
was frank and blllnt. 

He declared that the Soviets viewed Poland as .. theirs," and that 
it was ridiculous for Reagan to think he could "overthrow the 
post-World War II division of Europe," according to a secret State 
Department transcript of the meeting. Schmidt actually chided Haig 
about the idea that political freedom was possible in Poland. 

"The West needs to be realistic regarding the possibilities for 
change in Eastern Europe," he said. Reagan was suffering from "il
lusions" if he expected Moscow to honor the Helsinki Final Accord 
guaranteeing basic individual rights. He even went so far as to justify 
martial law because he had "continuing doubts regarding the orga
nizational skills of the Polish people, given their inclination to ro
manticism." 

Haig pressed Schmidt to support some form of sanctions against 
the Soviet Union, because "we had to find ways to keep pressure on 
the Soviets:· Schmidt responded that West Germany "would not 

stick its neck out.''"'' 
Nor, it seems, would anyone else. In Canada, Prime Minister 

Pierre Trudeau declared his "impartiality" over what was going on 
in Poland and refused to support sanctions or other measures. 
NATO ally Greece would not publicly criticize the crackdown at all, 
and while Italy criticized martial law. it said it would simply "pause 
to reflect" on economic relations with the Soviet bloc. Norway said 
Reagan's ~anctions were a mistake "because they exacerbate tensions 
and offer no real promise of economic or political gain." France 
strongly condemned the imposition of martial law and pledged to 
hold consultations regarding new credits to Poland. But privately of~ 
ficials professed to undentand the "difficulties and escalation" that 
had led to martial law. Even Reagan's erstwhile ally, Margaret 
Thatcher in London, would go only so far. Denouncing martial law 
as barbarous and declaring her support for sanctions against Poland, 

she was skeptical of sanctions against the Soviets. Reagan, it seemed, 
was aU alone in his efforts to keep the Solidarity movement alive.'' 

Reagan dispatched Haig and Defense Secretary Weinberger to 
Europe to try to convince the U.S. allies. Ministers from all the 
NATO countries gathered in January for a special session of the 
North Atlantic Congress (NAC} to consider how the West should 
deal with the crisis. Haig and Weinberger haggled with their coun
terparts for several days and hammered out a compromise. While no 
one was willing to consider the kind of hard-hitting sanctions Reagan 
had put in place, alliance members did comm.it themsdves to the goal 
of encouraging reform in Poland. As general as it was, this action was 
a long way from Schmidt's mild endorsement of the crackdown. 

Reagan. however, made dear that he was firmly committed to 
liberating Poland. "What is at stake in Poland is freedom," read the 
official U.S. statement following the NAC meeting. "We in the west 
have a responsibility not only to preserve our own freedom ln1t to nurture it 
where it does not exist."•1 

Reagan's commitment to nurturing freedom in Poland won him 
criticism &om many who believed he was risking conflict with the 
Kremlin. George Kennan, who had first formulated containment in 
I947, declared that demands for freedom in Poland were "inevitably 
self-defeating;• and that Reagan was undermining detente. "1 

.,, • * 

I N MOSCOW, KREMLIN LEADERS TOOK COMFORT IN THE MILO 

words emanating from Western Europe. They applauded Europe's 
"realism" and "genuine concern," as opposed to the "wild accusa
tions" coming out of Washington.J0 In Warsaw, martial law officials 
went a step further. With morale low among their own military offi
cers. they circulated quotes by Schmidt made to Poli~h officials that 
"General Jaruzelski acted in the best interests of the nation."" 

But Reagan was dearly throwing down the gauntlet. Sanctions 
against Poland were a major drain on Soviet resources. "We already 
are stretched to the limit in our capacity to help the Poles, and they 
are still making more requests [for money and food);' Brezhnev told 
the Politburo somberly after the sanctions were announced. "Per
haps we can do a bit more, but we certainly can't give a lot more.''1• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard 8. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld · . ) 
/~ 

SUBJECT: Map of Iraq 

March 14, 2003 1:50 PM 

I asked the CIA to give you a good map of Iraq, as you requested. I have a pretty 

good one over here that I showed to my CIA briefer, and he is going to get one for 

you. 
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Snowflake 
March l'l, 2003 4:00 PM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald RumsfelclJA 

SUBJECT: External Organizations 

Attached is a paper that was provided to me. I have not had a chance to study it, 

but I think these are just a few of the things that I am automatically a part of as 

Secretary of Defense. Clearly, something like the National Security Council 

makes sense. On the other hand, there are a lot of things on here that not only 

don't make sense for the Secretary of Defense, but I would guess don't make 

sense for the government. 

Maybe you could ask 0MB to take a review of all of these commissions. We 

could propose that Congress abolish the ones required by statute that don't make 

sense anymore, and we can take care of the administrative ones established by 

Executive Order by abolishing them or reviewing the membership. That would be 

a good task for 0MB. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
Secretary of Defense Memberships in External Organizations Under Statute or Executive 

Order, November 21, 2002 draft version 
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DRAFf 
March 19, 2003 

Secretary of Defense Memberships in External Oreanizations U oder Statute or 
Executive Order 

1. National Security Council, member 

·Requirement: 50 U.S.C. §402 

-Established: Jul. 26, 1947 

-SecDef attends. 

-Purpose: The NSC advises the President on domestic, military and foreign policies 
relating to national security. 

2. Export Administrative Review Board, member 

-Requirement: Exec. Order No. 12981, 60 Fed. Reg. 62981 (Dec. 51 1995), 
continues the Board established by Exec. Order No. 11533 (Jun. 4, 1970) and Exec. 
Order No. 12002 (Jul. 7, 1977), amended by Exec. Order No. 13020 (Oct. 12, 1996), 
Exec. Order No. 13026 (Nov. 15, 1996) and Exec. Order No. 13118 (Mar. 31, 1999) 

-Established: June 4, 1970 

-SecDef attends. 
-No alternate Board member shall be designated, but the acting SecDef or 
Deputy Secretary may serve in lieu of SecDef 

-Purpose: The Board is responsible for interagency dispute resolution concerning 
export license applications; Board meets only when necessary to resolve disputes. 

3. Homeland Security Council, member 

-Requirement: Exec. Order No. 13,228, 66 Fed. Reg. 51812 

·Established: Oct. 8, 2001 

-SecDef designee: Thomas E. White, Sec Anny/Interim DoD Executive Agent for 
Homeland Security 

11-L-0559/bSD/20900 
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March 19, 2003 

-Purpose: The Council advises and assists the President with respect to all aspects 
of homeland security. It ensures coordination of homeland security-related activities 
of executive departments and agencies and effective development and 
implementation of homeland security policies. 

4. President's Critical Infrastructure Protection Board 

-Requirement: Exec. Order No. 13,23 l, 66 Fed. Reg. 202 

·Established: Oct. 16, 2001 

-SecDef designee: John Stenbit, ASD(C3I), secondary is Carol Haave, 
DASD(S&IO) 

-Purpose: The Board recommends policies and coordinates programs for protecting 
infonnation systems for critical infrastructure, including emergency preparedness 
communications, and the physical assets that supporl such systems. 

5. Counterproliferation Program Review Committee, Chairman 

-Requirement: 22 U.S.C. §2751 
-SecDef may designate a DASO-level or above representative to perform his 
routine duties 

-Established: Oct. 22, 1968 

-SecDef designee: Paul Wolfowitz, DepSecDef 

-Purpose: The Committee is charged with optimizing funding, development and 
deployment of highly effective technologies for purposes of detection, monitoring, 
collecting, processing, analyzing, and disseminating information in support of 
counterproliferation policy and efforts. 

-Miscellaneous: USD(A T &L) chairs interagency group supporting committee. 

6. Invasive Species Council, member 

-Requirement: Exec. Order No. 13112, 64 Fed. Reg. 6183 

-Established: Feb. 3, 1999 
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-SecDef designee: John P. Woodley. ADUSD(E) 

DRAFf 
March 19, 2003 

-Purpose: The Council prevents the spread of invasive species (species non-native 
to the ecosystem under consideration and whose introduction is likely to cause 
economic or environmental harm or hann to human health) through interagency 
coordination, creation of a cross-agency budget for rapid response to emerging 
problems, and reauthorization and expansion of the National Invasive Species Act. 

7. U.S. Coral Reef Task Force, member 

-Requirement: Exec. Order No. 13089, 63 Fed. Reg. 32701. 
16 U.S.C. §6401 note 

-Established: June I 1, 1998 

-SecDef designee: H.T. Johnson, ASN(l&E) 

-Purpose: The Task Force's mission is to protect and enhance coral reef 
ecosystems. 

8. Board of Directors, National Veterans Business Development Corporation, 
nonvoting ex officio member 

-Requirement: 15 U.S.C §657c 

-Established: Jul. 18, 1958 

-SecDef designee: Frank Ramos, Dir Small & Disadvantaged Business, 
OUSD(AT&L) 

-Purpose: The Corporation created a business model process of establishing 
business plans that will provide resources to veterans for businesses and cash flow to 
the corporation. 

-Miscellaneous: Meets quarterly. 

9. DoD Advisory Council on Dependents' Education (Federal Advisory 
Committee), cochairman 

-Requirement: 20 U.S.C. §929 
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March 19, 2003 

-Established: Nov. 1, 1978 

-SecDef designee: Charles S. Abell, ASD(FMP) 

-Purpose: The Council provides advice to the Director, DoDEA regarding 
curricu]um selection, administration, operation of the DoD Dependents Schools 
(DoDDS) (the Department's overseas school system), national educational best 
practices and programs that should be considered for inclusion in DoDDS. ACDE 
members inc1ude representatives from DoD and DoEd, teacher union presidents, 
military general officers, nal.ionally recognized educators external to DoDEA, 
DoDDS parents, and a DoDDS student. 

10. Board of Directors, U.S. Institute of Peace~ member 

-Requirement: 22 U.S.C. §4605 
~SecDef may designate a DoD PAS official 

-Established: Oct. 19, 1984 

-SecDef designee: Douglas Feith, USD(P) 

-Purpose: The Board debates on current conflict resolution and policy issues. 

11. White House Commission on the National Moment of Remembrance, member 

-Requirement: Pub. L No. 106-579 (36 U.S.C. §116 note) 

-Established: Dec. 28, 2000 

-SecDef or designee: No designee currentJy in place 

-Purpose: The Commission encourages people and entities at the national, State, 
and local Jevel to commemorate Memorial Day and to participate in a National 
Moment of Remembrance in tribute to those individuals who sacrificed their lives 
for the United States. The commission provides national coordination for 
commemorative speeches, publkations, exhibits, and events. 

12. Advisory Council on Servicemembers' Group Life Insurance, member 

-Requirement: 38 U.S.C. § 1974 
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-Estab1ished: Sep. 29, 1965 

-SecDef designee: USD(C) 

DRAFf 
March 19, 2003 

-Purpose: The Council reviews the operations of the Department of Veterans 
Affairs regarding Servicemembers' Group Life Insurance and advises the Veterans 
Affairs Secretary on matters of policy relating to the Secretary's activities under this 
statute. 

-Mis~ellaneous: DoDD 1341.3, "Servicemen's Group Life Insurance," assigns the 
DoD Comptroller responsibility for financial policy and ASD(FMP) responsibility 
for administrative policy of the SGLI Program. 
-Council meets at least once a year or more often at the call of the Secretary of 
Veterans Affairs. 

13. Professional Certification and Licensure Advisory Committee, ex officio member 

-Requirement: 38 U.S.C. §3689 

-Established: Nov. 1, 2000 

-SecDef designee: Ollie Smith, Transition Assistance Program Director, 
OASD(FMP) 

-Purpose: The Conunittee advises the Secretary of Veterans Affairs on 
requirements of organizations or entities offering licensing and certification tests to 
individuals on whose behalf the DV A pays for those tests. The Committee expands 
the educational opportunities for military personnel who signed up for the 
Montgomery GI Bill (MGIB). As of March I, 2001, individuals with MGIB 
benefits possess the option to test on professional certification and licensure 
examinations. Testing on a OVA-approved professional certification or licensure 
exam assures eligibility to receive after-the-fact reimbursement. 

14. Advisory Committee on Veterans Employment and Training, ex officio 
non-voting member 

-Requirement: 38 U.S.C. §4110 

-Established: Oct. 14, 1982 

-SecDef or designee: No current representative 
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-Purpose: The Committee's objectives are to: assess the employment and training 
needs of veterans; determine the extent to which the programs and activities of 
the Department of Labor are meeting such needs; carry out such other 
activities as may be appropriate; and make recommendations to the Secretary 
of Labor with respect to the employment and training needs of veterans at 
such times and in such manner as the Committee determines appropriate. 

·Miscellaneous: The Committee meets quarterly. 

15. Corporation for National and Community Service, ex officio non-voting member 

-Requirement: 42 U.S.C. §12651a 

-Established: Nov. 16, 1990 

-SecDef designee: Ernie Gonzalez, Director, Civil Military Youth Programs and 
Innovative Readiness Training, OASD(RA) 

-Purpose: The Corporation works with governor-appointed state commissions, 
nonprofits, faith-based groups, schools, and other civic organizations to provide 
opportunities for Americans of all ages to serve their conununities. 

16. Advisory Committee on Women Veterans, ex officio member 

-Requirement: 38 U.S.C. §542 
-SecDef or SecDef designee (after consultation with DACOWITS) 

-Established: Aug. 6, 1991 

~SecDef designee; DACOWITS Military Director 

-Purpose: The Committee advises the Secretary of VA on benefits provided by the 
Department of Veterans Affairs for women veterans, prepares reports and conducts 
studies pertaining to women veterans and the needs of women veterans with respect 
to compensation, health care, rehabilitation, outreach, and other benefits and 
programs administered by VA. 
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17. Nazi War Crimes and Japanese Imperial Government Records Interagency 
Working Group, member 

-Requirement: 5 U.S.C. §552 note 

-Established: Oct. 8. 1998 

-SecDef designee: Christina Bromwe11, OASD(C31) 

-Purpose: The mission of the Working Group is to locate, recommend for 
declassification, and make available to the public through the National Archives all 
classified Nazi and Japanese Imperial Government war crimes records. 

*Note: The Japanese Imperial Government DjscJosure Act of 2000 requires the 
President to "designate the Working Group established under the Nazi War Crimes 
Disclosure Act (Public Law 105-246; 5 U.S.C. 552 note) to also carry out the 
purposes of this title with respect to Japanese Imperial Government records" by 
February 25, 200 l. 

18. Committee on Climate Change Science and Technology Integration, member 

-Requirement: Presidential approval, reflected in a February 25. 2002 memo 
signed by the Chairman, Council on Environmental Qua1ity. Executive Office of 

the President 

-Established: Feb. 4, 2002 

-SecDef designee: Ron Sega, Director, Defense Research & Engineering 

-Purpose: The Cormnittee will provide recommendations concerning climate 
science and technology to the President and recommend the movement of funding 
and programs across agency boundaries. 

19. Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board 

-Requirement: 29 U.S.C. §792 

-Established: Sept. 26, 1973 

-SecDef designee: Charles S. Abell, ASD (FMP) 
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.Purpose: The Board ensures compliance with the Architectural Barriers Act of 
1968, Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, which allows physical1y handicapped individuals 
accessibility to certain federal buildings. 

20. Economic Adjustment Committee, chairman (yearly rotating basis w/ Secretaries of 
Commerce and Labor) or member 

-Requirement: Exec. Order No. 12,788, 57 Fed. Reg. 2213 (Jan. 21, 1992) 
-SecDef or designated principal deputy 

-Established: May 25, 1999 

-SecDef designee: DUSD(l&E) 

-Purpose: The Committee coordinates f edera) technical and financia1 assistance for 
stace and local economic adjustment activities in response to Defense actions, 
including base closures, contractor reductions, and encroachment It also priorilizes 
domestic program support for Defense-affected areas. 

21. National Capital Planning Commission, ex officio member 

-Requirement: 40 U.S.C. §71a 
-SecDef from time-to-time may designate an alternate to serve in his stead 

-Established: Dec. 24, 1973 

-SecDef designtt: Raymond F. DuBois, Jr.. DA&M 

-Purpose: The Commission reviews plans for the construction and renovation of 
buildings on federal property in the National Capital area. 

22. National Armed Forces Museum AdvisorJ Board, ex officio member 

-Requirement: 20 U.S.C. §80 

-Established: Aug. 30, 1961 

-SecDef designee: Alfred Goldberg, DoD Historian 

-Purpose: The Board provides advice to the Smithsonian Institution on matters 
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concerned with the portrayal of the contributions of the Anned Forces to American 
society and culture. The DoD Historian advises that the Board met once in 1980 and 
decided there was no reason to meet again. 

23. Interagency Task Force on the Economic Development of the Southwest Border, 
member 

-Requirement: Exec. Order No. 13,122, 64 Fed. Reg. 29201 (May 25, 1999) 

-Established: May 25, 1999 

-SecDef designee: DUSD(l&E) 

-Purpose: The Task Force facilitates the provision of Federa] resources to spur 
economic development along the southwest border region. 

-Miscellaneous: The Task Force tenninates May 15, 2002, unless the Task Force 
reaches a consensus recommending continuation of its activities. 

25. Interagency Council on the Homeless 

-Requirement: 42 U.S.C. § 11312 

-Established: Jul. 22. 1987 

-SecDef designee: OEA became the DoD representative to the Council in 1994. 

-Purpose: The Counsel provides an interagency forum for the coordination of 
federal policy and assistance to support the homeless. 

26. Civilian Conununity Corps Advisory Board, member 

-Requirement: 42 U.S.C. §12623 

-Established: Nov. 16, L 990 

-SecDef designee: Ernie Gonzalez, Director, Civil Military Youth Programs and 
Innovative Readiness Training, OASD(RA) 

-Purpose: The Board facilitates the pooling of national, state and local resources. 
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Suwflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld ~. ?.--

Mr. President-

You asked about Henry Stimson. 

March 22, 2003 12:40 PM 

It turns out that what I told you with respect to Secretaries of Defense was 

accurate. 

It also turns out that what you said about Secretaries of War was accurate. It is 

becoming increasingly clear that I can never catch Stimson! 

I thought the meeting this morning was a good one. Have a good weekend. 

Very respectfully, 

DHR:dh 
032203-10 

W00~13 /03 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

The Secretruy of Defense 

Marc Thiessen 

Secretaries of Defense/War 

March 21, 2003, 7:00 PM 

There were Secretaries of War that were both younger and older than you: 

• The youngest Secretary of War was John McAllister Schofield~ who 

was 36 years old on his first day as Secretary. (He was born on 

December 29, 1831 and became Secretary of War on June I, 1868). 

• The oldest Secretruy of War was Henry Lewis Stimson-who was 78 

years old on his last day as Secretary. (He was born on September 21 , 

l 867 and served as Secretary of War from July 10 1940 to September 

2 l. l 945). 

• Like you, Stimson also served in tht;;(Ulle post twice. Like you, the 

first time was at age 43 (from May 26, 191 l to March 4, 1913). Like 

you, he also returned to the same job roughly a quarter century (27 

years) later. 

• If the President is re~elected, and you serve out his entire 8~year tenn, 

you still would not catch up to him-you'd be 76. 
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March 25, 2003 12:38 PM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld f).,, 

SUBJECT: GWOT Medals 

Andy-

Here are the new medals you broke loose. Thanks so much. 

Attach. 
Army Times, March 3 l, 2003, p. l6. 

DHR:dh 
omoM 
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STAJ'P AND WIRE REPORTS P'ROM ALI, OVll:ft 
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· Two awards created 
for service during 
war on terrorism 



Snawflake 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld .,:) A 
SUBJECT: Security Cooperation Document 

March 26, 2003 11 :59 AM 

When you have a chance to look over the security cooperation document I gave 

you at lunch last week (March 19); I would very much appreciate any suggested 

edits or thoughts you may have. 

Thanks so much. 

DHRdh 
{J31603-1 I 

W003:.11. 103 
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March 31, 2003 6:46 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /---4t /l----# 
SUBJECT: Appeasement 

Mr. President-

Attached is an interesting piece by Alistair Cooke on appeasing Hitler and 

Saddam. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Cooke, Alistair. "Appeasing Hitler and Saddam," BBC News, February 20, 2003. 

DHR·dh 
03)!03·5 
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Appeasing Hitler and Saddam 

By Alistair Cooke 

BBC News I February 20, 2003 

I promised to lay off topic A - Iraq - until the Security Council makes a 

judgment on the inspectors' report and I shall keep that promise. But I 

must tell you that throughout the past fortnight I've listened to 

everybody involved in or looking on to a monotonous din of words, like 

a tide crashing and receding on a beach - making a great noise and 

saying the same thing over and over. And this ordeal triggered a 

nightmare - a day-mare, if you like. Through the ceaseless tide I heard 

a voice, a very English voice of an old man - Prime Minister 

Chamberlain saying: "I believe it is peace for our time'' - a sentence 

that prompted a huge cheer, first from a listening street crowd and 

then from the House of Commons and next day from every newspaper 

in the land. There was a move to urge that Mr. Chamberlain should 

receive the Nobel Peace Prize. 

In Parliament there was one unfamiliar old grumbler to growl out: "I 

believe we have suffered a total and unmitigated defeat." He was, in 

view of the general sentiment, very properly booed down. This scene 

concluded in the autumn of 1938 the British prime minister's effectual 

signing away of most of Czechoslovakia to Hitler. The rest of it, within 

months, Hitler walked in and conquered. "Oh dear, 11 said Mr. 

Chamberlain, thunderstruck. 11 He has betrayed my trust." 
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During the last fortnight a simple but startling thought occurred to me -

- every single official, diplomat, president, prime minister involved in 

the Iraq debate was in 1938 a toddler, most of them unborn. So the 

dreadful scene I've just drawn will not have been remembered by most 

listeners. Hitler had started betraying our trust not 12 years but only 

two years before, when he broke the First World War peace treaty by 

occupying the demilitarised zone of the Rhineland. Only half his troops 

carried one reload of ammunition because Hitler knew that French 

morale was too low to confront any war just then and 10 million of 11 

million British voters had signed a so-called peace ballot. It stated no 

conditions, elaborated no terms, it simply counted the numbers of 

Britons who were 0 for peace. 11 The slogan of this movement was 

"Against war and fascism" -- chanted at the time by every Labour man 

and Liberal and many moderate Conservatives - a slogan that now 

sounds as imbecilic as "against hospitals and disease." In blunter 

words a majority of Britons would do anything, absolutely anything, to 

get rid of Hitler except fight him. At that time the word preemptive 

had not been invented, though today it's a catchword. After all the 

Rhineland was what it said it was - part of Germany. So to march in 

and throw Hitler out would have been preemptive - wouldn't it? 

Nobody did anything and Hitler looked forward with confidence to 

gobbling up the rest of Western Europe country by country - "course by 

course," as growler Churchill put it. 

2 
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I bring up Munich and the mid-30s because I was fully grown, on the 

verge of 30, and knew we were indeed living in the age of anxiety. 

And so many of the arguments mounted against each other today, in 

the last fortnight, are exactly what we heard in the House of Commons 

debates and read in the French press. The French especially urged, 

after every Hitler invasion, "negotiation, negotiation." They negotiated 

so successfully as to have their whole country defeated and occupied. 

But as one famous French leftist said: 11 We did anyway manage to 

make them declare Paris an open city - no bombs on us! .. 

In Britain the general response to every Hitler advance was 

disarmament and collective security. Collective security meant to leave 

every crisis to the League of Nations. It would put down aggressors, 

even though, like the United Nations, it had no army, navy or air force. 

The League of Nations had its chance to prove itself when Mussolini 

invaded and conquered Ethiopia (Abyssinia). The League didn't have 

any shot to fire. 

But still the cry was chanted in the House of Commons ~ the League 

and collective security is the only true guarantee of peace. But after 

the Rhineland the maverick Churchill decided there was no collectivity 

in collective security and started a highly unpopular campaign for 

rearmament by Britain, warning against the general belief that Hitler 

had already built an enormous mechanised army and superior air force. 
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But he's not used them, he's not used them - people protested. Still 

for two years before the outbreak of the Second War you could read 

the debates in the House of Commons and now shiver at the famous 

Labour men - Major Attlee was one of them - who voted against 

rearmament and still went on pointing to the League of Nations as the 

saviour. 

Now, this memory of mine may be totally irrelevant to the present 

crisis. ft haunts me. I have to say I have written elsewhere with much 

conviction that most historical analogies are false because, however 

strikingly similar a new situation may be to an old one, there's usually 

one element that is different and it turns out to be the crucial one. It 

may well be so here. 

All I know is that all the voices of the 30s are echoing through 2003 .. 
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Suwftake 

March 31, 2003 6:46 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y. ;1 ~ 
SUBJECT: League of Nations 

Mr. President-
() 

Attached is some background material on how the League of Nations did itself in. <X\ 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Material on League of Nations 

DHRdh 
033103-6 
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March 10, 2003, 11 :35 AM 

.~ /TO: 
~ ,7 

The Secretary of Defense 

(SI FROM: 

/{'., SUBJECT: 

Marc Thiessen 

//0(' 
France and Abyssinia 

You asked if France was responsible for preventing the League of Nations from acting in 

Abyssinia. The answer is: yes-though the British also bear some of the blame. 

Britain and France were the main powers in the League capable of dealing with the 

Italian aggression, but chose not to. France was afraid of driving Italy into an Alliance 

with Gem1any, and Britain was afraid Italy might attack the Suez Canal. 

They agreed to impose limited sanctions on Italy, but would not agree to use force, to 

tougher sanctions (such as an oil embargo that would have had an effect on Italy) or 

closing the Suez Canal (which could have trapped Italian forces in East Africa). 

In August 1935, the British Ambassador to Paris cabled back to London: "France and 

[French Foreign Minister} Laval care little or nothing for the fate of Abyssinia, but only 

regard it in so far as it affects French security in Europe .... [Laval] will refuse as long as 

he can to adopt a definitely hostile attitude to Italy and will seek a means of reaching a 

compromise." 

That "compromise" came in December of 1935, when Laval and British Foreign 

Secretary Hoare offered Italy a secret deal-known as the "Hoare-Laval Pact"-giving 

Italy two-thirds of Abyssinia in exchange for a cease-fire. It fel1 apart when it was leaked 

to the French press, causing scandal in both countries. 

The lesson was not lost on Germany: three months ]ater, on March 7, 1936. Hitler 

occupied the Rhineland. 

Attached is some historical information with more details of how events unfolded. 
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WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA· 

L~~gue of Natiu~s·~ an international association 
of countries created to maintain peace among the na
tions of the world. The victors of World War I (1914-
1918) including Britain, France, Italy, Japan, and the 
United States-drew up a covenant!constitutionl for the 
League Jn 191 !:I. Pruldent Woodrow Wilson of the 
United States was the chief planner of the League of Na· 
tions. The League was established in January 1920, with 
headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. The organization 
ceased to function after World War II began in 1939. It 
was form.i.lly dissolved in April 1946, and the United Na· 
tions took Its place. 

Wilson had believed that world war, would continue 
to occura,s long a.s each nation was responsible for Its · 
own defense. Under this condl~on, nations would form 
competing groups, each arming agalnstthe oth~r. Wrl· 
son wanted the nations of the world to join together in 
the League of Nations, and pledge to defend the terri
toiy and Independence of any member attacked by an· 
other nation. He belleved that even a powerful nation, 
knowing it would face the united opposition of all other 
powerful nations, would not go to war. 

WIison got other countries tc;i iJ.gree to his plans fur 
the League, but he and members of the U.S. Senate dif
fered over the tenns on which the United States would 
join. Jn March 1920, the U.S. Senate rejected f!1e Treaty 
of VersaJlles, which would have made the Uni'ted States 
a member [see Wllson, Woodrow !Opposhion to the 
League; Wilson's collapse]). Within a few years, most 
Americans decided there was no need to concern them
selves with conflicts overseas, and the United Srates 
never did join the League of Nations. 

Powers and organization 

The League Covenant ~ontalned articles pledging 
member nations to preserve the independence and ter
ritory of all members against attack. Members agreed to 
sub mlt any disputes that m lght lead to war either to ar
bltration !decision l::iy a third party) or to an Investigation 
by the League Council. They prom bed not to go to war 
with any member that agreed to the recommendations 
of a court of arbitration or the league Council. If any 
member went to war in violation of these articles, mem
ber nations agreed they would apply economic unc· 
tions {penalties), such as stopping trade with the offend· 
Ing natton. Af the League Coun.c:;irs request, 1hey would 
also use rn!IJtary force agalnst that nation. • . 

The Coundl was the principal peacekeeping agency. 
Its size varied from 8 to 14 members during the League's 
history. The most powerful membe~ of the League had 
permanent seats on the Council BntaJn, France, Ger• 
many, Italy, Japan, and the Soviet Union held permanent 
seats during the years they were memb er.s of the 
League. nte remaining seats were rotated among the 
small nations of the League. Recommendations of the 
Council had to be decided by·unanlmous \/Ote. 

The Assemblywu composed of all member na· 
tions a.nd each member had one vote. The Assembly · 
con;olled the League budget, admitted new members, 

,.1~1~ti~t 
Alan A P!illib• 

The Palace af Nations In Genew, Swttterla.nd, was the h.ead· 
quarters of the League of Nations until the League was dlssolved 
in 1946. The Sphere of Natloh$ stands In the foreground. 

elected the temporary Council:members, and made l 
amendments to the Covenant On these rna.tters, the As· I 
sembly could decide by a: two•th\rds or a majority vote. I 
The Assembly also could discuss threats to the peace. It ! 
needed a majority vote plus the votes of a!I Councll 1 
members to recommend on such a matter. I 

The Secretariat provided the administrative staff of l 
the League. A secretary-general, who was nominated by 

1 the Council and approved by the Assembly, headed a 
staff of about 600 officials. These officials assisted the 
peacekeeping work of the League and provided person· 
nel for special study commissions on disarmament, the 
protection of ethnic minorities, and colonial affairs. The 
Secretariat also staffed the various intema1lonal organ!· 
zations set up by the league to promote cooperation in 
International tradi, finance, transportatlon, communica· 
tlon, health, and :iclence. 

The League In action 

Wilson and the other statesmen who designed the 
League hoped lfwoufd lead natlons to stop seeking pro· 
tect!on through special alliances. Instead, theyfavored a 
system of collective security, in which the security of 
each member would be guaranteed by the protection of 
all. For collective securftyto work, It was essential that 
all League members-especially the most powerful 
ones--come to the aid of any member attacked. Neither 
the Council nor the Assembly could force members to 
help an attacked nation. Such action had to be voluntary. 
Each member had to believe a threat to the peace of any 
nation was a threatto Its own peace. 

Disagreement among members. 1he most power
ful nations did ntrt agree that eollectfve security was the 
main purpose of the League. France saw the League 
mainly as an Instrument to rnalntaln the territorial ,ettle
ment and arms restrictions Imposed on Cennany after 
World War I. The Germans resented the league be· 
cause It seemed to them, too, tha.t this was the League's 
real purpose. British leaders saw ft as a meeting place 
for powerful nations to consult In the event of a. threat to 
P.ea.ce. But they did not want to commit themselves ta 
do a.nythlng that might have threatened their security or 
prosperity. The Soviet Unl~n be!Jeved the L.aague was . 
an imperialist fraud becau.se Communism taught that 
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The League of Nations 

The following nations were the original members of the leagui:, 
Manyothernatlons joined b.ter, and many withdrew from the 
league before it was disbanded in April 1946. 

Argentina 
Australia 
Belgium 
Bolivia 
Brazil 
Brita.in 
Canada 
Chile 
China 
Colombfa 
Cuba 
C.zechoslovakla 
Denmark 
El Salvador 

France 
Greece 
Guatemala 
Haiti 
Honduras 
India 
lr.tn 
Italy 
Japan 
Uberla 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Nlcani.gua 
Norway 

Panama 
Paraguay 
Peni 
Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
South Africa 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Thailand 
Uruguay 
Venetuela 
Yugoslavia. 

war was Inevitable among capitalist nations. During the 
193o's, Japan and ltaly showed their disregard for collec, 
tlve security by attacking member nations. · · · 

Japan withdrew from the League In 1933 because the 
League refu.5ed to recognize Its conquest of Manchuria. 
Germany, admitted to the League in 1926, withdrew In 
1933 because the league would not change the arms 
limitations Imposed on Germany after World War I. An 
arms build-up by Gennany under dictator Adolf Hitler 
led the Soviet Union to join the League In 1934. Italy 
withdrew from the League in 1937 to Join Japan and Ger· 
many in an alliance against the Soviet Union. The Soviet 
Union was expelled In 1939 for atlll.cklng Finland. 

The League achieved some success In ending armed 
conflicts between small nations. For example, tt ended 
fighting between Greece and Bulgaria In 1925, and be· 
tween Poland and Lithuania ,n 1927. But when a power· 
ful nation was involved, the League Willi Ineffective. 
, .... ;Leagu,JJ~ll-4ttl .. \WS most dramatically Illus· 
trated whei"iiltaly ittacked E'lhl~ln October 19JS. The 
Council declared that ~y ha.cl violated the Covenant 
This acHon .obligated League member.s to apply eco-
omlc sanctions and to consider the use of force against 

,.tialy.Members agreed to stop all Imports from Italy and 
fto send no money or war material to Italy. 
t But the i~~~J~.119.~-~)'..w.ere not 
~~pers.,nii.is, the overwhelming "'community of 
~wer¥ that Wilson originally had In mind for use 
t;agalnst an aggres5or was reduced to three nauons
;tfrl'laln, France, and the Soviet Union. The other League 
: members did not have enough power to affect Italian 
<: policy. Even so, Britain, France, and the Sovtet Union 

woul~. have been able to st.cip 1he Italian .uac~ lf they 
had been united and determined to do so. 

However, Britain and France were not willing to use 
: .. farce orto emJJloy f(leas1.1res that might risk war, They 
.'; failed to u5e strong econamlc measures, such as an oll 
S: embargo, which would hi~ seriously.hurt the Italian 
. : war effort. By May 1936, Italy had conquered Ethiopia. 
J The League canceled Its 5anctlons In July. . 
· The French and .British shared responslb!)tty fc;ir the 

League'dallure during the Ethiopian cris~France 
.feared that strong League idfon mlgln lead Italy to Join 
Gennln)' In an anti-French alllUlce. The- British feared 
that Italy might attack the British-controlled Suez. Canal 

, or even launch air strikes against English cities. Neither 
government was prepared to face such risk5. The Ethio· 
plan talie c:cmpletely discredited the League as an in· 
strUment to keep peace. Cary .El. Onower 

See also United Nations; lntemationaJ relations· 

Mandatedfit:f)~§id'gfl,1~~War II 



Geneva Library UNOG: "the history of the League of Nations" 

international political evolution and moral progress. And in Britain, the 
League of Nations Union was dramatically successful in mobilizing mass 
popular support for the League and collective security, as the 'Peace 
Ballot' of early 1935 demonstrated. Some eleven million British households 
responded to this unprecedented testing and focussing of public opinion, 
with overwhelming support being given to the League and its policy of 
promoting disarmament and peaceful resolution of disputes, backed by 
economic sanctions and, for a still substantial majority, military sanctions 
if necessary. With a general election approaching, the National 
Government of Stanley Baldwin. pledged that the League of Nations would 
form the 'sheet.anchor' of British foreign policy. 

1IJle great, test for the League of Nations and collective security came with 
the Italian aggression against the African kingdom of Abyssinia in October 
1935. All the resources of diplomacy, and the appeal to the League under 
Articles 11 and 15, failed to find a peaceful resolution to the dispute in face 
of Fascist Italy's drive for conquest Britain and France, .the leading 
League members, attempted a complex diplomacy of,deterring Mussolini 
with the mobilization of selective economic sanctions under Article 16, 
wbfle·concurrently offering a compromise partition of Abyssinian territory 
in an effort to keep Italy within the balance of power aimed at containing 
Nazi Germany. With Mussolini threatening a Mediterranean war against 
League powers if effective sanctions were imposed (an oil embargo, closure 
of the Suez Canal)9 and French Premier and Foreign Mi,nlster Pierre Laval 
manifestly unwilling to risk this, British leaders were faced with an 
Impossible dilemma. Their diplomatic attempt to implement 
simultaneously a strategy of collective security as announced by Foreign 
Secretary Samuel Hoare in a famous speech to the League Assembly on 
September 11, a balance of power that kept Italy in the Stresa Front of 
early 1935, and an imperialist appeasement put together in the pact 
secretly negotiated by Hoare with Laval, came to grief with the premature 
disclosure of the latter in early December 1935. The subsequent moral 
outrage In British and French public opinion at this unseemly betrayal of 
both Abyssinia and the commitment to collective security through the 
League compelled the pact's embarrassed abortion and the resignation of 
Hoare. Although buried in ignominy, the Hoare-Laval pact was 
nevertheless not replaced with a determined effort to resist Italian 
aggression and protect its victim, as Abyssinia would succumb to modern 
military technology and poison gas in the spring of 1936. 

;J;Juuµ,!=cessful Italian aggression marked the beginnmg of the end for the 
League, as the hopes reposed in collective security had been destroyed and 
the League Itself was now once again relegated to the periphery of world 
affairs to its final, sad phase. It was easy to blame the British and French 
leaders for their duplicity in promising to support the Covenant and then 
betraying these promises on the alter of 'realism.' But in the perspective of 
some sixty years, and informed by the governmental records generated by 
the anxiety-filled policymaking of 1935, historians are less ready to indict 
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since 3 September of a newly created department in the Foreign 
Office dealing exclusively with Abyssinian affair.s 1 was sent to 
Paris to help the Ambassador there, Sir George Clerk, ascertain 
French views on Italian offers, if any, for a settlement. Peterson's 
attitud$wards the League was summed up by his statement that 
he 'detested Geneva, where the lack of realism was even more 
marked than in any House of Commons debate'. 33 Clerk had 
written to Hoare on 24 Ocrober that the French Prime Minister 

\ 
agreed that Peterson and his French opposite number, St Quentin, 
should get to work at once and 'see how far they can rearrange the 

' map of Abyssinia'. 34 

I Lav~ according co Pcrerson, calbd every day an Ehc 1dephouc 
wi,th ,M:ussoli.rii, and µwi uied to squeeze the British team in.to 
~allowini · more and inorc of the Ita1wi conception of a ~cnt especially the idea of an Itllia.n mandate for 
Abyssillii~ is The fact that I w y, though one of the leading Allied 
powers in the Firsr World War, had not been invited to accept a 
fonner German or Turkish dependency when the mandates were 
disuibuted in 1920 particularly irked the Italians. Pcrhap~ 
Abyssinia would do instead. The British authorities, fortified by a 
general election held on 14 November, which was largely fought 
on the issue of defence of che Lea1ue Covenant, and which, while 
reducing the governmcat's majority, still left them with a massive 
lead over chcir Labour and Liberal opponents, continued to 
resist,36 At the cud of November, the Foreign Office accepted in 
principle a package of proposals which Pccenon ~ iDsuucted to 
stand by in Paris. These included a League plan of assistance for 
Abyssiniat an exchange of the disuicts of Ad<1wa, Denakil and 
most of Ogedcn apimt a pon on the Gulf of Aden and a cortidor 
;oining it with Abyssinia, and British support for Italy receiving 
'the fullest possible facilities for economic development .in such 
areas of southem Abyssinia as may be suitable'. In these areas, 
however, Abyssinian sovereignty would not be affected. It implied 
(the ~Oll_of a. spe~ sphere for Italian economic development 
and colonisation' under League of Nations supervision. 37 

It was already common knowledge that Italy would find such 
proposals as these unacceptable, as Ambassador Grandi told 
Vansittart in a conversation in London on 5 December. u Italian 
forces were at that time poised in massive suength. 10 complete 
their conquest of a country with which the government in Rome 
could then do u it wished. Oil sancti011s could not prevent that 
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10. The Abyssinian disaster 241 

happening, Mussolini told Sir Eric Drummond on 7 December, 
since Italy felt 'fairly safe' even if the oil embarjo were imposed; 
sufficient precautions had been taken in time. In any case, oil 
sanctions, the Italian Under-Secretary ofStatdGr·theintcriorlet it 
beJcnown, would cause Italy to go to wu. 40 The British and 
French governments, as they deferred debate oni:h~.oil:,Mnction 
week after week until the moment to impose it had passed, would 
evidently do anything rather than face that prospect. In the British 
case this fear concerning oil sanctions was strengthened by 
arguments from the Naval Chiefs of Staff that a strong Italian 
attack on the British Meditemmean Fleet would cripple it as a 
source of reinforcement - in terms of ships - for the Far Eastern 
Fleer. 

. l.:a!al ;onfrqntcd Hoare with the dangers of war when they met I 
in .. Paris on (December, when the British Foreign Secretary was 
on bis way to Switzerland for a holiday after his heavy labours 
piloting the Government of India Bill through the Commons 
before going ta the Foreign Office in June.41 He latet confessed 
that he was 'pulled down' by poor hcalth2 and this may explain his 
~u~~on iJl Paris to Laval's pressure to. accept the well-known I 
P!l!l.l·fi the virtual.partition of Abyssinia which bu since borne 
the xi.a.mes of the two men. The plan consisted of three pans: (1) an 
outlet to the sea at Zeila for Abyssinia with a corridor joining the 
port with the latter country, though Abyssinia would not be 
allowed to construct a railway through the corridor in order to 
safeguard French interests m Djibuti and the Franco-Abyssinian 
railway; the Abyssinian acquisition would be, as The Times 
described it, 'a corridor for camels'; (2) in exchange, part of Tigre 
and territory in the east &Dd south-cast of ·Abyssinia would be 
assigned to Italy; (3) a large zone in the south and south-west 
would be recognised as en Italian monopoly in respect of economic 
development under League of Nations supervision, though still 
under the Emper. or's s. overcigoty. 4z The eff~ of the. Hou. e-Lavall 
plan would be that, directly or indirectly, Abys:dnia would lose 
somewhat more than one half of its territory as it stood before the 
Italian invasion. Hoare and Laval agreed at their Paris meeting, 
which at France's request was extended to include Sunday, 8 
December, that Mussolini would be told of the plan first, and that 
afterwards, on 10 December, Haile Selassie would be informed, 
but only that Britain and France were seeking a solution by 
conciliation based on principles determined by the Committee of 
Five in September and already accepted by Abyssinia.43 This, if 
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not precisely a lie, was plainly intended to deceive the Emperor. 
Laval was brutal enough to tell Vansitta.rt (who also attended the 
Paris meetings) that, if Haile Selassie rejected the plan, the oil 
sanction must be dropped. +4 It had never, of course, been applied, 
and never would be. 

The sequel to the story is wcU known; how the Hoare-Laval 
plan ~u leaked. io .the French press and published by the 
joµmalist Madame Tabouis in Paris newspapers on 9 December, 
almo,r ln ~; ~ow a storm of amazement and disapproval swept 
Britain:.. the Cabinet were told that opinion in the City regarded it 
as 'the . most miserable document that bas ever disgraced the 
s.ig:narurc of a British statcsma.n';45 how Geneva and the different 
League bodjc:s involved in the dispute were thunderstruck; how 
the; .British, GQvcoµ,;ieoJ., at. ~e.µ- mccti.g.g ~, .~ December, at first 
appr~xeg.ilie,.proposals1 then, in view of the outcry, disowned 
therri~forcing Hoare, now in i hospital bed after breaking his nose 
ice-skating in Switzerland, to resign and extinguishing all interest 
in the plan in Rome, where initial reactions had been favourable; 
and how Anthony Eden, now thirty-eight years old, sprang into 
Hoare's chair at the Foreign Office on 22 December I accepting the 
grudging invitation of Prime Minister Baldwin, who to!d him 'it 
looks as if it will have to be you', and set about picking up the 
pieces.46 

The consequences of the Hoare-Laval plan for the sanctions 
front were unsurprisingly disastrous, though the plan itself had far 
more to be said for it than the cries of protest suggested. After all, 
the League's Committee of Five had openly been working on a 
scheme, which Haile Selassie had accepted in principle and which 
would in any case have much cfunin.ished Abyssinia's existence as 
an independent country; the Hoare-Laval proposals did not do 
much more than carry this process further. The League Council 
had itself blessed Anglo-French efforts to find a solution, and it 
was not to be supposed, in view of Italy's military position when 
1936 began, that one could be found satisfactory to the two sides 
which did not involve some drastic reduction of Abyssinia,s size 
and of its freedom to run its own affairs. Had the plan been quietly 
accepted by the parties and the League, the Emperor would at 
least have retained the Amharic core of his country: the failure of 
the Hoare-Laval plan meant that he lost all of it, though bow long 
he could have held on to the core must remain a matter of 
speculation. Above all, the military odds in Abyssinia were 
entirely on Italy's side. By the end of Marcht the Emperor bad lost 
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the decisive battle of Mai Chio, which led to the wholesale retreat 
of his forces. On 4 May> Badoglio reached Addis Ababa and on the 
same day the Emperor embarked on HMS Enterprise at Djibuti. 
Five days later Badoglio was shaking hands with Graziani, the 
Italian victor in the south, at Diredawa, Neville Chamberlain, the 
British Chancellor of the Exchequer, wrote on 2 May th.at he was 
'sure the time had not come for the Lear,-e w own itself beaten'. 
1 All the same'> he went on> 'it is beaten', 7 

Tlie fact is that the British and French Governments never bad 
any intention of using force against Italy to stop its advance in 
Abyssiniat or even of closing the Suez Canal, which would have 
locked Italian forces in East Africa iD a trap. Nor had any other 
country, though all were ready to cheer Britain and France on 
from the side-lines, had they gone into action. Laval eveµ regarded 
an oil embargo as a form of military sanction since be considered 
that it would have military consequences, and be opposed it for 
that reason. Ir was equally evident that, for his part, Mussolini did 
not intend to be prevented from conquering bis victim by anything 
short of superior force. The conquest of Abyssinia was too 
important in his foreign policy; he had invested too much money, 
too much of his own political future, in it. Ar the end of 1935, that 
conquest did not look as though it would take anything like the two 
or three years which most foreign military experts thought it 
would. In these circumstances, what course remained for the chief 
League Powers except to try to reach a compromise settlement 
which might at least keep sorne part of Abyssinia outside the new 
Roman Empire? The brutality and cynicism1 the blatant 
de,eption, of the Hoare-La\>'al proposals might be deplored, but 
their logic was Jess easily condCffi.!!Cd. 

The rest of the Abyssinian story is little more than a rail-piece to 
the Hoare-Laval debicle. The Anglo.French plan, regardless of 
how much common sense there was in it, struck the heart out of 
the sanctions enterprise. Whereas, the day before the plan was out 
in the open, the smaller countries in the League - states like 
Czechoslovakia, Rurnania, Yugoslavia - could feel that, after all, 
there might be some safety for them under the League wnbrclla, 
which Britain and France were bravely holding over their heads, 
the news that these two erstwhile League champions had been 
plotting for months to carve up the victim's body and reward its 
attacker with substantial pam of it dealt the campaign. for 
collective action a monal blow. When the next assault on the 
international order came -and it came, almost as a coDSeq_uence of 
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the Abyssinian crisis, in the form of Gennanys armed entrance 
into the. demilitarised Rhineland on 7 March - it was dear that 
survival for a small country must lie, not in Geneva, but in 
neutrality or some other form of isolation, or in comiq to terms 
with the big bnllies now roaming the stteets •. After all, the Hoare
Laval plan bad shown that the bully's methods paid off> at least in 
the short run. 

With the disappearance of Laval from the French scene · 
January 1936 and his replacement as Foreign Minister by Pi 
Etienne Flan · on the 27th, Albert ·sarraut being the new 
Minister, it IDl t have been expected that the French • st 
sanctions and in vour of the kind of terms which '1lli buy off 
Mussolini would cline. But this did not happen. Jnte al politics 
continued to do · French diplomacy. The Fre people did 
not want a quarrel with Italy and would n support any 
government which p ed one; in so far as e League meant 
anything to them, it a weapon for against Hitler's 
Germany. The new Germany, with its b~' · fanaticism, was the 
real threat, and who could disagree with t? Lloyd Thomas, the 
Britim Minister in Paris, bad written h e as early as 7 October, 
when the Italian attack on Abys5;· ·a \JIAS no more than a few days 
old, that Laval's opinion was t ~e French would fight for 
France1 they would fight for thf ontiers of Belgium and he 
thought they would probably fight '(or England, but otherwise 
they would never fight outsidel'rance ~din his personal opinion 
they would not ..• even .in,cmr the risk of war for Austria or 
Czechoslovakia, much less.for Russia'.~~ later history showed, 
CVCD that was an optimi¢c statement abo_u\tbc French appetite 
for fighting. However,,Flandin was bound to e account of the 
same political ~· • 1

, to drag his feet over tti oil sanction and 
steer clear of any · on likely to weaken the · with Rome. 
Against his rep ed warnings of the dangers of a pting the oil 
measures, E~ struggled to keep incerest in the alive. On 4 
March, the Biitish Foreign Secretary was forced into e pathetic 
justi:ficatiopjQf the oil sanction that, if it were applied, 't will be 
less app · · by reason of its probable effectiveness than as means 
of dem ' trating the determination of Members of the L gue to 
persi · the policy upon which they have embarked. 14' It was 
ano way of saying that chcy meant ro press on with sanctions 
because they had made up their mmds to do so. 

Then came Hitler's Rhi.i"leland coup and the diversion of the 
world's attention from Africa to Europe. The French 2Sked, with 
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popular enthusiasm, found himself having to explain its 
diplomatic implications to sceptical colleagues. 

These colleagues werealumed by Britain's tendency during the 
crisis to move out of line with France. 'Go as far in this sanctions 
business as France', Churchill advised Hoare, 'but no further'. 
l'be Frenclt were strictly limited m the .extent tc, which they would 
oppo~i Italy at the Lea~. Franc;'s main fear was Germlllly, 
~Qrning, noon and night. ff Italy were on Germany's side in the 
c~i. struggl~ !~_i:power ~ ~~.;,pe~ .F.rm.ce•s.positJon would be 
par)ou~.J1 l:ltjpg:aµ b:ut ~~~~-~t •. sbc:iuld stand on guard 
on ·two fronts', one facing Germany I the other Italy. On 4 January 
1935, Pierre Laval arrived in Rome and three days later reached an 
agreement with Mussolini under which Italy woald withdraw 
troops from its border with France. Four further conventions were 
entered into as part of Jhe understanding: (1) frontier rectifications 
in Italy's favour would be effected as between French West Africa 
and Libya and French Somaliland and Eritrea; (2) in Tunisia., 
children born of Italian parents would be able co opt for French 
nationality after 1945 and would become French after 1965. Italian. 
schools would be subject to French law after 1955; (3) Italy and 
France would recommend to all states concemed a non· 
intervention agreement with respect to Austria; pending its 
conclusion, the two countries would consult together whenever 
Austria's independence seemed threatened; (4) as far as 
armaments were concerned, no country could modify its 
obligations with respect to them by unilat:aal action. Tbcsc 
agreements ~e published; there was, however, a secret 
agreement on armaments which did not see daylight until after the 
Second World War; th.is stated that, 'in the event of cil'cumstances 
permitting the resumption of international negotiations with a 
view to the conclusion of a general disarmament agreement, the 
two governments will concert their efforts so that the figures of 
limitation inscn'bed in the agreement will ensure the tw0 
countries, in respect to Germany, the advanmges which will be 
justified for ea.ch of them1• Though nothing about it was stated in 
the written agreements, it was generally assumed that France 
would, as a result, recognise Italian economic primacy, with 
perhaps a suggestion of p4'litical primacy, coo, in Abyssinia. 52 

When Eden, on his own visit to Rome in JuneJ protested that 
the latter asrcement had nothing to do with the political realm, he 
reported the Duce as having 'flung himself back in bis chair with a 
gesture of incredulous asconisbment',SJ Mussolini had joined 
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MacDonald and Sir John Simon, together with Laval, at a 
conference in Stresa from 11 to 14 April, in the immediate 
aftermath of Hitler's denunciation of the military clauses of the 
Versailles Treaty a month before, the Final Declaration issued 
after the meeting speaking of the three Powers find.fag themselve3 
'incomplete agreement in opposing, by all practicable means, any 
unilateral repudiation of treaties which may endanger the peace of 
Europe and will act in close and cordial collaboration for this 
purpose'. Mussolini later claimed that the words 'of Europe' were 
inscned on hls own initiative, the iotention being to exclude 
Abyssin.Ll. There is little doubt, however, that the British arid 
Fr:cnch ~articipants had clearly intended to limit the discussion to 
Europe. 4 

But it is hardly necessary to considerwh;the.r Britain and France 
main~d a conspiracy of silence about Africa at Strcsa. as a way of 
giving Mussol.in.i the green light to carryout his plans for Abyssinia. 
The essentilll. fact is that they counted on Italian co-operation 
agai.nu Germany, and when, along with almost fifty other League 
states, they banded together to punish Italy for attacking Abyssinia, 
a blow was inevitably struck against the Stresa front. It was equally 
inevitable that they, and especially France, should want to soften 
the effects of that blow. When Hitler remilitarued the Rhineland in 
March 19361 Italy was quick to mak.e it plain that League sanctions 
against Italian policy in Abyssinia ruled out all prospect of herself 
pa.rti.cipating, as a joint guarantor with Britain of the Locarno 
a ca ties of 192 S, in measuresagainst Germ.any. It was naruralfor the · 
French to conclude that the British obsession about sanctions 
against ItaJy bad ruined all prospe~ of sanctions against Germanis 
far more serious offence> certainly to the extent that they depended 
upon CQ-Operation with Italy. 

The great question-how it hung in the background throughout 
the Italo-Abyssinian affair!-was Ge:meny, and what the situation 
in Europe would be like once Germany was restored to strength. 
'Throughout the whole Abyssinian conflict', Sir Samuel Hoare 
told Laval on 10 September, the day before his great speech on 
defence of the Covenant at the six,eenth League Assembly, 'he bad 
been chinking, not so much of the lt.alim dispute or a backward 
country, as of the reactions of the dispute on the European 
position, wirh Germany rearmed and under temptation to make a 
threat to European security some time during the next ten years'. 55 

In a further ta1k with Laval on the next day, Hoare said that during 
bis speech at the Assembly on 11 September 'he had the whole 
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time been thinking of the German danger'. 56 Thitt was the 
language that Laval, like any Frenchman, wished to hear. But 
what was the connection between the Italian and the Gtrman 
situations? British sanctionists1 like Hoare, at least in 
the frame of mind in which he was on 11 September, 
thought that, if the League failed in Abyssinia, it would certainly 
fail if put to the test by Germ.any. Hider would be immensely 
encouraged by Mussolini's successful defiance of the League, 
British public opinion discouraged to the point of being driven 
into a hopeless isolationism. But there was also the view adopted 
by the French, namely that the connccdon between sanctions 
against Mussolini and sanctions against Hider ,ivas that the former 
destroyed the Strcsa front, and it was in that fronr that the chief 
hopes of organising a system of sanctions against Hitler lay. 

If war with Germany came, as a result1 for insm.n.ce, of an 
attempt to restrain Hiyer, the French knew that they must bear 
the brunr ofit; Britain's contribution in the shape of land forces, at 
least in the early stages, would be as slightas in 1914, perhaps even 
more so. Since 1914 the air age had arrived, as the devastating 
Italian bombardment from the air <Jf undefended villages of 
AbyliSinia showed only too well. The Bri~h authoritiC5 wtmied 
even about the bombing <Jf London by the Italian air force during 
the dispute about AbyS1i.nia: during 1935 they pursued the 
chimera of an 'air Locamo1 J an agreement with the states of 
West em Europe for mutual assistance in the event of an air attack 
on one of the signatorie1. France, seeiq herself left to grapple with 
German armle$ in the mud, had o<:1 wish to prod Jtaly into 
throwing in her lot with Germany. Yet that might happen if 
sanctions were persisted in. Sir George Qc:r:(t, the British 
Ambassador J,n Paris, wrote to Hom on 1S June 193S that 'the 
sen~~~of ~~~ofthe public is on tbeaideofltaly; a policy of 
wb!)le-heartcd. support of Abymnia, with whom there ia very little 
sympathy, would be most unpopular' Y After all, France herself· 
was a colomal Power ia Africa. In January, Abyssinian uibesmeo 
had crossed into French Somaliland and killed a French official, 
sixteen militiamen and eighty Issas natives. 

France's plight was alarming. Racked with internal umcst, tom 
between Left and Right~ her only subna.ntial ally was unrealistic 
and sentimental Briuint smitten with a League of Nations fever in 
defence of a backward and entirely insignificant African country 
against a European ereat Power with a most distinguished history. 
Clerk had wrincn homt on 22 August that 'France and Lav,µ care 
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lit,~e 9~ nothing for the fate of A byssbµa, but oajy .i:eg~<;l. ~J,in,sq far 
as lt affects French security in Europe'.. l.aval1,;thc .Aµibassador 
wcnq:,n,·~will refuse for as long as he can to-adopt a definitely 
hostile attitude to Italy and will seek a means of reaching a 
compromise ... In the last resort it may be possible to make 
him do so but only if he secures satisfactory assurances that he will 
have the support of HM Government in resisting German 
encroachments'. 58 

France watched the fires of militant nationalism stoked in 
nearby Germany by a practically insane leader who left no doubt in 
anyone's mind that he intended to tum his 70 million people into 
the scavengers of Europe. Britain appeared to be in no mood for 
taking Hitler seriousJy, condoned his repeated breaches of the 
Versailles Treaty system, and signed agreements with him, like 
the Anglo-German naval treaty of June 1935~ which ratified 
Germany's illegal rearmament, without consulting France or even 
notifying her of her intention to do so. Yet Britain was bent on 
alienating Mussolini, a guardian of the Locamo regime which 
Britain had played a leading role in creating, and which protected 
the demilitarised zone of the Rhineland, imposed by the Allies at 
such terrifying cost less than twenty years before. It was almost in 
despair that the French, on 2 May 1935, signed their treaty for 
collective defence with Soviet Russia, a country which practically 
every French politician either despised or mistrusted, or both. 
The irony of it was that it was this agreement which was used by 
Hitler as an excuse for denouncing the Locarno treaties and 
remilitarising the Rhineland in March 1936. Such was the pretext, 
but the opponunity, every Frenchman concluded, was provided 
by the disarray in the Stresa front eaused by the application of 
League sanctions against Italy. By far the greatest responsibility 
for that lay with 'perfide Albion'. 

The failure of sanctions in the Abyssinian crisis of 1935~36, and 
he.nee the failure ofche League, not merely in that crisis, but for all 
time, has been attributed to the leaders of the principal sanctionist 
countries, the 'guilty men', who never believed in the League 
system, but went along with public opinion in supporting it, as 
long as it won votes or averted political defeat, and then betrayed it 
at the first opporru.n.ity. The saying goes that it was not that the 
League was tried and found wanting; it was found difficult and not 
really tried at all. Alternatively, it could be said that dem<JCratic 
leaders in the 1930s were, if not intentionally guilty, at least 
unintentionally so. They straddled two diplomatic worlds, the 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

March 31, 2003 7:57 AM 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )-"'-__ t fl -j/K 
SUBJECT: North Korea 

Attached is an interesting paper I received on Korea. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Undated paper: "Seeing Notth Korea As It Isn't: Common Misperceptions in Assessing the 

Kim Family Regime." Author's name not listed. 
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Seeing North Korea As It J,iso,t: 
Common Misperceptions in Assessing the Kim Family Regime 

With the emergence of a perceived crisis on the Korean Peninsula, a host of "experts" are 
commenting on what North Korea wants, what North Korea needs, and what North Korea can and 
cannot do. Unfortunately, few of the "experts" have more than a cursory knowledge of the regime's 
ideology, organization, operations, and culture. The end result is an application of American logic 
to uniquely North Korean problems, denying the analyst perspective, and therefore, accuracy. 

This skewed process results in ridiculous assertions such as CNN claiming that Kim 11 Jong 
"'always wanted warmer relations the US,"-diplomats arguing for negotiations to "get past" the 
nuclear issue, and a former Clinton Administration ambassador claiming that North Korea "is 
reacting only because it is threatened by the US." Unfortunately, aJl three are closer to fiction than 
fact. Even more disconcerting, these and a host of other misconceptions have created a sort of 
accepted dogma about the "workers' paradise" that bears little relationship to reality. 

The intention of this paper is to debunk the ten most common myths often assigned the Kim 
Family Regime so that policymakers and analysts can better perceive the regime as it is, rather than 
how we wish it. · 

Miseerception #I: "The Kim Family Regime is willing to make fundamental change.» The 
dictatorshif s survival against potential internal forces is directly dependent on its ability to control 
information and maintain suf\/eillance of the population in conjunction with Kim Jong-it's ability to 
materially reward the elite. Kim is acutely aware that a breach of these controls results in the 
release and acceleration of competing domestic forces that would doom the regime. Since the elite 
directly link their survival and successes to unquestioning allegiance to Kim, they can be expected 
to make selections that reinforce their commitment to the regime, creating an impetus for obedience 
and compliance. Faced with eschewing change to maintain coercive mechanisms or accepting 
change and concomitant regime failure, the regime must choose system sustainment and avoid the 
debilitating and destructive forces of reform at all costs. 

Misperception #2: "The Kim Familv Regime operates as a conventional government." Despite \ 
the trappings of a modem state, North Korea is more closely structured along the lines of an 
organized crime family in both organization and practice. Key institutions report directly to Kim 
Jong 11, individuals are promoted based on their loyalty and usefulness to Kim Jong Il, and 
punislunent for "disloyalty" is usually total. Like a mafia family, after loyalty the regime most 
values an underling's ability to bring treasure to Kim Jong 11. The regime's organization consists of 
expanding tiers surrounding the core, each reporting within its own pyramidal structure. In short, 
the regime is little more than a family-run enterprise singularly focused on servicing the core rather 
than a legitimate political entity. 

Misperception #3: "North Korea has a (ailed eet1nomy that limits its military capability and 
lorces it to seek improved relations wit/, the US." Economic support for the regime and North 
Korean people is unique and challenges the application of conventional analysis. The "socialist" 
economy, similar to a plantation economy, is designed to sustain the population at a subsistence 
level so they can in turn service the regime with products and corvee labor. Within this macro 
structure are two prioritized and interrelated micro economies - the core elite and the Korean 
People's Army (KPA) systems. Elite support takes precedent over all other needs, is hard-currency 
based, and is largely funded by cash inputs from the sale of illicit drogs, counterfeiting, ROK 
bribery, resale of international aid, and US joint recovery operations. The KP A support system is 
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higher in priority than the economy at large and gains funding from US-provided oil, international 
missile and arms sales, other international commerce conducted through front companies, and the 
control of most industrial production. This funding and independent nature of the military support 
structure effectively ensures that the KP A stays fully prepared to conduct the WMD-supported 
blitzkrieg campaign KPA doctrine espouses, substantially insulated from macro economic 
stagnation and decline. 

Misperception #4: "North Korea's elites represent a diverse advisory bodv that offer a range of 
views to Kim Jong Tl, i.e. there are "liberals" and "conservatives" within the elite." The 
monolithic nature of the regime cannot be overstated. All members of the elite are positioned 
through a system of hereditary ties, family associations, and assessed loyalty. Overwhelming 
evidence indicates that survival in this system depends on absolute loyalty to Kim Jong II. The 
chance that someone could attain even a minor position in the regime and show anything less than 
total devotion to Kim is slim, and for national level positions nil. In short, as long as Kim maintain 
coercive power, a member of the elite can offer views contrary to Kim's only at their own and 
family's peril. Kim's agenda is the elite core's agenda. 

Misperception #5: "Kim Jong II and the ruli11g elite are unsophisticated and have a limited 
understanding ofinternational politics and behavior." While Kim Jong Il's orientation is 
influenced by revolutionary juche ideology, his leadership is shaped by the brutal pragmatism 
taught him by his father. He is further informed by an extensive array of information gathering 
apparatus that ensures he and his trusted elite are fully appraised of international events, opinions 
and diplomatic techniques. Significant evidence indicates that the elite is well-informed and in tun1 
they keep Kim Jong ll extremely weJl.infonned, mosl likely knowing that the penalty for 
withholding information would be elimination. Finally, as repeatedly exhibited, the regime is 
acutely aware of its limits and has repeatedly accurately gauged US responses to gain incredible 
concession significantly disproportionate to just deserts. 

Misperception #6: "The regime conducts international negotfr,tion in good faith and seeks viable 
political compromises to solve conflict. " The regime rarely negotiates for solutions but instead 
negotiates for its exclusive benefit with the ultimate goal of reunification under "socialism." Rather 
than diplomatic discourse, the regime views "negotiation" as a mercantile transaction. often 
requiring payment to conduct meetings. 

Misperception #7: "The Kim Family Regime recognizes tire futility o(trying to reunifr the 
Peninsula through force and has given up on the idea.,, The regime has consistently and 
aggressively, particularly over the last decade, pursued increased capabilities to enable reunification 
by force. As renowned economist Marcus Noland notes the regime continues to choose guns over 
butter and there is no indication of any change in this orientation. KP A military training and 
writings consistently stress the themes of .. tempo" and "loyalty," providing the operational and 
political corrections to the regime's 1950 failure. It is fair to assume that the regime's senior 
leadership believes a rapid campaign combined with a slow response by US policymakers would 
allow for victory. It is for this practical reason, and not for "national prestige," that the regime 
pursues weapons of mass destruction, seeing them as viable tools to give US decision makers 
.. cause for pause." The bottom line is the regime continues to harbor the concept of armed invasion 
supported by ROK internal disruption as a viable and practical method to reunify the Peninsula. 
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Misperception #8: "Kim Jong n is a11 innovator who badly wants to shed the constraints o(iuche 
ldeologv." Kim Jong II is a Kim II Sungist first and foremost whose entire regime is underpinned 
and legitimized by juche philosophy. Often mistakenly referred to as "self-sufficiency," juche 
ideology is a humanist philosophy that casts man as the master of his element. For the regime, this 
detenninist approach lays the responsibility for failure on the shoulders of the people, allowing the 
regime to abdicate responsibility. As indicated by Kim's every action since asswning leadership in 
the early 1980s, he views the world through a staunchly juche prism and does not seek to adopt 
other views except those that can be crafted within the core ideology. These adjustments, often 
mistakenly proclaimed as "refonns," only underscore the regime's commitment to staying the 
course to achieve the revolution's mandate of reunification under Kim's unique brand of 
·'socialism." 

Mise,erception #9: "Time is 011 our side - we can ignore NK because the regime will eve,,tuallv 
fail and fade away." Not surprisingly, the regime takes a similar view of America. The regime's 
core believes that the march of time favors their success. To support this they cite their willingness 
to never compromise, commitment to well-defined goals, and willingness to sacrifice, as opposed to 
what they see as inherent corruption in the ROK system. While noted economist Janos Kamai 
postulates that the DPRK will eventually fail and implode economically if left unsupported, he also 
argues that there is no reliable prediction as to the duration of survival of socialist economies. 
Given the regime's ability to obtain external support and the micro economies that exist within the 
regime, it ii; logical to assume the regime will survive, if not thrive, for the foreseeable future 
barring any active attempt to end it. This, combined with its possession of and expansion ofWMD, 
means that over time the regime's ability to threaten the US and successfully attack the ROK 
increases rather than the opposite. 

ft'liseerception #10: "Kim Jong II cares about his people, or at worst doesn't fullv comprehend 
the plight o(his people." All evidence supports that Kim Jong 11 is keenly aware of the plight of 
the people. Other evidence indicates that not only is he aware but that he routinely makes decisions 
as to what individuals, groups and regions benefit within his franchise. Other evidence garnered 
from multiple sources over several decades indicates that he is a ruthless dictator that has no 
compunction where the brutalization and exploitation of the populace for his benefit is concerned. 
To the contrary, he has intensified his father's systems of coercive and oppressive control, 
surveillance and punishment and selectively increased the destitution of the general populace while 
increasing rewards to the core elite and expending massive state resources on enhancing offensive 
military capability. 

The author, a Koreanist since 1984, has specialized in studying the North Korean leadership andjuche ideology for the last decade. 
He holds masters degrees in Korean Studies from the University of Washington and Defence St1.1dies from the University of Canberra 
in Australia, and was a Senior Fellow at the Asia•Pacific Center for Security Studies. He has lived and worked in South Korea for 
more than eight years, Hawaii and Australia for one year each, and has traveled extensively in China and Japan. To advance his 
knowledge of the Kim Family Regime he has studied under some of the world's preeminent scholars on North Korea, spent more 
than a month in Pyongyang and the North Korean countryside, has met dozens of North Korean scholars, officials and students, and 
interviewed several dozen defectors. In July 2003, he will return to Korea as a Senior Fellow at the Korean Institute for Defense 
Analysis. 
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April 1, 2003 1:37 PM 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld T}A.----/...t1,, 

SUBJECT: UN Commission 

Here is a worrisome paper by rhe United Nations High Commissioner for Human 

Rights. If you look at the marked section on the second page, it appears to be 

laying the groundwork for future charges of U.S. war crimes. 

Also, as I recall, this is the fellow who has criticized us for our handling of 

prisoners at Guantanamo. 

Attach. 
3/27/03 UN High Comm1ss1oner for Hum,m Rights Statemt'nl: "High Commissivnrr Rrpeals 

Call on Parties m rraq lo Respect Human Rights and Protect Civilians"' 
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UNITED NA TIO NS HIGH COMIVIISSIONER 
f'OR HUr.1L..i\.N RIGHTS 

··-· ... -.... ,~ ......................... ,,h-·----·-·--------------··---.. -·-··--·····-··---·---··--.. , 
--~~·c,x.t .. ~xx HIGH COMMISSIONER REPEATS CALL ON PARTIES 

IN IRAQ TO RESPECT HUMAN RIGHTS AND 
PROTECT CIVILJANS 

Geneva, 27 March 2003 

F?llowing ~re t~e .comments by United Nations High Commissioner for Human 
Rights Sergio Vieira de Mello to lhe fifty-ninth session of the Commission on 
Human Rights today: ' 

You - the Commission on Human Rights - have decided not to hold a special sitting dedicated 
to the humanitarian and human rights consequences of the current conflict In Iraq. The debate 
culminating In this decision revealed divisions - yes - but also the common thread of profound 
concern over the plight of the Iraqi people. That they are facing, and have for some time faced, the 
most difficult, dreadful plight Is beyond dispute. 

As High Commissioner for Human Rights, my principal concern, as is yours, is for the human 
rights of all people the world over and the need for these rights to be protected. In a statement I 
issued on the day that hostilities began In Iraq, and which I reiterated before you when Introducing 
my report on the work of my Office - and which I repeat again now - I called on all parties to the 
conflict to respect fundamental human rights and humanitarian law and ta observe meticulous 
precautions in protecting civilians. ' 

l repeat this because it can never be said enough - not least while we continue to see, in 
conflict after conflict, civilians bearing the brunt of the violence. 

We must also remember that the human rights crisis in Iraq did not begin a week ago. The 
human rights of the Iraqi people have been violated for many years, as has been abundantly 
documented by the Special Rapporteurs of this Commission on the situation of human rights In Iraq, 
as well as reputable human rights experts in non-governmental organizations. I am grateful to the 
current Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights In Iraq, Mr. Mavrommatis, for hastening 
- at my request - his arrival in Geneva so as to make himself available to members of the 
Commission - or to the Commission itself - should it so require. 

Our concern also requires us to recall that the Iraqi people have also suffered as a result of 
the sanctions regime imposed on Iraq. 

We are now over a week into hostilities. Prisoners have been taken by both sides. 
Combatants and civilians have been killed; many have been injured. Property has been damaged. 
Water, sanitation and other basic necessities essential for sheer survival are unavailable to 

significant numbers of civilians. No-one in this room can be anything but increasingly concerned for 
the welfare of the people of Iraq. 
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, In such difficult circumstances as war, indeed particularly in war, humanitarian law and 
fundamental human rights must be protected on the ground by the parties to the conflict. No-one 
can be arbitrarily deprived of his or her llfe. No one can be subjected to torture or other cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. No-one can be arbitrarily arrested or detained. 
Persons deprived of their liberty should be afforded all the guarantees provided by international law, 

and prisoners of war should be treated humanely and strictly in accordance with the provisions of 
the Third Geneva Convention. 

I must also call on all parties to observe the rules applicable In armed conflict, particularly the 
principle of distinction between combatants and non•c:ombatants. 

Parties must never direct attacks agalnst the civilian population or civilian objects, even if the 
purpose is to strike at a military target. This is true even if human shields are being used. 
Conversely, states must never use such an abhorrent practice as intentionally placing clvllians in 
harm's way. 

States must never make civWans the object of attack and must consequently never use 
weapons that are incapable of distinguishing between clvlllans and the military. They must preserve 
infrastructure and other assets essential to the civilian population - including, of course, religious 
and historical sites - as well as protect the environment of Iraq. Tragic experience demonstrates 
that the precision of modern weapons, particularly at long range1 is not reliable, not least In densely 
populated, urban areas. So let me state quite clearly here, and this Is an appeal, a strong, urgent 
appeal: If there is any doubt at all, restraint and refrain must be the watchwords. In other words, 
do not attack that particular target. 

There must be no reprisals against the civilian population. Humanitarian assistance must not 
be hindered. In short, the parties must take every possible precaution to ensure that civilian 
casualties do not occur. 

All these, you will agree with me, are categorical imperatives. 

I regret that the cardinal human rights dimension of the situation in Iraq was not given, over 
the years, the prominence it deserved in the deliberations of the Security Council. 

By preserving this focus in this forum, we shall ensure that the centrality of this Commission 
and its mandate will be preserved and, I earnestly hope, enhanced. We must avoid grandstanding 
which will lead us nowhere and which will certainly not improve the situation currently faced by the 
Iraqi people. In human rights, as In politics, as in life, we should be fully aware that throwing stones 
in glass houses can only lead to damage. 

Let us be honest and ask, at the outset, what It is that we wish to achieve. We have all been 
impotent In changing the past behaviour and human rights record in Iraq. Let us therefore redouble 
our efforts to make sure that we are not so powerless now. Let us seek results. Let us make a 
difference - a real difference - for the people of Iraq. I cannot think of a more noble and worthy 
cause around which this Commission can and must unite. 

However I may be of assistance, you can count on my and my colleagues' services. Thank 
you. 
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April 1, 2003 1 :42 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·9 I\.. 

SUBJECT: Situation in Iraq 

Attached is a background interview that may have been by General Abizaid, 

indicating what he is finding in talking to the folks out there. It is interesting. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
Broder, John M. "Top Commander Suggest Shiites Haven't Rebelled Because U.S. Failed 

Them In '91,'' New York Times, ApriJ I. 2003. 
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T~ Commander Suggests Shiites Haven't Rebelled Because U.S. Failed Them In '91 

New York Times 
Apri I 1, 2003 
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Pagel of 2 

Top Commander Suggests Shiites Haven't Rebelled Because U .. S. 
Failed Them In '91 

By John M. Broder 

CAMP SA YLIY A, Qatar, March 31 The United States, through its past acts. is largely to blame for the 
failure of Iraq's Shiite majority to rise in revolt against Saddam Hussein, a senior American military commander 
at Central Command said here today. 

"We bear a certain responsibility for what we didn't do in 1991," the officer said. 

After the Persian Gulf war in 1991. the American government encouraged a Shiite uprising, then did not act 
when Mr. Hussein's forces slaughtered thousands of civilians. 

"We let them down once," the officer said in a background session with reporters. "We're no1 going to do it 
again." 

The officer, who spoke on condition that his name not be used, said millions of leaflets and round-the-clock 
radio broadcasts into Iraq had failed to convince the Iraqi population thal 1he United States and its allies were 
fully commiued to overthrowing the Baghdad government. 

He said years of repression and a succession of what he culled burburous ucls against civilians by government 
agents and militia since lhe start of the current war had cuused the people to largely refrain from acts of 
rebellion. 

"If you have been beaten up and bealen down the way they have been for 12 years, it should not surprise us that 
they're waiting to see," said the officer. 

Nonetheless, he expressed optimism that ultimately the Iraqis would recognize that the American-led forces 
were serious about toppling Mr. Hussein and dismantling his upporalus of terror. 

The officer said cultural misunderstandings and a failure to learn the lessons of recent history contributed to 
miscalculations by American military and civilian leaders. He said those planning and prosecuting the war 
might have failed to appreciate how deeply Mr. Hussein's personality and organs of repression pervade Iraqi 
society. 

"There are big cultural differences between ourselves and the Arab world," he said. "Their version of the truth is 
different from our version of the truth. They come at it from a different way." 

He said that on some days at least, Baghdad was winning the public relations war in the Arab world by showing 
pictures of wounded children and devastated public marketplaces, while American officials were showing 
antiseptic videotapes of precision weapons hitting buildings. The coalition has not effectively shown skeptical 
audiences in the Arab world and around the globe the bnnality of the Iraqi war effort. 

"The way this regime fights is despicable, it's barbarous," he said. "We cannot allow anyone, especially in the 
Arab world, to believe that the way they fight is honorable." 
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TQp Commander Suggests Shiites Haven't Rebelled Because U.S. Failed Them In '91 Page 2 of 2 

He said Arabs were, as a rule, more emotional than Americans and Europeans. Those who have lived for 
decades under what he called Mr. Hussein's totalitarian rule lend to discount, even distrust. American promises 
of liberation and relief aid. He compared the Iraqi popular ion 10 the Germans under Hitler and the Russians 
under Stalin, who were so cowed by their charismatic leaders that they did not revolt in an organized way. 

He said Iraq was not, as some strategists inside and outside the government presumed, a "house of cards" that 
would topple quickly if given a modest push. "That's just not true," he said. 

Mr. Hussein appears invincible to many Iraqis who have known no other leader. "He's won the lottery every 
time," the officer said. "Saddam is a huge symbol for these people. He's everywhere. He's everything." 

That is why American bombers and missiles repeatedly attack Iraqi state television, and why British troops in 
Basra are knocking down statues and posters of Mr. Hussein. 

The officer said that in some places at least, the Iraqi people were close to believing that the end of the 
government was near. 

"They are rising up, even though slower than we hoped," he said. "I sense we're near the tipping point in Basra. 
I sense we're near the tipping point in Nasiriya." 

Intercepted communications between Iraqi army commanders and conversations wilh Iraqi officers who have 
surrendered or been captured indicate that at least some in the military believe lhat the government is in its final 
days, he said. 

"They are worried," he said. •· And they ought to be." 

But he acknowledged that ground actions - and particularly the heavy bombardment of Baghdad, which 
apparently has resulted in dozens of civilian deaths and injuries - might have had the effect of stiffening the 
anti-American resolve or at least some or the citizenry. 

He also said, however, that he believed that more Iraqi civilians had been killed by the Iraqi government "than 
by any of our errant bombs." 

He charged that scores of civilians had been killed by the Iraqis in Basra and that more than 60 had been 
"executed" in Mosul. 

But he warned that more American and Iraqi casualties were a certainty in the days to come. 

"We're prepared to pay a very high price," he said. "We're not going to walk away. We're going to take him 
out." 

He added, sadly, ''There's no such thing as a clean war." 
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Snawffake 

AprH 1, 2003 3:54 PM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "':)f L. 

SUBJECT: SARS 

Attached is a report on the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome {SARS). 

Regards, 

Attach. 
'3/3)103 ASD(Health Affairs) memo to SecDefre: Situation Report on Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
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HEALTH AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D. C 20301-1200 

INFO MEMO 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 
APR 2 2003 

March 31, 2003 4:00 PM 

·enwerder, Jr., MD, ASD (Hea1th Affairs) 

eport on Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 

• Enhanced awareness and surveillance is ongoing. Central Command staff is 
coordinating the Global Emerging Infection System network to enhance 
respiratory laboratory surveillance in the Southwest Asia theater of 
operations. 

• Three pneumonia deaths among residents of Kuwait are under investigation. 
CDC is testing bio]ogical specimens. No Jink to SARS has yet been found. 

• Vietnam reports no additiona] SARS cases over the past 6 days indicating 
the Hanoi outbreak is under control. Hong Kong, mainland China. and 
Canada remain countries where active disease transmission is occuning. 

• Hong Kong has issued an unprecedented isolation order to prevent further 
spread of SARS. Residents of a housing compJex where active transmission 
is ongoing have been ordered to remain in their flats until Apri) 9, 2003. 

• Canada has divided SARS cases into two categories, suspected and 
probable. In addition to 44 probable cases reported, they are investigating 
an additional 40 suspected cases. 

• WHO reports 143 new SARS cases wor]dwide since March 28, 2003. An 
updated matrix by country is at Attachment I . 

cc: SEE DISTRIBUTION 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared By: David Tomberg, MD, DASD (Clinical & Program Policy), 
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SARS SITUATION REPORT 
March 31, 2003 

Wor]d Health Organization (WHO) update: 

A total of I 628 SARS cases and 58 deaths are reported worldwide; an increase of 
143 cases from March 28, 2003. Hong Kong. China, and Singapore remain the 
countries where disease spread is most Jike]y. 

Cumulative 
number of Number of Local 

Country case(s) deaths transmission 
Canada 44 4 Yes 
China (Guangdong) 806 34 Yes 
Hong Kong 530 ] 3 Yes 
France ] 0 None 
Germany 5 0 1 None 
Italy 2 0 }lone 
Republic of Ireland 2 0 None 
Romania 3 0 None 
Singapore 91 

,., 
Yes ., 

Switzerland 3 0 None 
Taiwan, China 10 0 Yes 
Thailand 5 I To be detemnned 
United Kingdom 3 0 None 
United States* 65 ~ ~ detennined 
Viet Nam 58 
Total 1628 58 

* Suspected Cases; none confirmed 
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Snowflake 

April 4, 2003 7 :46 AM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld T)~ 
SUBJECT: The President's National Security Speeches 

Tam really concerned about the fact that 1 never see the President's speeches when 

he is speaking on national security matters or to defense audiences. 

l have raised it for two years. 1 keep being told that it will get fixed. 1t never is 

fixed. 1t is systemic. 

I would really appreciate it if you would take control of it and see that 1 am given a 

draft of speeches and comments on national security affairs before they are made. 

Needless to say, I have no interest in editing his speeches or turning "happys" into 

"glads." I do think that we can avoid some mistakes. 

The system is broken. Please help fix it. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:<lh 
040403-10 
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April 7, 2003 6:39 PM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '-;) t°'\ 

SUBJECT: Press Reports 

A ttachcd is a packet of articles that reflect a hemorrhaging in the administration. 

It is clearly not disciplined. 

This is on top of the fact that State went up and got the President's proposal 

changed in the Congress as to how the funding should go through Defense. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
"Recent Comments on Post-Saddam Iraq" 

l)Hlt:tih 
()40703-38 
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RECENT COMME!'.TS ON POST-SADDAM IRAQ 

A. New York Times, "Iraqi Shadow Government Cools Its Heels in Kuwait," by Jane 
Perlez. 4/3/03 

"Arrayed below General Gamer is a group of former anny officers, fonner and 
present American ambassadors, aid bureaucrats ... , a smattering of State Department 
officials, several British officials and a duster known as the "true believers. 

"These are the people ... who in the shorthand for Mr. Wolfowitz are known as 
'Wolfie's' people. They are thought to be panicularly fervent about trying to remake 
Iraq as a beacon of democracy and a country with a tilt toward Israel.. .. 

"Fairly predictably, State Department officials say, the Pentagon deemed the most V1 

senior State Depanrnent appointees as unsuitable for the enterprise, even though one 
of them, Timothy Camey, a former ambassador to Sudan, was invited to come here by 
Mr. Wolfowitz .... 

"Only slightly Jess controversial is the role the United Nations will play in 
Baghdad .... The State Depanment would also like a U.N. present as a way of easing 
the anger in Europe and elsewhere toward the American-led military action. The 
Pentagon is less keen .... 

"At a meeting with Kuwaiti academics and businessmen last week, General Gamer 
said he would measure his success by how quickly he could hand over authority to 
Iraqis. But the longer the war grinds on, the harder it will be for the Americans to 
find enthusiastic Iraqis, a State Department official said.... V 
"One of the faraway masters, in the minds of many here, is someone known fondly, or 
not so fondly depending on one's political orientation - as Wolfowitz of Arabia .... 

"Mr. Wolfowitz is also passing judgment on other assigned here, making the 
transitory Potomac here as divisive and political as the pcnnanent one at home, some 
participants say.'' 

•••• 

B. U.S. News & World Report, "Exclusive: Rumsfeld memosJH bx Bruce Auster, 4/3/03 

"Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfold is urging President Bush to install an interim 
Iraqi government immediately- even as the war continues .... 

" ... The view expressed by Rumsfeld is hotly disputed by others inside the U.S. 
government ... have become a real source of infighting between the Pentagon on one 
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side and the State Department and CIA, which believe the expatriates have no 
credibi1ity in Iraq, on the other. 'They wi11 be viewed as part of the American 
occupation,' says one intelligence official . 

•••• 
C. The Times o(London, "Rumsfeld 'resisting' Powe11's )rag Team," by Elaine 

Monaghan, 4/3/03 

"A US official told The Times that Donald Rumsfeld, the Defence Secretary, was V 
resisting State Department appointments to the administration-in-waiting, at ]east 
one of whom is already in Kuwait 

"He said that the Pentagon had ruled that Mr Rumsfe1d should personal1y approve 
appointments to the temporary US-British administration, 'and there are many people 
who question his authority to take that decision, inc1uding, l assume, the Secretary of 
State.' " 

*"'** 
D. Foreign Reports Bulletin, "Post-War Battles,"4/2/03 

"The hawks in the Pentagon apparently want their buddies and intellectual soul-mates 
to have the key jobs of 'civilian advisors' to post-war Iraqi ministries, with the State 
Department favoring Arabists with region a] experience .... 

The Pentagon hawks may have received a setback yesterday in Congress, when 
Appropriations Committees in both the House and the Senate voted to give the State 
Department and other agencies authority of $2.5 billion in post~war aid which the 
Administration has wanted the Pentagon to be in charge of." 

**** 

E. Washington Post, "After the War," Editorial. 4/3/03 

"[A] secretive Pentagon~led group is already far advanced in plans to unilatera11y 
install a postwar regime dominated by Americans and Jraqi exiles - one that would 
effectively exc1ude not only the United Nations but also European and Middle Eastern 
allies who support will be essential to stabilizing the country. Even the State 
Department's nominees would be shut out by Defense Department leaders who talk of 
leaping from military rule to an interim Iraqi government in 90 days with the help of 
the American officials who would run Iraqi minishies. This narrow approach could 
compound the diplomatic damage of the war and expose the United States and its 
soldiers to large and unnecessary risks .... 
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"The problem with the Pentagon's emerging approach is that it would ... make 
virtually inevitablc an Iraqi transitional government dominated by the small group of 
exiles long favored by the Pentagon .... 

"Postwar Iraq may detennine whether the United States regains that [international] 
cooperation - or embarks on a dangerous multilateral course. 

**** 

F. New York Times. "Bush Promises to Adopt Plan for the Mideast," by Steven R. 
Weisman, 3/14/03 

"Deputy Secretary of State Richard L. Armitage said at a State Department staff 
meeting today that the announcement [i.e. of the .. road map"] marked a tremendous 
victory for Mr. Powell over those in the administration who resisted the peace plan's 
adoption, in part because of Prime Minister Sharon's antipathy toward it. " 

"'*** 

G. Was'1i,rg10n Post." 'Road Map' for Colin Powell," by Richard Cohen, 3/27/03 

"For a time 1his week I was •embedded' in Secretary of State Colin Powell's 
office at the State Department .... 

" ... At the moment, the State Department, which used to conduct American foreign 
policy, has been outgunncd by the Pentagon, the National Security Council (now with 
Elliott Abrams) and Dick Cheney, a vice president with very strong views about the 
Middle East. Suffice it to call them pro-Sharon." 

•••• 
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• New York Times 
April 3, 2003 

Iraqi Shadow Government Cools Its Heels In Ku\\'ait 

By Jane Per)ez 

Pagel of 3 

KUWAIT. April 2 - Along a promenade of beachside villas, several hundred American government officials 
- from well-worn fonner generals to fresh young aid workers - are working at their laptops, inventing flow 
charts and examining maps of Iraq in what has become Potomac on the Persian Gulf. 

This is the nucleus of the Bush administration's new Iraqi government. One of the faraway masters, in the minds 
of many here, is someone known fondly, or not so fondly - depending on one's political orientation - as 
Wo)fowitz of Arabia. 

The reference, of course, is to Paul D. Wolfowitz., the undersecretary of defense, who has dispatched some of 
his proteges here to prepare key Baghdad ministries for American management. 

Mr. WoJfowitz is also passing judgment on others assigned here, making the transitory Potomac here as divisive 
and political as the permanent one at home, some participants say. 

The overaJJ boss of this Iraqi government-in-waiting, an operation that has been endowed with the Washington• 
speak title "Office of Reconsuuction and Humanitarian Assistance," is retired Army Lt. Gen. Jay Gamer. When 
he gets to Baghdad, he wiH be in charge of everything the American military is not: feeding the counU')', fixin& 
the infrastructure and creating what the Bush administration has said will be a democratic government. 

A stocky 64.year-old, on leave from a top post at the defense contractor L·3 Communications, General Gamer 
was responsible for protecting Kurdish refugees in northern Jraa;i after the first gulf war, a smaller task than the 
one at hand but one that gave him a taste for the country, a colleague said. 

Arrayed below General Gamer is a group of former anny officers. fonner and present American ambassadors. 
aid bureaucrats who give themselves away by their many•poclceced khaki jackets. a smattering of State 
Department officials, several British officials and a cluster known as the "true believers." 

These are the people, like Robcn Reilly, a former head of the Voice of America, who in the shorthand for Mr. 
Wolfowitz are known as "Wolfie's" people. They are thought to be panicularly fervent about trying to remake 
Iraq as a beacon of democracy and a country with a tilt toward Israel. Mr. Remy is working with Iraqi exiles to 
create radio broadcasts for use in the post-Saddam Hussein Iraq. 

General Garner reports 10 the chief of Central Command, Gen. Tommy R. Franks, a fact that makes the civiJian 
government-in-waiting an operation of the Pentagon. 

Fairly predictably, State Department officials say, the Pentagon deemed the most senior State Department 
appointees as unsuitable for the encerprise, even though on·e of them, Timothy Camey, a former ambassador to 
Sudan, was invited to come here by Mr. Wolfowitz. 

Mr. Camey is preparing to run the Baghdad Ministry oflndustry. Another person the Pentagon is resisting, at 
least temporarily, is the former ambassador to Yemen, Barbara Bodine. But she has also arrived. established an 
office in one of che villas, and is infonnaI1y known on the campus as the mayor of Baghdad. 
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• Others who have been held up back in Washington include Robin Raphel, tanner ambassador to Tunisia, who is 
slated 10 run the Ministry of Trade; and Kenton Keith, a former ambassador to Qatar, who is supposed to head 
rhe Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Not aJJ the 23 ministries in the present Iraqi government will be reopened, a member of the Gamer team said. 
The all~imponant Ministry of lnfonnation will definitely be kept, although who will run it remains unresolved. 
James Woolsey, a former director of Central Intelligence in the Clinton administration, is a favorite of the 
Pentagon for that job, people here said. 

The politics of the Potomac aside, some of the officials acknowledge 1hey have been handed comple:x jobs, the 
real complexity of which wm not be known umil 1hey know how the war ends. 

If there is a suTTender by the lraqi forces and Saddam Hussein is toppled, their jobs wj)J be easier, they say. 
There could be a messier ending: perhaps some kind of festering war, with outbursts of urban fighting. that 
would make the Americans' jobs much more precarious. 

Another complexity is the role of the Iraqi exile groups that the Bush administration has been couning. 

The State Department and the Pentagon hold profound differences on this question, and advocates. in the 
administration say. a definition of the role of 1he exiles still awaits. a decision by President Bush and his senior 
foreign policy advisers. 

Ahmad Chalabi, the head of the Iraqi National Congress, has made it cleat that he would not be satisfied with 
just an advisory position. The State Depanment has made clear it would pref er a diminjshed role for Mr. 
Chalabi. ln recent days Mr. Chalabi has said through spokesmen that he wants the fonnation of a provisional 
government in which he would be a leading figure. In lhis he has baclung in the Pentagon. 

"The decision on the new political class in Iraq is very hot. It has ye110 be made in Washingron," said one 
member of the Garner team here. 

Only slightly less con1roversial is the role the United Nations will play in Baghdad. The British Prime Minis1er, 
Tony Blair, said in the House of Conunons today that the U.N. must have a pre-eminent role in post-Saddam 
Iraq. The State Depanment would also like a U.N. presence as a way of easing the anger in Europe and 
elsewhere toward the American-Jed military action. The Pentagon is less keen. 

The mantra here is that every effort should be made to find what one pe,son called the "good Iraqis" in the 
ministries - probabJy those one echelon below the a\'id Baa1h Pany members - and encourage them to step 
into responsible roles. 

At a meeting with Kuwaiti academics and businessmen last week, General Garner said he would measure his 
success by how quickly he could hand over authority to Iraqis. 

But the longer the war grinds on, the harder it will be for the Americans to find enthusiastic lraqis, a State 
Deparrntent official said. "The original idea was that we would be slipping in with fast evaluations and liaising 
with the 1echnocrats who were left," the official said. ''The longer 1hjs goes on the more problematic that 
assumption is." 

Many of the officials here rushed to Kuwait City in the belief rhey would be sent almost immediately to 
Baghdad. Now that the war has gone longer than they were led 10 expect, there is a lot of cooling of heels, and 
time for reading. Few of these people are Iraqi experts. But some have come armed with books and articles on 
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• the history of 1raq. The chapters on the mistakes of British rule are well underlined. 

General Garner visited Jraq for the first time Tuesday, touring Umm Qasr, the town and port controlled by 
British forces. But the first launching of American civilians will be through the north, where there has been Uule 
fighting. A group of aid workers from the Agency for IntemationaJ Development now positioned in Turkey are 
likely to travel down to the Kurdish areas where there has been virtually no fighting. That leaves the team 
assembled here on the beach beside the Persian Gulf still waiting their tum. . 
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US News & World Report 
April3,2003 

Exdusive: Rumsfeld memos 
President Bush is urged to declare an interim Iraqi 
government 

By: Bruce Auster 

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld is urging President Bush to install an interim Iraqi 
government immediately-even as the war continues. The new authority would be made 
up of Iraqi opposition groups in exile, including the Iraqi National Congress, led by 
Ahmed Chalabi. Rumsfeld suggested that this step would be a way to tum international 
perceptions in the United States' favor. 

Rumsfeld's request, outlined in two memos to the president this week, calls for the United 
States to "suppon those Iraqis who share the president's objectives for a free Iraq." In a 
section entitled "Strategy to Achieve These Objectives," the defense secretary makes the 
case that Iraqi and Kurdish expatriates are better equipped to take over Iraq than are 
opposition leaders still inside the country. Rumsfe)d's reason: The exiles have 
experienced democracy while living in the West; the indigenous anti-Saddam Hussein 
forces have not. 

The makeup and timing of a U.S.-backed interim government have been extensively 
debated at lower levels. The view expressed by Rumsfeld is hotly disputed by others 
inside the U.S. government, and the issues surrounding an interim government have 
become a real source of infighting between the Pentagon on one side and the State 
Department and CIA, which believe the expatriates have no credibility in Iraq, on the 
other. "They will be viewed as pan of the American occupation," says one intelligence 
official. 

As U.S. News reponed in December, there was an interagency consensus against 
declaring an interim government and for giving only a supponing role to the opposition 
groups in exile. Now, on the heels of the rapid advance of U.S. forces, Rumsfeld is 
appealing to the president to reverse the policy and install an opposition•led Iraqi 
government. His memos come at a moment when Secretary of State Colin Powell is out 
of the country. 

Rumsfeld's proposal is likely to infuriate European allies who oppose a U.S.·dominated 
administration of Iraq. The memos-insiders call Rumsfeld's writings "snowflakes" 
because he tends to issue one after another-were circulated only to top government 
officials: Vice President Cheney, Secretary of State Powell, CIA Director George Tenet, 
and NationaJ Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice. Senior government officials say 
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Rurosfeld sent his first paper last Sunday. It was described as a two-page memo along 
with 11 pages of attachments. 

Rumsfeld followed with a second memo Wednesday. It called for the president to ask 
Gen. Tommy Franks, the head of U.S. Central Command, to announce that the 
expatriates are in charge. Rumsfeld quotes Gen. George Patton to the effect that a good 
plan executed rapidly is better than a perfect plan executed too late. He then declares that 
the time has come for the planning to cease-and the execution to begin. 

With Kevin Whitelaw 
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The London Times 
April 3, 2003 

Rumsfeld 'resisting' Powell's Iraq team 

BY: ELAINE MONAGHAN 

A NEW chapter opened yesterday in the battle for control of US policy in postwar Iraq. 

A US official told The Times that Donald Rumsfeld, the Defence Secretary, was resisting 
State Department appointments m the administration-in-waiting, at least one of whom is 
already in Kuwait 

He said that the Pentagon had ruled that Mr Rumsfeld should personally approve 
appointments to the temporary US·British administration, "and there are many people 
who question his authority to take that decision, including, I assume, the Secretary of 
State". 

Of Colin Powell's nominees, he added: "We haven't gotten a no, we just haven't gouen 
an answer (from the Pentagon)." 

He said that it was unclear how the row would end as the decision-making process was in 
flux. "The White House has to step in. One of lhe variabJes is Mr Tony Blair. Once again, 
he will be a critical voice in all of this," he said. 

Barbara Bodine, an e::\perienced US diplomat expected to take the job of administering 
Baghdad, is in Kuwait waiting to enter Iraq. US officials have said that an inter-agency 
tussle is going on over whether she should get that job or a national position as 
coordinator of the civil administration, for which Michael Mobbs, a Pentagon lawyer, 
was the favourite. 

Other State Department appoincees whose participation is now in question include Robin 
Raphel, the vice-president of the National Defence University, and Kenton Keith, a 
former ambassador to Qatar. 

The row boils down to control over policy-making on Iraq in the postwar phase, with the 
State Department anxious to create an environment that is more acceptable to foreign 
countries while the Pentagon i5 anxious to stay in control. 

Critics of the Bush Administration's nee-conservative wing, which dominates the 
Pentagon. say that its ranks are anxious to build a new Iraq in the image of the United 
States, using Westernised Iraqi exiles such as Ahmed Chalabi, a favourite of the 
Pentagon who is disliked by the State Department The differences over how to involve 
Mr Chalabi, the Iraqi opposition leader, have raged for months. 
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Meanwhile, General Powell and Mr Blair are trying to secure a prominent role for the 
United Nations in an attempt to avoid funher alienating US allies in Europe. State 
Department moderates are hoping tha1 Mr Blair can repeat his apparent diplomatic 
success in keeping the Middle East peace process high up on President Bush's priority 
list by getting him to intervene in the State Depanment-Pentagon spat. 

The official said Mr Blair wanted an international flavour for the postwar phase in Iraq 
"and that naturally means a larger role for the State Department". Foreign- aid experts 
have written to Mr Bush asking him to invite the UN to appoim a humanitarian co
ordinator for Iraq. 

Mr Blair suppons the State Depanment position that the UN should play a prominent role 
in Iraq. 
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POST·WAR BATTLES 

There are abundant signs that Iraqi forces are losinE their will to fighl as U.S. forces meet 
linle resistance in their advance on Baghdad and as more elements of the population in the rear 
tum cooperative rather than hostile. , 

While war always contains surprises, the banle over the future of post-war Iraq is also 
clearly intensifying. Within the Bush Administration there is wrangling over what would be the 
"right kind" of American officials to help run post-war Iraq, with the Pentagon rejecting a list of 
eight current and former foreign service officers put forward by the State Depanment The 
hawks in the Pentagon apparently want their buddies and intellectual soul-mates to have the key 
jobs of "civilian advisors" to post~war Iraqi ministries, with the State Department favoring 
Arabists with regional experience. 

These "civilian advisor" jobs would fall under retired General 
Jay Garner, now staying at a beachfront villa in Kuwait. Garner has 
already assembled a staff of some I 00 people to plan how the new Office of Reconstruction and 
Humanitarian Assis1ance will run post·war Iraq. The plan is to set up an Interim lraqi Authority 
as soon as possible. The civilian advisors will be calling the shots, just as Britain's colonial 
"political advisors" did in 1raq from 1918· 1932. lt's not clear whether the fight over who gets 
these jobs is just ideological. Some British colonial political advisors amassed 
large fortunes on the side. They may have gone into colonial service to do good, it was said, but 
they also did very well indeed. 

The Pentagon hawks may have received a setback yesterday in Congress, when 
Appropriations Committees in both the House and the Senate voted to give the State Department 
and other agencies authority over $2.5 billion in post-war aid which the Administration has 
wanted the Pentagon to be in charge of. The aid is part of the emergency supplemental covering 
the cost of the war. 

Gamer visited the port ofUmm Qasr yesterday for the first time. He promised to provide 
Iraq with "a fonn of government that represents the freely elected wiJI of the people" and to do 
that "as fast as we can." 

Umm Qasr is the only place in Iraq now under sufficient U.S. 
and British control for these forces to start the job of gening Iraqis back to work. The port 
employed some 5,000 people before the war. The British have just begun to locate some fonner 
workers and supervisors there?the top jobs were held by Ba'ath party members who have fled for 
good?and have a hired a handful of these as recruiters for the prevailing wage of $36 per month, 
to be paid in cash dollars with packs of cigarenes in advance. One of these recruiters said 
he needed 200 more packs of cigarettes to get his former colleagues to overcome their fear of 
Saddam death threats and show up for job interviews and screening. Umm Qasr, therefore, may 
be a micro-model of the vast job which Garner and his crew will face once the war is over. 

Both inside and outside oflraq, Iraqis are also positioning themselves for the post-war 
situation, either taking steps which they hope will end up in their group being blessed and 
anointed as a new leadership by one or more factions in Washington, or by planning more long
term political strategies. The Iraqi National Congress (INC), headed by Ahmed Chelabi, favored 
by the hawks in the Pentagon and distrusted by the State Department and .the CIA, late 
last week announced the fonnation of an interim government in a statement issued 
out of Kurdistan and signed by Chelabi, rival Kurdish leaders Massoud Barzani 
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and Jalal Talabani, and the lranian-backed opposition leader Bakr Hakim. 
Chelabi would like Garner to anoint him as the head of the Interim Iraqi Authority and then 
become the country's permanent leader. 

In London, Iraq's well-respected 80-year-old former Foreign Minister Adnan Pachachi, 
who left the country to become an advisor to Abu Dhabi's Sheikh Zaid after Saddam came to 
power, is speaking out in the press and reaching out to other Iraqi exile leaders, including the 
intellectua) Laith Kubba, an 
early architect of the INC who sp1it with Chelabi because of the latter's authoritarian and egotisti 
cal tendencies. The State Department "discovered" Pachachi as a Chelabi alternative last 
summer. Pachachi would be very wary of assuming an interim role under Gamer. 

Pachachi is the quintessential representative of what old-line 1raqis call "good family." 
These "good families," or older social upper classes, come from the Sunni, the Shi'a and the 
Kurds and have their origins either as landed or merchant aristocratic families. The distinctions 
between the Janded and merchant families and between Sunni, Shi'a and Kurd faded under the 
monarchy (] 932-1958), partly as a result ofintermaniage. During the monarchy, some 
were in the service of the King, while most panicipated actively in the parliamentary life of the c 
ountry. The Shi'a Kubbas, for example, were originally a silk-trading merchant family from the 
South. The Pachachis were merchants. Besides former Foreign Minister Adnan Pachachi, two 
other family members served as Prime Minister, four others served at various times in 
the Parliament, and thineen were appointed to ministerial posts. 

Many of these families were eclipsed from power as Saddam's grip 
on power increased; others financed the early Ba'athists; some members of 
these good families hold ministerial posts today; some helped develop his 
nuclear program; while others from the same family ran their businesses in Iraq 
or became exiles. Now, a number of these families inside and outside of Iraq are putting 
together the organization of a post-war political pany to be called the lraqi Republican Party. 
They aim to create their party based on issues, to organize it at the grass-roots level, and to have 
a poHtica) platform which can unite Iraqis on issues rather than on personality cults or 
semblances of ethnic and sectarian balance. On economic maners, they have a strong emphasis 
on free enterprise, anracting foreign investment, a judicial system which 
doesn't discriminate between foreigners and citizens and protects property 
rights, including intellectual, and a nondiscriminatory tax policy. Since all 
foreign trade in Iraq was nationalized in 1964, they have a blank slate on which to create a new 
private sector economy within Iraq and wish to do so in a way which would make early Iraqi 
accession to the WTO possible. They want to be ready to field slates of candidates for the first 
elections, rather than accept interim appointments by Gamer?ahhough they loo are doing their 
best to liaise with Garner. 

All of these plans depend first and foremost on how the war unfolds and then on whether 
or not order and security can be established. Otherwise, the natural tendency in the country will 
be for the situation to devolve into chaos, Jooting, and civil war, punctuated by anti-occupation 
resistance. 
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After The War 
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The weekend before the war staned, President Bush signed on to a statement with British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair pledging to "work in close pannership with international institutions, including the 
United Nations," in postwar Iraq and to seek a Security Council resolution to "endorse an appropriate 
post-conflict administration." Yet a secretive Pentagon-Jed group is already far advanced in plans to 
unilaterally install a postwar regime dominated by Americans and Iraqi exiles -- one that would 
effectively exclude not only the United Nations but also European and Middle Eastern allies whose 
support will be essential to stabilizing the country. Even the State Department's nominees would be shut 
out by Defense Department leaders who talk of leaping from military rule to an interim Iraqi 
government in 90 days with the help of the American officials who would run Iraqi ministries. This 
narrow approach could compound the diplomatic damage of the war and expose the United States and 
its soldiers to large and unnecessary risks. 

Few dispute that a U.S. military administration will be needed immediately after the conflict, and 
administration officials are right that Iraq should be turned over to Iraqis as quickly as possible. The 
problem with the Pentagon's emerging approach is that it would structure this supposedly limited 
military regime in such a way as to concentrate control over the subsequent political transition in U.S. 
hands, effectively limiting international participation to providing a nominal blessing or working in a 
subordinate technical capacity. It would make virtually inevitable an Iraqi transitional government 
dominated by the small group of exiles long favored by the Pentagon. Some administration officials 
appear to believe they can impose this scheme over the protests of allies but still count on U.N. 
humanitarian assistance and peacekeeping contributions that would allow an early withdrawal of most 
U.S. troops. 

The Security Council's failure to follow through on its own resolutions on Iraq and the irresponsible 
obstructionism of allies such as France might seem to justify that course. Yet Mr. Bush rightly pledged 
to seek the repair of alliances and of the United Nations after the war, and the Pentagon's plan would 
surely deepen the rifts. Even a parting with Britain could not be ruled out; Mr. Blair has made U.N. 
involvement in postwar Iraq the centerpiece of his own political strategy. An isolated United States 
might find little help in feeding or policing Iraq's 23 million people, while being condemned across the 
Middle East as an occupying power. The Pentagon's Iraqi friends could quickly come to be regarded as 
quislings and puppets. U.S. forces could find themselves the targets of resistance and terrorism, while 
any hope of postwar progress on an Israeli-Palestinian settlement could disappear. 

A be!!er model is readily available. Mr. Blair is proposing that the United Nations convene a conference 
to decide on the formation of a transitional government -- like the one that led to an Afghan 
administration after the ouster of the Taliban. The United States inevitably would have a major influence 
in shaping that administration,just as it did the Afghan regime, but the U.N. umbrella would give the 
process far greater legitimacy. It would also open the way for international participation in 
reconstruction and peacekeeping, as in Afghanistan, and allow for U.N. as well as American technical 
help in rebuilding institutions. It could provide a platform for repairing U.S. relationships with countries 
such as Germany; even Francet which has threatened to obstruct Security Council agreement on a 
postwar administration, has signaled its willingness to work with the British fonnula. Mr. Bush said, on 
that prewar weekend, that he understands "incredible international cooperation" is needed to manage the 
threats of the 21st century. Postwar Iraq may detennine whether the United States regains that 
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cooperation -- or embarks on a dangerous unilateral course. 
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New York Times 

March 15, 2003 

Page Al 

Bush Promises To Adopt PJan For the Mideast 

By: Steven R. Weisman 

President Bush, yielding to pressure from Prime Minister Tony Blair of Britain, promised 
today to adopt a long-deferred plan for a Palestinian state as soon as the Palestinians 
choose a new prime minister, which could happen as soon as next week. 

In a hastily scheduled announcement that followed several days of urgent negotiations 
between the White House and Mr. Blair, Mr. Bush said the United States would soon 
publish the peace plan, known as a road map, and then serve as an "active partner" in 
carrying it out. 

"We have reached a hopeful moment for progress toward the vision of Middle Eastern 
peace that I outlined last June," Mr. Bush said in the Rose Garden this morning. "There 
can be no peace for either side in the Middle East unless there is freedom for both. 
Reaching that destination will not be easy, but we can see the way forward." 

The White House has for months resisted fonnal adoption of the plan, in part because of 
objections by Israel, whose cooperation is needed in the event of a war with Iraq. 
Washington is pressing Israel not to retaliate if it is attacked, something Israeli leaders 
say they cannot agree to. 

Mr. Blair and others have demanded publication of the peace plan to quell the anger 
throughout the Arab world over the Bush administration's perceived focus on Iraq to the 
exclusion of the creation of a Palestinian state, the cause the Arabs consider paramount. 

In a sign that the announcement had been coordinated with London, moments after Mr. 
Bush announced his acceptance of the plan, Mr. Blair emerged to hail it. He said the 
announcement showed "the obligation of even-handedness" on the eve of a possible war 
to free Iraq from tyranny. 

Mr. Bush said adoption of the plan was made possible when the Palestinians moved last 
weekend to establish the office of prime minister to take over many of the functions of 
Yasir Arafat, the Palestinian leader. 

Mahmoud Abbas, a moderate, is slated to get the job and become the chief negotiator 
with Israel. Both Prime Minister Ariel Sharon of Israel and Mr. Bush have said they 
would no longer deal with Mr. Arafat on peace talks. 
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Mr. Bush's statement was a sudden counterpoint to the talk of war that has been 
dominating Washington for weeks, as criticism has mounted in Europe and the Muslim 
world that the United States was offering no hope to the Palestinians. 

Only a week ago, administration officials said there would be no adoption of the peace 
plan until after the Iraq issue was settled. But Mr. Blair never stopped pressing for it, 
especially as critics at home battered him over the United States' apparent lack of interest 
in the subject. 

In making his announcement, Mr. Blair did something that Mr. Bush pointedly avoided. 
He telephoned Mr. Arafat -- a sign that the British and perhaps other Europeans had not 
written him off. Many experts say that despite Mr. Abbas's selection, Mr. Arafat 
remained likely to call the shots in any negotiation. 

Mr. Bush made clear that the American position was that Mr. Arafat would have to step 
aside. "To be a credible and responsible panner, the new Palestinian prime minister must 
hold a position ofreal authority," he said. 

Administration officials said Mr. Bush was hoping that by endorsing the plan now the 
United States could nudge evems along, enhancing Mr. Abbas's stature. 

'There will be a constant struggle between the prime minister and Arafat," a senior 
administration official said. "That means that people who want this to work, and who 
want the prime minister to gain power as the months go by, have got to support this 
move. We want to help make it work," · 

Mr. Bush's announcement was seen as a victory -- a surprising one, in the view of many -
- for both Mr. Blair and Secretary of State Colin L. Powell, who has pushed for adoption 
of the plan since last fall. Mr. Powell also was said to feel strongly that it was necessary 
to put it forward to quell the anger toward the United States in the Muslim world. 

Deputy Secretary of State Richard L. Annitage said at a State Department staff meeting 
today that the announcement marked a tremendous victory for Mr. Powell over those in 
the administralion who resisted the peace plan's adoption, in part because of Prime 
Minister Sharon's antipathy toward it. 

To prepare for the announcement, the White House held long meetings this week with 
aides to Mr. Sharon. 

The Israeli leader has taken the public view that the peace plan is acceptable as a concept. 
Privately, he has told many visitors of his disdain for its particulars, especia11y the role 
the European Union, Russia and the United Nations played in drafting it over the last 
year. 
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Israel does not want the Europeans, especially, to help in carrying out the plan, a seven
page document calling for reciprocal steps over three years leading to the creation of a 
Palestinian state. 

While the Palestinians are to replace Mr. Arafat and curb terrorism, Israel is supposed to 
withdraw its forces from Palestinian areas, ease curbs on movement and employment of 
Palestinian civilians and, eventually, end and even pull back on Israeli settlements in the 
West Bank and Gaza. 

Administration officials said the decision to publish the plan was made final in the last 
several days. 

Mr. Bush was said to have promised Mr. Blair in late January that he would formally 
adopt the plan before any war with Iraq. But that promise looked as if it would not be 
fulfilled, despite rising political problems for Mr. Blair, until the Palestinians acted on the 
prime minister's post last weekend. 

Subsequently, Mr. Arafat tried to weaken the powers of the prime minister, and members 
of the Palestinian Legislative Council pushed back. It was then, an official said, that Mr. 
Powell and Mr. Blair pressed the White House for action. 

"If we had not had these credible steps by the Palestinian Legislative Council, clearly 
over Arafat's objections, we would not have been able to do what we did today," an 
administration officiaJ said. 

The president's announcement today seemed to reflect the hasty, frantic and 
improvisational atmosphere surrounding administration decisions on Iraq in recent 
weeks. 

Just as the White House has shifted positions on whether to ask for a vote on a second 
United Nations Security Council resolution authorizing the use of force against Iraq, so 
Mr. Bush swerved suddenly this week on the Middle East. 

To the Israelis, the most important statement Mr. Bush has made on the subject came last 
June 24, when he embraced the concept of a Palestinian state living side by side with 
Israel, but also rejected once and for all the idea of negotiating such a state with Mr. 
Arafat. 

Various drafts of the plan since then have been seen by both sides on an informal basis. 
The main partners working on the language have been the United States, Russia, the 
European Union and the United Nations secretary general, Kofi Annan -- known 
collectively as the quartet. 

Though the document is fairly detailed, Israel is concerned about certain ambiguities in 
the language that might require it to withdraw its forces and take other concrete steps in 
return for mere commitments by the Palestinians to end violence. 
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The Bush administration says it is highly sympathetic to these concerns and, until today, 
has said they should be incorporated in the document before it is published. 

Today Mr. Bush shifted slightly, saying changes in the document could be made after it 
was published. 

Another focus of Israeli concern is the quartet as a concept. Israelis say pointedly that 
they do not want the same people who think Iraq is cooperating with anns inspections to 
detennine whether Palestinians are easing up on attacks on Israelis. 

One of the vaguest parts of the peace plan is when, and how extensively, any "settlement 
activity" must end in what the plan cans the "occupied territories." Mr. Sharon has said 
Israel would make painful concessions for peace, but it is not clear that he would be 
willing to dismantle more than a tiny fraction of the settlements. 

Mr. Bush did not clarify his position today. American officials say the action on 
settlements would be a phased-in policy to be negotiated in the future, and that 
Palestinians must first end their violence. 

Officials insisted that Mr. Bush would remain sensitive to Israeli concerns at all times, 
even as he desired to capture the moment when the Palestinians seemed ready to reduce 
Mr. Arafat's power. 

"lf it were not for the situation the Palestinians created, I do not believe the president 
would have made this move," an administration official said. 'What caught his eye was 
the chance to move the ball forward. That changed his appreciation of how he could 
make a contribution. He came to the conclusion that we could actually do some good." 
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- 'Road Map' For Co1in Powel] 

Washington Post 
March 27, 2003 
Pg. 21 

1Road Map 1 For Colin Powell 

By Richard Cohen 

Page I of 2 

For a time this week I was "embedded" in Secretary of State Colin Powell's office at the State 
Department. I use the media-military tenn of the moment because as war is being waged in Iraq, Powell 
is planning some campaigns of his own. One of them -- maybe the most important -- is to take the 
Israelis and the Palestinians and knock their heads together. It's about time. 

The Bush administration is already on record as favoring the creation of a Palestinian state. It is already 
on record as demanding that Israel cease building West Bank settlements -- and dismantle some existing 
ones. It is on record for doing a]) the right things. Trouble is, it has done none of them. 

The failure to deal fonhrightly and, in the argot of Washington, robustly with Ariel Sharon and his right
wing government has cost America plenty in the Middle East. The United States is seen as unabashedly 
in Sharon's comer, which in fact it has been. Only recently has the administration said it is serious about 
getting -- "imposing" is probably the better word -- a plan to end the incessant violence between Israelis 
and Palestinians. 

Before the Israelis and the Palestinians can get their act together, however, the Bush administration will 
have to do the same. At the moment, the State Department, which used to conduct American foreign 
policy, has been outgunned by the Pentagon, the National Security Council (now with Elliott Abrams) 
and Dick Cheney, a vice president with very strong views about the Middle East. Suffice it lo call them 
pro-Sharon. 

For this reason, a certain amount of skepticism is in order. So I asked Powe]) who besides him in the 
administration favored a plan that would mean going lo the mat with Sharon. "The president," he 
responded quickly. I asked if he was certain of that. 

"Yeah, I just left him 30 minutes ago and we talked about it," Powell said. "Because I know what some 
people in the administration think. I also know that there are some, not in the administration but outside, 
who are saying that he [Bush] wouldn't have done this but for Tony Blair .... But he understands that 
the whole world is going to be looking to him to do something about the Middle East once Iraq has been 
dealt with." 

The plan is referred to as the "road map," and it asks a lot of both parties. The Palestinians would have 
to end terrorism -- a course already advocated by the new Palestinian prime minister, a moderate named 
Mahmoud Abbas. 

Still, Yasser Arafat remains the effective head of state and in charge of "national security." Whether he 
can or will crack down on Hamas and other terrorist outfits remains to be seen. Even with the best of 
intentions·· and who knows Arafat's intentions? •• the Palestinian Authority may now have been so 
weakened that its wish will be nobody's command. 

As for Sharon, it's questionable whether his right-wing coalition will even consider the emotional issue 
of dismantling settlements •• or even if Sharon himself would want to. The Israeli leader is a truculent 
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'Road Map' For Colin Powel) Page 2 of 2 

sort who is not given to understatement. After Bush invited Arab and Muslim nations to join the United 
States in the war against terrorism, Sharon likened that to "the dreadful mistake of 1938" when 
Czechoslovakia was thrown to Nazi Germany -- in other words, appeasement. Sharon apologized -- but 
it was the statement, not the apology, that came from his heart. 

In the Arab world, not to mention Europe, the settlements are representative of alleged Israeli oppression 
and belligerence. Some of this rhetoric is overheated and tinged with anti-Semitism, but there is no 
doubt that the seizure of Arab land and the creeping enlargement of Israel into an area forbidden by 
international Jaw is winning the Jewish state few friends -- not that it had all that many to begin with. 

Powe]] is determined to bring Israelis and Palestinians back to where they once were -- oh so close to an 
agreement. But Sharon is sure to stall, issuing excuse after excuse as he eyes America's political 
calendar. As the presidential election nears, it could be Karl Rove as much as Colin Powell who will be 
making Middle East policy. 

The longer the plan is delayed, the Jess likely it will succeed. Powell, after all, may not stick around for a 
second term. Given the makeup of Bush's inner circle, his successor might be someone even to the right 
of Sharon. 

So it is up to Bush to put his money where his moUlh has been. If Powell is going to be able to crack 
heads in the Middle East, Bush must first crack heads in his own administration. 
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Snawflake 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: OPM Response 

April 7, 2003 10:27 AM 

Here is the letter David Chu got from Kay James of OPM that was discussed in the 

meeting. You will recall this involved our desire to rapidly hire some Arabic 

linguists. After you read this, I think you will see what the problem is. 

Thanks for your help. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
2/25/03 Director, OPM, !tr to USD(P&R) 

DHR:dh 
040703-20 
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" 

1llUID IDTB!l 

• OfflClB 0, J'DIONNBL JIAN4GIJIIEN'J.' 

W'AIBDfG'rON, J>C I0&1~1-

DfflCI u, TII Oa.K'IOI. 

TIit Hononble David S.C. Chu 
Uoc:lc:r Seamry afDe&ns& 
Far Pasoand*lld Rn4iDen 

4000 .Dcfc:me Pt:nlMIOO 
Washington, DC 20301-4000 

Dear Dr. Chu: 

FEB 25 ZllC 

Tht C!llplo)'TTJent ofnon-citiztu ii 111 important policy iuue lbr the !llation. Tn recognition 
or lhc related natlCIDII defenle issues, I am approving a requat auhniittcd by your Deputy 
Under Secretary 1br Civilian Pf:numnel 'Policy. This approval will allow )'DU to apJIOint noo• 
cili.zen, Arabic lin&Wtl wbm tj_uaUed U.S. citizen&.,.. not available. 

Thi, ltt111:r amt:ndt )"l»r lntenfenty Deleptcd l?xlrllining asn-nant and provides tbc 
authority tu1 lhe l>8panment of Defense (Ool>) to approve lhe hirina ol11011-c:idu:ns under 
Schedule A 213.3102(bb). T.bis aucboricy can .. i&t DoD m. ifl cfbts 1D recniit Anbic
speakin¥ individutla aceded for linpaic support. 

bl order to use the Sdiedult A 213 .310.2(bb) aothority, you .m,ut first use compotitive 
clClmin ing procedures (includhl& public nolicc). If you J1nd no qualwcd citi:cans available ta 
fill lhe compctitivs ISCl'Vice poli tion, and if the individual meets Ille ftk!11irerDenra a r 
lmmiptian Lnt (i.e., autlloriTed. to Ii,. and worlt in tile United S1atec), ,uv may hire fhe 
ncm-eieizen Wlder.5 en. 213.3102 (bb). When filliD& a pollition in Ibis nwmer, Y°" musc 
wjllJdraw it flom the c:omp«fthc ac:mce b tbe period il is .lilled by Ille nnn<itir.en. The 
exct.pted aiipointmcnt doca not gin tbe employee eliJL'lrillty (or my other job. .He or she 
,uy not be promoted or taalignc4 to I pashion in the compctmv• savicc. cu;ept in 
lituatiom where a qualified ciUzc ii not available and aJJOthu Schedule A appoinnnent ii 
used. In dac li~tiona, you nua apply competitive proccdum aphL 

WheA aranq appro'Yll uader lbc Sc.baMe,. 213_,102(bb) mcborily, you m11S\ msuns lhal 
the acarch of all linty recrww..cnt IOW'Clll far qualified U.S. citiuna was both diligczit and 
lhurcuaJ1. 1n ptactical tams. this mADS loolcing beyondjUII the vacmcy emtouncernfl'lt and 
leng1b of time it wu paelerl. Y,)U 1ho111d alao give ecn&ideration to wbelher lb agency or 
cotllJl(m«ll condueted qytaqated recndtmmt efforts (e.a., in trade journals, IIIIOl1I tbe 
Jai:uby or college. m! imiversdies. in conim.Unities. etc.). 
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Dr. David S.C. O,.u 

ID addition 10 tho Schedule A l1 l.31 Ol(bb) awhority, you have scvmil opl.iurus foT hirine 
individual, with Anb lmp;c md cultun: skilli. Options for hirin& U.S. citizens with 
these skills include: 

l. Competitive o:amining 
l. The Fcdenl Career lntcmProaram; 

2 

3. The Student Career l~pericmc:i: Pl'Qyarn; 
4. 213.3102{t), wh1cn fLIIOWI you t0 Mre l.nd1vtl1uals 1D !elluwsihlp amJ u11A::m 

'Pt'Ogn.mt such u the National Security :educatioc Pro.cram (NSEP). This 
proJ!UD awmdl fellowships to graduate studentl 10 study in1 cammonly st'lldied 
foreign areu, lmsu111ea. and ob mtematioml .Cields criti.ctl LO U.S. nat.lonal 
ICCUrity. NSEP fellow, are required. to work for Cb Federal govemment o:r in the 
.fielc.1 uf higher educttio.o.-ui an area re laud to the study funded by t-.. "SEP; ot 

S. Contra.ctma with pri'lllO &ms tor thac 1an,icca. 

In )'Out acatch for individuals "ith the required w,p1e skill!, I strongly encoungc you to 
fim consider all 11.vKilable soutt es or Aflbic-11pw:in1 t J.S. citizena. In the event you do not 
find any Arabic-speaking U.S. c~nzem1 additional option& for h5ring non-ciri7.ena with 
lanauaae wlla include: 

l. 213.3102(0), wmcb aJlows :you to appoint bon.a. fldl f1'ulty mtmbcl'l !or up &o 
l JO workina .uys pc~ ycu to admti5c, pro.fcslioaal. or anal)'tical po,itioi,1; 

l. Hiring thest lndfv{du.als u expertl under S CFR. 304; ur 
3. 213.3102(i)(l), wbkb allows you f.o make 30 day appointments whm a critical 

need emu, pending cornpledon of competitive cnmhrina. clemincn, etc. 
Agenc;es m&y mend these appointmentl tor m Ml&lilio1111I 30 daya, 

The Office of PC:r10MCl Muaacment i1 pleued to uli.n l)oD iD its •1Yoru to partner with 
the Azab-Amcri<:111 commt.mil)' u a WQ to combat tcr~riam. If yoµ have any question&, 
;rleue have your staff' contact MJ. Ellen E. Tumt1lll at~)(6) ! 

Sincerely, 

-~~~------~ 
nircctnr 
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April 7, 2003 7:29 AM 

---TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'J) A-~ 
t 

SUBJECT: Embassy in Iraq 

Attached is a press report suggesting that the U.S. is planning to set up an embassy 

in Baghdad. That, of course, makes sense-eventually. 

However, as you and I know, and as I thought we had all agreed, there will be no 

ambassador and no embassy, until such time as we have all considered it and the 

President decides it is time. Any consulate responsibilities that need to be 

performed will be perfom1ed by a group of State Department people working for 

Jay Garner, as was agreed. 

Please make sure there is no mistake about his. We cannot afford to slip into the 

Afghanistan model. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/3/03 AFP Wlre story: "Baghdad Hotel Chosen as Sile for Temporary U.S Embassy in Post

Saddam Iraq" 

Dlln:dh 
040503-7 
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Norwood, Scott, COL, CIV-OUSDP 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Alert - ORHA [alert@rendon.com} 
Thursday, April 03, 2003 2:40 PM 
alert@rendon.com 
Baghdad hotel chosen as site for temporary US embassy in post-Saddam Iraq (1425 EST) 

>> PLEP..SE NOTE: THIS INFORMATION HAS NOT E'.EE!l '.'ALTD:\TED BUT IS RUNNING 
>~ ON THE W1RES << 

Baghdad hotel chosen as site for temporary US embassy in post-Saddam 
Iraq 

WASHINGTON, April 3 (AFPl The United State~ will set up a 
new, temporary embassy in post-war Iraq at a Baghdad hotel it plans to 
lease and renovate, two senior State Department officials said 
Thursday, as US troops continu~d their advance on the Iraqi capital 

US President George W. Bush has asked Congress for 20 million 
dollars to rent, refurbish and secure the site, and the off1c1als said 
they expected the interim embassy to be up and running shortly afcer 
Saddam Hussein has be~n ousted. 

"We have actually identified a hotel wt,ich would provide J 
interim office capability plus quarters for a limited number of people 
we would have there initially," said Under Secretary of State for 
Management Grant Green. 

Neither Green nor Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage, 
who were testifying before a House budget subcorr~,ittee, gave specifics 
about which hotel had been chosen as the site. 

But they defended the dec1s1on to lease a temporary facility 
instead of immediately purchasing a site and starting to construct a 
new embassy, saying the use of the hntel would be more effective in the 
short tenn. 

tn additlon to the 20 million dollars for the interim 
miss1on, Bush asked Conqr€ss last week for 3~.B million dollars for a 
new, well-fortified embassy in the longer term. 

Armitag<e told the subcomm1ttP.P. that the CO$t of that facilitr 
would Jump by another 137 million dollars as the department moves to 
ensure it m"!ets sec,uity standards imposed after the 1998 bombings of 
the US embassi1cs in ~enya and Tdnzania. 

About 20/J U::- officials fr0m the State Department and other 
government agencies are eventually expected to work out of the new, 
permanent embassy in Baghdad which Washington hopes tn be in operation 
within five years, Armitag@ said. 

"One would hope after this that perhaps we wouldn't have to 
take five years to negotiate with the new Iragi authorities,• he said. 

It remained unclear wheth~r the permanent embassy would be 
located on the site of the former mission, bu1lt 1n the late 1940s, 
which Armitage said was not in particularly gr;od condition when the 
last US diplomats left Baghdad ahead of the 1991 Gulf War. 

The high cost of th~ embassy 1s due to security requirements 
"commensurate with the threat level" in B.aghdad, whi ·:h is expected to 
be high for some time after the war is over, State Department officials 
said last week. 

In addition to construction costs, the money will go toward 
the purchase and installation of bdrr1ers around the perimeter, 
closed-circuit television cameras, video equipment, bomb detection 
devices and armored vehicles, they said. 

The new embassy will also b<:! equipped with state-of-the-art 
chemical and biological weapons counter-measures, and it will be 
patrolled by a "US surveillance detection team~ as well as local 
guards, the officials said. 

Privileged and Confidential: 

1 
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April JO, 2003 11:12 AM 

. ' - .- : 

' t 

TO: Vice President Richard If ~ey 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ')) Jt.. 
SUBJECT: TotalFinaEJf 

Here is the piece on TotalFinaElf that was mentioned in this morning's meeting. 

Attach. 
4/9/03 AFP wire story: "TotalFinaElf Boss Wants Role in Post-war Iraq" 

DHR:dh 
041003-13 

W00398-03 
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Subject: TotalFinaElf boss wants role in post-war Iraq (0557 EST) 
>> PLEASE NOTE: THIS INFORMATION HAS NOT BEEN VALIDATED BUT IS 

RUNNING >> ON THE WIRES << 
TotalFinaElf boss wants role in post-war Ira 

qBRUSSELS, April 9 (AFP)- French oil giant TotalFinaElf staked its claim Wednesday 
to a role in rebuilding Iraq once the dust settles from the US·led war. 

In an interview with Belgian newspaper L'Echo, TotalFinaElf chainnan Thierry 
Desmarest said "international law must be respected" when the United States hands out 
reconstruction contracts. 

11Calls for international tenders must be launched to detennine who will take part in the 
reconstruction and the development," be said. 

Desmarest said TotalFinaElf holds the "trump cards" in Iraq's oil industry with drilling 
concessions in the southern region of Bassorah. 

"In this respect, we're a year ahead of our main competitors in terms of technical 
expertise," he said. 

Desmarest denied that his company had fallen victim to any anti·French sentiment in the 
United States over the Iraq war, which Paris along with other capitals such as Moscow has 
staunchly opposed. 

French and Russian companies led the way in forging contracts with Iraqi President 
Saddam Hussein's government, before a United Nations embargo imposed after the 1991 Gulf 
War. 

Washington appears in no mood to let such companies back in to the lucrative business of 
rebuilding Iraq now that Saddam's regime appears on the way out. 

"Our leadership follows this logic: it's unlikely someone will give you a piece of the pie if 
you didn't help bake it," Robert Ebel, a top energy analyst at the Washington-based Center 
for Strategic and International Studies, said in an interview with the Russian business daily 
Konunersant Wednesday. 
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April 11, 2003 5:50 PM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'2 _____ .?t !I-/~ 
SUBJECT: Post-Iraq 

Attached is something that was drafted by a friend of mine. l would appreciate it 

if you would take an opportunity to look at it over the weekend. 

If you have any questions or comments, I would be happy to discuss it with you. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
"Getting Post-Iraq Right" 
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Getting Post-Iraq Right 

When the military phase of the President's Iraq policy is complete, it 
is essential that the strategy move through its fina] phase as quickly and 
effectively as possible. Since the diplomatic first phase has fallen short in 
achieving a broadly-based consensus for action, success in phase three is 
critical not only to the people of Iraq and the region, but also to the viability 
of his basic strategy across the globe. Tf the only successful phase of the 
three was the one conducted by force, American and human values wm not 
prosper. 

This paper explores why the President's appointment of Deputy 
Secretary Wolfowitz for the leadership role in phase three may be essential 
to make the overall strategy in a success in Iraq and a publicly acceptable 
alternative in the future. 

IJ,'Jwt are tlte rewards of success after plrase three? 

• The President's vision and agenda are vindicated. 

• The strategy becomes the dominant mode] for the creation of a 
Palestinian state, enhancing the likelihood of Palestinian support for 
resolution of the conflict. 

• World permission for the next steps in the global war on terror 
becomes achievable - Saudi Arabia and Egyptian governmental 
support, Syrian constraint, Hisbol1ah ·s elimination of its military arm, 
Iranian overthrow. 

• America's stature for its strategy to bring Russia. Japan, and South 
Korea into the solution for North Korea is enhanced. 

• Similar stature can be expected to be ab]e to involve other additional 
governments and stronger efforts in on-going support for free Iraq and 
Afghanistan 
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What are the benchmarks of success specific to phase three? 

• In the months after the shooting stops, it is essential that there be no 
civil war. Civil warsl rightly or wrongly, hearken back to Vietnam. 
The President's strategy will die in the embrace of such a comparison. 

• Iraq must be disanned. Disannament was not an excuse for regime 
change. Regime change became a prerequisite for disarmament. 

• War refugees must be resettled as soon as possible. Iraq must be the 
scene of solutions to old problems, not the creation of new ones. 

• An orderly and healthy life for Iraqis must quickly be established on a 
self-sustainable basis. 

• The oil and transportation infrastructure is nearly instantly rebuilt. 

• The administration of war-related justice is perceived as fair and 
prompt. 

• Liberation is perceived by the world to have been triggered across 
Iraq 

• Liberation across the factions is sustained. 

• The interim domestic civilian government becomes an always 
considered and often cherished model for the rest of 1iberty-desiring 
peoples and governments. 

• Corruption is minimized internally and from outside parties offering 
support or doing business with Iraq. 

What authority is required for a successful episode of Presidential Envoy? 

The Presidential Envoy must: 

• be the absolute USG authority on all Iraq questions outside of 
military activity. 
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• be a full partner to the military on their decisions with SecDef as 
arbiter as needed. 

• report to the President if possible and the SecDef as only other 
option. 

• Should provide structural authority to sign contracts, directives, 
etc., as necessary. 

• must have total personnel authority for a11 decisions in all directions 
with access to all appropriate choices at all times, particularly 
persormel 

H'hy the Presidential Envoy should he DepSecDef Wolfowitz 

• The very appointment of Paul provides cJarity to the world of the 
President's vision for freedom and the unacceptability of terrorism. 

• Paul's appointment will remove any ambiguity within the 
Administration so that alJ forces within the government will be ab1e to 
focus more on the job and less on their own visions of the world. 
particularly traditional Department of State resistance to seeking 
change in the region. Paul's appointment belies the structural 
suggestions that this is a DOS function despite the technical role of 
DOS. This assignment cannot be their function in reality because the 
role must be to execute the President's strategy, not their strategy. 
As important, the execution of the proper strategy is not within their 
capability for three 
reasons: 

o It is not among their skills. DOS personnel do not have 
sufficient contracting or executive experience. 

o It is not their professional style, which is centered on the roles 
of discussion, reportage and diplomacy. 

o Their experience is not in the arena of joint efforts with the 
military. 
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• Paul has the confidence of the President, the Vice President and 
SecDef. 

• Structurally, Paul is appropriate for three other reasons: 

o He has all of the necessary authority in his current position. 

o He has familiar access to an of the necessary resources. 

o Paul will attract the best talent within and without the 
government to help address the challenge of creating the peace. 

• But perhaps most important and exclusive to Paul personally are 
the facts that he enjoys the widest support among Iraqi's. To say 
that he is not essential could be seen as saying that they are not 
important. Since some policy-makers are, correctly or incorrectly, 
seen as believing that point, his choice would unequivocally 
demonstrate that the importance of the Iraqi Diaspora is, indeed, 
central. He is the best long-term symbol of the overall strategy. 

• His presence would adamantly assert the clarity and commitment to 
the President's policies. 

• His being Jewish is a plus: it is a reminder that this is not a war 
against a religion, it is a clear signal that the position is temporary, 
and that the former Ambassador of the world largest Muslim nation 
for three years has experience in being culturally sensitive. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfcld 71 

April 14, 2003 2:12 PM 

lt looks as though DoS is putting the Inspector General on Chalabi. 

J\ ttach. 
"Smearing Mr. Chalah1," Wall StrceI Joumu!, April 10, 2003. 
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G,mE w~ ~TK&ET JOURNAL. 
April 10, 2003 

REVIEW & OUTLOOK 

Smearing Mr. Chalabi 

F)PMAT FOR 
~PINTING 

sp~n,o H,d b~ 

Iraqis cheered U.S. troops yesterday in the streets of Baghdad. But they might be disappointed to learn 
what some Americans really think about the prospects for ]raqi democracy. We raise that issue after 
watching much of the federal bureaucracy, and its media echo chamber, deride Ahmed Chalabi and his 
Iraqi National Congress, a coalition oflraqis who have risked their lives opposing the despotism of 
Saddam Hussein. 

No American official wants to admit to this view publicly, especially with President Bush promising a 
new government run by Iraqis themselves. But we've now found smoking-gun proof of the State 
Department's hostility in the fom1 of records of meetings compiled by auditors in State's Office of 
Inspector GeneraL The minutes suggest that the forces of the Middle East status quo will resist Iraqi 
democracy even once Saddam is history (if he isn't already). 

One redolent passage, dated t-.fay t 7, 2002, says that, "During the meeting, Ms. [Yael] Lempert stated 
that NEA would appreciate any assistance the O[G could provide with NEA's desire to 'shut down the 
INC.'" The NEA is State's Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs, and the hand holder of Egypt and Saudi 
Arabia and other Middle East despotisms. 

According to the notes. the Inspector General's office replied that it would "do a 'by the book' audit as 
always" and "report accordingly." The INC would later receive a clean bill of health from the OJG. which 
opined publicly that it was "impossible" for the INC to comply with various State demands. The auditors 
also document a number of other apparent NEA attempts to influence the audit process, noting that NEA 
was "violating" government rules and "the possible lack of independence and conflict of interest that can 
occur when the grants officers report to Bureau management." 

In any event, the Near East Bureau had no authority to "shut down the INC." In 1998, Congress passed, 
and Bill Clinton signed, the Iraq Liberation Act. The act made "regime change" the policy of the U.S. 
government and appropriated $97 million for the Iraqi opposition. But these papers make clear that State 
went to unusual lengths to avoid implementing the law. 

This is all highly relevant now because of the growing smear campaign against Mr. Chalabi and the fight 
over the future of Iraq. Numerous news stories are repeating the unsubstantiated allegations (financial 
impropriety, no support in Iraq) that State and the CIA have been peddling about the INC for years. And 
our media colleagues are swallowing the stories hook. line and sinker. 

Their credulity is all about guilt by association. Mr. Chalabi must be bad news because "hawks" like Dick 
Cheney, Don Rwnsfeld and Paul Wolfowitz have taken the time to get to know him and actually like 
him. As for the State Department, it will never forgive Mr. Chalabi and his allies for helping to persuade 
the Bush Administration of an Iraq policy that the diplomats never supported. Having failed to stop the 
war, State is now trying to hijack the peace. 

Besmirching Mr. Chalabi's reputation is only part of the strategy. Another appears to be wresting control 
of Iraqi reconstruction funds. Though Mr. Bush had wanted to be able to spend such money without 
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restrictions, both houses of Congress voted last week to keep a whopping $2.5 billion in reconstruction 
aid away from the Defense Depw1ment, with the House version specifying it be controlled by Colin 
Powell and his deputy, Richard Armitage. (The bills were being reconciled in a House-Senate conference 
yesterday.) 

Senior State Department officials deny rumors they played a role in Congress's decision to deny the 
President's request for flexibility. "No calls were made by me. No lobbying was done by me. This is 
complete [ expletive]. I testified on behalf of the President's submission," Deputy Secretary Annitage told 
us. 

But the documents we received show that State hasn't been above such underhanded games on this issue 
in the past. They were leaked by an otlicial aghast that State would be entrusted with such responsibility 
given its record on Iraq. 

Mr. Armitage's name comes up repeatedly. "Deputy Secretary makes all decisions," one Near East 
Affairs staffer is quoted as saying of the Bureau's policy on the INC. "Ms. Lempert stated that D (Deputy 
Secretary Annitage) instructed NEA to issue the last three grant amendments" restricting funding for the 
INC, says the account of another m~~ting. At bottom the motivation seems to be a simple policy 
disagreement. "If the INC ,ver~ allowed to operate inside Iraq, they would start a war," someone from 
NEA is paraphrased as saying. 

These shenanigans began during the Clinton Administration, when despite the Iraq Liberation Act there 
was no clear direction from the top. But the fact that they continued after President Bush had set a firm 
policy of disarming Saddam amounts to insubordination. It speaks volumes about who should be 
entrusted with rebuilding a post-Saddam Iraq. 

State's Near East Affairs Bureau has always been a force for preserving the region's despotic status quo. 
And now that Saddam's regime is on the way out, NEA bureaucrats would prefer to see him replaced by 
ex-Baathists more amenable to their friends in the Saudi and Egyptian foreign ministries. We're not 
saying the U.S. should anoint Mr. Chalabi or any individua] as the next Iraqi leader. But State and the 
CIA seem less afraid of Saddam than of real democrats who could set a new example and exert pressure 
for change throughout the Middle East. 

If Mr. Bush means what he says about a democratic Iraq, the last thing he should want is State's hands on 
the purse strings. If the war supplemental arrives on his desk with Foggy Bonom in control oflraqi 
reconstruction, he would be well-advised to consider a veto. 

URL for thia article: 
http://online. wsj. comiart1clelO .. SB 104993585923623700 .00 h1ml 

Updated April 10, 2003 

Copyright 2CD3 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rlgl't1:s Reserved 

Printing, distribution, and use of thla material is governed by yoiur Subscription agreement and Copyright lawa. 

For Information about subscribing ga to h11p:/lwww.wsJ.com 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld 4;, f\.. 

April 14, 2003 2: 11 PM 

lt looks like they are at it again. 

Attach. 
Novak, Robert D. "Colin Powell's Burden," Washington Post, April 10, 2003, p. 29 
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.. 
Washington Post 
April 10, 2003 
Pg.29 

Colin Powell's Burden 

By Robert D. Novak 

Arab government officials and military officers, visiting the Near East and South Asia Center for Strategic 
Studies in Washington last week, frantically asked their American hosts iflraq was only the beginning of U.S. 
military intervention in their region. What worried them was the kind of American rhetoric that they had been 
hearing and that was to be used three days later by a prominent Pentagon adviser who publicly declared World 
War IV. 

It also worries the secretary of state. For all the chatter over whether the State Department or the Defense 
Department will dominate post\var Iraq. what really concerns Colin Powell is broader policy after the fall of 
Saddam Hussein's regime. Does the United States intend a series of military interventions throughout the Arab 
world, or will it try to restore this couruy's tattered international standing? 

Friends of Powell say he puts a high priority on improving spoiled multilateral relationships. While he views 
rifts with France and Germany as reparable. he knows that the image of the United States in the rest of the 
world has never been so poor. That is of no great concern at the Pentagon. where the sword is seen as mightier 
than public relations. But the secretary of state believes that President Bush shares his view, rather than Defense 
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld's, about global American prestige. 

That prestige suffers from events such as the April 3 conservative "teach•in" at the University of California at 
Los Angeles. Former CIA director James Woolsey announced that the United States is engaged in World War 
IV (the Cold War, he said, was World War Ill) and it will last for years. Besides Iraq and al Qaeda, he identified 
as America's enemies Iran's mullahs and Syria's "fascists." Woolsey went on to warn America's friends in 
Egypt and Saudi Arabia that they are on the wrong side in this war. 

Woolsey is not just another talking head. A Democrat who was President Bill Clinton ·s first director of central 
intelligence, he is a serious person who serves on Rumsfeld's Defense Policy Board and is slated to be a 
minister in Iraq's military government. His rhetoric at UCLA may have been vivid. but it accurately reflects 
how senior Pentagon civilians think. 

On NBC's "Meet the Press" Sunday, Deputy Defense s~retary Paul Wolfcrwitz distanced himself from his 
friend Woolsey's talk of a clash of civilizations between Christendom and Islam. What he said next, however, 
about alleged support for Saddam Hussein's regime, did not reassure Damascus. 

The Syrians, said Wolfowitz, "are doing some things they shouldn't be doing, and the sooner they stop, the 
better it will be for them." While the United States is now "focused on "'inning the war" in Iraq, he added, 111 
think the Syrians need to know, though, that what tney do now ... they'll be held accountable for." Wolfowitz's 
bottom line: "There's got to be change in Syria." 

Support from Damascus for Saddam Hussein may be mainly rhetorical, though Israeli intelligence contends 
Anglo-American forces have not found weapons of mass destruction in Iraq because they have been transported 
to Syria. Having long urged U.S. military action to change the Iraqi regime, Israel now offers the rationale for 
extending military intervention in Syria 

Powell wants to modify Syrian behavior without sending in the Marines. On March 30 he warned Syria (as well 
as Iran) to stop supporting terrorist organizations. He issued that warning from a venue intended to display U.S. 
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s@J.idarity with Israel: a meeting of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee, the preeminent pro-Israel 
lobbying organiz.ation. 

That Powell, not Rllllisfeld, delivered this message was widely interpreted as a signal that the United States has 
not designated Syria as its next military target following Afghanistan and Iraq. Powell, notoriously 
Wlenthusiastic about a military solution in Iraq until the president made his decision, is not signing on to World 
War IV. He believes (and surely hopes) that Bush shares his outlook. 

Powell puts a high premium on pursuing President Bush's road map for a Palestinian state, a prospect that 
evokes little enthusiasm among Pentagon civilian chiefs and even less in the Israeli government. The secretary 
of state considers it an essential component of U.S. foreign policy and restoration of the world's good opinion 
of America. That will be Colin Powell's burden in the months ahead. 
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April 18, 2003 7:57 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \~ 
.. -

SUBJECT: Humanitarian Update 

Attached is the April 15 humanitarian upda1e. 1 think you wil] find good 

progress. 

Have a tenific Easter weekend. 

Respectfully. 

Anach. 
411 S/03 Humanitarian Updat~-POTUS Talking Points 

OHfl dh 
04 l~QJ.4 
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JS APRIL HUMANITARIAN llPDATF.:- POTUS TALKING POINTS 

General 
• Security rapidly improving; none or minimal looting in most areas; isolated 

engagements with paramilitary. 
• Population supportive of coalition pre5-ence. However, still cautious- afraid 

coalition force will leave and Ba· athists will seek retribution for cooperation. 
• Life approaching pre-war standards: in some areas already exceeds pre-war 

conditions. 
• Iraqi civic leaders emerging and encouraging basic service and public safety 

workers to return to jobs. 
• Joint coalition military and local police patrols have besun in Basrah, Baghdad. 

others. 
• Next two weeks-Restoring electrical pO'-' er;~ the main effort. 

8)1 key cit)', since ,u: last talked. 

llntm Qasr 
• Population Supportive of coalition presence. Rehired por1 "orkers. 
• Water: Supplies exceed the need. even wi1h increased population. UK agreed to 

rebuild 75KM water pipeline from Bas,ah in disrepair. 
• Electricity: I 00% supplied by Pon Genera1ors 
• Port Open to military traffic: dredgin@,... ork begun to clear channel for deep-draft 

civilian ships Stevedore Services of America arrived 10 take over por1 
management from UK 

• ORHA-South deployed to area: will probably se1 up in BaHah. 
• Reesiablish local ci"il administration next two Wl"l"ks. 

Basrah; 
• Looting nov. minimal; Security situation permissi,e. 
• Joint Iraqi and coalilion military police patrols beEun in the city~ 300 Iraqi 

volunteers for security. 
• Water: Supply meet5 need. 
• Power: Restored: Lines m distribute pov.er from Basrah 10 other southern cities 

down. 
• Food supplies good. Some markets and shop~ open. 
• Repair power distribution lines. Conrinue 10 improve services next IWO weeks. 

An Nasiriyah: 
• Security situation pennissive. 
• Water crisis alleviated. 3 ROWPU units opera1ional and local water purification 

meeting needs of A11 Nasiriyah and sunound1ng villages. 
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• Electricity: Assement conducted. Almos1 half oflocal power plant workers 
returned. Restart of functiona,turbines requires repairs to power lines from 
Basrah. 

• No food or health care issues. 
• Local leaders emerging to conduc1 Ci\i1] administration. 
• Next week- repair power system. 

As Samn,·ah: 
• Security situation improving-some looting. 
• Local leadership council formed. Local leaders establishing an interim police 

force-requesting US provide uniforms. 
• Water still dependent on dehery. Supply sufficient. 
• Power: Fornard Enginneering Suppon Team (FE.ST) assessment concluded 

damage more extensi\·e than initially thought. 
• Nex1 tv.o weeks·· repair pov.er grid. 

An Najaf: 
• Security situation steadily impro\'ing. Local leaders establishing an interim police 

force. Kho'i murder demonstrates still a dangerous place. 
• \.Varer: Still dependent en deli\ery- sufficient supply. 
• Power: Narural gas line between An Najaf and Bas.ra requires inspection. Power 

sta1ion needs 200. 000 gallons of fuel every 3-5 days. 10 power generators. until 
natural gas pipeline repaired. Repairs 10 generator~ and junction bo~s require 5 
days. 

• Food suppli~ adequale 
• Next week: Reslore power. 

Karbala: 
• Security: Hoslile. but impro,1ng. Town et,tablishing leadership. 
• Water: Water readily available. Kuwaiti Joint Red Crescent Society de'1vering. 

water by convoy. 
• Electric: Critical facilities running off generators. Assessment will commence 

when security situa1ion improves. 
• No food or medical issues reported. 
• Next week- continue to slabilize security situation; asse:,,s power system 

requirements. 

Baghdad: 
• Security: Non-permissive. Looting conlinue5 at a much ]ower pace. Iraqi police 

and coalition military ha"e begun joint patrols. Iraqi's unarmed. 
• Water: Water is functioning in some parts Clf the city. 
• Power: Most power remains down; Estimate restoration of power and water within 

3-5 days. 
• Engineering team, headed by a Brigadier deployed to Baghdad Saturday to tack le 

critical infrastructure problems. 
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• Food: Adequate supplies stockpiled. 
• Medical: Hospitals straining under load. Power required to alleviate stress. 

• Jordan announced plans to send a field hospital lo the Baghdad area in the 
next week. 

• Medical supplies flown into Baghdad last three nights for distribution by 
TCRC ICRC resumed operations after 24 hour lapse because of security 
siruation. 

• Next two weeks: Clear pockets of enemy. Stabilize the environment to allow 
access and repairs to power grid. Restore power and water to city. 

Til<rit 
• Security: Hostile. Limited looting ofregime facilities reported. 
• NFI 
• Next week: Establish security; Conduct HA assessments. 

Mo1ul 
• Security: Permissive. Small pockets of paramilitary remain. 
• Limited looting of regime facilities. No looting in residential areas, 
• Water/Electric/Food- Medical all remain al prewar conditions. 
• Local leaders emerging to control population and restore civil administration. 
• Next two weeks: Reestablish local civil administration. 

Kirkuk 
• City calm. Small residual paramilitary presence. 
• WateriElectricifood.'Medical all remain at prewar conditions. 
• City employees and leaders beginning to reappear 
• Next TWO weeks: Stabilize area. Reestablish local civil administration. 

01her areas; Al Kut, Baqubah. Al Hillah, Ar Ramadi; ATQaim, etc. 
• Not fully assessed. Will \\·ork in turn. 
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April 18, 2003 7 :57 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;~-:=c;...;. __ Jr /[ --fr 
SUBJECT: Humanitarian Update 

Anached is the Apri] J 5 humanitarian update. l think you will find good 

progress. 

Have a terrific Easter weekend. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
4!15i03 Humanitarian Updatr-POTCS TalkinE Pomts 

DIIR dh 
0411(0~-4 
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15 APRIL HlJMANJTARIAN UPDATE- POTl!S TALKING POINTS 

General 
• Security rapidly improving; none or minimal looting in most areas; isolated 

engagements with paramilitary. 
• Population supportive of coalition presence. However, still cautious- afraid 

coalition force will leave and Ba'athists will seek retribution for cooperation. 
• Life approaching pre-war standards: in some areas already exceeds pre-war 

conditions. 
• Iraqi civic leaders emerging and encouraging basic service and public safety 

workers to return to jobs. 
• Joint coalition military and local police patrols have begun in Basrah, Baghdad, 

others. 
• Next two weeks-Restoring electrical pov,·er is the main effort. 

By key city, since we laM talked. 

l'mm Qasr 
• Population: Supportive of coalition presence. Rehired port workers. 
• Water: Supplies exceed the need, even with increased population. UK agreed to 

rebuild 75KM water pipeline from Basrah in disrepair. 
• Electricity: l 00% supplied by Port Generators 

• Port: Open to military traffic; dredging work begun to clear channel for deep-draft 
civilian ships. Stevedore Services of America arrived to take over port 
management from UK 

• ORHA-South deployed to area; will probably set up in Basrah. 
• Reestablish local civil administration next two weeks. 

Basrah: 
• Looting nov.. minimal; Security situation permissive. 
• Joint Iraqi and coalirion military police patrols begun in the city; 300 Iraqi 

volunteers for security. 
• Water: Supply meets need. 
• Power: Restored; Lines to distribute power from Basrah to other southern cities 

do"•n. 
• Food supplies good. Some markets and shops open. 
• Repair power distribution lines. Continue to improve services next N.o weeks. 

An Nasiriyah: 
• Security situation pennissive. 
• Water crisis alleviated. 3 ROWPU units operational and local water purification 

meeting needs of An Nasiriyah and surrounding villages. 
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• Electricity: Asscmcnt conducted. Almost half of local power plant workers 
returned. Restart of functional turbines requires repairs to power lines from 
Bas rah. 

• No food or health care issues. 
• Local leaders emerging to conduct civil administration. 
• Next week- repair power system. 

As Sama\\ah: 
• Security situation improving-some looting. 
• Local leadership council formed. Local leaders establishing an interim police 

force· -~requesting US provide uniforms. 
• Water still dependent on delivery. Supply sufficient. 
• Power: Forward Enginneering Support Team (FEST) assessment concluded 

damage more extensiw than initially thought. 
• Next two weeks-- repair power grid. 

An ~ajaf: 
• Security situation steadily improving. Local leaders establishing an interim police 

force. Kho'i murder demonstrates still a dangerous place. 
• Water: Still dependent on delivery- sufficient supply. 
• Power: Natural gas hne between An Najaf and Basra requires inspection. Pov.1er 

station needs 200. 000 gallons of fuel every 3-5 days to power generators until 
natural gas pipeline repaired. Repairs to generators and junction boxs require ~ 
days. 

• Food supplies adequate 
• Next week: Restore power. 

Karbala: 
• Security: Hostile. bu1 improving. Town establishing leadership. 
• Water: Water readily available. Kuwaiti Joint Red Crescent Society delivering 

water by convoy. 
• Electric: Critical facilities running off generators. Assessment will commence 

when security situation improves. 
• No food or medical issues reported. 
• Next week- continue to stabilize security situation: assess power system 

requirements. 

Baghdad: 
• Security: Non~pcrmissivc. Looting continues at a much lower pace. Iraqi police 

and coalition military have begun joint patrols. Iraqi's unanned. 
• Water: Water is functioning in some parts of the city. 
• Power: Most pO\\ er remains doY. n; Estimate restoration of power and water within 

3-5 days. 
• Engineering team. headed by a Brigadier deployed to Baghdad Saturday 10 tackle 

critical infrastructure problems. 
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• Food: Adequate supplies stockpiled. 
• Medical: Hospitals straining under load. Pov.:er required to alleviate stress. 

• Jordan announced plans to send a field hospital to the Baghdad area in the 
next week. 

• Medical supplies flown into Baghdad last three nights for distribution by 
ICRC ICRC resumed operations after 24 hour lapse because of security 
situation. 

• Next two weeks: Clear pockets of enemy. Stabilize the environment to allow 
access and repairs to power grid. Restore power and water to city. 

Tikrit 
• Security: Hostile. Limited looting. ofregime facilities reported. 
• NFI 
• Next week: Establish security; Conduct HA assessments. 

Mosul 
• Security: Permissive. Small pockets of paramilitary remain. 
• Limited looting of regime facilities. No looting in resid<.>ntial areas. 
• Water/Electric/Food 'Medical all remain at prewar conditions. 
• Local leaders emerging to control population and restore civil administration. 
• Next two weeks: Reestablish local civil adminis1ra1ion. 

lurkuk 
• City calm. Small residual paramilitary presence. 
• Water!Electric/Food1Medical all remain at prewar conditions. 
• City employees and leaders beginning to reappear 
• Next two weeks: Stabilize area. Reestablish local ci-vil administration. 

Other areas; Al Kut, Baqubah, Al Hillah, Ar Ramadi: AIQaim, etc. 
• Not fully assessed. Will work in tum. 
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April 24, 2003 10:32 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ,>.:__ ___ ,# /1-- -+ 
SUBJECT: Russian Military 

Attached is an interesting article from the Moscow Times from about t\.vo weeks 

ago. 

The success of the campaign appears to have caught the attention of the Russian 

military establishment. 

It is particularly interesting that two "retired" Russian generals (three-star) were 

directly involved in planning the Iraqi defense and, according to the article, were 

awarded medals by Saddam Hussein. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Felgenhauer, Pavel. "The Elite's Feeling !he Heat," Moscow Times, April JO, 2003. 

DHR:dh 
042403-11 
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Moscow Times 
April 10, 2003 

The Elite•s Feeling the Hut 

By Pavel Felgenhauer 

As the war in Iraq winds to its inevitable end, uneasy reflections are taklng over Russia's political 
and military elite. No one in Moscow ever seriously believed that Saddam Hussein might indeed 
"defeat" the allied forces. But the speed and dedslveness of tne offensive has bewildered many. 

Russian generals were expecting another prolonged so-called non-contact war,iik.e the one 
against Yugoslavia In 1999. ln Afghanistan in 2001 or the first gulf war in 1991, when a four-day 
ground offensive was preceded by a 39-.day air bombardment It was believed that the Americans 
were afraid of close hand-to-hand encounters, they would not tolerate the inevttable casualties, 
and that in the final analysis they were cowards who relied on technical superiority. 

In the first week of the war, allied forces rapidly fanned out of Kuwait,oecupted most of southern 
lraQ and moved deep into the central part of the country without prolonged preliminary air 
bombardment. · 

This successful blitz caused shock In Moscow. Then came news of the first U.S. casualties and 
prisoners, of severe sandstorms hamperjng movement, of Increased Iraqi attacks and an overall 
pause In the offensiVe. 

As the allies' push into Iraq seemed to falter, many hearts in Moscow and in Europe rejoiced, In a 
poll, taken In late March, 52 percent of Russians were of the opinion that the US.-led military 
action in Iraq was unsuccessful; 58 percent believed it would be a long war: 35 percent were 
convinced the United States would win in the end, while 33 percent assumed Iraq would prevail. 

Last week It was disclosed that two retired three-star generall - Vladislav Achalov {a former 
paratrooper and specialist in urban warfare) and Igor Maltsev (a specialist in air defense) -
visited Baghdad recently and were awarded medals by Hussein. The awards were handed out by 
Iraqi Defense Minister Sultan Khashim Ak.hmed. 

It wa~ reported that the retired generals helped Hussein prepare a war plan to defeat tl'le 
Americans. Achalov confirmed he was in Baghdad just before the war and received medals from 
Hussein for services rendered. He also told journalists that the defense of Baghdad was well 
organ1%ed, U.S. tanks would be burned if they enter the city and U.S. infantry would be 
slaughtered. According to Acha!ov, the only way the allies could ever take Baghdad and other 
Iraqi cities was to raze them to the ground by carpet bombing. 

Last week, Defense Minister Sergei lwnov echoed Achalov's opinion: "If the Americans 
continue to fight accurately, avoiding high casualties, the outcome is uncertain. If the Americans 
begin carpet bombing, Iraq will be defeated." Ivanov also announced that the Defense Ministry 
was attentively studying the war in order to learn how to build a stronger Russian army. 

It seems that up to now the result of the study t,as been negative. It.would appear that Russian 
generals and Ivanov assume It's the Americans ltlat should be learning from them how to flatten 
cities -- U,e way our military destroyed the Chechen capital, Groznyi 

Many Russian generals truly believe that a bombing campaign that leaves sorne 
buildings stlll standing Is ineffective. Precislon~ulded munitions are widely considered to be 
costly pranks - not real weapon$. In Chechnya, we tried to use some of these gactgets, but they 
did not work, as most Russian officers and men have net been trained In how to use the limited 
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number of modem weapons our militaJY Inherited from the Soviet anned forces. 

The worst possible outcome of the war in Iraq for the Russian military is a swift allied vietory with 
relatively low casualties. Already many in R.ussia are beginnini- to ask why our tortes are so 
ineffective compared to the Brits and Americans: and why the two battles to take Grozny in 1995 
and 2000 each took more than a month to complete, with more ttlat 5,000 Russian soldiers killed 
and tens of thousands wounded in both engagements, given that Grozny ls one tenth the size of 
Baghdad. 

The Russian media is generally avoiding the hard questions and serving up anti-Amerlcan 
propaganda instead. It is alleged that the U.S. government is concealing casualties" {like its 
Russian counterpart), and that hundreds if not thousands of U.S. sokliers have already been 
killed. Maybe this deceit will become the main semi-official excuse for disregarding the allied 
victory. 

Or perhaps our general& who do not want to build a modem post.Soviet military will come up with 
some other propaganda ploy. 

Pavel Felgenhauer is an independent defense analyst. 
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April 25, 2003 8:20 AM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Dinner 

Joyce and 1 are having 30 of our high school classmates and their spouses to 

Washington for a reunion May 16, 17 and 18. We are going to have dinner at our 

house on Friday, May 16, and Saturday, May 17. 

It would be terrific if you could join us for one of those two evenings. 

If you are in town and would like to do it, we would love to have you. It would be 

a thrill for them to meet Lynne and you. 

There is no rush to let us know, but it would be fun for us and we hope you can do 

it. 

Regards, 

DHR:Jh 
042503-4 

W00466-03 
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.SENSITP/E 

May 8, 2003 10:15 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetd0,._ ----'/( /1 r.. d 

/- f' L---1"' 
SUBJECT: Policy Guidelines-Iraq 

Attached is a rough draft I dictated on policy guidelines for Iraq for Ambassador 

Bremer and General Franks. T think anrl hope that it tracks well with your views 

and pronouncements. I will be discussing it with the Principals shortly. 

I will find an opportunity to discuss it with you to receive any thoughts you may 

have. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
5/8/03 "Principles for Iraq-Policy Guidelines" 

DHR:dh 
05~03-1 
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DRAFT#8 

May 8, 2003 11:59 AM 

Principles for Iraq-Policy Guidelines 

1. Global si2nificance. The importance of Coalition success in Iraq cannot be 
overstated. If Iraq, with its size, capabilities and resources, is able to get on a 
path toward representative democracy, the impact in the region and the world 
could be historic- with effects on Iran, Syria, the Palestinians, and elsewhere. 
Iraq could become a model-an example that a moderate Muslim state can 
succeed in the battle against extremists that is taking place in the Muslim 
world. 

2. Supporting President. Bush's vision for a free I rag. Iraqis desiring to 
participate in the future of Iraq will be sought out, encouraged and empowered 
to the extent they are supportive of President Dush 's vi!lion of a free Jraq. 
Those who are not supportive will be opposed. Iraq will: 

- Be a single country; 

- Not have weapons of mass destruction; 

- Not be a terrorist state and wilJ not harbor terrorists; 

- Not be a threat to its neighbors or to diverse elements within the country; 

- Have a market economy and an independent judiciary; and 

- Have respect for the rule of law, for ethnic and religious minorities, for the 
rights of women, and will be on a path to representative democratic 
government. 

3. Assert authority, provide security. The Coalition Provisional Authority will 
assert authority over the country-a country that has been a dictatorship for 
decades. It will not accept being defied- it will tolerate no self-appointed 
Mayors of Baghdad. It will work to ensure the security of the Iraqi people. 
The Coalition will be ready and willing to use force to impose order as 
required. Without security for the Iraqi people, none of our other goals for the 
Iraqi people will be achievable. 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
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4. Commitment to stay; commitment to leave. The Coalition will maintain as 
many security forces in Iraq as necessary, for as long as necessary, to 
accomplish our goals, and no longer. 

5. Unity of leadership. There will be clarity that the Coalition is in charge, with 
no conflicting signals to the Iraqi people, Coalition partners or neighbors. The 
Coalition will have unambiguous unity of leadership and effort. 

6. Iraqi foreign missions. The Coalition will gain control over Iraqi foreign 
embassies and, to the extent possible, Iraqi seats in international fora. 

7. Improve conditions; involve Iraqis. The Coalition will contribute to the 
improvement of the circumstances of the Iraqi people, month-to-month. It 
will work to achieve visible accomplishments in vital public services, and 
create an environment that encourages the involvement of the Iraqi people, 
since it wi11 be their responsibility to improve their country. 

8. Promote Iraqis who share coalition's e:oals. In staffing ministries and 
positioning Iraqis in ways that will increase their influence, the Coalition will 
work to have acceptable Iraqis involved as early as possible, so Iraqi faces can 
explain the Coalition's goals and direction to the Iraqi people. Only iflraqis 
are seen as being engaged in, responsible for, and explaining and leading their 
fellow citizens will the broad public support be achieved that is essential for 
security. We accept the reality that, regardless of what the Coalition does, it 
will be assumed that the Coalition set up the Iraqi Interim Authority. Its 
fingerprints wi11 be on it. Therefore, we should accept that fact, not worry 
about that, and get on with the task and make sure it succeeds. 

9. Hands-on political reconstruction. As the political process proceeds, the 
Coalition will consistently steer the process in ways that achieve stated U.S. 
objectives. The Coalition will not «Jet a thousand flowers bloom." 

10. De-Baathification. The Coalition will work with forward-looking Iraqis and 
will actively oppose Saddam Hussein's old enforcers-the Baath Party, 
Fedayeen Saddam, etc. We will make clear that the Coalition will eliminate 
the remnants of Saddam's regime. 

11. Justice for bad actors. Those who committed war crimes or crimes against 
humanity on behalf of the regime will be tracked down and brought to justice. 
Mechanisms will be established to detain and screen out members of 
organizations that carried out Saddam Hussein's repression and to bring them 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
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to justice. De-Baathification may cause inefficiencies, but that is acceptable 
and indeed necessary to remove pervasive fear from Iraqi society. 

12. Repairing social fabric. Iraq will need to find ways to heal the wounds that 
the Baathists inflicted on the society. The experiences of Eastern Europe, 
South Africa and elsewhere could infonn that process. 

13. Property claims. Mechanisms will be established to adjudicate property 
claims peacefully. 

14. Favor market economy. Economic decisions will favor market systems, not 
Stalinist command systems, and activities that will diversify the Iraqi 
economy beyond oil. We will move as quickly as possible to privatize the 
economy. 

15. Pay smart. We must avoid allowing the Coalition or the international 
community to distort the economy with floods of highly paid workers. 

16. Oil. Iraqi oil will be used for the Iraqi people. The Coalition Provisional 
Authority, based on a study of best practices around the world, will develop a 
plan for the Iraqi oil industry that is based on transparency and private 

, ownership. The plan should be designed to benefit the Iraqi people. 

17. Contracts-promotin2 lrag1s recovery. Contracts for work in Iraq will go 
first to those who utilize lraqi workers, and to countries that were supportive 
in liberating the Iraqi people, especiaJly key neighbors such as Jordan and the 
Gulf states, because it will contribute to greater regional economic activity and 
accelerate Iraq's economic recovery. 

18. Third-states and international organizations. Other countries and 
international organizations, including the UN, will be encouraged to assist in 
Iraq, but not if their presence is designed to further complicate an already 
difficult task. 

19. Outside.rs-assistance, but not interference. Assistance from neighbors 
will be welcomed. Conversely, interference in Iraq by its neighbors or others 
in the international community will not be accepted. Jraqis who are complicit 
or, for example, serve as a.gents of Iranian or Syrian influence will be dealt 
with. 

DRAFT WORKING JPAPER 
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20. Monitoring NGOs. We welcome NGO assistance, but activities ofNGOs 
will be closely monitored and regulated. Those with extremist ties will be 
excluded. 

21. Priority sources of funds. The U.S. wi1l be the funder of last resort, not first. 
In order of preferred expenditure: Iraqi funds located in Iraq, Iraqi funds at 
the UN, seized frozen Iraqi assets in the U.S. and in other countries, donors 
from other nations, and finally U.S. appropriated funds. Once the U.S. starts 
funding an activity, it will be difficult to get others to take over that 
responsibility. It is best for the U.S. not to start funding in the first place, and 
instead to use the urgency of the problem to serve as leverage to get access to 
Iraqi funds or to raise money from others. 

22. Trial and error. Democracies in transition are inherently untidy. Trial and 
error and experimentation will be part of the process. Perfection will not. 
Course corrections will be necessary. 

23. New matters. Additional issues will be addressed as they surface (the role of 
the UN, debt relief, etc.). 

24. Patience and respect for Iraq's singular character. The transition from 
despotism to a democracy will not happen fast or easily. It cannot be rushed. 
It will evolve over years. Rushing elections could lead to tyranny of the 
majority. Further, the ultimate outcome must be for Iraq and be decided by 
Iraqis, within the broad principles laid out by President Bush. One ought not 
expect the Iraqi outcome to replicate any other system. For example, there 
may well be a larger role for religion than in many other countries, and that is 
acceptable. Elections will likely best be held only after the mechanisms of a 
civil society are in place. 

DHR:dh 
lnq/Principles for lnlq 
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TO: 

SENSITIVE 

Vice President Richard 8. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

May 8, 2003 10:52 AM 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ) ..... ' __ 1 A~ 
SUBJECT: Policy Guidelines 

Attached is a rough draft of some policy guidelines for Iraq that I plan to 

coordinate and then provide to Ambassador Bremer and General Franks. 

If you have suggestions, please let me know soon. I assume we will be discussing 

this in a PC or NSC this week or next. 

Attach. 
5/8/03 "Principles for Iraq-Policy Guidelines" 

DIIR:dh 
050803-2 
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DRAFT#8 

May 8, 2003 11:59 AM 

Principles for Iraq-Policy Guidelines 

I. Globe) sienificance. The importance of Coalition success in Iraq cannot be 
overstated. If Iraq, with its size, capabilities and resources, is able to get on a 
path toward representative democracy, the impact in the region and the world 
could be historic-with effects on Iran, Syria, the Palestinians, and elsewhere. 
Iraq could become a model-an example that a moderate Muslim state can 
succeed in the battle against extremists that is taking place in the Muslim 
world. 

2. Supporting President Bush's vision for a free lrag. Iraqis desiring to 
participate in the future of Iraq will be sought out, encouraged and empowered 
to the extent they are supportive of President Bush's vision of a free Iraq. 
Those who are not supportive will be opposed. Iraq will: 

- Be a single country; 

- Not have weapons of mass destruction; 

- Not be a terrorist state and will not harbor terrorists; 

- Not be a threat to its neighbors or to diverse elements within the country; 

- Have a market economy and an independent judiciary; and 

- Have respect for the rule of law, for ethnic and religious minorities, for tbe 
rights of women, and will be on a path to representative democratic 
government. 

3. Assert authority, provide security. The Coalition Provisional Authority will 
assert authority over the country--a country that has been a dictatorship for 
decades. It will not accept being defied-it will tolerate no self-appointed 
Mayors of Baghdad. It will work to ensure the security of the Iraqi people. 
The Coalition will be ready and willing to use force to impose order as 
required. Without security for the Iraqi people, none of our other goals for the 
Iraqi people will be achievable. 

DRAFT WORKJNG PAPER 
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4. Commitment to stay; commitment to leave. The Coa]ition will maintain as 
many security forces in Iraq as necessary, for as Jong as necessary, to 
accomplish our goals, and no ]onger. 

5. Unity of leadership. There will be clarity that the Coalition is in charge, with 
no conflicting signals to the Iraqi people, Coalition partners or neighbors. The 
Coalition will have· unambiguous unity of leadership and effort. 

6. Iraqi forei2n missions. The Coalition will gain control over Iraqi foreign 
embassies and, to the extent possib]e, Iraqi seats in international fora. 

7. lmpro,•e conditions; involve Iraqis. The Coalition wi11 contribute to the 
improvement of the circumstances of the Iraqi people, month-to-month, It 
will work to achieve visible accomplishments in vital public services, and 
create an environment that encourages the involvement of the Iraqi people, 
since it will be their responsibility to improve their country. 

8. Promote Iraqis who share coalition's goal.s. In staffing ministries and 
positioning lraqis 1n ways that will increase their influence, the Coalition will 
work to have acceptable Iraqis involved as early as possible, so Iraqi faces can 
explain the Coalition's goals and direction to the Iraqi p.eople. Only iflraqis 

, are seen as being engaged in, responsible for, and explaining and leading their 
fellow citizens will the broad public support be achieved that is essential for 
security. We accept the reality that, regardless of what the Coa]ition does, it 
will be assumecl that the Coalition set up the Iraqi Interim Authority. lts 
fingerprints will be on it Therefore, we should accept that fact, not worry 
about that, and get on with the task and make sure it succeeds. 

9. Hands-on political reconstruction. As the political iProcess proceeds, the 
Coalition will consistently steer the process in ways that achieve stated U.S. 
objectives. The Coalition will not "let a thousand flowers bloom." 

10. De-Baathification. The Coalition will work with forward-looking Jraqis and 
will actively oppose Saddam Hussein's old enforcers-the Baath Party, 
Fedayeen Saddam, etc. ·we will make dear that the Coalition wil1 eliminate 
the remnants of Saddam's regime. 

11. Justice for bad actors. Those who committed war crimes or crimes against 
humanity on behalf of the regime will be tracked down and brought to justice. 
Mechanisms will be established to detain and screen out members of 
organizations that carried out Saddam Hussein's repression and to bring them 
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to justice. De-Baatbifica.tion may cause inefficiencies, but that is acceptable 
and indeed necessary to remove pervasive fear from Iraqi society. 

12. Repairing social fabric. Iraq will need to find ways to heal the wounds that 
the Baathists inflicted on the society. The experiences of Eastern Europe, 
South Africa and elsewhere could infonn that process. 

· 13. Property claims. Mechanisms will be established to adjudicate property 
claims peacefully. 

14. :Favor market economy. Economic decisions will favor market systems, not 
Stalinist command systems, and activities that will diversify the Iraqi 
economy beyond oil. We will move as quickly as possible to privatize the 
economy. 

15. Pay smart. We must avoid allowing the Coalition or the international 
community to distort the economy with floods of highly paid workers. 

16. OU. Iraqi oil will be used for the Iraqi people. The Coalition Provisional 
Authority, based on a srudy of best pract1ces around the world, will develop a 
plan for the Iraqi oil industry that is based on transparency and private 
ownership. The plan should be designed to benefit the Iraqi people. 

17. Contracts-promoting Iraq's recoven·. Contracts for work in Iraq will go 
first to those who utilize Iraqi workers, and to countries that were supportive 
in liberating the Iraqi people, especially key neighbors such as Jordan and the 
Gulf states, because it will contribute to greater regional economic activity and 
accelerate Iraq's economic recovery. 

18. Third-states and international organi:zations. Other countries and 
international organizations, including the UN. will be encouraged to assist in 
Iraq, but not if their presence is designed to further complicate an already 
difficult task. 

19. Outsiders-assistance, but not interference. Assistance from neighbors 
will be welcomed. Conversely, interference in Iraq by its neighbors or others 
in the international community will not be accepted. Iraqis who are complicit 
or, for example, serve as agents of Iranian or Syrian influence will be dealt 
with. 
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20. Monitoring NGOs. We welcome NGO assistance, but activities ofNGOs 
will be closely monitored and regulated. Those with extremist ties will be 
excluded. 

21. Priority sources of funds. The U.S. will be the funder of last resort, not first. 
In order of preferred expenditure: Iraqi funds located in Iraq, Iraqi funds at 
the UN, seized frozen Iraqi assets in the U.S. and in other countries, donors 
from other nations, and finally U.S. appropriated funds. Once the U.S. starts 
funding an activity, it will be difficult to get others to take over that 
responsibility. It is best for the U.S. not to start funding in the first place, and 
instead to use the urgency of the problem to serve as leverage to get access to 
Iraqi funds or to raise money from others. 

22. Trial and error. Democracies in transition are inherently untidy. Trial wid 
error and experimentation will be part of the process. Perfection will not. 
Course corrections will be necessary. 

23. New matter~. Additional issues will be addressed as they surface (the role of 
the UN, debt relief, etc.). 

24. Patience and respect for Iraq's singular character. The transition from 
despotism to a democracy will not happen fast or easily. It cannot be rushed. 
It will evolve over years. Rushing elections could lead to tyranny of the 
majority. Further, the ultimate outcome must be for Iraq and be decided by 
Iraqis, within the broad principles laid out by President Bush. One ought not 
expect the Iraqi outcome to replicate any other system. For example, there 
may well be a larger role for religion than in many other countries, and that is 
acceptable. Elections will likely best be held only after the mechanisms of a 
civil society are in place. 

DHR:dh 
lzaq/Principles for Iraq 
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! 
Snawflake 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM; Donald Rumsfeld f)f\~-...,,1£ · 

SUBJECT: Jay Gamer 

May 9, 2003 11:19 AM 

If Zal does not become U.S. Ambassador to Afghanistan, I think Jay Gamer would 

be the right man for Afghanistan. I have told Colin and Condi. They are thinking 

about it. 

My concern is I don't think we have a lot of time for further delay. lam 

convinced we need to get some energy into our leadership in Afghanistan. 

I believe he is the kind of person who could work we11 with Karzai. My hope is 

that we can make a decision on this soon. so that either Zal, Jay or someone else is 

nominated, goes through the confirmation process, gets out there and gets at it. 

Very respectfully, 

DHR:dlt 
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Snawflake 

May 19, 2003 10:55 AM 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld/___..t/ ~/ 

SUBJECT: POTUS and Middle East 

I asked Torie to think about whether the President might want to do something out 

in the Middle East. Her memo is attached. It is interesting. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/14/03 Clarke memo to SecDefre: Thoughts for POTUS Middle East Trip 

DliR:dh 
051903-19 
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14 May 2003/0930 

TO: SecDef 

FROM: /~larke 

SUBJECT: Thoughts for POTUS Middle East Trip 

Assumptions: 

POTUS visit to Middle East will be: 

• Welcomed by many as sign of his commitment to peace process. 
• Exploited by some as sign of U.S. intent to dominate region. 
• Viewed through prism of evolving U .S.-Arab relationships and 

changing "footprint" in region. 
• A spotlight on U.S. presence in Iraq -- how long, how many? 

Objectives: 

• Demonstrate sincerity and long-term nature of U.S. commitment to a 
Middle East peace process. 

• Emphasize U.S. respect for Arab culture and heritage. 
• Thank U.S./Coalition troops for job well done but make clear there is 

sti11 hard work ahead in the global war on terrorism (GWOT). 
• Make clear we said what we meant about Iraq: we'd stay as long as 

necessary, but not one day longer. 

Strategx: 

• Manage expectations -- about Middle East and GWOT. 
• Demonstrate sincerity and respect through tangible signs of 

commitment on both fronts (Middle East and GWOT) and tangible 
signs of respect for their culture and heritage. 
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Major E]ements: 

Before trip: 

• POTUS presents "Mohammed" with a commendation at White House 
(White House has under consideration). 

On trip: 

• Visit 5th Fleet HQ in Bahrain. While there, visit DoD school attended 
by Bahraini children. 

• GCC meeting in Kuwait in which POTUS participates. 
• Darryl Worley concert in Kuwait for troops or concert by Arab/Western 

duo. POTUS introduces entenainer(s). 

In Baghdad: 

• POTUS gets briefed by fay Gamer and Iraqis on humanitarian and 
reconstruction efforts. 

• POTUS announces return dates for 3rd ID and 1 sr MEF. 

• POTUS delivers message to Iraqi people via Commando Solo and other 
transmission capabilities. 

ln An Najaf: 

• POTUS, with appropriate escort, visits Ali Mosque in An Najaf. one of 
the most important mosques in the world and protected by U.S. troops. 

In Afghanistan: 

• POTUS visits KMTC and watches ANA training. Depending on 
timing, could be there for a graduation. 

• Potential announcement with Karzai of additional PR Ts. 
• POTUS and Mrs. Bush visit a school. 
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Snawftake 

May 21, 2003 12:16 PM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Codel Requirements 

Attached is the letter [ sent lo Bill Frist loosening up the Codel requirements. I 

sent similar leuers lo the Speaker and the "Big Eight." 

If either of you have suggestions as to how we can satisfy them without putting 

folks at risk, I would sure like lo hear them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/ I 7 /03 SecDef Itr to Senator Frist 

DHR,dh 
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The Honorable Bill Frist 
Majority Leader 
United States Senate 
Room H·230 Capitol 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Leader: 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

MAY 1 7 2003 

The Department's letter to you of May 8, 2003 addressed Depanment of Defense 
support for Congressional Delegations (Codels) in 1he Central Command area of 
responsibility. As you know, the only restrictions that the Central Conunand has 
suggested relate to Afghanistan, Iraq and Djibouti. All other countries in that 
Command are without any limitations. Regrettably, the security situalion in those three 
countries is such that some restrictions are still necessary. 

After visiting with the leadership and senior members of our Committees of jurisdiction 
in the House and the Senate, we have gone back to the Central Conunand and requested 
that they review those three countries to see if there is a way to expand their ability to 
support Congressional delegations. 

I am pleased lo be able to report that they are recommending that the following support 
for Codels be proposed: 

Djibouti: Visits by Codels of up to 20 persons to Camp Lemonier can be 
accommodated. 

Afghanistan: Visits of Code ls of up to 20 persons to Baghram and Kabul 
can be supported; 

Iraq: Codels of up to 20 persons can be supported, wjth visits to Baghdad 
International Airport where U.S. forces are located, and to the headquarters 
of the Command foint Task Force-7 (CJTF-7) for troop visits and briefings 
by the office of the Presidential Envoy and the office of the Joint Task 
Force. Support for visits to other locaHons in Iraq will be considered subject 
to approval by the Central Command. There are no time restrictions. It is 
recommended that there be one Code) per House per month, subject to the 
approval of the Speaker and the Majority Leader, and that there not be 
requests for overnight stays for the time being. 

0 U07394-03 
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The Honorable Bill Frist 
Page 2 

I want you to know that I believe it is exceedingly important for members of the House 
and Senate to have opportunities to meet with the troops where they are stationed across 
the globe and to have opportunities to fulfill their important oversight responsibilities. I 
have asked the Central Command to periodically review these matters and will work 
with the Combatant Command to see that they are as forthcoming as possible. As I am 
sure you can understand, these are not decisions that can be made in the Pentagon. 
These are force protection issues and therefore decisions that arc best made by the 
Combatant Command, since they have the responsibility for providing for the security 
and making judgments with respect to the allocation of forces. 

Again, let me assure you of my personal commitment to see that we do everything 
possible to be supportive. 

Sincerely, 
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May 22, 2003 

From: Paul Bremer 
To: The President of the United States 
Through: The Secretary of Defense 

Mr. President: 

After a week on the ground, I thought it 
might be useful to give you my first impressions 
of the situation here. 

We have two important goals in this 
immediate period. We must make it clear to 
everyone that we mean business: that Saddam 
and the Baathists are finished. And we must 
show the average Iraqi that his life will be 
better. 

I have now visited cities in the North and 
South and have traveled around Baghdad every 
day, speaking often to Iraqis on the streets or in 
stores. As I have moved around, there has been 
an almost universal expression of thanks to the 
US and to you in particular for freeing Iraq from 
Saddam's tyranny. In the northern town of Mosul 
yesterday, an old man, under the impression that 
I was President Bush (he apparently has poor TV 

W00610-03 
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reception), rushed up and planted two very wet 
and hairy kisses on my cheeks. (Such events 
confirm the wisdom of the ancient custom of 
sending emissaries to far away lands). 

No doubt you have seen reports of 
demonstrations criticizing America. But these 
relate almost entirely to the continued lack of 
order (which Is largely a Baghdad phenomenon) 
and basic services. No one publicly supports 
Saddam. 

The dissolution of his chosen instrument of 
political domination, the Baath Party, has been 
very well received. Several Iraqis have told me, 
literally with tears in their eyes, that they have 
waited 30 years for this moment. While the 
resulting dismissal of public servants has 
caused some inefficiencies and griping, in most 
cases younger civil servants have expressed 
pleasure, even joy, at the measure. (At a 
minimum they are attracted to the prospect of 
promotion opportunities.) I will parallel this step 
with an even more robust measure dissolving 
Saddam's military and intelligence structures to 
emphasize that we mean business. We are 
seeing signs that the outlawed organizations are 
behind some of the street violence here. 
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We will combine these declaratory policies 
with vigorous steps to impose law and order on 
the streets of Baghdad. This, far more than the 
much-discussed evolution of political structures, 
is what dominates the life of the average urban 
resident. General McKiernan and I are 
cooperating closely to increase the visible 
presence of police and armed forces on the 
streets. People must no longer fear to send their 
children to school or their wives to work. 

Restoring law and order is a necessary but 
insufficient condition for success. We face a 
series of urgent issues involving the restoration 
of basic services. We have made great progress 
under Jay Garner's leadership. Iraqis in the 
north and south have more electricity, and 
residents of Basra have more water, than they 
had before the war. In Baghdad our priority 
remains getting electricity back to prewar 
levels, for on it also depend the water and sewer 
systems. 

I have relaunched the political dialogue with 
I raql leaders. My message Is that full sovereignty 
under an lraql government can come after 
democratic elections, which themselves must be 
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based on a constitution agreed by all the people. 
This process will take time. Patience will be a 
virtue (though evidence of it is thus far lacking). 
At the same time, I am stressing that we are 
prepared to move that process as quickly as the 
Iraqis provided it is one that leads to a 
representative government at peace with its 
neighbors. 

Our immediate goal will be to arrange a 
National Conference this summer, which will set 
in motion the writing of a constitution, and 
reform of the judicial, legal and economic 
systems. As the Iraqis are progressively more 
prepared to assume responsibility, we would be 
prepared to give it to them. But we must be firm 
and clear: a legitimate sovereign Iraqi 
government must be built on a well-prepared 
base. 

Respectfully, 

Jerry Bremer 
Baghdad 
May 20 2003 
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May 22, 2003 7:32 AM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 

SUBJECT; Oil and Democracy 

Attached is a memo I dictated after a visit with Alan Greenspan that you might 

find of interest. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/21103 SecDef memo to USD(P) re: Oil and Democracy (052003-19) 

I>HR:db 
052203-3 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: DonaJd Rumsfeld '"P(l 
SUBJECT: Oil and Democracy 

May 21, 2003 9:45 AM 

Alan Greenspan came by to see me. The subject was oil and democracy. 

Our discussion was along these lines: 

We must keep the revenues from oil away from government. Throughout the 
world, underdeveloped countries with oil have wasted the revenues. They have 
been sto1en. misused and used to suppress the population. 

In the o]d days. the people of a country could swarm over a small minority that 
was robbing them or repressing them. Not so today. Small minorities-bullies
can use technology to successfully repress majorities. Repression works because 
of modem technologies. 

The goa) in Iraq from the outset should be to get the oil revenues into the hands of 
the Iraqi people. One approach might be to establish four or five mutual funds and 
put the revenues from oi1 and gas into them. They wou]d be owned by the Iraqi 
people. The plan would be to take a small portion of the revenues of the funds, 
and pay them to the owners of the funds, all adult Iraqi citizens. There are issues 
as the definition of an Iraqi citizen (for example. are the people who just returned 
Iraqi citizens) but those issues could be dealt with. 

Fortunately. the average income in the country is so low that it could make a 
significant difference and substantially affect the annual income of the Iraqi 
people by giving them a relatively small amount of money. Each of the funds 
would pay exactly the same monthly dividends, regardless of their varying 
successes. 

The rest of the funds' income could be for: 

l. Strengthening the oil infrastructure, improving liftings, building 
pipelines, and finding more efficient ways to do things. 
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2. Other infrastructure in the country that will benefit the Iraqi people and 
contribute towards increasing private sector economic activity and the 
economic well-being of the countty. 

3. Loans for small businesses. If the fund made loans for small businesses, 
it could help to develop a middle class. an entrepreneurial class, people 
who would develop material values. which could then begin to create in 
the Iraqi people a sense of progress. This could weaken the pull of 
Islamic fundamentalism. 

Democrag: 

Democracy is linked to this idea. Democracy can be dangerous in the sense that 
if you have a group of people who have spiritual values but not material values 
and have not practiced the art of compromise, if they go too fast to an election by 
majority rule. it could end up with a permanent mistake-one vote. one time-and 
another Iran-like theocracy. 

In short, we need to lay a foundation for self-government. The way to get a non
theocratic system is to go slowly. People have to begin to see what is in it for 
them. 

That suggests we should not rush to have elections. We can have votes on things 
like city councils with a limited mandate-to help get sewers fixed, help get the 
garbage picked up, help get policemen out. Otherwise. the fundamentalists will 
very likely sweep. in a way that is disadvantageous to the people in terms of their 
Jong-term future and benefit. 

Democracy involves choosing between things. If the people don't have things to 
choose between and there are strong, dominant theocratic forces, the outcome may 
be an unhappy one. 

In short, the management of the oil revenues could conceivably help to begin to 
Jay the foundation for movement towards democracy. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
052003-19 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MAY 23 a:m 
President George W. Bush 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania A venue 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

Enclosed is an invitation from Acting Secretary of the A~y. R. L. Brownlee, to 
attend the Army Birthday Ball conunemorating the Army's 228 years of service to the 
nation. The Birthday Ball is the capstone to a week of events designed to increase public 
awareness of the Army Birthday and to pay tribute to our soldiers and Army civiJians who 
sacrifice so much to ensure freedom around the world. The Anny plans to recognize your 
outstanding leadership in the Global War on Terrorism during the evening. 

I hope your schedule will permit you to attend this special event. 

Respectfully yours, 

Enclosures 

0 \V00616-03 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON CC 20310 

MAY 1 5 2'.XJ3 

President George W. Bush 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania A venue 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

On behalf of the soldiers, civilians, and families of the United States Army, it is 
with great pride that I invite your participation in celebrating the Anny's 2281

h Birthday 
by attending the Army Birthday Ball on June 21s1 2003, at the Washington Hilton. The 
Anny would like to formally recognize your outstanding leadership in the ongoing war on 
terrorism during the evening by presenting a Soldiers' Award for Leadership. 

The Birthday Ball is the capstone of a week of events celebrating the Army's 
228th Birthday. It promotes camaraderie and professional pride in our Anny and raises 
public awareness of the Anny's soldiers and civilians who have guaranteed our nation's 
freedom for 228 years. The Ball features performances by the US Army Soldier Show, 
the Army Field Band, and a special guest performance by Wynonna Judd. 

If you are able to participate, COL Jane Maliszewski, Chair of the Anny Birthday 
Ball, stands read to assist in making the necessary arrangements. She can be reached at 
(b)(6) hope your schedule will permit you to participate, as your soldiers 

onored to have you share in the recognition of the Army's Birthday 
with us. 

Respectfully, 

R. . Brownlee 
Acting Secretary of the Anny 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON DC 20310 

MAY 15 L003 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Old Executive Office Building 
Washington, DC 20501-0279 

Dear Mr. Vice President: 

On behalf of the soldiers, civilians. and families of the United States Army, it is 
with great pride that I invite your participation in celebrati~g the Anny' s 2281

h Birthday 
by attending the Anny Birthday Ball on June 215' 2003, at the Washington Hilton. 

The Birthday Ball is the capscone of a week of events celebrating the Anny's 
228th Birthday. It promotes camaraderie and professionaJ pride in our Anny and raises 
public awareness of the Army's soldiers and civi.l.ians who have guaranteed our nation's 
freedom for 228 years. The Ball features perfonnances by the US Anny Soldier Show, 
the Army Fie)d Band, and a special guest performance by Wynonna Judd. 

If you are able to participate, COL Jane Mahsz,ewski, Chair of the Anny Birthday 
Ball, stands reajy to assist in making the necessary arrangements. She can be reached at 

!(b)(5) ( hope your schedule will permit you to partidpate, as your soldiers 
would be deeply honored lo have you share in the recognition of the Anny's Birthday 
with us. 

Respectfully, 

R. L. Brownlee 
Acting Secrelary of the Anny 
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~;} 1'1 
I ·,;, ' DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

WASHINGTON OC 20310 

ACTION MEMO 

May 15. 2003, 09:30 a. m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM: R L. Brownlee. Acting SecFtt&t)' 6f the Arn;;;?D2,. ~
SUBJECT: Requests for the Presidem and Vice President lO attend the Army's 228th 
Birthday Ball 

The Army Birthday Ball is tht! capstone event for the 228lh Army Birthday Week. 

• Request the SecDef sign the leuer at TAB A endorsing Acting Secretary of the 
Army Brownlee's request. 

• The Birthday Ball promotes camaraderie and professional pride in our Army. and 
celebrates and honors the Army's soldiers and civilians who have guaranteed our nation's 
freedom. The Birthday Ball is on 21 June 2003 between the hours of five-thirty o'clock 
in the afternoon and one o'clock in the morning. 

• We would like to invite both the President and Vice President to attend the Bait. 

• The invitation to the President is at TABB. 

• The invitation lo the Vice President is at TAB C. 

• The memorandum to Director. White House Military Office, is at TAB D. 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Secretary of Defense sign the letter al TAB A. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: MAJ Nancy Grandy,._j(b_H_5> ___ _, 

SPL ASSISTANT DWJJ"A,J 
SA MA CRADDOCK (1 5lt L 
MA BUCCI $,I;; ''l'. ti r 
DECSEC I m11 eox }/J5 
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SENSITIVE 

May 8, 2003 10:52 AM 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ),,....' __ J A-~ 
SUBJECT: Policy Guidelines 

Attached is a rough draft of some policy guidelines for Iraq that I plan to 

coordinate and then provide to Ambassador Bremer and General Franks. 

If you have suggestions, please let me know soon. I assume we will be discussing 

this in a PC or NSC this week or next. 

Attach. 
5/8/03 "Principles for Iraq-Policy Guidelines" 

DHR:dh 
050803-2 
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S""PfBl'flVti PRE-DECISIONAL 
DRAFT WORKING PAPER 

DRAFT#8 

May 8, 2003 11:59 AM 

Principles for Iraq-Policy Guidelines 

1. Global sle;niflcance. The importance of Coalition success in Iraq cannot be 
overstated. If Iraq, with its size, capabilities and res(l)urces, is able to get on a 
path toward representative democracy, the impact in the region and the world 
could be historic-with effects on Iran, Syria, the P~estinians, and elsewhere. 
Iraq could become a model-an example that a moderate Muslim state can 
succeed in the battle against extremists that is taking1 place in the Muslim 
world. 

2. Supporting President Bush's vision for a free Irag. Iraqis desiring to 
participate in the future of Iraq will be sought out, encouraged and empowered 
to the extent they are supportive of President Bush's vision of a free Iraq. 
Those who are not supportive will be opposed. Iraq ·will: 

- Be a single country; 

- Not have weapons of mass destruction; 

- Not be a te1Torist state and wi11 not harbor terrorists; 

- Not be a threat to its neighbors or to diverse elements within the country; 

- Have a market economy and an independent judiciary; and 

- Have respect for the rule oflaw, for ethnic and religious minorities, for the 
rights of women, and will be on a path to representative democratic 
government. 

3. Assert authority, provide security. The Coalition Provisional Authority wil1 
assert authority over the country-a country that has been a dictatorship for 
decades. It wi11 not accept being defied-it will tolerate no self~appointed 
Mayors of Baghdad. It will work to ensure the security of the Iraqi people. 
The Coalition wil1 be ready and wil1ing to use force to impose order as 
required. Without security for the Iraqi people, none of our other goals for the 
Iraqi people will be achievable. 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
~1~~1+11/ls PRE-DECISIONAL 
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SEH.,1 ii \J £-.PRE-DECISIONAL 
DRAFT WORKING PAPER 

4. Commitment to stay; commitment to leave. The Coalition will maintain as 
many security forces in Iraq as necessary, for as long as necessary, to 
accomplish our goals, and no longer. 

5. Unity ofleadership. There will be clarity that the Coalition is in charge, with 
no conflicting signals to the Iraqi people, Coalition partners or neighbors. The 
Coalition will have unambiguous unity of leadership and effort. 

6. Iraqi foreign mi5!ions. The Coalition will gain control over Iraqi foreign 
embassies and, to the extent possible, lraqi seats in international fore.. 

7. Jmprove c9pditi9ns; involve Iraqis. The Coalition will contribute to the 
improvement of the circumstances of the Iraqi people, month-to-month. It 
wilt work to achieve visible accomplishments in vital public services, and 
create an environment that encourages the involvement of the Iraqi people, 
since it will be their responsibility to improve their country. 

8. Promote Iraqis who share coalition's goals. In staffing ministries and 
positioning Iraqis in ways that will increase their influence, the Coalition will 
work to have acceptable Iraqis involved as early as possible, so Iraqi faces can 
explain the Coalition's goals and direction to the Iraqi people. Only if Iraqis 
are seen as being engaged in, responsible for, and explaining and leading their 
fellow citizens wi11 the broad public support be achieved that is essential for 
security. We accept the reality that, regardless of what the Coalition does, it 
will be assumed that the Coalition set up the Iraqi Interim Authority. Its 
fingerprints will be on it. Therefore, we should accept that fact, not worry 
about that, and get on with the task and make sure it succeeds. 

9. Hands-on political reconstruction. As the political process proceeds, the 
Coalition will consistently steer the process in ways that achieve stated U.S. 
objectives. The Coalition will not "let a thousand flowers bloom." 

IO. De-Beethificetlon. The Coalition will work with forward-looking Iraqis and 
will actively oppose Saddam Hussein's old enforcet'6-the Baath Party, 
Fedayeen Saddam, etc. We will make clear that the Coalition will eliminate 
the remnants of Saddam's regime. 

11. Justice for bad actors. Those who committed war crimes or crimes against 
humanity on behalf of the regime will be tracked down and brought to justice. 
Mechanisms will be established to detain and screen out members of 
organizations that carried out Saddam Hussein's repression and to bring them 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
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to justice. De-Baathification may cause inefficiencies, but that is acceptable 
and indeed necessary to remove pervasive fear from Iraqi society. 

12. Repairing social fabric. Iraq will need to find ways to heal the wounds that 
the Baathists inflicted on the society. The experiences of Eastem Europe, 
South Africa and elsewhere could inform that proce1s. 

13. Property clahns. Mechanisms will be established to adjudicate property 
claims peacefully. 

14. Favor market economy. Economic decisions wil1 favor market systems, not 
Stalinist command systems, and activities that wil1 diversify the Iraqi 
economy beyond oil. We will move as quickly as possible to privatize the 
economy. 

15. Pay smart. We must avoid allowing the Coalition or the international 
community to distort the economy with floods of highly paid workers. 

16. Qi!. Iraqi oil will be used for the Iraqi people. The Coalition Provisional 
Authority, based on a study of best practices around the world, will develop a 
plan for the Iraqi oil industry that is based on transparency and private 

. ownership. The plan should be designed to benefit the Iraqi people. 

17. Contracts-promoting Iraq's recovery. Contracts for work in Iraq will go 
first to those who utilize Iraqi workers, and to countries that were supportive 
in liberating the Iraqi people, especially key neighbors such as Jordan and the 
Gulf states, because it will contribute to greater regional economic activity and 
accelerate Iraq1s economic recovery. 

18. Third-states and lnternatjonal organizatl9n5, Other countries and 
international organizations, including the UN, will be encouraged to assist in 
Iraq, but not if their presence is designed to further complicate an already 
difficult task. 

19. Outsiders-assistance, but not Interference. Assistance from neighbors 
will be welcomed. Conversely, interference in Iraq by its neighbors or others 
in the international community will not be accepted. Iraqis who are complicit 
or, for example, serve as agents of Iranian or Syrian influence will be dealt 
with. 

DRAFT WORKING PAPER 
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20. Monitoring NGOs. We welcome NGO :a:s:sistan.c,e,. but actiivhies ofNGOs 
will be closely monitored and regulated. Tlh,os,e wiitl:i ,extrem~st ,ties will be 
excluded. 

21. Priority sources of funds. The U.S. wiU be t~e funder of fast resort • .!!Qi first. 
In order of preferred expenditure: Iraqi f\l!lmls Ioc.at,ed ilN Ir:a'C'l, lraqi funds at 
the UN, seized frozen Iraqi assets in the U.S .. :an'cli in other oou.ntries. donors 
from other nations, and final\y U.S. appmprirated iuds. Omoe the U.S. starts 
funding an activity, it will be difficult to get oltlhers to ta·kie ,ov,er that 
responsibility. It is best for the U .8. not to :start fonldi!l:ig mm tihe first place, and 
instead to use the urgency of the problem to :se:rwe a, foveraige to get access to 
Iraqi funds or to raise money from others .. 

22. Trial and error. Democracies in transition :a.ire 1inh,eFently wiltiidy. Trial and 
error and experimentation will be part of 1t!he 1-pr,oces·s . . Perfection will not. 
Course corrections will be necessary. 

23. New matters. Additional issues will be ;addr1e:ssed .as they surface (the role of 
the UN, debt relief, etc.). 

24. Patience and respect for Iraq's singular £ihiaT:ader. The transition from 
despotism to a democracy will not happre1n ·1fasi or easHy. 1ft cannot !be mshed. 
It will evolve over years. Rushing electio.ms ie,ould l,ead ito tyrafflily of the 
majority. Further, the ultimate outcome must ibe for lir,aq ,and be ,decided by 
Iraqis, within the broad principles laid out lby Priesiden.t Bush. One ought not 
expect the Iraqi outcome to replicate any oth,er :system. for ex.ample, there 
may well be a larger role for religion thaim mn many G'tiher 1COW1triies, and that is 
acceptable. Elections will likely best be helld ,only rafter itJme mechanisms of a 
civil society are in place. 

DHR:dh 
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May 29, 2003 9:59 AM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld JJ----'1 
SUBJECT: Jay Gamer 

Attached is a memo to you from Jay Gamer. Jay is in e process of winding up 

his activities in Iraq and will be back at some point in J ne. 

When he arrives back, I would like to bring him over t 

photograph and a thank you. 

I intend to award him the Defense Department Disting ished Service Medal for 

his ab1e service. It is also my intention to put him on Defense Policy Board. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
5/27/03 Bremer memo 

DHR:dh 
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May 27,2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT via the S tary of Defense SF/\n s'/z V 
J;~uEFflAs SEEN 

From: Jay Gamer M.4y 2 9 2003 

As I near the end of my service as Directo, of the Office f Reconstruction and 
Humanitarian Affairs, I want to thank you for allowing e to serve the country 
and you in this important mission. I believe we have set baseline that will bring 
stability to Iraq, although there will certainly be ups and owns in the period 
ahead. We have assembled a wonderful team of professi nals, and Jerry Bremer 
is floe choice to talce the team to the next Jevel and help ate the conditions for 
true political and economic reform in Iraq. 

Your decision to connect reconstruction activities to the 
was a sound one. Together with Lieutenant General Da 
Commander of the Joint Task Force, I have formed joint 
prioritize resources, develop schedules for progress. and 
following is a summary of where we stand in each area: 

roader military presence 
McK.iernan, 
ivilian-military teams to 
xecute key tasks. The 

I. Get MinistrieJi to a Funcdonal Level: With so muc of the country 
conttolled by Baghdad. getting the ministries moving is ey to getting the country 
moving in the short run. Just 7 of 23 ministries had mini ally habitable 
workspaces when we arrived; the rest were destroyed by ooting or combat. We 
have identified facilities for the remaining ministries, sel cted interim Iraqi 
leadership, cleaned and begun refurbishing the buildings Much more work 
remains, but key early suc;:cesses include reopening univ ities and schools. and 
organizing nationwide salary payments through the Mini try of Finance. 

2. Pay Salaries Nationwide: Our goal is to pay, by the nd of June, the March. 
April, and May salaries to about 1.5 million civil servan whom we have asked to 
return to work. We made $20 emergency payments lo al workers over the past 
month, and began paying a half million pensioners last eek. On Saturday, May 
24, we began to pay April salaries, and will be paying sa aries continuously 
between now until the end of June to catch up to back pa ments. 

3. Restore Police, Courts, and Prisons: In Baghdad, e have recruited more 
than 7000 police so far, and we are training, equipping, d restoring stations for 
them. Similar work is going on in Mosul, Basra, and el where. Our military 
forces are conducting joint pattols with the new police. e have opened two 
courts in Baghdad, will open the courts in Basra lhe first eek in June, and reopen 
all operable courthouses in the country by mid-June. W hope to have sufficient 
prisons operating by mid-June to relieve U.S. forces of d tention responsibility. 
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4. Restore Basic Services to Baghdad: In most of the c untry outside of 
Baghdad, electricity and water are better than pre-war co clitions. In Baghdad, we 
are meeting about half the daily requirements in power d water/sewage. 
Damage from prior looting, ongoing looting, and a decre it underlying 
infrastructure are the principal causes for continued dela . In electricity, we hope 
to restore to pre-war conditions (about 75% of daily dem nd) by early June. In 
sewage, the pre-war condition was to treat just 32% of al sewage discharge; our 
goal is 100% sewage treatment. We are removing thous ds of cubic meters of 
garbage daily, and plan to eliminate the backlog soon. 

5. End the Fuel Crisis: The lifting of U.N. sanctions 
restoration of distil1ed fuel services throughout the conn 
already shorter. By the end of May, we should be meeti 
shortage of LPG (primarily used in power generation an 
a little while, but imports will make up much of the sho 
production can take over. We expect to meet domestic 

6. Purchase Crops/Distribute Food: This is the respo 

11 result in rapid 
. Gasoline lines are 
domestic demand. The 

cooking) will persist for 
all until domestic 
mand by mid-June. 

Food Program and we have been working closely with to ensure a smooth 
operation beginning in early June. Our goaJ is to purcha e the Iraqi grain harvest 
for distribution inside the country (in the past, WFP pure grain from outside 
the country.) Sixty percent or more of the public is depe dent upon government 
food distribution. The long-tenn solution is to free up th agricultural sector, 
along with the entire economy. 

7. Install Interim Town Councils: We have establish interim town councils in 
17 of the 26 largest cities (lOOtOOO or greater population . Local military 
commanders, civil affairs authorities, and civilian su teams are deve]oping 
processes that vary somewhat from location to location. ut which are producing 
interim Iraqi-led bodies based upon technocratic skills t help manage city 
services and put an Iraqi face on the work we are doing. We hope to have a 
council in Baghdad and the remaining largest cities by · d-June. 

8. Meet Pressing Public Health Issues/ A void Epide cs: Success in this area 
will be a function of water, sewage, electricity. trash val, and food 
distribution. We are conducting public health awarene campaigns and working 
with the World Health Organization, UNICEF, and othe organizations to stay 
ahead of the matter. Medical supplies in country and th region are plentiful. 

Thank you, again, Mr. President, for honoring me with · s assignment. It was 
challenging, exhilarating, and rewarding. Thank you, to , for your inspired 
wartime leadership. 
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TO: 

SENSIIIVE- BUT UNCLAS~IFIED 
I 

Honorable Condolee:z:za Rice I 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld]! _._ _t, ~ 
DATE: May 30, 2003 

SUBJECT: President's Remarks at Wawel Castle 

Attached are my few suggested edits to Draft #12. 

7:20AM 

On page 3, I feel we would be making a mistake to announce th~ anti-proliferation initiative in this 

speech. It is almost a throw away, whereas I think of it as somet~ing that has to be a major, 

significant Presidential effort. Therefore, I hope the paragraph a~ the bottom of page 3 will be 

deleted. 

To stem the flow of weapons of mass destruction, we will have t mount a major, bold campaign ~· 

and sustain it over a long period of months and years. It should become a central part of our national -J.. 

security strategy and policy. 

Given that importance and potential impact of the initiative, I f e 1 it should be introduced not in a 

few brief sentences, imbedded in a larger and broader speech ab ut Europe and the Trans-Atlantic 

Alliance, but rather in a major address to the world that begins t e process of educating the public of 

the technically advanced nations whose cooperation we wil1 reg ire if we are to achieve success. In 
I 

~hort, it _should be introduced in a way that emphasizes its signi1cance, promotes support and 

msures its success. , 

OHR/am 
052303.0\S 

Attach: Remarks at Wawe/ Castle, Draft #12 

I 
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Remarks at Wawel Castle 
May 31, 2003 
Draft #12 

Mr. President, Prime Minister, distinguished uests, citizens of 
Poland; I am honored to be in the city of Krakow, here so many 
landmarks give witness to Poland's history, and to Poland's faith. From this 
Castle, Polish kings ruled for centuries in a traditi of tolerance. Below 
this hill lies the market square, where Kosciuszko kos-CHOO-skuJ swore 
loyalty to the first democratic constitution of Europ . And at Wawel [VA-vel] 
Cathedral in 1978, a Polish cardinal began his jou ney to a conclave in 
Rome - and entered history as Pope John Paul th Second, the greatest 
moral leader of our time. 

In all the tests and hardships Poland has kn wn, the soul of the 
Polish people has always been strong. Mrs. Bush and I are pleased to 
make our second visit to this beautiful country, an we bring with us the 
friendship and good wishes of the American peopl . 

In Warsaw two years ago, I affirmed the co mitment of my country to 
a united Europe, bound to America by close ties o history, commerce, and 
friendship. I said that Europe must finally overtur the bitter legacy of 
Yalta, and remove the false boundaries and spher s of influence that 
divided this continent for too long. And we have a ted on this commitment. 
Poland, the United States, and our allies have agr ed to extend NATO 
eastward and southward - bringing the peace and security of this alliance 
to the young democracies of Europe. 

As the Atlantic Alliance has expanded, it ha also been tested. 
America and European countries have been calle to confront the threat of 
global terror. Each nation has faced difficult decis ens about armed conflict 
in Afghanistan, and in Iraq. We have seen unity a d common purpose. 
We have also seen debate - some of it healthy, a d some of it divisive. 

I have come to Krakow to state clearly the in entions of my country. 
The United States is committed to a strong Atlanti Alliance - to ensure our 
security, to advance human freedom, and to keep he peace of the world. 

Poland and America understand that a unite Europe must not be 
allowed to divide the West. You struggled for dee des to participate fully in 
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the life of Europe -and soon you will be a memb r of the European Union. 
You also struggled to become a full member of th Atlantic Alliance. You 
have not come all this way - through occupations, tyranny, and brave 
uprisings - only to be told that you must now cho e between Europe and 
America. Poland is a good citizen of Europe, and close friend of America 
- and there is no conflict between the two. 

America owes our moral heritage of democr cy, and tolerance, and 
freedom to Europe. We have sacrificed for those deals together, in the 
great struggles of the past. In the Second World ar, the forces of 
freedom came together to defeat Nazism. In the old War, our 
transatlantic alliance opposed imperial communis . Today our enemy is 
more scattered, but no less deadly. Our alliance f freedom faces a toxic 
combination of terrorist groups ... outlaw states s eking weapons of mass 
destruction ... and an ideology of power and demi ation that targets the 
innocent and justifies any crime. This is not a tim to stir up divisions in a 
great alliance. This is a time for all of us to unite i defense of liberty, and 
step up to the shared duties of free nations. 

For America, our resolve to fight terror was f rmly set on a single day 
of violence and sorrow. The attacks of Septembe 11 1h, 2001 changed my 
country. On that morning, the American peoples w the hatred of our 
enemies, and the future of grief they intend for us. And the American 
government accepted a mission: to strike and def at the terror network, 
and hold accountable all who harbor and support i . For my country, the 
events of September 11 1h were as decisive as the ttack on Pearl Harbor, 
and the treachery of another September day, in 1 39. And the lesson of all 
those events is the same: Aggression and evil int nt must not be ignored 
or appeased - they must be opposed, early and d cisively. 

We are striving for a world in which men an women can five in 
freedom and peace, instead of in fear, and chaos and every civilized 
nation has a stake in the outcome. By waging this fight together, we will 
draw others to our cause, and speed the day of fin I victory. 

One of the main fronts in this war is right her in Europe, where al
Qaida used cities as staging areas for their attack . Europe's capable 
police forces and intelligence services are providi essential help in 
hunting the terrorists. Poland has led the effort to ncrease anti-terror 
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cooperation among Central and Eastern Europea~ nations, and America is 
grateful. 'j 

I 
Some challenges of terrorism, however, can~ot be met with law 

enforcement alone - they must be met with direct r,,ilitary action. The 
Taliban regime in Afghanistan chose to support a d harbor al-Qaida 
terrorists - and so that regime is no more. The di tator in Iraq pursued 
weapons of mass murder, cultivated ties to terror, nd defied the demands 
of the United Nations - and so his regime has be ended. In the battles 
of Afghanistan and Iraq, Polish forces served with skill and honor in a great 
coalition. America will not forget that Poland rose o the moment. Again 
you lived out the words of the Polish motto, "For Y ur Freedom and Ours." 

I 

Poland and America are proud members of tJATO - and our military 
alliance must be prepared to meet the challenges four time. This is a 
matter of capability, and a matter of will. Our com on security requires 
European governments to invest in modern milita capabilities - so our 
forces can move quickly, with a precision that can strike the guilty and 
spare the innocent. NATO must show resolve an foresight to act beyond 
Europe, and it has begun to do so. NATO has ag eed to lead security 
forces in Afghanistan, and to support our Polish al ies in Iraq. A strong 
NATO Alliance, with a broad vision of its role, will erve our security and 
the cause of peace. 

The greatest threat to peace is the spread o nuclear, chemica[, and 
biological weapons, and we must work together to stop proliferation. The 
countries of the G-8 committed last year to aiding ussia and others in 
securing and eliminating deadfy weapons that re ain from the Soviet era. 
welcome Poland's decision to join this effort. And I call on America's G-8 
partners to follow through on their financial commi ments, so we can stop 
proliferation at its source. 

( When weapons of mass destruction or their I omponents are in 
transit, we must also have the means and authorit to seize them. So 
today I announce a new effort to fight proliferation called the Proliferation ·ot.l,k ~ 
Security Initiative. The United States and a numb r of our close allies, 
including Poland, have begun working on new agr ements to search 
planes and ships carrying suspect cargo, and to sfcize illegal weapons or 
missile technologies. Over time, we will extend th]s partnership as broadly 
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as possible, to keep the world1s most destructive apons away from all 
our shores. and out of the hands of our common e emies:J 

In the last 20 months, the world has seen th determination of my 
country, and many others, to fight terror. Yet arm force is always a last 
resort, and Americans know that terrorism is not d teated by military power 
alone. We believe that the ultimate answer to hat d is hope. As we fight 
the forces of terror, we must also change the cond ions in which terror can 
take root. Terrorism is often bred in failing states so we must help 
nations in crisis to build a civil society of free instit tions. The ideology of 'Hcti ~ 
terror takes hold in an atmosphere of resentment - so tlu. o.rt"""'l-J,,,t 
we must help men and women around the world t build lives of purpose ~~t-~ 
and dignity. In the long term, we add to our securi y by helping to spread ,t-e..,r.,,,,Hr 
freedom ~nd alleviate suff~ring. And this sets a br ad agenda for nations ~"':;t(·s 
on both sides of the Atlantic. dL ,o.Sfrvot.. 

In Africa, the spread of HIV/AIDS threatens t e lives of millions, and 
the stability of an entire continent. The United Sta s has undertaken a 
comprehensive, 15-billion-dollar effort to prevent a d treat AIDS. and 
provide humane care for its victims. I urge our pa ners in Europe to make 
a similar commitment, so we can work together in urning the tide against 
AIDS in Africa. I 

I 
Hunger in Africa is a chronic challenge, and present crisis. The 

United States is establishing an emergency fund, we can rush help to 
countries where the first signs of famine appear. he nations of Europe 
can greatly help in this effort, with emergency fund of their own. And I 
hope European governments will reconsider polici s that discourage 
African farmers from using safe biotechnology to f ed their own people. 

Wealthy nations have the responsibility to hep the developing world -
and to make certain our help is effective. Through the Millennium 
Challenge initiative, I have proposed a 50 percent ncrease in America's 
core development assistance. This aid will go wh it will do the most 
good - not to corrupt elites, but to nations that are Jed justly, that invest in 
the health and education of their people, and that ncourage economic 
freedom. ff European governments will adopt thes same standards, we 
can work side by side in providing the kind of deve,opment aid that helps 
transform entire societies. ! 

i 

4 
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One of the greatest sources of development and growth in any 
society is trade, and lowering trade barriers can b ng millions of people into 
a growing circle of prosperity. America and Europ should lead the effort to 
bring down global trade barriers, and work togeth r for a world that trades 
in freedom. And as we spread prosperity, we mu also join in applying 
new technologies that improve the quality of our a r and water, and protect 
the health of our people. 

America and Europe are called to advance t e cause of freedom and 
peace - and these two commitments are insepara le. It is human rights, 
and private property, and the rule of law, and free rade, and political 
openness that undermine the appeal of extremism and create the stable 
environment that peace requires. We are determi ed to demonstrate the 
power of these ideals in the reconstruction of Afgh nistan and Iraq. And 
these ideals will provide the foundation for a refor ed, peaceful, 
independent Palestinian state. 

Today in the Middle East, the emergence of ew Palestinian 
leadership which has condemned terror is a hopef I sign that the parties 
can agree to two states, Israel and Palestine, livin side by side in peace 
and security. Early next week, I will go to the Mid le East, to meet with the 
Palestinian and Israeli Prime Ministers, and other I aders in the region. 
The work ahead will require difficult decisions and eadership - but there is 

Wio other choice. No leader of conscience can ace pt more months and 
b.-•~"°s ears of Fi~iliatioA, and killing, and mourning. Fo peace to prevail, 

terrorism must end. All concerned must shake off he old arguments, and 
the old ways, and act in the cause of peace. I will o all that I can to help 
the parties reach an agreement, and to see that a reement enforced. 

To meet all these goals of security, peace, a d a hopeful future for 
the developing world, we welcome, and we need, t e help, advice, and 
wisdom of friends and allies. I look forward to war ing with members of the 
Atlantic Alfiance in addressing the tough problems f the world. And I urge 
the governments of Europe not to allow a new the ry of rivalry to 
undermine the great principles and obligations we hare. The enemies of 
freedom have always preferred a divided alliance because when Europe 
and America are united, no problem, and no enem , can stand against us. 

Within an hour's journey of this castle lies a onument to the darkest 
impulses of man. Today I saw Auschwitz, the site of Holocaust and Polish 
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Martyrdom - a place where evil found its willing s rvants and its innocent 
victims. One boy imprisoned there was branded ith the number A70713. 
Returning to Auschwitz a lifetime later, Elie Wiese recalled his first night in 
the camp: "I ask myself: God, is this the end of yo r people, the end of 
mankind, the end of the world?" 

With every murder, a world was ended. An the death camps still 
bear witness: They remind us that evil is real . . . nd must be called by 
name ... and must be opposed. All the good that as come to this 
continent- all the progress, the prosperity, the pe ce - came because, 
beyond the barbed wire, there were people willing to take up arms against 
evil. And history asks more than memory - beca se hatred, and 
aggression, and murderous ambitions are still aliv in the world. Having 
seen the works of evil firsthand on this continent, e must never lose the 
courage to oppose it elsewhere. As Elie Wiesel s id, ''It is here where all 
hope ended that we must profess to the world tha human beings are 
worthy of hope. Let us hope the legacy of horror, espair1 and violence 
that have marked the 201h century will be a warnin for the 21 51 century." 

In those years of the Second World War1 an ther legacy of the 201h 

century was unfolding here in the city of Krakow. s a young seminarian, 
Karol Wojtyla [voy-TEE-wah] saw the swastika fla flying over the ramparts 
of Wawel [VA-vel] Castle. He shared the sufferin of his people, and was 
put into forced labor. From this priest's experienc and faith came a vision: 
That every person must be treated with dignity, be ause every person is 
known and loved by God. In time, this man's visio , and this man's 
courage, would bring fear to tyrants, freedom to hi beloved country, and 
liberation to half a continent. 

To this very hour, Pope John Paul the Seco d speaks for the dignity 
of every life, and expresses the highest aspiration of the culture we share. 
Europe and America will always be joined by mor than our interests. Ours 
is a union of ideals and convictions. We believe in human rights, and 
justice under law, and self government, and econo ic freedom tempered 
by compassion. We do not own these beliefs, but e have carried them 
through centuries, we will advance them further, a d we will defend them 
together. 

Thank you very much. May God bless this g eat nation, and the 
Polish people. 

6 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld p-
SUBJECT: Lawsuits in Belgium 

~''' Jime-5;2003 

Our lawyers say that unless the basic problem gets solved, the suits against 

President Bush, Vice President Cheney, Colin Powell, Gen. Franks and others are 

going to continue to be a serious problem for our country. 

I think we may want to tell the Belgians that we will not be inclined to attend 

NATO meetings until the fundamental problem gets solved-not each case, but 

the basic problem. We should consider recommending that NATO hold the 

money to build the new NA TO building until it gets sorted out, and that after four 

or five months the US will not be sending senior civilian or military officials to 

NA TO meetings if they are held in Belgium. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060503-6 
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Snawfl3ke 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Condolee22a Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfela')_______t2 ~ 

SUBJECT: Economic Update 

Attached is an economic update from Jerry Bremer. 

Attach. 
6/9/03 Bremer memo to SecDef re: Economic Update 

DHR:dh 
060903.35 
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COALITION PROVISIONAL AUTHORITSECDEF HAS SEEN 
BAGHDAD 

JUN - 9 2003 

9 June 2003 

MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld 

FROM: Paul Bremer <f!igned> 

SUBJECT: Economic Update 
V 

Mr. Secretary: 

Restoring law and order as well as basic services continue to be our top priorities. But 
we aJso must get the economy moving again. To that end, I intend to announce Tuesday 
an emergency construction plan which wiJJ use $JOO million in vested assets to: 

1) Complete urgent construction work on projects suspended by the war (roads, 
bridges, dams, etc.); 

2) Rebuild many of the government buildings destroyed by Jooting after the war; 
and 

3) Carry out other projects in the regions identified as priorities by local 
communities. 

Our main objective in all of these projects is to stimulate the economy and create jobs to 
begin to deal with the massive unemployment rate here {it was probably over 50% even 
before the war). 

Meanwhile, we are urgently reviewing options for a more aggressive pJan to rehire or 
otherwise deal with the demobilized military (at the non.Ba'athist levels). 
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Suwflake 

June 16, 2003 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable Alberto R. Gonzales 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 2----t:r~ (/ ---~ 
SUBJECT: Belgium Statute 

Attached is a piece on the Belgium statute that is the basis for the lawsuits against 

so many senior Americans. It is worth reading. 

Attach. 
Casey. Lee A. anJ Rivkin. David B. Jr. "Arrest This," Nalio11aJ Review, June 16, 2003, pp. 22-

24. 

DHR:dh 
OC,lf>03·!1 
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• INTERNATIONAL LAW 

i 

about the ex1ent of his program at every 
opportunity. In the decade after the first 
Gulf War, it suited Saddam's pmposes 10 

create a high degree of stralegic ambiguity 
about bis weapons program. By denying 
that the weapons existed, he sougbl lo 
forestall a U.S. attack. At the same lime, 
he was doing everything possible to make 

I Arrest This 

it look as though he had a program. Why? 
Because in that area of the world there is a 
tremendous strategic gain in convincing 
your neighbors that you are the baddest 
kid on the block. 

I 

In all likelihood, Saddam played a game 
with the world and miscalculated. He did 
everything possible to convince all con
cerned that he was a dangeroos man who 
possessed dangerous weapons. ll was 
unfortunate for him that people took him , 
al his word-and that there was a U.S. 
president willing to act on the very real 
threat that he posc!d. 

Are there still \Vri.ms in lraq waiting to 
be found? Did Saddam move his program 
to another country or underwrite another 
country's program? Did Iraq maintain 
only a base-level program that could be 
quickly brought up to scale once interna
tional pressure was lifted? Eventually, we 
will have the answers to all of the:se ques
tions, but in tenns of long-term geop<,lili
cal stability, ii hardly matters. As the hunt 
for WMDs gQes on, there are some simple 
truths that many seem to be forgetting: 
I) At one time, Saddam had an extensive 
WMD program and enough chemical 
weapons and toxins to annihilate the east· 
em United States; 2) in the past, 11<: used 
those weapons against his enemies, inter
nal and external; and 3) he was an aggres
sive dictator who tortured and mas5acred 
his own people and bullied and periodi
cally invaded neighboring countriei;. 

For the past ten years, Saddam may 
have found it too costly or too difficult to 
maintain his WMD program. If that is 
true, we have U.N. sanctions to thank
and the United States, which maintained 
pressure on the Iraqi regime and those 
who appeased it. Which leads to the great
est truth of all: ln time, sanctions would 
have been relaxed and U.S. attention 
would have shifted to other areas of inter
est. And when that happened, Saddam 
would have had the ability, wherewithal, 
and proven inclination to quickly recon
stihlte a WMD program. The world is bet
ter off without that risk. Nk 

Against Belgium's 
self-righ.teous, illegitimate1 

kangaroo courts 

LEE A. CASE''&: 

DAVfO 8. RIVKIN JR. 

0 NCE the war again!u Sad
dam Hussein reached a s.uc
cessfol conchision, the war 
against that war entered a 

new phase. Activists, as.sening that the 
Uni1ed States committed "war crimes'' in 
Iraq, are even now in the process of initi
ating criminal prosecu11ons against 
American official~. including Pre,ident 
George W. 81.1Sh and Gen. T~mmy Franks, 
as well as British prime minister Tony 
Blair. These actions have been brought 
in Belgium and Switzerland; the 
Belgian government already has "re
fe1Ted" the Franks case lo lhe U.S. Juslice 
Departmenl-giving the U.S. an opportu
nity to puni~h its general Jest the Belgian 
go~mmenl do it for uJ. 

This Belgian missive should be reject
ed and ~med forthwith, along. with a 
note politely explaining that the writ of 
Albert II, king of the Belgians, does nol 

run on these shores-and reminding his 
majesty's government that the U.S. has 
never taken kindly to such pretensions. 
An updaced quote from Patrick Henry 
would be a nice 1outh: "Caestu had his 
Brutus, Charles l his Cromwell, and 
Albert ll '5 ministers may profit by their 
example." To give this referral ar,y other 
consideration would work lo validate the 
profoundly flawed legal theory on which 
Belgium's actions are based. 

Belgium's referral has been made 
under an assertion of '\miversal jurisdic
tion," and this is not the first time that 
Brussels has attempted to punish foreign 

Messrs. Casey and Rivkin are partners in 
the Washington, O.C., Dfffce af Baker & 
Hostetler U.P. Dey servl'ld In tlle Justice 
Department in the Flngan and first Bush 
administrations. 
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leaders for what it defines as "inter
national crimes." Under its "Law 
Concerning the Punishment of Serious 
Violations of International Humanitarian 
Law," Belgium's courts are even now 
considering allegations against as many 
as 30 foreign political leaders, including 
Israel's Ariel Sharon, as well as the first 
President Bush, Colin Powell, a.nd Dick 
Cheney,onaccountofthe 1991 GulfWar. 
In 2000, a Belgian investigating magis
trate actually issued an international 
arrest warrant against Congo's foreign 
minister, Abdoulaye Yerodia Ndombasi, 
alleging violations of the Geneva con
ventions and "crimes against humanity." 

Whatever the substantive merits of 
, Belgium's claims against Yerodia 

Ndombasi, its proceedings in that case can 
only be characterized as epic chutzpa
considenng its own sorry record of im
perial brutaliry in what was, not so very 
long ago, the .. Belgian" Congo. The 
claims were also legally unfounded, 
since, under international law, Belgium 
has no right to prosecute cnminally 
offenses that did nol take place in 
Belgium ('"territorial" Jllri&dictionJ, were 
not perpetrated by Belgian nationals 
('"nationality"' jurisdiction). did not vic
timiz.e Belgian nationals ("passive per
sonality" jurisdicti\1n), and did not 
threaten Belgian national security ("pro
tective·· jurisdiction). In fact, Belgium's 
only claim of right to prosecute in this 
case w115 founded on the dubious doctrine 
of"universal'' jurisdiction. 

Not surprisingly, Congo rejected 
Belgium's claims, and challenged the 
arrest warrant before the International 
Court of Justice (ICJ). In February 2002, 
thi.: lCJ ruled in Congo's favor-although 
it never reached the fundamental question 
of Belgium's right to assert universal 
jurisdiction over foreign officials. Rather, 
it concluded that high-level government 
officials, such as a foreign minister, sim
ply are immune from prosecutions by for
eign judicial systems, noting that it was 
''unable to deduce from [ the relevant state 
practice} under the well accepted rules of 
customary intemational law any fonn of 
exception to the rule according inununity 
from criminal jurisdiction and inviola
bility to incumbent Ministers of Foreign 
Affairs." 

But if the question of 1miversality is 
seriously examined, it quickly becomes 



evident that the Belgian, and other, 
universal-jurisdiction staMes also have 
no foundation in accepted international
law principles. There is, of course, plenty 
of support for universal-jurisdiction theo
ries in the legal literature, and universali
ty is the obvious goal of many activists 
and non-governmental organizations. 
However, law professors, commentators, 
and NGOs do not make international 
law-sovereign states do, either by treaty 
or through long and consistent practice. 
Although the opinion of scholars may be 
some evidence of international law, only 
actual state practice that is widespread 
and consistent over lengthy periods of 
time can result in a binding nonn. To jus
tify the universal-jurisdiction claims of 
Belgium and Switzerland, not to mention 
those of their exci~d NGO supporters, 
there would have to be a long and well
established line of cases where the couns 
of one coun1ry have tried and punished 
the nationals of another, even though the 
prMecuting state has no connection to the 
offense other than its "international" 
character. and i•qually abundon1 prece
dent where the accused's home state has 
accepted the prosecution and punishment 
of its nationals-including government 
officials-for the sole reason that this is 
what international law requires. And this 
practice would have to ell.isl for each and 
every "offense" over which jurisdiction 
is claimed-which it does not. 

Even in the area of pira,;;y. where 
notions of a universal jurisdiction first 
developed, there are few instances where 
the international character of 1he offense 
was the only ground for jurisdiction over 
an individual case. Certainly in the 
Anglo-American experience, most such 
cases involve some other, far less contro
versial jurisdictional basis, i.e., either the 
accused or the victim(s) were nationals 
of the prosecuting state. Moreover, 
although there are a handful of cases in 
which American courts have referenced, 
recognized, or even purported to apply 
universal-jurisdiction principles, these 
cases rarely involve criminal prosecu
tions, and almost invariably reference the 
1946 Nuremberg trials as the supporting 
state practice. Nuremberg, however, does 
not provide the necessary authority. 

The "International Military Tribunal," 
which sat at Nurt:mberg and tried the sur
viving top Nazis, never claimed to exer-

cise universal jurisdiction. In its written 
opinion, that coun definitively based its 
authority on the rights of the victori
ous allies to legislate for a conquered 
Gennany. The coun expressly stated that 
it was established as '1he exercise of the 
sovereign legislative power by the coun
tries to which the German Reich un
conditionally surrendered; and the 
undoubted right of1hese countries to leg
islait for the occupied territorie~ bu been 
rtcognized by the civi-

draften, of the 1998 Rome Statute, estab
lishing the new International Criminal 
Court (ICC). could not define. For exam
ple, although it is well established that 
deliberate attacks on civilians violate the 
laws of war, and that indiscriminate 
attacks on civilians or civilian objects are 
also criminal offenses, there is little or no 
agreement, in practice, on what is "indis
criminate." A number ofNGOs, and even 
some states, consider U.S. "cluster" 

munitions to be inherently 
lized world." 

Jn fact, there is only one 
notable case in which a 
{former} government of
ficial actually was tried 
criminally for inremation
al offenses on a. universal
jurisdiction theory. and 
that was Israel's prosecu-

Each state has indiscriminate and their 
use, therefore, illegal. The 
U.S., of course, categori
cally rejects this claim~ 
as it has every right to do. 
Each state, as an attribute 
of sovereignty, has the 
legal right to interpret and 

the legal right to 
interpret and 

apply international 
norms for itself. 

tion of Adolf Eichmann. Eichmann, of 
' course, was tilt bureaucratic m:.mennind 

behind Hitler's Final Solution He fled 10 

South America. but was finally located 
and captured by Israeli agents in 1960. 
Since Israel did not exist when E:ich
mann 's offenses toolc place, it could not 
assert jurisdiction based on 1erri1orialil)', 
nationality, or state inleresl, and th~ 
lsraeli Supreme Courl relied upon uni
versal juri:;diction to justify Eichmann ·s 
prosecution. However. even here. the 
coun alsu sugges1ed 1hat some form of 
"passive persunality .. jurisdiclion would 
have applied. since Eichmann's principal 
victims were Jews. e\•en if not technical
ly Israeli citizens. In any case. assuming 
that Eichmann·s prosecution was an 
application of univl.'rsal jurisdiction. a 
single case does no1 establish an inlema
tional practice, let alone ''malu:- custom
ary international law. 

State practice sufficient to support an 
international legal rule permitting uniwr
sal jurisdiction to prosecute ''international 
crimes" simply does nl'I exi~t. and for 
good reason: Any such rule would under
mine the principles of national sovereign
ty upon which the international system is 
based, and would shoJ1ly lead to interna
tional legal chaos. De.spite the claims of 
activists and NGOs. there is no clear inter
national consensus on wbat conduct actu
a11y constitutes "war crimes," "crimes 
against humanity."" or even "genocide." 
Still less is there agreement on what con
stitutes "aggression," which even the 

apply international norms 
for itself. Effons by one state, through 
the prosecution of foreign officials, to 
impose its interpretation on others 
invite-indeed, they virtually demand
retalia1ion in kind. This, more than any 
other reason, is why there is no state prac-
1ice supponing universal jurisdiction for 
violations of in1ema1ional humanitarian 
law: Such practice would long ago have 
reduced iniemalional rdations lo a series 
of tit-for-tat criminaJ prosecutions. 

Unfortunately. that may be exactly the 
road the U.S. musl nc,w take-at least in 
the short tenn-in order lo protect its cit
izens and its sovereignty. Belgium and 
other slates that claim universal juris
diction have thrown down the gauntlet, 
and the challenge must be accepted. 
lnlemational practice does not support 
their pretensions, but if prosecutions 
based on universalist theories are not 
opposed by the U.S., new international 
norms may, over time, be developed. 
This is especially true given the univer
salist aspirations of the ICC, which 
claims jurisdiction over the nationals of 
non-parties and has been ratified by 89 
states. 

The U.S. has a number of options that 
it should pursue vigorously. Firsl, the 
administration should transmit fonnal 
and public diplomatic notes to both 
Belgium and Switzerland, making clear 
that the U.S. rejects their claims, and that 
it will view investigations or prosecu
tions of its nationals for alleged "offens
es" in Iraq as unlawful, and as unfriendly 
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acts. The initiation of criminal investiga
tions against American civilian and mili
tary officials is a very serious matter, and 
cannot be handled, through private com
plaints and assurances, as a minor diplo
matic faux pas. 

Second, the administration should 
make clear to Belgium that its status as 
the borne of NATO's principal command 
structures will be affected by its tmiver
sal-jurisdiction law. If American officials 
cannot travel safely to and from Belgium, 
without the fear of groundless "war 
crimes" charges, then NATO headquar
ters must be relocated to a country that 
takes international law, and its interna
tional obligations, more seriously. In this 
regard, Belgium's recent efforts to amelio
rate the impact of its universal-jurisdiction 
law, by pennitting the Belgian govern
ment to "refer" cases to the accused's 
home state before taking action, does 
nothing to solve the problem. To accept 
such referrals would, in effect, be a recog
nition that Belgium has the legal right to 
investigate and prosecute in the first 
instance, when it does not. 

Finally, the administration should in
troduce "bl<X:king" legislation in the U.S. 
Congress. Such legislation would fomial
ly reject universality as an acceptable 
basis of international jurisdiction, and 
would pennit the assertion of American 
criminal jurisdiction over individuals who 
attempt such prosecutions against U.S. 
nationals. Unlike universal-jurisdiction 
statutes, this law would have finn support 
in accepted international-law nonns, 
since ii would be based on acts under
taken against U.S. nationals (passive
personality jurisdiction) and against the 
U.S. government (protective jurisdic
tion). 

Overall, the allegations brought 
against American officials reveal just 
how far bitter, ideologically driven 
activists are prepared to go to punish law
ful policies with which they disagree. 
These charges also reveal how small 
states, with little or no responsibility for 
international peace and stability, have 
sought to manipulate international-law 
principles as a means of cutting a figure 
on the world stage. It is high time for the 
U.S. to begin redressing the balance. 
Although there are a number of measures 
that can be taken, the one thing the U.S. 
must not do is nothing. NR 

Z4 

• THE ECONOMY 

Rich Man, 
Poor Man 
How to think about income 
inequality. (Hint: It's not as 
bad as you may think) 

KEVIN A, HASSETT 

A s the 2004 campaign begins 
in earnest, it appears the Dem
ocrats' preferred strategy will 
be to tie a weak economy to 

President Bush's economic policies. But 
what will they talk about if the economy 
gets strong? Several pieces in the New 
York Times suggest the answer: income 
inequality. The best example is a Times 
Magazine piece by Paul Krugman con
tending that we are entering a new Gilded 
Age as "extravagant as the original." He 
recoWlts anecdotes of truly awe-inspiring 
wealth, of executives being treated like 
"royalty,'' and reports that in 1998 the 
13,000 richest families had about the 
same combined income as the 20 million 
poorest households. The data are pretty 
striking, and reveal that income is far 
more concentrated at the top than it used 
to be. What should one do about it? 
Yale's Robert Shiller, writing in the 1Jmes 
op-ed section, proposed a law that would 
automatically increase tax rates on the 
wealthy if inequality increases. 

Such drastic measures might be advis
able if inequality were demonstrably 
harmful. But is it? I recently coedited 
(with R. Glenn Hubbard) a volume, 
Inequality and Tax Policy, that pulled 
together the leading research on the eco
nomics of inequality. One chapter in our 
book, contributed by Robert Barro of 
Harvard, found that inequality bas a fair
ly unusual relationship with economic 
growth, If inequality is very high in a 
very poor nation, that country is likely to 
have low growth; but in wealthy, <level-

Mr. Hassett is director of economic policy 
sludies at the American Enlerpnse 
Institute. 
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oped nations such as ours, economies 
have tended to do better when inequality 
is higher. And there is certainly no evi· 
dence that inequality results in political 
upheaval in such democracies: I fwe gave 
Bill Gates an extra $50 billion, it would 
not have a predictable effect on the typi
cal voter's life. 

Inequality matters to the voter mostly 
to the extent that it affects his sense of 
the basic justice of society. Many of the 
inequalities arise because of choices. 
Workers with unpleasant jobs are often 
compensated for that unpleasantness 
with a higher wage. But other fonns of 
inequality, such as abject poverty, may 
also be the result of misfortune. In this 
area, redistributive arguments appear 
quite compelling: Hungry childten will 
be fed everywhere if only we roll back 
President Bush's tax cuts. 

But the president would be right to 
insist on the ta." cuts. Consider an exam
ple first suggested by Milton Friedman 
in his landmark book Capitalism and 
Freedom that I truce some liberties with 
here. Imagine a small tropical archipel
ago with three islands. We drop one indi
vidual on each island, and each faces 
dramatically different circumstances. 
One of the islands is densely forested 
with fruit and coconut trees and provides 
a pleasurable life of leisure to its inhabi
tant. Another has sufficient fish in its 
lagoons to provide sustenance, but only 
to a hard-working fishennan. The third is 
a barren wasteland, and the poor individ
ual who lands there can barely survive by 
eating insects. 

Now imagine that you have been 
appointed governor of this archipelago. 
Should you move everyone to the nice 
island? Should you seize resources from 
the lucky fellow and give them to the 
insectivore? A typical response might be 
that the different outcomes are purely the 
result of luck, and hence have no moral 
standing. Government could enter and 
make the poor better off-and is justified 
in doing so, since the wealthy fellow 
would want there to be redistribution ifhe 
had landed on a different island. 

If this example is not extreme enough 
to arouse such a response in you, then 
let's revise it to try to change your 
mind. Suppose that a young child lands 
on the bad island and will die if we do 
not take some food from the good 



Snewflake 

TO: President George W. Bush 

DonaldRumsfeld y,V 
SUBJECT: Change 

FROM: 

Mr. President-

June 18, 2003 

We talked a bit abouc change in the Department of Defense at our meeting this 

morning. Attached is an article from this week's Time magazine that discusses 

change in the Pentagon. I thought you might like to see it. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
Duffy, Thompson and Weisskopf. "Secret Armies of the Nig.hl," Time, June 23, 2003. pp. 40-

45. 

DHR;dh 
061803-2) 
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};~q~lin~ for years, U.S. special forces are changing the way America fights. 
···jili_'exdusive look at how they fared in the war in Iraq and how they're 
:remaking the military By Michael Duffy, Man Thompson and Michael Weisskopf 

· .. \ .· .. ,, . 
' EAlUX EVERYONE Kr U,S, CENTRAL COMMAND AGREED 

that the sprawling Faw oil-refining and ·shipping facility 
on Iraq's southeastern coast was a must-seize first
night target in the war on Baghdad-almost as impor· 
tant as killing Saddam Hussein. Capture it early, went 
the thinking, and the next Iraqi government at least 

. . . . . . had a chance of getting back on its feet. Ignore it, and 
_':-. <''Saddam-might blow up the facility, ftooding the nearby Persian 
, ::·: ,..'.9*1.{wjthcnu:le,compromisinglraq'seconomyandshuttingdown 
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critical water-desalination plants all along the Arabian Peninsula. 
But veined and dotted with pipes and pumps and meters, Faw 

was also a delicate target, easily damaged by wayward ordnance or 
sabotage. So, on the first night of the war, when others were trying 
to de.;troy Iraqi targets, the men of the Naval Special Warfare Task 
Group were trying to save one. Large, specially 
equipped Pave Low helicopters flew dark, low and fast 
towani the refinery from just o\1el" the Kuwait border. 
Dispersing on arrival, the choppers simultaneously 
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General David McKiernan, the top U.S. commander in Iraq. "1beir 
effects were felt before D-day and are still felt today." 

The increasing faith in special-operations forces (soF) can be 
traced to one man: Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. Since tak
ing over as Pentagon chief, Rumsfeld has repeated1y handed the 
commandos staning roles in the war on terrorism and pr~ his 
Vietnam-em generals and admirals to abandon old ways of fighting 
for new approaches that emphasize speed and stealth. That push is 
only a piece of the larger war he has been waging on old-fashioned 
military thinking. But the "soF guys; as they are CAiled around the 
Pentagon, have emerged as the biggest winners in the Rumsfeld era. 
The defense chief has set in motion a host of changes that will boost 
their budgets and swell their ranks in the next five years. And last 
week Rumsfeld took the extraordinary step of reconunending a re
tired four-star general, Peter Schoomaker, an original member of 
Delta Force, to be the next Anny Chief of Staff. This is the first time 
in U.S. history that a top oomrnando has been tapped to lead the en
tire Army and is yet another indication of the Administration's grow
ing reliance on America's secret soldiers. "God love him; said Air 
Force 0-,lonel Randy O'Boyle, who directed part of the Faw opera
tion. "[Rumsfeld} had the confidence to unleash us on the target:' 

Some 10,000 special-forces troops saw action in Iraq, the 
largest such deployment since World War 11 and three times the 
number who participated in Gulf War I. From a secret base in 
western Saudi Arabia, they seized a pair of airfields and scoured 
the Iraqi desert for Scuds every night for nearly a month. In the 
east, they secured a port for the delivery of humanitarian good!. 

And in the south, they fought to keep Saddam from destroying the i 
1,000 oil wells that are the country's financial future. Teams in • 
humvees and low-flying helicopters rolled into d072ns of towns in § 
search of arms caches; riverine squads on inflatable boats cleared ! 
mines and other vessels from Umm Qasr harbor; and with help ~ 
from the Marines, Anny Rangers and some locals, a SEAL team 
freed Private Jessica Lynch from a Nasiriyah hospital. 

Special forces were usually ahead of the tip of the spear: as 
U.S. troops pushed toward Baghdad, secret combat teams zipped 
into Iraq aboard specially outfitted MC-130 Combat Tulon planes 
that used highways as landing strips, surprising the enemy at its 
rear. On the toad to Ukrit, they fingered Iraqi vehicles fleeing the 
capital for destruction by Ml tanks.Andinsidethecapital, the elite 
Delta Force slipped into Baghdad's back alleys and into its sewers 
to eavesdrop on communications, cut fiber-optic cables, target 
regime leaders and build networks of informant5. 

Sometimes they just got lucky: a 12-man Green Beret team in 
customized humvees came upon a Shi'ite cleric and several hun
dred of his anti-Saddam disciples near Basra on March 20, ac
cording to the team's intelligence officer. The cleric sheltered the 
U.S. troops and their vehicles in warehouses as they plotted joint 
maneuvers. The Americans deputized the locals and then passed 
out Chinese-made weapons to the cleric's men and led them on a 
number of successful raids, seizing more than 100 antitank mis· 
siles. When the same Green Berets couldn't dislodge a well· 
entrenched Iraqi detachment from around a bridge in Basra. they 
broadcast the sound of approaching tanks from their humvees, 

THOUGH GLAMORIZED, SPECIAL FORCES HAVE ALI 
42 TIME. JUNE 11.3, 200S 
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f dra',11.ing the Iraqi troops out of hiding.and exposing them ta 6re
: a model pi,-ychological operation. "It was bait-and-ambu1h," the in· 
~ telligence officer said later. 
,!; 
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OME Of TH.E :Sl'iClAL•f'ORCES TROOPS IN IMQ HAD SUN 
it a)) before-12 years ago. to be exact. Long before the 
war with Iraq began, officials at the U.S. Special 
Operations Command in Tampa, Fla .. oombed service 
reoorw for name:i of commandos who had seen action 
in l99l's Operation Provide Comfort, which gave fuod 
and shelter to Kurdish refugees after Soddam crushed 

their rebellion. The goal: to lure tMse A.melican soldie~ out of pri· 
vate life and back into action. "We wanted them for the places 
they'd been and the people they knew:· said a top offirer. Anny 
rules prohibit the service from relying on more than 100 retired 
commandos at any time; by mid-March, a top Army official told 
1)Mt:, 88 had been tapped to return to the region. 

Grouped in tiny knots of fewer than half a d02en, many of 
these special-forces veterans were dropped into northern Iraq 
months before the war. The teams began to renew old ties and 
make new ones, traveling with interpreters, ~aring local garb, 
trying to blend in and take control. An Army capta.in who jumped 
into the region with a team of four others told TIME that his de
tachment suddenly found itself in charge of 300 Kurdish fighters 
from the north, known as peshmerga, who had been fighting 
Saddam for a dozen years. Joint strategy meetings were anything 
but regular Army. "A lot of communication goes on over pita 

bread, i:hai and rice;' said the U.S. officer. '"We ate what they ate." 
Bui they fought with very different weapons. The Army cap-

1.iiin ca1ried a special scope that enabled him, while hiding sever
al mil~ 3Wii)', to fix on elements of an Iraqi artillery battalion south 
oJ AJbil. moving toward the city. With U.S. and Kurdish troops 
blocking the way, the Army officer radioed targeting infonnation 
on h15 scope to Air Force air-traffic controllers. They sent B-52s 
padcinga flunyof2.00D-Jb. bombs to push the lnqislO miles back 
dov,m the road. Several U.S. officials who worked on coordinating 
air strikes for special-forres teams told TIME that often as little as 
10 minutes elapsed between an initial call for help from the 
Kurdish·controlled areas of lhe north and the first bombs falling. 
"How do you make50specia.1-forresteams look 10 feet tall?"a.sked 
General Richard Myers, Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in 
the war's opening days. "'You put Navy, Marine Corps and Air 
Force power with them. With the right communications and laser 
designators, you've got a pretty formidable force:' 

For all the worry about moving human targets, few objectives 
received as much attention from military planners as the giant Faw 
facility, stretching out several miles along the Shatt al Arab water
way. Several U.S. military planners told TIME that Central 
Command regarded Faw as so important to the future of Iraq-and 
so likely to be subject to an act of sabotage by those loyal to the 
Saddam regime-that many believed it should be seized before the 
decapitating at1acks on Saddam and his inner circle began. "We felt 
this was a strategic target to begin the war:' said Navy Captain Bob 
Harward, who planned and commanded the operation. 

W AYS BEEN THE RUNT OF THE MILITARY'S U 11 ER 
TIME, JUN£ 23. :WOO 43 
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In the end, it didn't happen that way. President Bush jump
started the war when his intelligence chief told him that infonn
ants bad details on Saddam's whereabouts. That attack failed, but 
the planning for the raid on Faw began long before the shooting 
started. Weeks earlier, the U.S. sent Predator drones aloft to map 
the refinery from above. Working in neighboring countries, the 
SEALS divided into five teams to study the information, learning 
about the refinery, where the lraqi auny had built fortified posi· 
tions and how to avoid parts of the facility where gunfire oouJd 
start larger explosions. Minimizing collateral damage was vital: 
a secret Navy estimate predicted that if Iraqis sabotaged just one 
of the two offshore oil terminals, 12 times as much oil could pol-
1 ute the gulf as the .Euon Valdez spilled into Alaskan waters in 
1989. "'There was a huge interest in maintaining oil infrastroc-

metering stations and manifolds were seized just minutes after 
the operation began. The U.S. suffered no casualties. Central 
Command refused to quantify the Iraqi toll, but a U.S. officer 
told TIME that 40 Iraqis were killed in one fire fight alone. There 
was general agreement that most of the Iraqis either working at 
or defending the complex gave up or fled. 'Tuey didn't know we 
were there until we were on top of them:' said a Navy officer in· 
valved in the operation, "and many of them were very happy for 
us to arrive:' 

As easy as the military made it look, Faw was a mission that 
just 10 years ago the Pentagon would have been reluctant to un
dertake-and for good reason. The mere idea of choreographing 
a battle with units from different services-much less with ele
ments of a foreign army and air force-would have been far more 

DUBBm "SNAKE EATERS," SPECIAL-FORCES SOLDI 
hire from Day One;· said an Air Force major. The SEAU re
hearsed the entire operation twice. 

HE GOPLATS (GAS AND OIL PIATFORMS) MISSION, AS THE 

miJitary called it, began at dusk on March 20. All the 
practice paid off: the Pave Low choppers had no trou
ble fimling their drop points; one chopper lowered its 
SEAL squad right on top of a fortified (raqi bunker. 
The commandos hardly went in alone: 20 different 
types of aircraft circled overhead helping out. Navy 

jammers stir-fried Iraqi radio communications from upstairs; 
A-10 Warthogs-twin-engine jets armed with 30-mm machine 
guns-bore down on military vehicles; British jets fired special
ized precision-guided bombs at Iraqi antiaircraft guns, as re
connaissance planes identified enemy troop concentrations and 
relayed coordinates to AC-130 Spectre gunships. While the en
tire operation took six hours from start to finish, the vital valves, 

dangerous if not impossible in the mid-l980s. That's because for S 
all their box-office power and dazzle, special forces have long 5 
been a Pentagon afterthought, an orphan merely tolerated by g 
mainstream generals and admirals but never really loved or un- ; 
derStood. Though they have been glamorized from time to time i 
by Presidents-J.F.K. transformed the Green Berets into a tool to I 
fight communism-special forces have always been the runt of ! 
the milituys litter. Th many senior officerS, they didn't in.spire a ~ 
lot of confidence. ! 

That view was confirmed over the years in several high-profile i 
missions in which special forces flamed out. ln 1980 the ambitious i 
Delta Force rescue mission for American hostages in Tehran had 1 
to be scrubbed after one of the U.S. helicopters crashed into a ~ 
C-130 cargo plane at the Desert One staging site in southeastern 
Iran, killing eight. Special forces again overplayed their hand in 
the 1983 invasion of Grenada, where, in what should have been a 
walkover, commandos suffered unusually high casualties in two 
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separate mis.-sions. One reason for their mixed results was that con
ventional military planners didn't know how to use the units in the 
first place and were reluctant to mix them in. Many just assumed 
their best use was as lone rangers, sent off on some long-shot 
charge all by themselves. 

That suited everyone fine for years, because the special war
riors, derisively dubbed ~snake eaters" by their more conven
tional counterparts, have always been different. They tend to be 
older and more specially trained than regular troops. They gen· 
erally operate only at night, which has fostered their Pentagon 
moniker, "the Dark Side." Being nocturnal isn't the only reason 
for the nickname: they carry themselves with a hidden swagger 
the regulars sometimes resent. They have separate bases, and 
when they don't, they often live apart and by different rules. 
And while their unit r:ohesion is legendary, many of these sol
diers tend to be loners, in part because that's always been an el
ement of the training too. Notes Colonel O'Boyle of his 
colleagues: "They know that if they're shot down, nobody will 
be there to rescue them. We tell them they'll be executed or be
come a pow:• 

firepower, routed the Taliban and took over the country in two 
months. But in Afghanistan, the special forces weren't cut 
loose. Instead, Rumsfeld teamed them with U.S. bombers for a 
potent ground-air duet that pulverized the Taliban from 35,000 
ft. with a minimal U.S. presence on the ground. In part because 
of the success of spf.'Cial forces in Afghanistan, by the middle 
of last year, a huge shift in their favor was under way in 
Washington. 

In January, Rumsfeld proposed giving the special-operations 
command the highly prized authority to propose and carry out 
missions for the first time. He then asked Congress to increase the 
SOF budget some 30"1a, to almost $7 billion, and to expand the 
nwnber of commandos roughly 10% over the next several years. 
But Rumsfeld isn't stopping there: a senior U.S. military official 
tokl TfM£ that Rumsfeld has ordered more special-forces per
sonnel to be Mforward deployed"-that is, stationed overseas-and 
some will be given the same lcind of civilian cover that intelligence 
agents get in order to stay closer to the action. "The global nature 
of the war, the nature of the enemy and the need for fast, efficient 
operations in hunting down and rooting out terrorist networks 
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i ERS TEND ID BE OlDER, NOCTURNAL AND LONERS 
~ The tensions began to ease about 10 years ago, after Congress 
! pas,ed a Jaw designed to end the services' si1ly 1<mgtirne rivalries 
~ and force them to work together more. But it wasn't until Rums· 
~ feld returned to the Pentagon in 2001 after a 24-year absence that 
~ things bepn to really change. Rumsfeld's idea-and he wasn't the 
Y first to have it, just the first Pentagon chief to enfurce it-was that 
I a few special forces, with the right gear, intelligence and a little 
i luck, cowd sometimes substitute for the brawn of a 3,000-man 
f brigade. Rumsfeld's views on this point hardened after 9/11. ln a 

world where terrorists lurk, handfuls of commandos can SCOUT the 
earth much faster and more effectively than thousands of G.I.s 
moving in division strength. And if you combine the commandos' 
unusual skills with those of more conventional forces, the results 
can be dramatic. 

The Pentagon took Rumsfeld's theory for a tes.t drive in 
Afghanistan, where a relatively small force of several hundred 
special forces, relying nearly as much on cash as on pinpoint 

around the world have aU contributed to the need for an expanded 
role for the special-operations forces; said Rumsfeld at a January 
briefing. "We are transforming that command to meet that 
need." 

It would be wrong to imagine that Rumsfeld can convert his 
special uruts into supersoldiers who can do anything or stop any
one. Even he knows that. Special forces have yet to find Osama bin 
Laden after a 20-month manhunt in Afghanistan. And for all their 
military success in Iraq, notes a Pentagon official pointedly, "we 
haven't got Saddam, and we haven't found any weapons of mass 
destruction." But for the officers who have been fighting the mili
tacy's conventional thinking for decades, Iraq was the war they had 
been waiting for. "'There are certain things we can do, and there 
are certain things we can't," said a top special-forces officer who 
served in Afghanistan. "We cant take and hold groond. But there 
are some things we can do. and finally the civilian commanders 
have learned the proper mix:" • 

TIME, JUNE ~. 2003 45 
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Snowftake 

June 19, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "'J-e.---'- l____µ 

Mr. President-

Here is a very positive article on General Pete Schoomaker, the nominee for Chief 

of Staff of the Army, from the Army Times, a journal that generally tends to be 

quite critical. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
Naylor, Sean D. "Your New Chief?" Army Times, June 23, 2003, pp. 8-9. 

DHR:db 
061903-20 
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Newslines 
THE LATEST NEWS AFFECTING YOU 

Your new chief? 
Retired Gen. Schoomaker is likely nominee 

B) SuA D. Ma,w 
tua:s ~ Wllrrall 

The man who called himself 
-covote· is about to become the 
Anny's Wp dog. 

In a signal that he wants to. UI 
the words of one 5enior Defense 
Department official, "shake things 
up" in the Army, Defe~ Secre
tary DonaJd Rurusfeld has rocom· 
mended t.o Pre~ident Bush that re· 
tired Gen. Pet,, Schwrnaker be
come the next Aroiy ct'u,,F of staff. 

A former commander of ~0e1w 
Force," where his roll stgn wa5 
"Coyotet Schoomaker reti.ed as 
head of U.S. Spe(;iaJ Operatioas 
Command in November 2000. 

Another Pentagon official con
firmed June 11 that R=feld for· 
warded Schoomaker's name (pro
nounced "Skoo-rnaker") to Presi
dent Bush as his choice to be the 
next Army chief of staff. If nomi
nated, Schoomak.er would have to 
be confirmed by the Senate. An 
Army official said the Pentagon's 
plan is to have Schoomaker's Sen
ate confirmation completed by 
Jwi.e24. 

Retired and active-duty generals 
who have worked closelv with 
Schoomak.er unanimously· hailed 
him as an inspired choice, an inno
vative leader of moral and physi
cal courage who stands as good IY 

chance as anyone of bridging the 

divide that now e:rists betw;,;en the in the e&rly 1990s wh1>n both were 1 
Anny and Rumsfeld', office. \ as.sistaDl division commanders 

But the unprecedented nature of with the 1st Cavalry Division. 
the- selection - retired four-star "Pe<lp)e. will enjoy th£- lE-adership 
generah! have been called back on environment that he ere.at.es. He's 
active duty a handful o{ times be- very professional. J don't see that 
fore, but never to be chief of staff to be any problem." l 
- struck some a; a dtear, and Ul· ~·I think the fou..stars will rally 
tended, sl.ighl ww<l.l"<.l th,:, Army ,,u .u-ound. him and weloome him 
the part uf Ru.mt;fol<.l w 1th upt-n =· -said another re-

1-:le's going t<J t,., "'ondecful fur lir<!<l low-star. "I t.alkPd to two or 
the Army, lh.:r;,'.-. IN Juubt m my thn~ uf lhf. serving fou.-stars. =d 1 "· "' · 

mmd," ~d r"\m,<l Urig. G.!11. ;,y're ru:appy- Geo. PeteSdlooa!aNf, sl!Oll'9 In• Feb.17, 2000, phuto, "'11 IM,i:11-.;""11,,..,..i.-,1 
David C.rang.,, u fom,-,r wmman· &tired LL Gen. Tho Stroup. a Ii, S.ree., uf Detenw Dulmd Rwnsktd as the nomi- fw Am,y CMlf ohl.dl 
der uf the bt Li1.Lntry Divisiull vice presid,.-nt uf the Associatiun uf 
fMc,:haniu-..JI wlio sc;-'"d a,.· s d;,.puty the U.S. Army. :;.aid. he and AUSA ~·s integrilJ.·." t.he general said.) ~dt>r a,till:=r[ ~y~km ,,~,·• ti." ,,I, 
rommander under &ho,wakar in president. forru1er Chief of Staff "Ev.-r:;body th;;l ha,; either served Jeclwn~ ufShrn=kl ,u1<.l Ann.-;--.,,· 
Delta.. "'But at the same time. its a Gen. Gordon Sulli~·an, talkt!d to with hiru or l>een ;;row1d him is relary 'l\,m Whiw, lhco ,1;:·"" 
little bit of a kick in the teeth tu th;, ~veral general 1Jflke:s about absolute])· convincl:!d that w hatev· when Shin,;,ekl publidy <li~ ... _;n ,,d 
Army that a current se!Vlllg tlu-- Schoomilker', likely nomination er he does ¥>ill be in the best. inter· with Rumsfeld and hi,; Jc~uly 
or four•stac flag ollker can't make duruig outgoing Chief of Staff' Gen. ts of the institution." Paul Wolfowitz over how mauy 
the cut for Rum.-,--feld." '\Eric Srunsek:.i's rt'tirem1mt Clefl'tno-, In particular, the general~ are troops woul<l bi! rll..'Cd.,d to g:.nTt:·"" 

"Sure there's gomg to he bruised ny at Fort Myer. Va., on Jw1e I~ hvµiug- Sch,~m1ak,T can ca.-..· th" l''-'~1-rou!fo·t I r,,,J. In a ,,iv.11 .. r In, 
feeling,,," said a retired ~o.ior 4'he fet'dbark W>< gol w..1s .JI u . ,trai.n.,, lhal h,w,· dn,·lvjM,i '"" 1nn,·.,:-in;; Ir,, ,1,,,1; .. ,. ,u!.h ,1.,- ,, .. 
leade.r. "How could there possibly b.:,at: Stroup sai,1. "lf they hud t• lwL ... ,H !.lw Arrny .ind tlw .,IJin: o! t,.,u·, .. Lu,:• ,, .,.,, ,, , l,,.,11 .t, d 
not be?" bring a relmed guy bcicl\. th,;_ the ,..,..,,,1,;,ry uf ,l.,J;,11,~· ""'"' 1 .. ,. .. 1 \\J111, , .. " .,,:n ,,.,.; ::·, 

"It'll be difficult for youn~r lead- couldn't have picllt'd a ~tt..•r ""'-': !lm11~ld<l'~ ,,nw,d .\rul\· .. 1\\, .,,1,, ··n .. " • ., ,,· , .. , -,, I",··,• 
ers to understand this, and tnatU An m:t.ive,duty gt>m,r..ol ~ttlo n.-, l'u11111l"""~l h,n,-,1.1 11.,;1 I!,.,.,. "'"""11 "''"' .. / ,...-. d,_,, • I,· ,\•" 
be a chalJenge for Pet.e," agreed re- cent Pent.agun ""pt'ri,•i,n, "~""'I f,_•ld'" lt·,.1m wo., l~·nt "" ,-u1t.,,.,1 dw 1 ••• ~ 1,, .. n ,., ........ ,.! , 11--,, ,, 

tired Gen. John Abrams. But and said lht>r,· w,1.~ hu i,...., i,:rip111g ....inn.'~ lu,1,• ~iP .. lml". ,l.itt '"" h•b>:4'••11.,,.,,. •• ''·"''' ,., .•.. ,1.. • 
Abrams, who retired as head of aw<mg hi,; p,.,.,.,. !l;:111 mi.;hl h.,~,· ,mJ!l•.~ 1 ll,.· ,\, •n{• ·1\ ,,,,.;.,qu"(,,~, •""'r"lt ... , , .. ;•!-· 1·, .. -- ·, · , 

Training and Doctrine Command been exp,.-ct~'LI. I lv ,1,., • .,.;IK·,l th1eir m,11,,lia· 1 .... w.,, ii. ...... '""'''' "''''*' ,l,rJ1 II"'" ,-,l 
in November 2002, doubts the woad uputo 11,,ann,: 11,al dum,I( t)~, f 'lu1!,4 ....... ,u~J ""'"" iith;.,!)i r • .,.~, ... 1,.,·,! .... , .. L.:' 
hurtfeelingswilllastlong. Sd,oorn..J.;c:r '""hal.,ly "''"Id 1~ ,...,1 •••h· ,,,,1,1,.,.., h,1 ,,~i,.. 1.n II.I ~,,..-,; ·a,J ,,,.J,! ,,, •! 

"This is an extraordinary tea!U ~~l,..,,r nn,l d11c,f. ..... h"!" lnl • !u•,11<1~ 1,I ,J ,\<i><J ,,.,,.;.,, i.,,.._l•·h ,~j., •. ,~,, · ,.,._. , 
builder," saidAbran:ui..~o wurk"d ~i,:,-,.,y1~~1.v !.,,.. 11 ~,..,., ,k,11 ul l ·n,A h" 1;.,11 ,,...,mw puU1;. 
alongside Scboomakdr torL-{)5 9/lost512'1"osi"'··· .. , .. I ... 1 ... ,. ll,nnoli,14 "'"'''t.J tJi;., !.'.it, __ , .... _· ___ r __ _ 



Newsi!ne-5 The Army 

Frmn. prntiou.s pagt1 w ha:-n Schoo.rnalrer was ass.isl.an 
\ division commander. "Ho• VEJY 

Hwnsfcld's oontidence, the genetal ) balanced, he', thoughtful, he 
said. makee re=moo judgments. "" 

ro, [,.-"OMS•'""" ha!'-1 pteilumab)y ~ h.t,-u well th'1t lt::i.,;. LM_•ea :n1du,:f(."-l :UKt' tt:, 
worked do..,ly with Schoomaker in the many combet. mis.sions he r1:i:.cue attempt ilf tlh~ fht<rH!\''i 111 

oonduct.ed while a special operator, Tehran-\ :,~,ttc.-d .\mf·nr,t. 31:u:l: 

'rh°"' who know Schoomaker tell,, the truth upward, and he's 
well ""'d it would be • mistake IQ , Joyal to I.lie people that wotk fnr 
tt,,ume Rumsfdd will find him a . him. He Lakei care of people. 
pushover. "He won't kow11aw to l "He has the IJlQral c-ouragc w 
Rum.sfeld," Grang,, •llid. "He11 be foci, the tough i,;,iues and make 
a team player. but he won't be a the right caJia: Clark said. "He'• 
yes man." guing to be w, ,,utotftnding leader 

during the 21\i years Clark was 
•'1prem<e allied coouna,,,for, Ell
rope, and Scho:,maker was in 

charge at U.S. Special Oper~t.o -
Command. 

Abrams was one Q( ~vera1 11?
ti red senior g,,nen,Js who referred 
to Schoomak•r's ability to "think 
OYtaide the [.,,._. ;m ability that 

-J'hcre is no mo~ ::.e,1.BOne-;l ope:rf I Aznerirn. the P·lCUic, Hrn,nl:l, 
ational comm11J1der trum P•t.e o.. .. rt Shiek!ID,,er. t Swnn, and 
&hoomalwr; Abrams Sllld. "He Operation Just Cause in Pao a ma 
has ~n in ~me very wugh, L"Offl- "'Make no mrntak~. Pete 
plex operations, both al the junior Schooma.kcr i~ a warnor:' Ahraru::i 
level as we!l &1 at th• ""ruor i.,,..,J. soid. "He has a 1!"'81 t<luch w1lh 

"'He haa i..en linked with olro""t NCOs, afficen, and .so!dierta. Hero· 
e,.·ery ~pecial-opcrotion::1 mission nlly u1;-:.pires peopl,e. ~ f. i 

"I can gu!ll'lllltee you that the 
..,.rotary is not 01.pecting ~ yes 
man end Schoo maker is not a yBS 
man/' sairl the senior Defonae De
partmellt official. "Anybody who 
Lhlnks this i,uy is coming ln tn he 
th• ae,,r,,tary's lap d"8' doe,m't 
know Pote Schoomlll!er. He's going 
II> speak forcefully lUld adv0<ale 
for the Almy that he lovoo, and the 
aecrotary'a going to listen. ~ 

"He's a viajan.a.ry, and the BeC.te-

tary knows him. n,,poc1a h.im and 
trust.'l him.' 

Althou~h Schoomaker SJ)Cllt 
most of h.iio career in special opera· 
ttons~ he wa.'"'" corrun.issiont!rl as on 
Armor officer and ~pent eight 
ye"1'S in convention'11 Army bcfor,, 
er1kring the •peo,al-op,, world in 
1971!. In 1992 he rejoined the <0n
ve1>tional fem,• again, •l"'ooing a 
ye"' nt Fort Hood, Tuxas, as bt 
C11.v 1~ !1.91'Ji1'iltant. divhtion oom.man
der ror i;iup~rt. 1Tht'ee exper-iet·u·:es 
hnvo helped him R<>Jn a fle"'i>e<· 
liw r>n the Anny tlutt is mformtod 
by more thnn JUi.tL life KS a secre~ 
Live special operfttor, 

At 11,JC<I, he •~rved with .. ,.ral 
offi,·.e~ who havL• ri.~n tD three
rmd fo.ur-•H . .:ir ."'tHtu~ 1n tuJny'.1 
Army, 111dudrn'1 Traimng .1nd Dor.·· 
tnne r::orrun.11J'l.d chnd ftPn fCe,..m 
llyr1lei. U.S. Furces Kiireo torn· 
mnnd•r Gen. Loon LaPorte ,md 
Lt. ('.,,n, D~vid McKi~mrm, who 
commimded nil ground form, in 
U,e reoo nt war in J raq 

"He• fomiliar with mMy of the '1 

communities in U..11;1: Army, .. a) 
col,,nel in the Pentagon ~d. "He'• 
not • one-dimensional guy." I 
&hoomaker "bmwo lli1d under· I 
sl.Wld•" too Army'• heavy aod 
light fon:e,, AbrlUll9 •aid. '[ am a 
huge f'1n of him." 

Since rot.iring in 2000, 
S•hoomaker boo kept •brea.-;t of 
Army deve)opmenlB, Bourtee sAi<l. 
"He •ta:,cd in touch with the 
Army,' S!lKl the colonel in the Pt>n-
tagm "Right alkr 9/ll, when the 
ehief waa talking t,, differont folk:, 
ab.Ju\ the way ahead for the Army, 
Cen s.hoomnker W8B Oil< of the 
li;,lka he was t,illting to." 

Abrams said that Ge l'rlll.loc 
rommander, he erili•t,,d Schoo,. 
maker'• help in r,,Mbaping the 
Army's leader development I""' 
~""'-· at Fort Lellv•nworth, Kan. 

'Ile re..Jly does hav• • broad 
knowledge of th• Army,' another 
r,ot1red four·•lw" general said. 

) 
Offic,,r.i who !N!JVl!d with l 

&houa1aker pr111sl!d him 11nd were 
..,,.,,, to li•t the qualitie• they said 
ho woul~ bnns \0 the job of chfof. 

--~·-~•T---, 

For 124 'i"'ID, AAF!l.1AA hash-en hen- torn,ren ;crv,c~ m,•ml~and 1hetr f.uml.,, Wuh :\AFJ,.·1:\A. }'•lU 

~ ... c me "'"ne pn1wction at 1,:.....,. nlits Ihm S(.,Ll ,111<.l mmy,•hn iru,,.ir:mce (<."11>''"''"'· P.,t, lfl.' y<'ll ~-,, c;ill 
AAfMAA. It's m,; ,,f the l...'Sl th~ 1,,u cu1 ,lo Ii~ \''<.lr,d ~r.J your ~umlv. 

Great coverage. Lower cost, Call AAFMAA and l\avc up to 55%. 

New AAFMAA Famil~ Value Plan, 
CO\/ERAGF,: $l70,COJ FOi! A f/\MIL\I Of R)UR (E<ampld .,\A~M.,\A Lc,d T,-,,,, '" As~ \0 '""'f',irc.l ," ,.,:_,LI 

:::.,,vice Mhr $25(),ro:, 
Si>OU5C $ (00,\)..."IJ 
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102 Sbon<!an A,oavc. fon Myor, v. .. 22211 •II IO • t I aYc Pete Schrom~ ker," emd ') 
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r,,tittd C'n!ll. Wesley Clark, • li>r· 
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Bt:8BEIIM 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condo!eezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'i),.___..i( ~ 

SUBJECT: Defense Strategy 

June 23, 2003 

Attached is an early draft of an updated Andy Marshall paper on defense strategy. 

I think you will find it interesting. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach, 
6112/03 "Defense S!tategy Paper 2003"' 

W00?46 /03 
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Defense Strategy Paper 2003 
JUN 2 3 2003 

I. Overview 

A. The US starts from a strong position. We dominate high end conventional warfare, 

and the oceans provide large strategic buffers for us while allowing the projection of 

our forces to the Eurasian continent. This position is the result of geography, the 

absence of another major power in this hemisphere, the history of the past century, 

and past investment in military capabilities (including superior military training in the 

last 30 years). And we are currently ahead in exploiting what technology offers. 

B. We did not seek this dominant position, but we have it and should not give it up. We 

are not perfectly protected-September 11, 2001 is evidence of that-and the logic of 

the situation tends toward a search by potential opponents for other ways of dealing 

with us, either attacking/threatening the US homeland, or preventing US forces from 

entering areas near themselves. Those efforts encourage proliferation of nuclear 

weapons and other WMD. 

C. While some long term trends are visible-e.g., the rise of Asia, and the rapid pace of 

scientific and technological development-the level of uncertainty we face in 

planning for the future is higher than existed during the past. 

D. The strategy we propose includes: 

• preferential investment in a selected portfolio of military capabilities in order to 

maintain a position of strong advantage in a particular area or to create a position 

of strong advantage in an important emerging area of future warfare that is central 

to the maintenance of our strong strategic position. 

• measures to cope with the responses of potential opponents, e.g., increased efforts 

for homeland defense, preparations for limiting proliferation of WMD, and 

preemption if that fails, etc. 

• long term repositioning and reshaping of our forces, officer corps, and alliances to 

focus more on Asia and to hedge against the possible rise of a hostile China. 

DRAFT @Js88i8 1181sR 
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II. The Future Situation 

A. The Logic of the Situation 

• The U.S. has a substantial geostrategic and military advantage over possible major 

competitors for the next decade. With the oceans as strategic buffers that Jim.it 

threats to U.S. territory, we station and project forces forward to join with allies 

and friends to deter or defeat threats. 

• Some nations dissatisfied with this situation will try to erode the U.S. position, and 

economic and technology trends may allow them to do so. They will search for 

ways to make it difficult for the U.S. to operate close to their borders; and will 

have strong incentives to obtain long-range systems and nuclear, biological, and 

chemical weapons that can threaten U.S. territory as a deterrent to U.S. 

intervention overseas. 

B. Uneven economic growth will gradually reshape the balance of potential power. 

• China, India, and South Korea are likely to grow faster than the US, Europe, 

Russia, and Japan, although long term economic forecasts cannot be taken literally 

and there is particular uncertainty about China. 

• Post-Soviet Russia's geographic and economic contraction has reduced its 

economic size to something more like Italy, Brazil, or Canada. 

1 Illustrative numbers: Percent of total world GDP. 

• US 23% in 2000, 22% in 2025. 

• EU 21 % in 2000, 16% in 2025. 

• China 8% in 2000, 13% in 2025. 

• Japan 8% in 2000, 5% in 2025. 

• India 5% in 2000, 8% in 2025. 

• Russia 2.5% in 2000, 2.1 % in 2025. 

• Implication: Asia gradually emerges as a potential source and potential prize of 

large-scale military power. 

DRAFT @1988~ 116M 
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• Indicators of potential power do not decide where U.S. priorities lie or where 

conflict is most likely. But since the demise of the Soviet Union, no other 

country has commanded aggregate resources anywhere near those of the U.S. 

If we are going to face a military competitor with a fonnidable resource base in 

the next several decades-or if military rivalry or conflict develops between 

other great powers-it is likely to be in Asia. 

• The vast distances within the Asian theater and the lower density of U.S. 

basing options there place a premium on long-range systems. For example, a 

Taiwan-China theater is 650 miles from Okinawa, 1000 miles from other U.S. 

air bases in Japan and Korea, 2000 miles from Guam, and more than 4000 

miles from Australia and Hawaii. The distance from Asia to the American 

continent, and the distances within the Asian theater, should infonn our 

planning for logistics systems, and for the mix of pJatfonns and capabilities we 

develop. 

• DoD and the U.S. in general will need to develop widespread regional 

expertise. This will entail developing a new generation of experts in the 

languages and strategic cultures of Asian countries, and increasing DoD's 

familiarity with the region by placing more headquarters in the region, sending 

officers to schools in the region, etc. 

• Demographic trends are one conuibutor to the economic forecast, and will amplify 

its effect, as services for aging populations will tend to divert resources away from 

the military in Europe, Japan, and (slightly later) the United States. 

• There is particular uncertainty about China. Measures of past performance and 

relative size are suspect and disputed. Insolvent banking system supports large 

and inefficient state owned enterprises, clouding future prospects. China's 

population will also age, though trailing Europe, Japan, and the US. 

C. Continuing growth of worJd trade, including China and India becoming significant 

importers of oil. 

DRAFT @Js88B HOLD 
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• Japan, South Korea, Gennany, and France are already roughly 100% dependent on 

imported oil. By 2020 (according to very rough projections), China could go from 

importing a third of the oil it consumes to importing seven-tenths of it; India could 

go from 60% dependent to 85%. 

• Notwithstanding the likely development of oil supplies in the Caspian Basin, and 

the large share of U.S. oil imports that will originate in our own hemisphere, the 

Persian Gulf will remain uniquely important as the major supplier to the global oil 

market that determines the price we and other importers pay for oil. The Persian 

Gulf will retain its special strategic significance as long as oil remains a key 

energy source, a situation of finite but uncertain duration. 

• Import dependence is probably not a cause of conflict, but is a vulnerability in 

wartime, and may shape forces and policies. For example, reliance on oil imports 

may spur investment in naval forces; or efforts to influence oil exporting 

countries, e.g., by arms sales. 

D. Emerging military challenges 

1. Proliferation of nuclear, chem.ical, and biological weapons. 

• Iran, Libya, and North Korea are currently the most likely new additions to the 

nuclear club; actual {or effectively threatened) use of a nuclear weapon could 

provoke a considerably broader proliferation. 

• WMD threats (against U.S. allies, hosts, forces, or U.S. territory) will likely, 

among other things, be attempts to deter U.S. power projection operations. 

• Russia, China, and others could develop low yield tactical nuclear weapons 

and appropriate operational concepts to counter what they see as overwhelm.ing 

U.S. conventional capabilities. 

2. Increasing threats to U.S. territory. 

• Terrorists may use more lethal means, including weapons of mass destruction. 

• To deter or respond to U.S. military intervention against them, adversaries are 

likely to threaten or strike U.S territory and interests, using covert operations 

DRAFP @~9ii 11Alc8 
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or, as they obtain them, longer-range strike systems (cruise and ballistic 

missiles) and nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass destruction. 

• Opponents may also target electronic networks on which U.S. infrastructure, 

banking, and conununications increasingly depend, so as to threaten or 

demonstrate an ability to inflict severe economic disruption. 

3. Proliferation of advanced conventional technologies may permit more 

sophisticated anti-access strategies against U.S. power projection. 

, Ballistic and cruise missiles, advanced mines and submarines, and target 

recognition and guidance systems would be designed to prevent U.S. forces' 

timely arrival or deter their deployment. Forward bases and U.S. aircraft 

carriers would be targets-as would allied, coalition, or host country forces 

and facilities. 

5 

t Information warfare could be waged against U.S. territory to disrupt U.S. force 

deployments, and against U.S. forces highly dependent upon shared 

information for self-defense and strike effectiveness. Measures would likely 

include computer network attacks, anti-satellite attacks, jamming of Global 

Positioning System (GPS) signals, and use of electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and 

radio frequency (RF) weapons. 

4. Opponents will look for other means of offsetting the advantages of US forces 

once in theater. 

• Efforts to offset U.S. air attack will include concealment, decoys, dispersal, 

hardening, and infrared-guided surface to air missiles. 

t We can expect wider proliferation of older, simpler, but still effective weapons 

such as small arms, grenade launchers, and shoulder-fired missiles. Even the 

most recent versions of these weapons are available for sale intemationaHy. 

• Opponents will try to use urban areas, restricted terrain, and guerrilla tactics to 

limit U.S. options. 

5. The proliferation of accurate missiles may have other important effects. 
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, It could create options for coercive threats or attacks against economic assets. 

• The growing role of international commerce, the increasing wealth of 

countries, the difficulty of conquering and occupying territory, and the 

technical challenge of targeting mobile or hidden enemy military forces~ 

all these considerations may encourage attempts to use military force 

coercively, against commerce or other economic assets. 

• U.S. allies and friends who face such tlueats may seek U.S. help against 

them. 

• Incentives to initiate war preemptively may increase, as owners of accurate 

missiles may think they can disann the enemy decisively, and fear that a 

missile-armed enemy will act first. 

6. U.S. efforts to deter aggression or the use of nuclear, biological, or chemical 

weapons will confront different circumstances. 

• The larger number of actors and variety of actions we may wish to deter make 

us unlikely to have a reliable understanding of those actors' calculations and 

psyches. 

• Our Cold War focus on the Soviet Union and the peculiarly "rationalist" 

style of Communist doctrine facilitated our deterrence calculations; but our 

success may conceal the role of luck, and the risk off ailure was probably 

higher than hindsight recalls. 

6 

• In contrast to the Cold War focus on deterring the conquest of Western Europe 

and a massive nuclear attack on the United States, some of the actions we wish 

to deter in the future will threaten less dire and immediate consequences for us. 

The actors we wish to deter may have or think they have much higher stakes at 

risk than we do, which will reduce the deterrent effect of our advantage in 

military capability. 

E. Recent and likely technological advances appear to pennit radical innovations in 

military methods over the next several decades. The full exploitation of new 
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technologies will probably require changes in how military forces are organized and 

in their concepts of operations. This is both an opportunity for the U.S. and a source 

of potential threat. The U.S. will face a wide ranging menu of options-as will 

potential enemies, aided by global commerce and the "dual use" character of many 

important technologies. 

• Robotic systems could be developed for a variety of missions. Stealth, 

performance, cost, and casualty concerns may move the U.S. and competitors 

toward a greater reliance on unmanned combat systems. 

• Much smaller, even microscopic, sensors and weapons could be linked by 

information networks. 

• Space based systems could take on a wider range of military functions. 

• In general, information processing technology, whose rapid recent development 

has been widely exploited by military forces, is a likely source of further change. 

• Corrununications networks permit vast improvements in the precision and 

coordination of military effort; but an opponent's use of information 

technology to deny, disrupt, or corrupt communications and information may 

have offsetting-or even devastating-effects. 

7 

• Information operations more broadly considered may also be a critical strategic 

tool, as military forces as well as entities outside of the military engage in 

public diplomacy, psychological warfare, and deception. These methods may 

be enhanced by advances in cognitive sciences. 

• Biological technologies and diseases may be the basis of various new measures 

and countermeasures, with soldiers, populations, crops, and livestock as potential 

targets. 

• ln combination with, or as successors to, the proliferation and improvement of 

long range strike forces, these technologies could permit radical changes in 

warfare, devaluing capabilities today thought formidable, or the significance of 

geographic distance, oceans, and mountain ranges. 
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F. Uncertainties 

l. The surprises and erroneous predictions that litter the historical record caution 

against confidence in forecasting, Since we face an irreducible uncertainty about 

crucial matters, our strategy must lead, hedge, and adapt-not simply anticipate. 

2. Unpredictable discontinuities may affect the security environment more severely 

than predicted trends. 

• In most of the world's undemocratic countries, some kind of revolution or 

political instability is plausible but not predictable. 

• Technological breakthroughs can belie assumptions about existing sources of 

military advantage. 

• Use of nuclear weapons would promote a scramble for defenses, nuclear 

proliferation, and a search for (or, depending on what had just happened, loss 

of confidence in) ''guarantees" extended by others, particularly the U.S. 

• Additional major terrorist attacks on the U.S. remain possible. 

3. We cannot predict the timing, identity, and extent of future military challenges. 

• E.g., technology appears widely available to support "anti-access" capabilities, 

and we already see some evidence that several countries are developing them; 

but we do not know how rapidly this will proceed and how robust the 

capabilities built will be. 

8 

• E.g., China's growing wherewithal makes it a central actor, but a wide range of 

policies and developments are conceivable. 

• Will the priority of trade and economic growth inhibit military ambitions? 

Would China try to absorb Taiwan by force, and if so when might they 

have the capability? Will China press for US withdrawal from Japan, 

Korea? 

• Will economic reversals or political change disrupt any such intentions? 
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• Large-scale conflict between major powers does not appear to be the most 

likely case for the next decade or so: but a prudent DOD strategy must remain 

fully prepared for that contingency. 

III. Sustaining the Favorable US Position 

A. Advantage.based strategy 

• An advantage-based strategy focuses on identifying the most important sources of 

existing US military advantage; detennining how to sustain advantages that might 

be challenged; deciding whether and how we can favorably influence the forces 

and behavior of potential opponents by enhancing certain advantages; and 

selecting emerging warfare areas in which it is most imponant to attain new 

advantages. 

• There will certainly be some military requirements we will face that we must 

prepare to meet even if we are not in an advantageous position. 

• For example, even if missile defense is difficult and costly compared to the 

offensive missile threats that may proliferate in the future, we will probably 

need to pursue that mission. 

• Whether or not we are able to become especially proficient in post-war 

''constabulary" duties. we are likely to face that task. 

• Thus f ocu~ing on a "portfolio of advantages" is a way of exploiting our 

strengths, but it is not a comprehensive prescription for force planning. 

• To be a useful management tool, the ponfolio of key advantages must be a 

linlited, selected set- not an exhaustive list of useful military capabilities. The 

intention is to identify areas for special attention where U.S. strnngth appears to 

have the highest payoff, where particular efforts of analysis and experimentation 

may be warranted. Depending on what judgments are reached about a particular 

area, it may or may not gain in budgetary priority. 
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• Given the great uncertainties involved, as well as the difficulty of combining the 

variety of considerations that deserve some weight, there is no sLraightforward 

recipe for the portfolio. This section outlines the main issues to be considered, in 

particular 

, identifying key advantages evident in our current capabi1ities 

, introspection about the sources of those military advantages 

• analysis of the dynamics of longer term competition, i.e., how our capabilities 

shape the investments, operations, and even goals of potential opponents 

• assessment of prospects for technological and operational innovation, and their 

impact 

• judgment of how to place bets and hedge against risks. 

B. Key advantages in current capabilities 

• CenLral to our favorable geostrategic situation is a strong US superiority in 

projecting forces for high intensity conventional warfare, and in preventing any 

such power projection against US territory. 

• Our power projection superiority did not prevent the attack of September 11, 

2001, but has shown its value in the aftermath of that attack. This capability 

not only supports allies threatened by aggression, as has long been the case; it 

is essential to our ability to prevent or deter terrorist attacks on ourselves. 

• The U.S. 's superior position in power projection and counter-power projection 

depends in part on access and cooperation provided by numerous overseas allies 

and friends. And it depends on a number of specific military competences in 

which we have superior (in some cases, overwhelmingly superior) capabilities. 

• For example, US superiority in aerial warfare means that U.S. leaders count on 

quickly gaining control of the air, limiting if not eliminating enemy ability to 

mount aircraft attacks against our deployed forces or against regional airbases, 

airheads, logistics facilities, and ports used by American forces and allies in the 
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reg10n. Air superiority also enables us to deliver much more ordnance against 

targets than can an enemy whose only long range strike systems are missiles. 

• The US also has a strong advantage in using space assets to enhance military 

operations, exploiting satellites for rapid communication with and among 

globally dispersed forces, and for precision navigation and targeting. 

• The recent goal of regime change in Iraq made clear that a key element of US 

power projection dominance is embodied in ground forces capable of rapid 

movement and territorial control. One should add airlift and sealift assets to 

the list; indeed a comprehensive list of the military capabilities that enable our 

successful power projection operations would be a very long one. 

• Criteria developed below offer a way of more sharply focusing managers' 

attention. 

C. Sources of these elements 

• The specific US military competences just mentioned are attributable to more 

general sources. Strategy should try to understand and where necessary cultivate 

those roots. For example, the complexity, scope, and realism of U.S. military 

training activities are well beyond the capabilities of most other nations, and have 

created force-wide levels of ''first battle" competence without precedent in 

American history. 

• The chain of causation can be traced back farther: While US training advantages 

are partly the result of past resource allocations and institutional learning, they 

may also reflect certain cultural or political characteristics of our country-such as 

a tolerance for very frank discussion between personnel of different ranks, 

including discussion of errors and failures. 

• Whether specific US military advantages are traced to luck, or history, or culture, 

the key point for strategy is to comprehend our collection of inherited assets, and 

to consider which of their sources may need future nourishment, and which of 

those assets might be more fully exploited in the future. 
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• While we also look for promising new areas of military advantage, existing 

areas of advantage may have particular merit in making use of underlying 

national strengths. And we want to preserve and build on assets acquired with 

great cost and difficulty, rather than planning to rebuild them only when 

needed. Apart from the likely high cost of recreating discarded assets, 

institutional and personnel competences may be difficult to rebuild at all. 

• Some existing US advantages may lie in methods of warlare that could be 

more fully exploited, that is, applied to a broader range of military functions. 

• For example, the US has a highly developed competence in undersea 

warfare, which may offer important operational options to cope with a more 

difficult anti·access environment. 

• Or the US advantage in naval platforms and operations could support 

missile defense systems in close enough proximity to launch sites to permit 

boost phase interception. 

• The US's highly developed space capabilities might reward efforts to bring 

down the high cost of launching to orbit (currently ($5,000 to $10,000 per 

pound) so as to permit innovations that could create new military 

advantages. 

D. The dynamics of longer term competition 

• The idea of a portfolio of advantages is meant to focus attention on the long term 

competitive effects of US military advantages, that is, their effects on the 

investments, operations, and even the goals of potential US military opponents 

(and, for that matter, on US allies as well). Some US advantages that do not 

appear conspicuous in a review of recent warfare may nevertheless play a crucial 

role as "entry barriers" to threatening capabilities. Such barriers are likely to be 

under appreciated if they are successful and no threat becomes manifest. 
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• For example, US sea denial capabilities and US counter-air capabilities make it 

extremely difficult for anyone to contemplate acquiring a capability for very large 

scale, inexpensive bombardment of our territory. 

• Worldwide sea control requires a tremendous commitment in manpower and 

resources; modern ships have high acquisition costs and large supporting 

infrastructures that will likely dissuade all but the most economically 

successful countries from developing blue water navies. It may therefore be 

quite feasible for the US to retain a very large margin of advantage in sea 

control, preserving a formidable barrier against future enemy long distance 

power projection. This does not necessarily require more money or 

innovation; we may need only to recognize the strategic value of our 

advantage, keep an eye on developments, and maintain forces sufficient to 

keep up the entry barrier. 

• US air superiority also serves as an entry barrier in theater war operations. If 

enemies realize they cannot hope to defeat that superiority, they may build 

hundreds or thousands of missiles to generate a strike capability, but they 

cannot marshal the tens of thousands of relatively cheap strike munitions that 

manned aircraft can deliver. 

• One effect of an entry barrier is to divert opponents' efforts toward other, 

alternative activities. 

• There is some benefit if we can reduce our uncertainty about what future 

opponents may do by making some options infeasible for them. We may in 

some cases want to pursue innovations that make our capabilities a more 

robust, moving target for asymmetric strategies that attempt to exploit an 

existing set of vulnerabilities or achieve a narrow area of advantage. And we 

should look for opportunities to divert opponent efforts into activities less 

dangerous to ourselves. 
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• Not to be underestimated is the possibility that opponents' goals may 

themselves be influenced by our evident determination to retain a superiority 

that would be very difficult to challenge. 

• In any case, to manage of portfolio of advantages effectively we will need to 

monitor carefully what other countries are up t~in particular how they respond 

to our own choices-and adjust our plans accordingly. 

E. Frontiers of technological and operational innovation 

14 

• A portfolio of advantages designed for the long term must take account of changes 

in technology that may make fonnidable new capabilities possible or undercut the 

effectiveness of existing capabilities. 

• Technological change makes it likely that new and much more effective systems 

and methods of warfare will be invented. We want to develop superior 

competence in the methods of warfare that will be most ·decisive in the future, 

incJuding most robust against successive rounds of countenneasures. This is not 

only a matter of anticipating and thwarting enemy innovations, but of pursuing 

advantageous opportunities. 

• For example, unmanned systems are likely to become increasingly capable due 

to advances in information technology, microelectronics, power supplies, and 

artificial intelligence. They can overcome endurance and maneuver limits 

associated with human pilots, and reduce force protection concerns. Our 

technology base and experience make this a promising area, even if we cannot 

foresee how quickly various capabilities can be developed or precisely what 

military role they will play. 

• In some cases, a key US military advantage may be at risk from emerging trends. 

In that case the question is how the advantage can be preserved-by force 

modernization or expansion, perhaps, or (more likely) by the development of new 

military methods, including new operational concepts or military organizations. 

For example: 
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• The proliferation of ballistic and cruise missiles threatens the forward bases 

and aircraft carriers on which much of our long range precision suike 

capability depends. To preserve our advantage in long range strike, we may 

need different sorts of forces, systems, and concepts-perhaps missile defense 

systems, perhaps a greater reliance on Jong range aircraft, aerial refueling, 

unmanned aerial combat vehicles, or cruise missiles or other precision 

ordnance fired from surface ships or submarines. 

• As competitors buy or develop increasingly lethal anti-access capabilities, non

stealthy U.S. naval assets will operate at increased risk and may be denied 

access to key littoral areas. This may require a greater reliance on, for 

example, the stealth associated with undersea warfare. 

• Emerging U.S. advantages in using space to enhance military operations within 

the atmosphere will likely provoke opponents to try to negate these 

capabilities-so that to retain our advantage we will need to find the means to 

survey foreign activities in space, identify hostile movements, and protect 

satellites. 

• The selection of key areas of advantage would both guide, and be infonned by the 

results of, a robust, sustained program of experimentation to develop and test new 

means of warfare. Programs of experimentation, and implementation of new 

methods in a limited part of our forces, will create options and allow learning. 

• We will face considerable uncertainty about the rate of progress and technical 

effectiveness of a variety of measures and countermeasures, so we will need to 

develop multiple options and conduct experiments. 

• On the basis of what we learn-about what weapons systems are feasible and 

effective, what organizational changes and operational concepts take best 

advantage of new systems, and how to execute those concepts-we will be in a 

position to make broader adjustments over a longer period of time. 
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• Innovations may be introduced ini1ially to relatively small, selected elements 

of the force, as a foundation for further experimentation and experience, 

including experience gained from participation in any combat operations that 

occur in the future. 

F. Placing bets and hedging against risks 

16 

• By selecting a number of promising areas of military competence we would build 

a portfolio of advantages the diversity of which would be a hedge against the 

uncertainty about the future value of each. We would try to place the most 

promising "bets," hut not expect all to pay off. 

• Defense managers will need to consider the possibility that a certain area of 

advantage is or could become unsustainable, and that the U.S. must look for 

substitutes elsewhere in its "portfolio." 

• The real merit of preserving existing advantages (such as those we have in 

manned aircraft and large surface ships) runs the. risk of cost-ineffective-or 

futile-efforts to preserve methods that new technologies (like supersonic, 

stealthy cruise missiles) may make obsolete. 

• This will be a difficult analytical and political challenge. 

G. Examples: Key areas of military advantage 

What military competences would constitute a manageable "portfolio" to support 

sustained US superiority in power projection? This would require serious deliberation 

by the Services, Joint Staff, and OSO. But what has been said above suggests a 

notional first draft for such a portfolio: 

1. Aerial Warfare. This is an area where we have a strong existing superiority in both 

our equipment and our training, which plays a central role both in power 

projection and in denying options for enemy power projection. US 

microelectronics and software skills facilitate sensor and communications 

improvements. Accurate enemy missiles targeted at US forward bases or carriers 

appear to be the chief means by which our advantage ·might be challenged. And, 
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absent innovations to extend our operating ranges, our effectiveness may also be 

undemlined by the long distances characteristic of the Asian theater. 

17 

2. Sea Control. Both our ability to project and sustain power long distances, and our 

ability to deny enemies the ability to project power onto our soil depend in large 

measure on our success in controlling the seas. This is currently an area of strong 

US superiority, and Che high cost of naval forces gives the wealthy US an 

advantage in preserving their entry barrier against large scale enemy power 

projection. Naval forces used for force projection are likely to face anti-access 

challenges including missiles, mines, and submarines, requiring innovations on 

our side (e.g., a greater reliance on the stealth of undersea systems) to retain our 

advantage. 

3. Space Operations. The US is well ahead of other nations in making military use of 

space, and relies much more than others do on the contribution of space assets to 

military operations (e.g., communication, navigation, timing, sensors, and 

precision guidance using GPS). Space assets are well suited to a globally 

dispersed force such as ours. Opponents are unlikely to match these capabilities, 

but antisatelJite threats will probably mandate innovations in our hardware or 

practices. 

4. Training, This is a US superiority that we acquired at great cost after the Vietnam 

War. It manifests itself across many forms of warfighting, seems to draw to some 

extent on conducive US cultural U'aits, and is embodied in assets like the 

instrumented ranges at Nelhs AFB and the Army' s National Training Center. An 

important issue is the extent to which our practices cou]d be effectively imitated 

by opponents who observe their effectiveness. 

5. Unmanned Systems. For reasons mentioned earlier, this appears to be both a very 

promising area for military innovation in general, and one particularly suited to 

US concerns with protecting our own personnel, the benefits of enhanced ISR, and 

the need to operate in a wide range of environments. While it appears that 

unmanned systems will be important, it is difficult to foresee how exactly they will 
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be employed. Therefore a. useful hedging strategy is to develop a broad-based 

competence in this area so that the nation can adapt quickly as new technologies 

and operational concepts emerge. Experimental units incorporating such systems , 

could test and refine new concepts and capabilities in the field. 

IV. Implementation 

A. Activities outside the portfolio. The "portfolio" approach just described is not a 

comprehensive prescription for our forces and budgeting. We want to sustain and 

exploit our advantages, but we will need to perform some missions even where we 

face disadvantages. 

, Indeed our dominance in conventional warfare and power projection will cause 

some of our most detennined opponents to focus their efforts not on denying 

access to our projection forces or developing large scale projection forces of their 

own, but on short cuts that they think can circumvent our superiority: covert 

terrorist or missile attacks, perhaps using nuclear or biological weapons. While a 

continuing US superiority in power projection is a critical means by which these 

threats may be dissuaded, deterr~d, or preempted, there is no doubt that measures 

for the direct defense of US territory (including missile defense) will be a major 

claimant on resources. 

• Similarly, the example of Iraq reminds us that power projection for regime change 

creates a requirement for post-war "constabulary" forces. While such capabilities 

would probably not fit into the portfolio described here, DOD managers must 

certainly consider how the requirement can be met-whether by specialized 

forces, contributions of allies, or other approaches. 

B. Development of Analytic Concepts, Measures, and Expertise. Implementing an 

advantage-based approach to strategic planning within DOD will require new analytic 

techniques and people trained to use them. This is likely to be a multi-year effort, 

perhaps on a scale similar to that associated with the rise of PPBS in the 1960s. 

Appropriate steps include a program of research at think tanks, war colleges, and 
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other institutions to develop a literature, set of practices, and trained practitioners; and 

changes to the curricula and faculty at the war colleges, Naval Postgraduate School, 

and elsewhere to emphasize this new approach to defense strategic planning. As new 

concepts develop and expertise grows, we wiJl need to apply these to existing 

practices within DOD, that is, alter the planning guidance to reflect the emphasis on 

developing and maintaining areas of advantage rather than focusing on threats; focus 

the acquisition process on longer-term capabilities; and alter force sizing analysis and 

force selection processes to incorporate the new emphasis on developing strong 

positions in the areas identified in the portfolio. An advantage-based strategy should 

also inform changes in intelligence collection priorities, indicators and warnings, and 

other intelligence conununity products. 

C. Determining Areas to Include in the Portfolio. Selecting areas of military 

competition to be included in the portfolio will not be easy. As a start, OSD might 

convene a study effort, together with senior officers from the military services, to 

identify those areas that seem to be most centrally related to our ability to retain the 

favorable position we have today. At the same time, top defense managers and senior 

officers ought to be considering new or emerging areas that will be important in future 

warfare. Here study w.ill need to be complemented by a robust experimentation 

program, in which new technologies and concepts can be honestly explored and 

evaluated. 

D. Experimentation. Jnnovative approaches to gaining or extending US advantages 

will need to be refined and tested before their role and merit will be clear. This 

requires field experimentation, including experimental military units that would adapt 

emerging technologies, field new systems, develop new operational concepts and 

methods of organizing, and engage in training exercises against existing forces and 

opposing forces that carefully study the culture and tactics of potential adversaries. 

Special efforts should be made to exploit the "natural experiments" that occur when 

US forces improvise and innovate in wartime, so that advantageous methods are 

incorporated into subsequent training and operational plans. 
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E. Focus more DoD attention on Asia. It wollld be useful to develop a broad base of 

military personnel well schooled in Asia, especially officers who understand the 

culture and history, speak the language, and have lived in and interacted with the 

people of Asian countries. In addition, cuniculum changes in the war colleges and in 

training programs could improve understanding of Asia. The creation of additional 

military command infrastructure within Asia would allow more officers to serve there 

and experience the size and distances of the Asian region. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Shultz Paper 

Mr. President, 

June 23, 2003 

In case you haven't seen this speech by George Shultz late last month, I thought 

you might like to have a copy. It is excellent. 

Very respectfully. 

Attach. 
Shultz, George P. "The Work Qn Diplomacy.'• given al the dedi1.;alion of lhe George P. Shulti 

National Foreign Affairs Training Cellter Dedication Ceremony May 29. 2003. 
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THE WORK OF DIPLOMACY 

George P. Shultz 

(,. 

V 
The George P. Shultz National Foreign Affairs Training Center 

Dedication. Ceremony 

Arlington, Virginia 
May29,2002 

Mr. Secretary, friends of the Department of State and Foreign Service: Today's 

ceremony, which links my name to this Institute and to the Foreign StrVice, is an honor 

beyond anything I ever imagined. I talc~ it as a profound compliment not only from the 

wonderful colleagues with whom I served in the State Dcpartni.ent, but also from that 

long line of strong and ere a ti ve men and women who have served our country's 

diplomacy across the generations. I am humbly grateful for the tribute you offer me 

today. 

I came into office as Se~etary of State with a war going on in the Middle East 

and a bigger war - the Cold War - keeping the world in turmoil and keeping me busy to 

an extent I could hardly have imagioed. 

When I answered President Ronald Reagan's calJ to service, I also brought to the 

job a way of thinking developed from years of experience in government. business, and 

universities. I knew I would be dealing with many crises on a day-to-day basis a.nd that 

for American foreign policy to succeed over tun~, I would have to pay attention to long-
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tenn issue&. But my experience also taught me that to succeed in these efforts, I would 

need the help and support of the people who were devoting their cueers to the 

understanding and conduct of diplomacy. So I would try to strengthen the institution, to 

make the best use of its people; to pay attention to their careers and their aspirations to 

serve their country. I wanted to leave the Department of State and the Foreign Service in 

better shape than I found them. 

In the process, I learned a few things. The Foreign Service is the custodian of our 

country's diplomatic experience in the world: not theories or abstractions but actual 

experi.enee. Recognizing the importance of experience. I de~ided, as Secretary of State. 

to pull together a collection ofboolc.s about American diplomacy. That collection is still 

up there in Colin Powell's office. (And I know from my tenure in that office that he 

doesn't ban time to read those books.) The Foreign Service Institute should be the 

center for such works that record our nation's diplomatic experience; ideas written down 

that get into people's heads and can make a practical differei.1ce. 

Tbe conduct of diplomacy requires a cJear understanding of what is happening 

and the ability to make a clear record of it and repon it honestly and in depth. This may 

seem obvious and easy. It is not: it requires exceptional intellectual skills and qualities of 

character and discipline. As former Senator Daniel Patrick Mcynihan describes, "The 

true diplomatist (is] aware of how much subsequently depends on what clearly can be 

established to have taken place. If it seems simple in the archives, tty it in the 

maelstrom." 
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Fast~moving media coverage, impressive though it may often be, is almost 

inevitably focused on the newswonhy. The United States must conduct diplomacy on a 

global scale, clearly dependent on careful reporting from posts around the world and 

interpretations by people on the ground who speak tbe language and understand cultural 

nuances. And, of course, results of discussions need to be written down immediately. 

Memories ere all too often faulty or self-serving. 

r. 4 

So we need to encourage careful record-keeping and teach and nurture that skill in 

the foreign service, This is no mere technical matter; in these times it takes courage, and 

issues of national interest may be at stake. Even in my time, if a cable came in from an 

ambassador with a highly critical or sensitive set of obse:tVations about the country where 

the ambassador was stationed, the existence of this cable would often become the subject 

of rumor. Relentless demands for that cable would almost inevitably follow. I fought 

those pressures because the release of such a cable would mean, of course, tbat the 

ambassador's role would be diminished. sometimes even ended. Nonetheless, the 

pulling-and-hauling has an impact. Candor in the cables inevitably suffers. Reliance on 

telephone diplomacy increases, with all its imprecision, vulnerability to 

misunderstandi11g, and loss to the vita.I diplomatic record. 

More broadly in our society, whether in business or government, there is now a 

widespread and conscious reluctance to create records - and a disposition to destroy them 

if made. What I worry a bout is our ability to conduct our affairs with precision and to 
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portray history accurately if such records are not at hand and the statesman tries to rely on 

his or her own memory, which invariably is flawed in significant ways. A living history 

requires tools of remembrance. Moreover, so much of what we do today depends upon 

ow- understanding of the past Each generation creates the record of the past for 

succeeding generations. Ifwe lose that past, we are also going to lose an important key 

to the future. So, members of the Foreign Service, keep records. 

The ability to comprehend other cultures must be central to our diplomacy. This 

is an area of comparative advantage for the Foreign Service. Even in this age of 

globalizing influences, we are finding that traditional cultures not only continue to exist 

but in many places are gaining greater influence. Sometimes they serve a useful role as 

ballast in the rough weather of globalization. At other times, they are used - sometimes 

badly misused - in the interests of some cause or grievance. I do not need to tell you that 

those who speak the local language have a greater sensitivity to cultural variations, a 

greater abi1ity to comprehend mood and nuance, and a heightened capacity to convey 

those realities back to Washington. So the Foreign Service lnstitute's world-class 

capacity to teach language skills must be nourished and used. 

We also know that language study is not enough. The field of area studies, once 

regarded as essential but later disparaged, needs to be given new life. When I was a dean 

at the University of Chicago, I developed a strong point of view about the value of 

experience. Yes, experience is a great teacher. Formal education should develop the 

ability to learn from that experience. We all h.ave seen instances where four or five 
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people share an experience but only one or two of them learn much from it. For the 

others, that experience might as well never have ~ppened. A key objective for tbe 

Foreign Service Institute is to provide our people witb the language, analytical, and area 

skills they need in order to be the ones best able to learn from their experiences out there 

in the world. 

America's need for a seasoned Foreign Service and the intelligent managemeot of 

Foreign Service careers are inextricably bound together. Half of tbe career service will 

retire in the next six years. State and other departments-with the exception of'the 

Department of Defense - have never handled the problem of intake well. Secretary 

Powell tells me that applications for the Foreign Service - including lots of strong 

minority candidates - are two to three times what they were in recent years, so here's a 

chance to get it right. Good training is essential - at the beginning and throughout a 

productive career. The Foreign Service Institute provides a real advantage, as a place 

where careers can be developed, enhanced through training, and provided with 

substantive depth. Theo tb.ere is career structure, particularly the lengtb. of the Foreisc. 

Service career. We need to preserve access to senior positions, so that our finest people 

do not resign or retire to start their next careers just when they are coming into the peak 

years ofperfonnance at the top of the Service. 

Careers in the Foreign Service have their risks. You ca.n get shot at On opposite 

walls of the entry hall to the Main State Building are two lists of names of officers killed 

in the line of duty, covering the years 1780 to 2002. We lost 209 officers. In the first 
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187 years of our history, we lost 83 officers. In the most recent 3 S years1 we have lost 

126. The losses per year now are almost nine times as great as in earlier times. 

All too many of those casualties were the result of acts of terror, a reality tbat 

today confronts us in more urgent terms and in greater magnitude than ever before. I 

want to say a few words about this acute problem, one on which I worked bard and 

endured the frustrations and agonies that come with death and destruction. I remember 

so well flying back from Pakistan on August 21, 198 8, with the remains of a talented and 

beloved Foreign Service Officer, Ambassador Amie Raphel. That was a sad and moving 

day. 

The tragedy of September 11 was a riveting wake-up call for the people of 

America. Stunned and horrified, we saw in a flash our vulnerability. As we reacted, we 

also saw our strengths and we experienced a renewal of patriotism and national pride. 

We deepened our realization of how closely intertwined our fortunes are with 

developments elsewhere, sometimes far away culrurally as well as geographically. 

That attack was also a transfonning event here and in many places throughout the 

world in attitudes toward terrorism. For decades, terrorism has been all too frequent, 

mostly in the Middle East, but also in Europe and Asia, often aimed at Americans. We 

saw our share ofit in the 1980s, when I was in office. The pace picked up in the 1990s, 

by wbich time the capabilities and intentions of Osama bin Laden and his Al·Qaida 

network were well known. I said in 1984, "We caMot allow ourselves to become the 
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Hamlet of nations, worrying endlessly over whether and how to respond." But for 

whatever reasons, we did not respond effectively during these past two decades. Face it: 

the lack of effective response encourages terrorism, not the other way around. 

But now, opinion bas changed. When, in that same 1984 speech, following 

terrorist attacks on our embassy and an the Marioe bi:ITTacks in Beirut and the mA effort 

to blow up Margaret Thatcher in Brighton, I called for "active prevention, preemption, 

and retaliation," and said we "must be willing to use military forcei" I wns disowned aod 

dismissed by official Washington and on leading edito1ial pages. (After I had a chance to 

go over my thinking carefully with President Reagan, he said he agreed with me.) 

By contrast, we all cheered - I at the top of my voite - when Secretary of Defense 

Don Rumsfrld said on the Jim Lehrer NewsHour on February 4 of this year: 

If you think about it, we have no choice. A terrorist can attack at any time 

at any place using a range of techniques. It is physically impossible to defend at 

every time in every location against every conceivable technique of terrorism, 

Therefore, if your goal is to stop it, you cannot stop it by defense. You can only 

stop it by taking the battle to the terrorists, where they are and going after them., .. 

When it's something like smallpox or anthrax or a chemical weapon or the 

radiation weapon ork111ing thousands of people at the World Trade [Center], then 

you say to yourself, ••wen, if we can't stop terrorists at every location of every 

technique at every moment of the day or night, what must we do - just sit here 

and take the blows like the World Trade [Center], take the blows that biological 
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weapons would pose to us?" The answer is "No." You have a responsibility to 

defend your country. Everyone in the world knows-even the UN Charter 

provides for- the right of self-defense. And the only self-defense, the only 

effective way to defend, is to take the battle to where the terrorists are. They are 

planning1 they are plotting, they have trained thousands of terrorists very well, 

and we have no choice but to find those people and root them out, as the president 

said, and stop them from doing what they're doing and stop countries from 

harboring chem. 

So preemption with military force is now an operative idea, Wlth wide support. 

That is essential. But continuing threats are all too real, so we must not flag or be 

distracted in our efforts co end the me of this terrible and unacceptable weapon: 

terrorism. 

President Bush has given us the concepts we need. This is a war, not a matter of 

law enforcement. St.ates that support terror are as guilty as the terrorists. They are in the 

crosshairs, and the principle of state accountability is being established. Our goal is not 

primarily to punish and retaliate but to pre vent acts of terror through intelligence that 

enables us to preempt a11d ultimately to eliminate the source. These are big and far

reaching ideas that must be kept front and center: this 1s a war; states must be held 

accountable. We are callillg on states to step up to their internal responsibilities to end 

any terrorist presence, while saying also that we reserve, within the framework of our 

right to self-defense, the right to preempt terrorist threats within a state's borders. Not 
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just hot pursuit: hot preemption. The juxtaposition of these ideas calls for sophisticated 

diplomacy, clear intelligence, and the \I.rill to act with the courage of our convictions. 

This war is of worldwide dimensions and must be fought on many fronts. I will 

identify six of them. 

First, we have the front of the hinterlands, those places arowid the world where 

states have failed or where no state authority reaches. In these places, terrorists find 

sanctuary where they can train and plan and can emerge to strike again. Afghanistan was 

the main such area, but it's not the only place. You can name them as well as I. and you 

need more than the fingers on your t\VO hands. We have conducted a brilliant campaign 

on the Afghanistan front. Afghanistan cannot now serve as a terrorist refuge and staging 

area. But an enonnous task remains to be completed there. The fires still bum. A state 

must be built from the ground up and attain the legitimacy and authority to prevent the 

country from sliding back into terrorist hands. 

Another front is in Europe and. to a degree, in our O\Vl'l country. In the libera1, 

open, welcoming democracies of the West, terrorists have been able to establish 

themselves, move about easily1 communicate and develop their plans with little 

interference from the authorities, particularly in many European countries. The terrorists 

know that they can enjoy and employ the freedoms offered by the democratic West to 

plan the destruction of our liberal institutions and societies. This, too, is a matter of 

making the state -the democratic state- effective and accountable. We in the 
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democratic West have to get ourselves in order. We must enhance and better coordinate 

our investigative capabilities. We must change our mind-set. Our task is to prevent 

criminal acts, not just catch and punish after the damage is done. Through intensive 

intelligence-sharing and cooperative police work, the war on this front can and must be 

fought effectively- and within the framework of protective civil rights and proper 

judicial procedures. 

Another front that needs our attention is that of the regimes of Arab and Islamic 

countries. Over the years1 in the knowledge that rnanyoftbe terrorists seek their 

overthrow above all else, these regimes have, each in its own way, made 1heir deals with 

the terrorists. They have paid them off, propagandized them to focus on external 

enemies, or sought to use them to build up the religious legitimacy of those regimes. 

They have created a monster. They may have bought some time for themselves, but they 

are sealing their own doom if they keep on this path. Since September 11, some of them 

have come to their senses. These regimes have to take responsibility as states and they 

must be held accountable. They have to stop playing the double game. They should be 

encouraged and supported if they work seriously to put their states and societies on the 

right track. But 1 have to say, when money is collected to reward the families of suicide 

bombers, that is suppon for terrorism. There is no other way to describe it. 

We must also look at the front where terrorists are pusl:iing out to radicalize 

countries that previously had escaped the terrorist scourge. Most pro1ninent and crucial 

here is Indonesia, where Jihadists have in the last several years become more visible. 
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active, and intimidating to the population. In the southern islands of the Philippines, 

terrorists have become more daring and outrageous in their hostag&-talcing and murders 

year by year. In Singapore, the discovery of a sophisticated Al-Qaida network shocked 

everyone, because we consider Singapore to be one of the most tightly run states in the 

world. Jib.a.dist terrorism no doubt has plans for the new countries of central Asia, and for 

China as well. 

Kashmir presents compelling issues, especially since nuclear weapons lurk in tbe 

background. The outline of a potential settlement is much easier to identify than is the 

process by which to get there. As elsewhere, the starting point is to hit hard against 

terrorism as the method of influencing policy on any side of the problem. 

And now we come to the front of the Israelis and Palestiniaos1 who confront each 

other violently and whose conflict captures attention virtually throughout the world. We 

can see that terrorist extremists have gotten their hands aroWld the throat of the 

Palestinian movement. Those hands need to be wrenched away so that people with 

detennined but constructive attitudes can emerge to take over leadership in a restruerured 

Palestinian Authority. Strength and diplomacy must go hand in hand: fight tenorism 

relentlessly even as negotiations for peace get started again. We now have some 

developments to work withi but nothing comes easily. 
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I offer three thoughts. 

First, in Negotiation 101, we teach a negotiator to study his opposition. You want 

counterparts capable of taking "yes" for an answer and of delivering on tough 

commitments. Saudi Arabia bas led Arab states into an initiative on behalf of the 

Palestiniru.1.s. For the first time since King Hussein bowed out in 1988, states on the Arab 

side are involved. So I welcome the President's and the Secretary's effort to move tbis 

initiative forward and bring this potentially imponant measure of state-based competence 

to the negotiating table. Realists recognize th.at progress will only come with emerging 

experience of commitment& that are not only made but~- Whatever the vision of a 

final settlement, that vision will come into being through a step·by·stcp process. 

Second, declare a commitment to an eventual Palestinian state up front But 

make clear that a proclamation does not create a functioning state. Patterns of 

government must be created and the legitimacy of leaders established so that properly 

made sovereign decisions are effective, and means of accountability for policy decisions 

and for handling funds are instituted. If a Palestinian state were to be established without 

a far-reaching reform of the present Palestinian Authority~ it would be a failed state at 

birth. And just as a Palestinian state can hardly even begin to function effectively wh~re 

citizens cannot move about from one urban center to another, so the state of Israel cannot 

agree to anything other than its own secure, defensible, and internationally recognized 

borders. 
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Third, realize that transfonnation in tb.is tmy area is a necessity. Palestinians and 

others in the region now lead miserable lives without the light of hope for a better future. 

Israelis continue to live within the kthal environment of a hostile neighborhood. A major 

effort is imperative to improve the quality oflife in the region: security, water, education, 

health, the opportunity to create the jobs on which sta11dards of living depend. Help in 

the fonn of private as well a public initiatives is criticaUy needed. So there is lots of 

work ro do. 

Finally there is the most important problem of all - what is in the minds of the 

world's people. There are still those who profess not to know the difference between a 

terrorist and a freedom fighter. The difference is c:leai-. The definition of terrorism is 

simple and unmistakable. Terrorists use random violence on as large a scale as possible 

against civilian populations to make their points or get their way. Anyone who claims to 

be confused at this point in histoxy will have to face up to being known as an apologist 

for terrorism. 

We have a war to win. Every tool available must be used aggressively. The 

message of the Great Seal of our Republic is front and center once more. The eagle faces 

the olive branches to show that the United States always seeks peace, but holds onto the 

mows to show that the United States understands that, ifwe are to be effective in 

seeking peace, we must be strong. The message comes from the earliest days of our 

Republic: strength and diplomacy go together. 
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The end of World War II brought a compelling opportunity to put in place a new 

vision of how the world would work. Looking back at the remarkably creative response 

to that opportunity, we see Foreign Service officers - George Kennan, Chip Bohlen. Foy 

Kobler, and others, notably Paul Nitze - as well as the soldier-statesman of that time, 

George C. Marshall, developing the ideas and the institutions that shaped the way one 

American generation after another engaged the world during the dangerous Cold War 

years. Once again, ,.\;th the huge changes in world affairs since those days, punctuated 

by the 1rauma of September 11 and the shifts in amrude toward state accountability and 

rights to preemption, the times demand a new burst of creativity and sustained efforts to 

achieve needed transfonnation. Now the balJ is in the hands of a new generation of 

Foreign Ser\'ice Officers, under Colin Powell. todayts distinguished soldier•statesman, 

able to work with a president, George W. B11sh, who is decisive. bold, and resolute. 

SQ I salute the members of the Fore~gn Service and this center for learning the 

practice of diplomacy. We are lucky that you and your leaders are strong, experienced, 

and wise. You have lots of work to do. 

Let me conclude with a story from my time in office. When an ambassador bad 

made it through the hurdles of nomination and cocfinnation, I invited him or her to my 

office and said, "Before you can leave, you bave one more test. Go over to that globe 

a11d show me that you can identify your country." Without exception, the ambassador-to

be spun the globe and located the countzy to which be would be posted. 
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One day, the late Mike Mansfield, already many years our ambassador to Japan 

and an old friend from my previous rimes in the cabinet. came in for a visit just before he 

was to return to Tokyo. I told him about my little rest and said. ''Mike, how about you?" 

He and I laughed, and be went to the globe. Mike put his band on the United States and 

said, ''Here's my country." 

ln this setting dedicated to representationi always remember Mike's words. Be 

proud to be a citizen, let alone a representative, of the greatest counby ever, the United 

States of America. 
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Snewftake 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 171\. 
SUBJECT: Language in POTUS Speeches 

July 1, 2003 

I noticed in the draft of the President's speech, it suggests there is a "guerilla war" 
going on in Iraq. My recommendation is that we not use that word or the word 
"resistance.'' 

It seems to me we should use phrases that characterize what is happening in Iraq 
as a combination of: 

(1) Looters who take advantage of the situation, 

(2) criminals who were released from Saddam Hussein's jails before we 
arrived, 

(3) the reITU1ants of the Baath Party and the Fedayeen Saddam, 

( 4) terrorists from other countries-Syria, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen, etc. (we 
are finding individuals who came in to help Saddam Hussein and to 
oppose the coalition), and 

(5) those influenced by Iran to try to disrupt what the Coalition is doing in the 
country. 

We ought notto give those opposing the Coalition the benefit of a phrase like an 
"organized resistance," which has a certain favorable connotation from the French 
and Norwegian resistance in World War II. We ought not to call them an 
"underground," which has a favorable connotation from the countries occupied by 
the Germans in World War II. We ought not to call it a "guerilla war," which 
conjures up Vietnam and an organized resistance that was to some extent 
nationalistic. 

DHR:dh 
1)63003-77 
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July 8, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeldq I, ~--pi{ 
SUBJECT: Report on Iraq 

John Hamre, the Deputy Secretary of Defense who served in the last 

administration, is now running the Center for Strategic and International Studies in 

Washington. CSIS and the Association of the U.S. Army conducted a two-year 

study on post-conflict reconstruction. Their study was generic, but I requested that 

they visit Iraq and apply the knowledge they gained in their study to Iraq. The 

attached is a preliminary report on their recent visit to Iraq. 

While it is critical in some important respects, I feel they did an excellent job, and 

it struck me that it would be worth your time to read it. 

Needless to say, we will be acting on many of their recommendations. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
July 3, 2003 John Hamre memo and report re: "Preliminary Observations Based on My Recent 

Visit to Baghdad" 

OHR:dh 
070803-3 
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81ose lldd 
CENTER FOR STRATEGIC & INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 

1800 K Street .. N. W. 

DATE: July 3, 2003 

Washington, DC 20006 
Telepbo~(b)(6} 

Fax: I -------
FAX COVER SHEET -

TO: Lsuren Haber 

ItAX: r·1,s1 
PHONE: 

FROM: John Humre 

NUMBER OF PAGES: lQ (including cover page) 

Mf:SSAGE 

CONli'lDENTJAL MEMO TO UNDERSECRETARY FF.ITH VlA LAUR.EN HABF.R 

Lauren, 

Attached is Dr. t-famre':; Memo to Amb. Brcnunc:r and Undersecretary Feith. Dr. Hamre; a~kcd me 
lo infann you that besides the copy sent lo Amb Bremmer, these are Lhe only two copies of this 
document that exist. He hss instructed m~ 10 destroy this copy on my end as soon as it is sent. 
Plem;e conlact n1c al the number listed below when you rcccivi: this. Thank11. 

Sincerely, 

---=----......... ,,.---t;-..- J . ~ ;-7-
Francis J. DuFra)'T)e/ 
Adminislrntivc Assistant 
Office of lhc: President 
Center for Strntegic and International Studies 
1800 K Street, NW 
Suile 400 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

l'b)(6) 

fdufraync@csis,org Gleee Helel 
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Gle9e I lelel 

CONFlDENTlAL MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY Of DEFENSE AND 
THf ADMINISTRATOR, COAUTJON PROVISIONAL AUTHORlTY 

From: 

Subject: Preliminary observations based on my recent visit to Baghdad 

At your invitation., my colkag:ucs and J visited the Coctlirion ProvisionaJ Authority 
in Baghdad. My collcn):';uCs remain in Iraq. I run t.e.king this opportunity to relay 
provisional observations based on our cx,ensive conv~rsations in Baghdad. My 
colleagues arc continuing their interviews in outlying cities, tharu:s to the support of the 
CPA. Wh~n they return, we will prep.are a fin.al report and submit it to you. 

Before [ b.:gin, let me thank th~ CPA for the superb i::upport we received during 
our st.ay. Administrator Bremer invited me into his morning conference meetings and 
instructed :'11 senior representatives to suppon our visit. We were given unfettered access 
to individuals and offices. During my follJ' dlys, ! personally interviewed over 80 
individuals. 

TI\is preliminary report is intended only for your use. 1 have attached a second 
r~port that cont'1ins the point~ that I would make publicly, if you i.lulhorizc me to offer 
public remarks. A~ we indicated at the time you invited us to make the trip, we consider 
ourselves as infom1al consultMts to you. We will 11i.1ke no public repon unless you 
authori1.e it. 

Key Findings 

We ca.nnol fail in our mission to rebuild a free and democratic Iraq. But our 
success is not guaranteed. The CPA under Ambassador Bremer is making astounding 
progress. But the security :,ituation i~ difficult and getting mor~ ::;o. 

Tbe CPA is confronting a much more difficult problem than o. trtiditional post
conflict re~om,lru:ction challenge. Iraq is al~o ii completely failed economy. Tlie CPI\. is 
conrronting the equivalent of both n defeated Gennany in I 945 and a failed Soviet Un.ion 
in 1989. 

The active sabotage of SaddQin loyalists is amplified by the fragile infrastructure 
oflraq. A well-placed attack can creak consequences felt throughout the city or even the 
councry. 

The CPA facc!i three inter-related problems thut have to be solved together
sccurity, electricity and petrolemn production. These three are inextricably tied. The: 

-Gfe9e Melfl 
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lack of security is permitting Saddam loyalists and criminal elements to plunder both the 
electric system and the petroleum industry. lnterrupted electric service undermines pubJic 
confidence in the competence of the CPA. and interrupts petroleum production. 
und~rcuttjng the revenue base that will be required to rebuild Iraq. In short, if the 
security situation is not fixed, the entire rebuilding process will fail. The electric grid and 
the petroleum industry are already failure-prone. So the danger posed by active hostile 
elements is amplified. 

The CPA is making astounding progress, but it lacks the forces. the money and 
the flexibility to do the job. The next 6 months are crucial. 

Security Forces. There are not enough composite security forces to stop 
the plWldering and sabotage of the country. America cannot solve this problem. 
Ultimately, Iraqis have to take responsibiJity for stopping the plundering and the 
sabotage. But they are not likely to have the competence to do that in the near 
lenn. Therefore, security must be the central focus of American efforts. (Sec 
"Security Forces" below.) 

Money. The CPA is budgeting to the resources available. which is 
cum.mtly $S.9 billion. I was impressed to seen solid, if somewhat rudimentary, 
bud&eting process in place. But those resources are inadequate for the challenges 
at hand, and there are irerious inefficiencies imposed by the restrictions imposed 
on the CPA. (See "Money" below.) 

Flexibility. The CPA is badly handicapped by a "business a., usual" 
approach to the mechanics of government, such as getting permission to spend 
moocy or enter into contracts. You cannot underestimate the difficulties this is 
posing to the CPA and the reconstruction efforts. (See "Flexibility" below.) 

We appreciate the enonnous dilnculty of creating a viable Jong-term politics.I 
governance: process for Iraq. We believe the process outlined by Ambassador Bremer is 
sound. The Ir~qis are not at all ready for a complex process like that required to draft a 
consiitutfon and elect a govemme11l. But tbe demand for quickly getting Iraqis invested 
in the political transfonnation of Iraq places a high priority on the governance council. 
While .security is the pre-eminent challenge facing the CPA, governance can'L lag 
because it becomes the key to getting Iraqis invested in rebuilding their own country, 
including long-tenn security. (See ·'Governance Issues" below.) 

The CPA is building democracy from the top down, while JTF7 is building 
democracy from the bottom up. These are not sufficiently coordinated. While relations 
between Administrator Bremer and JTF Comn'landcr Sanchez arc excellent, there is 
significa.o.t friction at lower levels. Co-locating J'ff7 with the CPA is an excellent step, 
but there are a few additional steps that should be taken. (Sec ··civilian-Military 
Relations" below.) 
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Finally, Lhe energy and enthusiasm in the CPA is remarki:lble. The sense of 
mission, dedication and destiny among the CPA staff is great. A.<-. I said, the progress has 
been nothing short of remarkable. But there arc areas that could be improved (see 
''Admi11i5traLive Improvemenu·· below.) 

Security Forces 

When Saddam loyalists choose to attack U.S. forces~ they lose. So they are 
developing other tactics. They continue to talce opportunistic shots at mHitary forces. 
But it now appears they are organizing their attacks against critical infrastructure and 
civilians. We have adequale forces to engage the enemy if they engage us. But the 
country lacks the security forces to protect critical infrastructure and critical civiUan 
suppon elements. 

T lhink it would be a mistake just to throw in U.S. military forces, though 
somewhat more capability is probably needed. We need a much more comprehensive 
solution. There are foW' broad categories of security resources: 

• Iraqi Forces. I saw the new Iraqi MP forces, ilnd I am told that they are weJJ 
received in Iraqi neighborhoods. You are h.alf~way to your goal of recruiting 
60,000. Iraq probably needs many more than that given the continuing 
plundering and sabotage asalnst fixed targets, but that requires more money to 
resource a huger force than you currently have. Wiilt Slocombe has a good 
plan for the new Iraqi mmy. But this is 18~24 months off and doesn't address 
your ncaNenn secwity woes. There arc indications thar the working 
relationship between the Iraqi police force and U.S. military forces needs 
attention. 

• Coalition Contributions. This wi1l help, but on a confidential, oft the record 
basis, no one there felt it would help much. Indeed, the main worry I heard 
was that the Saddam loyalists are likely to attack coalition military forces 
early to test their will and sow disscntion internationally. Several iu the 
military felt we would have to divert some of our forces for force protection 
for the new coalition forces. It is still very valuable to cite coalition 
contributions, but their actual military capabiHties arc being que~tioncd. 

• Conttact Security Forces. I think you eould n1.pidly expand security by 
penniuing contracted security forces at point locations. I was told that this is 
proceediag on an w1even basis. U.S. military authorities understandably don't 
want to see private militins throughout the country. But this can be 
normalized if there is a policy on standardized uniforms and identifieatior1. 
This is your fastest woy to expand security for low-risk installations. 

• U.S. MiHtnry. Frankly, I w.is worried to see the fatigue in our forces. They 
nre vety tired. l'he enthu:iiasm one sees in the CPA personnel is contrasted 
with the fatigue l saw in the military. You need to seriously address rotation 
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policy and R&R policy quickly, but I didn't get into this adequately lo offer 
any suggestions. 

I understand your reticence to atld more forces to the theater. There 
are political clements in Washingcon who want to jump on that to score 
political points. If! am a<iked about this, I will say that l think we need to 
sustain our present force levels, and that we need to put first priority on 
expanding Iraqi forces, coalition conlribLitions and contract forces for fixed 
low-risk installations. But I honestly believe we need to bring in more forces. 
You don't have enough force:i to undertake patrols today and support the 
high-value missions that the CP /\. needs to undertake, plus defend fixed 
installations. For th!! next six months the most reliable source of augmented 
security will bt US forces. The next 6-9 months are crucial. 

T think you can make the case that you don't need more "victory 
forces" (VFOR), but the victory phase and the st.abilization phase have 
overlapped b1:cause of the continuing o.ctivities of Saddam loyalists. 1 would 
argue th.at while you sustain the VFOR force during mop-up operations, yoll 
could bring in the "stabilization force" (SFOR) now for areas in the north and 
south that are ready for it while you concentrate your VFOR forces for the 
central hot zone. 

Again, I 'Nill avoid saying any of this publicly, but I ru;k you to 
seriously con.sider finding additional troops to help over the next 6-9 months. 

I was surprised to find a budget proce-s~ in place. It is rudimentary. but it is an 
incredible accomplishment this early in such a complex environment. The budget, 
however, is a cash-flow analysis, .ind major clements are not included. (For example, 
your electricity ministry is going lo rccorrunend <.1.n investment of $1.5 billion/year for 
four years just for power geqcration, and an additional $500 million/year for transmission 
upgrades. None of that is included in yollr budget.) The petroleum revenue asswnptions 
arc relatively conservative, but that is wise given the continuing Qttacks on the 
infrastructure. Frankly, if the security problems persist for the ne-,.:t 6~9 months, those 
revet'lue numbers will look optimistic . 

.Privately most of your advisers believe you will run out of money in 9-12 months. 
You need to look into this now, because you still have lime to get the nwnbcrs righ.t while 
the Congres1' is working on the FY04 approprintio1,s. If you wait until next year, it will 
be harder to get a supplemental next spring/summer when the election season is 
underway, so I would try to get it uppropriated this fall. 

Flexibility 
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I wa.,i; astounded to hear the constraints your lower lev"cl folks live with to get 
money and contracts. lt is taking up to 10 days for 0MB to approve flllld requests after 
you appr0\1¢ them. They are a.,i;king for a level of detail which, frankly. I think is 
indefensible. The greatest constraint you have is on so-called "vested" funds. This is 
sufficiently debilitating to be worth taking to the Pre5ident. I would especially establish 
the prcc;edcn\ now, since 0MB is likely t<i hound your folks even more on any 
appropriated funds, and you will need more appropriated funds next year. So I would 
take this opportunity to get 0MB off yol.ll back now when the White Hou.'ie knows that 
we have problems in Iraq and need to give the CPA Administrator all the flexibility he 
needs. 

Another area Qf limitation is in the area of contracts. I beard more CQmplaint~ 
about contracting than anything. Amba.~sador Bremer told me that there is now an Anny 
contracting office in theater. Maybe this. has not yet been felt by !ower-levcl CPA offices 
yet,. but contracting has been a s.it,rnificant problem to date. I spoke with company 
tepre:Scntatives whQ indicated that their headquarters were planning lo pull them out of 
theater if contracts ~ not lt:t soon. Right now each of your ministries i.s doing its own 
rhing. This amplifies the chance for error in addition to the obvious ineHiciencies it 
presents. You will have helter control and responsiveness with in-theater capabilities. T 
would check to see how well this i~ working and whether the Army contracting office is 
meeting your needs. 

I•or bnth of th~c. you arc living with the mechanics of government that proceed 
under a ··b1Jsiness as usual" approach. This isn't adequate for the urg~ncy of the 
situation. 

Governance bs11es 

As I $aid nbovc, our team has studied many models for lhc govemanee quostion 
that is always at 1hc bean of any post-conflict reconstruction challenge. We think your 
fonnula. for putting first priority on creating a near-term governance council with a follow 
on constitutional process as right for the circumstances. 

While our team will have more to say on this, one thing we would recommend 
with our governance council is that you find a way to get provincial representatives to 
p.irticipote as observers. I know that you are already having great cbaHcnges lo recruit 
the governance council, but after you get that set, we think getting regional 
representatives earJy will help with the top-down, bottom up disconnect noted below. 

1 suspect that this will be an area where we will have more to say when the team 
returns. 

Civilian-Military Relations 

It was a very good decision to co-locale JTF-7 with CPA Administrator Bremer 
and L TG Sanchez clearly have a good wurking relationship. But there are still 
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considerable tensions. Many are the lingering problems created when ORHA was first 
set up DJJd efi'ectivc]y subordinated to Ccntcom land forces at Camp Doha. But that is 
getting bc::Ucr. 

The real problem is that the reality of post-conflict reconstruction on the ground is 
different from the policy fonnulation at the top. CPA is too faT removed from the 
chnllengt,S on the g.round to be able to address all those questions when they come up, 
aod lhe military feels it understands the problems better than CPA civilians. 

l believe Ambassador Bremer ha.~ sent in a request to get CPA civilians assigned 
to the field, effectively as political advisers (POLADs). But I understand that this request 
i~ hung up on Wrangling over personnel levels. The disconnect belwcon field and 
headquarters i~ real, and seriolL~. It is diverting too much of preeious management time 
and talent sorting out probltms after the fact. A modest investment in POLA.Ds in the 
field would help CPA make more rensoned policy decisions, and heJp the Inilitaty 
understand the reason for and direction of CPA policy choices. 

Adminisrrative Improvemcnt5 

You have recruiled a remarkable group of individuals as senior advisers. But as 
one of tbcm said to me .. we are like an all-star baseball g,ame--1,rreat players buL not 
really a team." 

The daily staff meetings arc: a m.:1jor contribution lo 1eam development. And the 
new hu.dgct process, while always contentious, will be valusbh: in helping th~ individual~ 
understand the "whole" and 11otju.c,L their piece of the whole. 

I understand that Amba"sador BremeT has initiated a plan to secW'C military 
assistants for lhc senior ~dvisers, at least for your power ministries. Evcryon'! who works 
in the Pentason knows bow crucial the milit:uy assisi-an1s are. They amplify 1.he 
effectiveness of th~ principle by undertaking tri~gc on the array of problems that confront 
the principle. J\mbassador Bremer has an executive secretariat, but adding military 
assistants would do wonders for improving the efficiency of the CPA leadership. 
Military assistants would also be very helpful as points of contacl for the JTF7. !his is 
an urgent requirement) in my view, and 1 hope that you can direct the military 
departments to quickly meet Lhe CPA Administrator's request for military assistants. 

Conclusion 

These are my preliroinary observations. When the rest of my team returns. we 
will prep.ire a more thoughU'ul report for you. They are especially conccntrath1y: on the 
complex governance challenges. 

1 have already received a request from the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to 
testify concerning my observations from the trip. 1 have attached the key points I would 
propose to make in a pu.blic setting. 
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PUBLIC TALKING POINTS CONCERNTNG Y1S1T TO TRAQ 

• CSJS and the Association of the U.S. Army conducted a 2 year study on post
conflict reconslruction. The study was '"generic", but we applied it to Iraq in 
the publicalion "A Wiser Peace" which was published in January. 

• Based on the study, Secretary Rumsfeld and Ambassador Bremer invited us to 
Iraq lo provide assi~iance to the CPA a.c; it assesses ongoing operations. 

• I spent five days in theater, and my colleagues will spend a total of 11 days. 
These talking points reflect only my preliminary observations and could be 
changed after J consult with the full team. 

• Am ba.-.sador Bremer und the CPA provided superb support for our vi:.it. We 
were given unfettered access to individuals and offices. 1 personally 
inlervicwed over 80 individuals . 

.Key Findings 

• We cannot fail in OW' mission to rebuild a free and democratic Iraq. But our 
success is not guaranteed. 

• The CPA under Ambassador Bremer is msking ~10unding progress. But the 
security situation is difficult and getting more so. 

• The CPA is confronting a much more difficult problem than a traditional post
conflict reconstruction challenge. Iraq is also a completely failed economy. 
The CPA is confronting the equivalent of both a defeated G~rmany in J 945 
and a failed Soviet Union in 1989. 

• The active sabotage of Saddam loya\bLo;: is amplified by the fragil~ 
infrastructure of Iraq. A well-placed attack can create consequences felt 
lhroughout the cily or even the country. 

• The CPA faces three inter·related problems ihat have to be solved togethcr
security. electricity and p~trolcum production. The~e three are ineictricably 
tied. The lack of security is permitting Saddam loyalists and criminal 
elements to plunder both the electric system and the petroleum industry. 
Interrupted eleclric service undermines public confidence:: in the compet~C<: 
of the CPA, and interrupL-; petroleum production, undercutting the revenue 
base: thal will be required to rebuild Iraq. In short, if the securlly situation is 
not fixed, the entire rebuilding process will fail, The electric grid and the 
petroleu.ni industry are already failure-prone. So the danger posed by active 
hostile elements is amplilied. 
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• The CPA is making astounding progress, but it lacks sufficient forces, money 
and flexibility to do the job. The next 6 months arc crucial. 

• Security Forces. There are nor enough composite secwity forces to stop the 
phmdering and 5abotage of the country. America cannot solve this problem. 
Ultimately. Iraqis have to take responsibility for stopping the plundering and 
the sabotage. We have rour w-.i.ys we can expand security forces. 

o Iraqi indigenous forces. There ha.Ii been good progress in recruiting 
indigenous police forces. but we need to expand even the goal. This will 
require more funds than arc available to the CPA, however. 

o Conlition contributions. 'These are welcome, but n:qLlire considerable 
coordination and augmentation which will be another mission for our US 
forces. 

o Contract security forces. The fastest and easiest way to expand $CCUrity 
capabilitiei would be to let U .$. contractors hire :.he securjty guards for 
low•risk facilities. 1 understand why the U.S. military docs not want to see 
privste mil1tias in Iraq where there is already a complex security 
environment. But these forces can be made unifonn in appearance and 
rules of engagement to minimize the security worries for our forces. 

o U.S. Forces. We need to sustsin our current force struclur~ but we need 
10 urgently address the fatigue I saw in our forces. 

• Money. The CPA is budgeting to the reso11rces available, which is currently 
$5.9 billion. I was impressed to see a solid, if somewhat rudimentary, 
budgeLing process in place. But those resources are inadequate for the 
ebullcnges at hand. I believe the CPA needs supplemental appropriations to 
get through fiscal year 2004. and this n~ds to be appropriated this fall. 

• The CPA is badly handicapped by a ''business as usual" approach to the 
mechanics org.ovemmc:nt. ~uch as getting pt..'Tlllission to ,:pend money or enter 
into contracts. We need 10 adopt procedures tha1 are realistic for the 
challengine environment fru:ing Admini~trator Bremer and his tcarn. 

• Creating a viable lons·tenn political governance process foT Iraq is crucial. 
lraqj ~ociety is too traumati7.ed and fractiou.c, to undtrtake a complex process 
like that required to draft a constitution and e)ect a goverrurient. 
Admini$trator Bremer has established a process to create a ncaMenn 
governance council while th~ foundations for a follow,on constitutional 
J)roces::. arc being set. We think this is the right approach. The govcm111cc 
J)rocess cannot lag, however, since th~t is crucial for getting Iraqis to take 
ownership for their O\\/Tl country. including providing security. 
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• The CPA is building dcmocra~y from the top down, whlle JTF7 is building 
democracy from the bottom up. Both arc essential, though at present these 
efforts are not sufficiently coordinate<l. Administrator Bremer is aware of l.his 
probJem and has l.aken concrete steps to fix it. 

• The energy and enthusiasm in the CPA is remarkable. The i;ensc of mission, 
dedication nnd destiny among the CPA staff is great The progress has been 
nothing shon of remarkable. At the same time the fatigue in our troops is 
worrying. This must be addressed. 

• We cannot fail in our mission to build a free and democratic Iraq. But success 
is not guaranteed. This is going to be a very difficult pto~ss and it will take 
years. The length of time required to accomplish our goals is inversely related 
to the resources we put to the task now. If we skimp on money and 
m.lnpowcr, we are likely to be in !raq longer. 
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CENTCOM Change of Command 

Remarks as delivered by Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld, CENTCOM Headquarters, 
MacDill Air Force Base, Tampa, FL. M01uiay, July 7, 2003. 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Good afternoon, General and Mrs. Franks, General and Mrs. Abi.zaid, 
General Mike DeLong, distinguished Ambassadors, thank you so much for being with us here 
today. Congressman Jim Davis, the distinguished and talented vice chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, General Pete Pace. I welcome all of the distinguished guests here today, and I 
particularly want to greet the senior enlisted leaders, and ladies and gentlemen. What a 
privilege it is 10 be able to salute lhe men and women of U.S. Central Command. From the 
Hom of Africa to the mountains of Afghanistan and the heat oflraq, troops of this command 
are serving the cause of freedom with dedication and distinction. We thank each of you for all 
that you do for our country. 

And my thanks to our coalition partners. There are representatives here at CENTCOM of more 
than 50 nations, clear evidence that we are, indeed, engaged in a global war on terror. Thank 
you, each of you, for your friendship and your steadfastness. 

When war comes, you look for certain special qualities in the people you'll be working with. 
General Tom Franks embodies those qualities: strength, experience, a keen mind, energy, 
honor, good humor and a deep loyalty to his troops and to his country. Tom Franks is truly a 
soJdier's soldier. 

After the attacks on September 11th, General Franks and his team responded. They quickly 
developed a plan for a new set of challenges, and then skiJJfuJly Jed coalition forces in 
overthrowing the Taliban regime in their rugged, landlocked stronghold. This year again, Tom 
Franks crafted an innovative war plan. And again, his team brilliantly led coalition forces, 
fighting their way to the regime's doorstep in Baghdad in a matter of weeks. 

And even with the large and growing number of forces on the Iraqi border, General Franks 
achieved something seemingly impossible: tactical surprise. That surprise, and the speed and 
flexibility of his plan, helped to remove a brutal regime in less than a month, without massive 
loss of civilian life, without tens of thousands of refugees fleeing their country, without Iraq 
striking its neighbors with Scud missiles, and without the destruction of roads, bridges, dams 
and oil fields. Remarkable accomplislnnents. 

But Operation Iraqi Freedom was more than successful. It was also transformational. Because 
of the leadership of his fine team, it was joint. In past wars. the services and coalition partners 
essentially tried to deconflict from each other, to stay out of each others' way. but in Iraq, 
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because the services functioned in a truly joint manner, there was a leverage that was distinctly 
different, an ability to project power with speed and precision the likes of which had not been 
seen. 

Tom Franks and his team stand as our nation's -- indeed the world's most joint warfighters. The 
team in Operation Iraqi Freedom developed joint warfighting in ways that will change how our 
forces train and fight for many years to come. So General Franks may be leaving the service, 
but his service wiU have lasting impact on the U.S. anned forces for many decades. 

General Tom Franks, you have my respect. You have my friendship. We wish you and your 
lovely Cathy the very best in the years ahead. 

Now we turn to General John Abizaid. I know of no one more qualified to follow in Tom 
Franks' very large footsteps. John Abizaid brings an extraordinary combination of talent and 
experience to this critical post. Anny Ranger, Grenada. the Gulf War, Bosnia, and, more 
recently CENTCOM deputy during Operation Iraqi Freedom. An Arabic speaker. He's the 
leader for the 21st century. 

Coalition forces have now removed two terrorist regimes from power. These were two difficult 
battles in a long and dangerous struggle: the global war on terror, a war that will not be over 
soon. 

The liberation of Afghanistan and of Iraq is complete. Those two regimes have been removed 
from power and will not be permitted to return. But the war against terrorism. against the 
remnants of those two regimes, in Afghanistan and Iraq, and indeed, against terrorists across 
the globe, continues. And it will go on for some time. 

As President Bush, our commander in chief, put it last week, from the beginning, we have 
known the effon would be long and difficult and that our resolve would be tested. We know 
that sacrifice is unavoidable. We will not be distracted, and we wiJI prevail. 

Each day our troops, young men and women, risk their lives voluntarily across the globe to 
defend us from terror. They deserve our country's best leadership. They have had the best 
leadership in General Tom Franks and his superb team. and they will have the best under 
General John Abizaid. 

Tom Franks, congratulations. Godspeed to you and Cathy. And General John Abizaid, do our 
country proud, as we know you will. 

And may God bless the United States of America. 

(Applause.) 

STAFF: Ladies and gentlemen, General Tommy R. Franks, United States Army. 

GEN. FRANKS: (Cheers, applause.) Thank you. Thank you. Mr. Secretary, sir, thank you. 
(Applause continuing.) Thanks to all of you. 

How about that Ms. Rebecca Lynn Howard? Have you ever heard anything like that in your 
life? (Applause.) 

Well, I'm terribly proud of the United States Al1lly Band. Thanks a 1ot for being here. Very 
proud of this color guard, also. (Applause.) 

And to my friend, General Michael Rifle Delong, commander of troops, thanks a lot for not 
only what you have done, Mike; thanks for what you're doing standing there and honoring us 
today. You're, in fact, quite special. And Command Sergeant Major Dwight Brown, my 
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wingman, thanks for the years, thanks for the great work with all these magnificent troops. 

Mr. Secretary, thanks for your leadership, thanks for your friendship, thanks for your morality, 
thanks for caring. Sir, thanks for being here today to officiate in this ceremony. 

Ambassadors, excellencies, distinguished guests, coalition members, from, as the secretary 
said, more than 50 countries, members and family members of the United States Central 
Command, thanks to all of you for being here today to witness the assumption of command of 
General John Abizaid. 

To my family members, from the Franks clan, and the Carleys, and the Ellises and the Mahers, 
the Wilsons, the Matlocks, my aunt, Ms. Pauline Borges, who turns 82 years young today, God 
bless, and thanks to you for being here with us as well. Cathy and I are simply delighted to be 
able to get together with family. 

To all of you, thanks for your love, your support, your service to nation, indeed, your 
patriotism. We're honored by your presence, and I'm honored to stand by John Abizaid, the 
man who brings the right stuff to this work, to this magnificent organization. 

John and Kathy, we're proud of you. We call you friends. This is your day. 

To Cathy Franks, today is the day. (Laughter, applause.) In fact, today is the day that I make 
myself an honest man, having told my wife 34 years ago that I was going to leave the United 
States Anny. (Laughter.) Today I'm an honest man. 

Cathy, thanks for your love, your support. And as Secretary Rumsfeld said, thanks for your 
service to this nation. Man has no greater treasure than family. You're the best. And I'm a lucky 
guy. 

What I'd like to do now, even though it is a bit redundant, is in cavalry tradition, I would like to 
ask that a dozen long-stemmed yellow roses be presented to Cathy, as well as bouquets to the 
previous generation: her mom, Ms. Gaynelle Gray; to our daughter, the next generation, Jackie 
Matlock; and to our granddaughter, Anne Katherine. (Applause.) 

Today is a very stressful time for me. When I woke up this morning, I had a Boeing business 
jet, several aides, several sedans, and now I'm worrying about how in the hell I'm going to get 
home. (Laughter, applause.) 

It's been an exciting three years, as the secretary described it. When we arrived, the Taliban 
and al Qaeda controlled Afghanistan, and Saddam Hussein ruled Iraq with an iron hand. What 
a difference 22 months makes. (Applause.) 

Twenty-two months ago, the United States of America -- in fact, the free world -- looked into 
the face of evil. We came on that day to recognize our vulnerability, and the world came to 
recognize America with attitude. 

As President Bush said recently, bring it on. That's been the attitude of this command, of this 
country, of the members of this powerful coalition, for some 22 months. And we'11 still stand, 
and we'll still say it. Rough road behind, rough road ahead. Bring it on. 

Our nation's changed. We've been blessed with leadership that evidences character and moral 
courage, depth of resolve seldom seen. We see in our country today the evidence of a core 
value that, in my view, was dormant for a time: patriotism, a core value; constant, deep 
patriotism by those who salute the flag and by those who wave the flag. 

And we see love, we see appreciation, and we see caring. We see support for our men and 
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women in uniform -- selfless men and women, who continue today lo answer the call. We 
mourn the loss of those who have given their lives in the cause of freedom. In fact, we join 
families and loved ones who celebrate the contributions which they have made to all of us 
today and freedom-loving people around the world as we enjoy the blessings of liberty. 

I look across this audience, and I looked across the faces of my friends during the reception, 
and I see the power of America. I see patriots from every walk of life, and I see patriots from 
every corner of this country. Some have worn the unifonn. Some in our most senior military 
capacities wear the uniform today. Such respect I have for all of you -- men, women, children 
who support America, patriots who support the troops, from Secretary Don Rumsfeld to the 
Bayshore Patriots; to national, state, local Icade~; members of foundations which support our 
troops, FISHER and INTREPID; to Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed, my friend from United 
Arab Emirates; ambassadors; troopers; friends, old and young; all of you who have given so 
much and asked so little. Friends like Wayne Newton. the hean of USO and CAT (ph). Thanks 
for being here. Wayne. To Mr. Robert DeNiro. Mr. Neal McCoy, to members of the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers and the Storm, world champions from Tampa. America. Thanks for being 
here. You honor us so. 

To my friends from as far back as enlisted days and officer candidate school. and from as 
recently as the past few months as we have served together. Jack Keane, thanks for being here. 
Pete Schoomaker, thanks for being here. God bless you, and thank you. So many more. 

r said recently that America stands at a crease in history u 225-plus years behind us, we ask 
ourselves, what will the next 225 years bring? We're reminded every day by the Joss of brave 
men and women who serve in the global war on terrorism that freedom isn't free. And I'm 
frequently asked by members of the media., is the prize we seek in the global war on terrorism 
wonh the price that we're having to pay for it? And I have answered. and I'll continue to 
answer, "You bet," because the prize we seek in this time in history is a way of life. 

It's called freedom, libeny. Indeed, it's about kids, grandkids, generations as yet unborn. 
Freedom is wonh whatever it takes. Future generations. I predict, will continue to pay the price 
for freedom in this wonderful, this magnificent e~perimenl we caU democracy. In the words of 
the poet, miles to go before we sleep. 

When we ask ourselves what does it cost, is it worth the cost. I'm reminded of a comment 
recently by Coach John Gruden of the Buccaneers, when he said, "Sometimes you think about 
things like this, and you recognize that all it takes is all you've got." (Pause.) Powerful. 
Powerful comment. All it takes is all you've got. 

Men and women in uniform, we are so proud of you and your service around the world -- in 
Afghanistan, in Iraq, perhaps in places yet unknown. the global war on terrorism. Indeed, we'll 
go the miles. Patriots and soldiers will pay the price. And as we are today, we will be ever in 
their debt. We'll remember, to be sure, the more than 300 who have given their lives on 
battlefields since 9/1 J/01. But we will never forget the 3,000 who lost their lives on 9/11/01. 

John Abizaid, Kathy, members of the Abizaid family. we're honored to stand with you. We 
will be with you as you remember. The United States Central Command is in good hands. 
America is in good hands. 

As Cathy and I close this chapter, I have asked Mr. Neal McCoy to help me express to you 
what Cathy and I think of all of you. 

With that, Neal, if you would, please? And I'll close by saying may God continue to bless 
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CENTCOM Change of Conunand 

America. (Applause.) 

(MusicaJ interlude.) 

Page 5 of 6 

GEN. ABIZAID: Thank you. I promise I won't sing. (Laughter.) I know my family is very 
thankful for that, especially my brother Art over there. Mr. Secretary, thanks. sir, for being 
here. General Pace, thank you, sir. General Franks, Mrs. Franks, Mike DeLong, thank you for 
leading this great formation and thank you Mike for being my wingman during the war. I can't 
think of a finer Marine or a finer person that serves anywhere in this armed forces. 
(Applause.) Members of the coalition, leaders of the great state of Florida and the city of 
Tampa, especially the city of Tampa. r want you to know that I attended the third victory in a 
row for the Devil Rays the other night, and I believe that my being there made it happen. 
(Laughter, applause.) 

You notice I didn't go yesterday. (Laughter.) 

Distinguished guests, men and women of Cemral Command. lhank all of you for being here 
today. 

My friends and family traveled from all parts of the country to be here. My son-in-law came in 
from Afghanistan 24 hours ago. My son came about a week ago, from Korea; my daughter 
from Qatar; and my family from all over the place. I know they came for two reasons. The 
number-one reason js to see the media stars, the secretary of Defense and General Franks. The 
number-two reason is. they heard Roben De Niro was going to be here. (Laughter.) And the 
number- three reason was one of utter surprise that I'm standing up here. (Laughter.) 

Tradition dictates that the incoming commander makes brief remarks, and I shall adhere to that 
tradition. 

To the soldiers of the great Army Band, thank you very much. 

Today one of America's greatest soldiers turns over command. General Franks, thank you for 
your extraordinary service to the nation in both peace and war. The highlight of my 
professional life, sir, has been to serve as your deputy during. an unprecedented campaign. 
Thank you for your leadership and confidence. 

Cathy Franks, thank you for setting the e~ample of dedication and compassion. Your care and 
concern for our families over the years inspires all of us. 

The Franks will be sorely missed at CENTCOM. Good luck lo you. sir. Good luck to you, 
Cathy. Godspeed to you and your family. 

The greatest honor for any soldier is to command the sons and daughters of America. It is a 
particular honor to embark upon this command in time of war. All of us here today are both 
mindfu] of and thankful for the sacrifices of our soldiers, sai]ors, airmen and Marines who 
serve so proudly throughout CENTCOM's area of responsibilily. Some of these young people 
are fighting and winning campaigns in Afghanistan and lraq, with skill and courage, while still 
others serve proudly in countless other missions on the air. on the land and at sea. They endure 
the hardship of duty far from home with the quiet professionalism which is the hallmark of our 
military forces. 

We can never forget that some have made the ultimate sacrifice. Words alone can never 
adequately reflect our thanks, nor reflect our admiration for the devotion to our nation and its 
ideals. 

Yet we know their work is not done, and we understand that there may be equally tough and 
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arduous campaigns ahead. Today we ask our servicemen and ~women to help stabilize Iraq and 
Afghanistan. We know that this work is difficult, and we know that this work is dangerous, but 
we know they can do it, and they can do it beuer than anyone on Earth. 

We know success there will require noc only military muscle but the focused economic, 
political, inte11igence and diplomatic efforts of the United States and of our friends and allies in 
the region and throughout the world. We also know 1ha1 lhe ultimate success will rest in the 
hands of courageous Iraqis and Afghanis, who wil] lead 1heir people to a better future. 

Just as our fathers' generation found patience. courage and lenacity to endure a long and costly 
global war for the survival of our way of life, so must our children's generation bear the burden 
of defeating those who have brought war to our own homeland. 

Mr. Secretary, CENTCOM will continue co take the fight 10 the enemy on his ground. We will 
continue to do our work with our friends and allies to defeal our mortal enemies. We will 
defeat these terrorists who kill innocents. We will defeal 1hese murderers who spare no faith. 
We will continue to respect and value the diverse and rich cuhures of the many peoples of our 
proud region. We will continue our efforts to provide stability in Afghanistan and Iraq. But we 
know the war against terror that has been thrust upon us is a war without borders and a war that 
requires the application of all our might. 

Let me close by thanking all of you for coming today. But most importantly, Jet me close by 
thanking all of our servicemen and -women for their devotion to duty. II is their untiring efforts 
that will preserve the freedom we so rightly cherish. lt is their wi11ingness to endure hardship in 
faraway, hostile places that lets our children sleep peacefully at home. Jn the course of my 
duties at CENTCOM, I've had the opportunity to see and talk. to our troops in p]aces as far 
removed as Tampa and Baghdad, Kabul and Mosul. It is their optimism, 1heir professionalism 
and their unwavering courage that makes me certain lhat victory is assured. 

God b]ess our president, God bless the secretary of Defense, our men and women, both civilian 
and military. who serve. their families, and our great nation. (Applause.) 

http://www.delenselink.miVspeeches/2003/sp20030707-secdef0362.h1ml 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfetcf]l~ 

Mobile Telephony 

July 9, 2003 

Attached is an announcement on mobile telephony in Iraq that might be of interest. 

Attach. 
7/5/03 Bremer memo to Sei;Def re: Announcement on Mobile Telephony 

l)Hl{:dh 
ll7080J.41 
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SECDEF HAS SEEN 
JUL - 8 2003 

MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld 

FROM: Paul Bremer <signed> 

SUBJECT: Announcement on Mobile Telephony 

July 8, 2003 

We have all considered it urgent to provide Iraq with modern telecommunications. We 
have a program under way to reestablish land lines. Now we need to bring in mobile 
telephony allowing the country to leapfrog the older technology. 

The matter is urgent. We hope to establish the Governance Council within a week and I 
want them to be able to announce some big "wins" early. This will establish the 
Counci1's credibility and show its influence on events affecting everyday lives. 

So on Thursday I intend to inform some members of the Council that we propose that the 
Council announce inunediately after its establishment that we are calling for bids on a 
mobile phone system. The bid will be for a limited duration contract (18-24 months); call 
for tlu-ee regional licenses; be technology neutral but require compatibility with in place 
regional systems; allow for foreign direct investment; and be awarded through an added 
value award process. 

The regional approach will allow for later expansion into nationwide licenses and force 
bidders to apply for at least two regional licenses, though we would note that we intend to 
choose a different operator for each region. The value added bidding process will ensure 
that we get the needed technical solution and avoid going just for the highest dollar. We 
will have to change, or suspend, Iraqi law to allow for foreign direct investment, which is 
doable; and this will require the endorsement of the Governance Council. 

This process will allow us to have mobile communications in place in early September. I 
recognize other agencies in Washington have an interest in this project. I share their 
interest. But we have to move along now. So unless you instruct me otherwise, I will 
take this up with some interested Council members on Thursday when I am meeting them 
on other matters. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
10000EFENSEPENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301·1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: U.S. Military Presence in Iceland 

• I request your support to sign an Execute Order that will withdraw fighter 
aircraft, search and rescue helicopters, and support tankers from Iceland. 

o The fighters do not provide the defense capabilities the Government of 
Iceland purports. The fighters do not have shoot down authority, are not 
usually anned, and are not on strip alert. 

o It is unwise to have a defense relationship premised on a false Icelandic 
belief that U.S. fighter aircraft in Iceland are on 24-hour strip alert- a 
premise the Icelandic government is asking us to sustain. 

• In considering this request, severa] additionaJ points should be kept in mind: 

o We need these assets elsewhere. 

o There is no legitimate requirement for these assets in Iceland. 

o We have made concrete, creative proposals for a new and relevant 
defense relationship and presence in Ice]and. 

o Icelandic officials have rebuffed our proposals and efforts to have a 
constructive dialogue, beheving they can engineer Presidential 
intervention to keep the fighters in Iceland. 

o A sizeabJe U.S. presence would remain in Iceland after these assets are 
withdrawn incJuding P-3s, 1200 mi1itary personnel p]us dependents, and 
the Iceland Air Defense Radar System. 

• Since December 2002, we have reaffirmed our comm1tment to the 1951 
Defense Agreement with proposals that would: 

o Expand our mi1itary exercise program in lceland; 

o Explore options for training deployments for a range of air and ground 
assets; 

0 
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o Encourage participation in EUCOM activities; and, 

o Expand U.S. Iceland defense cooperation through non-military 
resources from the Departments of State, Justice, Treasury, Homeland 
Security, etc. allowing Iceland to take responsibility for the non-military 
aspects of its national defense. 

• A U.S. interagency briefing team again presented these creative and robust 
ideas to Icelandic officia]s on June 23. 

o The IceJanders responded by threatening to invoke Article VII of the 
1951 Defense Agreement which would bring to NA TO a review of the 
1951 U.S.~Iceland Defense Agreement. 

o This is the third time they made this threat. 

o On June 30, the Government of Iceland said it would not participate in 
further discussions until the U.S. has a new approach, namely that the 
fighters are staying in Iceland. 

• I believe the only way Iceland will accept the reaJities of the new security 
environment and a new defense relationship is to go forward with the Execute 
Order to withdraw the aircraft. 

Attachment: Key Elements of the U.S. Defense Proposals to JceJand 
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U.S.-Iceland Engagement 

• December 2002: 
DoD provided briefings to Government of Iceland officials. 
DoD notified Tcelandic officials U.S. would withdraw F-15s in Spring 2003. 

• January - May 2003 
January: Iceland issues Pro Menwria; equates withdrawal to abrogation of 1951 Defense Agreement 
March: Iceland conditions further talks on U.S. response to Pro Memoria. 

• EXORD delayed from I March to I June execution. 
April: Iceland says "No" to U.S. efforts to continue discussions. 
May: U.S. restates privately to keland Foreign Mini.,ter intention 10 withdraw aircraft. 

• Iceland Prime Minister requests assistance/intervention by wrd Robertson. 
• EXORD delayed from l June to 10 July execution. 

• June 2003 
June 5: U.S. officials deliver letter from President to Prime Minister, renffirm aircn1~·t will be 

withdrawn in Summer. 
• Absence of specific mention of fighter withdrawal and specific date leads Icelandic officials to 

conclude (and state in the media) that U.S. not serious about removing the F-15s. 
June 23: U.S. interagency delegation travels to Iceland, de1ivers creative and robust proposals for a 

new defense relationship with Iceland. 
• Icelandic officials vent frustrations but do not offer proposals/counter proposals. Reaffirm 

position that fighter aircraft minimum acceptable defense for Iceland. 
June 30: Government of Iceland rebuffs further talks with U.S. until U.S. has new proposals. 

• July 2003 
July 10: EXORD postponed pending Presidential authorization. 
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Proposal: U.S. Defense of Iceland 

• Information: 
U.S. maintains Iceland Air Defense System ( 4 radar sites, 1 control 
center) 

• Provides continuous battlespace situational awareness 
• Provides informational linkage with regional partners (intell sharing with Northern 

Region Allies and NORAD 

• Preparation: 
Exercise and training program demonstrates U.S. capabilities to return 
to Iceland during increased threat levels and/or respond to surprise 
incidents. 

• Response Capabilities: 
Tailored to threat; could include fighter aircraft, troops, etc. as 
appropriate 
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Proposal: 
U.S.-Iceland Security Cooperation 

• Military Cooperation 
Exercises: Maintain exercise program and shift biennial exercise to annual exercise. 

• Annual average of 59 days of exercises. 
• Exercises bring U.S. forces and equipment to Iceland. 

Training: Potential for EUCOM to encourage, facilitate training deployments to Iceland; 
• USAFE already exploring opportunities for combat aircraft training in Iceland; could facilitate other types of 

aircraft too. 
• With Iceland pennission, other types of assets could deploy to Iceland for training including Patriots. Stingers, 

AEGIS ... 

EUCOM Activities: Opportunities for combined education, training, military contacts~ 
humanitarian assistance, and defensive preparations. 

• Incumbent upon Government of Iceland to engage with EUCOM. 

• Non-Military Cooperation 
Dept. of State: Anti-terrorist training. 
Dept. of Homeland Security: Homeland defense, disaster assistance, emergency 
preparedness, Customs. 
Dept. of Justice: Law enforcement. 
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Snowflake 

July 14, 2003 

TO: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld')t ~ // ----jY' 
SUBJECT: Warner Codel 

Mr. President-

Attached is a copy of a report by Steve Cambone on the Senator Warner Codel trip 

to Iraq, which I thought you might find of interest. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
7/7/03 Warner Cod.el Trip Report 

DHR:dh 
071403-7 
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7 July 2003, 0800 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

STEVE CAMBONE~ 

SUBJECT: WARNER CODEL TRIP REPORT 

Summaty 

I believe that the Warner CODEL (names and itinerary are attached) left Iraq with 
firsthand know ledge of the terror and pain Saddam Hussein inflicted on the Iraqi 
people. 

The members left with a far deeper appreciation for the scope of the task before the 
United States and its coalition partners in putting Iraq on its feet. 

They left with a sense that the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) and CJTF-7 
are making remarkable progress in their respective tasks and that the two are 
working in concert toward a common goal. 

They left with insight into the problems of looting, criminal activity, and what 
Jerry Bremer calls "political sabotage'' and the political, economic, and military 
measures being taken to address those problems. 

I believe Members left Iraq committed to staying the course. Each is convinced 
that failure would be a major, strategic blow to U.S. interests in the region, as well 
as globally. 

Particular Issues 

Individual Members did express particular concerns, however: 

o The sufficiency of U.S. troop numbers in light of the wide range of 
missions they need to perform (Levin, Reed) 

o A desire to expand the coalition to reduce U.S. exposure and draw more 
countries into support for Iraq's recovery (Levin) 

o The need to inform the U.S. public that the war has not ended, and that 
success will require "lots of troops for a long time" (Levin, Rockefeller, 
Col1ins, Nelson) 
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o The need for a near-term decision on troop rotation policy, especially as 
the multinational divisions stand up (Warner and others) 

o The need to improve human intelligence for stability operations broadly 
and to resolve the question of the status of Hussein and his sons (Roberts) 

o Language skills improvements in the U.S. military, and in DIA in 
particular (Roberts) 

o The belief that the United States is not telling the story of its efforts and 
successes well-neither to the Iraqis, the American public, nor the world. 
All members view this as a political campaign and are willing to "buy 
time" if the free media won't cover the story. 

Broader Issues 

WMD. Briefings by MG Dayton and Dr. Kay assured Members that we 
now have a good approach to identifying Iraq's WMD programs and weapons. 
Senator Roberts told me he came on the trip skeptical and was now far more 
confident that the DoD/DCI would succeed. 

Saddam Hussein. Discussions at CENTCOM forward and in Basra, 
Baghdad, and Kirkuk reinforced the Members' view that killing or capturing 
Hussein, or proving he is dead, is essential but not sufficient to success in getting 
Iraq on its feet. 

Regional Variability. Members now appreciate the stark differences among 
Iraq's regions. The south and north were battered by Hussein. In Basra, 
conditions are deplorable as a result. In the north, the loss of economic potential is 
evident. In neither region has the suffering been increased by the war. In the 
center of the country, the war has brought dislocation. This is primarily due to the 
political and economic consequences of the regime's removal, not to war damage. 

Oil. BG Crear (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) briefed in Basra. He has 
made enormous progress in bringing the South Company's refinery on line. 
Members noted how well he worked with the Iraqis and how much pride the Iraqis 
took in bringing their refinery back on line. On the day we were in Basra, loading 
was completed of the first two million barrels for export. I took the occasion to 
explain why the UN resolutions of May 7 were essential to not only oil export, but 
also relieving the shortages in gas and propane. 

Electricity. I believe that Members concluded that looting (in the south) and 
"political sabotage" in the center and north are prohibiting a return to pre-war 
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.. 
levels. The best situation is in the north; that region is now at about pre-war levels, 
at about 50 percent of actual capacity. 

Police. Members understand how difficult it is to hire and train police. 
They also know how important police are to stability and the eventual drawdown 
of U.S. forces. The greatest success is being experienced in the north. 

Political Reform. Ambassador Bremer laid out his plan. Members were 
sympathetic to the difficulties he faces and were generally approving of the 
approach. I believe they understand Bremer' s determination to make the Iraqis 
make their own political system. 

Two concerns, however, were raised. First, should the exile groups be 
involved? Second, does Iraq need a "strong face"? Bremer made it clear that the 
exiles play a legitimate role in Iraqi politics. He did not promise a perfect 
democracy, but one in which both representation and process would be fair. 

lragi Nationalism. L TO Abizaid, Bremer, MG Odierno (Commanding 
General, 4th Infantry Division), and MG Petraeus (Commanding General. 101st 
Airborne Division) all expressed the view tlu!.La leual a£ o~m existed 
.a,mong Iraqis. Each believes it can serve as a positive element in building anew 
Iraq, integrat'ed from north to south. 

Personal Observations 

Personnel. Abizaid and L TG Sanchez are leaders. Abizaid has a strategic 
perspective on his mission as it relates to Iraq. Sanchez is tied closely to Bremer 
and, by all appearances, has given his subordinate commanders freedom to adapt 
his guidance to their circumstances. 

Odierno and Petraeus are smart, confident. and leaders. Both are articulate. 
Both have entrusted their subordinates with important roles in designing and 
executing the mission in the north. 

MG Wald {UK l sr Armored) seems less intimately connected to Bremer and 
Sanchez. In part, this is a function of distance. In part, however, I think he reflects 
a somewhat different UK view on how to proceed. My sense is that he sees his 
area of operations as having distinct needs that shou]d be met on a timetable of his 
choosing. Wald seems to be chafing under Bremer's direction. I cannot judge the 
merit of Wald's case, but the relationship bears watching. 
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1 Crear is first-rate. The Iraqis respect him, and he, them. His work is critical 

to our success, and he approaches it with a calm determination that is palpable and, 
I think, infectious. 

New Baghdad Chief of Station. He is going to Baghdad from the chief of 
station job in Kuwait. He is young and appears capable. 

Morale. Troop morale is high. Sanchez and Odiemo both said that more 
certainty on unit rotations would help. Within reason, both said, the issue from the 
troops is not how long they would stay, but when they were likely to go home. 
Neither thought it to be a problem now, but it could develop over the summer. I 
know that CJCS owes you a plan by mid-July. As soon thereafter that you can 
provide Sanchez guidance, the better. We also need a close look at how the 
National Guard/military reserve units should be employed. 

Iraq Survey Group (ISG). Dayton and Kay are working well together. Kay 
has a number of useful leads on the WMD program. Kay is working a "quick 
strike" agenda, looking to validate the fact of a program. 

That validation will need to be supplemented and extended by additional 
work over the next year or two to establish the scope of the program, the 
proliferation network of which Iraq was a part, the recovery and destruction of the 
materials that are remaining, and the re-education and re-employment of scientists. 

I will begin immediately to work out the plans for this longer-range effort. 

Funding. Petraeus argued that, in the current effort of reconstruction
political and economic-"money equals ammunition." In his view, the north is set 
for success, but only if reconstruction money is available. A failure to get money 
into the system (and, in Petraeus' view, into the north in particular) by this fall will 
squander progress already made. I believe we should revisit, on a case-by-case 
basis, the existing policy that calls for using U.S. money last. While correct in 
principle, we should not let bureaucratic delays in accessing and allocating Iraqi 
money to jeopardize success. 

Cgmmunications Strate~u::. Neither the CJTF-7 (and its subordinate 
commands) nor the CPA are effectively telling the story of their individual and 
combined efforts. It is essential that a communications director be appointed for 
OIF and sent forward to Baghdad. A deputy director should be based in . 
Washington. Given the importance Members placed on this, we might enlist their ( file 
aid in finding a good candidate. I have discussed this with DiRita. · ~ 
• ck."N 
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Additional Items 

Intelligence Review. Robens intends to hold three hearings by the August 
recess: 

o George Tenet, on intelligence before the war 
o Doug Feith, on his ''intelligence cell" 
o Kay and me, on the ISG. 

His objective with respect to intelligence before the war is to show 
consistency of estimates. With respect to Feith, Robens wants to demonstrate that 
a three-man cell is not a threat to the integrity of the intelligence process. He 
wants Kay to reassure Members on the state of the WMD discovery effort. 

Pre-war Planning. Senator Nelson has asked Feith for information on pre
war planning. Nelson believes that much of what actually happened could have 
been predicted. He would like Feith to take him through assumptions, etc. I have 
spoken with Ryan Henry, who is preparing a reply. 
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CODEL (MEMBERS): 
John Warner (R-VA); Chairman, SASC; Member, SSCI 
Carl Levin (D-MI); Ranking Member, SASC; Member, SSCI 
Pat Roberts (R-KS); Chairman, SSCI; Member, SASC 
John D. RockefeUer (D-WV); Vice Chairman, SSCI 
Susan Col1ins (R-ME); Member, SASC 
Jack Reed (D-RI); Member, SASC 
Ben Nelson (D-NE); Member, SASC 
Mark Dayton (D-MN); Member, SASC 
John Comyn (R-TX); Member, SASC 

ITINERARY 
Sunday. 29 June 

Doha, Qatar 
CENTCOM Forward 
MG Dayton, Iraq Survey Group 

Monday, 30 June 
Basra. Iraq 

Working lunch with UK Commander and staff 
Windshield tour of Basra 
Meet representative of Recovery of Iraqi Oil Program 
Meet with NGO representatives 

Kuwait 
US Embassy Country Team Brief 

Tuesday, 1 July 
Baghdad, Iraq 

CJTF-7 Brief including Corps of Engineers brief and JTF-20 Brief 
Working lunch with Ambassador Bremer 
Meet with MG Dayton and Dr. Kay on ISG matters 
Windshield tour of Baghdad 
Inspect mass grave site 
Tour Babylon ruins 
Meet soldiers from home states 

Wednesday, 2 July 
Kirkuk, Iraq 

Informal lunch with troops 
Brief by CG, 4th Infantry Division; CG, 101st Airborne Division 
Windshield tour of Kirkuk 
Tour oil field 
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SnawHake 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~----""k ft -+ 
SUBJECT: War of Peace 

Mr. President-

July 16, 2003 

Attached is an interesting paper by the High Representative in Bosnia. 

You may recall we urged that his predecessor be moved out and this individual, 

Lord Paddy Ashdown, be his replacement. 

The attached paper is his remarks last month about the importance of. as he quoted 

Kipling, "the savage war of peace., and, as he quoted Winston Churchill, "the 

sinews of peace." 

It is clear that the international community and the U.S. Government have not 

been organized, trained or equipped to deal with the world as it now exists. We 

will have to keep working to get organized, trained and equipped to do this new 

job. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
6/19/03 Ashdown speech to International Rescue Committee 

---· <J-'•. 

. ., 
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Embargo: 1800 hrs BST, 19 June 2003 

SPEECH BY THE RT HON PADDY ASHDOWN, HIGH 
REPRESENTATIVE IN BOSNIA AND HERZGOVINA, TO THE 
INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITIEE, LONDON, 19 JUNE 

2003 

'Broken communities, sl,attered lives: winning the savage war of peace' 

Introduction 

Last week, my wife Jane and I spent a night with a displaced Bosnian family 
in their home near V isegrad. 

It's a breathtakingly beautiful spot, high in the mountains, with the Drina 
river tumbling through the valley a couple of thousand feet below. 

Together with our hosts for the night - the Setkic family - we sat sipping tea, 
watching the sun go doM1. barely noticing the c1ouds gathering menacingly 
on the horizon. The Setkics live in a now decrepit UNHCR tent. 

Within a few minutes, we were in the middle of one of the most severe hail 
storms I have seen. 

The hail stones went straight through the canvas of the tent, punching holes 
in it as though it had been strafed by machine gun fire. We were in for a 
damp night. 

Ahmed and Sibisa Setkic, in their mid-seventies, are refugees from Sarajevo, 
two of the 2 million refugees and internally displaced spawned by the 
Bosnian war. For Ahmed, this is the third time his house has been burned 
down. The first was in 1941 by the Germans. The second was 1944 by the 
Ustase; and then in 1992, by the Serbian paramiJitary warlord, Arkan. He 
was the worst. He Jeft nothing behind him alive - neither woman, nor child 
nor animal. 

Nevertheless, two years ago Ahmed moved back, cleared his land, planted 
meagre crops, cleaned his house and started patiently scraping together the 
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resources to rebuild it. And they are still at it, eight years after hostilities 
ceased. 

Ahmed and Sibisa's plight, like that their country, no longer features on our 
television screens or on the agenda of key international meetings. 

The world's attention has moved on. 

First there was Kosovo, then East Timor, then September the 111\ then 
Afghanistan and now Iraq. 

But in Bosnia, the slow, unglamorous business of winning what Kipling V/ 
called "the savage war of peace" continues, day in day out, year in year out; 
and with each step, so does the parallel task of strengthening not just the 
security of Bosnia, but of the region, and the wider world. 

The problems faced by the Setkic family in that valley on the other side of 
Europe demonstrate the gargantuan scale of this task; the time it takes to 
complete; the need for a steady and enduring application of will and 
resources; the vital role of the international community 

They also offer a small example to politicians and policy makers around the 
world of what foreign policy means at the basic human level. A reminder of 
why, as we embark on yet another exercise in building peace after war-this 
time in the Middle East - we must learn the lessons of the past, and learn 
them quickly. 

I will want to return in a moment to some of the lessons we might be able to 
draw from Bosnia for Iraq, and for other similar missions that inevitably will 
follow. But before I do so, let me say a word about how we are doing in 
Bosnia itself. 

Progress in Bosnia 

There are plenty of sceptics about. 

They look at the difficulties Bosnia still faces, from getting its highly 
complex government structures to function, to the formidable economic 
challenges, to the rise of organised crime, and they conclude that it is all 
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hopeless. We have given it our best shot, they argue, and nothing has 
changed. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. 

Observing progress in Bosnia is a bit like watching grass grow. You have to 
go away and come back at decent intervals to notice it. 

But, after years of heavy-duty international engagement, the country is in 
far, far better shape than it was when the Dayton agreement was signed. And 
when one considers the trauma of that war, it is frankly little short of 
miraculous how much has been achieved. 

The worst is behind us in Bosnia and Herzegovina. With a few exceptions 
the issues we deal with now are not those of conflict, but increasingly the 
reasswingly familiar challenges of transition, which Hungary and Poland 
and the other new European democracies have already overcome. 

We have to finish the task of course. But if we do so, and I am confident that 
we shall, we will have demonstrated in Bosnia that it is possible to create a 
durable peace, even out of the rubble of a vicious etlmic war. 

Eight years ago, Bosnia lay tom shattered and near fatally wounded by a 
four-year war in which a quarter of a million of its four million population 
lay dead, as Milosevic and Tudjman bartered over its tenitory. Today 
Tudjman is dead, Milosevic is in The Hague, and their countries are focused, 
not on tenitorial expansion, but on European integration. 

At the end of the war, Bosnia had three annies and over 400,000 men under 
arms; today there are only 16,000 soldiers left, and, by the end of this year, 
they will be brought under a single system of command and control. 

Then. Bosnia had three secret services. By the end of this year, it will only 
have one. 

Even after the Peace Agreement was signed, it would have been unthinkable 
to travel freely all over the country. Now that is taken for granted. 
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By the time the fighting stopped, most of the housing stock was heavily 
damaged. Today the bulk of it has been repaired, and all the utilities are 
functioning. 

Eight years ago, Bosnia was in economic tunnoil with no universally 
accepted currency. We now have a central bankt a stable currency and one 
of the lowest inflation rates in the Balkans. 

And, perhaps the greatest achievement of all, a million of those burned, 
raped and brutalised from their homes have now returned. We have made a 
reality, in Bosnia, of a fundamental human right that elsewhere, tragically, 
only existed on paper- the right of refugees to return home. 

We have set a standard and established a precedent. War will never be the 
same again. Some good has come out of evil. 

So progress has been made. 

If you come to Sarajevo, as thousands now do each winter for the skiing and 
each summer for the [ntemational Jazz and Film Fest;vals, you will see some 
bullet scarred houses to be sure. But you will also see teaming cafes and 
restaurants, modem homes, and all the accompanying paraphernalia of 
domestic European life, from garden centres to DIY stores. It's all a far cry 
from the days when I used to be smuggled through the tunnel and whisked 
down 'sniper's alley' in an armoured personnel carrier amid the thump of 
artillery fire, and the crack of rifle shots. 

Slowly but surely, Bosnia is becoming a ·nonnal' country. 

It may take time to do, but we are stitching back together what Winston /, 
Churchill called the 'sinews of peace'. 

Which is why a family like the Setkics are right to hope that they will 
succeed and their children will, eventually, be able return to the family 
home. 

To be sure, Bosnia still faces huge problems - problems that appear all the 
more complex and intractable when viewed through the distorting lens of a 
three-way ethnic prism. 
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We have more to do, particularly to establish the rule oflaw and to 
transform the economy, which is why, when I arrived in Bosnia a year ago, I 
said my priorities were Justice and Jobs. 

But again, out of the glare of the world's media, a lot of hard work is 
beginning to pay off. 

After six years of intensive work, the UN has completed the Herculean task 
of downsizing, training and certifying the police. The new European Union 
Police Mission will now see the process through to completion. 

We are reforming the judiciary and restructuring the court system. 

Together, International and Bosnian lawyers have written new, modem 
criminal and civil codes that will make it easier to convict the guilty and 
protect the innocent. 

We have beefed up our international criminal intelligence and investigation 
capacity to assist the police m going after the high level criminals. 

And we have created a Special Chamber in the new State Court, staffed with 
international as well as Bosnian judges and prosecutors, to take on organised 
cnme. 

Just last month, this new Chamber took on its first case - the biggest human 
trafficking trial in Bosnia's history. 

On the economic front, we are doing away with the existing indirect tax 
system, so loved by the criminal and the corrupt, in which different 
administrations collect different taxes, at different rates. With the help of 
the European Commission, we will soon have one modem, transparent tax 
administration to deal with Customs, Excise and a single system of VAT. 

And we are tackling the big, structural, supply side reforms that all transition 
countries have had to tackle, from labour market reform to privatisation, 
from bankruptcy courts to public administration reform. 
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Lessons for elsewhere? 

What we have seen in the last few years in Bosnia, and in the Balkans as a 
whole, is that it really is possible to tum things around. But it requires a 
marathon effort over many years. 

Until recently, of course, so-called 'nation-building' was derided in some 
quarters as naive and expensive international 'socia) work' - Hackney 
Council on a global scale. The reality is quite the opposite. 'Nation-building' 
was always a misnomer- we can't build nations, in the sense that the 
international conununity can1t impose the emotional ties and patriotism that 
nationhood implies: those develop naturally or not at all. But we can - and 
we must - help failed states build governing structures that work, because if 
we don't, those failed states easily tum into warring states or terrorist 
havens. Changing regimes is not enough; we have to leave behind something 
better than came before. The teams now re-building Iraq, or Afghanistan1 are 
as much part of the war on terrorism as the B52s or the canier battle groups. 

We have been become good- very good - at winning the short, sharp, hi
tech wars of the last two decades. We can now do it almost by numbers. 

But we are far less good at the hard, patient, resource-consuming task of l I 
building the peace that follows. 

Perhaps there are signs that this time the coalition's swift victory in Iraq has 
started to change that. 

The day after Baghdad fell, the telephones in Sarajevo were ringing hot. 

My office lost count of the number of cal1s wanting to know what pointers 
Bosnia could offer for the task ahead in Iraq. 

It turned out that regime change, to misquote Winston Churchill, was not the 
end, not even the beginning of the end of the matter in Iraq. It was merely 
the end of the beginning. It was plain that the next stage would, in its mvn 
way, be every bit as challenging and sometimes as dangerous: and so it is 
proving. 
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So what can our experience in Bosnia and elsewhere offer for Iraq, and for 
any future missions of that type? 

I acknowledge, of course, that the two countries are very different. 

We need to be as wary of trying to build the last peace as we should be of 
fighting the last war. Every situation is different. 

Iraq is over ten times bigger than Bosnia. There the war lasted less than 4 
weeks; in Bosnia it lasted 4 years. 

In Bosnia, nearly all the houses were damaged and much of the 
infrastructure destroyed. In Iraq, the level of damage has been, 
proportionately, far less. 

Four years of war in Bosnia spawned thousands of war criminals, many of 
whom are still at large today. Twenty-five years of the Baath party regime 
will have inflicted a different kind of trauma on the Iraqi people, which will 
have to be addressed in a different but equally resolute way. 

And perhaps most importantly of all, Bosnia, rich in natural beauty, has 
never been rich in natural resources. Iraq on the other hand is sitting on the 
second largest oil reserves in the world. The financing of its reconstruction 
is secure in the long-tenn, and does not depend exc]usively on international 
charity. 

So the differences are great. 

But some ingredients are common and some broad lessons worth 
considering. 

Principles for peace-making 

There are, I would suggest, seven broad principles - the seven pillars of 
peace making - that apply more or less universally. 

The first principle is the importance of having a good plan and sticking to it. 
This plan needs to be drawn up, not as an after-thought, but well in advance, 
as an integral part of the planning for the military campaign. Because the 
switch from war fighting to peace-building can happen, literally, overnight. 
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Indeed in Iraq we have seen how the two can proceed almost simultaneously 
- how troops can be engaged in high intensity conflict one moment, then 
policing the next, then supervising humanitarian hand-outs and then, at a 
moment's notice, switch back to war fighting all in a matter of hours. It's 
very tough for them. These are new skills most soldiers are neither trained 
for nor used to. But they are skills soldiers are now going to have to learn, 
for in the early, crucial days in the savage war of peace, until the police 
arrive and the administrators roll in, everything depends on them. 

In Bosnia, we had no such plan for civil reconstruction when the war ended. 
Indeed it is only in the last few months that we have finally drawn up a 
Mission Implementation Plan, setting out clearly what we are trying to 
achieve, how and by when. 

It is easy in the chaotic aftennath of conflict to get buffeted from pillar to 
post, and to lose sight of the key strategic goals. We need to get as good at 
planning the post war period as we are at planning the war itself. 

The second principle is the over-riding priority, as we have discovered in 
Bosnia, in Kosovo, in Afghanistan and now Iraq, of establishing the rule of 
law - and doing so as quickly as possible. The first hours are crucial. 

Crime and corruption follow swiftly in the footsteps of war, like a dark 
shadow. They seep into the space that wars leave almost as the last firing 
stops. If the rule of law is not established very swiftly. it will not be long 
before crime and corruption infect the body politic, contaminate its organs, 
choke off its resources and threaten its chances of recovery. 

This, above all was the mistake we made in Bosnia. We oversaw some major 
failures at the outset, as the Sarajevo suburbs were forcibly cleared by Serb 
paramilitaries under the eyes of NATO peace-keepers. 

We failed to quell the reprisal attacks on Serbs in the early weeks of 
NATO's presence in Kosovo, which has had a profound effect on the 
nuss1on ever smce. 

And we are plainly encountering similar difficulties in Iraq, despite the 
heroic efforts of the troops on the ground. 
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It is much more important to establish the rule of law quickly than to 
establish democracy quickly. Because without the former, the latter is soon 
undermined. 

In Bosnia, we got these priorities the wrong way round. Perhaps it was 
because we wanted to get out quickly and we thought elections would help 
us hand over power and go. 

So we insisted on six elections in six years, with the tum-out falling at each 
one; but in that time we have barely been able to put six major criminals 
behind bars. 

Now we are starting to win this battle for the rule of law in Bosnia. But it is 
tough, because we are fighting an entrenched enemy that reaches into every 
comer of politics, government and the state. And it is much tougher than it 
would have been if we had made the rule of ]aw our number one task in the 
first year, rather than in the sixth. 

The third lesson is that it is vital to go in hard from the start. On the military 
side, that means establishing your credibility straight away. The more 
robustly a peacekeeping force deals with any initial chal1enges to its 
authority, the fewer challenges there will be in the future. It means having 
enough troops at the outset, and scaling down as things improve. We had 
60,000 in Bosnia at the start. Now there are 12,000, and next year there wi11 
be fewer. 

On the civilian side, going in hard means starting off with the powers needed 
to get the job done, rather than having to acquire them later. 

In Bosnia my predecessor, the former Swedish Prime Minister Carl Bildt, 
famously arrived in Sarajevo with a briefcase full of cash, a handful of staff 
and that was about it. He had to beg, borrow and steal to get his mission off 
the ground. He worked wonders; but it was not until after he left that the 
international community invested his successor with the tough - some would 
say Draconian - executive powers that the High Representative in Bosnia 
now possesses. 

These include the power to impose legislation and remove officials and 
politicians obstructing the implementation of the Peace Agreement. Before 
this, international officials were in the absurd position of having to negotiate 
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even the most minor issues with all three parties to the conflict, often with 
the very people who had been both the master-minds of the conflict and its 
profiteers. 

It is better to start off with strong powers, the sooner to relinquish them, than 
to start with weak powers and to have, too late, to strengthen them. 

The fourth principle is that it is vital to start as quickly as possible on the 
major structural refonus - from putting in place a customs service or reliable 
tax base, to reforming the police and the civil service, to restructuring and 
screening the judiciary. to transforming the armed forces. Long-term success 
always depends on these fundamental reforms: the sooner they are embarked 
upon, the sooner they will be completed. 

It is also vital - and this is my fifth principle - that the international 
community organises itself in theatre in a manner that can work and take 
decisions. You can't re-build war tom communities by committee, nor by 
remote control from several thousand miles away. It has to be done by the 
people on the ground, and they have to be empowered- and trusted - to 
drive the process forward. 

This may mean - as in Bosnia - more frequent use of coalitions of the 
willing. I happen to believe that we have stumbled in BiH on an ad hoc 
arrangement that works well. I report to a Steering Board of the Peace 
Implementation Council - essentially the key countries involved in 
implementing the Dayton Agreement. 

The Office of the High Representative was established at Dayton as an ad 
hoc institution charged with supervising civilian implementation of the 
peace agreement. The NATO-led Stabilisation Force - SFOR - has 
responsibility for military and security implementation. 

I report twice a year, to the UN Security Counci]. through the UN Secretary 
General, but am not fonnally accountable to them. 

The OHR was created outside the UN family as a matter of political 
expediency, but this arrangement has over time displayed certain 
advantages. 

• It brings with it flexibility in operating, reporting and funding. 
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, [t allows greater freedom of maneouvre than is accorded to our sister 
organisation, UNM[K in Kosovo, which is directly accountable to UN 
structures and has frequently, in the past, been subject to micro 
management on a five thousand mile screw driver from New York 

• The powers accorded to the High Representative - more sweeping than 
might have been accorded to a UN Head of Mission - have proved 
indispensable in maintaining the effectiveness of this temporary post. 

These features have enabled successive High Representatives to respond 
quickly and decisively to a broad range of situations that have arisen in the 
course of peace implementation. 

The sixth principle is the importance of an exceptionally close relationship 
between the military and civilian aspects of peace implementation. Civilians 
depend on the military if they are to succeed~ and the military depend on the 
civilians: both need each others1 skills. Civilian administrators need to know 
they can count on military support as and when they need it. They need to be 
able to take on extremists, confident that the military will be there to back 
them up. And they need the military's he]p, in everything from mine 
clearance to ensuring a safe and secure environment for tasks ranging from 
exhumations to refugee return. This is an area where we have made inunense 
progress in recent years: the military are now much better attwled to the 
needs of the civilian administrators. The experience British and American 
troops have had on the streets of Banja Luka and Brcko, in everything from 
patrolling, to small -scale economic goodwi11 projects, are being put to good 
use in Baghdad and Basra. 

The final lesson is perhaps the most important. 

Indeed it ought not to be a surprise to us at all. since it proved the case after 
the World War II with the Marshall Plan, and it has proved the case in every 
major conflict since. 

The fact is that building things up takes much Jonger than knocking them 
down. 

That is true - literally true - of buildings, of homes, of bridges, of power 
stations. 
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But it is even more true ofinstitutions - of professional police forces, of 
independent judiciaries, of courts, of ci vii services, oflegislatures and 
executives, of free and responsible broadcasters and newspapers, of an 
active civil society. 

Installing the software of a free and open society is a slow business. It 
cannot be done - as we initially claimed in Bosnia - in a year or so. So we 
should avoid setting deadlines, and settle in for the long haul. Peace-keeping 
needs to be measured not in months but decades. In Bosnia, after almost a 
decade, we are nearing success: but it has taken a huge commitment. 

The last American Commander of the NATO-led Stabilisation Force in 
Bosnia, who became a close and much admired friend, used to have a 
wonderful Texan word for it. 

'What we need here', he used to tell me' is sticktoitiveness'. 

That's exactly what we need- in Kosovo, in East Timor, in Afghanistan, 
and in Iraq: the political will, the unity of purpose, and the sheer stamina as 
an international community to see the job through to lasting success. 

That means staying on, and sticking at it, long after the CNN effect has 
passed. 

Television has become very good at prodding governments to intervene; but 
it is less good at staying around to make sure they finish the job. 

Bosnia and the EU 

We have not yet finished that job in Bosnia, although we are making, as I 
have described, steady headway. 

But finish we must. 

It is often said that ifwe withdraw too soon, we put our whole investment at 
risk. And that is true in so far as it goes. 

But what we really need in Bosnia is not a withdrawal strategy; it is a 
transition strategy. And that is, perhaps, the eighth principle. If peace-
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building is to succeed, to take root, to become irreversible, it needs a 
political destination. For Iraq, that may be a democratic and prosperous 
state in a peaceful and secure Middle East. For Bosnia, it is Europe. 

Bosnia, like the rest of the Balkans, is part of Europe. 

What happens in that part of our continent has a direct effect in other parts of 
our continent. 

We are in the same geographical and political boat. 

So the political choice facing Europe is clear: either we export stability to 
the Balkan region or, as we have seen already, the Balkans will export 
instability to the rest of Europe. 

It is as simple - and as stark - as that. 

That is why, in Bosnia, and in the rest of the Balkans, the role of the 
European Union is of such cardinal importance. 

The prospect of membership of the Union is perhaps the most powerful 
force available to us for projecting stability. 

We have seen across Central and Eastern Europe what a transformation that 
prospect can bring about. 

It was not inevitable, when the Soviet Empire collapsed, that its aftermath 
would largely be free of conflict and bloodshed. 

That - with the tragic exception of the Balkans - the process was largely 
peaceful is due in large part to the twin stabilising influences of NATO and 
the European Union. 

The Union has stood like a magnetic pole, towards which the ex-Conununist 
countries from Estonia to Slovakia were able to set their compasses and steer 
a steady course of reform. 

Today, most of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe are on the very 
threshold of membership. 
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The Western Balkan are now embarking on the same journey, towards the 
same destination. But they do so with the advantage of having had the route 
charted and the dangers marked by others who have gone before. 

Tomorrow, I will travel to Thessaloniki for the European Summit. That 
meeting, organised by the Greek Presidency, will bring together the leaders 
of the Western Balkan countries with their EU counterparts. 

It is an important occasion, because it will offer a chance to the EU to 
demonstrate conclusively to the Balkan countries that it wants them to join 
the Union once the have met the necessary standards - no ifs, no buts. 

I hope that that message will go out loudly and clearly from Thessaloniki. 
Because it has not always been heard - or indeed said - as clearly in the past 
as it might have been. 

I recognise the domestic political pressures some EU governments are under 
on the whole question of enlargement. But Europe bears a special 
responsibility in the Balkans - for its past, and now for its future. 

We cannot change the Balkans' history. 

But we can and we must help to determine the region's future. 

That will require leadership. It will require continued financial commitments 
on a substantial scale. It will mean maintaining political interest, especially 
as new and exciting priorities crowd the international agenda. 

It will mean making sure the European Union is equipped to take decisions 
in real time, on issues that ultimately have a direct bearing on its own 
security. It will mean mobilising all the leverage at the Union's disposal, 
from the Stabilisation and Association process, to visa bans against those 
supporting indicted war criminals, to trade policy, to budgetary assistance. 

We are using all these instruments much more proactively than in the past, 
in large part due to the tireless efforts of Javier Solana and Chris Patten, who 
have done more than anybody else to make the EU an effective reality in the 
Balkans. 

But there is still room for improvement. 
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The process they have started has to be completed. It still talces too long for 
a plethora of conunittees in Brussels to take decisions with the speed 
required by people in the field. There is still too much arcane institutional 
theology in place of bold and decisive action. There is a still too much 
institutional rivalry, and not enough sense of operating as a single integrated 
team. This all hinders, sometimes severely, but always frustratingly, the 
EU's ability to bring its - potentially immense - political clout to bear, even 
in the Balkans where there is, unlike in Iraq, a genuinely conunon European 
policy, and one that is largely shared on the other side of the Atlantic. 

A final thought. 

Why are we seemingly endlessly condemned to re.inventing the wheel when 
it comes to peace keeping? If, as I suspect, peace making is going to be a 
key element in the exercise of power in the modem world, is there not a case 
for creating some formal training facility for the world's politicians, 
diplomats and soldiers, which could also act as a repository of best practice 
and tribal wisdom in the field? Increasingly, we are finding that these are 
transferable skills. Just look at the CVs of the people being called on to 
serve in the civilian administration in Iraq. Bosnia, Kosovo, East Timar, 
Afghanistan. They crop up again and again, with good reason. 

Conclusion 

The challenge for us now in Bosnia is keep up the pace. To finish what we 
have started. 

We, the international community, have made our mistakes there. 

Nevertheless, we have stuck at it. And this, coupled with the courage and 
extraordinary qualities of the decent people of Bosnia and Herzegovina, has 
meant that, despite it all, we are in reach of a time when Bosnia can begin to 
make its own way in the world as a normal and stable country. 

It would, however, be a tragedy to add to Bosnia's tragedies if the painful 
lessons we have learned there over the last seven years were to be ignored as 
we struggle with similar problems elsewhere. 
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For Ahmed and Sibisa Setkic, in their patched up tent on a Balkan 
mountainside, I believe we are at last beginning to win the savage war of 
peace in their small country. 

I can do no better than hope that we can win that war with fewer errors and 
greater effectiveness for the tens of thousands of others like them elsewhere 
in the world. 
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Snawftake 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice Presidenc Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honor.able Condoleez:za Rice 

July 16, 2003 

FROM: 
Donald Rumsfeld ~.;A----'"" ~ ~ 

SUBJECT: Intelligence 

Mr. President-

Attached is an editorial from the Wall Street Journal that favorably mentions the 

"Intelligence Side Letter" that the bipartisan Ballistic Mi~sile Commission 

unanimously issued in 1999 (also attached). The .. Side Letter·· pointed out lhe 

importance of interaction between policy makers and the intelligence community. 

Given the criticism in the press, it might be useful to be aware of the bipartisan 

side letter. 

Very respectfully. 

Attach. 
7/14/03 Wall Street Ja11mal editorial, ··Lack oflntelligence .. 
3/18/99 Commi~sion to Assess the Ballistic Missile Threat to the United States Intelligence 

Side Letter 

DHR:dh 
071403-41 
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Lack Of Intelligence 

Wall Street Journal 
July 14, 2003 

Lack Of Intelligence 

Page 1 of 2 

The flap over who baked the yellowcake uranium story is so transparently political that it is 
tempting to ignore. But now that Democrats and other opponents of deposing Saddam Hussein 
are demanding a full-scale scapegoat hunt, by all means let's consider the uses and abuses of 
intelligence. 

The charge is that I 6 of the words that President Bush uttered during his January State of the 
Union address may have been false. Here's what he said: "The British government has learned 
that Saddam Hussein recently sought significant quantities of uranium from Africa." We say this 
"may" be false, because in fact the British government continues to stand by this assertion even 
if the CIA does not. So what Mr. Bush said about what the British believe was true in January 
and is still true today. 

Based on this non-lie, then, we are all supposed to believe that the entire case for going to war 
was false and that -- precisely what? Other than calling for someone's head, and for a 
Congressional probe that would give free TV time to Democrats running for President, the critics 
don't seem to be demanding anything specific about policy. Do John Kerry and Joe Liebennan 
now regret their vote to allow Mr. Bush to go to war in Iraq? 

We ask that question because policy decisions are what Presidents are elected to make, and the 
resu Its of those judgments are what they should be held responsible for. The case for deposing 
Saddam was based on a dozen years of history, U.N. resolutions and virtual unanimity in the 
intelligence corrununity that he had weapons of mass destruction and programs to build more. 
The furor over yellowcake intelligence is a sideshow about process, and even on this point the 
critics are working under a mistaken assumption about how intelligence ought to work. 

Michigan Senator Carl Levin, among others, seems to believe that somewhere "in the bowels of 
the agency" there are dispassionate analysts who scour the world for evidence and then make 
Olympian judgments about what is true or false. These judgments in turn are supposed to be 
binding on policy makers. Two callow writers at The New Republic even quoted with a straight 
face a CIA analyst who claimed that it was wrong for Vice President Dick Cheney to have 
visited Langley to inspect the Iraq evidence lest he upset the equilibrium of what is supposed to 
be an "ivory tower." 

Anyone who believes this is naive or mischievous, and dangerously so. InteUigence is supposed 
to be a tool of policy, not a determiner of it. By its very nature intelligence is fragmentary and 
ambiguous. Analysts are supposed to look for patterns in the haystacks, form hypotheses about 
what they mean and then feed their best estimates to policy makers. The job of the users of 
intelligence is not ·to accept this as holy writ but to ask questions, challenge hypotheses and prod 
the spooks to look for other things or in other directions. 

The person who has stated this most clearly is none other than Donald Rumsfeld, who included a f 
notable Intelligence Side Letter as part of the report filed by his Commission assessing the 
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ballistic missile thteat in 1999. (Mr. Levin could read it in the Green Room awaiting his many 
TV appearances.) 

The Commission's Side Letter found that in U.S. intelligence circles "The ballistic missile and 
WMD threat are not normally treated as a strategic threat to the U.S., on a par with any other 
highest priority issues." Specifically, it blamed "senior users of intelligence" for failing "to 
interact knowledgeably with the producers of intelligence." 

Contrary to the Ivory Tower school. the Side Lener added 1ha1. "Unless and until senior users 
take time to engage analysts. question their ru;sumptions and methods, seek from them what they 
know, what they don't know and ask them their opinions-· and do so without penalizing the 
analysts when their opinions differ from those of the user -- senior users cannot have a 
substantial impact in improving the intelligence product they receive." 

This adult view of intelligence contrasts with the Levin school, which puts an unfair burden on 
CIA analysts that most of them really don't wan1. lt makes lhem the uhimnte arbiter of facts thal 
detennine policy, turning them into "political" actors. In thal sense, Joseph Wilson, the CIA 
consultant who lac;t week wrote about hir,, trip to Niger over yellowcake, is the one who has 
0 politicized" intelligence. He Le; a well-known opponent of war with Iraq and clearly now wants 
to discredit the Bush policy after the fact. 

Which brings us back to the current half-baked outrage over yellowcake. The Democratic motive 
has very little to do with intelligence disputes. The campaign is really about assailing Mr. Bush's 
credibility, which Democratc; realize is his greatest asset. That's why they 1hrow the word!. "lie" 
and "untruth" around like loose change. as if Mr. Bush had deceived a grand jury. 

That's also why Terry McAulifre's Democratic National Commillee jumped on the yellowcake 
flap last week with an attack ad. The ad declares that "h's time to tell the truth," !:tut the ad's 
video clip of Mr. Bush's 16-word State of the Union sentence omits the crucial words: "The 
British government has learned that ... ·· The Democrals are themselves lying about Mr. Bush's 
non-lie. 

The yellowcake assault is itself an abuse of intelligence. and if it extends to a full-scale probe it 
has the potential to damage a vital tool of U.S. srrurity in the war on terror. Especially after 9/11 
and in a world of WMD, the U.S. needs intelligence analysts willing to question their own 
assumptions, as well as policy makers willing to help them do it. We wish the Bush 
Administration would stop playing who baked the yeJlowcake and start explaining 10 Americans 
that intelligence is too important to be politicized. 
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18 March 1999 

SUBJECT: Unclassified Version of Intelligence Side Letter 

On behalf of members of the Commission to Assess the 
Ballistic Missile Threat to the United States, I am sending 
to you the unclassified version of our Intelligence Side 
Letter. 

The classified version oft.his Intelligence Side Letter 
was developed by the Corrrnissioners in response to requests 
from the Congressional Leadership. We were asked to provide 
observations on the extent to, which the Intelligence 
community is organized, trained and equipped to monitor and 
assess the ballistic missile threat to the united States 
into the :21 at Century, gaps that might exist with respect to 
those capabilities, and any recommendations the 
Commissioners might have with respect to those capabilities. 

In addition, the Director of Central Intelligence asked 
us to provide him with our observations. 

We chose to provide these observations in a Side Letter 
to our Final Report, because our charter was explicitly 
limited to an assessment of the nature and magnitude of the 
existing and emerging ballistic missile threat to the United 
States . The classified version of the Side Letter was 
delivered to the Congressional Leadership and to the senior 
leadership of the Inte,11 igence Community on 15 October 1998. 
Prior to its delivery, we discussed its contents at length 
with the Director of Central Intelligence, George Tenet. 
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The DCI requested that the Co!N'llissioners meet with him 
and the senior leadership of the Intelligence Community to 
discuss their observations. This meeting took place on 
6 January 1999. 

At that meeting the Conunissioners were briefed on the 
steps being contemplated or taken by the DCI and the IC to 
address the concerns raised in our Side Letter. At that 
meeting the DCI agreed to the Commissioners request to 
review the Side Letter so that it might be declassified and 
released to a broader audience. The.Commissioners also 
proposed, and the DCI agreed, to include as part of an 
unclassified Side Letter the main points raised by the IC in 
its 6 January briefing for the Commissioners. 

In.late 1998, the Congress provided the Intelligence 
Community with nearly $3 billion in new funding. That 
funding was meant to address, in part, the issues raised in 
our classified Side Letter. The Commissioners understand 
that the DCI has used portions of that funding to support 
the initiatives he briefed to the Commissioners. 

I hope this unclassified version of the Side Letter 
will help infonn future efforts to assure that our 
Intelligence Community is properly organized, trained and 
equipped to monitor and assess the ballistic missile threat 
to the United States today and into the 21•t century. 

Sincerely} . 

~ /,( . £1/J 
Donald Rumsfel~~r~, 

Enclosure 
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18 March 1999 

I. Introduction 

A. Origin of this Letter 

In the earliest days of the Commission's work, the Speaker of the 
House and the Chairman of the House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence (HPSCI) asked the Commissioners to provide any observations 
we might have on the following issues: 

• the extent to which the Intelligence Community (IC) is organized, 
trained and equipped to monitor and assess the ballistic missile 
threat to the United States today and into the 21 • century; 

• gaps, if any. which may exist with respect to current and planned 
capabilities; 

• any recommendations the Commissioners might have with respect 
to, the CUJTent and evolving IC capability to monitor, assess and 
warn relative to the threat posed by ballistic missiles. 

In addition, the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) asked that we 
provide him with any observations we might have as a result of our work in 
assessing the ballistic missile three t to the United St.ates. 

As the Commission went about the task assigned to it to assess the 
existing and emerging ballistic missile threat to the U.S. these questions 
were kept in mind. Among its unanimous conclusions, the Commission found 
that the "Intelligence Community's ability to provide timely and accurate 
estimates of ballistic missile threats to the U.S. is eroding." 

This paper expands on that conclusion and provides observations on 
the questions posed by the Speaker of the House and the Chairman of the 
HPSCI. 

In October 1998 the classified version of this letter was delivered to the 
Congress and to the DCI and other senior leadership of the InteI1igence 
Community. Since then the DCI has taken measures to address issues and 
observations raised in the classified paper. In early January 1999 the DCI 
briefed the members of the commission on those measures. At the conclusion 
of this unclassified version of the side letter, we take note of some of the 
initiatives reported by the DCI. 
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B. Background 

Before turning to specific issues, we wish to take note at the outset 
that the nation has long benefited from the human and technological prowess 
resident in its Intelligence Community. In the course of its work, the 
Commission was granted extensive access to these resources and drew deeply 
upon them. We noted numerous examples of superb analytic and technical 
achievements, many of which informed our work. 

At the same time, as experienced users of intelligence, the 
Commissioners were struck by the dichotomy of the growth in the number, 
complexity and difficulty of the tasks assigned as a high priority to the IC 
over the last decade and the erosion of resources it has experienced, both 
human and technical, over that same period. This dichotomy was striking 
with respect to the complex task of assessing ballistic missile and weapons of 
mass destruction (WMD) threats to the nation. 

We noted in our Report on such threats a number of adverse trends in 
the post.Cold Wu threat environment affecting the capability of the IC to 
monitor, assess and warn of ballistic missile threats: 

• emerging capabilities in a larger number of hostile states; 
• increased availability of relevant data, technologies and expertise 

to those states; and, 
• more sophisticated resort to cover, deception and denial by them. 

The cumulative impact of these trends, coupled with a decline in analytic 
resources in particular, has complicated the IC's task relative to the ballistic 
missile threat. 

This reality alone would have been sufficient to challenge the 
Intelligence Community's capacity to adapt its Cold War collection and 
analysis models and methods to a profoundly altered threat environment. 
However, that challenge has been magnified by prolonged internal 
turbu~ence. The Community has been buffeted by budget cuts, isolation, 
excessive turnover, a decline in scientific and engineering competence, a 
highly-charged political atmosphere, foreign penetration of the intelligence 
community, and stovepiping of functions and information within the IC. 
Finally, for policy makers to effectively engage analysts with respect to what 
they know, what they don't know and what they think about the evidence 
they have gathered, analyzed and presented, the products need to routinely 
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include alternative hypotheses as to the meaning of the intelligence 
presented. 

We observed that senior users of intelligence, in the executive and 
legislative branches, bear a share of the responsibility for the erosion of the 
I C's ability to provide timely and accurate estimates of the threat. The IC 
needs a clear and manageable set of priorities. The guidance provided to the 
IC by the executive branch in Presidential Decision Directive 35 (PDD.35) 
assigns a high priority to many different issues. Both the executive and 
legislative branches habitually task the IC on an ad hoc basis, driven more 
by contemporary issues than long-term intelligence requirements. At the 
same time the military Services and regional Commanders-in-Chief have 
become heavily dependent on IC collection and analysis resources in 
performance of their missions. The result is a detrimental competition 
within the IC for assets to respond to near-term demand and long-term 
requirements and between the IC, the executive branch, Congress ,and the 
military for the application of collection and analytic resources. 

The erosion in the capabilities of the IC.is exacerbated. further by what 
the Commissioners observed as a failure of senior users of intelligence to 
interact knowledgeably with the producers -of intelligence. Given the 
schedule of senior users, an analyst rarely has the opportunity to reflect the 
depth of what he or she may know on a given subject. Unless and until 
senior users take time to engage analysts, question their assumptions and 
methods, seek from them what they know, what they don't know and ask 
them their opinions-and do so without penalizing the analysts when their 
opinions differ from those of the user-senior users cannot have a substantial 
impact in improving the intelligence product they receive. For the process of 
intelligence, collection and analysis to be a self-correcting and self-improving 
one, like most processes it requires a feedback mechanism designed to 
improve the process itself. That mechanism can only be provided by 
knowledgeable and engaged users. 

Intelligence resources (human, technical and financial} allocated to the 
monitoring of ballistic missile and WMD developments have declined 
significantly in the past five years. This has occurred despite the prominence 
of the proliferation issue for public policy. 

II. Key Issues 

A. Priority Given to Monitoring and Assessing the Ballistic Missile 
Threat 

J 
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1. Intelligence Priorities Established by the President 

Presidential Directives and the means to implement them are 
appropriately classified and any complete discussion is not possible at the 
unclassified level. The Commission found that the priorities and 
management arrangements creates conflicts that are often resolved to the 
detriment of long range strategic issue collection. The proliferation of 
requirements for the JC across many countries. issues and priorities a.asures 
that few topics will receive in depth coverage. The fact that so many of the 
requirements relate to the support of real·time operations-support to 
military and diplomatic operations, anti-drug and anti-nuclear smuggling, 
political analysis of unstable governments-assures that near•term 
operational issues will receive the greatest attention while longer-term 
strategic issues are left to be dealt with as time and resources may or may 
not permit. 

In the Commission's view, this emphasis on nea~term issues and 
operations needs to be moderated considerably. especially as it affects the 
ballistic missile and· WMD threat&. To provide timely and actionable 
warning against these threats requires long-term, in.depth studies of ballistic 
missile and WMD developments. Such studies require the creation of a 
dedicated cadre of analysts with access to collection resources. Treating the 
threat as one ofa hundred or more high priority issues, all of which are 
placed on a back burner with each crisis and contingency that comes along, 
will not improve the capability of the IC to provide actionable warning. If 
near-term issue demands cannot be moderated, then additional resources 
must be provided so longer-term issues can and are consistently addressed. 

2. Ballistic Missiles and WMD as a Strategic Threat 

The ballistic missile and WMD threat are not normally treated as a 
strategic threat to the US, on a par with any other highest priority issues. As 
noted in our Report, nations intent on developing such capabilities do so for 
reasons of their national interest. That is not how the IC treat& these threats 
today. In our experience, intelligence about the ballistic missile and WMD 
threat is sought and produced principally to support the development or 
enforcement of non·proli(eration measures. The ballistic missiles and WMD 
should also be t:reated as instruments of state power being developed by a 
country for a strategic purpose, rather than as contraband traded contrary to 
international norms. Because ballistic missiles and WMD capabilities are 
treated as contraband, attention is focused primarily on the process by which 
technology, techniques and technicians are transferred from seller to buyer. 
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Because trade in this contraband is subject to sanction due to national law or 
international agreement, attention is often focused primarily on trying to 
trace the evidence of the activity to its source and determining the complicity 
of the seller and its government in the sale. Less attention is focused on the 
scope, pace and direction of a nation's programs and the technical 
characteristics and doctrine for the employment of completed systems. 

The proliferation of WMD and ballistic missiles is a global problem, 
with nations that are buyers of either or both often sellers of either or both as 
well. 

Considerably less attention is given to: 

• the motivations of those who seek to acquire such capabilities; 
• the leverage the capability might impart to the buyer in local, 

regional or global affairs; 
• the doctrine that the buyer might develop to guide the deployment 

and employment of the capability; 
• the technical state, pace and potential growth paths for ballistic 

missile and WMD programs in countries of concern; 
• the likelihood that buyen are cooperating among themselves to 

enhance their respective capabilities'; 
• the effects of foreign deception and denial activities on the ability of 

the US to monitor and assess the threat. 

We believe that the DCI needs to direct the relevant analytic centers to 
assess ballistic missile and WMD capabilities as strategic programs 
that pose a threat to the United States. Proliferation of technology 
should be treated as one factor affecting the strategic calculations of a 
given country. The analysts in these cells need to be able to task 
collection assets, have access to information wherever it may be held 
within the IC, encouraged to challenge each other's findings and 
instructed to employ analytic methodologies more comprehensive than 
those oft.en used in the IC. Using outside expertise should be 
encouraged. Creating dedicated cells is not a matter of organization 
alone. In addition more, and more broadly trained, analysts are 
needed to identify tasking requirements and opportunities, perform 
the required analyses, and fashion the finished intelligence. 

B. Analytic Resources and IC Skill-mix 

The methodology employed by the IC in collecting and analyzing 
intelligence on the ballistic missile and WMD threats needs to be revised. In 
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addition, the analytic depth of the community focused on these threats needs 
to be strengthened. The decline in the IC's scientific and engineering 

. competence is one of several recent developments which have adversely 
affected the performance of the IC on ballistic missile and WMD 
developments. The combination should result in higher confidence in the 
ability of the IC to provide timely warning of the threat. 

1. Methodological Approach 

The Commissioners believe that an expansion of the analytic 
methodology used by the IC is needed. Intelligence assessments and 
estimates must be grounded in the facts. But to be useful, they cannot be 
limited to reporting only what is known about a particular program. 'llris is 
so if for no other reason than that the date an event occurs, the date at which 
we learn of it, and the date on which it is reported can be separated by years, 
in some cases up to a decade. 

Yet, in a large number of cases examined, Commissioners found 
analysts unwilling to make estimates that extended beyond the hard 
evidence they had in hand, whi~ effectively precluded developing and 
testing alternative hypothesis about the actual foreign programs taking 
place. The Commission would urge that the IC adopt as a standard of its 
methodology that in addition to considering what they know, analyst.a 
consider as weH what they know they don't know about a program and set 
about filling gaps in their knowledge by: 

• taking into account not only the output measures of a program. but 
the input measures of technology, expertise and personnel from 
both internal sources and as a result of foreign assistance. The 
type and rate of foreign assistance can be a key indicator of both the 
pace and objective of a program into which the IC otherwise has 
little insight. 

• comparing what takes place in one country with what is taking 
place in others, particularly among the emerging ballistic missile 
powers. While each may be pursuing a somewhat different 
development program, all of them are pursuing programs 
fundamentally different from those pursued by the US, Russia and 
even China. A more systematic use of comparative methodologies 
might help to fill the information gaps. 

• employing the technique of alternative hypotheses. This technique 
can help make sense of known events and serve as a way to identify 
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and organize indicators relative to a program ·s motivation, purpose, 
pace and direction. By hypothesizing alternative scenarios a more 
adequate set of indicators and collection priorities can be 
established. As the indicators begin to align with the known facts, 
the importance of the information gaps is reduced and the likely 
outcomes projected with greater confidence. The result is the . 
possibility for earlier warning than if analysts wait for proof of a 
capability in the form of hard evidence of a test or a deployment. 
Hypothesis testing can provide a guide to what characteristics to 
pursue, and a cue to collection sensors as well. 

• explicitly tasking collection assets to gather information that would 
disprove a hypothesis or fill a particular gap in a list of indicators. 
This can prov~ a wasteful use of scarce assets if not done in a 
rigorous fashion. But moving from the highly ambiguous absence 
of evidence to the collection of specific evidence of absence can be as 
important as finding the actual evidence. 

Adopting broader analytic techniques is not sufficient. The analytic 
depth of the I C's all-sow-ce analysts also must be improved. 

2. Analytic Depth 

The DCI has conducted surveys of the analytic depth of the IC. These 
studies sought to determine whether the IC was well positioned, in terms of 
education, experience, manpower and plans for growth, to meet the new 
requirements being placed on the IC. The studies concluded that 
considerable shortfalls existed. 

The underlying fact is that the IC is not yet well positioned to address 
the ballistic missile threat today. Its analysts are relatively inexperienced, 
lacking technical, in~country and language skills and, if our experience is 
indicative, trained for the most part in non-scientific and non-technical 
disciplines. Improving the IC's analytic depth will take time. In practical 
terms this means that over the !!Oming years, when the programs of the 
countries of concern are likely to reach maturity, analytic capability will lag 
the evolution of the threats. Analytic capability is the critical link between 
collection and production. It must be bolstered in the coming years if the IC 
is to successfully perform its mission to warn of the ballistic missile threat. 

Improving analytic capability requires leadership and training, 
coupled with experience. Senior and middle-level management must provide 
the leadership and lay out a course oftrajning. This means that they may 
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need to be relieved of some portion of their current responsibilities, or their 
numbers increased. Training takes time. To make time, the analytic force 
will need to be increased so that critical i.ssues are not left unaddressed while 
analysts are in training. Training should include not only classroom time, 
but time in the field. Time in the field should include periods spent with US 
national laboratories and industries, in addition to time devoted to learning 
the history, language and culture of the countries of concern. 

C. Collecting Intelligence 

Collecting intelligence on ballistic missile and WMD programs is 
becoming more difficult. We believe the reasons for this are understood and 
appreciated within the IC. 

1. Conventional Collection 

The most evident reason for increased difficulty in collecting 
intelligence is denial and deception practiced by target countries. In the 
Commission's view, the capacity of target countries to deny and deceive the 
US about their intentions and capabilities is the result of a number of 
developments, most of which were cited in our Report: 

• target countries have gained extensive knowledge of US sources 
and methods of collection through espionage, the willingness of the 
US to share intelligence, demarches, and unauthorized disclosures. 
Taken together, this knowledge allows target countries to conduct 
their activities at times and in ways that aim to frustrate US 
collection. 

2. Special Collection 

In addition to conventional means of collection, the Commissioners 
believe that special collection methods need attention. It is impossible to 
discuss these measures in an unclassified forum, but suffice to point out that 
the nation needs to take every possible opportunity to penetrate the security 
apparatus that is to be found surrounding any other nation's strategic 
programs. 

D. Compartments 

The strengthening of analytic and collection capabilities needs to be 
complemented by a reconsideration of the manner in which intelligence is 
compartmented within the IC. Three anecdotes make the point: 
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, the Commission received three briefings on the ballistic missiles of 
a country of concern before discovering critical information about 
the performance of systems in its inventory. It was not until 
receiving a briefing on an unrelated subject, however, that we 
di$covered why the IC has ascribed those performance figures to 
the systems in question. 

• the Commission called together analysts charged with monitoring a 
number of countries and functions to conduct a comparative look at 
ballistic missile capabilities across those countries. We discovered, 
however, that few of the dozen or more analysts in the room, drawn 
from the IC as whole, possessed the same information as the 
Commissioners. As a result, it was impossible to conduct a 
comparative look across the countries and functions. 

• on more than one occasion the Commission dutifully sat through 
briefs only to find later we had not received accurate or complete 
information on the ballistic missile and WMD capabilities of 
countries of concern. At the end of one, two-hour briefing and aft.er 
the briefers had left, a mid-level manager informed us that most of 
what we had heard was incorrect. He said this was becau&e the 
brief ers did not have access to the information contained in the 
compartments that we were now to be briefed into. 

Protecting sources and methods of collection is one valid reason for 
placing information in compartments; there are others. It is our view that 
despite the good reasons for doing so, it can have the effect of seriously 
impeding the flow if information, distorting analyses end resulting in 
incomplete or misleading information being presented to policy makers. To 
be sure, a few responsible individuals in the Congress and the Executive 
Branch have been briefed on the correct information. So far as we know, 
however, these briefings have been done in a piecemeal fashion, over time 
and never in a manner that explicitly contrasts what is actually known with 
what is published. Moreover1 the limited distribution of the correct 
information does nothing to offset the incorrect impression created in the 
national security establishment more broadly of the nature and magnitude of 
the threat. 

Measures must be found that simultaneously protect US sources and 
methods of collection, permit analysts to make full use of the intelligence 
needed to do their job, and make clear to policy makers in the Legislative and 
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Executive Branches the differences between published intelligence products 
and the information held within special compartments and access programs. 

E. Turbulence in Leadership 

We believe that success in the Intelligence Community requires the 
attention, understanding, and leadership of the President and the National 
Security Council, down through senior policy makers. To be effective, the 
Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) needs to be an active, working 
participant in the senior national security team. 

Beyond interest and attention at the top, reasonable continuity of 
leadership is critical. Excessive turbulence in leadership is harmful to U.S. 
intelligence capabilities. In the last 10 years, the U.S. has had five DCis and 
six Directors of the Defense Intelligence Agency. Further, there have been 
several periods when these posts were vacant with "acting" Directors and a 
number of instances whe~ appointments were announced but later 
withdrawn. Over the period 1988-98, the average time in position was less 
than two years. If a corporation changed leadership that often, it would 
likely be in bankruptcy and deserve it. The IC has been weakened in its 
influence and morale at least in part as a result of the turbulence in key 
intelligence leadership positions. It is the responsibility of the President as 
well as the Congress to assure reasonable continuity of leadership. 

III. Conclusion and Recommendations 

The foregoing observations include ~uggestions that might improve the 
capabilities of the intelligence community to monitor, assess and warn 
relative to the ballistic missile threat to the United States. In addition to 
these suggestions, we suggest that the Congress consider, in a bi-partisan 
and bi-cameral manner and in close cooperation with the leadership of the 
intelligence community, the following initiatives. 

1. Review and as necessary re-align current U.S. collection and 
analysis practices and procedures in light of the new developmeni and 
deployment patterns that now characterize the ballistic missile and WMD 
:programs of countries gfci;u1,em. In our view, the intelligence community is 
not postured appropriately to collect and analyze these patterns of activity. 
The conclusions and recommendations in our Report were based on the 
realization that these programs are notably different from the programs 
conducted by the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. during the Cold War. Contemporary 
programs are characterized by extensive access to technology and expertise 
through the open and black markets, extensive denial and deception 
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practices, few (if any) visible tests, as well as underground production, 
storage and deployment. 

The need for a review and realignment is especially acute in the area 
of testing. The old Soviet model, characterized by numerous tests1 from weU
defined locations, over an extended period oftime no longer applies today. 
The US may not have more than a single opportunity to collect critical 
information on a ballistic missile or WMD test. It is essential that we get it 
right the first time because we cannot count on getting a second, or third, 
opportunity as we did 

A review would include consideration of whether the US has adapted 
its technical and human collection assets to a little or no warning 
environment, whether either or both need to be updated or replaced to meet 
the demands of the new environment, whether new techniques for managing 
collection and analysis might yield higher confidence of advance warning of a 
test, collection of critical information and rapid and expert exploitation of the 
infonnation, that data is archived and stored for use by analysts at a later 
date. In addition, it is critical that this short warning capability be tested 
and exercised on a regular basis. 

2. Assess the role played by the IC's "special collectors" in providine 
information critical to monitoring. assessing and warning of ballistic missile 
and W'MD threats. In our view, these special collectors provide highly 
significant information, critical to an understanding of foreign activity, that 
js not available to the IC by any other means 

The assessment should focus on the quality of the informati_on gained 
by each system, the character of the intelligence product that can be 
produced when the "take" from these systems are integrated, as was the case 
in the work of the Commission, whether the information can be acquired by 
other means with acceptable confidence. and the capacity of target countries 
or entities to undermine the effectiveness of the systems. 

This assessment should be undertaken promptly. Decisions are being 
made now concerning future collection capabilities. We believe an 
assessment of the kind suggested here would illuminate the role of these 
systems and provide a rationale for assuring that the U.S. has the 
capabilities these systems provide, even if specific systems are replaced by 
new designs and new architectures. 

3. Establish standards of eYidence and presentation for intelligence 
reporting to the Congress. Standards of evidence and presentation are 
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needed to address the widespread and understandable concerns about the 
politicization of intelligence. Standards will minimize the ultimately 
destructive, practice of those requesting intelligence reports framing their 
requests in a manner that suits their purposes and impose on those who 
reply an obligation to provide responses without regard to the perceived 
policy preferences of the audience. 

Standards for presentation are relatively easy to devise. Our Report 
lists a number, including a requirement that analysts present what they 
know, what they don1t know and what they think, and distinguishing 
between them, and that they use a methodology that includes examination of 
alternative hypotheses. 

Standards of evidence are more difficult to devise. but they are needed. 
They help impose rigor on analysts, make it possible to compare information 
from different sources and analysts far more easily, and provide the means 
for holding analysts as well as mid-level and senior managers accountable for 
the products delivered to decision makers. At the same time they can help to 
shield the intelligence process from the effects of what President Clinton 
called .. fudging" by senior policy makers. 

The President's recent discussion of"fudgin.g- occUJTed in the context 
of a discussion of the eft'ect.13 of sanctions laws on his flexibility to conduct 
diplomacy. Faced with the prospect that sanctions might automatically be 
imposed on a nation should certain information about its activities become 
known, and believing the sanctions would not advance US interests, the 
President allowed as how he and other senior policy makers were likelJ to 
"fudge" the issue. Fudging is a phenomenon that is not restricted to avoiding 
to unwanted consequences of sanctions. It is an approach to intelligence 
related to other policy matters as well. Its practical consequence is that the 
information received by senior policy makers from the intelligence 
community may not be studied at all, if studied not be reported in full, or 
policy makers may refuse to hear what the JC may have to say on a subject, 
or policy mak.ers may frame questions for the IC in such a way that 
damaging information is not brought to light. 

However its effects are manifested, "fudging" has a corrupting 
influence on both the policy making and the intelligence communities. A 
symbiotic relationship between the consumer and the provider of intelligence 
can be easily established in which they shape their questions and answers to 
satisfy the needs of the moment or to avoid unwanted, unpleasant, or 
uncomfortable longer-term consequences. 

12 
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Fudging is not a new phenomenon nor is it a practice confined to the 
Executive Branch. Establishing standards of evidence can help to offset 
inclinations to fudge by assuring those who ask questions that they will 
receive complete answers and imposing on the IC the requirement to provide 
such answers. 

IV. January 1999 Meeting with DCI 

On January 6, 1999, the Commissioners met with the Director of 
Central Intelligence and senior officials of the Intelligence Community. The 
Commissioners were briefed by IC staff as to the steps that the IC has taken 
and/or is planning to take related to issues raised both in the Commission's 
Report to Congress and in the classified version of this Intelligence Side 
Letter, which had been presented to members of the Intelligence Community 
some months before. 

Following are highlights of the brief presented to the Commissioners 
by Director Tenet and senior officials of the Intelligence Community: 

• The IO has expanded its analyses of ballistic missiles as regional and 
national threats, including examining space launch vehicle conversions 
that could pose a threat, the threat implications of North Korea's Taepo 
Dong missiles, and the extent to which Scud m.issile technology could be 
pushed to increase the threat. Some of these efforts have already resulted 
in classified and unclassified publications. 

• The IC is involving multiple contractors, outside experts, and plans to 
involve former Commission members in its annual review of the ballistic 
missile threat, to be published this year as a National Intelligence 
Estimate. 

• The Assistant Director Central Intelligence for Analysis end Production is 
conducting a study of the IC's analytic capabilities addressing many 
issues in The Commission's Report, including how to reinvigorate S&T 
analysis, expand competitive analysis and red teaming, and develop 
alternative scenarios and advanced methodologies. 

• The Assistant Director Central Intelligence for Collection has established 
an interagency task force and senior review panel. They have examined 
collection management within the IC, identified. specific deficiencies, and 
developed a set of recommendations for the DCI and program managers to 
review, including collaborative and innovative strategies to assess and 
enhance collection. 
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• The DCI stressed that future collection systems must include capabilities 
to counter denial and deception measures. 

• The DCI will convene a panel of former senior government officials to 
review the I C's implementation of PDD~35. 

• Principle drafters of national estimates will have full access to all relevant 
compartmented intelligence and the IC will review all compartmentation 
practices that affect intelligence production. 

• The IC will ensure that presentations and reports on the missile threat 
provide policy makers with a clear representation of what the IC knows, 
what it doesn't know, what it can't know, and finally what it judges based 
on -evidence, the lack thereof, and expertise from inside and outside the 
government. The IC has also become much more explicit and detailed in 
its discussions about warning, indicating what can and cannot be warned, 
noting cities that can be reached by specific missiles and payloads, and 
warning of the potential threats before "'deployment."' 

The Commission is encouraged by the steps that the DCI bas 
undertaken to implement the recommendations presented in our classified 
Report on the ballistic missile threat to the United States and in our 
Classified Intelligence Side Letter. The Commission also welcomes by the 
Intelligence Communitys increased interest in using expertise from outside 
sources, including scientific and engineering experts. 

14 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )I, __ """'{ .. , 
SUBJECT: Report from Iraq 

July 23, 2003 

Attached is an e•rnaiI from a person I don't know that describes his experience as 

an Army engineer working with the 4th Infantry Division. I think it gives you a 

much more accurate sense of what is going on there than the television does. 

Very respectfuIIy, 

Attach. 
7/10/03 e-mail 

DHR:dh 
012103-19 
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Joyce Rumsfeld 

From: 
To: 
Sent: 
Subject: 

l(b )(6) 

Thursday, July 10, 2003 12:38 AM 
SITREP(situation report) from Iraq 

Pagel of3 / 

Thought I wouk:I send this on to some of you. It is a letter from a friend of my uncle's ·who 'is a member of his 
church here al home. I Just did a copy and paste as i dont agree With doing "forwards ·of stUff that contain other 
~s e-mail addresses. 

~ 
SITREP from Iraq 

The following is a great S!TFlEP., .it is from an Army engineer wor'lting very hard in 
Iraq on doing all those very many difficult thi.r:igs .r:iecessii,ry to enable the Iraqi 
people to eventually take care of. tbemsel ves and allow our !olk.s to come back 
home .... and all we have to do back he:i::e is be patient and supportive and let all o! 
these good people do their jobs. 

!(b )(6) 

OPEN LETTER TO FIRST LUTHERAN CHURCH or RICHMOND BEACH 

It has been a while s i nce I have written to my ,!r:hmd:s a ·t First Lt1t.her~n Church 
about what's really going on here in Iraq. The news you watch o:n TV .is 
e xaggerated, sensationalized and selective. Good news doe..srJ°'t sell . 

The stuff you don't hear about on CNN? 

Let's st.olrt. with Ele!ctrical Power production in .I.rag, The day after th~ war was 
declared over, there was nearly O power being gener-ated in Ir,aq. 4,5 days later, in 
a partnership b e twee n the .A.rmy, the Iraqi people a:nd some private ,companies, there 
are now 3200 mega watt:. (Mw) of. power being produced daily, 1/3 of the total 
national potential of 8000 Mw. 
Downed power lines (big stuH, 400 Kilovolt (l<v) a:nd 132 'Kv·1 are .bein,g repaired and 
are about 70% complete. 

Then there is water purification. In central Iraq between 'Baghdad and Mosul, home 
of. the 4th Infantry Divi:iion, water treatment was .!ipott,y a t best. . The !ac ili tie.!i 
existed, but the controls were never implemented. 
Simple chemicals like Chlorine for purification and .Al.um (Aluminum Sul:fate) !or 
sediment settling (the Tigris River is about as clear as the Mississippi River) 
wet·e in very short :supply or not used at all, W.be :o i;hlorine wu1 used, it wa.!i 
mete.red. by the scientific method of. guessing. So ·.some people got pool water to 
drink and some people got water with lots of little things floating around in it. 
We are slowly but surely solving that. contracts for repairs to h.cilities that 
are only 50% or les:s operational are being let.$ c.he.micals .ar e being delivered, 
although we don't have the metering problem solved yet ( ... but again, it's only 
been 45 days). 

How about oil and fuel? Well,the war was all about oil wa.sn't it? You bet it was. 
It was all about oil for the Iraqi people! They have no other income, they produce 
nothing else. Oil is 95% of the Iraqi GNP. For this nation to survive, it MUST sell 
oil. The Refine ry at Bayji is at 75% of capacity producing gasoline. The crude 
pipeline between J<irkuk (Oil central) and Bayji will tie repaired by tomorrow (2 
June). 
LPG, what all Iraqi's use to cook and heat wit'h, i's at 103% of normal production 

7/10/2003 
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and WE, the US ARMY, are insuring it is being distributed FAIRLY to ALL Iraqi's. 

You have to remember that only 3 months ago, ALL these things were used by the 
Sadam regime as weapons against the population to keep them in line. If your town 
misbehaved, gasoline shipments stopped, LPG pipelines and trucks stopped, Water was 
turned off, power was turned off. Now,until exports start, every drop of gasoline 
produced goes to the Iraqi 
people. Crude oil is being stored and the country is at 75% capacity right now. 
They need to export or stop pumping soon, ... so thank the UN for the delay. ALL 
LPG goes to the Iraqi people EVERYWHERE. Water is being purified as best it can be, 
but at least it's running all the time to everyone. 

Are we still getting shot at? Yep. 
Are American Soldiers still dying? Yep, about 1 a day from my out fit, the 4th 
Infantry Division, most in 
accidents, but dead is dead. 
lf we are doing all this for the Iraqi's,why are they shooting at us? The general 
Iraqi population isn't shooting at us. There are still bad guys, who won't let go 
of the old 
regime. They are Ba'ath party members (Read Nazi Party, but not as nice)who have 
known nothing but, and supported nothing but the regime, all of their lives. These 
are the thugs for the regime that caused many to disappear in the night. They have 
no other skills. At least the Nazis had jobs and a semblance of a national 
infrastructure that they could go back to after the war ... as plwnbers, managers, 
engineers, etc .... these people have no skills but terror. They are simply applying 
their skills .... and we are applying ours. There is no Christian way to say 
this, ... but they must be eliminated and we are doing so with all the efficiency we 
can muster. our troops are shot at literally everyday by small arms and Rocket 
Propelled Grenades {RPGs). We respond. 100% of the time, the Ba'ath party guys 
come out with the short end of the stick. The most amazing thing to me is that they 
don't realize that if they stopped shooting at us, we would focus on fixing things 
more quickly and then leave, back to the land of the Big PX. The more they shoot at 
us, the longer we will have to stay. 
Lastly, all of you please realize that 90% of the damage you see on TV was caused 
by Iraqi's, NOT by us and not by the war. Sure we took out a few bridges from 
military necessity, we took out a few power and phone lines to disrupt 
communications, sure we drilled a few palaces and government 
headquarter buildings with 2000 lb. laser guided bombs {I work 100 yards from where 
two hit the Tikrit Palace}, he had plenty to spare. But,ANY damage you see to 
schools,hospitals, power generation facilities, refineries, pipelines, was ALL 
caused either by the Iraqi Army in its death throes or from much of the Iraqi 
civilians looting the places. Could we have prevented it? Nope. We can and do 
now, but 45 days ago the average soldier was fighting for his own survival and 
trying ta get to his objectives as fast as possible. He was lucky to know what town 
he was in much less be informed enough to know who owned what or have the power to 
stop a 1,000 people from looting and burning a building by himself. The United 
States and our allies, especially Great Britain, are doing a very noble thing here. 
We stuck our necks out on 
the world's chopping block to free an entire people from the grip of a horrible 
terror that was beyond belief. 

I've already talked the weapons of mass destruction thing to death ... bottom line, 
who cares? This country was one big conventional weapons ammo dump anyway. We have 
probably destroyed more weapons and ammo in the last 30 days than the US Army 
has ever fired in the last 30 years (Remember, this is a country the size of 
Texas), so drop the WMD argument as the reason we came here ...• if we find it GREAT, 
if we don't, SO WHAT? 

I'm living in a "guest palace" on a 500 acre palace compound, with 20 palaces with 
like facilities built in half a dozen towns all over Iraq, that were built for one 
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man. 
Drive down the street and out into the countryside 5 miles away like I have, and 
see all the families of 10 or more, all living in mud huts and herding the two 
dozen sheep on which 
their very existence depends---then tell me why you ~hink we are here. 

WMD? ___ important .. have to find 'em wherever they may be ( ... in Syria?), but not 
OUR real motivator. Oon 1 t let it be yours either. 

Respectfully, 

4th Infantry Division 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable CondoJeezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Oil for Food 

July 23, 2003 

Attached is a memo from Dov on Oil for Food that might be of interest. 

Attach. 
7/18103 USD(C) memo to SecDef re; U.N. Oil for Food (OFF) Contract Audits 

DHR:dh 
0?2!03-36 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 OEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1100 

COMPTROLLER 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim {j 

INFO MEMO 

SUBJECT: U.N. Oil for Food (OFF) Contract Audits 

July 18, 2003, 5:42 PM 

• Under the auspices of a Policy-directed Task Force, the DCAA and DCMA have 
conducted a review of approved and funded Iraqi Oil for Food contracts. The 
team selected 700 high priority, high-dollar contracts valued at $7 billion for 
review; this amounts to roughly 10 percent of the OFF contracts but about 70 
percent of the dollars. 

• The audit team has briefed interim findings on 312 individual contracts. Of these 
312 contracts the audit team believes 172, or 55 percent, of the individual 
contracts are overpriced. The average amount of overpricing per overpriced 
contract is 22 percent. The total of potential overpricing of the 312 individual 
contracts is $358.7 million. This rate of over pricing, when appl' 0 
high-priority, high-value contracts, could result in as much a 5 million in 
overpricing. 

• In addition, the audit team found some contracts of questionable(!) value, such as 
contracts for Cigarette Paper, Mercedes Benz Sedans, Sports Halls (Gymnasiums) 
and larger than expected quantities of spares, passenger vehicles, and other pieces 
of miscellaneous equipment. 

• The Secretary General has the authority (Pursuant to UNSCR 1483 (2003)), to 
either postpone action on or negotiate adjustments in the terms or conditions of 
these contracts. The CPA can advise the U.N. Secretary General of any 
postponements or adjustments in the terms of the contracts that are believed to be 
warranted. If postponed, the contract amounts would be deposited into the DFI; if 
adjusted, the contract amounts could be used to meet current requirements. 

• I believe the CPA should pursue this effort with the U.N. If CPA prefers, my 
office and PoJicy could act on CPA's behalf. 1 recommend you discuss lhis matter 
with Jerry Bremer. 

COORDINATION: USD (P) 

cc: Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Prepared By: Ashley Godwin .... !(b-)(_
5
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

President George W. Bush 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

July 24, 2003 

Dan Bartlett 2 ~ (} 
Donald Rumsfeld v ., fl--....ir..----
Keeping the Hill Informed 

Attached is a packet of materials that will be going to every member of the House 
and Senate prior to the August recess. 

You will note it has a card with talking points and a page on each major issue, 
including: the path to democracy, quality of life. international participation, 
security and force protection, mass graves. troop rotation. Qusay and Uday, the top 
55 who have been captured or killed, and a paper on myths and facts about the 
coalition in Iraq. There are also references to various web sites where they can get 
additional information. 

Finally, there is a copy of the overview Jerry Bremer has prepared of his plan for 
the vision to restore sovereignty to the Iraqi people. 

If you hear people on the Hill say they don't know what is going on, or that 
nothing is happening, or that we don't have international participation, we can 
refer them to the packet their office received. 

Very respectfully, 

Attach. 
Info packet 

DHR:dh 
072303-19 
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Iraq: The Path To Democracy 
On July 13" Iraq took the first step tow•d representative government with the establishment of the Iraq Governing 
Council. The 251)erson Council is broadly representative. It was selected after nationwide consultations with 
lraqls. The Council ls already at work. 

• The Council's powers include: 

» Naming interim Ministers for each minlstry1 overseeing their perfonnance their performance, and requiring 
testimony from them. 

);, Preparing policy initiatives for CPA. 

);, Organizing itself and forming commissions. 

o The Council has already formed committees on agenda, rules and procedures, and Baathist crimes against 
humanity. 

o The Council has also met several times in plenary session 

.. Naming representatives to international organizations and conferences. The Council will appoint the heads of Iraqi 
missions abroad. 

o The Council has appointed a delegation to attend the SBCurity Council session in New York this week. 

> Playing a budgetary role. The 2004 budget will be subject to the approval of the Council. The Council will be able 
to consider amendments to the 2003 emergency budget. 

> Proposing policies on Iraq's national security, including reform of the armed forces, police and courts. 

To maintain momentum, CPA will Involve lraql public opinion In the process of developing a constitution. The 
Governing Councll wlll take the Immediate lead. 

The Council may appoint a Preparatory Constitutional Commission to recommend a process for drafting and 
approving a new constituUon. 

• One option is tor regional assemb6es to elet'I delegates to a constltutional convention. 

• The constitution would pave the way to national elections and a new sovereign Iraqi government. 

Prepared by the Office of tne Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs 
July 23, 2003 
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Quality of Life in Iraq 
Under Saddam1s regime, electrical power, sanitation and health care suffered from chronic neglect. Saddam used access 
to power, water and other services as tools of oppressions, deliberately limiting supplies to certain populations. 

The Coalition is making considerable progress in restoring vital services to all Iraqis and rebuilding the country's economy -
all toward estabfishing a stable foundation for lasting security and demooracy in Iraq. 

• There Is no food crisis In Iraq - sufficient food stocks are In Iraq or en route. 

• 1.2 million metric tons of food has entered Iraq; another 2.2 milffon metric tons will arrive by the end of October. 

• The Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) continues to purchase local harvests, including 450,000 metric tons of 
Iraqi wheat and more than 300,000 metric tons of Iraqi barley. 

• The public health system continues to Improve. 

• Basic health care services have been restored to: 90o/o in the North, BOo/o in the South and 75% in Baghdad. 

• A $21 D million (U.S.) budget has been approved for the Iraqi Ministry of Health through October1 which includes 
funding tor pharmaceutical supplies and equipment, basic health care services, medical equipment, power 
generators for hospitals. (Saddam's regime spent only $13 million for health care in 2002.) 

• OespHe looting and sabotage, efforts to restore power In Iraq are proceeding. 

• Power in Baghdad is generally available 3 hou,s on/3 hours off. 

• Power in Basra is generally available for 18 hours per day. 

, 39,000 Iraqi electrical workers are back on the job. 

• $294 mllllon (U.S.) is budgeted through December for electrical improvements. 

• Efforts continue nationally to Improve the fresh water supply and sanitation services. 

• Much of Iraq has been restored to pre-war coocfrtions. 

• The CPA is funding $700,000 worth of sewage system work currently underway in Baghdad; international 
organizations are funding an additional $500,000 worth of work. 

• $73 million is budgeted through December for water and sewer improvements. 

Prepared by the Office of the A5sistont Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs 
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Security & Force Protection 
Coalition forces continue robust security patrols and milltary operations throughout Iraq, including 
joint patrols with Iraqi police and the formation of a new lraql civil defense corps. 

• Coalftlon forces continue to take the offensive against Iraqi dead"8nders who are 
targeting the sites and symbols of the Coalltton's reconstruction and slablllzatlon 
successes. 

• More than 8,200 tons of ammunition has been seized throughout Iraq - much of which 
was stored by the Hussein regime in hospitals, schools and mosques. 

• 148t000 U.S. service members and more than 13,000 Coalition troops are serving In Iraq. 

• The Coalition is applying constant pressure to the enemy through offensive military 
operations, disruption of former Ba1athist leadershlp and terrorists. Recent Operations: 

> Operation Soda Mountain {ended July 17). 

o U.S. forces conducted 141 raids resulting in 611 lndlvlduals captured, Including 
62 former regime leaders. 

o Captured: 4,297 mortar rounds, 1,346 rocket-propelled grenades and 635 
other weapons. 

o U.S. deaths: None. 

;;,. Operation Sidewinder fended July D 
o U.S. forces detained 282 lndivlduals and seized included 96 AK-47 rifles, 3 

heavy machine guns, 217 rocket-propeled grenades, 33 grenades, 200 
60mm-mortar rounds, and other mllltary equipment, documents, weapons 
and ammunition. 

o U.S. dealhs: None. 

> Operation Desert SCOrpion (Ongoing) 

o U.S. forces conducted & raids and captured 29 detainees. 

o Captured: $8 mlHfon (U.S.), millions of lraql dinar, and a large sum of British 
pounds, British ste~lng and Euro. 

o The 1st Armored Division in Baghdad conducted 7 raids and captured 9 
detainees. 
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o The 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment set up traffic control points and recovered 2 
rocket propelled grenade launchers, 1 rocket and 2 grenades. 

o U.S. deaths: None. 

> Operation Ivy Serpent f Ongoing) 

o Coalition forces conciJcted 27 raids, captured 226 detainees, 800 82-mm mortar 
rounds, 50 AK-47s, 26 rocket-propelled grenades and 3 hand grenades. Six 
of the detainees are former regime loyalist leaders. 

o U.S. deaths: None. 

• The Coalition Is working with Iraqis to improve internal security throughout the country. 

• An lraql civil defense corps is being raised in the next 45 days to assist U.S. and 
Coalition forces establishing security across Iraq. 

> The lraql MIiitia Force will help U.S. and Coalition forces in rooting out Saddam 
loyalists who have been attacking American forces and obstructing reconstruction 
efforts. 

> 4,000 Iraqi mmttamen will be trained in the next a weeks. They wiH train under 
U.S. troops, and work under U.S. command in regions around the country. 

> 500 Basra River police have been patrolling since June 19. 

• A new lraql army and Iraqi police forces are being trained and equipped by the CoallUon. 

• 12,000 Iraqis wiH be trained this year for the new Iraqi army; 40,000 in two years. 

• 58 of 89 Iraqi cities have hired police forces: 34,000 Iraqis have been hired and 
trained; 30,000 are currently patrolling with Coalition forces. The Coalition's goal is to 
train up to 61,000 Iraqi police officers. 

• The Coalition Provisional Authority has hired more than 1,000 lraqls to guard 87 key 
f acillties in Baghdad. 
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International Participation In Iraq 
As of July 15111, total non-military assistance is $2.8 bflllon. 

• The UN reports humanitarian assistance of $2.3 billion, of which: 
), $1.3 billion is pledges and contributions from the international community. 
), $1 billion is funded through the UN's Oil For Food program. 

• In addition, several nations have made public commitments of over $0.5 biUion in assistance in excess of those reported 
by the UN. 

• Over 36 countries, both inside and outside the coalition have made pledges or contributions. Below are the top 12 
public pledges and contributions: 

country 
United States 
United Kingdom* 
Canada* 
Japan 
Australia 
Germany* 
Norway* 
Denmark* 
United Arab Em. 
Saudi Arabia 
Spain 
Kuwait 

Dollars in Millions 
$565.3 
$335.1 
$215.0 
$101.8 
$60.6 
$56.0 
$55.0 
$54.0 
$47.6 
$36.6 
$32.3 
$27.5 

Over 45 nations have offered military forces. The United Kingdom and Poland will each lead multinational 
divisions. 

• In addition, numerous countries have contributed to coalftion combat and stability operations in Iraq with basing rights, 
over-flight rights, fuel, and other logistical support not included in the figures above. While the dollar values of some of 
those contributions has not been calculated, the assistance is enormously Important. 

• 19 countries and 13,273 troops in Iraq are supporting Operation Iraqi Freedom; 14 countries are committed to deploy 
another 12,000 troops. 

Prepared by the Office of the Assistant secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs 
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Mass Graves in Iraq 
Mass gravesites have been identified in Iraq, providing further evidence of the former regime1s atrocities. The Coalition 
Provisional Authority (CPA) is working to help grieving families search for lost relatives and preserve evidence for future 
prosecutions against the perpetrators by the new Iraqi government. 

• 102 mass graves have been found. 
• Estimates indicate that 300,000 victims of Saddam's regime may be buried in mass graves throughout Iraq. 

The CPA is working with Coalition members, intemational organizations, nongovernmental organizations and local lraql 
leaders to implement the following measures: 

• Step One: Public Awareness and Site Assessment 
• The CPA has initiated a media campaign and is working with local and religious leaders to explain to the public why 

it is necessary to preserve the grave sites. 
• A team of U.S. forensic experts has arrived to assess the sites and determine security needs. They will work with 

other Coalition assessment teams. 

• Step Two: Security and Support 
• At sites such as al Hillah where extensive digging has already begun, the CPA will deploy humanitarian response 

teams. The teams wil work with local leaders to coordinate an orderly digging process; encourage detailed 
examinations of personal effects; assist in implementation of a system to keep records of identified remains; 
implement a process for providing death certificates and conducting witness interviews; and facilitate 
documentation of inlormation found at the sites. 

• Military at these sites will help inform the families of the importance of careful exhumation, and provide them with 
water, shade, plastic bags, gloves aid masks. 

• At sites that have not been subject to extensive digging, the CPA will hire local Iraqis to guard the graves, and 
deploy humanitarian response teams to meet with families who appear at the site to explain the problems with 
uncoordinated exhumatim and Inform them of the CPA's plans to assist in identification and reburial of remains. 

• Forensic investigative teams from the Coalition will follow the assessment teams to conduct exhumations of 
gravesltes. They will be coordinated out of the CPA offices anti will hire and train local Iraqis to help. 

• Step Three: Identification 
• The CPA will work with existing Iraqi organizations to establish an Iraqi Committee on Missing Persons (ICMP}, 

which will collect the records of Iraqis who have disappeared and compile a national database to integrate the 
information with findings of the forensic investigative teams. In connection with ICMP, the CPA will create a 
national outreach program for families. 

• Step Four: Prosecution 
• Prosecution of crimes against humanity committed by the 1ormer regime will be conducted through an Iraqi-led 

process assisted and supported by the lntemational community as needed. 

Prepared by 1he Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs 
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Troops to Return Home from Operations in Iraq & Afghanistan 

The Army recently amounced its plans to send home troops from Iraq and Afghanistan between September 2003 and April 
2004. Details below: 

Force: 

Operation Iraqi Freedom 

3rd Infantry Division 

3rd Armored CAV Regiment 

,2nd Brigade, 82d Airborne Div 

101st Airborne Division 

4th Infantry Division 

173rd Airborne Brigade 

1st Armored Division 

Operation Enduring Freedom -Afghanistan 

82d Airborne Division 

1 ()lh Mountain Division 

Return Date: 

Sept. 2003 

Oct.2003 

Jan. 2004 

Feb./Mar. 2004 

April 2004 

April 2004 

May2004 

Aug.2003 

Feb.2004 

Relieved By: 

82d Airborne DMsion 

3rd Brigade1 2nd ID 

(none) 

Coalition Division 

1st Infantry Division 

(none) 

1st CAV Division 

10111 Mountain Division 

251t1 Infantry Division 

Prepared by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs 
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Uday & Qusay Hussein Killed in Firefight with Coalition Forces 
• Saddam Hussein's sons Uday and Qusay-- among the most brutal and murderous members of the former Iraqi regime 

-- were killed today when Coalition forces launched a raid that resulted in a six-hour lirefight. 

• Acting on an Iraqi tip that several former Hussein regime suspects were holed up in a house in Mosul, Coalition lorces 
launched a raid to apprehend the former regime members. 

• The six-hour operation began when Coalmon forces approached the house and received small-arms fire. Coalition 
forces returned fire and killed four persons, including those who have since been confirmed as Uday and Qusay 
Hussein - numbers 2 and 3 on CENTCOM's most wanted list -- who were identified from multiple sources. 

• Uday's and Qusay's horrific acts have been well-documented in eye witness and press accounts. Since Baghdad fell, 
more Iraqis have stepped forward to add to the list of atrocities. These accounts include: 

• Extravagant lifestyles - enjoying lavish marble mansions and fleets of expensive cars while their fellow Iraqis 
staived and went without decent medical care. 

Uday's serial raping of women and young girls, some as young as 12. 

• Multiple murders, including reports that Uday clubbed to death his father's favorite bodyguard in 1988 and executed 
numerous Ba'ath Party officials. 

• Uday's torture of athletes as head of Iraq's Olympic Committee, and his torture of others - including friends who 
off ended him - by beating the soles of their feet with a club called a "lalaqa. • 

• The Coalltion will continue to pursue, capture and kill dead-enders of the Hussein regime who attack or resist Coalition 
forces. 

• With the removal of every former regime member, the Iraqi people will grow more confident that they no longer have 
reason to lear the brutality and oppression that characterized life under Saddam Hussein's regime. 

Prepared by the Office of the Assistant Secretory of Defense for Legislative Affairs 
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Iraq's 55 Most Wanted 
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Myths and Facts about the Coalition in Iraq 

Myth: Iraqi clerics and protestors opposing the U.S. reflect the wldeapraad resenbTlent 
among Iraqis toward the Coalition's presence In their country. 

Fact Wi1h Saddam Hussein's removal, Iraqis are now free to speak their minds, voice dissent 
and protest openly - acts that wo!Ad have earned jail sentences and tortll'e just months 
ago. While thousands may protest, more than 25 million people are liberated from the 
rule of Saddam Hussein, and most Iraqis are helping the U.S. and Coalition rebuild their 
country. Thousands have become new Iraqi army service members, civil defense 
militiamen, policemen and electrical workers. In increasing numb&rs, they are also 
helping Coalition forces locate and capture former regime members and their weapons. 

Myth: Why doeSn't the U.S. acknowledge the need for International help in securing and 
rebuilding Iraq? And why do American troops outnumber thoae from other 
Coalition members? 

Facts: The Coalition force in Iraq is an intemalional force. There are 19 countries on the groul'KI 
and 37 countries that have pledged almost $3 billion in reconstruction assistance to the 
Iraqis. The U.S. has the majority of fo,ces in Iraq because it is the world's great power 
right now, and with g-eat power comes great responsibility. The U.S. has the 
fundamental responsibility lor winning ttie peace in Iraq and will continue to commit the 
forces necessary to ger the job done. 

Myth: Recent reports aay that the U.S. doesn't have adequate troop strength In Iraq. 

Fact There are currently 1481000 U.S. service members and more than 13,000 Coalltlon 
troops are serving in Iraq. Not only did elements of 1his force defeat Saddam's army in a 
number of weeks, they are now helping with internal security and reconstruction. 

Rather than lookilg at numbers, it's helpful to look at results. The force in Iraq continues 
to be effective at applying pressure lo the remnants of 1he tonner Iraqi regime. U.S. 
troops are conducting operations against enemy dead-enders. Recent operations -
including Soda Mountain, Sidewinder, Desert Scorpion and Ivy Serpent •• have included 
190 raids resulting in the capture ol 1100 detainees, the seizure of 4,500 mortar 
rounds, 1600 rocket.propelled grenades. more than 1,500 rounds of ammunftlon and 
thousands of other weapons and military equipment. In addition, more than 8,000 tons 
of Iraqi ordnance have been secured or destroyed since the end of major combat 
operations. 

Myth: The Coalltlon has yet to find evidence of WMD in Iraq. Evidence of Saddam's WMO 
ambitions wlll probably never be found. 

Fact: There is currently a large team of 1,500 peq:>le who have begun operations in Iraq to 
uncover WMD evidence. It will take time and patience to uncover weapons that Saddam 
and his regime have had years to hide. Iraq is a large country that developed complex 
methods of denial and deception tac&s to mislead the international community and U.N. 
inspectors about the nature of their weapons programs. But there has never been any 
doubt .. among U.S. officials or the Unned Nations, which passed 17 resolutions calling 
for accountabUity with regard to Saddam's weapons - that the former Iraqi regime had an 
aggressive WMD pr~ram. 
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Myth: A CSIS report released July 17 was highly critical of 1he U.S. effort in Iraq, and 
made a number of recommendations lhat should be Implemented immediately. 

Fact: The CSI S was fair in characterizing lhe immensity of the challenge facing the Coalition 
Provisional Authority in rebuilding a country S1.1ffering from the effects of 35 years of 
oppression and neglect. It also said the upcoming months were crucial, and that ful 
reconstruction would take a number of years. For the most part, CPA leaders agree with 
this assessment First, the U.S. is already implementing many of the CSIS 
recommendations, such as worJ<ing hard to provide security, electricity, running water, 
saritation and food. It is widely understand that rebuilding Iraq is a long-term process. 
It's clear that given the size of the task. lhe Coafition wiN be in Iraq going to be there for a 
whlle, pwibly a number of years. 

The CSIS report was also posltive with regard to U.S. efforts. An excerpt 

"Eleven days in Iraq left indelible images in our minds . ..fathers escorting 
young girls 10 school; young men wailing in long lines everywhere jobs 
are announced; young kids flastling the thumbs-up sign; retained Iraqi 
police officers directing traffic: 19 year-old American soldiers •.. chalting 
on street comers with Iraqi children: the pride and professionaNsm of 
Iraqi members of newly established town councils; [and] ... lhe sincere 
efforts of civilians to forge ahead ... 

• As we traveled throughout the COtJnlfy, ~ was impossible not be 
impressed by ttle character and drive of the coalition forces, the 
dedication and enthusiasm of the CPA, the weaiy end11ance of the Iraqi 
people, and the enonnity of ttie opportunities, challenges, and risks 
before them all (Page 9, www.csis.org]." 

Myth: Saddam's remaining supportln •e launching coordinated attacks acro11 Iraq. 
Fact: Eiglty-five percent of the anacks against lhe coalltion since June 1st have been in a small 

area between Baghdad and Tikrit This is tt,e area of Saddam's traditional tribal and 
political Sl4'port, where remnants of the old regime regrouping in squad·level attacks 
against our soldiers. But they present no strategic threat to the CoaHtion, and there is no 
evidence of command-and-cootrol coonf11"18tion of these attacks. 

Myth: The U.S. is getting drawn into a drawn-out guerrllJa war in Iraq. 
Fact: The Saddam hold-outs are not guerrillas, they are dead-enders, and they don't have the 

support of the Iraqi people. Add~ionally, they are no maleh for lhe Coalition forces In Iraq 
who number m<Jre than 140,000 and are condi.cting on-going and effective operations 
against Hussein regime criminals. Their attacks have not held up progress in Iraq. 
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Friday, July 18, 2003; Page Al9 

Why Defense Must Change 
By Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Congress will soon decide whether the Department of Defense is to join the rest of the world-
and many newly revamped parts of the federal government, such as the Department of Homeland 
Security - in entering the 21st century. 

The issue is the Defense Transformation Act, legislation designed to allow the department to, 
among other things, manage its personnel. 

Today it talces, on average, five months to hire a federal employee. 18 months to fire one and 
collective bargaining with more than 1,300 separate union locals to implement critical reforms. 
These negotiations can take years to accomplish. 

While the nation is asking tens of thousands of reserve troops to leave their jobs and their families 
to help fight the global war on terrorism, it is estimated that on-duty military personnel are 
serving in more than 300,000 jobs -- at additional cost to the taxpayers -- that could be filled by 
civilian workers but are not because the department doesn't have the authority to manage its 
civilian personnel. During Operation Iraqi Freedom, more than 80 percent of civilians deployed 
in the theater of operations were contractors. Why? Because a complex web of regulations 
prevents the Department of Defense from moving civilians to new tasks quickly. As a result, 
managers turn to unifonned personnel and to contractors to do what department civilians could 
and should be doing. A similar problem exists with respect to the hiring of new employees. While 
industry can offer promising applicants a job and a bonus on the spot, all the Defense Department 
can offer is a ream of paperwork and a promise to get back to them in three to five months. 

In an era when our enemies are moving at the speed of satellites, cell phones and cyberspace, 
these burdensome regulations are not acceptable. The Department of Defense cannot meet the 
challenges of the future with an organization anchored to the past. We must be pennitted to be as 
agile, flexible and adaptable as the forces we field in battle around the world. 

The Defense Transfonnation Act would help provide the nation with that kind of agility and 
flexibility. 

The new National Security Personnel System the president has proposed would reduce red tape, 
provide the hiring flexibility necessary to attract the best candidates quickly and competitively, 
and offer all employees a performance-based promotion system that rewards excellence rather 
than longevity. Instead of a bargaining process that requires negotiations with more than 1,300 
separate local units, the new system would work with a half-dozen or more national unions, 
which would retain and protect all the rights of union workers but do so through a more efficient 
and reasonable process that would not take years to navigate. 

Moreover, the new system would not only protect and ensure the fundamental rights of all 
civilian employees and provide improved opportunities for advancement; it would also likely 
increase the number of civil service opportunities and make the Defense Department more 
competitive with the private sector. 

But the existing personnel system is not the only problem. Despite 128 studies to reform the 
department's acquisition process, it now takes the department double the time it took in 1975 to 
produce a new weapons system ·- this in an age when new technologies are coming on line in 
months, not decades. 
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Today the Department of Defense uses 1,800 different and antiquated infonnation systems to run 
its finance and accounting programs, ensuring that timely and accurate business management 
infonnation cannot be produced. 

Current laws and regulations have created a situation in which, to develop and justify a budget, 
we must employ thousands of people, only a fraction of whom are focused on what is really 
important -- namely ensuring that the money is spent as Congress and the president determine and 
that the spending is having the desired results. 

U.S. military forces are further hamstrung by outdated environmental regulations that are 
impeding our ability to train and better prepare the men and women in uniform for battlefield 
conditions. 

These are just a few of the reasons why the Defense Transfonnation Act is so urgently needed. 

Most of the proposals we are making are simple. Over the past months we have addressed most of 
the problems we have the power to fix. We are reducing headquarters and management staffs, 
streamlining the acquisition process by eliminating hundreds of pages of unnecessary rules and 
red tape, and implementing a new business management structure. But most of what remains to 
be done cannot be done without legislative relief. 

Transformation of our military capabilities depends on our ability to transfonn not just the armed 
forces and the way they fight. We must also transfonn the Department of Defense. Congress 
shares the responsibility to help reach those goals. Passage of the Defense Transfonnation Act is 
critical to bringing the department into the information age and the 21st century. 
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Key Web Resources 

Defense Link 
The latest transcripts and public announcements from the Department of Defense. 

www.defenselink.mil 

Defend America 
The latest stories on our troops overseas. Also included; photos from Iraq, an updated casualty list, an electronic thank you 

card to the troops, and ideas on how to support the troops. 
www.detendamerica.mil 

Central Command 
The latest news releases from U.S. Central Command, the "55 most wanted" and a list of captured Iraqi leadership. 

www.centcom.mil 

Coalition Provislonal Authority 
Latest news from the CPA in Baghdad. Includes access to the CPA daily and updates on the activities 

www.cpa~irag.org 

USAIO 
Updates on reconstruction projects and humanitarian assistance. The site also includes !JJidance on how companies can 

assist in the rebuilding of Iraq. 
www.usaid.gov 

Prepared by the Office or the Assistant Secretory of Defense for Leglslotive Affairs 
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This progressive plan is an overview of the strategy necessary for early restoration 
of full sovereignty to the Iraqi people. The strategy is driven by more detailed 
action plans (e.g., plans for the New Iraqi Army, the police, restoring electrical 
power, etc.). 

Our strategy has four principal objectives or 'core foundations': 

• Security - establishing a secure and safe environment 

• Essential services - restoring basic services to an acceptable standard 

• Economy - creating the conditions for economic growth 

• Governance - enabling the transition to transparent and inclusive 
democratic governance 

. These objectives are intertwined: none can be pursued in isolation. Political and 
economic progress depends in part on security, but should itself help co create a 
safer environment. 

L Paul Bremer, Administrator 
Coalition Provisional Authority 

1 
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Now that Saddam Hussein's regime has been removed, the Iraqi people have the 
opportunity to realize the President's vision of a stable, prosperous and democratic 
Iraq. The Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), in close partnership with the 
Iraqi Governing Council, the United Nations, and the international community, 
has a key role to play in the next stage of rebuilding Iraq. 

This document describes the CPA's strategy for carrying out its role in this 
historic process. While the CPA remains the legally sovereign power in Iraq, we 
now have a significant partner in the Governing Council (GC) of the Interim 
Administration. That Council represents the voice of the Iraqi people to the CPA, 
and to the world. Together the CPA and the GC will forge a partnership that will 
guide the nation forward in its transformation. 

This document is designed to direct the work of the CPA and the coalition 
militaries in a flexible manner that recognizes the need to retain the support of the 
Iraqi people in all that we do, knowing that their support is vital to our success. It 
is also aimed at the international community whose political and financial backing 
will be essential if our overall objectives are to be achieved. The plan recognizes 
the need for further planning in coordination with the GC as the process of 
rebuilding Iraq evolves. While full economic recovery will take years, the 
economic reform program provides a vision of a future of freedom and prosperity 
towards which we and the GC will work in the short tenn. 

The plan describes key action steps within the various core elements that 
determine the CPA's priorities in the short, medium and long-tenn. From this, we 
can review what we have achieved and where we need to adjust. Finally, the plan 
will assist us and the Governing Council to allocate our resources and those of 
Iraq. It will also assist in attracting critical resources and capabilities from the 
international community. 

2 
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After decades of a ruthless dictatorship, the Iraqi people can at last control their 
destiny and establish the conditions for a free and stable future. With the 
international community, the CPA will help the Iraqi people achieve the 
President's and Prime Minister's vision for Iraq - a free Iraq governed by a 
representative government chosen through democratic elections. At the core of 
this new Iraq is the development of a democratic, accountable, and self-governing 
civil society respectful of human rights and freedom of expression. The future 
prosperity of lraq's citizens depends on the use of Iraqi resources to foster the 
development of a market-based economy. This needs to be done in a manner that 
is econom.ically, socially and environmentally sustainable for the long term benefit 
of all Iraqi people. Furthermore, our goal is an Iraq at peace with itself and its 
neighbors, once again able to play a responsible role in the international 
community. The Coalition is firmly committed to the future of Iraq. The CPA 
succeeds when Iraq succeeds. Hence we will stay as long as necessary, and not a 
day longer. But we will not leave until we have succeeded in carrying out the 
President's and Prime Minister's vision. Our foundation of authority is firmly 
embedded in international Jaw and in accord with United Nations Security Council 
Resolution 1483. 

The CPA will work with the Iraqi people and the Iraqi Interim Administration to 
establish the conditions for a free, sovereign, democratically-elected representative 
government. We want to work with Iraqis to establish an Iraq that uses its 
resources for the benefit of its people. It should be an Iraq that is stable, united, 
prosperous, at peace with its neighbors and able to take its rightful place as a 
responsible member of the regjon and the international community. This Iraq must 
be free of weapons of mass destruction and terrorists. 

The ultimate goal is a unified and stable, democratic Iraq that: provides effective 
and representative government for the Iraqi people; is underpinned by new and 
protected freedoms for all Iraqis and a growing market economy; is abJe to defend 
itself but no longer poses a threat to its neighbors or international security. 
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ACHIEVING THE VISION 

Taking Forward the CPA Strategic Plan for I rag 

Goal 

The primary goal of the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) is the early 
restoration of full sovereignty to the Iraqi people. We seek: 

"a unified and stable, democratic Iraq that provides effective and 
representative government for the Iraqi people; is underpinned by new 
and protected freedoms and a growing market economy; is able to 
defend itself but no longer poses a threat to its neighbors or 
international security." 

A major step towards that goal was taken on 13 July, with the establishment 
of a Governing Council of 25 Iraqis representing a1l major strands of Iraqi 
society. The Council will have substantial powers. It will appoint Iraqi 
Ministers and approve budgets. It will be consu1ted on all major policy 
issues and on our planning for the transfer of power to a sovereign Iraqi 
government. 

Strategy 

Our strategy has four principal objectives or 'core foundations': 

• Security - establishing a secure and safe environment 

• Essential services - restoring basic services to an acceptable standard 

• Economy - creating the conditions for economic growth 

• Governance - enabling the transition to transparent and inclusive 
democratic governance 

These objectives are intertwined: none can be pursued in isolation. Political 
and economic progress depends in part on security, but should itself help to 
create a safer environment. 

4 
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Security 

Coalition forces will help Iraqis to eliminate the threats to their security and 
will remain in country for as long as they are needed. Over time the 
transfer of security responsibilities to local military and police forces 
will determine the speed with which we can advance reconstruction and 
build up institutions of good governance. 

The Iraqi people are already contributing to that effort but must acquire the 
ability to assume full responsibility for meeting the country's security needs 
as soon as practicable - thus enabling the draw~down of coalition forces. 
Our priorities therefore include: 

• · Development and training of lraqi security forces, including a new 
Iraqi anny. new civil defense corps and an effective police force 

• Development of national security and civilian oversight mechanisms 

• Measures to ensure border security 

• Measures to build the justice system and improve the penal system 

• Ensuring that Iraq is free of weapons of mass destruction. 

Essential Services 

Effective delivery of basic services is a major priority for the Iraqi 
people and the CPA. Our program involves: 

• Reconstituting the power infrastructure 

• Improving water resource management 

• Ensuring food security 

• Improving health care - quality and access 
• Rehabilitating key transport infrastructure 
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• Improving education and housing - quality and access 

• Reconstructing the telecommunications system. 

The Economy 

To realize the country's full potential for economic growth, Iraq will need 
initially to: 

• Build financial market structures 

• Promote private business 

• Determine the future of state-owned enterprises. 

Policy work is also in progress on; 

• Monetizing and phasing out subsidies, while building a social safety 
net 

• Designing an oil trust fund 

• Reform of the tax system. 

Governance 

Iraq has suffered from decades of tyranny. Effective representative 
government, sustained by democratic elections, requires the rapid 
development of new frameworks and capacities. including: 

• A constitution drafted by Iraqis and approved by Iraqis 

• Institutions and processes to conduct free and fair elections 

• Open and transparent political processes 
• Measures to improve the effectiveness of e]ected officials, including 

strengthened local government systems 
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• Effective and fair justice systems 

• Respect for the rule of law and human rights 

• Creation of a vibrant civil society. 

Information 

Strengthening the media is essential for the development of healthy 
democracy in Iraq. This will require legislation to protect free speech as 
well as to regulate broadcasting and promote responsible journalism. 
Professional bodies have a role to play in setting journalistic standards. 

The transitional administration in Iraq must ensure that our policies are 
communicated accurately and effectively at all times to the Iraqi people. 
The CPA's communications strategy is designed to get our message out 
in an honest, clear and timely way - and then to take account of the 
responses of the Iraqi people, including their expression through the media. 

Resources 

It is difficult at this point to quantify the external assistance needed to 
support Iraq's transition to representative government and a market 
economy. Eastern European experience suggests that a substantial 
international commitment will be needed. But Iraq starts the process at a 
lower level of economic and political development. Its energy resources 
have been badly mismanaged for decades, leaving the country unable from 
its own resources at present to provide an acceptable living standard for its 
people. 

Clearly, the United States and the international community and institutions 
must take the lead. OnJy a co-ordinated international effort can bring 
prosperity and stability to the Iraqi people and contribute to a lasting 
peace in the Middle East. 
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Planning 

Our planning, which is a dynamic and iterative process. involves: 
• An unprecedented joint civilian and military CPNCJTF7 planning 

process to produce a joint strategic plan - the military contribute 
vitally to all key objectives 

• A comprehensive and evolving plan for the short, medium and longer 
term, but 

• Necessary flexibility to change, and to learn from experience. 

Attached charts give further details of the sectoral plans being taken forward 
in military and Ministerial plans. 
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SECURITY 

1. Defeat internal armed threats. 1. 
(CJTF-7) 

2. Undermine support for l. 
paramilitaries. (CPA) 

3. Deter external aggtttiion and J. 
subversion. (CJTF-7) 

4. Locate. secure, and eliminate WMD 4. 
capability (CJTF-7) 

5. Eliminate munitions caches, 5. 
unexploded ordinance and excess 
military equipment (CJTF-7) 

Vision for Security: Enable Iraqis to assume responsibility for their own security 
environment and be secure in their own person and their property lo engage in the 
economic and political commerce of the nation. 

Continue. Transfer responsibility to I. Continue. Transfer responsibility to 
CPA/NMDS. Iraqis. 

Continue. Begin to transfer 2. Transfer responsibility to Iraqis. 
responsibility to Iraqis. 

Transfer responsibility for borders 3. Transfer external security 
from CJTF-7 to CPA/Ministry on responsibility from CJTF • 7 to 
Interior (MOI). Min~try of National Security and 

Defenw Iraqi security institutions. 

Continue to locate, secure and 4. Continue to locate, secure and 
eliminate WMDcapabiUly as eliminate WMD capability. (CJTF-7) 
needed. (CJTF -7) 

Begin lo transrer responsibility for s. Transfer responsibility of munitions 
elimination of munitions caches lo caches to Iraqis. (CJTF-7) 
CPA/ Iraqi institutions. (CJTF-7) 

, :-~ f / , : ~: ~ • - ~ / • ~ • , • • - ~. w - - ~- • ... -{~-;:~": '</;·.~ :I, _. , .,, 
' • ' ~fi 
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1. Provide basic law and order using 

Coalition forces. (CJTF-7) (3400 
Patrols per day, mostly urban 
security) 

1. Increasing numbers of patrols in 
high crime areas around sensitive 
institutions. (CJTF-7) 

Security- 1 
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1. Transfer responsibility for 
maintaining law and order to Iraqi 
police. (CJTF-7) 



2. Recruit vet, train and employ locaJ 
Iraqi police on joint patrols. Joint 
manning oflocal police stations. 
(CJTF-7) (>30,000 police on duty) 

3. Develop police training curriculum. 
(CPA/MOI) 

1. Conduct De-Ba'athitication of 
security forces. 

2. Establish and begin training New 
Iraqi Army (NIA), Facility 
Protection Service (FPS). 

3. Iraq Civil Defense Corps (ICDC). 
First cohort, 8 Bns. 

2. Transfer responsibility for local law 2. Transfer national planning oversight 
enforcement to local Iraqi police. responsibility to Iraqi government. 
(CJTF-7) (38,000 police on duty) (CPA) (67,000 police on duty) 

3. Transfer responsibility for law 3. Establish civilian policy review 
enforcement planning and oversight board. (CPA/MOI) 
to CPA MO[, Ministry of Justice 
(MOJ). (CJTF-7) 

4. Begin establishing civilian oversight 4. Revise police training and continue 
of police. (CPA/MOI) training at national level training 

center. (CPA/MO]) 

s. Begin police training at national 
level trainin center. (MOI) 

1. NIA Bns 2-4 trained and deployed. I. NIA Bns 5.9 trained and deployed. 

2. Long-term acquisition programs and 2. Training increasingly shifted to 
logistical support activities Iraqis. 
established. 

3. SpeciaJized and logistic.al units, 
armor, air and naval components. 

Security - 2 
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3. ICDC rolded into FPS, phased out or 
other disposition. 



4. Establish systematic stipend and 
pension payments (Iraqi military 
and Kurdish PeshMerga). 

5. Obtain Foreign Military 
Financing/International Military 
Education and training 
(FMF/IMET) allocation for FY 2004 
(U.S.)+ other coalition professional 
military education (PME) training 
support commitments. 

4. FPS fully certined by MOI. 

5. Second cohort (5 Bns), third cohort, 
(S Bns) ICDC deployed. 

6. Decision on future of ICDC 

7. Dedsion on future of paramilitaries 
(PeshMerga, Badr Corps). 

. 8 8 ' IMET th PME 

4. Stipends, job inventory, training for 
ex- paramilitaries (PeshMerga, Badr 
Corps). 

S. FMF- linanced imports of arms 
begin. 

t't;. -~· --.·.·.:. . .: . : ' ,·: ' . '· ' . . , .. : '•"· :· .t, 
t ~.,, • 

"iq • • , 
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1. Vetting system in place and te5ted. 

2. NIA E8tablishing Order, 
Disciplinary Order is.,ued. 

3. Establish control over Military 
Industrial Companies (MIC) a~ts 
and personnel. 

l. Begin training ror national se.:urity 
positions 

2. Advisory commi~ons report. 

3. Implement decisions on MIC/SOE 
(State Owned Enterprises). 

Security - 3 
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I. MNDS within ministry budget. 

2. Budget allocations and national 
security policy guidance originating 
from the Governing Council and NSC. 

3. IOM DOL job matching continues. 



4. Initial decisions on MIC/SOE plan to 
establish/restart local defense 
industry. 

5. Brief Governing Council (GC) on 
initiatives. 

6. Ministry Advisory Teams (Iraqis) 
appointed. 

7. Prepare and approve FY 2004 
budget. 

8. International Organi:zation of 
Migration (IOM)/Departtttent of 
Labor (DOL) registration for 
em lo ment transition ro ram. 

1. Re-establish Iraqi Border Guard. 
(CJTF-7) 

2. Recruit, vet and train and employ 
Iraqi border guards jointly at bonier 
crossing sites ( CJTF-7) (9 of 30 sites 
manned b Ira is) 

4. Plans made for integration of most 
military suppon into civil economy 
and in conjunction with other 
ministries. 

5. GC approves FY 2004 (Iraqi) 
budget. 

6. GC approves MOD plains for NL\ 
senior staff. 

7. IOM/DOL job matching program 
begins. 

l. Transition border guard 
responsibility to CPA/MOI. 

2. ~tablish national administration of 
border guard, customs. (CPA/MO]) 
(still 9 or 30 sites manned by Iraqis) 

Security - 4 
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1. Transition border guard 
responsibility to Iraqis. (CPA/MOI). 

2. Continue to conduct reconnaissance, 
surveillance of border. (CJTF-7) (all 
sites manned by Iraqis) 



1. Develop concept for PME exchanges 
with region and coalition. 

2. Solicit PME quotas, equipment 
contributions and training support. 

1. Permanent mutual security 
arrangements agreed and in place. 

2. Address opportunities for possible 
multi-lateral mutual security . . . . 

- -
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1. Deploy international advisors on 
criminal justice. (CPA/MOJ) 

2. Start Central criminal Court (CCC) 
trials. 

3. Open an courthouses in Iraq. 
(CPAJMOJ) 

4. Vet aD judges and prosecutors in 
Iraq. 

4. Introduce judge training seminars 
(CPA/MOJ} 

1. Amend the order treating the CCC 
to allow prosecution of crimes 
against humanity and war crimes. 
(CPA/MOJ) 

2. Integrate international prosecutors, 
judges, into CCC if CCC is unable lo 
cope. (CPA/MOJ) 

Security - 5 
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1. Review existing penal code and draft 
emergency order to remove 
provisions that are inconsistent with 
human rights. (CPA/MO 

1. Establish detention centers. 
(CJTF-7) 

2. Re-establishment of jails and 
prisons. ( CJTF-7) 

3. Establish eleven prisons and 
detention centers. (CPA/MOJ 

1. Draft emergency order to address 
terrorism, gangs and organb.ed 
crime. (CP A/MOJ) 

1. Transition responsibility for penal 
system to CPA/Iraqi officials. 

2. Establish juvenile detention facilities 
(CPA/MOJ) 

3. Create Iraqi correctional 
service.(CPA/MOJ) 

Security- 6 
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1. Assist in drafting a comprehensive 
Iraqi penal code. (CPA/MOJ) 

2. Transition legislation to Iraqis. (CPA) 

3. A~ist in Revising the Iraqi Civil 
code. CPA) 

1. Develop work release, 
probation/parole. (CPA/MOJ) 

2. Transition penal system to Iraqis. 
(CPA/MOJ) 



ESSENTIAL SERVICES 

Vision for Essential Services: Restoration of Essential Services to acceptable 
standards. repair infrastructure necessary to return to normal and improving 
the social and physical infrastructures that benefits the population. 

Stand-up reformed ministries of Reorganize ministries. Transition ministries to Iraqi 
leadership. Agriculture, Health, Education, 

Irrigation, Public Works, 
Transportation & Communications and 
Labor & Social Affairs. 

1. Improve generating capacity to 4,000 l. Increase generation capacity to SOOO 1. Continue to build new capacity to 
reach 7000 MW by 200S and 14,000 by 
2009. 

Megawatts (from 2700 in May '03) MW by Jan 2004. 

2. Draft policy reform through 
Electricity Commission. 

3. Halt sabotage, stabilize & rebuild 
delive infrastructure. 

1. Repair damage. 

2. Implement pollcy refonns with 2. Continued enhancement of 
Iraqis. regulatory framework. 

J. Improve power delivery 3. Continue. 
infrastructuN. 

1. Continue repair; build new capacity. 1. Introduce advanced technologies. 

2. Draft telecom regulatory framework. 2. Implement new policies. 2. Privatize and increase private sector 
investment. 

3. Let mobile licenses. 3. Initial mobile coverage in major 
cities. 

Essential Services - 1 
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3. National mobile network. 



1. Assure supply of critical inputs. 

2. Plan researth/ex:tension service. 

3. Renegotiate Oil-for-food ( OFF) 
contracts, maintain Public 
Distribution System (PDS), identify 
transition rocess. 

1. Formulate Housing Finance 
Strategy. 

l, TitUng - identify constraints. 

3. Develop privatization strategy. 

Restore basic health care services to 
95 to 100% or re-war levels. 

I. Initiate land use planning 1. Develop land tenure and farm credit 
system. 

2. Develop research/extension svc. 2. Continue development. 

J. Maintain PDS, coordinate transition. 3. Phase-out PDS, ensure social safety 
net. 

I. Denlop pri\late sector financing I. Deepen pri•ate sector financing. 

2. Modernize titling syst~m. 2. Continue to develop tilting system. 

3. Prepare ror privatization. 3. Privatize. 

Enhance primary care~ prevention I. Achieve public health benchmarks. 
and wellness ~rvices. 

Essential Services - 2 
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t. Distribute revised textbooks. 

2. Rehabilitate 1000 priority schools. 

3. Stand-up higher education 
institutions. 

t. As.-Kss irrigation needs, initiate 
priority actions. 

2. Develop long-term Marshland 
strategy. 

3. Repair and upgrade water & sewage 
treatment facilities. 

1. Re-open airspace & airports. 

2. Ensure commercial operations of 
port. 

3. 0 rate railroad. 

l. Initiate cuniculum reform al all 
levels. 

2. Ensure availability of school 
supplies. 

J. Grant greater autonomy and 

I. Improve O&M, continue 
construction projects. 

2. Pilot projects. 

3. Continue repairs; expand networks. 

l. Increase prh·ate sector funding. 

2. Develop transition plan. 

Essential Services - 3 
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l. Complete & implement reforms. 

2. Continue infrastructure 
rehabi Uta lions. 

3. Autonomous university system. 

t. Complete construction, ensure 
O&M. 

2. Implement full strategy. 

3. Improve quality. expand coverage, & 
ensure sustainabilit . 

1. Improve quality & safety of service. 

2. Tum over all port operations. 

3. Turn over to Ira is. 
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1. Stand up reformed ministry and 1. Hire and train additional social care 1. Reformed social care and training 
transition to Iraqi leadership. and employment senite specialists. programs fully staffed, funded and 

managed. 

2. Develop and coordinate employment 2. Assess and register unemployed in 2. Training institutes begin teaching 
centers and vocational training national employment and training unemployed new, marketable skills. 
institutes. senices program. 

3. Eliminate discrimination by 3. Complete national labor market 3. Revise programs according to 
providing equal access to senices survey, permitting effective, national eligible constituent demand, 
and benefits to all eligible management of resources that assist providing quick, targeted assistance 
constituents. eligible constituents. lo populations in need. 

Essential Services - 4 
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ECONOMY 

1. Functioning Central Bank: 

• Central Bank (CB) law by 
early September. 

• Implement modern inter-bank 
payments by end of October. 

2. Introducing new banknotes 
(announced 7 July): 

• Publicity campaign for 
distribution of new banknote5. 

3. Transparent budgeting, accounting 
systems: 

• Build into 2004 Budget (target 
Sept. 2004) prior to October 
donor conference. 

4. Commercial banking system: 

• New law on commercial 
banking, including foreign 
bank ent b late Se tember. 

Vision for Economy: Initiate economic policy reforms that lead to a growing private 
sector, free of corruption and burdensome regulation, which will deliver rising living 
standards ta rhe Jraqi people. 

• Promulgate Central Bank 
regulations for bank oversight. 

• Build capability to conduct 
independent monetary policy. 

• Banknote connrsion October 
15 - January 15 

• Firlit dndb for 2005/2006 
budgets.. 

• 

Economy- 1 
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• New regime for Central Bank 
oversight and regulation of 
banks. 

• Develop unified "Treasury" 
system for national budget 
(essential for donor/IFI 
confidence) 



• Complete assessment of bank 
solvency. 

• Let private management 
contracts on the two large state 
banks (Rafidain and Rasheed) 

1. Streamline existing commercial 
code/regulations. 

2. Reduce restrictions on investment. 

1. 

1. Quantify subsides and implidt social 
support to individuals. 

• Implement strategy on 
privatization, consolidation, or 
liquidation of commercial 
banks. 

• Award private management 
contracts for state banks 

l. Credit programs for SM Es. 

2. Set up investment promotion board, 
one-shop shopping to inform 
investors. 

• Issue licenses for the entry of 
foreign banks. 

t. Commercial bank intermediation of 
business credit. 

···:·· :-~}·i-'~~-,.1~,t -:¥~~-;: -f+~}t~-~··.::·~:; 
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1. Oil-for-Food into cash-based 
( 4'rnonetized") system. 

Economy- 2 
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1. Train and establish new tax 
Implement new tax 

I. Phase removal of other subsidies (e.g. 
oil and electricity prices) with better
ta eted safety net. 



1. Small-scale privatization/leasing of 
competitive S0Es. 

2. Hard bud et constraints. 

t. Assessments of larger SO Es to 
determine suitability for privatization 
or shutdown. 

1. Develop Prival 
out SOE sales. 

1. Permanently reduce or :zero-out tariff's. 1. Liberalization of transport and 1. In advance of· 
lelecom sectors consistent with World address non-t~ 

2. Trade credit facility to open in August. Trade Organiz.alion (WTO). 

l. Establish a national strategy for 
vocational and technical training, 
including information technology. 

1. Survey market to develop a "school
lo-work program." 

Economy 3 
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1. Begin training 



GOVERNANCE 

1. Civic education programs promoting 
electoral participation and 
democratic ideals: 

• Set requirements for foundations 
of democracy. 

2. Development of issue based civic: 
or anizations. 

t. Support independent media: 

• Micro lending to new media 
outlets. 

• Draft media law. 
• Media Commission. 
• Startup a spectrum and content 

management regulatory body. 
• Ethics trainin for ·ournalists. 

Vision for Governance: To support Iraq's transilion to a representative form of 
government by .supporting transparent electoral processes, strengthening political 
institutions, in.creasing the effectiveness of elected officials, and promoting the rule of 
law. 

l. Training and educational programs 
to support. constitutional reforms 
and elections on: 

• Civic rights. 
• Respect for Human Rights. 
• Voter registration and 

participation. 

• Media training. 
• Promote media associations and 

a code of C"onduct. 
• Administrative bodies to 

arbitrate libel disputes. 

Governance - 1 
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• Civic education program on 
constitutional referendum -
promoting voter participation 
and constitutional legitimacy. 

• Civic education program on 
participation in elections. 

• Viable, rree and independent 
media. 



1. Support GC on authorization for 
creation of a Preparatory 
Constitutional Commission. 

2. Drafting infrastructure. 

3. Preparatory Constitutional 
Commission. 

1. In consultation with GC support a 
National Elector-al Commission. 

2. Promote terms of work and 
enfoKement functions for national, 
regional and local elections bodie,. 

1. Convene a Constitutional A~embly. 1. Referendum. 

l. Public participation/legitimacy 
campaign. 

1. Assessment of existing electoral 
infrastructure. 

2. Draft model election laws. 

3. lnfraslru<"ture for national, regional 
and local electoral commissions. 

4. Set up for ele~tion commissions. 

5. National voter registration drive 

6. Election monitorin (OSCE). 

Governance - 2 
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I. Support polling site locations. 

2. Computers and administralin 
requirements for registration. 

3. Elections for national legislative 
body. 

4. Subsequent regional and local 
elections. 



1. Support political movements: 

• Engage international NGOs. 
• Set up democracy support 

centers for training and party 
organization, and message. 

• Promote local and regional party 
organizations that support 
national olitical movements. 

I. Establish exchange programs. 

2. Leadership training. 

3. Civic advocacy training. 

• Coalition building amont parties. 
• Party participation in 

constitutional referendum. 

• Providing publk speaking 
and leadership training to 
women and youth. 

• Assisting advocacy groups 
with a f«us on women and 
youth. 

• Promoting participation of 
women and youth in the 
constitutional rocess. 

Governance - 3 
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• Training on electoral techniques. 
• Political caucuses/conventions to 

select candidates. 
• Elec1ion monitoring. 

• Political training for women 
and youth candidates. 



1. Support independent political 
capacity: 

• Think tanks. 
• Political consultants. 
• Pollsters. 
• Advertising. 

2, Polling techniques and 
methodologies training. 

1. Ra~e awareness of mass 
Graves/Missing Persons: strengthen 
reconciliation. 

2. Human Rights Archive. 

3. Workshops to discuss Human Rights 
Commiiwion and National Action 
Plan for Human Ri hts. 

1. 

2. 

J. 

• Provide training on 
organb.ational sustainabiHty 

• Contract with Indigenous polling 
organizations lo provide public 
opinion data 

• Develop linkages between 
international polling firms and 
lndi enous o ani:r.ations 

Support establishment of permanent 
human rights institutions. 

Promote an office of equal 
protection. 

Transfer evidence of human rights 
violations to Iraqi authorities. 

Governance - 4 
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1. Promote culture of respect for 
Human Rights. 



1. Support an impartial and 
transparent legal system: 

• Central Criminal Court to 
prosecute human rights abuses 

• Property Reconciliation FaciHty, 
including voluntary resolution of 
property claims. 

• International Property 
Arbitration Commission. 

• Technical assistance to the 
Judicial Commission. 

I. Establish uniform standard for 
selection of local assemblies and 
executives 

2. Local officials training: 

• Constituent interaction. 

3. Strengthen local government. 

4. Open and transparent management 
ractices. 

• Support development of 
investigative capacity. 

• Promote legal training for court 
officers. 

• Professional staff development 
for municipal employees. 

• Decentralize provision of basic 
services. 

• Public hearings on budgeting and 
provision of services. 

Governance - 5 
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• Working Judicial System. 

1. Local elections 



1. Appointment of Interim Ministers by 
Governing Council. 

2. Continued De ·Ba'athification. 

1. Ethics in government1 transparency 
and accountability of officials: 

• Transparent government 
financial management practices 

• Training for GC staff 
(preparatory training materials 
for eventual parliamentary staff). 

• Constituent relations training at 
local, regional and national level. 

• Anti-corru lion efforts. 

1. Support servkes to regional and 
local governments. 

2. Resolution of outstanding issues on 
di~lved entities. 

• Promote establishment of an 
Inspector Generars office. 

Governance - 6 
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1. Provide technical advice to 
independent Ministries. 
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The Search for WMD and Saddam 

+ The Iraq Survey Group (lSG) is tasked 
with the search for WMD. The ISG has 
between 600 and 800 personnel in Iraq 
and is headed by former UN inspector 
David Kay. Their highest priority is the 
hunt for WMD. 

+ ISO has formed quick reaction teams to 
exploit sites indicated by intelligence. 

$' CPA has offered a reward of up to $25 
million for the capture of Saddam 
Hussein. 

Quality of Life 

• Electricity: currently generating 3200 
MW. Pre-war level was 4000 MW. 
National demand is 6000MW. CPA 
plans to reach 4000 MW by August. 

+- Baghdad is receiving 1200MW. Pre-war 
levels were 2500 MW. Averaging 3 
hours on. 3 hours off each day. 

+ Water: Much of Iraq is at pre-war water 
supply levels. There is no critical 
shonage of water. 

• Healthcare: Iraqis continue lo receive the 
urgen1 healthcare they need. There has 
been no major outbreak. of disease in 
Iraq. 

Serurity arid Force Pr-otection 

e- Coalition forces are on the offensive, 
putting constant pressure on the enemy to 
disrupt attacks. Coalition forces are also 
deterring attacks with aggressive 
patrolling, cordons, and raids based on 
ac:tionable intelligence. 

+ Currently CPA has hired 32K police 
officers nationwide, 28K are already on 
the streets. The ultimate goal is 61 K. The 
police are conducting joint patrols with 
Coalition Forces. 

\\'WW .. l;Pi!.~.lraq,9~g 
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Goverunce 

• On July 13. CPA established the Iraq 
Governing Council. The Council 
represents the first step on the road to 
representative government. The 25 
members represent all major groups 
within Iraqi society. 

The Council's responsibilities include: 

-$- Naming interim Ministers. 

• Organizing it5elf. The Council has 
already fonned commissions on agenda, 
mies, and Ba'athist crimes against 
humanity. 

$ The Council may appoint a Preparatory 
Constitutional Commission to 
recommend a process for drafting and 
ap!)l'oving a new constitution. 

International Assistance 

,a. As or July 15* total non-military 
anillantt is S 2.8 billion. 

,a. 36 countries inside and outside the 
coalition have made pledges or 
contributions. 

• Over 45 nations have offered military 
forces. This docs not include the 
numerous countries that have conlribu1ed 
basing rights. over-night rights. fuel, and 
other logistical support 

• There are currently 19 countries 
contributing I 3.273 troops supporting 
Operation Iraqi Freedom. 

'!" J4 countries ill'e committed to deploy 
I 2,000 additional troops. 

Im portHI Sites 

Defense link: www .. dcfonselin.k.mil 

CPA Website: ~ww.c.n~dtl!l;l,QfS 

Central Command: W"•w.ccntcom.mil 



TO: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld 1~--,1., 

July 31, 2003 

SUBJECT: Iraq Governing Council 

Attached is an interesting memo from Paul Bremer on the Governing Council 

meeting this week. 

Respectfully. 

DHR:dh 
073103-7 
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MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

COALITION PROVISIONAL AUTHORITY 

BAGHDAD 

Secretary Rumsfeld 

Paul Bremer <signed> 

July 30 Meeting with Governing Council 

30 July 2003 

The Governing Council (GC) ask me to meet them today to hear news of 

their activities over the last ten days. Our new British envoy, Ambassador David 

Richmond, joined me for his first trip to the Council. The sti1l-interim chairman, 

Bahr al-Ulum, opened the session by highlighting how the council had agreed to a 

leadership structure the previous day. The chairmanship of the council will likely 

rotate among the newly-established nine person committee, which is called the 

Presidential Body. I spoke of my successful trip to the United States, and 

communicated the steadfast commitment of the President, Congress, and this 

Administration to the political and economic reconstruction oflraq. 

We then moved swiftly to the discussion of interim ministers. The council 

intends to begin the process of naming ministers next week. In response to their 

request, I promised to provide the GC with a brief overview of the functions of 

each ministry, a status report on the buildings and workforce of each entity, an 

action plan for the next 30 or 60 days, and a summary of key policy issues. I 

discouraged the GC from proposing and appointing a Prime Minister to oversee 

the work of the ministries, stressing that the GC was in many ways a collective 

executive body to which the ministers would be held fully accountable. It would 

confuse matters and dilute the GC's authority to have a "prime minister." 

The bulk of our conversation focused on the constitution. I urged the 

Council to make haste in appointing a preparatory constitutional commission 
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responsible for recommending how a constitutional conference would be 

convened. I stressed our desire for [raqis, and Iraqis alone, to write and approve 

this constitution. I underscored how the Coalition underst.ands that the 

constitution, and the process through which it is drafted and approved, must be 

legitimate in the eyes of the Iraqi people. 

Many members were reluctant to separate out questions of substance from 

questions of process when discussing the preparatory constitutional commission. 

Hangovers from earlier1 private GC conversations were apparent, with some 

members eager for the preparatory commission to declare its preference for a 

federal Iraqi state over a unified one. ln the end, however, I left confident that the 

GC is on its way to appointing a commission with a purely procedural mandate. 

[ advised the GC to make the upcoming announcements regarding the 

constitution public and to ensure that any timetables set were ambitious. The Iraqi 

people should see that the GC is aggressively moving toward a new constitution, 

which will pave the way for Iraqi election and the restoration of a sovereign Iraqi 

government As a whole, GC members were audibly pleased \Vith my sense of 

urgency on the constitution, with one member suggesting that the GC could ask a 

Constitutional Conference to have a draft constitution prepared by the symbolic 

date of April 91h. 

Members of the GC raised a wide range of other issues, including the 

security situation in the country and what they see as the use of excessive force by 

coalition forces. I briefed them on the many measures we are taking to restore and 

ensure security and offered further briefings by our military leaders should the 

council feel it necessary. The media, the electricity situation, the compensation of 

victims of the fonner regime, and the establishment of courts to try those 

suspected of crimes against humanity were also raised. I urged the GC to show 
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the Iraqi people that it was acting on their behalf. For this to be effective they 

need a staff and a press spokesman. Then they can "make demands of the CPA," 

citing a number of areas - such as electricity - where it could be seen as proactive 

by asking us to develop plans for the country's future. Whenever appropriate, in 

responding to GC queries or comments, I encouraged the GC to form a committee 

with which we could have a more detailed and sustained dialogue. 

Comment: It is still early days for the GC. Its first significant hurdle - the 

establishment of a leadership body - was only cleared in the most clumsy way (a 9 

person committee). A growing urgency among the members of the Council, 

however, is palpable. The fear of failure or irrelevancy could spur them to greater 

action in the next week, when the Council will tackle the important tasks of 

appointing ministers and establishing a preparatory constitutional committee. We 

are evaluating the "light-touch" approach we have adopted toward the GC thus far. 

In the absence of a dramatic uptick in council actions in the next week, we will 

begin to present the GC with policy issues requiring decisions, either our or theirs. 
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TO: Vice President Richard R Cheney 

CC: Honorable Colin Powell ( !St u~I>) 
Honorab]e Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld<'Jfv. 

SUBJECT: North Korea 

Attached 1s a piece on North Korea that is of interest. 

Attach. 

August 4, 2003 

Cha, Victor. "Tighten the Noose Around Nonh Kore:1," Financial Times, July 28, 2003. 

DHR:\lh 
080403-42 
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Tighten the noose around North Korea 
By Victor Cha 
FINANCIAL TIMES, Published: July 28 2003 20:31 I Last Updated: July 28 2003 , 
20:31 

The Korean war ended 50 years ago on Sunday. But the celebrations in South 
Korea provided a bittersweet reminder of how little the situation on the peninsula 
has changed since 1953. 

Although deterrence has held, the fragile Korean peace is hostage to a second 
confrontation brewing between the US and North Korea over Pyongyang's drive 
for nuclear weapons. The non-proliferation agreement that averted war in the first 
nuclear crisis in 1994 is now in a shambles. Moreover, the recent revelations about 
the possib1e existence of a second secret reprocessing facility suggest not only that 
Yongbyon may be just one of many weapons-related facilities hidden in the 
mountains but also that Pyongyang is determined to possess nuclear capabilities no 
matter what. 

The North Koreans therefore present an almost insoluble conundrum. The goal is 
nuc]ear disannament; but North Korea's secret high]y enriched uranium nuclear 
programme, which violates the 1994 agreement, puts Kim Jong-it's credibility for a 
negotiated solution at less than zero. Even if a bargain could be struck, verification 
of irreversible dismantling would require a high level of intrusion in the reclusive 
North - a task that would make the United Nations weapons inspectors' work in 
Iraq look easy. And a military strike would be futile. It would at best take out one 
nuclear site (but leave intact untold others) and would risk a11-out war. Such a 
move would look more like an act of desperation by the US than a show of 
strength. 

The option we are left with is a strategy of multilateral pressure designed to 
constrict the hard currency inflows to the North Korean leadership gained through 
sales of missiles, narcotics and other illicit goods. Critics who say that this would 
be pointless because the North cannot be more isolated than it already is are 
mistaken. The strategy's purpose is less to isolate North Korea than to make clear 
to the country's leadership that pursuit of the nuclear path, far from guaranteeing 
regime survival, win entail costs that will ultimately make the regime more 
insecure. 

Critics are also mistaken in discounting the multilateral approach as undesirable 
(because~ say, Pyongyang wants bilateral talks with Washington) or ineffective 
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(because it wi11 be impossible to implement, for example). If Mr Kim's objective is 
to have both nuclear weapons and the benefits that come from auctioning off 
selected portions of the programmes that are producing them, the only feasible 
course of action is for a11 interested parties - not just the US - to tell the Dear 
Leader that he cannot have his cake and eat it. Contrary to the nay-sayers, the 
coalition-building process has proved more successful than anyone expected at the 
outset. In every important regional forum for security issues (the US- Japan-South 
Korea Trilateral Co- ordination Oversight Group, the Asia-Pacific Economic Co
operation group leaders' forum, the Association of South-East Asian Nations), 
members have ca11ed on the North to step back. 

A strategy of mu1tilateral constriction does not obviate the need for continued 
dialogue with the North. Continuing the multilateral talks that started in Beijing 
earlier this month is critical. The act of good-faith engagement puts the co
operation ba11 squarely in Mr Kim1s court. Should he refuse to pick it up, or 
respond with threats, the talks will serve to build a more cohesive multilateral 
coalition for constriction. In this sense, Pentagon hawks should be no less 
interested in pursuing engagement than the doves. 

To cite Pyongyang1s continued reprocessing activities as evidence that the Bush 
administration's multilateralist strategy has fafled and that the US has resigned 
itself to accepting a nuclear North Korea is to confuse cause and effect. 
Washington's strategy is still taking shape. The North's continued bomb-making 
activities demonstrate the futility of bilateral negotiations. Overtly or covertly, and 
regardless of whether the US negotiated a temporary freeze on reprocessing, Mr 
Kim's bomb-making activities would continue apace, as they do now. 

As was the case in earlier administrations, no one in George W. Bush's 
administration is wi11ing to accept a nuclear North Korea. And no one argues that 
multilateral constriction is an ideal option. Rather, at this point, it is the least worst 
choice in a range of bad choices. 

The writer is a professor at Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service and 
co-author of Nuclear North Korea: a Debate on Engagement Strategies, to be 
published later this year 
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SHwflake 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Colin Powell ( 'f>./ HJh-Jf)) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Honorable George Tenet 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

August 4, 2003 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld4 __ .Jr /l ---?' 
SUBJECT: USIA 

Attached is a memo from the Joint Staff to Dick Myers on the subject of USIA 

that I thought might be of interest. 

Anyone have any thoughts? 

Attach. 
7/15/03 memo to CJCS re: "USIA, Public Diplomacy and the Communications Universe" 

DHR:llh 
0804(Ll-4J 
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Memorandum for the Chairm,,lt{1/t< 

Subject: USIA, Public Diplomacy and the communications universe 

Background 

It's helpful to think of the world's publics as falling into three categories: the US public 
(the audience for government public affairs); Everyone Else (the audience for Public 
Diplomacy); and those hostile to the US (a subset of Everyone Else and the target of 
Information Operations). 

• We have a corps of communications professionals available to the government for 
public affairs duty, the best of whom are in the DoD, and by and large they do a 
goodjob. 

• We have a vigorous and growing IO capability, which is getting better. 

• A few years ago, however. we dismantled the government agency specifically 
responsible for Public Diplomacy, the United States Infonnation Agency, and 
folded its practitioners, the United Slates Jnformation Service Officers, into the 
Department of State. 

The Way We Were: the USIA and VSIS 

USIA was an independent cabinet agency whose Direclor sat on lhe National Security 
Council when it discussed his issues, ex.actly in the same stalus as lhe DCI. lls 
headquarters in Washington had a structure similar to thal oflhe Depar1ment of State, 
with regional and country desks, some functional sections, and an operations section that 
behaved very much like the NMCC and was fully manned 24l7. It had its own budget, its 
own personnel management system, and its own bureaucracy. and it coordinated closely 
with DoS. Its charter was to shape perception abroad of the US and its policies. 

Its core folk were Foreign Service Officers who fom1ed the US Information Service and 
could pursue a career from entry level through Career Ambassador. They were 
distributed throughout the world like regular FSOs, except that they did only public 
affairs/public diplomacy. The senior US[S person in each country invariably wore two 
hats: Counselor of Embassy for Public Affairs, coequaJ with the Economic, Political, and 
Consular department heads; and Country Director for the USIS. In the first hat he 
reported to the Ambassador as her PAO; in the second he reported back to the Director of 
the USIA very much the way ambassadors report to SecState. He had two closely linked 
areas of responsibility (usually he took one himself and gave the other to his deputy): 
Information and Cultural Affairs. As part of the first, he Conned relationships with 
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journalists, stakeholders and influence shapers throughout the country and scheduled a 
sophisticated series of events designed to explain and advocate US policy. The Cultural 
Affairs function gave rise to the renowned American Centers, offering libraries and 
research facilities, exchange programs, English classes, concerts, exhibits, tailored 
literature, and other Americana intended to give locals a feel for what the US is like. 

Consequences 

The argument for consolidating USIA and State was that the bureaucracies were 
duplicative and the end of the Cold War obviated the need for an independent public 
diplomacy agency. State now has an Under Secretariat for Public Diplomacy and Public 
affairs (Charlotte Beers' late incumbency), but two things are different. 

First, there is no longer a separate and distinct corps of US1S officers> although those 
specialists still exist Suffice it to say that the mili1ary services have concluded that the 
quality of Public Affairs rises sharply if PAOs have their own discrete community and 
competitive officer category. 

Second, if the USG wants to launch, stop, or alter a global communications campaign, it 
must task the SecState to task an Under Secretary. This puts one depanment in the 
position of having to lead other coequal departments with different responsibilities and 
agendas. (Ms Beers' creation of the Strategic Communication PCC was an enlightened 
effort to establish under White House aegis a coordinating body that could speak with 
supra-departmental authority.) Previously, the POTUS could simply task his US1A 
Director, who reported directly to him and had a massive worldwide infrastructure to 
make it happen. 

Conclusion 

The Cold War is over, but the War on Terrorists - eYery bit as threatening to the survival 
of the American experiment - is just beginning. Arguably communication is even more 
important to the GWOT than it was to the CW. Maybe it is worth revisiting the idea of an 
independent government agency with cabinet status. reporting directly to the President, 
populated by first rate communications professionals from the public and private sector, 
whose charter is to conduct a well-thought-through. flexible, Jong range public education 
program tailored to the world's diverse cultural audiences and designed to give the world 
a clear and truthful understanding of what we stand for and what we intend. Needless to 
say, because this agency's practitioners wou]d have deep knowledge of its audiences, it 
could also serve as a trusted instrument of feedback for US programs and policies. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld ? ..pl"" 

SUBJECT: Family Day Proclamation 

Andy-

August 4, 2003 

I had lunch with Joe Califano last weekend. He is a long-time friend. Here is a 

note he sent me. He is anxious to have you see if it is possible for the President to 

make the announcement in a way that they can properly publicize it. 

It sounds like it makes sense to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/4/03 Califano ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dll 
080403-60 
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Memorandum To: 

From: 

August 4, 2003 

Secretary Dona1d Rumsfeld 

Joe Calif~~ 

Following up on our brief discussion at lW1ch Saturday, I'd appreciate any help 
you can give on speeding up the Family Day presidential proclamation . 

Family Day-A Day to Eat DiMer With Your Children-is the fourth Monday 
in September (September 22nc1 lhis year). a symbolic reminder of the importance 
of family dinners. CASA research has shown that the more often parents eat 
dinner with their children, the less likely they are to smoke, drink or use illegal 
drugs. 

President Bush proclaimed Family Day in 2001 and 2002. and we are told it is 
on track for 2003. But we need to get it proclaimed before September 3rd this 
year. 

On September 3rd, Wade Hom, the Assistant Secretary of Health and. Hwnan 
Services for Children and Families and I a.re launching Family Day at l 0:00 a.m. 
in Washington. Family organizatio11s from around the country will be at our 
event Wa 're Wlveiling public service messages .from Barbara Bush and J amit: 
Lee Curtis and announcing that scores of governors and mayors have 
proclaimed Family Day. We will release new data underscoring the importance 
of family dinners. We wam to be able to have the proclamation by that day so 
we can salute President Bush for bis commitment in this field. 

We believe this is a real plus for Pre-sident Bush who is the first president to 
proclaim Family Day. 

Cc: 
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FACSIMILE 

THE NATIONAL CENTER ON ADDICTION AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
At Columbia University 

633 Third Avenue -19th Floor 

Date: 

To: 

Fax: 

From: 

Direct 
Phone: 

New York, NY 10017-6706 
Main Phone (212) 841-5200 
Main Fax: (212) 956-8020 

August 4, 2003 

_l(b)(6) 
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, attentio1, .... __ ___, 

l(b)(6) I 
Joseph A. Califano, Jr. 

l(b)(6) 
Direct 
Fax: !(b )(6) 

#of Pages (includlng this cover): _2_ 

Re; Sec. Rumsfeld and Mr. Califano's discussion at lunch Saturday at the 
Kissin9ers'-please see that the secretary receives it right away. Thank 
you. 

CASA Account code: 150_ 

The Information contained In this telecopy messaa• is intended only for the use of the indivldual or 
entity nomod above and may cohtain Information thal Is priv11ea11d, confident/al al'ld exempt from 
dlsclor.uro under any applicable law. If the reader of this message 1, not tha Intended reclplel'lt, you 
are hereby notifiod that any disHminatlon, distribution or copying of this commu11i'i-.'ltion Is strlctly
proh1blted. If you have received thia meuage In error, please Immediately notify us by telephone 
and return tha ortglnal message to us at the above addrNs via the US Po1tel 6ervice. Tl'lank You. 
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August 4, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ /l---k 
SUBJECT: North Korea 

Mr. President-

Attached is an interesting article by Victor Cha on North Korea. 

Respectfu II y. 

Attach. 
Cha, Victor. "Tighten the Noose Around North Korea." Financial Times, July 28, 2003. 

DHRdh 
080403-4) 
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Tighten the noose around North Korea 
By Victor Cha 
FINANCIAL TIMES, Published: July 28 2003 20:3 l I Last Updated: July 28 2003 
20:31 

The Korean war ended 50 years ago on Sunday. But the celebrations in South 
Korea provided a bittersweet reminder of how little the situation on the peninsula 
has changed since 1953. 

Although deterrence has held, the fragile Korean peace is hostage to a second 
confrontation brewing between the US and North Korea over Pyongyang's drive 
for nuclear weapons. The non-proliferation agreement that averted war in the first 
nuclear crisis in I 994 is now in a shambles. Moreover, the recent revelations about 
the possible existence of a second secret reprocessing facility suggest not only that 
Yongbyon may be just one of many weapons-related facilities hidden in the 
mountains but also that Pyongyang is determined to possess nuclear capabilities no 
matter what. 

The North Koreans therefore present an almost insoluble conundrum. The goal is 
nuclear disannament; but North Korea's secret highly enriched uranium nuclear 
programme, which violates the 1994 agreement, puts Kim Jong-il's credibility for a 
negotiated solution at less than zero. Even if a bargain could be struck, verification 
of irreversible dismantling would require a high level of intrusion in the reclusive 
North - a task that would make the United Nations weapons inspectors' work in 
Iraq look easy. And a military strike would be futile. It would at best take out one 
nuclear site (but leave intact untold others) and would risk all·out war. Such a 
move would look more like an act of desperation by the US than a show of 
strength. 

The option we are left with is a strategy of multilateral pressure designed to 
constrict the hard currency inflows to the North Korean leadership gained through 
sales of missiles, narcotics and other illicit goods. Critics who say that this would 
be pointless because the North cannot be more isolated than it already is are 
mistaken. The strategy's purpose is less to isolate North Korea than to make clear 
to the country's leadership that pursuit of the nuclear path, far from guaranteeing 
regime survival, will entail costs that will ultimately make the regime more 
msecure. 

Critics are also mistaken in discounting the multilateral approach as undesirable 
(because, say, Pyongyang wants bilateral talks with Washington) or ineffective 
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(because it will be impossible to implement. for example). If Mr Kim1s objective is 
to have both nuclear weapons and the benefits that come from auctioning off 
selected portions of the programmes that are producing them, the only feasible 
course of action is for all interested parties - not just the US - to tell the Dear 
Leader that he cannot have his cake and eat it. Contrary to the nay-sayers, the 
coalition-building process has proved more successful than anyone expected at the 
outset. In every important regional forum for security issues (the US- Japan-South 
Korea Trilateral Co- ordination Oversight Group, the Asia-Pacific Economic Co
operation group leaders' forum, the Association of South-East Asian Nations), 
members have called on the North to step back. 

A strategy of mu hi lateral constriction does not obviate the need for continued 
dialogue with the North. Continuing the multilateral talks that started in Beijing 
earlier this month is critical. The act of good-faith engagement puts the co
operation ball squarely in Mr Kim's coun. Should he refuse to pick it up~ or 
respond with threats. the talks will serve to build a more cohesive multilateral 
coalition for constriction. In this sense, Pentagon hawks should be no less 
interested in pursuing engagement than the doves. 

To cite Pyongyang's continued reprocessing activities as evidence that the Bush 
administration's multilateralist strategy has failed and that the US has resigned 
itself to accepting a nuclear North Korea is to confuse cause and effect. 
Washington's strategy is still taking shape. The North's continued bomb-making 
activities demonstrate the futility of bilateral negotiations. Overtly or covertly, and 
regardless of whether the US negotiated a temporary freeze on reprocessing, Mr 
Kim's bomb-making activities would continue apace, as they do now. 

As was the case in earlier administrations. no one in George W. Bush's 
administration is willing to accept a nuclear North Korea. And no one argues that 
multilateral constriction is an ideal option. Rather. at this point, it is the least worst 
choice in a range of bad choices, 

The writer is a professor at Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service and 
co-author of Nuclear North Korea: a Debate on Engagement Strategies, to be 
published later this year 
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Snawffake 

August 6, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

\\ II. 

Attached is the arrival message of General Pete Schoomaker as Chief of Staff of 

the United States Anny. I thought you might like to read it. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Schaomaker, General Peter J. Arrival Message, Augus1 I, 2003 

DHR<lh 
0~0(111.l·l.l 
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General Peter J. Schoomaker 
35TH CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE ARMY 

Arrival Message, August 1, 2003 

This afternoon I stood in the office of the Secretary of the Army and 
was sworn in as the 35th Chief of Staff of the Anny. Thirty-four other 
distinguished leaders have preceded me -- well-known stewards of our 
Army. It is a great honor to walk in their footsteps. 

Twenty-three years ago I stood in another place -- in the Iranian desert 
on a moonlit night at a place called Desert One. I keep a photo of the 
carnage that night to remind me that we should never confuse enthusiasm 
with capability. Eight of my comrades lost their lives. Those ofus who 
survived knew grief ... we knew failure but we committed ourselves to a 
different future. 

There were some important things we did not know about the future 
that night. We did not recognize that this was a watershed event -- that the 
military services would begin a great period of renewal that continues to this 
day. We did not know that we were at the start of an unprecedented 
movement to jointness in every aspect of our military culture, structure, and 
operations -- a movement that must continue. We also did not realize that we 
were in one of the opening engagements of this country's long struggle 
against terrorism -- a struggle that would reach our homeland and become 
known as the Global War on Terror. 

Today, our Nation is at war and we are a critical part of the joint team 
-- an Anny at war. This is not a new war. Our enemies have been waging it 
for some time, and it will continue for the foreseeable future. As the 
President has stated, "This is a different kind of war against a different kind 
of enemy". It 1s a war we must win, a war for our very way of life. 

War is both a physical reality and a state of mind. War is ambiguous, 
uncertain, and unfair. When we are at war, we must think and act differently. 
We become more flexible and more adaptable. We must anticipate the 
ultimate reality check -- combat We must win both the war and the peace. 
We must be prepared to question everything. What is best for the Nation? 
What must endure? What must change? 

This war has demonstrated that our Soldiers, civilians, and families 
are up to the task. It has also provided new Jnsights into the current operating 
environment. Can we sustain our high perfonnance with our current methods 
of preparation? Can our Combat Training Centers better reflect the joint 
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context in which we will fight? Are we organized for the long haul? We 
must answer these questions and more. 

We need to be mindful that the world has changed and it will never 
return to what we knew before. As my great friend, Dick Meadows, always 
said, "The Army ain't like it used to be -- and it never was". 

Sustained engagement of our Anny will be the norm, not the 
exception. How do we man the Anny in a way that provides cohesive, high 
performing units in this reality of continuous engagement? 

Our recent combat operations reinforce the requirements for units and 
echelons that are flexible and tailorable. Can we balance our force structure 
and develop increased modularity so as to enhance our critical role in 
effective joint contingency operations while maintaining our campaign 
qualities? 

We have already shown that we have innovative and adaptive leaders. 
But our enemies are adapting as well. Will our development programs 
continue to produce leaders who can meet this challenge? 

Leadership and courage are easily recognized as prerequisites at the 
tactical level, but they are essential at the operational and strategic levels as 
well. Are we developing the George C. Marshalls for the new era? 

The National Guard and Army Reserve are indispensable, full 
members of the team. Do we have the proper mix of both active and reserve 
units? Are we properly balanced? ls all of our structure readily accessible to 
meet the requirements of this and future wars? 

As we transfonn the Army from the current force to the future force 
we must ask these questions and more. While some things will change, 
others will not. 

The American Soldier remains indispensable. Our Soldiers are 
paramount and will remain the centerpiece of our thinking, our systems, and 
our combat formations. As General Creigbton Abrams taught us, "People are 
not in the Anny, they are the Anny11 • 

We are, have been, and will remain a va1ues based institution. Our 
values will not change and they are non-negotiable. Our Soldiers are 
Warriors of character. They exemplify these values every day and are the 
epitome of our American spirit. They are the heart of the Anny. 

As long as the United States Anny has existed we have transfonned -
and we always will. For four years under General Shinseki our Anny has 
asked hard questions and made tough choices. We will continue to go where 
the answers to those questions take us. Our azimuth to the future is good. 
The Anny must remain relevant and ready. 
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Our Army has much to be proud of. It is the preeminent land force in 
the world -- and continues to be respected by our friends ... and feared by our 
enemies. We set the standard. We were part of the joint team that defeated 
the Taliban in Afghanistan and took down a brutal regime in Iraq. Today we 
are deployed and conducting contingency operations at an unprecedented 
pace. Our Soldiers, civilians, and their families ~et the standard every day for 
selfless service. 

The Anny continues to serve our great Nation well and faithfully as it 
has in the past. For more than 228 years, the Army has never failed the 
American people, and it never will. 

As an American Soldier, I have never left your ranks; but it is a great 
privilege to wear our unifonn once again. 

Schoo maker 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ ~ 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Governing Council 

August 11, 2003 

Attached are minutes Jerry Bremer sent me of a meeting of the Governing Council 

Committee on the subject of security in Iraq, with their resolutions and some 

additional information. 

It struck me it might be of interest for you to see the give and take that is taking 

place between the Coalition Provisional Authority and the Iraqi Governing 

Council. 

Rcspectfull y, 

Attach. 
8/8/03 Governing Council Committee on Security Meeting 

DHR:dh 
081103-4 
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• MEETING OF G.C COMMITTEE ON SECURITY ON AUGUST 8, 
2003 

Attendees 

I. Mr. Masoud al-Barazani. 
2. Dr. Ahmed al-Chalabi. 
3. Mr. Abdulaziz al-Hakim (Mr. Bayan Jabr attended) 
4. Mr. Nosherwan Mostafa, representing Mr. Talabani. 
5. Sheikh Ghazi al-Yawer. 
6. Dr. Samir Shakir. 
7. Sheikh Abdulkarim al-Mahamadawi. 
8. Dr. Ayad Allawi - coordinator of the committee. 

The Committee Resolutions 

1- Security in the country is of paramount concern. Both political security 
(ex- regime forces and extremists) as well as breakdown in low and 
o.rder should be dealt with immediately. ~~is 

2- Support and encourage efforts by the coalition to improve security. 
3- A1location of sufficient funds to oversee security. 
4- The fonnation of a very-high-level security committee between G.C. 

I 

and the Coalition. , 
5- Develop and expedite fonnation of special courts and other judicial 
. courts. 
6- Fonnation of intelligence gathering body. (·connected to point (4) 

above). 
7- Support and expedite formation of civil defense corps. 
8- Focus on all country, but give priority to Baghdad and other restless . 
· provinces. 
9- Using infonnation and propaganda including educating coalition 

military on customs and culture of the Iraqi people, and redeployed 
whenever possible, outs~e cities: .. ·· ··· · · 

10- Using the~oi~J~ers and main supply lines 
outside cities, until a comprehensive police, security and military force 
are established. 

11 ~ Using some of the existing assets in Iraqi Kurdistan ex-police 
and anny by recruiting young officers and conscripts. 



(4) 

la the name of ALLAH lhe most merciful 

Mr. General ABUZAID the respected, Coalition Forces Commander in Iraq 
And then! 
There are reasons for the spread of crime in the Jraqi society, and the resistance of some 
people to the Coalition forces. We will mention them here, with their remedy. Before 
we talk about them, we would like to point out that lraqi people are mostly Islamic, the 
proportion is 97% Muslims, and that Islam is truly a religion of peace, love, and mercy 
and believes in the freedom of religion md the freedom of thought to all people. And 
ALLAH - Honored and Glorified - says in the Koran: ''No coercion in religion" and He 
says: "You have your religion, and I have mine" and he convicts violence and terrorism 
at the same time. As for the reasons of the crimes and the remedy, they are: 

1. Speeding up of fonning the government and approving a constitution, and the 
emplacement ofa definite and short time period to end the occupation after the 
security is established. That (known time period) will allow tranquility to enter 
the spirit of Iraqi society. 

2. People now are in dyer need (very poor). The hungry human in whose face all 
other doors are closed. will result to crime to survive. Allocating salaries - even 
if little - to each food ration ID card will end the crimes~ or at least will limit it. 

3J Finding the opportunities for work is a necessity for limiting crime. Therefore, 
we see the English when they occupied Iraq in 1918 they occupied people in jobs 
that had no particular benefit except to provide jobs for the unemployed and 
providing them with an income. Therefore, we see it a necessity to encourage 
local companies to rebuild Iraq and hire the unemployed. 

4. There are many crisis in electricity. Gas, and Benzene ... I see that it is necessary 
to speed up to conquer that challenge to add to the spread of tranquility. 

5~ Some of the American Forces deal too harshly with the Iraqi ci~ens; the result is 
· resentment (hate) against the Coalition Forces. 

6. Re-activating the legal system to make criminals pay and strike the hands of those 
who steal 

7. The release of the two Sheikhs: AU BABE~ the Prince of the Islamic Gathering 
and ALI ABD AL AZIZ. the Prince of the Islamic Movement. They resisted the 
old (expired} regime. They are from HALBAJAH, the city that was subjected to a 
criminal chemical attack from the tyrant Saddam Hussein. And to release the Dr. 
Sheikh AHMAD AL BALISSANI. 

And God will show the right way. 

IBRAHIM AL NA'MAH 
MOSUL 
7 Aug 2003. 

~ ..I,- ,4J,J,e, a),,.,,~ 
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(5) 

Solutions, as I see them: 

1. Re-form of the "crime fighting" division, on a temporary bases. 

2. Securing the borders, especially on the Iranian side. 

3. Seek the advise of (or get in.fonnation from) former security men on how to 

successfully plan for security. 

4. Rely on the practical religiously learned people; they are the ones who are 

working far order between the Iraqi people and the American people. 

5. The persons that give you advice today are obscure and divisive (some members 

of the Governing Council). 

6. Transfer the responsibility for security to the est.ablished parties that are already 

operating in the cowttry. 

7. We want educated people. and we support a .. Federal" system. 

8. We want the son:5 of the CQWltry who nev~ left it 

9. Pay out the salaries for the Army, Police, and Security (Forces). 

10. We do not want waste (could mean alienation) or terrorism. 

1 L We are your friends in hwnanity. 

Signed: Sheikh KUT ABA AMMASH, 

Baghdad - AL AZAMIAH. 

Note: I am positively sure that the sabotage is being conducted by elements that entered 

from outside our bordersi for instance: the BADR BDE. They are known for their 

criminal activities. 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld 1k 
SUBJECT: Funds for Medical Care 

August 14, 2003 

Attached is a response to that question you raised about Congressman Young's 

concern about the treatment at Walter Reed. I have talked to him about it, so I 

think that issue is behind us. 

Attach. 
7 /11/03 ASD (Health Affairs) memo to SecDef re: Money for Medical Treatment Facilities 

DHR:dh 
081403·2 
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HIE.AL.TH AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, 0 . C. 20301 -1200 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

lJ;OOi~.:.,~kfl. 
FROM: WiffiamWinkenwerder, Jr.:t'MD, ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: Money for Medical Treatment Facilities 

JUL 1 1 2003 

1 In your June 30, memo (TAB B ), you asked if we are doing righ1 by medical 
treatment facilities as a result of added workload from 1he war. 
Representative Young told you there might have been equipment that could 
have saved someone's life, but it wasn't up and running. 

• The short answer is that we are doing l'ight by the hospiials and funding 
them properly. The assertion that a piece of equipment wasn't up and 
running and that this resulted in the loss of a soldier's llfe is not correcl. 
This issue was raised by I-louse Appropriations Commiuee staff in relation 
to Walter Reed Army Medical Center. The Army Surgeon General 
confirmed the death of the soldier at Walter Reed Anny Medical Center was 
11ot due to failure of an item of equipment. 

• The Army requested and received supplemental funds this year to cover 
increased costs resulting from combat casualties at Landstuhl Regional 
Medical Center and Walter Reed Army Medical Center. The Navy did not 
request funds for Bethesda. 

• l have personally visited Walter Reed Anny Medical Center, Landstuhl. and 
Bethesda. speaking with dozens of injured service members and their 
families. Uniformly, they said their care has been excellent. .. the best. 

• The Army and Navy Surgeons General confirm there are currently no 
unfunded requirements for the care of returning casualties, patient care 
technology or Nher patient care issues at these medical centers. 

Prepared by: Nelson Ford, DASO (HB&FP) . .... l (b_)(_5) ___ __,l PCDOCS #R52033 
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August 18, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ::PL.----4v i.-#' 
SUBJECT: Iraq and Post-World War II Germany 

Mr. President-

Attached is an interesting comparison of Iraq to post-World War II Gennany, 

suggesting that Iraq is doing pretty well by that historical standard. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Peters, Ralph ... History Proves We're Doing Fine," Washington Pos1, July 30, 2003, p. BOI. 

DHRdh 
08Jll03-Z7 
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\vashingtonpost.com: History Proves We're Doing Fine 

washingtonpost.c;om 

History Proves We're Doing Fine 

By Ralph Peters 

Sunday, July 20, 2003; Page BOI 

Pagel of 2 

In the summer of 1945, occupied Gennany's cities lay in rubb]e. Hunger and disease prevailed, and tens 
of millions of displaced persons foraged to survive. Criminals thrived on the black market. De
Nazification had barely begun. That July, three months after the war's end. no one could have foreseen 
Germany's political future, its economic miracle and astonishing reconstruction. 

During the federal occupation of the South after the Civil War, a hostile, impoverished population lived 
amid ruins and cholera. Deadly riots and murders were common. The terrorists of the Ku Klux Klan 
enjoyed far greater support among the population than do today1s Baath Pany dead.enders in Iraq. 
Attempts to achieve inclusive democracy were frustrated for a century. 

By historical standards, our progress in Iraq is extraordinary. While we cannot predict the character of 
the future Iraq with precision -- and we must have realistic expectations·· we already may claim with 
confidence that we will leave the various peoples of Iraq a more humane, equitable political 
environment than they ever have experienced. It will then be their ovm to improve upon or ruin. 

With unprecedented speed, we overthrew a tyrannical regime that ruled 25 million people. A few 
million of Iraq's citizens had personal stakes in that regime as the source of their livelihoods and 
privileges. Should anyone be surprised if hundreds of thousands passively resist the occupation forces 
and some tens of thou:san<b are willing to engage in or suppor1 violence against the force that robbed 
them of their power? Their.. is the violence of desperation, not of confidence. We face criminals, not a 
q~agmire. 

Yet the breathless media reporting of each American casualty in Iraq implies that the occupation has 
failed. Yes, every soldier's life matters. But we also need to keep the numbers in perspective. In one 
recent week, as many Americans died in a workplace shooting in Mississippi as were killed by hostile 
action in Iraq. The total casualties for the war and its aftennath hardly rise to the number of deaths on 
America's highways over a long holiday weekend. Considering the dimensions of our victory, the low 
level of our losses is something entirely new in the history of warfare. But the quest for daily headlines 
is not synonymous with a search for deeper truths. 

Most of Iraq is recovering-- not only from the recent wart but from a generation of oppression. The 
Kurdish region is prospering, a model of cooperation, and the Shiites have behaved far better than initial 
worries suggested. The violence is isolated in the Sunni-Arab-minority region, a sliver of the country 
just west and north of Baghdad. which benefited most from Saddam's rule and has the most to lose under 
a democratic government. The absence of broad support for anti-coalition attacks is heartening. There is 
no general insurrection and there are no violent, massive demonstrations. Individual soldiers are 
assassinated, but our overall presence is not endangered. The resistance of die-hard elements should 
surpme no one but the most naive neoconservatives in tbe Office of the Secretary of Defense. 

Meanwhile, our focus on micro issues such as individual casualties or a disgruntled shopkeeper's 
complaints obscures our macro success, both within Iraq and beyond its borders. Change has come to 
the Middle East with remarkable force and velocity. The notorious "Arab street," far from exploding, is 
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the quietest it has been in decades. Syria has sharply reduced its support for terrorism as it weighs its 
future. In Iran, the young are encouraged by the atmosphere of change, while the bitter old men in power 
glance nervously at the U.S. military forces positioned to their east and west. 

There is genuine if imperfect progress on the Palestinian dilemma. The necessity for American bases in 
benighted Saudi Arabia has faded. Arab intellectuals and journalists speak more frankly of the need for 
change than they have in four decades. And, depending on how the situation in Iraq develops, the United 
States may have the opportunity to right one of history's most enduring wrongs by fostering the 
establishment of an independent Kurdistan. 

Instant judgments that the U.S. occupation is somehow failing, though politically gratifying to a few, are 
inaccurate, destructive and ill-judged. It will be at least a decade before we can read the deep results of 
our actions in Iraq, but the initial indications are that they will be overwhelmingly positive. By choice, 
we may retain a military presence there 10 years hence -- or we may be long gone. It is simply too early 
to say. 

Ralph Peters is a relired Army officer and the author of "Beyond Terror: Straregy in a Changing 
World" (Stackpole Books). 

~ 2003 The Washington Post Company 
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TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

Donald Rumsfeld 'i/L 
SUBJECT: Singapore and Global Crossing 

CC: 

FROM: 

August 18, 2003 

I am sure Lee Kwan Yu has called others besides me. He is concerned about the 

~lobal Crossing acquisition issue. He has a serious problem, and, as a result, I 

believe we have a serious problem. 

Are you thinking about this. and do you have any suggestions? It seems to me 

there ought to be a creative way to solve it. 

DHR:dh 
0811103-44 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ;?. ~ 

SUBJECT: Iraqi WMD 

Mr. President-

August 21, 2003 

Attached is an interesting piece written by Ro1f Ekeus on Iraqi WMD. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
"Why Saddam's Arsenal Has Not Been Found," London Sunday Times, August 3, 2003. 

DHR:dh 
081803-29 
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,Why Saddam's Arsenal Has Not Been Found 

London Sunday Times 
August 3, 2003 

Why Saddam's Arsenal Has Not Been Found 

Pagel of 4 

Before his death, David Kelly cited this article by Rolf Eke us, the former UN inspection 
chief, as reflecting his own view on why Iraq's weapons of mass destruction have not been 
found. Ekeus argues that Iraq did not store such weapons, b.!._cause the] were unstabl~ 
but it had factories ready to make and dispatch them to the front at snort notice 

With no weapons of mass destruction as yet found in Iraq, the political criticism directed against 
President Bush and Tony Blair is mounting. Before the war, the two leaders publicly declared that the 
Iraqi regime had not only procured and produced such weapons but also still retained them with the 
intention to use them. This was considered a good reason for a rnilitaiy operation against Iraq - an 
outright casus belli . 

A United Nations inspection team, before the war, and the US military. after the war, have been 
searching Iraq and have not come up with anything that can remotely be called weapons of mass 
destruction (W1v1D). Is it now time to join the game of blaming Bush and Blair for an illegitimate or 
i11egal war? Let us first consider some facts. 

Chemical weapons were used by Iraq in its war against Iran (1980-88). Arguably that use had a decisive 
effect on the outcome: it saved Iraq from being overwhelmed by a much larger Iranian army. 

Furthermore, Iraq made use of chemical bombs in air raids against the Kurdish civilian population in 
northern Iraq. Nerve gases immediately killed many thousands of civilians. More than l 00,000 later died 
or were crippled. 

These reminders illustrate that Iraq's acquisition and use of chemical weapons were carried out in the 
first instance to halt [ran 's possible expansion of its sphere of influence and to suppress internal 
opposition. The war started by Iraq in 1980 was directed against its historical enemy, Iran. 

In strategic terms and over generations, Iraq/Mesopotamia had been positioned as a gatekeeper of the 
Arab nation against repeated Persian expansion westward, a threat that became acute after Iran's Islamic 
revolution in 1979. All states in the Gulf region considered Persian nationalism and expansionism a 
constant problem. 

For Saddam Hussein, the self-promoted defender of the Arab nation, "the Iranian beasts", to quote Tariq 
Aziz in a conversation with me - not the United States or Israel - were the eternal enemy of Iraq. 

With its population of more than 64m, Iran constituted a challenge that Iraq, with its 24m inhabitants, 
could not match with conventional military means. By using chemical weapons to gas and kill the 
"human waves" of young Iranian attack forces, the Iraqi army repeatedly saved itself from being 
oven.vhelmed. 

And so it became conventional wisdom for the Iraqi leadership that only non-conventional weapons 
could guarantee Iraq prevailing over Iran in any conflict. 

Regarding biological weapons, the UN inspection team, Unscom, managed after four years to confirm 
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the existence in Iraq of a secret biological weapons programme. 

This led in August 1995 to the defection from Iraq of Saddam's son-in-law Hussein Kamal, director of 
Iraq's WMD programmes. During Unscom's debriefings in Iraq after the defection, Iraqi biological 
weapons scientists, able to speak more openly than normal. explained that their secret work was on 
assignments to find means for warfare against the Iranians. 

Regarding the nuclear weapons projects, the Iraqi authorities defended their systematic violation of 
obligations under the nuclear non-proliferation treaty with the proposition that Iran was also active in 
developing nuclear weapons. Even the quite remarkable missile developments in Iraq were related to 
Iran. Iraq succeeded in modifying and re-engineering many hundreds of the more than 800 Scud missiles 
bought from the Soviet Union -increasing their range of 200-300km (128-185 miles) to 500-600km 
(310-370 miles), sufficient to reach Tehran. 

In sum, all four components of Iraq's prohibited and secret WMD programme were motivated and 
inspired by its rivalry with Iran. Thus, during the Gulf war in 1991, Iraq did not use its readily available 
chemical weapons, stored in considerable quantities in southern Iraq, against the US-led forces. 

The Iraqi leadership made clear to me that there would have been no military sense in using chemical 
weapons on such a fast-developing battlefield, where the enemy was highly mobile, well-trained and 
well-equipped for chemical warfare. In addition, the Iraqi willingness to use chemical weapons had been 
tempered by the promise of James Baker, the US secretary of state, to Tariq Aziz, the Iraqi foreign 
minister, that such a contingency would change the US war aim from the liberation of Kuwait to regime 
change in Iraq. 

The fact that Iraq in the recent war did not counter the coalition forces, now even better trained and 
equipped than last time, with chemical weapons should not have come as a surprise. 

The chemical weapons, like the other WMD, had been developed with another enemy in mind. But a big 
question remains about the puzzling absence of chemical weapons in Iraq. Detractors of Bush and Blair 
have tried to make political capital out of the presumed discrepancy between the assurances about Iraq's 
possession of chemical weapons (and other WMD) and the inability of invading forces to find such 
stocks. The criticism is a distortion and trivialisation of a big threat to international peace and security. 

During its war against Iran, Iraq found that chemical warfare agents, especially nerve agents such as 
sarin, soman, tabun and later VX, deteriorated after just a couple of weeks' storage in drums or in filled 
chemical warfare munitions. The reason was that the Iraqi chemists, lacking access to high-quality 
laboratory and production equipment, were unable to make the agents pure enough. 

(Unscom found in 1991 that the large quantities of nerve agents discovered in storage in Iraq !Jl!d lost 
most of thejr lethal pwPfilll:'. .) Thus the Iraqi policy after the Gulf war was to halt all production of 
warfare agents and to focus on design and engineering, with the purpose of activating production and 
shipping of warfare agents and munitions directly to the battlefield in the event of war. 

Many hundreds of chemical, production and process engineers worked to develop nerve agents, 
especially VX, with the primary task being to stabilise the warfare agents in order to optimise a lasting 
lethal property. Such work could be blended into ordinary civilian production facilities and activities 
(eg, for agricultural purposes) where batches of nerve agents could be produced during short 
interruptions of the production of ordinary chemicals. 
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This combination of researchers, engineers, know-how, precursors, batch production techniques and 
testing is what constituted Iraq's chemical threat - its chemical weapon. The rather bizarre political 
focus on the search for rusting drums and pieces of munitions containing low-quality chemicals has 
tended to distort the important question of WMD in Iraq and exposed the American and BriL· ish 
administrations to unjustified criticism. 

!The real chemical warfare threat from Iraq has had two components. One has been the capability to 
bring potent chemical agents to the battlefield to be used against a poorly equipped and poorly trained 
enemy. The other is the chance that Iraqi chemical weapons specialists would sign up with terrorist 
networks such as Al·Qaeda - with which they are likely to have far more affinity than do the 
unemployed Russian scientists the US worries about 

Ir In this context the remnants of Iraq's biological weapons programme, and specifically its now
unemployed specialists. constitute a potential Lhreat of much the same magnitude. While biological 
weapons are not easily adapted for battlefield use, they are potentially the more devastating as a means 
for a massive terrorist onslaught on civilian targets. 

As with chemical weapons, Iraq's policy on biological weapons was to develop and improve the quality 
of the warfare agents. It is possible that Iraq, in spite of its denials, retained some anthrax in storage. But 
it could be more problematic and dangerous if Iraq secretly maintained a research and development 
capability, as well as a production capability, run by the biologists involved in its earlier programmes. 
Again, such a complete programme would in itself constitute a more important biological weapon than 
some stored agents of doubtful quality. 

It is understandable that the UN inspectors and, even more, the military search teams, have had 
difficulty penetrating the sophisticated, well-rehearsed and protected WJvlD programme in Iraq. The task 
was made infinitely more challenging by the fact that Iraq was, and still is. a "republic of fear". 

Through my indirect contact with some senior Iraqi weapons scientists, I have been given to understand 
that the reign of terror is still in place. Outsiders who have not dealt with Iraq cannot easily understand 
the extent to which the terror of the Saddam years has penetrated that unhappy nation. 

\\ \ 
As long as he is not apprehended or proven dead, few if any of those involved in the weapons 
programme will provide information on their activities. The risk of terrible revenge against oneself or 
one's family is simply too great. The first point on a WMD agenda must be to create a safe environment 

•free from the remnants of terror. 

The chemical and biological warfare structures in Iraq constitute formidable international threats 
through potential links to international terrorism. Before the war these structures were also major threats 
against Iran and internally against Iraq's Kurdish and Shi'ite populations. as well as Israel. 

The Iraqi nuclear weapons projects lacked access to fissile material but were advanced with regard to 
weapon design. Here again, competition with Iran was a driving factor. Iran, as a big beneficiary of the 
fall of Saddam, has now been given an excellent opportunity to rethink its nuclear weapons programme 
and its other WMD activities. 

The door is now open for diplomatic initiatives to remake the region into a WMDMfree area and to shape 
a structure in the Persian Gulf of stability and security. Moreover, the defeat of Saddam's regime, a 
deadly opponent to peace between Israelis and Palestinians. has opened the door to a realistic and re~ 
energised peace process in the Middle East 
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This is enough to justify the international military intervention undertaken by the United States and 
Britain. To accept the alternative - letting Saddam remain in power with his chemical and biological 
weapons capability - would have been to tolerate a continuing destabilising arms race in the Gulf, 
including future nuclearisation of the region, threats to the world's energy supplies.. leakage of WMD 
technology and expertise to terrorist networks, systematic sabotage of efforts to create and sustain a 
process of peace between the Israelis and the Palestinians and the continued terrorising of the Iraqi 
people. 

The writer was executi\.'e chainnan of the United Nations Special Commission (Unscom) on Iraq from 
199} IO 1997. 
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August 21, 2003 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald ~umsfeld J) ... IL---f1! 
' 

SUBJECT: Security Assessment on Paul Bremer 

I would appreciate it if you could arrange to have the Secret Service do a security 

assessment on Paul Bremer as soon as possible. It is a matter of concern to us. As 

soon as they can do it and give us some insights, we wil1 get to work with you or 

whomever to see that the proper security is provided. 

My guess is that since he is a Presidential Envoy, his security could very likely be 

within the charter of the Secret Service, but I am not sufficiently knowledgeable to 

know precisely. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
082103-3 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

President George W. Bush 

Vice President Richard Cheney 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld) ~ 
August 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Coalition Provisional Authority - Baghdad 

Attached is a report from Paul Bremer that is of interest. 

DHR/am 
082403.01 

Attached: Coalilion Provisional Authority Memo 8.23.03 
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MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

COALITION PROVISIONAL AUTHORITY 

BACHDAD 

Secretary Rwnsfcld 

Paul Bmner <aip•d> 

Saturday Meeting with the Goveming Council 

23 August 2003 

I asked lo meet: with the Governing Council (GC) today in. a special session to 
address the agenda we set aside on Wednesday in Ille wake of the UN bombing. Overall. 
it was one of the more productive council sessions - perhapa in part due to the 1ma1ler 
numbers present and in part due to my effarts to stir them to action earlier in the week. 

I first spoke o{ the draft UN resolution circulating in New Yon: and cft'orts to 
include a timcline for restoring Iraq to (ulJ sovereignty in it. The United States wu 
arguing that such a timetable was only for Iraqis to determine. As:J. alternativeJ J 
suggested, would be to have the resolution invite the OC to propose a time line for Iraq's 
political transition. This approach would also win the OC domestic favor from Iraqis. 
The GC supported the adoption of this strategy. 

We then spoke of foreign investment for the &econd time in two wc:c:ks. GC 
membm reacted positively to the outlines of a foreign investment strategy 1 outlined. 
They did, however, expresa a desite for more time and information btfore cndon:ing the 
coalition's position. Seven.I memben aniculated fears that inveslmcmt from 
"'neighboring" oountries would crush small lnqi businesses; others spoke of the: need to 
have ab~ sense of how Iraq's economy would react to new technologies. We BSJftid 
on the: wpncy of ooming to closure on this issue. P~er McPherson will speak with the 
~onomic and Finance Committee on Mon<bly aftmloon. The ,ommittcc will then make 
a rec:ommenclalion to the council. 

Several olher items were discussed, including OC security precautions, 
nominations to a Joint Security Committee, and a new salary structure for government 
employees. I also congratulated the GC oo the convention of the Constitutional 
Preparatory Committee (CPC) and asked the members reiterate to CPC members the 
importance of keeping to a abort deadline and a narrow mandate. Finally, at our urging, 
the GC issued a preas statauent cndoniq a projcGt to launch a proceu for resolving 
property disputes among Iraqis. 
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During the nm ten days that I am in Washington. CPA will move ahead u usual 
and submit to the GC a varii,ty of policy proposals. Ambassador Da.vid Richmond will 
discuss these i&111es at the regular weekly meetings. It is posm'ble that the GC will came 
to closwe on selecting interim ministers in my absence. We will ensure that CPA is fully 
apprised of any steps in this direction before ministers are announced. 
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Snewflake 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld 

August 25, 2003 

SUBJECT: End Strength 

Mr. President, 

You will recall we talked about the end strength issue. Many in the Congress are 

continuing to push for increases of troop end strength our authorized troop 

levels. 

To address the problem1 I've drafted the attached memo which is a working paper. 

It has been provided to the senior leadership at the Department> with tasking to 

pursue each of these items. 

I suspect you will be getting questions on this so it struck me that you might want 

to be aware of the text of the memo. There was an excellent article on the front 

page of The New York Times on Sunday, August 24th on it. 

Respectfully, 

DHR/azn 
082.503.14 

Attached: Department of Defense End Strength Working Paper 
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WORKING PAPER 

Version #4 August 25, 2003 

SUBJECT: "End Strength"-Are current U.S. military forces sufficient for the 
challenges facing our country? What are ways DoD can reduce the 
stress on the force, maintain recruiting and retention targets, and 
make the Department more efficient and cost effective? 

Summary: The U.S. can afford whatever military force level (end strength) is 
determined to be necessary and appropriate for our nation's security. The men and 
women in uniform are the Department's most valuable asset. Our people
military and civilian-appreciate in value, while equipment decreases in value. It 
is our people who distinguish the U.S. military from other forces. For the present, 
analysis by the Joint Chiefs indicates that the U.S. military currently has sufficient 
active and reserve forces to execute its assigned missions. If at any time that is not 
the case, it would be DoD's responsibility to recommend to the President 
appropriate adjustments. Absent analysis that indicates that U.S. forces are not 
able to meet their assigned missions, it would be an expensive mistake to increase 
the size of our forces. To the extent we increase our investment in end strength, 
we may likely increase risk in other key areas, such as readiness, procurement and 
research and development. 

Background: The operational tempo of U.S. forces during the two years after 
September 11, 200 l has been significant. In the aftermath of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, some have called for an increase in the end strength of the U.S. military. 
Although this may appear to be a straightforward solution, it is neither easy nor 
quick. Adding uniformed personnel to the defense establishment is expensive. 

• The cost is substantial over the lifetime of a service member. A number of 
the most costly add-ons to military pay and benefits have been for retired, 
not active duty personnel. 

• Increased end strength has second and third order effects. The more end 
strength, the more force protection that is required; the more end strength, 
the more infrastructure that is required; the more end strength, the more 
pensions and healthcare for life that are required. 

• It takes time to recruit, train and integrate new personnel into the Armed 
Forces. As a result, there is a considerable lag between when the additional 
personnel are recruited and the costs begin, and when the added capability 
is received. 

WORKING PAPER 
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• At present, all four Services' recruiting and retention goals are being met or 
exceeded. Whether these favorable results will continue as we move 
through the coming months and years remains to be seen. These key 
indicators must be closely watched. 

The current stress on the force is very likely a "spike," and we hope it will not be 
permanent. In any event, that stress, as well as respect for the taxpayers' dollars, 
requires DoD to make every effort to achieve the most efficient use of the forces. 
That same respect for the taxpayers' dollars mandates that we aggressively address 
the alternative contractor and civilian employee cost impacts as well. 

Following is, I am sure, an incomplete but illustrative list of activities DoD is 
currently executing and/or examining for implementation. As appropriate, we 
must exploit each of these areas to reduce stress on the force, both active and 
reserve. Though it may appear that some of these areas do not directly benefit end 
strength, nor assist in reducing stress on the force, in a variety of ways we believe 
they can have positive, indirect impact. To the extent we are successful in 
improving performance in these areas, it should relieve pressure on the force and 
likely reduce the current calls for end strength increases, or, at the minimum, 
reduce the size of any end strength increase that analysis might later indicate is 
necessary in the future. 

I. Lessons Beine Learned 

• Contingency Plans. DoD is currently reviewing and revising all 
contingency plans to take account of the lessons learned thus far in 
Afghanistan, Iraq and the Global War on Terror. Among the lessons is 
the need to take advantage of the tradeoffs between numbers of people 
and things-"mass"-versus the increased lethality from speed, agility, 
precision munitions and the leverage available in the information age. 
"Overmatching power" is replacing "overwhelming force." 

• Jointness. DoD is achieving greater jointness worldwide, so combatant 
commanders should be able to tailor forces creatively among the 
Services to gain added synergy and lethality, as in the Iraq war. 
Coherently joint forces create power that exceeds the sum of individual 
military-U .S. and international-elements. 

• Training and Exercises. Training matters; joint training matters more. 
It creates an asymmetric advantage for U.S. forces. Training and 
exercises need to take account of recent real world experience. 

• Global Force Management. DoD is exploring methods of replacing the 
concept of "forces for a specific combatant commander" with a "Global 

2 
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Force Management Availability System," which should lead to more 
efficient management of the forces and the process by which.they are 
provided to Combatant Commanders in support of their essential 
m1ss1ons. 

• Resetve/ Active Force Balance. DoD is rebalancing the reserve 
components with the active components to achieve the appropriate mix 
for the 21st century. The task is to avoid having to call up certain 
specialties repeatedly for tasks we know DoD is and will continue to be 
called upon to execute regularly (civil affairs, etc.). The new active
Resetve mix must also be designed to enable more immediate action, as 
appropriate. 

• Realignment of Manpower Levels and Skill Sets. DoD will review 
active and reserve components to determine how the Department can 
best allocate manpower levels and specific skill sets, within existing end 
strength limits, to best satisfy the demands of the 21st century. 

• Time on Operational Duty. For Reserve Components, DoD will seek 
ways to increase the ratio of the number of months out of the total 
period of activation/mobilization a unit is actually performing the 
mission for which it was called up. We can improve on those instances 
where it is as low as 6 months out of a 12-month call-up. 

• Precision Weapons. Our use of precision weapons, with greater 
accuracy, can maintain lethality while reducing both the operational 
footprint and the logistics tail, thereby reducing force requirements. 

• Deployments. The old Industrial Age process is broken. An approach 
that permits only peace or war, with little or no nuance, is out of date. 
The process is currently being streamlined to take less time and pennit 
more nuanced management of mobilization and demobilization, 
deployment and redeployment, and recovery operations. 

• Relief-in-Place. The Services need to establish a common definition of 
"relief-in-place" and then implement measures to shorten the relief in 
place system from 45 - 60 days to a shorter period, as appropriate. 

• Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters. The world is moving so fast 
that Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters are necessary. If it takes 
one to three months to staff up a headquarters, the wars of the future 
may be over before the staff is in place. Where appropriate, we must 
invest in and sustain surge capability. 
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2. People 

• Military Out of Non-Military Jobs. DoD requires Congressional 
cooperation to pass the personnel reform legislation so it can get closure 
on the studies that suggest there are some 300,000 to 380,000 positions 
that military personnel are currently serving in that might be perfonned 
by civilians. Managers have to be freed up so they can make greater use 
of the civil service, rather than being forced to use military personnel or 
contractors because they cannot efficiently manage the DoD civilian 
workforce. If only one-sixth of those 300,000 positions were freed up 
for military duty, it would increase usable "end strength" by 50,000. 
We won't know what can be achieved lllltil the current analysis is 
completed. 

• Core Competencies. OSD is aggressively working to move the military 
out of activities that are not core competencies or inherently 
governmental. For example, housing privatization has allowed DoD to 
get better value and speed modernization for the same expenditure of 
funds. 

• Contract Employees. For shorter duration missions and missions that 
are not military core competencies, DoD will have to make more 
judicious use of contract employees. This will require that we organize 
so we have Congressional authority and the ability to properly engage 
contract assistance. 

• Education. The Department is working to improve joint education to 
create a culture that empowers younger leaders to think beyond their 
parent Services for creative solutions to the challenges our nation faces. 

• Coalition Forces. The U.S. must organize its alliances and relationships 
to increase the availability and readiness of coalition forces-the speed 
of their availability and the readiness of their equipment. This will 
require a diplomatic effort to substantially reduce the current restrictions 
and caveats many countries have that reduce the availability of their 
forces and also a long-term commitment from other countries to help 
fmance less wealthy nations' ability to recruit, train, deploy and sustain 
their forces. 

• Allies. We must assist treaty partners, where appropriate, to assume 
greater responsibility for their defense more rapidly. 

• Backfill. During a crisis, we need to arrange for other countries to 
backfill for U.S. troops in some of our long-term commitments, such as 
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the Sinai, Iceland, Bosnia, Kosovo, etc. Additionally, the U.S. will have 
to tackle the tough political challenge of ending some commitments. 

• Indigenous Forces. The U.S. must organize and fund to be able to use 
more host nation security personnel in places like Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Bosnia, and Kosovo to ease the burden on coalition forces. This will 
require Congress approving DoD's proposed "train and equip" 
legislation. 

• Reserve Forces. DoD has established a policy whereby it will, to the 
extent possible, first use Reserve forces that have not recently been 
mobilized. 

• Volunteers. DoD will continue to use volunteers from the Reserve 
force, to the extent available. 

• Holidays. To the extent possible, DoD force mobilizations will be 
respectful of major holidays. 

• Call-ugs. DoD is revising the process so as to protect the goal of 30 
days' notice for mobilization of reserve units, if at all possible, and will 
consider a tiered arrangement whereby some reserve units might be 
compensated and trained to maintain a readiness level to be available 
and ready for prompt deployment with a shorter call-up. 

• Incentives. DoD will consider offering incentives for extended 
deployments. 

• Peace Operations. The USG is considering a "Peace Operations 
Initiative" with the goal of increasing the worldwide availability of 
peacekeepers, peacemakers, military police, constabulary, etc. for 
peacemaking and peacekeeping operations. 

• Intelligence. DoD is working to strengthen actionable intelligence, and 
improve humint in key areas of interest, by prioritization of effort and 
by assuring seamless exchange of infonnation among U.S. agencies. 

3. Technology 

• Infonnation Age. DoD will accelerate use of new infonnation 
technologies to reduce the need for fonvard deployed personnel and 
thereby reduce the rotation rate the Services require to support a 
deployed person. 
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• Logistics. DoD will continue to emphasize systems with smaller 
logistics requirements and footprint, simplified designs with fewer and 
more interchangeable parts. 

• New Technologies. DoD will invest in technology to substitute for 
human force protection~sensors, intelligence, etc. Additionally, the 
Services will be encouraged to consider the approach the Navy is using 
to reduce persotU1el needed for ship maIU1ing (by as much as 50 percent 
in some cases) and invest in less manpower-intensive platforms 
(UAVs), and technologies and processes, in and out of the defense 
industry. 

• Lethalit;:. Services are working to lighten their footprint, while 
increasing lethality, to the extent possible. 

• U.S. and Coalition Transformation. DoD will work to improve its 
interoperability with coalition partners through the Joint Forces 
Command. 

4. Efficiency 

• Organization of Forces. In the 21 51 century one size doesn't fit all. DoD 
will modernize the Services 1 force organizations to achieve improved 
modularity, so combatant commanders can more readily organize units 
to task. This should allow commanders to build capability by adding 
modules and right-sizing the force to their missions. The goal is to 
achieve greater interchangeable and combined arms effects to increase 
flexibility. Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters are ideally suited 
to integrate and operate this approach. Interchangeable divisions could 
provide improvements in force allocation, force rotation, and 
employment flexibility. 

• Global reach back. DoD will organize to conduct more non-spear point 
activities for deployed forces back in the U.S., thereby reducing both the 
number of forces deployed as well as the rotation base multiple needed 
to maintain that number of troops forward-deployed. Organizing the 
Reserve Components to optimize reach back opportunities may yield 
significant personnel tempo savings. 

• Force Allocation. OSD and the Joint Forces Command will work to be 
able to provide combatant commanders the joint force capabilities they 
need to achieve desired "effects" and "outcomes," rather than simply 
responding to requests for numbers of things-troops or platforms. 
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• Procurement. DoD will continue to invest to achieve greater lethality 
per unit of force structure. 

• Strategic Lift. DoD will continue investing in strategic lift to assure 
timely mobility, e.g., high speed transport. Leveraging new 
technologies in this area should also reduce the associated logistic 
footprint. Additionally, the Department must continue to support 
participation in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) Act as a supplement 
to our national mobility capability. 

• Rotation Ratio. The Services will work to find ways to reduce the 
rotation ratio and consider opportunities to transport crews to their 
equipment. 

• Headguarters Layering. DoD components' reduction in the number of 
headquarters will free up some of the manpower currently staffing those 
organizations. The flattening of headquarters hierarchies is desirable and 
viable given existing and planned communications technology. 

• Best Practices. DoD will work to move best practices from inside and 
outside DoD throughout the Department. 

• Planning Tools. DoD is developing tools to enable it to plan more 
rapidly to produce more refined force requirements, both in terms of 
numbers and timing of their movement and arrival. 

• Operational Availability. DoD will implement the appropriate JROC 
"operational availability" studies' recommendations. 

• Strategic Warning. [ntelligence capabilities will be tasked to see if it is 
possible and cost effective to increase strategic warning, thereby 
reducing the portion of the force that must be forward-deployed. 

• The Right Skills. DoD will develop the ability to more rapidly adjust 
forces in the field, so as to put the right capabilities in the right places at 
the right time and to be able to make rapid adjustments as circumstances 
change. 

5. Polic:x 

• U.S. Foreign Commitments. DoD will continue to work to pare down 
long-term U.S. commitments such as the Sinai, Iceland, Bosnia, 
Kosovo, etc. We will advise nations at the outset that deployments are 
not forever and that the U.S. requires the ability to redeploy for other 
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contingencies and ease of transit. DoD will also use care in adding new 
commitments of forces. 

• U.S. Non-Military Skills. The USG needs to strengthen the 
international capability to help countries establish and execute civil 
implementation tasks; only ifwe are successful will the U.S. and 
coalition forces be relieved of peace operations earlier than tends to be 
the case, such as in Bosnia. 

• U.S. Worldwide Footprint. DoD will work to improve the flexibility 
and responsiveness of U.S. forces by adjusting U.S. forward-deployed 
forces in Europe and Asia, by repositioning and making greater use of 
pre-positioned equipment to improve our capabilities for rapid 
deployment from the U.S. and elsewhere, and by investing in necessary 
infrastructure where required. DoD will consolidate locations 
worldwide to reduce the number of troops required for support, 
including force protection and, in addition, will use host nation forces, 
where available, to provide protection for deployed U.S. forces. 

Conclusion. 

In a war-in this case, the Global War on Terrorism-it tannot be "business as 
usual." During a crisis, when there is an understandable spike demand on U.S. 
forces, DoD cannot behave as though it is "business as usual." It isn't. DoD 
needs to act promptly to reduce or stop activities such as exercises and other 
"business as usual" activities, as appropriate. 

The task of DoD is to manage the force within acceptable levels of stress. Key 
measurements are recruiting and retention metrics. We must monitor all activities 
to see that we achieve solid progress on each of the above tasks, before taking the 
easy and more expensive course of increasing force levels. We owe the American 
people no less. 

DHR:dh 
Current MFRs/ End Strength 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rurrufe.l~ 

August 27. 2003 

Mr. President: 

3:09PM 

Thanks again for your hospitality in Crawford. Our folks enjoyed being there and 

having an opportunity to brief their Commander in Chief. 

You will rccaJ.l that Admiral Oiambru;tiani and Bri,adicr General Cone briefed on 

lessons learned in Iraq. After the meeting~ l asked Ed Giambastiani to prepate a 

brief summary of some key lessons and insights from the Iraq war. Attached is the 

product. I think you will imd it or interesL 

Respectfully, 

DHR/un. 
omouo 

Attach: OperarioMl-1,uightJ 8/22/0J 

vJuo°t~o -o:j 
11-L-0559/0SD/21265 _______ __, 
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Operational Insights 
• Every war is different . .. lessons from Operation Iraqi Freedom are not 

universally applicable 

Must account for the uniqueness of each experience: for Iraqi Freedom = our defeat of 
Iraq in 1991; operations over Iraq for 12 years; and, a less than capable enemy 

• Long term strategy creates the conditions for rapid and successful action 

In the case of Iraqi Freedom, the US was in region for 50 years, conducted 12 years of 
containment and conditioning of enemy, one year of selected interdiction and 12 years of 
shaping the region (intelligence, infrastructure, basing, access, over flight, etc.) 

• Leaving all options on the table creates opportunities for the U.S. and dilemmas 
for our enemies 

Breadth of US capabilities causes enemy to dissipate effort in too many directions ... 
most enemies cannot be strong everywhere. 

• Top-down clarity of vision and common understanding of purpose empowers 
action, creates opportunity, generates trust and confidence, and creates unity of 
effort 

Political and diplomatic efforts create time and space to prepare for combat operations. 
Clear intent and consistent interaction create unity of purpose and freedom from 
distraction for the Combatant Commander 

• Operationally agile forces; flexible capabilities; and, access, basing and 
overflight are essential to make adaptive planning and execution a reality 

Adaptive plans need flexible and agile forces, but some things are constant: agility and 
flexibility are useless without a combination of access, basing, and/or overflight 
(examples= Turkey, Kuwait, Saudi airfields) 

• It's not the plan, it's the planning that provides the intellectual basis for 
adaptation 

Iterative p]anning creates profound knowledge that enables anticipation, tests 
assumptions, discovers unknowns and allows calculated risk taking 

• Overmatching power replaces the post cold•war construct of overwhelming force 

Overmatching (relative to enemy at time and place of our choosing) & power (effect on 
the enemy) ... reflects the focused power of networked military and government power 
rather than a mere preponderance of forces in an attrition based campaign. 
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• The ability to act against leadership and combatants denies our enemies the 
ability to use the innocent as a shield 

The tools of this new American method of warfare allow action against thugs and tyrants 
once protected by the dilemma posed by war's indiscriminate destruction. Our ability to 
focus action against those who decide and those who fight reduces collateral impacts, 
enabling acceptable responses to enemies embedded among the innocent. 

• Knowing more than the enemy reduces risk and enables initiative 

We lrnew more than our opponents ever did. This created freedom to act (our actions with 
the 4th ID, the switching of air and ground days, etc.) and confused the enemy. The speed 
of our actions, enabled by our superior understanding of events, further precluded 
effective enemy action 

• Gain and maintain the initiative, whether on offense or defense 

Initiative is key - getting there "firstest with the mostest" is the key to victory. In Iraqi 
Freedom, our forces demonstrated initiative that denied the enemy success: 

Offensive: rapid seizure of oil fields, speed of closure on Baghdad, and 
aggressive action against missile launch sites in western Iraq 

Defensive: convoy security operations and Baath party headquarters strikes to 
dislocate the Fedayeen Saddam 

• Speed kills; reducing decision and execution cycles speeds the enemy's collapse 

Like being "first to market" with multiple products in multiple locations. The competition 
starts out behind and never catches up 

• Coherently joint forces create power that exceeds the sum of the individual parts 

To use a football metaphor, the running game creates opportunities to pass; the passing 
game opens holes for the rurming backs. 
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Sbawflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable George Tenet 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Hungary Facility 

Attached is a note from Paul Bremer for your information. 

Attach. 
9/3/03 Bremer memo to SecDef re: Tszar 

DHR:dh 
090303.10 
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COALlTION PROVISIONAL AUTHORITY 
Baghdad 

MEMO FOR: Secretary Rumsfeld 

FROM: Paul Bremer <signed> 

SUBJECT: Tszar 

3 September 2003 

For several weeks we have been planning on using a training facility .in Hungary 

(Tszar) to accelerate standing up a full lraqi police force of sixty six thousand officers 

within the next two years. Recent information has cast this option in serious doubt. Our 

planning was based on information that the facility was ready for use. We now 

understand that it will cost twenty five million dollars to bring it up to acceptable 

standards. ln addition, we learned this week that official agreement for use of the facility 

will require the approval of the Hungarian Parliament~ a prospect that will certainly take 

time and would be goad only for the rest of this year when that process would have to 

begin again. 

I have reviewed this element of our police phm and have decided to pursue other 

ways to accomplish this training. We are now actively e'l.amining a combination of using 

military bases within [raq and exploring the possibility that earlier offers of assistance in 

police training in Jordan by HM might be expanded. We are moving quickly to pursue 

this course. 

In the meantime, I have concluded that the Hungarian option is no longer viable 

and that we should stop all efforts to pursue it. 

CC: Dr. Rice 
Secretary Powell 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald RumsfeldY--A t __ p.,.., 

September 8, 2003 

Mr. President: 

I recall you have read books by Robert D. Kaplan. 

He just spent a month in the Philippines and sent me the attached email on your 

administration's effort known as Balilwlan '03. 

It struck me that you might enjoy reading of this success. 

Respectfully, 

DHR/azn 
090803.44b 

Attach: Emailjr01R Robert Kaplan to Secretary Rumsfe/d {819/03) 

W01033-03 
11-L-0559/0SD/21270 
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... 

9/2/2003 

Page 2 of2 

I just returned from over a month in the Philippines with some thoughts. 

In 2002, the island of Basilan • the main island in the southern Sulu chain • was an Army 
Special Forces laboratory for using humanitarian relief to flush out international temorists. 

Basilan had been the lair of Abu Sayyaf guerrillas. It made sense. Basilan is a poor, largely
Moslem island that the Christian mestizo oligarchy in Manila ruled but made no effort to 
responsibly govern. Whether the dictator Marcos was in power or democrats like Corey Aquino, it 
has made no difference to these southern Moslems, who still lacked potable water and basic 
security from bandits and pirates. Their kids stin died from meningitis, scabies, malaria, etc. Abu 
Sayyaf, through killings and kidnappings, nrove out the doctors and teachers, closed the schools 
and hospitals. 

PACOM, as you know, was limited by strict ROEs regarding its role in hunting down these 
terrorists. But the solution that it and Army SF came up with bears studying for future application: 

International Islamic terrorism is, among many other things, a classic insurgency: something 
the U.S. mUitary learned by trial and emir how lo deal With in the Philippines between 1898 and 
the end of the Islamic Moro rebellion in 1913. put down by Capt. John "Blackja<:k" Pershing. To my 
mind, the most important lesson of that episode in our nation's history was that in order to defeat 
terrorist insurgents, you must sever the link between them and the indigenous populatlon. Only 
then can terrorists be isolated and destroyed. 

That happened in 2002 in Basilan without firing a shot. 
About a dozen SF "A" teams were deployed, with administrative "B" teams. American 

contractors came in. Roads were built, water wells dug. We bought locally and hired locally, right 
down to the aggregate for the roads. ·A· teams encamped to train Filipino army units. SF team 
medics conduded MEDCAPS and OENTCAPS continually all over the island. Schools were bult, 
and even a few neighborhood mosques with the help of SF teams. To call all this "soft" 
humanitarian relief is to see only one layer of reality. 

The MEDCAPS, etc. spun the local Filipino media and intellectuals into writing nice things 
about the U. S. military for the first time since we lost Clark Field and the Subic Bay Naval Station. 
The MEOCAPS, etc. were useful venues for gathering native intelligence on local terrorists, which 
could then be passed on to the Filipino military. The very presence of U.S. forces, in small 
numbers, got Abu Sayyaf to flee the island, to more remote places. Furthermore, it accomplished 
something quite radical: 

It shamed the corrupt Manila oligarchy into payin~ more attention to its own Moslem south. And 
it showed Filipino Moslerns that everything that Abu Sayyaf said about Americans was not true. 
That, ultimately. is what severed the link between Abu Sayyaf and the island's inhabitants. 

The Northwest Frontier of Pakistan, as I know from much personal experience, is another area 
long forsaken by its own government, democratic or dictatorial, it never made a difference. No 
insurgent can hide without some assistance from the indigenous inhabitants. I wonder what a 
Basilan-approach would do to improve native intelligence for us in that region, and others? 

In a world where host CQUntries regular1y put restrictions on what we can and cannot do, we 
must more creatively use the leeway within lhe ROEs thal we do have. 

I will write all of this and much more in future books and articles, but felt that as a citizen these 
ideas should make it to your desk soonest. 

Warmest regards, 

Bob Kaplan 
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Snewftake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld 1XL----Jt. 
September 8, 2003 

Mr. President, 

Attached is an interesting article from The Ar/antic Monthly. It is an effort by the 

Rand Corporation to look into the future and lay out some international security 

developments that are of interest. 

It is uneven in quality, but it struck me that you might like to see it. 

Respectfully, 

OHR/am 
1)90803.0lb 

Attach: The Atlantic Monthly; pgs. 84-90 
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HEADLINES OVER THE HORIZON 
Analysts at the RAND Corporali,on lay out ten international-security 
developments that aren i getting the attenrion they deserve 

THI WALL 

TI Thenever hopes for peace between 
VVIsraelis and Palestinians rise, a 

new surge of bloodshed extinguishes 
them. Palestinian suicide bombings 
provoke Israeli military attacks, which 
provoke more suicide bombings, which 
provoke more military attacks. Now the 
Israelis are trying to stop the violence 
by building a 225-mile wall-variously 
consisting of concrete. barbed wire, 
electronic fencing. motion detectors, 
and trenches-that will separate the 
Jewish state from the West Bank. It 
will be completed this year and will 
profoundly change the geographical 
and political landscape of the Israeli
Palestinian conflict. 

The wall is the most ambitious at
tempt by Israelis to reclaim the relative 
quiet they enjoyed before the second 
intifada, which began in September of 
2000 and has since subjeeted Israel 10 

a relentless wave of suicide terrorism. 
The logic behind the wall is unassail
able. Israel's other borders (with 
Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Egypt, and 
Gaza) are fairly well protected; none 
has the security problems with terrorist 
infiltrators that exist on the frontier 
with the West Bank. The Gaza Strip, 
for example, was a major departure 
point for Palestinian teJTOrist strikes 
into Israel before it was fenced off, in 
I 994. Since the cuJTent intifada began. 
no Palestinian suicide bomber has en
tered Israel &om Caza. 

Polls show that at least 70 percent of 
Israelis suppcn physical separation from 
the West Bank. However, many of the 
200,000 Jewish 5ettJers who live there 
oppose the wall, for a simple reason: 
once it is finished. the Israeli anny will 
no longer provide the level of protection 
setders cumndy enjoy. Few settlers are 
likely 10 want to remain outside the wall, 
given their increased vulnerability to 
attack; most will probably move back to 
Israel. Thus the wall could spell the 
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death of the attempt to settle Greater 
Israel, which encompasses the biblical 
lands of Judea and Samaria and includes 
the West Bank. It will also create a de 
facto international border. 

The idea of the wall also makes 
many Palestinians unhappy, because it 
will not exactly follow the Green Line
Israel's pre-1967 border with the West 
Bank. Instead it will reach into the West 
Bank 10 embrace some nearby Jewish 
settlements. Palestinians consider this 
a land grab. In addition, the wall will 
further weaken the already severely 
damaged Palestinian ~conomy in the 
shon run, since entry into Israel will be 
more difficult. As PaJestinians are 
forced to tum elsewhere for jobs and 
income, however, the impetus for a 
more self-reliant and robust Palestinian 
economy could emerge. 

But the wall could also deepen 
Palestinian rage and enmity, of course, 
prompting esc.alated monar and ground
to-ground missile attacks against targets 
inside Israel. Hamu has already 
launched such attacks from the Gaza 
Strip, and it may now do so from the 
West Bank. The waU could also prompt 
further attacks on Israelis overseas, like 
the suicide bombing Jut November of 
a Mombasa hotel filled with Israeli 
tourists and the accompanying anempt 
to shoot down an Israeli chartered 
plane. -BRUCE HOFFM4JV 

A SHRINKING RUSSIA 

The population of Russia is getting 
smaller and older. In 1992 the 

country's population was estimated at 
148 million; today the number i5 145 
million. That's an absolute decline 
greater than that in any other nation 
during the past decade-and some ana
lysts prediet that the number of people 
in RutSia will drop below 100 million 
by 2050. 1he number of Russians aged 
fifteen 10 twenty-four, though tem
porarily growing because of hish birth 
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rates in the 1980s. may shrink. by nearly 
half over the next fifteen years. because 
of low birth rates in the 1990s. This will 
greatly strain a country that is already 
s1roggling to cope with a daunting array 
of security challenges, including con
trolling the world's longest borders 
and largest land mass, maintaining the 
world's Jarsest nuclear arsenal, and 
reining in one of the world's most seri
ous weapons-proliferation problems. 

The security implications of this de
mographic change become clear when 
one examines its effect on Russia's mil
itary. police, border guards, and other 
security forces, which in coming yelll"S 
won't be able to fill their ranks. And 
more is at issue than a simple decline in 
numbers. Young Russian men. the pop
ulation from which the military and 
other security agencies draw most of 
their personnel, are today plagued 
with health problems, among them al
coholism (a long-standing problem), 
tuberculosis (a returning scourge), and 
HIV/ AIDS ( a rapidly emerging new 
epidemic). The mortality rate among 
Russian men aged fifteen to twenty
four nearly doubled in the 1990s and is 
now almost three times that among 
American men of the tame age. The 
rate of death from suicide, one of the 
leading killers of young Russian men 
today, is more than three times that for 
young American men. And many young 
Russians who are fit. for ( ostensibly 
compulsory) military service bribe their 
way out of it, leaving a force even less 
healthy than the military-age popula
tion as a whole. 

Unlike many European states that 
also have shrinking populations of 
young people, Ru11ia im't currently in 
a podtion to compensate for a loss of 
manpower by putting mo~ money or 
technology into its military and other 
security organs., because the country's 
economy and scientific sectors have 
suffered considerably during the past 
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decarle. And as the country's population 

ages, burgeoning pension obligations 
will drain away resources that could 

otlierwise have been devoted to securitv. 
Although immigration might mitigate 

some of the population loss and help 

to fill i:he ranks, the trend is not encour
aging; immigration has plummeted 
from more than 1.2 million in 1994 to 
fewer than 185,000 in 2002 Russia 

could try to e.xpand its military ranks, 
at least, by relying more on women sol· 
diers, but lhe military's attitude toward 

women is hostile in many ways, and 

cultural adjustments simply wili not 

come quickly. 
Without enough manpower to 

police its ex1ensive borders and to 

respond effectively to internal and ex· 
temal security problems, Russia could 
well lose its battles against smuggling, 
terrorism, and weapons proliferation
all threats that pose dangers far beyond 
Russia's borders. -JULIE DAVANZO, 

OLCA OLJKER, (; CLIFFORD GIUIHMJCH 

THE HINDU-MUSLIM DIVIDE 

A defining element of Indian politics 
l'\. since independence has been a 

commitment to seculari~m. That com
mitment is now at risk from an a~s· 
sive brand of Hindu nationalism that 
equates Indian national identity with 
Hindu religious identity. The country's 
radical nationalists view the secular po
litical system as a ihrea, to Hindu idemi
ry, largely because of the power it offers 
lndia's 140 million Muslims. Weakening, 
or even abolishing. the secular state has 
therefore become part of the radical
nationalist agenrla. This may force Indian 
Muslims-traditionally moderate and 

supponive of the secular state, even on 
the sensitive matter of Kashmir-to shift 
their allegiance from the state to some 
sort of larger international Islamic 
movement, as many Muslims have done 
in Indonesia. Malaysia, and Singapore. 

Such a radicalization of religious iden· 
ti ties is a matter of serious concern in a 

nation of a billion people that possesses 
the world's seventh largest nuclear ar

senal and has had troubled reJatiom 
with its populous and nuclear-armed 

Muslim neighbor, Pal<lstan. 
Radical Hindu nationalism is al

ready a dominant force in mainstream 
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Indian politics. A Hindu nationalist party, 
lhe BJP, has led the country's coalition 
government for five years, and extremist 

Hindu organizations with explicitly 

anti-Muslim sentiments have heavily 
influenced the party's agenda. Strife 

between Hindus and Muslims has been 

the predietable result. Last year a group 
of Muslims burned a train full of na
tionalist Hindus in the state of Gujarat; 

the attad killed fifty-eight people and 
led to Hindu reprisals that killed about 
2,000 Muslims. An Indian tribunal in

vestigating the massacres found that 

Hindu nationalist groups had methodi
cally targeted Muslim homes and 
shops. It even charged that one impor
tant group, the VHF, had recniited and 
trained militants for the violence. and 
had provided them with computer 
printouts of names and addresses. Local 
and national security forces failed to 
respond adequately to the crisis as ii 
unfolded: initially the state police did not 
intervene. and the central government 
only belatedly sent troops to Gujarat to 

restore order. Although thousands of 
extremist Hindus were involved in the 
violence, few were arrested. On the 

whole, che C ujarat episode has leh 
Indian Muslims feeling neglected by 
the government 

The radicalization of India's Hindus 
and Muslims poses obvious domestic
security challenges. According to recent 
reports, Muslim militants based in 
Kashmir have been working with Pak
istani groups to target the VHP and 
other groups in retaliation for the mas· 
sam: in Gujarat Militant Hindu group5 
have vowed to des1;roy Muslim mosques 

throughout India, and to build temples 
in their place. -ROLL/I'. LAL 

AIDS AND AFRICAN ARMIIS 

The devastating impact of the A.IDS 
pandemic in Africa is well known. 

According to the United Nat.ions, some 

28 million people in sub-Saharan 
Africa now live with HIV/AIDS, and in 
some countries the rate of HIV infec

tion approaches 40 percent of the adult 
population. AIDS claimed more than 

900,000 lives in southern Anica during 
2001, and has lef1 more than three 

million children without one or both 
parentS. The strain on Africa's social 
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fabric is hard to overestimate, and the 

problem is finally getting widespread 
attention-beyond just the medical 

community. In January of 2000 the U.S. 
National Intelligence Council issued its 
first-ever national imelligem;e estimate 

on the global impact of infectious dis• 

eases, in which the HIV/ AIDS pandemic 
was identified as a serious threat to US. 

national security. 
One little-noted aspect of this 

threat will become increasingly clear in 

the decades ahead: A.IDS is decimating 

the ranks of African armed forces. A 
2000 survey by the Civil-Military Al
liance to Combat HIV and AIDS noted 
that by the mid- l 990s several African 
defeme ministries were reporting sig
nificant rates of HIV infection among 
their armed forces. Today the militaries 
hardest hit by HIV/ AIDS infections 
include those of Zimbabwe (with a 50 
percent infection rate), Angola (40 to 60 
percent), Tanzania (15 to 30 percent), 
Congo-Brazzaville (IO to 25 percent), 
Cote d'lvoire (IO to 20 percent), the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo ( 40 
to 60 percent), Eritrea (IO percent), 
and Nigeria (10 to 20 percent). In South 

Africa the pandemic has ll:-ached biblical 
proponions, with HIV-infection rates 
in wme units of the South African Na
tional Defence Force-which happens · 
to be the biggest peacekeeping-capable 1 

military in southern Africa-reaching 
as high as 90 percent. The rate of HIV 
infection. like the rates of infection for 
othe~ sexually transmitted diseases, is 
two to five times as prevalent in African 
armies as in correspondipg civilian 
populations. And the soldiers them
selves-often prone to sexual promis

cuity and illicit drug use-are a major 
factor in the spread of the virus, both 
domestically and internationally. Many 
of the African countries with the great
est prevalence of HIV infection are 
engaged in confliet of one kind or an

other, and rape is often a tactic or a 
byproduct of war. 

As the pandemic claims more lives, 

Afiican militaries will lose the manpower 

they need to cany out their missions. It 
will deplete many armies' officer corps, 
leading to a loss of command capacity, 

and will drain defense budgets, as un· 
precedented resources are channeled 
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t~ the care of infected service members. 
The effects or the pandemic on African 
anned forces are already profound. In 
1999, for example, when members of 
numerous southern African militaries 
came together for a peacekeeping ex· 
ercise known as Operation Blue Crane. 
more than 30 peroenr of the South Afri. 
can panicipants turned out rn be med
ically unfit for deployment, primarily 
because of HIV infection. 

African armies are often seen as 
problems. not as forces for good.. but 
in many cases only they have been 
able to ensure national and regional 
stability. Many countries, wirh their 
armies dramaticaUy weakened by AIDS, 
are likely to lose control over national 
security, territorial imegrity, and public 
order. -K£YIN A. O'BIU£N 

THE TIHIIAII-IIIW DILHI AXIS 

I ran, with its Islamic regime. seems a 
strange ally of lndi.a, a predominantly 

Hindu democn.qo. Bue the two nations 
h.ave ~ overcoming past anugorusms 
and developiog closer ties thar will alfea 
00< juSt Southwest Asia and the .Middle 
East but also the United Sutes. Their 
new relationship (Ould powerfully 
influence such imponant manen as the 
flow of energy resourceli, regional and 
worldwide effons ~o combat temlrism. 
and political developmenlli in Pakistan, 
Afghanistan. and other scace.- in Cenmil 
Asia. The oonsequimce:; will no1 always 
suit U.S. inCel'e$C5. 

Before che Islamic revolution, in 
1979, Iran's ties widi che We..c gready 
vexed India, which had championed 
the non-aligned movement. Tho5e con· 
cems disappeared after the revolution, 
of course. but were soon replaced by 
concerns about Iran's suppon of Kash
miri aspirations and its efforu 10 &pread 
Islamic revolution to other PeBian Culf 
states. Nevenheles&, after the Cold War 
ended, Iran and India discovered that 
they shared a stake in checking U.S. 
global power, opposing the Taliban in 
Afghanistan, fighting narcotics traffick
ing in Asia, and developing mutually 
beneficial energy options. 

More recemly New Delhi and 
Tehran have found common ground in 
the reconsu-uction of Afghanistan and 
in the preservation of Pakistan as a 

STATE OF THI. WORLD 

functioning state (because its collapse 
would pose even more of a threat to In
dia than its survival). The two have also 
recognized that closer ties would help 
each nation n1ee1 imponant needs of its 
own: for Iran, India could be a source 
of technical expertise, industrial goods, 
and foreign investment; for Indii Iran 
could be a much needed additional 
source of energy and could serve as a 
gateway to Central Asia (which India 
seeks in order lo develop new markets) 
and as a new military flank against Pak· 
iSfan. [n the realm of domesric polincs, 
too, India has suong reasons for wanting 
improved relations with Iran. As India 
witnesses a surge .in Hindu nalionalis1 
politics and sem.imem. it needs to signal 
to its increasingly marginalized and 
disaffected Muslim population (the 
se<:ond largest in me world) lha1 it has 
Muslin:i imeresas in mind. 

The most imponam miJe&ione in 
the development of lndo-lranian ties 
came this pas, January, when Iran's 
President Mohammad K.hatami visited 
New Delhi as rhc chief guest for 1he 
Indian Republic Day pande-an honor 
reserved for the closesr friends of India. 
During the visit K.hatami and India's 
Prime Minister Aral Bihari Vajpayee 
signed an accord rhat focuires on eco
nomic, scientific. and technological ties 
between 1he rwo countries and that 
also providei a framework within 
which to explore a defense relationship. 
This new relationship began lo take 
shape in March, in a smaU-scale naval 
aercise diat Indian diplomats refer to 
as a "pon call; Meanwhile, Iran seeks 
to buy arms and spare pans from l..ndia, 
which is sleadily acquiring the capacity 
lO manufacture a wide aJTily of Russian 
milit;uy hudware. and lndia sees Iran 
as a major buyer thar could help to de
fray the costs of this manufacturing 
program. -C. CJ/JIJST/,V£ FAIR 

AIITI-SATllilllTE ATTACK 

U T ithin the next five years not only 
VV Russia and China but also Pahwm, 

North Korea, and even Iran may acquire 
the ability IO cany out a nuclear a.natl 
againSl satellites. Launching such an at· 

tack would be much simpler teclmically 
than launchinti, a nuclear attack against 
a distant city; only a primitive nuclear 
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program and basic missile technology 
are required. And as the imponance of 
satellit~ grows, so will the destructive 
potential of such an attack. adding a 
significant new dimension to the politics 
of preventing nuclear war. 

An anti-satellite attack could be 
mounted in a variety of ways, but a 
high-altitude nuclear detonation would 
create by far the most extensive effects. 
h would destroy satellites near the 
detonation point, of coune; but. more 
significant. it would also expand and 
intensify the power of the Van A11en ra

di ation belts, clouds of high-energy 
panicles that encircle Earth. Satellites 
passing through the region after a nu• 
clear anack-among them hundreds of 
low-orbiting communications, weather, 
imaging. and scientific satellites, includ
ing the ln1ernational Space Station and 
I.he Hubble space telescope-would be 
subjected to gready increased levels of 
radiation. against whidi ciw and com
mercial systems are n0t protected. ('(be 
sa1elli1es of I.he Global Positioning Sys
tem are not nuclear-hardened either
but they operate in higher, leas vul
nerable orbits.) Such radial.ion would 
progressively degrade lhe sa1clli1es' solar 
panels and onboard electronic $ysteros, 
and ~ithin monlhs, or even weeks. after 
a nuclear ~plosion every satellite orbit
ing at the affected ahnudes-aside from 
a few military systems that are protected 
agaimt nuclear anack-could be dis
abled. 11 would take many months for 
the excei;s radiation trapped in the Van 
Allen belts to dissipate. 

A nudear !lllti-satellite attack would 
do the most harm to the United Stau:s, 
which OWTIS most of the more than 250 
satellites that might be affected, and 
which depends more than any other 
countty on space systems. Such an at· 
tad. would substantially damage the 
U.S. and world economies (replacing 
the ruined satellites could cost tens of 
billions of doUars, in addition to the 
costs of losing their services) and would 
seriously in(onvenience the U.S. mili
tary, which relies heavily on civil and 
commerciaJ satellites for fuoclions such 
as communications and weather fore
casting. Although no nation is likely to 
attack satellites as a shon-tenn military 
strategy (the fuD effeets would take too 
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long tu ac1,;umulatc), sorncom: might 
weU coosider u~ine the 1actiC' as a de1er
rcnt, ati a coercive threat. or 10 strike a 
painful bh>w agai.nsi the Uni1t!J StaU .. 'li 
and ic:; allies without the difficultiet1 or 
ob\'ious risks of arrncking a target 011 

American soil -Kllltl P Jf!UHLER 6• 

. Elll'J'N D. H,liUt.JS 

DlfENSE•INDUSTRY 
80LIATNS 

In recen1 decades ~o manv U.S. de
fense contractors have mel"e:ed or 

heen taken over that a few e;iant com

panie~ now dominate the industl'y. 
Initially companies chose w combine 
forces, to cope with 1he increasing 
complexity of new technologies and 
weapons systems; bm the 1rend imen
si6ed signifaantly after rhe end of the 
Cold War, when Washington cunailed 
defense procurement and formally en
dorsed consolidation as a waJ ro cm 
costs. The Pentallon roday d"'als with a 
dramaricaUy limired numher of finns ,o 
research and develop new systems for 
defense. and it is almost ceruinly nor 
giving those .tir1ns enoue,h work 10 

sustain rheir re-.ams of en@ineers and 
ma11agers 111<" <:On$olidiuiQ1l Qf the 
defense i.ndustry hu been so drastic, in 
fact. d1at the U.S. military-which muH 
now be able nol only 10 pre,•ail in 
banle bur aim tO do so quickly and 
wifh minimum loss of life-could ~ee its 
vast technological superiority erode. 

Vim1aUy aU major clanes of defense 
equipment, inch,ding !'urface ships, 
armored vehicles. and helicopters. are 
threatened by consQlidation. But 
nowhere is, the threat more apparent 
than in the case of lactical aircraf1 sys
tems. In die 1950s ar Jea11 eleven firms 
had rhe enf;ineering know-how and ex
perience ro design military aircraft for 
lhe Navy and the Air Force. More 1han 
forty different designs reached lhe 
fligh1-1es1 srage during llia1 decade-an 
average of roughly four per company. 
Keen interoompany competition pnnid
ed the military with a rich menu of 
choice. and the defense indus1ry with 
a wealth of design and e1}(?neering ex
perience. Today only three American 
companie!-Boeioi; Lockheed Manin, 
and Northrop Gnimman-are capable of 
leadioi the design of a manned military 
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aircraft. and major contl'ilcls for which 
they can compete will cmeTF,e only oJH-e 
cVC'}' od1cr d~,.-.idr. or i;o. for perhaps 
ch(;'. fim ti!M ,t.e U.S. mdi1a,y is relying 
on only one prime contrA~1or to de,1go 
;:111J build iu nt:w 1 at1ical fie;hters: 
Lockhe~ Martin, nn amal~ama1ion of 
more d1an .i dozC'11 fonner major aero
~pa('e companit'&. is rle,·eloping the 
F-22 and the .. -.35, If ei1her program 
runs into uouble (and li=w pro~ms of 
1:ornparabl~ a1nbi1ion and complexity 
escape it), the Penr.t~on's Callback 
option$ will he scam·. -iYKN.ll'.L RJCH, 

)011.11 !JlfU,'Ufii. t,·, il1 MA l.URl'U 
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'JNl LA'JIN C.ONNIC.'hON 
c ,1 In reCielll years Soi.ith America ha, 

pla\tlld host to a surprising number and 
venetv ol lntern1tional tarrorlst groups. 
Al Oaeda and Hlzbollab have u1ed the 
border region tietw.11 Bfi,zil, Peragu11v. 
and Argentina as an operational'" finan
cial ceruer, and the Colombian QfDIIP 
FARC (Rewlulionary Armed Force.. of 
Colombia! has allegedly receiwd train· 
ing from 1h1 lrilh Republican Armv. 

'· 

TNE CARRIER SHORTAGE 

As the recent campaigns in Iraq and 
1'1. Afghanistan demonstrated, 1he 
Uni1ed States relies more than ever on 
aircraft carrien to meet its military and 
foreign-policy objectives. The advan· 
1ages of aircraft carriers are obvious: 
they can quickly move large air forces 
and their suppon t0 distam d1earen; or 
war; they can respond rapidly wi1h 
tremendous firepower 10 dianging tacti
cal simations~ they can suppon sever.11 
missions a1 once, with a great DL1mber of 
flighl5 per day; and deploying them in 
imemational waters requires no negotia· 
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cions with other nations But the United 
Staces has no plans to e11 pan<l ics fleet of 
aircra~ c-miers., which numbenc twelve. 
four of them daung back co die 1960s. 
(Cu~nt pfans call for one earner co be 
replaced abou1 every four or five years 
during the coming several dee.ides.) 
Aud even if the U.S. govemmenc decid-
ed tomorrow to add three carriers to the 
fleet, as the Navy has argi.ied it should, 
more than a decade would pass before 
they would all be in service. 

The United States has hv far thC' 
largest fleet of aircraft carrier:: rn the 
world; the Unjted Kingdom opera,~, 

STA1E OF THE WORLD 

' A TROUaUD COlfflN~Nf 
ThP number ot violi,M cor.Ui<U declined 

1 ,n ,....,1y l!V6,v par, oft~ ..c>rttl during 
1~ 1990s- l>ut f\DI ,n •ul>-Sah•n,n 

~ Affla. Economic 1foub.lM. hih"e 
undoul>ledly been• lac,c,,: or, a>1er"9* 
developing NhD~ around the world 
i,..ve grown sa(lnil,unlly wealthier dur
ing the past IWBnty-h~ yO!'a", but 
A.hica hn remained at a vir,ual otand· 
&till, ar>d J>ll" Lapila i"'4)rnt aciually 
Cropped in !he 111,;, haH ot tt>e 19914. 

three c.uners. and Brazil France. lndia.. 
haly, Russia. Spain, and 1l1ailand each 
operate one .But 1he nurnben are 
somewhat mi&lcadUJFo because a canier 
spends lefs than a 1hird of its life in 
actual deployment; rrew u-aining. main-
tena:nce.. and ovuhaul take up the rest. 
Dunn~ the recent Iraq war only eight 
of the twelve U.S. carrien; were deploy-
able; five played imponant roles in the 
conflict, leaving only three available 
for ac1ion elsewhere. Simply keeping 
even those eight carriers deployable 
rl;'qui..red chat maintellance and ere\...--
rotation plans be deferred-something 
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that ran·, be done indefinitely. lf a nu· 
clt>ar standoff with North Korea had 
e~calated to war, or if Israel, Japan, or 
Thiwan had required U.S. military assis-
tanee, or even if the United Stales had 
simply needed to project power into 
the Indian Ocean or the Philippine Sea, 
taking adequate action would have 
been difficult. 

Can the United States afford a 
fifteen-carrier fleet? The price would 
be impressive: each canier 'would co~t 
around $6 billion to build; operation 
and support for each one could he ex-
peeled to coi;:t several hllndred mill.ion 
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dollars a year. But con~icl~ring tht> in
ternational military and security chal
lenges that the Unitf'd States is likely w 
face in 1he years and decade$ ahead, 
twelve carriers may simply not he 
enough. -JU/IN BIIIKLEI/ (; JOH]\' SCHANf..' 

.THE INDUS WATER FIGHT 

India and Pakisian have a long history 
of conflict: they have fought three 

limited territorial wan (in l 947, 1965, 
and 1999); a larger "War (in 1971 ): and 
a protracted proxy war (since 1989) 
over the disputed Kashmir region. Now 
tbey arc embroiled in a hi~h-s1akes 
dispute over water, an issue on which 
they had managed to coopt'rdte for years. 
If it is not rcsofred, it could become a 

serious new source of conflict. 
The cli~putc has its roots in the 1947 

panition tl1a1 split Pakistan from India. 
Pakistan recciv<'d most of the westeni 
Punjab region, whid1 was irrigated by 
canals that used water from the lndus 
River system. (111e Indus River origi
nates in western Tibet, flows through 
China and the lndum-held portion of 
Kashmir, and then turns south into 
Pakistan.) At the,time of pa1iition Sikh 
and Hindu farmers living in predomi
nantly Muslim areas fled to the Jndian
controlled eastern Punjab, whid1 was 
relatively dry and had few ca11als; to 

addre$s their warer uceds India began. 
in 1950, to build a canal system that di
verted some of the flow from Pakistan. 
Eventually the World Bank and the 
United States brokered the Indus Water 
Treaty of 1960, which stipulated that 
India would control the t•astem rivers 
of the Indus River system, wid1 d1t> re
maining waters going to Pakistan. Both 
sides were satisfied with the treaty, 
possibly because ir required little inter• 
action, but it has come under increasing 
strain. Aquifers are bd.ug depleted, water 
tables are fallins, wateiwaJS are severely 
poUuted, and soils al"(' becoming acutely 
saline from the overuse of undergr0tmd 
water supplies. Yer both counuies must 
not only maintain a supply of food and 
potable water for their populations but 
also develop the hydroelecuic potential 
of the rivtr system that 111m throu!h 
the borderlands. 

In December of 2001, following the 
1e1rorist attack on the l11dia11 P..irliamem 
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(which predpitated an exten,ive Indian 
military buildup along the Pakistani 
border). India openly rdised the po~si
bility of revokrng the trealy, as pan of a 
scretegy of coercive diplomacy with Pak· 
istan. The! Indian Cabinet Committee 
on Security identified the rutting of a 
major water ~uppl)' as a threat to usc 
again~t Pakistan. For ics part, Pakistan 
began to argue that lndia had alread) 
effectively suspended rhe rreaty that 
same month, when 1.he Indian commis
sioner for the treaty severed all contact 
wi1h hi~ Pakistani couuterilart and cau
celed a visi1 by Pakistani engineers. 

Allowed to fe5ter. the dispute over the 
Indus Water Trea1y could fundamemally 
transform the Kashmir conflict, already 
one of tht' major threau to rcgionol 
s1ability. Pakistani militants now operate 
in .Kashmir, India has taken a~ssive 
action against them; and demands are 
growing within India for a war agains1 
Pakistan to stop the proxy war. The 
ludus dispme may end up being the cri
sis 1hat finally makes that pressure too 
much to contain. -c CHRISTIN/. FA111. 

URBAN WARFARI 

Future advers3rie! of the United 
S1ates will not want to fight battles 

on open terrain, where their forces and 
equipment will be relatively easy for 
American forces to find and destroy, 
The world's population is increasingly 
migrating toward ever largE-r cities, alld 
finding and fighting a determined enemy 
in these new urban environments
characterized by dense ch,ilian popula
tions, complex indwr ~paces, "canyom" 
betwt'en buildings, and subtcJTancan 
mazes of sewel'!I and other infraslruc
rnre-will be very difficult. Urban 
warfan• is not uew, of course; often it 
has been the hinge point of a conflict 
( consider Stalingrad in World War II 
and Mogadishu in ]993). It has always 
been challenging and costly. Yet we will 
ccnainly be seeing more of it. 

Defense plaim~rs an: 1iow addre~s
ine, tl1is chaJlenge, researching and de
veloping new t1:ich110Jogie&, systems, 
and concept~ that will l"t'nder the ur
ban battlefield as tr11nsparem as possi
ble. One e.tamplc is micro-air vehiclci.. 
Six inches wide or It!~$, thesl' could bti 

carried in a soldier's backpi1ck and 
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would provide real-time video mlor· 
mation about a s.ituation by fl)fog over 
it or "perching and ~taring" at it; the 
vehicles would be controlled by hand
held devices, that would also receive 
and display the images being sem 
back. Researche~ are also working on 
inexpensive micro-robot scouts that 
could one day carry visual. auditory, 
chemical, and other sensors from 
building to building. 

Another posr;ibility is "!!mart dust"
tmy, cheap electromechanical sensors 
that could be s1,rcad through an enemy 
area to collect raw dara on motion, 
sound, heat, and magne1ic fields. Such 
de\ices would use lasers, micro-mirron,. 
anrl other methods to feed a hand-held 
device that ,oldiers could consult to 
monicor the battlefield from afar. Under 
consideration, too. are robotic insects 
that could use flapping-wing flight to 
carry similar sensors into, or even col· 
lect samples from, hostile areas both 
indoors and out. Researchers are also 
looking into how information might 
be collected from real-life insect pop
ulations and used to map d1reats from 
chemical and biological a~ents. Bees, 
whose bodi~ collect airborne bacterial 
spores during flight, naturally search 
wide areas and can be examined for 
dangerOlu spores on return to their 
hive. Indigenous insects can also he 
lured and mpped to identify local envi• 
ronmentaJ pathogens. 

Successfully developing such syf
tems will take years or even dec.ades, 
but many have already been shown to 
be feasible. -ECCE"iE C. CRJTJWY 6· 

PHILIP$. ANTON 
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September 16, 2003 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

CC: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ). 

SUBJECT: Personnel for Iraq 

Each of you periodically tcJJs me that the State Department has 300 people ready 

to go to Baghdad. I keep asking my people and Jerry Bremer what the facts are. 

Attached is a memo from Jerry Bremcr's person in Washington, DC, Reuben 

Jeffery. Ill, that comments on the question you two keep asking. Here it is. 

Attach. 
9/12/03 Jeffery memo to Sec Def re: Depanment of Slate Personnel for Iraq 

OIIRdh 
091603-9 
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September 12, 2003 

TO: Secretary of Defense 

FROM: Reuben Jeffery. I[[ (=<· ~,.JC._ t• 
Deputy Secretary of Defense CC: 
Ambassador Bremer 
Ambassador Kennedy 
Larry DiRita 

SUBJECT: Department of State Personnel for Iraq 

Secretary Powell and other senior State officials continue to refer to the 
nearly 300 personnel ready to go to [raq. They further imply there is a problem 
with DoD/CPA 

The facts of the siLUation are: 

In early July, State canvassed all its personnel asking who would be 
interested in serving in Iraq for a temporary assignment Today, State has a list of 
282 candidates for assignments in Jraq. Included on State's list are 47 of its 
personnel currently serving in Iraq with another 22 in Lhe pipeline, leaving an 
additional 213 prospects. Many of the prospects do not have the language or 
technical skills required by CPA. Moreover, the recruitment process is 
complicated by CPA's expanding requirements. 

The personnel requirements for the Governance Teams are constantly 
evolving. CPA's most recent list identifies approximately 45 vacancies for people 
to serve on the Governance Teams, positions best filled by State personnel. We 
are working closely with State to specify the requirements, identify the appropriate 
candidates, and complete the processing once identified. 

Important follow up actions: 

• Defense (Fred Smith) is working closely with State (NEA, Kathleen 
Austin-Ferguson) on this issue. A meeting will take place with State 
Monday, September 15 to evaluate open positions against the prospects 
available at State. 

• Weekly interagency meetings will be conducted to review personnel 
requirements and coordinate recruitment and processing. 

11-L-0559/0SD/21282 
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• The personnel function within CPA is being improved and expanded. We 
are working to establish a fully staffed personnel office in Baghdad. 

• We are implementing new computer systems to provide timely, accurate 
and complete information on CPA personnel requirements. 

• Jerry Jones has been directed to work with CPA to identify, evaluate, and 
recommend individuals to fill persmmel vacancies. 

• We will provide you weekly updates on the personnel situation in 
Baghdad. 

There has been an ongoing dialogue with State. To date, a number of key 
functions and roles have been filled with resources from State. We have a pipeline 
of new State personne] en route to Iraq today. Our contacts at State understand the 
complexities of the personnel issues involved in building rhe team in Iraq. We are 
all committed to making sure that CPA is fully manned with personnel required 
for the success of our efforts in Iraq. 

11-L-0559/0SD/21283 



September 17, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 2.-...---lt..: tf.--# 
SUBJECT: Michael Barone Article 

Attached is an article from U.S. News & World Report that hits the subject of Iraq 

correctly. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Barone, Michael. ''Iraq in Historical Perspective," U.S. News & World Report, September 22, 

2003. 

DHR:dh 
091703-16 
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US News and World Report 

Nation & World 9/22/03 
By Michael Barone 
Iraq in historical perspective 

Two tragic bombings in baghdad and Najaf last month and the continuing 
attacks on American soldiers in some parts of Iraq have led many to call for 
more troops in Iraq or for Ame~icans to withdraw. Cries are heard that we 
are in a Vietnam-like quagmire. Those inclined to make straight-line 
extrapolations from the events of a few news cycles should read some 
history. Margaret Mac· Mill3n's Paris 1919 shows how the Allied leaders who 
gathered at the peace conference in Paris were largely clueless about how to 
reconstruct the defeated naLions after World War I. Jean ~dward Smith's 
biography cf Gen. Lucius Clay reveals that the first time he read the 
government's plans for post-World War II Germany was on the flight over 
there to take charge. William Manchester's American Caesar shows that 
Douglas MacArthur, however knowledgeable about the Far East. did not have 
clear ideas on how to rule postwar Japan. Clay and MacArthur improvised, 
learned from experience, made mistakes, and corrected them, adjusted to 
circumstances. tt took time: West Germany did not have federal elections 
until 1949, four years after surrender; the peace treaty with Japan was not 
signed until 1951. 

Today's media have a zero-defect standard: the Bush administration should 
have anticipated every eventuality and made detailed plans for f!Very 
contingency. This is silly. A good second-grade teacher arrives in class 
with a lesson plan but adapts and adJusts to pupils' responses and the 
classroom atmosphere. A good occupying power does the same thing. 

Good news. The media also have the wrong standard for what is news. It is 
news when there is a fatal accident at Disneyland and not news when there is 
not. But Iraq is not Disneyland. In a country that is occupied after decades 
of a brutal dictatorship, good news is newti, Yet with only a few 
exceptions--see Michael Gordon's story in the New York Times on the 101st 
Airborne in northern Iraq--the good news is not being told. More than 6,000 
Iraqi civil affairs units--local governments--have been set up. Hospitals 
have been reopened. A court system has been set up. Mistakes, inevitable in 
a chaotic world, are being corrected: A Baathist leader put in charge in 
Najaf was soon removed. 

Reports from soldiers on the ground, circulating widely on the Internet but 
seldom if ever appearing in old media, indicate that the large majority of 
Iraqis are friendly and helpful and glad that American troops are there. 
Those may be anecdotes; data come from a poll conducted in August by 
American Enterprise in four major cities, including one in the so-called 
Sunni triangle. No one should dwell on the precise percentages, which are 

1 
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subject to error, but by wide margins the results show that Iraqis are 
optimistic about the future and unfavorably disposed to Osama bin Laden, the 
Iranian mullahs, and, especially, the Baathist remnants. We cannot be sure 
exactly how Iraqis' minds are changing. But the evidence suggests they are 
receptive to representative democracy and hostile to Palestinians and other 
Arabs who supported their oppressor. 

Nor do the two bombings of August prove we need many more U.S. or foreign 
troops. Terrorist bombings are not statistical events that can be prevented 
by statistically proportionate responses. That was the mistake of Lyndon 
Johnson and his military advisers who believed that some larger number of 
U.S. troops--no one was sure how many--would defeat the communists in 
Vietnam. The plan must be to turn over the task of preventing criminal and 
terrorist violence to the Iraqis, and that is what the Pentagon and other 
agencies planned for in the months leading up to the war. 

The plans have been adapted in response to events and circumstances, as they 
should be, and things are proceeding much more rapidly than they did in 
Germany or Japan: A new currency will be introduced October 1; the governing 
council has been appointed and is setting in motion a constitutional 
convention; and a civil defense corps of 15,000 Iraqi recruits should be in 
place by December. Put in historic perspective, the good things that are 
happening in Iraq are impressive, even if old media think they are no more 
newsworthy than an accident-free day at Disneyland. 

Copyright 

2 
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September 17, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld l.tlfA.ir.-.--"""','4K~ A ~ 
SUBJECT: Ambassador Bremer 

Mr. President-

Ambassador Bremer is scheduled to come back from Iraq this weekend and be 

available for hearings on the Hill next week. We will see if we can have him 

available to the media. 

Respectfully, 

DHR:dh 
091703-22 

W01079-03 
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Snowflake 

September 22, 2003 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 1 

SUBJECT: Government Shutdown 

Andy-

Can the Office of Personnel Management announce a shutdown of the government 

without talking to DoD about our situation, Homeland Security about theirs, and 

others that h,ave critical functions to perform? 

Possibly we should review the procedures, given our new security environment. 

Please let me know what you think. 

DHR:dh 
091803-1 
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Snawffake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 

Dona]d Rum sf eld <j;1l_ 
SUBJECT: NSTAC 

Andy-

September 22, 2003 

I understand the National Security Telecommunications Advisory Committee 

(NSTAC) has been transferred from DoD to the Department of Homeland 

Security. I also understand it is being handled there below the Assistant Secretary 

level and, further, that uniformed military participation has been ended. 

Looking at it from the DoD standpoint, it seems to us that either it needs to be 

reenergized and DoD participate, or else DoD ought to fonn a technical entity of 

its own as a substitute for the one that was removed from DoD. 

I don't know what the logic was when those steps were taken. We were not 

consulted, and I am not an expert on the subject. I wonder if you could take a look 

at it, and see if you can find out what the logic was and how you think we might 

want to proceed from here. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
092003--23 

W01085 /03 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Honorable Colin Powell ( e." M-1.lb) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable George Tenet 

Donald Rumsfeld 'y Jt... 

SUBJECT: CPA Update 

Attached is a CPA update. 

Attach. 
9/22/03 McManaway memo to SecDef re: CPA Update 

DHR:dh 
092203-43 

September 24, 2003" 
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22 Sept 2003 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Secretary Rumsfeld 
FR: Clay McManaway <signed> 
RE: CPA Updatt: 

GC Security 
• General Sanchez, Jeremy Greenstock and 1 met yesterday in a 

previously scht:duled mt:eting with the GC Joint Security Committee. 
• We took advantage of the apparent increased receptivity to urge needed 

and previously proposed improvements in the GC structure for security 
of members. Wt also informed the committee of the status of a number 
of measures including additional PSD training and improved entrance 
procedures into the GC. We agreed to form a joint subcommittee of the 
GC. Ministry of lnte1ior, and Coalition representatives to assess GC 
security and take appropriate action. 

• [ emphasized that militias will not be tolerated. The focus must be on 
developing lraq 's new security institutions: the Iraqi army. Iraqi police. 
and the ICDC GC mt:mbers reikrated their \VJlhngness to submit 
proposals for intt:grating thest: forces into lraq·s secu1ity institutions. 

• GC members expressed great concern regarding incitement of violence 
by Arab satellite stations. We welcomed an initiative by thr;; GC on this 
matter. 

• Mrs. Hashimi remains in stable, but serious condition. 

Today's attack at the UN 
• CPA Police Advisor visited the scene and suspects a suicide bomber. 

As far as we know, two Iraqis were killed and eight \Vere injured. FBI 
technical personal are supporting and Iraqi-led investigation. 
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Snowftake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld VL 
SUBJECT: POTUS UN Talking Points 

September 24~ 2003 

l don't see the President's talking points for the UN bilaterals. but I sure hope in 

every one of them he is talking to them about money and troops for Iraq and 

assistance to Afghanistan. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
092203-37 

W01104 /03 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

CC: Honorable Colin PoweU { e..v H-\Jb) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable George Tenet 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y J1.... 

SUBJECT: CPA Update 

Attached is a CPA update. 

Attach. 
9/22/03 McManaway memo to SecDefre: CPA Update 

DHR:dh 
092203-43 
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22 Sept 2003 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Secretary Rumsfeld 
FR: Clay McManaway <signed> 
RE: CPA Update 

GC Security 
• General Sanchez, Jeremy Greenstock and I met yesterday in a 

previously scheduled meeting with the GC Joint Security Committee. 
• We took advantage of the apparent increased receptivity to urge needed 

and previously proposed improvements in the GC structure for security 
of members. We also in fanned the committee of the status of a number 
of measures including additional PSD training and improved entrance 
procedures into the GC. We agreed to form a joint subcommittee of the 
GC, Ministry of Interior, and Coalition representatives to assess GC 
security and take appropriate action. 

• I emphasized that militias will not be tolerated. The focus must be on 
developing Iraq's new security institutions: the Iraqi army. Iraqi police, 
and the ICDC. GC members reiterated their willingness to submit 
proposals for integrating these forces into Iraq's security institutions. 

• GC members expressed great concern regarding incitement of violence 
by Arab satellite stations. We welcomed an initiative by the GC on this 
matter. 

• Mrs. Hashimi remains in stable, but serious condition. 

Today's attack at the UN 
• CPA Police Advisor visited the scene and suspects a suicide bomber. 

As far as we know, two Iraqis were killed and eight were injured. FBI 
technical personal are supporting and Iraqi-led investigation. 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld J. ~ 
Iraq 

September 29, 2003 

Attached is an interesting article that says a great deal about what we are dealing 
with in Iraq. 

Auach. 
Leo, John. "Atrocities Trade-off." 

DHR:dh 
()92903-4 
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JOBNLEO 

.,...oh.~ Bw-n.s, tJ-.., great N~ J York Times reporter, offers 
Uli a brutally blunt assess· 
ment of how badly Western 

~covered Saddam 
Hussein's regime. His report, ex• 
cerpted by the Wall Street Joor· 
nal and Editor- & Publisher; is 
~ rapidly on the Inter
net and is bound to haw an im· 
pact on the public's already low 
respect tbr ffl05t journalists. 

The compulsively candid Mr. 
Bums, until reeendy the New 
\brk Times bureau chief in Iraq, 
wrote his comments tbr the new 
book "Embedded: The Media at 
War in Iraq" (The L)'('m Press), 
a collection of first-person ac· 
counts byjoumal.ists in Iraq. 

Mr. Bums, wblJ has cova-ed 
China, the Soviet Union, 
Af8banistan and Bosnia, says the 

. terror d. Saddan Hll.'lSCi.tis Iraq 
WU unmatched anywhere in the 
1Rldd, except~ by North 
Korea today. Iraq was a vast 
~,besays,butmost 
Vkstmi rep.rta"B wmllld hard tD 
bepthenewstmngetmigootbe-t ausett,eywere afraid ot'la:;qac
cessorgettmgexpe.Uedftl:m fnl4. 
The 1TIOOSb'OUS SIMilgel'Y of life 
under Saddam-the WISS'tort.ures 
and up to a million dead - was 
"theel!IHentialbUhthatwas mad 
t,ylhe na m,jorityafcorrespon· 
dents." he WJ'Hl!S, 

Burns laid nneaftbis Ol.l: ear
lieiio the Times-the bribes and 
giftsfrocnjoumalists to Saddam's 
bencl»nm, with reporters turning 
OYercopies,;idEirstin'S mshow 
bow friendly they were to the 
regime. '1. ~ system fbr 
oootrcB.infl 8b1 nntitoring We-st
em journalists has been in place 
in haQ for decades, based oo a 
wafer.thin facade of civilit(.' be 
wrote in the Tunes last April 20. 

In bis "Embedded'' article, 
Mr. Bunts is more caustic about 
the Pl]llJ1l's by j(lumaJ.ists. He 
says big shots at the Information 

~ 

Atrocities trade-off 
Ministry took hundreds <:L.thrJu. 
sands of dollars in bribes from 
TV reportcn, "who then be· 
haved as if they were in Bel· 
gium." Will these unnamed 1V 
reporters be called tn account? 

As anenmpte clewsivenan
~Mr. Bumscite8there
luct.ance of most n:porters to 
say anything about Abu Ghraib 
Prison, the heart of Saddam's 
reign of tenor. Mr. Bums says 
be couldn't find a single col
league in journalism who had 
read the human-rights repons 
about butchery at the prison. 
Lmt October, when President 
Busbk pressure caused Saddam 
to announce a limited amnesty 
at Abu Gbraib, the BBC didn't 
thinkit was worth sending any
one to the prison. Mr. Burns 
writes: "You had the BBC think· 
ing it was inappropriate to go 
there because it means tbat it 
C8U&e$ trowle. .. Of the reportenl 
who did So tD the priscm, be sayi, 
uNinety-ewrt ~ fL them 
bad never fieaid or Abu Ghraib. 
Had no idea what it was:• 

11-L-0559/0SD/21296 

talked.to CNN was~ clai.ty!br 
month& in froot of~ father, then 
tom limb from limb. Her body ·1 

pans were left in a bag on her 
family's doorstep. But CNN's 
viewers hadn't been told. 

Mr. Bums bas no patience 
with a::uses like Mr. Easoo's. He 
is a reporter who~ jailed tor 
six days for bis reporting in ' 
China and who risked being 
killed by Saddam's i:egime in its 
dying days. Atooe point, be won· 
dered Wbetber he would Wind 
up in Abu Ghraib hi.m&elf. 

He says of Iraq: "We now 
know that this place was a lot · 
tIDe terrible than even people 
like me bad thought. They [re
porters) rationalized it awll'/.' 

1bou&h President Bush dnse 
to ina11e weapcas of ~ de· 
struction bis principal argument ' 
against Saddam. Mr. Burns · 
writes. '-ibis war could haw been 
justified any time an the basis ~ 
human rights aJone.. This was a 
grotE!sqtJecbamel~.andalso 
a genuine threat ID us. We bad the 

. powertoeod it, and~ (tid.eodit!' 
Even ir as many as 5,000 

Iraqis died inthewu,Mr. BtJrm 
writes, that's fewer than would 
haw died if Saddam's kit.ling ma
chine bad gone on as usU$l dtn'· 
ing the six weeks of battle. The 
war should have beerljustified on 
this basis, be says, "but you'd 
uever haw k:oc::rwn it by reading 
most of the~ of the war 
by thwe correspondents." 

Criticisms like this are often 
shrugged off as sour outbursts 
by conservatiW:S who don't UD• 
derstand the press. What hap· 
pens now that the outburst is 
cuning from the best reporter tD 
serve in Iraq? 

John Leo is a contributing edi
tor and colum"ist with 
US.News & 'M>rld Report and is 
Mtionally syndicated. 



TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell UN J.I.\Ni:>) 

Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable George Tenet 

September 29, 2003 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7.,-~-""""'""" ~ 
SUBJECT: Bremer's Seven Steps to Iraqi Sovereignty 

1. Install an Iraqi Governing Council-accomplished July 3, 2003. 

2. Iraqi Governing Council appoints a Preparatory Committee for an Iraqi 
Constitution-accomplished August 11, 2003. (Committee is expected to 
report September 30, 2003.) 

3. Governing Council appoints a cabinet-accomplished September 2, 2003. 

4. Preparatory Committee presents its recommendations for writing a new 
Constitution. Once. the process is established, the Constitution will be written. 

5. Iraqi Constitution is ratified by vote of the Iraqi people. 

6. Democratic elections are held to elect new Iraqi national government. 

7. Sovereignty is handed over to the Iraqi people by the CPA. 

DHR:dh 
092203,32 
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September 29, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~-

SUBJECT: Fear 

Mr. President-

Attached is an "e-mail of the day" in Andrew Sullivan's column. It is on the 

mark. 

Attach. 
9/12/03 Andrew Sullivan column 

DHR:dh 
092903-44 
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THE DAILY DISH 

andrew<Sullivan.com 
Friday1 September 12, 2003 

EMAIL OF iHE DAY: "Why bother with Iraq? Why fight terrorism? Try this from 
Richard Hillary's classic WW2 autobiography written a~er months of surgery 
following being shot down. 
In a train compartment on the way to Scotland Hillary asked Peter Pease, another 
young pilot, his reasons for fighting. 'Well, Richard,' he said, 'you've got me at last, 
haven't you?' 
'I don't know If I can answer you to your satisfaction, but I'll try. I would say that I 
was fighting the war to rid the world of fear· of the fear of fear Is perhaps what I 
mean. If the Germans win this war, nobody except little Hitlers wlll dare do 
anything .. '. All courage will die out of the world - the courage to love, to create, to 
take risks, whether physical or Intellectual or moral. Men will hesitate to carry out 
the promptings of their heart or brain because, having acted, they will live In fear 
that their action may be discovered and themselves cruelly punished. Thus all love, 
all spontaneity, will die out of the world. Emotion will have atrophied. Thought will 
have petrified. The oxygen breathed by the soul, so to speak, will vanish, and 
mankind will wither.' Peter Pease was killed in action. 
Richard Hillary returned to the RAF and was killed in a plane crash during night 
trcilning. He was 23." 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld 1,~ 
Videotaped Message for Troops 

October 1, 2003 

Mr. President-

It would be enormously well-received if you would be willing to videotape a 

message to the troops serving in Iraq. 

If you agree with this idea, we will work with your communicators and Mike 

Gerson to come up with an appropriate script. 

Respectful! y, 

DHR dh 
OY.i()()).4 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfel~ f----rll 
October 2, 2003 

Dear Mr. President -

3:45PM 

Attached is a column from The Jf"al/ Street Journal that I thought you might find 

interesting. 

Respectfully. 

DHR/a2n 
100203.49 

Attach: WQ/J Street JournQ/ 10/2/0J, "Our War, Our Duty" by Kronman 

11-L-0559/0SD/21301 
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By Anthony T. Kronman 

'l'he Iraqi people will soon embark on an his
toric venture-the writing of a new constitution 
and the establishment of a democratic govern
ment based upon it. Two weeks ago, in Bahrain, 
1 met with a group o( Iraqis to discuss some of 
the challenl(es that lie ahead for them. The 
group Included lawyers, judges, teachers, and 
civic leaders. Many had nl'ver traveled outside 
their country before and all, in one way or an
other. were victims ol Sadd1tm's regime. 

We spoke about the difficulties the Iraqis race 
as they prepare 111 create a new constitutional 
regime. How Will those participatlnl! in the drart
lng or the new constitution be selected"! Should 
Iraq adopt a federal system and, if so. how will 
provincial and central powers be balanced'! Can 
a stale thal g-uarnntees the religious freedom of 
Its cithtens also embrace Islam as its "official" 
religion? How soould the crimes of the past be 
addressed-through prosecution and punish
ment or amnesty and forgiveness·? 

l was impressed with the sophistication and 
seriousness of the Iraqis l met. But what im
pressed me most was a comment a young 
woman made to me during a coffee break. We 
were discussing the principle of the separation 
of powers. She said, "I know the separation or 
powers i:. a good thing, but to work lt requires 

• 

Our War, Our Duty 
habits of cooperation and compromise that we do 
not now J)Ossess. I<'or more than 30 years, we 
have lived in a dictatorship. we have all had to 
look out for ourselves. We lack the POiiticai hab
its we will need for our new constitution to work. 
I do not doubt that the constitution will be a 
beautiful thing. But can it succeed before we 
learn the habits of self-government?" 

She paused. and continued. "My worst fear," 
she said. "is that America will lose patience with 
us before we learn those habits. Will America 
say, 'The Iraqis are incapable or democracy and 
deserve whatever dictator they get'? Will Amer
ica abandon us before we have learned to Jive 
with each other and our new constitution?" 

Will we? The decision to go to war was per· 
haps mistaken. But we att now in Iraq. and, 
whatever one thinks about the Wisdom of the 
decision to go to war, the question of whether we 
should remain is a different one. 

In the common law, there is no duty to rescue 
a drowning man. But once one has undertaken a 
rescue, and gone beyond a certain point, the hlW 
imposes a duty to continue. America had no duty 
to come to the rescue of the lrat)i people. Others. 
perhaps, had as high a claim on our attention. 
The Iraqis are not the only suffering and op
pressed people in the world. But we made our 
decision, and our rescue effort is now well be. 
yond the point where a duty to continue arises. .. 
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In part, this is for practical reasons. To break 
off before the Iraqis have acquired the habits of 
self·government-and not Just a new constitu
tion on paper-would create greater rlsks of In
stability in the region and an even larger threat 
to our national security. But in part it is for 
moral masons, too. We have assumed a responsi
bility for the fate or the Iraqis which we are no 
longer free to ignore, or to treat as something 
less serious than it is. We have assumed a his
toric resJ)Onsibillty and must meet it with the 
steadiness and patience It requires. 

* * * 
Let us not follow the counsel of the French, 

who urge a quick transfer of power and a speedy 
exit. Let us reject the logic of those domestic 
critics who say, The war was wrong, therefore we 
must leave as soon as possible. The rightness or 
wrongness of the war and of the foreign policy 
that inspired it are debatable issues. They will. 
quite properly; be at the center of the presiden
tial campaign that is about 10 hegin. But let the 
candidates of both parties agree Chat we must 
stay in Iraq until democracy Is secure, on the 
ground and not just on paper-whatever the 
costs, and however long it tales. 

This shouldn't be a partisan position. It 
makes practical sense. More importantly, u is 
now the only responsible thing to do. 

Mr. Knmman is dean of the fole Law SChool • 
.... ..... 



TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: 

DATE: 

DonaldRumsfeld~ ~ 

October 2, 2003 

SUBJECT: Voices on Iraq 

12:35 PM 

I mentioned the positive remarks by those Congressmen who visited Iraq. You 

suggested that we make sure their comments get put out. l pointed out that The 

Washington Post, The New York Times, nor The Washington Times carried not one 

word about the returning Congressmen's positive comments. 

As a result, we've started a newsletter, Voices on Iraq, where we are reporting on 

what others are saying and seeing. 

Here is a copy. 

Respectfully, 

DHR/azn 
100203.45 

Attach: "Voices on Iraq" 10/1/03 Publication from DoD PA 
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Voices o-n Iraq 
Office of 

Public Affairs 

October 1, 2003 

"I went to Iraq a couple of weeks ago to resolve for myself the recent contrast between gloomy news 
coverage and optimistic Pentagon reports of our progress. My trip left no doubt that the Pentagon's 
version is far closer to reality. Our news coverage disproportionately dwells on the deaths, mistakes and 
setbacks suffered by Coalition forces. 

"Falsely bleak Iraq news circulating in the United States is a serious problem for Coalition forces because 
it discourages Iraqi cooperation, the key to our ultimate success or failure, a daily determinant of life or 
death for American soldiers. 

"Finally, no better signal of our commitment to this effort could currently be provided than for Congress 
to quickly approve, with little dissent or dithering, the president's request for an additional $87 billion for 
Iraq and Afghanistan. Of course no one wants to spend such a sum. But it is well worth it If it leads to a 
stable, secular representative government in Iraq, something that could immeasurably improve our future 
national security." 

Rep. Jim Marshall 
The Washington Post 

October 1, 2003 
(link to full text) 

" ... I believe that you will find strong support in the House to complete this mission and to do what has to 
be done to guarantee that those next generations of our children and grandchildren, great-grandchildren 
don't have to live with the fear of terrorism." 

Rep. Don Young 
Defense Appropriations Subcommittee 

September 30, 2003 

'' ... I had the good fortune to accompany Mr. Lewis and other members of the subcommittee on this trip 
(to Iraq). And I think we're doing - doing some things very, very effectively. I would say to my colleagues, 
I came away convinced that we've got to have the reconstruction money, because that's going to help on 
security as well. I mean, when these people feel ... that we're doing something to help them, it makes a 
big difference." 

Rep. Norm Dicks 
Defense Approprialions Subcommittee 

September 30, 2003 
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"Gentlemen, one of the great frustrations, I suppose, for a lot of us is getting the truth out there. It's not a 
secret, but some of the information we're talking about here in this room, and those of us who were in Iraq 
got to see first-hand the reality, which is the glass is really more than half-full, not half-empty, and how 
the projects that are being undertaken there, whether they're border security projects or education or 
hospitals or trying to build a police force or a good military, they're not just ideas that are abstract. There 
are good forms of measurement that are being taken on a regular basis that show, if you charted them on 
a graph, these are real projects that are being successfully undertaken in partnership, walking hand in 
hand with the Iraqi people." 

Rep. Henry Bonilla 
Defense Appropriations Subcommittee 

September 30, 2003 

"As one who just came back with the delegation {from Iraq), I think the plan has worked remarkably well, 
frankly, given where we were five months ago and where the people of Iraq were five months ago and 
where they are today. 

"And I have no doubt in my mind, as one member, that if we didn't take this stand in Afghanistan and Iraq, 
who knows where in the world we would be and who would be against us? So, I think this is the 
battleground now in Iraq for the war against terrorism." 

Rep. George Nethercutt 
Defense Appropriations Subcommittee 

September 30, 2003 

"And like many members of Congress, when I came back (from Iraq), I got on the horn this morning and 
called some of the parents and talked to them. And their children -· these are young people that (are) out 
there, in (a) hellishly hot environment-- their spirits are up. And they're doing a hell of a good job. And 
they know that their work there counts for something. They feel very strongly about it, and they're damn 
frustrated that the message isn't getting out. 

"And it counts for something because this guy is gone. Yes, there's some question as to whether he's still 
living. And certainly whatever we've done there has sent a message to Syria. It's sent a message to the 
Iranian clerics. And 1. for one, feel that it has opened up, I think, the possibility for some sort of road map 
to peace between the Palestinians and the state of lsraeJ." 

Rep. Rodney P. Frelinghuysen 
Defense Appropriations Subcommittee 

September 30, 2003 

11A week ago, on Tuesday, as I was coming into the Capitol, I heard an ABC News report on the radio on 
Iraq. The news radio report said there was chaos in the streets, there was limited water, sporadic power·· 
the criminals ran the streets, and the Iraqis resented our presence. In my trip over the weekend I found 
that to be totally false. I found life going on pretty much as usual. There was traffic on the streets and 
marketplaces were open, the lights were on, there was water. Somebody was picking up the garbage. 
Hospitals were open, schools were open. I think our troops are doing a great job over there. I found the 
Iraqi people to be frlendly. 11 

Rep. Todd Tiahrt 
Defense Appropriations Subcommittee 

September 30, 2003 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Condi-

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfetdvf'

Talking Points 

October 3, 2003 

We need talking points on things like the David Kay presentation. I did not see it 

on television, and I haven't read his report. Is there some way the Administration 

is thinking about it? 

... 
We also need talking points on the Wilson matter. I don'I know anything about it, 0 
but I get asked about it. Was his wife an operative or an analyst? I have seen it 15 C,. 

different ways in the press, and I don't have the vaguest idea what is going on. 

Has someone sorted through that? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100303-12 
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Snowffake 

TO: 

FROM: 

President George W. Bush 

Donald Rumsfeld (}l_, _ ..... AlljL~ 

SUBJECT: General Keane's Speech 

October 6, 2003 

Attached is Jack Keane's farewell address as. Vice Chief of Staff of the U.S. 

Army. He wns ~• soldier's soldier. It is well wonh reading. He was a towering 

figure in the U.S. Army. 

Re spec tfu 11 y. 

Attach. 
Gen. Keane's Speech 

DHR:dh 
100603-14 
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Retirement Review In Honor of General John M. Keane, 

Vice Chief of Staff, Army 

October 2, 2003 

Good afternoon everyone. Let me start by just thanking everyone for being here. Terry and I 

are overwhelmed by so many of you who took the time to be here for us today as we stand our 

last formation. Our teammates, friends, and family are here and I can feel the warmth, the 

camaraderie, and the love. 

Secretary Rumsfeld, thank you so much for honoring us today. Sir, I am humbled by the 

award and, more importantly, by your kind and generous words. We have always respected 

each other and we have always been straight with each other - and that is what a relationship 

Is all about. 

Sir, thank you for the insightful leadership you are providing the nation and the tough love 

you have brought to the Pentagon. And thank you for your support of our Army. The simple 

truth is that you have always respected and supported the Army and we appreciate your 

continued support and leadership. 

GEN Schoemaker, Chief, my dear friend, thanks for hosting this ceremony and for your 

many kindnesses since your return. I am so proud that you are our Chief and I respect you so 

much for your decision to put your personal life on hold to come back to the Army you love so 

much. Your judgment and your leadership have already been felt throughout our Army. We 

are behind you 100% and we thank Cindy for letting us have you again. 

The Honorable Les Brownlee - our Acting Secretary - thank you for your wise counsel and 

friendship. We have been like two peas in a pod and I believe that has truly helped our Army. 
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Secretary White and GEN Shinseki could not be here today, but I thank them for their 

leadership and support. 

Deputy Secretary Paul Wolfowltz, thank you for your friendship, your help, and your 

enduring support of our Army. 

Secretary Roche and former Secretaries Hoffman and West, thank you all for being here. 

Our top military leaders, Dick Myers - our Chairman, Pete Pace - the Vice Chairman, who 

will join us later, and the Service Chiefs and Vice Chiefs. This is a great team and I have been 

privileged to work with them through the years. 

Members of the Army and Secretary of Defense staffs - uniformed and civilian - what an 

honor to serve by your side here these last 4 years. 

My fellow general officers, active and retired, to include 3 former Army Chiefs of Staff -

Generals Vuono, Sullivan, Meyer, and 5 former Vice Chiefs. 

Members of the Senior Executive Service, our Sergeant Major of the Army, Jack Tilley and 

other Sergeants Major - active and retired. 

My dear friend, Walter Kaye who has given so much of himself to the Army. My ROTC 

summer camp bunkmate - Brian Keane. While no relation, we have been friends since 1964. 

My Fordham University school buddies and teammates from the Pershing Rifles ... My school 

President, Father O'Hare, and his successor, Father McShane. My new friends in the private 

sector who are helping me transition to a new and exciting llfe. 

My personal staff, led by my secretary, Barbara Lentini, who has provided selfless, quality 

service to the Army for 42 years. 

Our great civilian workforce who are the unsung heroes in the Army. Our many dear friends 

from Ft. Bragg and Ft. Campbell. Fellow Soldiers. Thank you. Thank you for sharing this time 

and this place with us. 

2 
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Our family - the Keanes, Doyles, Roaches, and Comeys - who traveled from all acr~ 

America to be here, thank you for sharing one more special moment with us. 

My brother, who is a Vietnam veteran, served his country for 8 years and spent his last 

assignment with the 82nd Airborne Division and has since retired from a career in law 

enforcement. 

Our Son, Dan who spent 25 years of his life with us and the Army. Who was in 4 high 

schools in 4 years. Who was torn by the loss of friends and companionship as we bounced 

around the Army. He has assured me that whatever pitfalls and challenges he may experience 

in his life, they are completely, and directly my responsibility. 

He is now a computer graphics designer in the Air Force. We are so proud that he took an 

oath to serve his country and we are delighted - and thankful- that he loves it. 

Terry Keane. I have hung out with her for over 40 years. She loves this Atrny and this life 

every bit as much as me. Terry wanted to go forward, as some of you know, and take on the 

next responsibility. That is so typical of her. We have made this journey together and none of 

this would have been possible without her love and support. 

A special thanks to Pershing's Own and 7he Old Guard... Today would not be the same 

without you. You exemplify excellence and all that is good about our Army and you have 

never, ever let me down. 

1 stand before you today full of emotion, fun of gratitude, and feeling so very blessed to 

have lived among heroes for 37 years and to have had so much love and passion for this Army 

and Its life style. I have loved it day in and day out. 

I am reluctant to tell you this, but I have never missed a day of work. I took leave, but I 

never called in sick. I always wanted to show up, to be with the team. It became my life and It 

helped define me as a person. 
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The family that I was born into lived a modest life, worked hard, went off to war when the 

nation needed them, and centered their life around family. 

I lived a multi-ethnic and multi-cultural experience in New York City, which added richness 

to my life that I would treasure in the years to come. 

My dad - a natural leader - never saw me become a Soldier, but as a former WW II Marine, 

he thought it was respectable that I wanted to be a paratrooper. My mom - a wonderful, kind 

person - was with us through the Army War College. And my Aunt Jo has been a surrogate 

mother for the past 20 years and has been every place we have been. 

During high school, my friends helped me to decide to go on to college, and which one to 

go to. At Fordham University, the Jesuits do not just teach you the subject, they force you to 

think ... and they teach you how to think while they provide you with a philosophical and ethical 

foundation for life. It was an intellectual toothache to be sure, but the Jebbies- as we 

affectionately call them - are wonderful men who were devoted to us, and they had a profound 

impact on my life. 

It was The Pershing Rifles and Army ROTC at Fordham that got me interested in the Army 

as a possible career and I have maintained an association with many of them all these years. 

Terry and I were married when I joined the Army and I stepped off into adult hood like so 

many young men - full of hope and full of anxiety. I did not know whether I could lead other 

men. While I had some success at Fordham, the real Army looked imposing to me. In an 

institution where leadership is at a premium, it ls so pronounced, and the lack of it is all so 

obvious. So I was scared as well as excited. 

We were at war and I wanted to go just l!ke my family had. And I wanted to be with the 

best. So, I volunteered for the 82nd Airborne Division for my first assignment and then went off 

to war with the 101st. And I began a lifelong joumey that would change me forever. 
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I quickly discovered that Soldiers do not care where their leaders come from, what their 

father does, where they went to school, or what kind of degree they have. The only thing 

Soldiers care about is; who Is this leader? Are you competent. .. and do you care? 

I had never met people like this before. Dedicated professionals, full of spirit, highly 

motivated with a burning desire to serve the country. They drew me in and I never wanted to 

leave them. And that is why I stayed a paratrooper and a Soldier throughout my adult life. 

For me, it has always been about the Soldiers - being with them; being part of a team; 

shared experiences; incredible camaraderie; respect for each other; knowing we would be there 

for each other no matter what; walking into a room full of Soldiers who are strangers to you, 

but being completely comfortable because you know what they stand for; Being so proud to be 

one of the team. 

Our Non Commissioned Officers are the true strength of our Army and they made me 

competent. And the many officers I have known - my peers, those I have followed, and some 

who have worked for me showed me how to lead, how to set the example, how to be 

demanding and establish high standards, and yet, be caring and compassionate. 

We ask much of our Soldiers and they make many sacrifices each and every day. Our 

Soldiers do not want to die. But they are willing to and I have been in awe of that remarkable 

fact for every one of my 37 years in the military. They are willing to give up everything they 

care about In life. Everything: The opportunity to live a full life; the opportunity to be a parent 

and raise a family; the opportunity to have friends; the opportunity to love and to be loved. 

They are willing to give up all of this, for what? They do it for one another and they do it 

for the simple sake of the duty. This is true honor. You cannot buy this type of devotion and 

we can never, ever take it for granted. And we never will. 
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This morning my family and I laid a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier - a place l 

believe is the most sacred piece of ground in America. I paid my respect for the last time in 

uniform to all those wonderful, precious Soldiers and civilians who we buried every single year 

that I have had the honor to serve. For me, it was always about them and their sacrifice will be 

with me forever. 

We have a magnificent Army. Rebuilt after the Vietnam War, this Army helped to end 

the Cold War and, during the last 14 years, has deployed around the world to stop thugs from 

imposing their will on their people or on others. 

America and its armed forces stand for what is right and good, and we are willing to take 

enormous risks to achieve it. Preventing people from being killed, freeing them from repression 

and horror, and permitting them to have a normal quality of life experience is something I have 

been so proud to be a part of. 

I am equally proud to say the Army has never been more engaged with our teammates 

from the other Services and our leadership in the Joint Staff and the Office of the Secretary of 

Defense than it is today. Nobody understands better than the Army that we do not fight alone . 
. 

We cannot even get to the fight - much less win it - unless we are part of the Joint team. 

When one of our support units got in trouble during OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM, it was a 

platoon of Marines that raced to their aid. The Army commander on the ground said he had 

barely finished speaking to the Marines before they took off on their hasty attack. 

When our armor units were fighting through the fanatical resistance of Sadaam Fedayeen 

around Baghdad, it was Navy, Marine, and Air Force aircraft, who pounded enemy positions, 

exposing themselves to intense ground fire, flying so low and so dose, their controllers talked 

to them about city blocks and intersections rather than grid squares. Our ground commanders 

that I met in Baghdad raved about the valor of American airmen. 
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Today, we are a nation at war - a nation forever changed by the attack of 9/11. For the 

first time In my career - and the first time since WWII - we have deployed our forces directly 

on behalf of the American people and our Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines get it. They 

understand the war on terrorism is all about protecting the American people. As such, I have 

never seen such intensity and dogged determination to succeed. 

Our troops have performed magnificently in two stunning victories in two years - two vastly 

different operations that demonstrate our armed forces remarkable capability. But we have 

more to do. 

I want to tell you something about this war against terror we are fighting In Iraq and 

around the world. The foreign terrorists, the Baath Party sympathizers, the Islamic extremists 

who wantonly kill Americans and innocent people from many nations, have no idea what they 

are up against. 

Their strategic objective is the political and moral will of the American people. They want to 

destroy our confidence. They think they know us because they have heard of Lebanon in '83, 

or Somalia in '94, or the USS Cole in 2000. They think we are morally weak and we will lose 

our resolve. But their knowledge Is superficial and their understanding is shallow. 

To understand America and Americans, they need to understand the Marne In 1918, or 

Tarawa rn '43, Omaha Beach in '44 or the Chosin Reservoir In 1950. They need to understand 

that a nation that produces Alvin York and Audie Murphy; John Pershing and George Marshall; 

Chesty Puller and George Patton; Randy Shugart and Gary Gordon; produces heroes in every 

generation. They are out there now ... performing every day. 

Our enemies are cunning, but they are ignorant and their ignorance will be their undoing. 

They do not know our will, our courage, or our character. 
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When we say we are going to win this Global War on Terrorism we mean exactly that. We 

don't mean a moral victory, or victory In some abstract sense. The reality of more than 3,000 

dead in New York, Pennsylvania, and in the Pentagon does not alJow for such nuances. 

When we say we are going to win this Global War on Terrorism, we mean we are going to 

destroy those who would destroy us - wherever they are In this world. We mean we are going 

to go wherever we have to and stay as long as we need to. 

This fight will test our perseverance, our stamina, and our resolve, but I assure you, we wHI 

not be found wanting. We intend to protect America and our way of life. The people of this 

nation are counting on us - we wm not let them down. 

Saying good-bye to an organization that has defined your adult life is not easy. It Is 

particularly difficult when that organization is fighting a war and there is much work left to do. 

But I have great hope for the future. I am comforted knowing that the values and Ideals that J 

have tried to uphold are manifested in our Soldiers and leaders. 

The Army will change and it wlll be become even better. Pete Schoomaker, our leaders ln 

the Department of Defense, and the Congress will see to it. 

It has been a profound honor and a humbling experience to be a Soldier and to serve wlth 

SOidiers - to live a life among heroes and to help protect the American people and our way of 

life. I loved it and I will treasure lt forever. 

God bless each and every one of you. May God continue to care for the men and women of 

our Armed Forces and may God Bless this wonderful, wonderful nation, our beloved America. 

Thank you. 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable George Tenet 

FROM; Donald Rumsfeld :,J2 __ J, n---/1-.1,11~ 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Media Network Activities 

October 6, 2003 

Attached is an update on Iraqi media network activities, a subject everyone is 

intensely interested in. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
10/4/03 CPA memo to StcDef re: lJpdal~ on Iraqi Media Network (IMN) Activities) 

D$.~ 
100603,36 (I.I computer) 
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FOR: 

FROM: 

COALITION PROVISIONAL AUTHORITY 

l3AGllDAD 

Sccrctarv Run1sf.::Jd 

. IJ.,.:' \J ~ 
L Paul Bremer m, Ad'minisrrator 

October 4, 2003 

SUBJECf: Epd?.tc on Iraqi Media Nelwork (IM~) Activities 

l wanted to advise you on a number of steps we have and will be laking to make lMN's 
TY progrwrnning 1:10re apyealing lO vie\vers, more professional in its approach, ar:d more 
dircct;y suµporti ve of CPA objectiYes. 

Among the recent develupmcnts: 

• On Thursday, October 2, l.'v1N began \he first in a series of half-hour prog:nnns entitled, 
''.~1ect the Minister." Minister ofCul\ure Mofeed al-Jazaeri discussed his goals in 
preserving the cul!llral his1ory o!Traq filld tryh1g to rcvitali7.e lraq's artis1ic and cultural 
communities ai1er years of repression. Future segments "'rill cover all 24 additional Iraqi 
ministries. 

• 'I"h is weekend, we send an i riiLial contingent of 16 I}.·fN c:nployecs .tbr..i!u.int~i~two
/ wcuk l,ainmg ,;.:-ssion at Dubai Media City on the art and cra:l of television production. 
\ Training 1\ill t:.1kc ph-1cc at sfa.lc-0J'.-1h,)-ar\ fadh1ies in Dubai. with the active support of 

the go\·,;;rnmeni of Dubai. 

• w~ ur;:: also c;urrc:nt1y hosting a mul!i-functional team of specialist:; fro1:1 Duhai \Vho arc 
helping us select future trainees and assessing local conditio11s, so lhai all of the training, 
our people receive in Dub.:.i is 1ailon:<l to our existing facilities a.'ld ecuipmcm 

• Also this weekend, we ure having a first-~ver gathering oftMN station mani1gcrs from 
a,:ros~ th,;; country. The purpose will be to explain our new programming strategy, and to 
discuss topics sm;h as local program origination. 

• Plans fnr a nc,\ prograrnming scb.:dule arc on track. Sp.ccial Ramadan programming will 
hegin on or abmtt October 26, when Ramadan begins, imd, al th!! request of the Secretary 
of St.it~. a vinually all-n.::w lineup ofprograrn.s wi!i debut on November when 
R::imi\dan ends. Tluit acce\cratcd "'rc-launc-lt" of l.\iN will replace the one we'd criginaH) 
bean planning for Ja:iuary l n. 

l'NCLASSTFIED 
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• Jn addition to new programming, the ""new IM~·· will feature an ~xp:mtled program day; 
new-look, new col\cepl newscasts; more and better public affairs programs; more and 
better public affairs announcements; new faces, and a whole new on•air "lo1Jk-anc.l-foel.'' 

• As an integral pa1i ofthat, IM'.\l TV will ;.!so take on 11 new name-· "Al lraquiya." lt 
lilcrally ll)¢/il.11s "The lraqi" - as in "The Iraqi TV.'' The name was chosen dclibcrall,lly to 
stake oui th..: sasm: ground as Al Jazeera and Al Arnbiya - as a major rcgionai TV 
broadcaster. 

• The nen.vork will have a new logo, rlepicting two rivers · the Tigris 11.nd Euphrates and 
a uniquely lraqi . .&.rabic fo11t, in blue and steel gray. TI1e iogo !l1ld color schem.: will 
in!u..<;c every aspect of promotion and adve11ising. 

• We ha,..·e engaged the J. Walter Thompson adYertising agency for 1:1. publicity campaign 
aimc.d at generating excitement abom the new progrnmming. lt will be timed to peak for 
t!-,c re-launch in lalt:: Nuvember. 

• ln audition, we've hired an Iraqi survey fow highly recommcmded by llie Stale 
Depat'tl11t=r1l 10 ct1nduct two highly-focused r'cmdom sample a:.idience surveys for us, the 
first over the next two weeks. befOTe Ramadan and i1s new program schedule:, and the 
second in December, after all oflhe foregoing has !.:!ken place. Our pu.rposc is \o 
de1.:m1ine if our impr,wcmcnt strategies have worked, and make more changes if they 
haven't 

• We have also commissioned p::-opag~ticn field sl1.ldics designed to rev<;>al the actual signal 
strength ofL\,fK transrniucri; in the s~)uth, where powerful 1ranian cross-border sigm1ls 
h:i.,e been a i:.cnccm. Arm¢d with the results, we wiJl know ifwc need to hel'fup Olir 

uwn Lransmission capabilities in that region. 

• We plan a simil::ir field str~ngth SllTVey ofth<' cntirl· counlT)' to ensure we arc getting our 
signals out loud anc dear nationwide. 

• I .ater this month} my Director of Strategic Commu11.kations will he h~ading to l'vfosul and 
points norlh to cnscre ~hat IMN signals v.:ill be restored in the1101'th, where Saddam 
Hussein's propaganda from Baghdad was not welcomed. He will be co-coordi.m,ting with 
the 101 '1 Airborne, wbosc JeadcrsMp has \aken an active intcrcs\ in TV and rlldio 
tl'il..l)!il1'lission. 

• We b::lii:vc the lfK government is .:in the vcl'ge of allocating some $20 mi!lion L'S in 
ordt:r to bccrup program produe1ion and transmis:sion in Basrah and expand spons 
prnirammiag 11ationwide targeted at yolU1g males-· a particularly critical audi~nce 
segment, 

• We are rriaking pro~ress on re-starting 1hc Iraqi Satellite Channel, 011 the Arabs.it direct
w-home satcJlitc. Smellite distribution is what has made Al-Jaze.era such a ixiwernil and 
influential ..:hannel. It's impor1w1t to und..:r..tand, however, that going up on Olis sau:llitc 
will mean .substuntiul out!.iys of funds - perhaps ttp to nn additional $20 million dollar~ 

UXCLASSlr-IED 
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per year - because the program rights ,~e h::i11c purchased to 1his poinl are for terrestrial 
hrn.idcast only. Those conLrncts will be: o.d_itlSlcd upward ifwc rc~1ch the larger audiences 
tunin~ in on satetliie. 

" F.v..:ntuully, howevi:r, we will have 10 be OD sa1i.;llile. Satellite dishe;-s arc constantly 
sprouting on lraqi ruonops. We esum:;tc that III l £ months time, Iraq - like most other 
MidLIJc E;;sle.m i.:mmLri~5- wit: be ;.i sa1dJi1c TV market We need lube ready well in 
advanci:. 

• There are other challenges ahcaJ: e):.paHling news nm1 public affairs programming in 
Baghdad, Mosul a1,d Basr.th, expanding progrnms :mo:l public se:-vice announcemeu,s on 
gu1•crn:mce and civil ~ociety, alld beginning the i11fr,rn1:11ion camr>aign in advance ()fthe 
co11.,til!.ltio11-writing anJ elc:ctllnll rroccss Wt:. behtve 1ha1 e).posing these advances 10 the 
larger ,\tab W('l\'ld will h:1ve a rrllfound imj)(\C\. Arabs watching other Arabs go to the 
J>Olls wtll incvitahly l'aiSC' the <1uestion, "Why nol here'!'' 

• Finaily, an<l signilkalllly, we; h,1vc: announced Ct!\ the Defense: Contr-,1.cli'ng Command's 
1,di.:;ite <.1ur ioit:ntion 10 r.:-ccrnpt!le the IM~ conttact cuncnlly held by SAIC. The 
,1hjcc1ive is a "w.:irld class r:iJio and television ne1w1nk" 10 b~ established by the t:nd of 
C3lendar }i!ar 2004. The successful contractor must "include lhi= nssnn~nce that 
indigenous Iraqi r,.:rsonnel arc schooled, c.o;1.ched, prncticed and proven in the principles 
and tc:-i:hniqucs of their craft'' - :ind ensure ".l!\1N leadi all mass media in prO\•iding 
<.:ompreht:nsivt, ;l~cur:llc, fair, nn<l b.ilam.:cd llCWi and public affairs to the Iraqi peopk." 

I will k"cp you odvisc,I of significant benchm11rlcs. 

C,;: Si.:crcwy Powell 
Dr. Rice 

l!t\CLASSIHBD 
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Snownake 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V /l 
SUBJECT: Soldiers 

Mr. President-

October 14, 2003 

Attached is a story from the Army News Service that is well wonh reading. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Jewell, Sp. Lorie, .. Flag Aies from Iraq to Walter Reed Patient.," Army News Service, 

September 30, 2003. 

DHltdh 
10140)-38 
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Flag flies from Iraq ro Walter Reed patient 

Flag flies from Iraq to Walter Reed patient 

By Spc. Lorie Jewell 
September 30, 2003 

WASHINGTON (Army News Service, Sept 30, 2003) - The physical wounds of 
the rocket propelled grenade attack that forced doctors to amputate both of Spc. 
Aaron Blakely's feet are healing. But, emotional injuries haunt his recovery. 

He got an unexpected shot of relief last week, though, when the first Soldiers 
returned from Iraq for 15 days ofrest and recuperation. 

Many of the desert-battle-dress-clad Soldiers went straight into the arms of 
waiting loved ones; olhers hurried to catch connecting flights home. A few dozen 

Page 1 of 2 

Spc. John Parkins takes a picture of himsell 
and $pc. Aaron Blakely and Spc. Larry Bums 
during a limo ride to the White House. 
Staff Sgt Carmen Maldonado 

others caught a shunle bus to a nearby hotel, where the manager offered free showers. Still more filed into the USO for 
a free continental breakfast. 

Spc. John Perkins, 30, was easy to spot with an American flag draped over his backpack. He was anxious to get home to 
Macon, Ga., to scoop up his 5- and 3-year-old daughters and spend time with his parents. Not far behind was Pfc. Brian 
McJunkin, 19, eager to get to Coker Creek. Tenn. He was excited about seeing his mom and dad, but was itchy for some 
hunting and fly-fishing. 

Their R&R would wait. Both men survived the same attack that sent Blakely, 24, to Walter Reed Army Medical Center 
in Washington. They needed to see him, to see for themselves that he's OK. 

They also wanted to deliver an American flag-- a get-well gift from the rest of the guys in the mortar platoon of 
Headquarters Company, 2nd Battalion, 503rd Infantry Regiment of the 173rd Airborne Brigade, based in Vicenza, Italy. 

The pair met up with Spc. Larry Bums, a fellow 503rd infantryman. Bums, a member of Company C, offered them a lift 
to the hospital in a stretch limousine he rented as a special treat to himself. 

During the hour-long trip, the trio shared experiences. Despite daily ambushes, the guys agree far more Iraqi citizens are 
grateful for U.S. presence than not. Not a day goes by without some Kirkuk resident inviting them into their home for a 
cup of Chai tea. Or a kid runs up, yanking a unifonn sleeve, wanting to shake their hand. 

McJunk.in and Perkins told Bums about Blakely. Of all the guys in the mortar platoon, he was the last one they would 
imagine getting hurt. No one was more fastidious about safety than Blakely. 

The attack came at 3 a.m. June 28, when most of the men were sleeping. The round tore through the glass door of the 
second-floor balcony seconds after Perkins walked by the sofa where Blakely slept. McJunkin was sleeping nearby. The 
RPG flew about a foot above his head before slamming into the sofa. 

McJunkin still has chunks of shrapnel lodged in his neck, shoulder and hands. Perkins took some shrapnel in his right 
side. 

When they arrived at the front desk of a recovery facility on the hospital grounds, the clerk wouldn't give them 
Blakely's room number. He did, however, call Blakely's room and let them talk to him. 

httn·//www4 RT1l1V.mil/ncna/nrint.nho?storv id kev;511}-L-Q559/0SD/21322 10/2/2003 
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Perkins disguised his voice when Blakely answered. He said he was a reporter and wanted an interview. Blakely gave 
him the room number. 

The trio sped to the room. Blakely opened the door on his knees, a bewildered look on his face when Perkins and 
McJunkin popped out from behind an abutting door. 

An expletive slipped as Blakely realized who these two grinning soldiers were. Perkins dropped to his knees, pulling 
Blakely into a bear hug while jabbering a confusing greeting. 

The reunion was short, just Jong enough for the men to hand over the flag and a few other gifts they picked up at the 
airport. 

McJunkin reached into his pocket and took out a plastic baggie. He had one more thing to give Blakely. He saved a 
piece of the RPG, which he offered to his friend. 

Before the mood could tum morose, Perkins said they had to get going so he could catch his flight in less than two 
hours. First, though, they'd have the limo driver take them by the White House. 

As Blakely strapped on his new legs, McJunkin watched his friend and remembered the ambulance ride they shared a 
few months ago. He held B1ake1y's hand, trying to comfort him. And when Blakely asked him for the truth about his 
legs, McJunkin gave it to him. Then, they prayed together. 

The limo driver maneuvered as close as he could to the White House, some distance from where the guys wanted to be 
for a group picture. They walked it, Blakely using a cane to help keep his balance. 

At the gate, other sightseers ogled the young men. The rumpled unifonns and scruffy boots were good clues they'd 
come straight from the desert Many came over to thank them for their service. One older man asked to have his picture 
taken with them. 

Back at the limo, they snapped a few more pictures. Perkins couldn't contain his enthusiasm. 

"Heeeell111ooo America!" he shouted, arms open wide. "I love you!" His outburst drew a spattering of honking horns 
from passing cars. The others laughed, shaking their heads as the group climb into the limo. 

On the way back to the hospital, the guys started their good-byes. Blakely told them how much he misses everyone, and 
that he loves them. 

"I don't know who got the better end of the deal," said Blakely. "Me, cause I'm back in the states for good, or you 
guys, cause you didn't get your legs blown off." 

Perkins and McJunkin didn't answer; it was a rhetorical comment, anyway. 

Before they parted, Blakely stepped away from his friends for a private moment. He tried to explain what their visit 
means to him, how much that flag means but he couldn't find just the right words. 

"It's just so unbelievable," Blakely said. "My morale has been up and down. Right now, it's up. Way up." 

(Editor's note: Spc. Lorie Jewell is a journalist with the 107th MPAD, Florida Army National Guard, on active duty 
supporting Operation Tribute to Freedom.) 

11-L-0559/0S D/21323 
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Suwflake 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfeld 1} /l 
SUBJECT; Andy Granatelli 

Mr. President-

October 14, 2003 

1 was walking down the street recently, and Mr. and Mrs. Andy Granatelli stopped 

me. They expressed their strong support and respect for you and what you are 

doing for the country. 

Attached is a background sheet on Andy Granatelli. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Bio on Andy Granatelli 

l>HR:dh 
101403-33 
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Andy,Granatelli - International Motorsports Hall of Fame Member Page 1 of 2 

-'~ ___ , 
1"1 '"··· , r ril: · 

'~ ' j 

(1929-) 

It's hard to know where to start with Andy Granatelli. He combined business 
acumen and salesmanship to produce so many varied careers, some of which seem 
downright unbelievable, that each one would stand as a Horatio Alger epic in its own 
right. 

In 1948, he passed his driver's test at Indy using his good friend Bill France, Sr.'s 
helmet. Soon thereafter, he was Vice Chairman of N ASCAR. He was President of the 
"Hurricane Racing Association, Inc'.' and also promoted hot rod and stock car races 
throughout the Midwest with the biggest quarter mile crowds ever, 89,560 people at 
Soldiers' Field in Chicago. As Chief Driver and Engineer at Studebaker Racingt he set 
over 400 world land speed records. At the age of 62 in his street legal passenger car, he 
drove to an amazing record of 241. 731 mph on pump gasoline. He took the immortal 

11-L-0559/0SD/21325 
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Novi racing engine and increased the horsepower from 450 to 83 7. He also designed 
the Chrysler 300 engine, the Cadillac Eldorado engine and the Studebaker A vanti, R I, 
II.III and IV engines. He was responsible for starting March Works, which is a 
Formula land II car constructor. He designed, built and raced the world famous 
Indianapolis turbine engine cars in 1967 and 1968, and his race cars have won the 
Indianapolis 500 twice. His business accomplishments are still buzzed about in 
financial circles. He took an unknown company called Chemical Compounds, changed 
it's name to STP, and in nine years it zoomed from seven to over 2,000 employees. He 
made STP a household word. 

Granatelli went to Indianapolis with the Turbine car with Parnelli Jones as his 
driver. Jones led 197 laps of the 200-lap race until a gear bearing failed. Afterward, 
USAC banned the car. 

In 1969, Granatdli teamed up with Mario Andretti to win his first Indianapolis 500. 
He won it again in 1973 with Gordon Johncock as his driver. Granatelli brought STP 
sponsorship to Petty Enterprises and Richard Petty, who of course, won immediately 
and often. That relationship, the STP-Petty union, one of the longest associations in all 
of motorsports. 

Other great drivers that drove for Granate1li were Freddie Agabashian, Chris Amon, 
Buddy Baker. Neil Bonnett, Jim Clark. Wally Dallenbach, Larry Dixon, Pat Flaherty, 
Graham Hill, Jim Hurtibise, Steve Krisiloff, Nikki Lauda, Joe Leonard, Freddie 
Lorenzen, Art Malone, Jim Malloy, Jimmy McEJreath, Ronnie Peterson, Art Pollard. 
Sam Posey. Jim and Dick Rathmann, Jochen Rindt. Paul Russo, Swede Savage, Joe 
Seiffer, Dick Simon, Mike Spence, Chuck Stevens, Al and Bobby Unser and Greg 
Weld. 

A racer, a car owner, designer, businessman. promotional genius, an automotive 
e,c,pert, Granatelli proved to be all of these things. His face isn't seen at the tracks any 
more, but he is still a successful business entrepreneur in California. Really, though, 
one doesn't have to see to know him. Just look around. Soon you'll see the letters, 
"STP'.' And they will always call him "Mr. 500." 

11-L-0559/0SD/21326 
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October 14, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )Jl 
SUBJECT: Iraq 

Mr. President-

Some weeks ago we decided to send to Iraq a number of the ex-military people, 

"talking heads," who are on television frequently. 

Since they have returned, they have been on television a great deal reporting on 

what they saw. Attached is an e-mail from one of them that I thought you might 

find of interest. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
10/1/03 Cowan e-mail, "Brief Iraq Trip Repon" 

OHR:dh 
llH403-IO 
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Baier, Bret ) 
./ 

~~_./'' 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

fro.., °"", ,j t,~ I'\ ' 'c><' I i " lk,;:'°j /, C' r I. , : 4," 
/ 'W'lh" Wt'_.~ ~ o J., r,'f,, ~-<".:. •.,cpr L: ~,·'· l t f~ 

am cokfn!(b)(6) I 
Wednesday, October 01, 2003..11:31 AM 
New, Tara; Gandhi, Sapna; t<,ycin5ki, Paulina; Guzman, Paul; Skrzenskl, Mike; Abernathy, 
Megan; Singerman, Matt; sturgis, Lisa; Luhn, Laurie; Rosenberg, Kim; Bell-Sime.nsky,, Kim; 
MeOonnan, M8J()I' Ken; Oudonis, Ken: FiShel, Justin; Huber, John: Kirschner, Jodi: 1 

Henneberg, Molly; Batog, Flora; Primmer, Elin; Nagle, Erin; Spinato, Eric; Grannum, 
Donovan; Brandi, Dianne; PetSalld, Deoram: Asman, Oa11ld; Newdel, Cynthia; Herridge, 
Catherine: Baier. Bret; Burkholder, Amy; Alan N.athan 
Brief Iraq Trip Report \ 

All: NO RESPONSE NECESSARY OR EXPECTED. JUST PASSING ON MY OBSERVAIJONS. 

As a foUow up to my fast-paced but productive trip to Iraq last week, I thought I'd pass 
on a few short obsen>ations. The trip was sponsored by the DoD in an effort to show 
some of us talking heads and editorial page scribes what is really going on. Although 
skeptical of what I might see and learn, I came back very optimistic about progress in 
some areas, and somewhat pessimistic about progress in others. 

First, the good news. We traveled to Mosul (the 101• Airmobile), nkrit (the ih 
Infantry), and Hillah (the Polish-led multinational division). In the hinterland, we saw 
the military units working side-by-side with Iraqi counterputs, many of whom we met. 
This is where the rubber hits the road. In Mosul, Major General Patraeus has spent 

somewhat over $24 mllllon on 3,200 projects with the locals. As he puts it, "money is 
ammunition." The day before we arrived, he and his Iraqi counterpart had been In 
Turkey negotiating an oil for electricity deal. A few days before that they had been in 
Syria negotiating the opening of a border crossing for trade. Patraeus is focused on 
empowering the locals through re-building the economy while providing security and 
setting the framework for govenunent operations. He and his staff are constantly on 
the move with their Iraqi counterparts and tribal, religious, and business leaders. The 
Iraqis we met were grateful for what we've done, and hopeful for their future. 

The same is true in Tikrit, where Ml\ior General Odlemo is tackling the same issues, 
combined with being in the heartland of Saddam's home town. What was most 
striking about his operations is the steadily increasing number of locals coming 
forward with information about the bad guys. That alone is a demonstration of 
success. Some nights before our visit, his troops had conducted 32 simultaneous raids 
in the middle of the night against individual targets inside the city. The raids netted 19 
of the key suspects on his target lis~ without any casualties on either side. 

Bottom line for our forward deployed forces is that they are involved directly on a day
to-day basis with the Iraqi people. Their accomplishments are little noted, but this is 
where we wiU win or lose the war. Iraq might end up with the finest constitution ever 
conceived, but lacking the willing support of every day Iraqis, it may never accomplish 
anything. The front-line military units are building the support through tireless 
efforts at the grass roots level. Everywhere we flew, children would come running out 
of homes when they heard us to wave at the helicopters. That's NOT a small thing. 

Now the bad news. From my perspective, the CPA is pretty distant from the rest of the 

I 
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country. Worse yet, I get no sensing that Br-emer or most of his key staff have any 
experience whatsoever in dealing with the basic issues which will lead to success. It's 
one thing to buy the gum for Iraqis, another thing to tell them how to chew it, and a 
third thing to chew it for them. The CPA is doing the latter. As long as the CPA 
maintains its stranglehold on what Iraq is up to and where It's going, everyday Iraqis 
will fail to understand that the country is really theirs. Even key military commanders 
bemoaned some of the decisions coming down from the CPA as being totally 
disconnected from the path to success. It's important to realize that most of the 
military commanders have substantial experience in nation building and 
peacekeeping, most particularly fn>m Bosnia. 

For some reason, the CPA has refused to become engaged with the tribal leadership of 
the primarily Sunni Al Anbar region, which encompasses almost 1/3 of the country, 
including the Sunni Triangle. No one from the Al Anbar is a member of the Govenrlng 
Council, and their exclusion has left them disenfranchised (as noted by military and 
mid-level CPA personnel). Until they are brought in, it's reasonable to assume that the 
security situation in their area will remain fragile. Including them and ensuring them 
that they have some role in Iraq's future wiU in all likelihood alleviate some, but not all, 
of the problems there. 

Finally, the $87 billion request, developed in Baghdad and the Pentagon, could 
probably stand some serious scrutiny. As example, when the local Iraqis approached 
General Patraeus in Mosul and asked for his help in restarting a cement factory, he 
asked American contractors what it would take. Their answer was $23 million and two 
years, far outside what he could afford. Instead, he gave the Iraqis "some tens of · 
thousands of dollars", and they had it up and running in weeks. That factory is now a 
major employer, producing between one and two thousand tons of cement PER DAY! 
I'm a former Senate staffer who worked Appropriations issues. A little scrutiny is 
always the right thing to do. 

Bottom line - Again, my trip was fast paced, so I didn't see and learn all l"d like to have. 
But, I think we're winning and will continue to do so as long as the regional military 

commandem ~ empowered. It's their efforts with locals which will determine our 
long-term success. If I had a single recommendation which I thought might make an 
enormous difference, it would be that the CPA's roles and responsibilities be reviewed 
with the thought of the military leadership being established as an equal entity, not a 
subsenrient one. Too many CPA decisions are being made in the emerald palace with 
little thought or understanding of how they affect where the rubber hits the road. 

I hope there's something here of value for you. 

NO RESPONSE NECESSARY NOR EXPECTED. JUST PASSING ON MY 
OBSERVATIONS.. 

Resp'y, 

Bill Cowan 

2 
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SnwHake 

..,_ 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: DonaJd Rumsfeld m 
SUBJECT: Interview 

October 14, 2003 

w 
Attached is the Wall Street Journal article that caused such a flap. I can't see .....J 
anything wrong with it. Indeed, I can't see why Nick would not have wanted him u.> 

to give the interview. 5l:> 

Attach. 
Gonzalez, ''The Quiet American," The Wall Street Journal, September 25, 2003. 

DHR:dh 
101403--39 
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ACROSS THE POND 

The Quiet American 
Meet the man who sold Europe on missile defense. 

BY MICHAEL GONZALEZ 
Thursday, September 25, 2003 12:01 a.m. 

BRUSSELS--The Bush administration is often presented as arrogant and unilateralist, probably 
because successes are kept quiet. Much happens behind the scenes, however. Jacques Chirac's 
growing isolation in Europe has much to do with White House diplomacy, for example. The same 
with "star wars." 

Remember missile defense? It was a grave threat to world peace and another sign that George W. 
Bush was a dangerous cowboy, right? Those were the European headlines two years ago. Today 
you hear not a peep about it. And yet, a first-generation shield may soon have to counter the 
threat posed by North Korea. Why has it ceased to be "news"? 

One important reason ls a relatively unknown senior U.S. official who set up camp in NATO's 
sprawling compound here two years ago. Ambassador Evan Galbraith may have flown under the 
radar, but he carried a heavy payload. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld sent him as his 
personal representative to Europe. His mission was to quietly wheel and deal to get missile defense 
off the front pages and into the planning stages. 

That he's done so is important and valuable, to be sure, but not as much fun to tell as how he's 
done it. It was pretty much the same strategy he used to help convince Francois Mitterrand to 
throw his weight behind the deployment of intermediate-range missiles to protect Europe (yes, Mr. 
Galbraith had a hand in that too, as U.S. ambassador to Paris in the early 1980s). As Mr. Galbraith 
told me in a long-ranging interview at his office, he basically works with human nature, not against 
it. 

"Mitterrand was a scoundrel, in many ways," remembers the stitl impish-looking Harvard and Yale 
man, who's also had stints as journalist, investment banker, a member of the board of "a bunch of 
French companies" and a CIA analyst. "He was trying to marginalize the Communists. And I 
thought that this might contribute to that." 

This was getting the newly elected President Mitterrand to support the deployment In Europe of 
Pershing JI and Tomahawk cruise missiles, a Western response to the Soviets' recently erected 5S-
20s. The Reagan administration was facing hundreds of thousands of demonstrators In the streets 
marching against standing up to the Russians. It was the first test of the entire 'BOs generation of 
leaders. 

Mr. Galbraith had been introduced to Gov. Ronald Reagan by WIiiiam F, Buckley. After ascending to 
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the presidency, Mr. Reagan remembered Van as the ''only guy 1 know who speaks French," so he 
hired him as ambassador to Paris in 1981. He got to speak French often, with Mitterrand, as he 
made the U.S. case for getting the French president on board. 

Mitterrand, rogue though he was, had foresight sorely lacking in Paris these days. On the 20th 
anniversary of the Franco-German treaty in 1983 he surprised the Sundestag--especially his 
socialist friends there--by saying that when he looked east he saw missiles, but when he looked 
west he only saw pacifists. The appeasement movement never recovered. 

If selling the Pershings and Tomahawks was his job then, selling missile defense in his present 
incarnation is almost a vocation. "The reason I took this job ·1s that I was always interested in 
missile defense." 

Ambassador Galbraith starts out with the conviction that missile defense (using missiles to shoot 
down incoming missiles) is an "antiproliferation device." A system that is predictable "will be 
enough to dissuade people from going into the business" of making offensive weapons. "What's the 
use of going into the business if we can shoot them down?" he asks. "The maritime component will 
be designed to go wherever the threat is, and North Korea will be the first obvious object." 

He knew Mr. Rumsfeld professionally and socially, and the two decided soon after the 2000 
elections that the Brussels job was perfect for Mr. Galbraith. He had been on the board of the 
French defense contractor Lagardere and knew Europe from the inside. 

Once appointed (hrs official title is representative for the secretary of defense in Europe), Mr. 
Gal bra Ith "developed a strategy." It was to bring European defense contractors into the inner U.S. 
circle, "so that they could participate in the development of the missile-defense business." They 
would be attracted to do so "because there's a lot of big bucks." About $8 billion, give or take a 
nickel. 

The plan got underway at a dinner at the Moulin Lindekemale in Brussels on Nov. 13, 2001, which 
was attended by representatives of such companies as EADS, Europe's largest defense 
conglomerate, Italy's Finmeccanica, Britain's BAE Systems and France's Thales. Boeing, Lockneed 
Martin and Raytheon from the U.S. were also represented. Leading discussion, as courses arrived, 
were Mr. Galbraith and U.S. Air Force Lt Gen. Ronald Kadish, the Director of the U.S. Missile 
Defense Agency. According to one of the private-industry reps there, the dinner was a success. 

"We described what we would like to do with them," says Mr. Galbraith. He says he explained that 
getting around U.S. technical transfer rules would not be easy, but "we were going to help them try 
to do that so they could play a meaningful role in our development of our own system." 

' 
The key was to get these defense contractors to "go to their own governments and lobby for the 
right to do It. J always thought they would do a much better job about lobbying for missile defense 
than we, the U.S. government, could." 

"It's just like in the U.S. The defense Industry is very good at lobbying Congress and the U.S. 
administration. Anyway, they went off and did it. They lobbled their governments and they all 
received permission. lt wasn't announced from the tallest flag pole .... I started hearing back 
from people In December." 

"The European governments quietly began to soften and had to almost totally abandon their 
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criticism of our missile defense efforts and our willingness to abandon the ABM treaty ...• The 
ABM, we heard ad nauseam, was the plllar stone of our defense, and If we got rid of it we were 
opening ourselves up to an arms race, and all sorts of proliferation and so forth." 

Getting the Europeans on board paid dividends for the White House at home. "The detractors of 
missiles defense within the Congress cited ritualistically the European attitude to missile defense as 
a reason why it was a poor idea. Europeans were looked upon as an authority ..•• Well, we denied 
them this authority by getting the Europeans involved." 

Progress on European involvement has hit a snag of late because the U.S. bureaucracy Is stalling 
things on the tech transfer side, he says. "We're disappointed at the speed with which this has 
developed after the fact. n 

"This is an area I've decided to stick my nose back Into," he warns. "I'm trying to devise some kind 
of way by which we can cut the Gordian knot .. without going through the bureaucracy. The 
bureaucracy Is real." 

His job has given Ambassador Galbraith a vantage point that has also allowed him to understand 
the opposition of some European governments to the Iraq war. "l know a fair amount about what 
they can or cannot do, and 1 know there's a lat of things they can't do." 

"If you can't project power, like we project it with an American aircraft carrier battle group," he 
says, "your tendency is that you don't want it to happen. lf you can't do it, you don't want anyone 
else to do it. You resort to appeasement, to wimpishness." 

Undiplomatic words, perhaps, but they come not from a Europe-basher but from someone who 
understands America's allies and who has their best interests at heart. He's demonstrated that by 
getting the allies to work together on an important project, ending squabbles. Why we don't have a 
Galbraith working on Kyoto and other divisive European hang-ups is a mystery. 

Mr. Gonzalez is deputy editorial page editor of The Wall Street Journal Europe. 

Copyright© 2003 Daw Janes & Comoany, lnc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Suwflake 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Cartoon 

You ought to keep this one for your scrapbook. 

Attach. 
October 14, 2003 Daily News, p. 20. 

DHR:dh 
1111503-29 

October 15, 2003 

Wor?..o5-o3 
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Snawftake 

TO: 

.. FROM.: 

SUBJECT: 

President George W. Bush 

DonaldRumsfeld ~~ 
Patriotism 

Mr. President-

October 16, 2003 

Attached is an e-mail that I received from General Pete Schoemaker. It is a 

wonderful statement and an example of the courage and patriotism of not just the 

men and women in uniform, but their families and friends as well. 

Respectful I y, 

Attach. 
10/12/03 e•mail 

DHR:dh 
101603-9 
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GO Representative for 2LT Torres' Funeral 

Schoomaker, Peter J GEN CSA 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bruno, Daniel V COL GOMO 

Sunday, October 12, 2003 12:04 PM 

Peter J. GEN Schoomaker (E-mail) 

George W. Casey Jr L TG (E-mail) 

Funerals 

Importance: Low 

Page 1 of 1 

Roger, Dani Fully understand ... but we/I want to do each one that is feasible ... shoot, if there was a day between 
these two funerals (Torres and Scott), I'd be fighting to be the rep at both. 

Wish all Americans could have seen the PFC Evan O'Neill funeral last Thursday in Nonh Andover, 
Massachusetts. Tiny New England village PFC O'Neill was the 19 year-old son of a 101st ABN multi-tour 
Vietnam Vet NCO .. BSMwN, two PH's himself..and now the local firefighter Lieutenant and the new President of 
the local VFW 

Two bagpipe and drum formations ... almost a thousand people ... Governor of MA, Mitt Romney, MA TAG in 
attendance ... hearse slowly went thru a flag-draped town led by two of our troopers from O'Neill's outfit, and an 
honorary pall bearer group of local veterans ... followed by two pipe and drum formations and uniformed firefighters 
and police in formations . procession was at least a mile long. Graveside, pipes and drums played Amazing 
Grace, 10th Mountain Div firing detail and bugler rendered honors. Eulogies by the mother and father (read by a 
VFW buddy), O'Nei/l's fiance. and the MA ARNG Senior Chaplain. When I presented Mr. O'Neill his son's 
BSMwN, he sald to me, "Climb to Glory, sir, To lhe Top!" ... and when I presented the colors a brief time later, the 
father stood, saluted lhe colors before taking them, and remarked that it was his honor to receive them. 

As the parents were climbing into their vehicle to take them to the post-ceremony event, Evan's high school 
football team seemed to come out of nowhere -- teenage boys in football jackets and their girlfriends - and 
presented the mom and dad with a signed game ball. · 

The message from O'Neill's parents was dear: Mourn our loss, but be proud of Evan's Service, and never 
forget his sacrifice: it was for all of us. Incredible patriotism in this little corner of our country. 

I was proud to be part of it. Damn proud. 
Thanks for the note; and appreciate the coordination efforts by you and your folks. 
Best regards, 
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Snowflake 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rnmsfelc.;;v, 
Cartoon 

Here are some more cartoons for your scrapbook. 

Attach. 
Cartoons 

DHR:dh 
101603-8 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Sadr 

October 21, 2003 

a 
This is a "first report" (and therefore subject to later adjustment): 

Last evening at 6:30 p.m. (EDT), the Iraqi Civil Defense Corps (ICDC), with the 
Iraqi police, delivered an ultimatum to those located at the Mukhaym Mosque in 
Karbala. 

At 6:53 p.m., roughly 15-20 individuals in the mosque surrendered to the ICDC. 
At 7:12 p.m., the remainder of the individuals, some of whom attempted to escape, 
including a Sadr lieutenant, Kethemial-Nasiri (Al Nasiri), surrendered to U.S. 
forces and Iraqi police. A follow-up search of Al Nasiri's house yielded four 
additional detainees and weapons, including a heavy machine gun. A total of 59 
individuals are currently being questioned. 

The Sadr lieutenant they were looking for, Kadhemi, was not there, but they have 
received information about him which might be useful. Intelligence they are 
getting says there are weapons stored in other mosques. 

There are no reports of unrest or violence as a result of the apprehension. The 
feedback they have received thus far in Karbala seems to be mostly positive. 

General Sanchez reports that the Polish division and the Bulgarians on the ground 
have gathered strength from the success of the action and from the feedback on it. 
Sanchez intends to underline the work of the ICDC and the Iraqi police to indicate 
their confidence and credibility. 

Respectfully, 

DHR:dh 
102103-15 
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TO: Stephen Had]ey 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <Ji\ 
SUBJECT: North Korea 

Steve-

October 23, 2003 

I am 1ittle confused about what I am reading in the press and the cables about the 

President's comments on North Korea. Could you please gel me a copy of the 

talking points or a memo of who he talked tol so J know what went on and have it 

clear in my head? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102303-18 

W01241 /03 
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Suwflake 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Joshua Bolten 
Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1, ~ · 
SUBJECT: Defense Authorization Bill 

October 28, 2003 

If we end up with a defense authorization bill that has the civil service and 

environmental reforms that we have worked so hard to achieve--or something 

reasonably close to those provisions-we may want to consider a high profile bill 

signing here or at the White House with the relevant members of Congress, etc. 

Tom Davis in particular has been a stalwart on the civil service reforms. and 

highlighting the impact of the legislation and the principal players seems 

worthwhile. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102803-1 
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October 29, 2003 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ')) 
SUBJECT: Iran 

I asked Colin about the announcement yesterday by Rich Armitage that we have 

agreed to start talking together to Iran. He says it is an interagency·cleared 

position. I do not believe I have heard about it. Could you please tell me whal it 

is about? 

DHR:dh 
102903-24 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld 1)/L 
SUBJECT: Policy on ESDP 

October 30, 2003 

I understand you have a memo from Downing Street on ESDP. I would like to see 

it. 

In addition, you will recall the memo I sent to the President indicating that I think 

the U.S. Government needs to pull lOgether a single policy on ESDP. I did not 

mention it in my memo to the President, but I was told the Prime Minister's office 

came away from a conversation with you with the impression that it was 

acceptable to the U.S. for the Prime Minister 10 compromise on ESDP. As you 

know, the Prime Minister is already doing so. If that is not the President's 

position, you may want to find a way to correct it. 

In any event, I think we ought to get a single U.S. Government policy. 

DHR:dh 
!02903-22 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Alberto R. Gonzales 

Donald Rumsfeld 7~ 
SUBJECT: Jim Roche 

Al-

November 6, 2003 

I went up to see Senator Warner yesterday to try to get Jim Roche confirmed. He 

told me he called you and that you agreed with him. We are trying to work him, 

and if he fee]s he can go around us to you, it makes life difficult for us. 

Here is a copy of a memo from our Inspector Genera], who met with Senator 

Warner, and you wiIJ notice the first paragraph. 

Artach. 
11/5/03 JG memo to SecDef re: "Feedback from 11/4/03 Meeting with Chainnan Warner, 

et.al." 

DHR:dh 
110603-10 
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DoD JG MEETING NOTES 
(I 1/4103 Meeting with Chairman Warner, et al.) 

• Chairman Warner began by recounting the constitutional nature of the Senate's "Advice and 
Consent'' duty, indicating his reservation about moving forward with the Roche nomination 
while my "investigation" [sicJ is incomplete. He indicated that he had spoken with Judge 
Gonzalez, who agreed with his concerns~ and that the White Bouse "would not intervene" (or 
words to that effect). He added that if Secretary Rumsfeld still wants a vote, he would take it to 
the full committee, which might result in further hearings. If that occurred, Chairman Warner 
urged those Senators present to be just as frank in expressing their concerns as they were today. 

• I respectfully clarified the distinction bet\~leen an lnspection and an lnvestigation (the latter 
requires an allegation of wrongdoing by a named person), reiterating that: (a) I am not 
investigating Secretary Roche because nobody has made an allegation that he violated a 
prescribed standard around which I can prope.-ly focus an JG investigation (the closest thing to 
such an allegation is a finding in the Fowler Report that .. Air Force leadership had increasing 
cause for alarm, and should have aggressively changed the culture that allowed abuses to 
occur," implying but not stating that Secretary Roche and/or General Jumper should have 
kno\\n earlier);· and (b) based on an almost complete Inspection, although l can never prejudge 
the outcome, I do not expect to uncover aqy evidence to support such an investigation of Dr. 
Roche. 

• When pressed by Chairman Warner on how I thought he cou)d'move forward with the Roche 
nomination before I conduded my Inspection. I replied that it would be an "intelligent risk." 
Based on atmospherics, the "inlelligent risk'' theme appeared to resonate with Chairman 
Warner and, I sensed, all of the other members present except Senators CoJJins and McCain, 
and perhaps Senator Cornyn (who said he was "not inclined to assume such a risk" (or words to 
that effect)). 

• Senators Collins was most vo4;:aJ in her opposition to moving fonvard at this time. She 
indicated "serious concern'' that apparently without ever having seen her letter of October 21, 
2003, which she described as forwarding a "devas1ating indictment,'" I had sent my October 24, 
2003, letter to Chairman Warner, concluding lhat ''the evidence at this time does not establish 
that Secretary Roche either had - or should have had - sufficient knowledge of the situation [at 
the Air Force Academy] during the period from his confirmation in 2001 through January 2003 
to justify any stronger leadership action on his ... par1 prior to January 2003." I believe I was 
able to assuage her concern; during the meeting, Deputy JG Jerry Hansen confirmed that we 
had received her letter and were proactively considering everything she had sent us. 

• In response to my description of the constitutional "due process'' my IG investigators provide to 
all senior officials, and my own commitment 10 safeguard that due process, Senator Sessions 
volunteered that as a prosecutor he fully understood that investigations must be "based upon 
credible allegations of misconduct based upon violations of laws or regulations -- not upon 
vague complaints about what he should have known'' (or words to that effect). 

• In addition to Senator Sessions, Senators Allard and Inhofe expressed support for moving 
forward with the Roche nomination. 

11-L-0559/0SD/2134 7 



Snawffake , 

November 4, 2003 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~.L __ __..,, ~ 
SUBJECT: 1946 Articles 

Mr. President-

Some light reading from 1946 about how the United States botched the German 
occupation. The first is from Saturday Evening Post, and the other one was 
written by John Dos Passos, a correspondent for Life magazine. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Bess, Demaree. "How We Botched the German Occupation," Saturday Evening Post, January 

26, 1946. 
Dos Passos, John. "Americans Aie Losing the Victory in Europe" 

DHR:dh 
l J04()3-16 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
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Saturday Evening Post 
January 26, 1946 

How We Botched the German Occupation 
By Demaree Bess 

Berlin 

Everywhere I've traveled recently in Germany I've run into Americans, ranging from generals 
down to privates, who ask perple:xedly, "What are we Americans supposed to be doing here? 
Are we going to tal<e over this place and stay here forever?" 

Judging by reports received here from the United States, this perplexity of Americans ,in 
Germany is matching by the perplexity of Americans at home. We have got into this German 
job without understanding what we were tackling or why. Imagine how incredulous we would 
have been if anybody had told us---even so recently as five years ago---that hundreds or 
thousands of Americans would be camped in the middle of Europe in 1946, completely 
responslble for the conduct and welfare of approximately 20,000,000 Germans? 

How does it happened that even some of our topmost officials in Germany admit that they 
don't know what they are doing here? The answer can be expressed, I believe, in one word··· 
secrecy ••.• 

Mr. Stimson probably has had more e:xperience in international affairs than any other 
American. Before being appointed to head the War Department for the second time, he had 
also served as Secretary of State and had been Governor General of the Philippines. Thus he 
was tamihar with the military requirements, the political implications and the practical 
problems involved in administering an alien and distant territory under wartime conditions. Mr. 
Hull, appreciating the value of Mr. Stimson's experience in world affairs, was inclined to defer 
to his judgment In most of the matters under dispute. Mr. Morgenthau, on the other hand, 
gradually became the chief spokesman for the advocates of an American-imposed revolution 
in Germany. 

His so-called Morgenthau plan, which has since been widely publicized, was not just the 
personal policy of the former Secretary or the Treasury. Jt combined the ideas or a sizable 
group of aggressive Americans which included some conservative big businessmen as well as 
Je~·wing theorists. The group supporting Mr. Morgenthau's ideas included Americans of all 
races, creeds and political beliefs. It is doubtful whether Mr. Morgenthau could recall today the 
source of some of the most explosive Ideas which he gradually adopted. 

However that may be, the Cabinet committee soon found itself in disagreement, with 
Secretaries Stimson and Hull on one side and Mr. Morgenthau on the other. Hints of this 
disagreement leaked out at the time and the issue was represented as a "hard peace'' versus a 
"soft peace," but actually that was not the issue at all. In fact, the major disagreement then 
was over the question of procedure, and did not directly concern long·term economic and 
financial policies. The three Cabinet members were equally anxious to make sure that 
Germany should be deprived of the means for waging another war, nut Secretaries Stimson 
an'd Hull were determined not to bite off more than we could chew at one time. They wanted 
to reduce the original occupation plans to the simplest possible form, with three primary 
objectives in mind: (1) agreement by all the Allies upon a joint occupation; (2) provision of 
some hope for the German people that they might develop a decent life for themselves once 
they became completely demilitarized; and (J) the obligation not to burden the American 
people with more commitments than they might later prove willing to accept. 

Whtie these discussions were proceeding, however, Mr. Morgenthau became convinced that we 
should go into Germany with a complete blueprint, worked out in exhaustive detail, providing 
for an economic and industrial revolution so drastic that it would affect not only Germany but 
almost every other country in Europe. He wanted us to adopt this blueprint for ourselves and 
to use every conceivable means to pressure upon our Allies to get them to accept it. 
Whenever he was outvoted in the Cabinet committee, he had the immense advantage---as an 
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intimate friend of Franklin D. Roosevelt-·-of being .able to go through the side door of the 
White House and sell his ideas directly to the President .... 

The French, unconvinced that the atomic bomb has opened an entirely new era, are insisting 
upon establishing buffer states between themselves and Germany. To this end, they're trying 
to make a friend of the Germans in their zone and to encour.age them to organize separatist 
movements. 

The British, conscious, of the broader aspects of Western Europe's economic situation, are 
devising schemes to revive German economic life in their zones, particularly in the Ruhr. In 
order to provide immediately for some of the things which Western Europeans so urgently 
require, they're trying to establish some kind of international combine to operate Ruhr 
industries and coal mines---a proposal which they compare to the Tennessee Valley Authority. 

The Russians, grappling with the enormous tasks of reconstructing their own war-wracked 
homeland, are carrying off from their zone all the machines and tools and c1nlmals which the.y 
can use in Russia. While the Russi<'lns reduce the labor surplus in their zone by sending skilled 
German workers to Russia, they also encourage the remaining Germans to revive political and 
economic life with due attention to Russian models. 

It is only in the American zone that the "pastoral economy" is emerging, which some 
Americans had visioned for the whole of Germany. Although the Potsdam Declaration 
technically su~erseded the American directive JCS 1067, in practice this directive never has 
been superseded, so far as Americans are concerned. We still are committed to apply in our 
zone a blue print which was designed for the whole of Germany, but which was never 
accepted by any of our Allies. This directive is chiefly concerned with tearing things down 
rather than building things up, and in the absence of any common policy for the whole of 
Germany, our particular zone is threatened with ·planned chaos.'.' 

No wonder so many Americans are asking, "What are we doing in Germany?" They can see 
that the Russians and British and French are initiating projects which promise some direct 
benefits to them in their zones. But when they look at our zone they see only headaches. 
These peculiar problems of the American zone will be discussed in a subsequent article. 
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We are in a cabin deep down below decks on a Navy ship jam-packed with troops that's 
pitching and creaking its way across the Atlantic in a winter ga]e. There is a man in every 
bunk. There's a man wedged into every comer. There's a man in every chair. The ah is 
dense with cigarette smoke and with the staleness of packed troops and sour woo]. 

"Don't think I'm sticking up for the Germans," puts in the lanky young captain in the 
upper berth, "but ... '' 

"To helJ with the Germans," says the broad·shouldered dark lieutenant. .. It's what our 
boys have been doing that worries me." 

The lieutenant has been talking about the traffic in Anny property, the leaking of gasoline 
into the black market in France and Belgium even while the fighting was going on, the 
way the Arrny kicks the civilians around, the looting. 

"Lust, Jjquor and loot are the soldier's pay," interrupts a red.faced major. 

The lieutenant comes out with his conclusion: "Two wrongs don't make a righe' You 
hear these two phrases again and again in about every bull session on the shop. ''Two 
wrongs don't make a right" and ·'Don't think l'm sticking up for the Gennans, but .... " 

The troops returning home are worried. "We've lost the peace,'' men tell you. "We can't 
make it stick." 

A tour of the beaten•up cities of Europe six months after victory is a mighty sobering 
experience for anyone. Europeans. Friend and foe alike, look you accusingly in the face 
and teU you how bitterly they are disappointed in you as an American. They cite the 
evo]ution of the word ··1iberation.'' Before the Normandy landings it meant to be freed 
from the tyranny of the Nazis. Now it stands in the minds of the civilians for one thing, 
looting. 

You try to explain to these Europeans that they expected too much. They answer that they 
had a right to, that after the last was America was the hope of the world. They talk about 
the Hoover relief. the work of the Quakers, the speeches of Woodrow Wilson. They don't 
blame us for the fading of that hope. But they blame us now. 

Never has American prestige in Europe been lower. People never tire of telling you of the 
ignorance and rowdy-ism of American troops, of out misunderstanding of European 
conditions. They say that the theft and sale of Army supplies by our troops is the basis of 
their black market. They blame us for the corruption and disorganization of UNRRA. 
They blame us for the fumbling timidity of our negotiations with the Soviet Union. They 
tell us that our mechanical de-nazification policy in Gennany is producing results 
opposite to those we planned. "Have you no statesmen in America?" they ask. 

The skeptical French press 
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Yet whenever we show a trace of positive leadership I found Europeans quite willing to 
fo])ow our lead. The evening before Robert Jackson's opening of the case for the 
prosecution in the Numberg trial, I talked to some correspondents from the French 
newspapers. They were polite but skeptical. They were willing enough to take part in a 
highly publicized act of vengeance against the enemy, but when you talked about the 
usefulness of writing a prohibition of aggressive war into the law of nations they laughed 
in your face. The night after Jackson's nobly delivered and nobly worded speech I saw 
then all again. They were very much impressed. Their maooer had even changed toward 
me personally as an American. Their sudden enthusiasm seemed to me typical of the 
almost neurotic craving for leadership of the European people struggling wearily for 
existence in the wintry ruins of their world. 

The ruin this war has left in Europe can hardly be exaggerated. l can remember the years 
after the last war. Then, as soon as you got away from the military, all the little strands 
and pulleys that fonn the fabric of a society were slill knined together. Fanners took their 
crops to market. Money was a valid medium of exchange. Now the entire fabric of a 
million little routines has broken down. No on can think beyond food for loday. Money is 
worthless. Cigarettes are used as a kind of lunatic travesty on a currency. If a man goes 
out to work he shops around to find the business that serves the best hot meal. The final 
pay-off is the situation reported from the Ruhr where the miners are fed at the pits so tha1 
they will not be able to take the food home to their families. 

··well, the Germans are to blame. let them pay for it. It's their fault,'' you say. The 
trouble is that starving the Germans and throwing them out of their homes is only 
producing more areas of famine and collapse. 

One section of the population of Europe looked to us for salvation and another looked to 
the Soviet Union. Wherever the people have endured eilher the American armies or lhe 
Russian armies both hopes have been bitlerly disappoin1ed. The British have won a 
slightly better reputation. The state of mind in Vieooa is mteresting because there the part 
of the population that was not actively Nazi was about equally divided. The wealthier 
classes looked lo America, the workers to the Sovie\ Union. 

The Russians came first. The Viennese tell you of lhe savagery of the Russian annies. 
They came like the ancient Mongol hordes out of the sleppes, with the flimsiest supply. 
The people in the working-class districts had felt 1hat when the Russians came that they 
at least would be spared. But not at all. In the working-class dislricts the tropes were 
allowed to rape and murder and loot at will. When vic1ims complained, the Russians 
answered, "You are too well off to be workers. You are bourgeoisie." 

When Americans looted they took cameras and valuables but when the Russians looted 
they took everything. And they raped and killed. From the eastern frontiers a tide of 
refugees is seeping across Europe bringing a nightmare tale of helpless populations 
trampled underfoot. When the British and American came the Viennese felt that at last 
they were in the hands of civilized people. But instead of corning in with a bold plan of 
relief and reconstruction we came in full of evasions and apologies. 
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U.S. administration a poor third 

We know now the tragic results of the inepti1udes of the Peace of Versailles. The 
European system it set up was Utopia compared to the present tangle of snarling misery. 
The Russians at least are carrying out a logical plan for extending their system of control 
at whatever cost. The B.rilish show signs of recovering their good sense and their innate 
human decency. All we have brought to Europe so far is confusion backed up by a 
drumhead regime of military couns. We have swepl away Hillerism, but a great many 
Europeans feel that the cure has been worse rhan lhe disease. [Emphasis mine) 

The taste of victory had gone sour in the mouth of every 1houghtful American I met. 
Thoughtful men can't help remembering that this is a period in history when every 
political crime and every frivolous mistake in statesmanship has been paid for by the 
death of innocent people. The Gennans built the Sta lags; the Nazis are behind barbed 
wire now, bm who will be next? Whenever you sit eating a good meal in the midst of a 
starving city in a handsome house requisitioned from some German, you find yourself 
wondering how it would feel to have a conqueror drinking out of your glasses. When you 
hear the tales of the brutalizing of women from 1he eastern frontier you think with a 
shudder of of those you love and cherish at home. 

That we are one world is unfortunately a brutal truth. Punishing the Gennan people 
indiscrimina1ely for the sins of their leader may be JUstice, but• it is not helping to restore 
the rule of civilization. The terrible lesson of 1he events of this year of victory is that what 
is happening to the bulk of Europe today can happen to American tomorrow. 

ln America we are still rich, we are still free to move from place to place and to talk to 
our friends without fear of the secret pohce. The time has come, for our own future 
security, to give the best we have to the world instead of the worst. So far as Europe is 
concerned, American leadership up to now has been obsessed with a fear of our own 
virtues. Winston Churchill expressed this stale of mind brilliantly in a speech to his own 
people which applies even more accurately to the people of the U.S. "You must be 
prepared," he warned them, "for further efforts of mind and body and further sacrifices to 
great causes, if you are not to fall back into the rut jf inenia, the confusion of aim and the 
craven fear of being great." 
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Snawflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Condoleezza R~ 4 
Donald Rumsfe~ /(. • 

Contacting Combatant Commanders 

November 11, 2003 

My understandjng is that the NSC is making dhect calls to the offices of 
combatant commanders, like Abizaid, to tell them that they need to be on a secure 
video or at meetings. That is not the way things should be done. 

Please have your folks conduct any business with combatant commanders or their 
subordinates through John Craddock in my office. 

Thanks. 

OHR:dh 
11 l l 03-1'2 

W01300 /03 
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Snewflake 

2:30PM 
TO: Honorable Andy Card 

CC: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Mike Gerson 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 A 
DATE: November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Reviewing Presidential Remarks 

The President spoke today at the Department of Defense. 

As is sometimes the case, I did not have an opportunity to review his remarks. 

It seems to me that if the President is going to speak on a subject relating to the 

DoD, it could be helpful if I or one of my senior associates had an opportunity to 

see what he was being advised to say. 

Often when [ am with him, he asks me if I have had a chance to see his draft 

remarks and often I have to say no. Why don't we try to gel the system wired in a 

way that I can have a chance to see what he is being advised to say on national 

security matters. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
112403.20 

.WOl364 /03 
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SnowHake 

8:36AM 
TO: Honorable Andy CMd 

CC: Dr. Condoleezx.a Rice 
Mike Gerson 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1f.. 
DATE: November 24, 2003 

SUBJECT: Presidential Visit to Ft. Carson 

We did not see anything that the President was planning to say at Ft. Carson. 

The system seems to be broken. 

Please fix it so we can be helpful. 

Thanks. 

DHTUazn 
l 12403.22 

W0137.J /03 
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S111wflake 

.. 

SR'\ 696S 

Deeembv 4, 200J 

TO: Mark ".IAwa 

PROM: n-ldlllumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Global J.>resence 

Attached is an excellent speech by Doug Feith that lays out what we are doing on 

global presence. I thiuk you miaht fiDc1 some of the thoughts helpful in fashioning 

the President's remades. 

Regards, 

w 
(/] 
C> 
• 
C> 
0 -

...c. 

8 
WO 13tJ\J /03 e 
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Transforming the U.S. Global Defense Posture 

By Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Douglas J. Feith, to the Center for Strategic 
and international Studies, Washington, D. C., Wednesday, December 3, 2003. 

I am pleased to be back here under the sponsorship of the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies. l thank your President, John Hamre, for the Center's hospitality 
and for his persona] continuing contributions to U.S. national security policy. 

The Policy organization at the Pentagon does two main kinds of work. There are the day
to-day tasks - drafting instructions for negotiators, for example, or working a coalition 
issue in the war on terrorism, conducting defense talks with other cowitries or responding 
to a civil war in Liberia. This topical work tends to attract the most attention from the 
Congress, the press and the pub1ic. 

But some of the most important work we do grabs few headlines. This is the longer-term 
thinking about U.S. defense strategy, which is the Policy organization's second major 
line of effort. 

From the moment President Bush came into office, he has asked the Defense Department 
how best to position the United States in the world for the decades ahead. He and 
Secretary Rumsfe]d have a demanding appetites for strategic thought - that is, large 
ideas, broad in scope, that set courses that can run many years into the future. 

The name given to this effort is "transformation," because the President is determined 
that the Defense Department think boldly and remake itself thoroughly, changing the 
way we: 

• Train and equip our forces, 
• Use them, for combat, stability operations and otherwise, 
• Position those forces around the world , 
• Work with allies and partners, and 
• Conduct procurement and other business activities. 

Some people think of "transformation" narrowly as a matter of using new technologies to 
produce better weapons. But the concept is more comprehensive. 
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A key facet oftransfonnation is realigning our global defense posture- that is, updating 
the types, locations, nwnbers, and capabilities of our military forces, and the nature of 
our alliances. That's the aspect of transformation I want to talk with you about today. 

Even before 9/11, President Bush said that the security threats of the future would differ 
from those of the Cold War era-that they required a different way of thinking and of 
organizing our defenses. He campaigned on a platform of transformation. Since the 
Soviet empire collapsed, he observed, the world changed far more radically than our own 
defense doctrines, institutions, equipment and alliances had changed. 

I can report that the United States has made progress toward transformation during the 
Bush Administration. 

First, we've transformed our relationship with Russia. We've recognized that the 
hostility that characterized US-Soviet relations during the Cold War has ended, hostility 
that was enshrined in the doctrine of "mutual assured destruction" and the Anti-Ballistic 
Missile Treaty. Accordingly, along with the hostility, we've set aside that morally 
dubious doctrine and that out-dated treaty. We're cooperating with Russia in many fields. 
And Presidents Bush and Putin agreed formally to make unprecedented cuts in their 
nuclear arsenals. At the beginning of this Administration many commentators voiced 
anxiety about the risks of US-Russian tensions over arms control, NATO expansion and 
other issues. This is now a non-issue. 

Second, we are transfonn.ing our Alliances. Today, we have an enlarged NATO with 
increasing (though still far from adequate) capabilities, a good plan for streamlining 
NATO's command structure, a new NATO Four-Star Command focused specifically on 
military transfonnation and an affirmative answer once and for all to that old chestnut -
can NATO take on a mission 11 out of area." NATO has taken on command of the 
International Security Assistance Force in Afgharustan and NATO assisted Poland in 
assuming command of a multinational division responsible for stabilizing a portion of 
southern Iraq. 

Likewise, we are developing a more robust US.Japanese alliance, an up-to-date US
South Korean alliance, and a strengthened U.S .• Australian alliance. Our key Asian and 
Pacific allies are investing in new technologies, playing roles in Afghanistan and Iraq, 
coordinating with us regarding global and regional threats, such as the North Korean 
nuclear program, and working with us to rationalize the US troop "footprint" in their 
coW1tries to keep the alliances sustainable and capable well into the 21st Century. 

And, of course, we are transforming US military capabilities - strategies, technology and 
organization, as well as hardware. 

As we have transfonned deterrence and our alliances, we want to transform our global 
posture. Our current posture as John Hamre mentioned, sti11 reflects in many ways the 
mentaljty and reality of the Cold War era, during which US forces deployed forward 
were defensive, tripwire units that were expected to fight near where they were based. 
The kind of forces used for that mission are not the agile, fast, lean forces we need for 
the future. 

Our forces overseas should not remain positioned to fight the Cold War. In the 
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immediate aftermath of the Soviet Union's demise, we reduced the numbers of US troops 
deployed forward. But they remained concentrated in their Cold War locations, from 
which they have had to be deployed to deal with crises elsewhere - in the Balkans, the 
Persian Gulf, Central Asia and other locations. Key premises underlying our forward 
posture have changed fundamentally: We no longer expect our forces to fight in place; 
rather, their purpose is to project power into theaters that may be distant from when they 
are based. 

We are revising our thinking about forward deployed forces in 1ight of our new strategic 
circumstances. The 9/11 terrorist attack literally brought home to us how dangerous 
those circumstances can be: 

Terrorists as well as rogue states can command formidable destructive power, including 
through access to chemical, biological and nuclear weapons, but also by targeting the 
critical infrastructure on which advanced industrial societies rely: 

• U.S. and friendly territories arc vulnerable. 
• The proliferation of chemical, biological nuclear weapons and missiles 

continues. 
• Ungoverned areas serve as breeding grounds for global terrorism. 
• 11lreats from these sources may require immediate military responses. 

President Bush and Secretary Rumsfeld directed a reexamination of US forward 
deployments that is free of old orthodoxies and takes the long view. We are aiming to 
achieve the most basic and comprehensive review of the nation's global defense posture 
since the United States became a world power. 

In the immediate post-World-War-II period, Dean Acheson had a sense that his work 
was creating institutions that would last a long time; he made that point by entitling his 
memoirs Present at the Creation. President Bush and Secretary Rumsfe]d likewise are 
thinking about the relatively distant future. In developing plans to realign our forces 
abroad, they are not focused on the diplomatic issues of the moment, but on the strategic 
requirements and opportunities of the coming decades. 

Let's be clear about what we are and what we are not aiming to achieve through 
transforming our global defense posture: 

We are not aiming at retrenchment, curtailing U.S. commitments, isolationism 
or unilateralism. On the contrary, our realigrunent plans are motivated by 
appreciation of the strategic value of our defense alliances and partnerships 
with other states. 

We are aiming to increase our ability to fulfill our international commibnents 
more effectively. 

We are aiming to ensure that our alliances are capable. affordable, sustainable 
and relevant in the future. 

We are not focused narrowly on force levels, but are addressing force 
capabilities. 
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We are not talking about fighting in place, but moving to the fight. 

We are not talking only about basing, we are ta1king about the ability to move 
forces when and where needed. 

In transfonning the US global defense posture: 

We want to make our forces more responsive given the world's many strategic 
uncertainties. 

We want to make our military presence increasingly rotational with the 
emphasis, as I've noted, on the capabilities of forces rather than their nwnbers. 

We want to benefit as much as possible from the strategic prepositioning of 
equipment and support. 

We want to make better use of our capabilities by thinking of our forces 
globally, rather than as simply regional assets. 

We want to be able to bring more combat capabi1ities to bear in less time, that 
is, we want to have the ability to surge our forces to crisis spots from wherever 
our forces might be. 

Strengthen Allied Roles 

It bears reemphasizing: Our military forces, both forward deployed and based at home, 
are only part of our military capability. Another part is rooted in the network of alliances 
and security relationships we have created with other nations. When the United States 
acts in the world, we don't act by ourselves, but as a part of a community of states. That 
network of friendships and alliances is a valuable element of this community. The 
network's composition and narure have changed over the years as strategic 
circwnstances in the world have changed. To surmount such problems as terrorism. 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and failed states. we need to organize 
differently and increase our capabilities. Realigning the US global defense posture is an 
essential part of what we need to do. 

Understanding of our realigrunent plans should help lay to rest the accusations that the 
US favors "unilateralism" in national security affairs. Our plans will help ensure that the 
US has the defense resources and relationships in place to allow us to work with allies 
and friends in the future. It will make those relationships affordable and usable, that is to 
say, relevant. 

Our intent is to expand existing security relationships, and rlevelop new ones. We want to 
build partnerships that manage concerns, ensure compatibility among forces, and 
facilitate intelligence sharing. In some cases US forces will be in a supporting role, in 
other cases, US forces will be supported. For example, we were in a supporting role 
when West African ECOWAS forces intervened recently in Liberia and when Australian 
forces did their peace operations in East Tirnor. Examples of support for U.S. forces 
include NATO ISAF forces in Afghanistan, and the ro)e British and Polish forces have 
taken in commanding multinational divisions in Iraq. 
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Changes in the U.S. global posture also aim to help our allies and friends modernize their 
ovm forces, strategies and doctrines. As we discuss the US realignment with them, we 
are discussing cooperative transformation efforts. The new NATO Response Force and 
Allied Command - Transformation in Norfolk are examples of combined allied 
transformation efforts. 

Realigning the U.S. posture will also help strengthen our alliances by tailoring the 
physica1 US "footprint" to suit local conditions. The goal is to reduce friction with host 
nations, the kind that results from accidents and other problems relating to local 
sensitivities. Removal of the U.S. Air Expeditionary Wing from Prince Sultan Air Base, 
for example, should help improve our relations with the Saudis, and relocating U.S. 
forces south and out of the densely-populated Seoul area in Korea will help remedy 
various problems with the Korean public while serving other important military pwposes 
as well. 

Contend with Uncertainty 

Our new posture emphasizes agility to respond to changing circumstances. Intelligence is 
never perfect, so we need to be able to hedge against errors regarding emerging threats. 
We need to plan, but we must plan to be surprised. Our forces wi11 be deployed forward 
in regions selected to enable them to reach potential crisis spots quickly. We also want to 
maintain familiarity with various parts of the globe. 

Focus Across Regions as well as within them 

In the Co]d War, we focused on threats to specific regions. Now we are dea1ing with 
threats that a global in nature. So global strategies and actions are required. President 
Bush's Proliferation Security Initiative is an example of a global strategy for dealing 
with the spread of chemical, biological and nuc1ear weapons and missile-related materiel 
and technology. We need to be positioned properly- with the right forces, the right 
relationships and the right authority- to execute that strategy. In addition, we want to 
develop our capacity to project power from one region to another- threats don't respect 
the administrative boundaries of the Defense Department's Unified Conunand Plan. 

There is value in developing support capabilities away from front lines - relying on so
called "reachback11 technology. For example, inte11igence support, including battle 
damage assessment, can be provided from outside the theater of operations. We also may 
be able to increase our use of "reachback" capabilities of our allies and friends. 

Develop Rapidly Deployable Capabilities 

Because our forward·deployed forces are unlikely to fight where they· are based, our key 
goal must be to make those forces rapidly deployable to the relevant areas as events 
require. 

We can project power in a rapid manner, whether from bases in the US or overseas, but it 
is helpful to have support infrastructure overseas. Examples of an expeditionary 
approach to warfighting that drew upon such infrastructure include Kosovo, a case of 
power projection within a region, in pursuit ofregional stability and in concert with 
regional allies, and Afghanistan, a case of global power projection, in which forces 
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flowed into Central Asia from us. European, and Asian theaters. We are encouraging 
allies to establish deployable- truly usable-headquarters and forces. We intend to 
increase combined training for expeditionary operations, for example, to encourage 
Allied participation in so-called "high-end" U.S. exercises 

For this deployability concept to work, US forces must be able to move smoothly into, 
· through, and out of host nations, which puts a premium on establishing legal and support 

arrangements with many friendly countries. We are negotiating or planning to negotiate 
with many countries legal protections for US personnei through Status of Forces 
Agreements and agreements {known as Article 98 agreements) limiting the jurisdiction 
of the International Criminal Court with respect to our forces' activities. And we are 
putting in place so-called cross-servicing agreements so that we can rapidly reimburse 
countries for support they provide to our military operations. 

Focus on Capabilities, Not Numbers 

Military capabilities have increased stuMingly over the past decade as a result of 
technology and innovations in tactics. Our wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have shown the 
world how relatively small forces can have large, strategic effects. A single 
fighter/bomber sortie now hits multiple targets, whereas in the past, multiple sorties were 
required to bit a single target. Small teams of Special Forces and Marines, supported by 
flexible close air support and often operating together with indigenous forces, were able 
to accomplish missions in Afghanistan and Iraq that in the past would have required 
brigades or divisions. Old military thinking about numbers has been overtaken 
thoroughly by events. Longstanding notions about ratios of offensive versus defensive 
forces and about how much can be accomplished by a certain number of troops or of 
platforms have had to be revised wholesale. 

Mj)itary and political leaders around the world are just beginning to absorb the lessons of 
the recent fighting and to appreciate why US officials emphasize military capabilities as 
opposed to numbers of forces. These lessons have an important bearing on our global 
posture realignment Our key purpose, as I've noted, is to push increased capabilities 
forward, which is crucial to the security of the United States and our allies and friends. 
That purpose does not require that we push additional forces foJWard. In fact, we can 
now have far greater capabilities forward than in the past with smalJer numbers of forces. 
We want to ensure that our allies and friends recognize that, in transfonning our posture, 
we are strengthening our commitment to secure our common interests, even in those 
places where we may be reducing forces levels. 

Conclusion 

Last week, President Bush announced that we would "realign the global posture of our 
forces to better address" the new challenges we face and would be consulting around the 
world on this matter. I have discussed the principles and pUJJ>OSes of our realignment 
work. But I want to stress that no final decisions have been made. 

So the consultations that the President announced last week wiH be real consultations -
all the decisions the President will eventually make wil1 depend on the inputs we receive 
in the course of these consultations. How our partners react to our ideas is important to 
us, as are the steps they are willing to take to advance our common security interests 
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lbrough host-nation support and other means. 

Indeed, the consultations in and of themselves are an element of our global posture. They 
help strengthen our relationships by harmonizing our thinking and our assessment of 
threats and military requirements. They give us an opportunity to explain the rationale of 
our global realignment - such as our focus on capabilities rather than numbers. 

In their recent trips to Asia and Europe, Secretaries Rumsfeld and Powell began to 
descnoe our efforts. Next week, my colleague Under Secretary of State Marc Grossman 
and I will carry forward the consultations, which will over time incJude US aJlies and 
partners in every region of the world. This is a global initiative, and our consultations 
will be global. 

Our friends and allies are sensitive to changes in the US overseas posture. That is why 
we are consulting with them before the President or Secretary Rwnsfeld makes any 
decisions on changes. Whatever improvements in military effectiveness the actual 
posture decisions produce, they will serve our interests fully only if they also help sustain 
and strengthen our ties with our friends, allies and partners around the world. We arc 
confid~nt that they will. 
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Snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Condoleu.za Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld It-
SUBJECT: Dedication of Afghan Road 

December 4, 2003 

I saw 2.al in Afghanistan. He said Kami and others are going to open and 

dedicate the Afib,an road on December 16, I believe. He wondered if somebody 

could be designated as the President's representative at that event. since the 

Ptesident was so interested iD it and since Kami feels it is such a significant thing. 

It might be a nice thing to have the Seaetary of Commerce or another c.abinet 

Secretary go over and do that 

WOlJ;.OU /03 
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Snowflake 

December 15, 2003 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'O, 
SUBJECT: Taiwan 

I have looked at that Taiwan issue, and I don't feel I am the appropriate person to 

send the letter to Taiwan. It either ought to be in a military channel, since it is an 

exercise, or it ought to be at the Department of State level. 

DHR:dh 
121503-11 
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Snawflakt 

TO: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 

December 13, 2003 

Paul Wolfowitz is prepared to deal \Vith: 

I . Law of the Sea paper; 

2. The PRC paper; and 

3. The Taiwan exercise. 

9:33 AM 

He's been working them and he will talk to you or Steve Hadley whenever. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
121303.12 

W01449-03 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld TJL,_ 
SUBJECT: Referring 10 1he ··pJan'' 

December 16, 2003 

Attached are some remarks I have been making that talk about planning for post
war lraq. 

With opponents saying we had no "plan." it is important that we keep referring to 
our ''pJan." 

Here are some remarks I made recently at 1he American Enterprise lnstilute that 
show we had a plan, what it was, wha1 we accomplished and how it compared 
with Germany. 

Attach. 
12/1 I/03 Remarks 10 American Enterprise lnslitute Board of Trustees 

DHR:<lh 
121503-8 
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AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES BREAKFAST 

DECEMBER 11, 2003 

Good morning. Thank you, Chris (DeMuthJ, for your leadership of AEI. It is a pleasure to be 
with you. 

I'm here to listen. I want to hear what is on your minds, so I will make a few comments and 
then respond to questions. 

I returned this Sunday from Iraq and Afghanistan. I know several of you here today have 
participated in recent DoD trips to Iraq, and have had the chance to see for yourselves the 
situation on the ground. It is certainly different than is reported back home. 

Each time I have returned since liberation -- five times to Afghanistan and three times to Iraq -- I 
see more signs of progress in both countries. 

Consider what the courageous civilian and military personnel in Iraq have accomplished in just 7 
months: 

• Our plan called for the establishment of an Iraqi cabinet of ministers. The coalition did it 
in four months. It took 14 months in post-war Germany. 

• The plan called for the establishment of an independent Iraqi central bank. The coalition 
did it in two months. It took three years in post-war Germany. 

• The plan called for the establishment of a new Iraqi currency. New Iraqi dinars began 
circulating in five months. It took three years in post-war Germany. 

• The plan called for the establishment of a new Iraqi police force. The coalition 
accomplished it in two months. It took 14 months in post-war Germany. 

• The plan called for the establishment of a new Iraqi army. The first battalion had 
completed training in less than five months. It took 10 years in post-war Germany. 

• The plan called for rebuilding Iraq's hospitals and clinics. Today all 240 Iraqi hospitals 
and 95 percent of Iraq's 1,200 medical clinics are open. 

• The plan called for getting electric power production up to prewar levels. By October 6th, 
production had reached 4,518 megawatts, surpassing prewar levels. 

• The plan called for getting the Iraqi justice system up and running. Today, some 400 
Iraqi courts are back in operation. 

• The plan called for the establishment of a free press. Today, some 170 newspapers are 
being published. 
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• The plan called for getting Iraq's education system up and running. Today, 5.1 million 
Iraqi students are back in the classroom, 51 million new textbooks have been issued, and 
97,000 Iraqis applied to attend college for the 2003 fall semester. 

The Coalition has done all this, and more, under fire -- not in a peaceful country, but rather in a 
country where regime dead-enders are still violently trying to stop this progress. 

Consider security: In less than six months, we;ve gone from zero Iraqis providing security for 
their country to more than 160,000 Iraqis under arms. 

On Saturday in Baghdad, I had the opportunity to observe the training of several hundred new 
recruits in the Iraqi Civil Defense Corps. They are impressive -- and courageous. 

More than 110 Iraqis have given their lives in the fight against the terrorists. Yet, despite the 
dangers, more and more Iraqis are stepping forward to serve. 

In Kirkuk, General Odierno reports that nearly all crime in the city is now being dealt with by the 
2,200 Coalition-trained Iraqi police. Joint patrols have largely ended, and Iraqis have stepped 
forward to patrol on their own. 

There is a city jail and a functioning Iraqi court system - so Iraqis now handle crime from arrest, 
to trial, to sentencing. 

As Iraqis take on more responsibility, the U.S. presence in the city has gone from three 
battalions to just 150 soldiers, with our remaining forces assisting in various types of 
reconstruction. 

Meanwhile, Coalition forces continue taking the battJe to the terrorists. In Kirkuk, after four 
weeks of intensified operations, General Odierno told us that attacks have gone down from 
twenty to about six a day. Other commanders report similar declines. It's too early to call it a 
trend, but it is encouraging. 

The tenorists are turning increasingly to stand off operations, using mortars and improvised 
explosive devices, which are less effective. The Commander estimates the success rate of 
terrorist attacks in his area of responsibility is about 5 % . 

That is not to say that the attacks are over. They are not. But our forces will remain on the 
offense. 

In Afghanistan, signs of progress are everywhere. Micro-businesses are flourishing. The 
highway linking Kandahar to Kabul is finished, and the road linking Kabul with Mazar is near 
completion. Ministry of Defense reforms have been initiated. Demobilization of militias is 
beginning. There is high growth and little or no inflation. President Karzai believes Afghanistan 
has turned a corner. 
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In both countries, Coalition forces are fighting the terrorists so we do not have to deal with 
them later here in our cities and on our streets. 

As the President has said, we will stay as long as necessary to finish the job. The exit strategy 
in Iraq and Afghanistan is success. The troops I meet are in good spirits. They know what they 
are doing is important -- to those 50 million Afghans and Iraqis that have been liberated and to 
ours. I have every confidence in them. 

With that, I'll stop and respond to some questions. 

### 

3 
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Snawftake 

December 17, 2003 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld p J' 

SUBJECT: PC Meetings 

Condi-

We seem to have fallen into a practice where your staff periodically asks that one 

of the combatant commanders or subcommanders participate in a PC. 

Dick Myers, Pete Pace and J have discussed this issue. We are uncomfortable 

with that practice. given that the statutory military advisors to the NSC are the 

Chairman and the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

Needless to say, when the President would like a combatant commander or 

subcommander to participate in a National Security Council meeting, we arrange 

it. However, with respect to PCs, I suggest we go back to the normal practice of 

having the Chairman or the Vice Chairman represent the uniformed military in 

PCs. 

DHR:dh 
121503-21 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condo]eezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~4 

SUBJECT: Sistani 

Attached is an interesting piece on Sistuni. 

Attach. 
Paper on Sistani 

DHR:dh 
l 222U3, IO 
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Confro11ting Sistani should be done in a diplomatic way by sticking to our p0sition. Amb. Bremer has already is!iued his own 
·tacwa" calling for scl.ecting tltc tramitional oational assembly through the caucus process, and this decision bu foUDd favor with 
the majOrity oflraqis. who W8llt to see their oation recover its sovereignty roan. More imponantly, we do not wan1 tO 

demonstrate any hesitation when setting policy or set a precedent and have to coordinate OUT policy in the future through Sis.tam. 
or any cleric {stand firm in our position of separation of church from state). 

According to our sources incol.llltry, the Shi'a in the Heartland respect Sistani slid his views, but they do IIOt follow him blindly 
and are not. in any sense of the !erm. a monolithic bloc. The analogy would be like American Catholics (of which I am one) 
relating tc the Pope: they listen rcspeccfully co what be has to say and then make up their own minds. Among the Shl'a, "ijtihad" 
or the right of independent reasoning is a treasured value. Moreover, in the largely tn"bal society here. the traditional leadership 

. strongly supports the separation of the religious and political spheres. largely out of concern that politics not be allowed to 
comipr religious belief and practice. They feel strongly that the Iranian revolution has led to such a comlption of Shi'ite belief 
there. and they want to avoid Iran's mistakes. 

To the el!.tenl that Sistani limics his pronowicements lo religious maners. the tribal sbaykbs who form die core of his power base 
support him more; to the extent that he speaks out on political matters. they support him less. Indeed, some of our most 
influential inter\oculOrs are insisting that we disregard Sistani's statements about lbe political process, on the grounds that we in 
the coalition should back the separation of religion from politics. The growing popularicy of Sayyed Farqat al.Qizwini in Hilla 
for example is due i11 large measure to his support for the separation of religion and politiCli and the establishment of a. 
tlemDcratic sysiem that would allow Shl'a tribal leaders to run for office. ' 

There is lllso a growing feeling that Inq's Shi'a need an Iraqi religiow. leadership u c,pposed to the current situation, in which 
most of the senior ayatollah£ are in fact citizens of foreiga countries. Sistani himself holds &n Iranian passport and has only an 
Iraqi residence card. He is nor an Iraqi citizen, and he was born in han. not Iraq. These facts are being increasin&lY discussed in 
the mudhifs [Iraqi guest house], coffee shops, and mosque& here. Qi.zwini's descent from a long line of Iraqi ayatollahs is 
strengthening bis appeal 'Vis-il-vis Sista11i. 

As hu always been the case since Liberation. by the way, !he views of Abdul Aziz al-H.ak.im and the SCIRI movetne!lt he beads 
are greeted with great skepticism here, due to the suspicions aroused by his longstanding Iranian connections. Hence, his call for 
electing rhe assembly rather than .selecting it is ooc finding much suppon. It would be a grave error to confuse public opinion in 
al-Hakim's fief in Najaf or even in Sadr City With r.he views of the Shi'ite Heartland. 

Another point of note; to local Iraqi,, the procedure CPA is proposing qualifies as an "election" under their understanding of the 
Arabic word "intikhabaat," which encompasses both direct vodng and the kind of ca.uc1.15 process we are planning. 

Most Iraqis in lhe soulh wa.n1 a sovereign Iraqi government to be formed soon. Th.at said, they want w. coalition to retain a. 
SU'Ong military, diplomatic, and economic presence in rheir country. The sooner we reach that point, IM better off we and haq 
will be. There is no patience here with the 11otion of taking another 14 to 1S months ro conduct a census and voter registrarion, 
draft a pmuancnl con&titution, and then hold e~ons in mid-2005. Ifwe drag things out that long, the results could be 
disastrous. 

In sum, we should follow the Shia example by treating Sistani. and his ideas with respect. while stklting to our plan. 
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December 31, 2004 -

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM~ Donald RumsCeld :i2 At A--__,,_J.,.. 
SUBJECT: Article by Victor Davis Hanson 

Mr. President, -..: 

F' 
Attached is an article 1 hesitated IO send to you, but when we talked on the phone -'' 

yesterday, this subject came up. Fortunately, there arc thoughtful folb who agree 

with what we are doing and tn willing IO put it down on paper with some 

historical context. 

I believe you read some ofVtctor Davis Hanson's boob. 

Happy New Y Qr. 

Respectfully, 

Auacb. -
12123/04 NatlDNII ~w 111:tide by Via« Oma Hamoa. 

DHJl:a 
123004-U (ll) 

1008 
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Victor Davis Hwon on Donald Rum&feld on Natioml Review Online Page 1 of6 

Join us on the National Review ·soth Anniversary 
Cruise! 

Dcc~ll.1004,1;211.m. 

Leave Rumsfeld Be 
Kc it .al 111 W.. t« oia difficuhia. 

The Wa.tliillgron Pmt rcccncly warned lb.al docton art urgina 
intcretted putie, of all types t.o get their Ru shot& before the 
"acan:e" vaccine is thrown ouL But how i1 such a surfeil possible 
when ow nalW>nal media icated us to deach just a few men.th• ago 
wilh the specter of a national flu epidemic, co,pon&a 
malf cuanc:e. and Bush Jwty? 11:Ull perfect storm pf 
inoompe1CDCC and skullduqa:y purponedly combined lo leave us 
vulncJWblc to maaa viral attKt.. So how can the Pt»I JIOW' 

chancCcrize somedung u "~· tbat is soon to be difcarded 
fo, a want of laker,? Wu there Coo much or too litUe vatcine? 

The answer, of course. is the usual media-inspired flight f'rom 
rea50Jl chat ovawbehna this \;Quntry at variout limc:a - hype 
playing oa our fears and groupthink (a crem • sudden story 
when there really is none. And now with the renewed aua.ck on 
Donald Rum1feld we are bltk to men of1he flu.ml hysteria 
that ha& been IO cc,mmoo in mis war. Remember \he p,ndo· 
crises of the pul four years - cbc quagmire in week 1luee in 
AfgbamltlD « the 1&ada1onn bos--down ia hq? 

Let us not forget either all the Orwellian logic: Clinton's past 
deleterious military slasha that nevmheless explained She 

· 9res-eot win in Afghanistan, or hi1 former appcuemenl of bin 
Laden that now accounts far the s~lvl docUin~ of fishlinl 
terror. Or recall the harebrained scheme1 -we lllhouJd have adoJ*d 
- me uninvited automatic airlifting of an emirs div is.ion into lhe 
high pew of blamic, nuclear Paki1tau &o ~\II. off lhe tribal 
fugitives ~ Tora Bora? Or ha\fe .we put out of our .mernori.cs 

http://www.natio.aahvicw.co~004122308ll.aep 
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~ictor Davis Hanson on Donald Rumsfeld on National Review Online 

the brilliant trial balloons of a Taliban coalition government and 
the all Islamic post· Taliban occupation forces? 

So it is with the lateat feeding-frenzy over Donald Rwnsfcld. His 
recent spur--of•dle-moment - but historically plausible -
remarks to the effect that one goes to war with the anny one bas 
rather than the army one wishes for angm:d even consavativcs. 
The demand$ for his bead are to be laughed off from an unserioua 
Maureen Dowd - JllDting on spec abo11t lhe shadowy neocon 
triad of Wolfowitt, Feith. and Perle - but taken seriously .&om a 
livid Bill Kristol or Trent LotL Rumsfeld is, of ~urse. a blunt 
and proud man. and thus can say things off th~ cuff' thai in· 
studied rem>spect seem strikingly callous rather than forthright. 
No doubt he has chewed out officers who deserved better. And 
perhaps bis quip to the scripted, not~S06impromphJ question was 
not his best moment. But his resignadcn would be a graw 
mistake for this country at war. for a wriel)I of reaso,,s. 

First. according to reports, the unit in question had 784 of its 804 
vebic;Jcs up·anno:rcd. Humvees arc tr,msportation and support 
assets that traditionally have never been so protected. That the 
fluid lines in 1raq are diff'erart not just from those in World War 
II or Korea. but even Vietnam. Gulf War I, Mopdishu. and 
Afghanistan became cJear only over months. Yet it also in fact 
explains why we are seeing 80 to 90 percent of these nco•Jeeps 
already retrofitted. In an anny replele with Bradleys and 
Abrarlues. no one could have known before Iraq that Humm.en 
would need to beeome annDtcd vehicles as well. NevmheJess all 
of them will be in a fleet of many thousauds in less tban 18 
months. Would that World War Il Sherman tanks afttt three 
yQffl in the field had enough armor to stop a single Panzeef(Dl,$t 
At war's eod German teenagers with cheap prolo.RPGs were still 
incinerating Americans in their "Ronson Lighters." 

Second, being unprepared in war is, tragically, .nothing new. It 
now seems near crimina.1 that Americans fought in North Aftica 
with medium Stuart tanks. whose 37-millimcter cannons ("pea· 
shoo1ers" or •squirrel guna") .and thin skins ensured the deaths of 
hundreds of Gls. Climbing into Devaslator torpedo bombers was 
tantamount to a death ~ in 1942; when fial)y armed and 
flown into a headwind, these aubome relics were lucky to make 
I 00 knots - DOt quite as bad as "1lding .fabric Brewster 
Bujfalou up against Zeros. Yet FDR and George M11111hall, both 
responsible for U.S.-military prepared.Dess; bad plenty of time to 
see what Japan and Oermaoy were doing in the late 1930s. Under 
the present logic of retrospceti"' pcrfcctioo. bolh bad yean to 
~w-e our boya adequate planes and tanks- and thus should 
have mi&aed when the death toll of tanken and pilots soared. 

Even by 194S both the Oepnans and the RU1sim11 still had better 
armor than the Ameri.~. 1n the (mt months of Korea.; our early 

btlp:l/www.nationaJreview.~s.'2004;12230821.ap 
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.Yi\:tor Davis Hanson on Donald Rumsfeld an National Review Onliac 

squadrons of F-80s were no matc:h for superior Mig-lSs. Early- . 
model M-16 rifles jamtned with tragic frequency in V ir:tnam. The 
point is not to excuse the military naiveU and ilJ..prepa.rcdne&s 
that wmec:essarity take Ii¥~. lrut to accept that the onslanght of 
war is sometimes unforeseen and its unfolding course persistently 
unpredictable. Ask the Israelis about the opc:::ninJ days oflhe 
Yom Kippur War, when their arrno, wu dcvast11tcd by band-held 
Soviet-made anti•llnk guns and their vaunted Ameri~supplied 
air force almost neu1ramed by SAM1 - laxiry on the part of 
then perhaps the world'1 beat military a mc,e six years after a 
previous nm-in with Soviet-armtd Arab enemies. 

Third, the demand for R.umsfeld's &Ulp is also predicated on 
&Upposodly too few troops in dK! theacr. Bw here too the pictuR 
i.s far mon: comp1ic:a1cd. Vietnam was no more secure with 
530,000 American soldiers in 1968 than it wa.a wilh 24,000 in 
1972. How troopS ~ used, rather than their shttr numbers_ is lbc 
key to the proper force deployment- explaining wh1 Alexander 
the Great could take a Pcrsiancmpirc of2 million squuc mile& 
with an army lcs1 Chan 50,000, while earlier Xerxes wi.lh S00,000 
on land and sea c:ould not IUbduc tiny Greece. one-fortieth of 
Pcm.a's1izc. 

OtTenaive action. not troop n1.1mbcn alone. ,rearm dctemmu; 
Dlctt patrolling and PffllOII duty v,ill aSways ertalc an insatiable 
demand for ever mote meo a.ad an enormously visible American 
miliwry butuucracy- .nd II perennial lRqi dependcmy on 
tomeonc clff 10 proleC\ ~ ~ 4eroocraq,. Thus if Ibo 
ar1umeDt CID be made tbar Rumsfc1d was raponsiblc for ~ithc:r 
diabandin& the lnlqi anny or 1bc April 51and-down from Fallujab 
~ 1he lancr being CM wont American military d&lc:i&ion &inco 
Mogad.ilh" - lhcn be dac,vc:1 our blame. But ID far, from what 
WC bow, Ulc naryf&&al d~i1io11 Cc pult.t>adc from F.U11jah WU 

made &om either above Rwnefcld (e.g., lhe elecrio~e Whi12 
Ho\llC) or bcJow him (Paul lffl:mmcr and the Iraqi provisional 
govensmcrn). 

In truth, lhe real troop problem tra.a.tceadJ Iraq. Our shortages an: 
caused by a military that wu 1luhe4 &ftez- the Cold war and ~U 
hasn't properly nc:oupcd so med die globel demancff of the war 
againat JaJamic fucin - n,ullins in rotation nighrmara. 
Narioml Guanl emcrppciea_ and lklp-order cor.atroversin. The 
amazing victoric1 in AfghanilQa and nq noc oaly aet up 
unrcalisdc cxpccwtionl abouc Che cue of imptemenling po1n• 
beUwn democracy arnooa lri~l blamic.: soc:i~es, but allo 
allowed the public, the c~ and the presidem not to 
mobilil..c to conbont lhe stni.tegic; chaUeagcs facing the Umtcd 
States that now pose a more serious thn:11 cbuJ did lhe 1980s 
Soviet Union. 

We are left widl an unhiuacd nuclear dieworahip in Notth Korea 

http;I/WwW.oationalrevicw.~12230821.asp 
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-Victor Davis Han.son on Donald Rumsfeld on National Review Online 
·,' 

threatening an increasingly appeasing and' pacifistic South. 
Taiwan could be swallowed up in days or destroyed in hours by a 
bullying. rcsolm:0-hungry China staking out • new ~prospcm:y 
sphere in the Pacific, QhC every bit as ambitiom as imperial 
Japan's. Iran's nukes will soon be able to bit a triangulating 
Europe, and Islamists seek ow- destruction at home while we 
implement liberal governments in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

AU 1bia peril came on us suddenly and witboua warning - at a 
time of recession and following the vast anns cuts of the 1990s, a 
ail lion jn lost commerce and outright damage from 9/11. oil 
spikes, huge trade deficits, increased entitlements, and taX cuu. If 
Mr. Rumsfeld is n:sponsible for all that, pemaps then we can ask 
him to step aside a.s culpable for our present ·absence of enough 
soldiers in the U.S. ouliwy. 

In reaJity, he bas carefully allotted troops in Iraq bcca\lse be has 
few to spare elsewhere - and all for reasons beyond his control. 
.if Senator Lott or kindred pundits fmt show us exactly where the 
money is to come from to enlarge the military (tax hikes, cuts in 
new Medicare entitlemcnts, or budgetary freez.cg?), and, second, 
that Mr. Rumsfeld opposes expanding our defense budgct
"No, President Bush, I don1t need any more money, since the 
Clinton fonnula was about right for our present responsibilities" 
- then he should be held 1Up0naible. So far that bas not 
happened. 

Fourth, we hear of purportedly rnisplaced allocations of 
resoun:es. Thus inadequate Humvees are now the focus of our 
stun - our boye die whiJe we• wasting fflODey on pie-in-thc
sky ABMs. But next month the writs may be about our current 
obsession wim tactical minutiae - if Iran shoots off a test 
missile with a simultaneous amouncement of nuclear acquisition. 
So then expect, "Why did Rumsfcld rusb to spend billiDDS on 
Humvee armor, when miUions of Ameri~ were left vul:nerahlc 
to Iran's nukes without a viable ABM system come to full 
completion?" 

Fifth, have we forgotten what Mr. Rumsfcld did right? Not just 
plenty, but plenty of things that almolt anyone else would not 
have done. Does anyooe think the now..«:lefimct Crusader artillery 
platfonn would have saved lives in Iraq or helped to lower our 
profile in the streets of Baghdad? How did it happen that our 
forces in Iraq arc the first army in uur history 10 wear practicable 
body armor? And why are over 95 pcn:ent of our woUDdcd 
suddenly survivina- at miraculous~ that far exc=icd even
lhose in the fim Gulf War? Jftbc secmary of Defense is 10 be 
blamed tor renegade roguery II Abu OhrailJ or delays in up
anning Hum Yoes, is he IO be praised for the system of gctrins a 
JDUl&lod Marino to Walter Recd in 36 hOUI1i? 

hUp://www.nationalrevicw.com/banson/hanson200412230821.asp 
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•' . ·Vic1or Davia Hanson OD Donald Ruimf'cld OD NationaJ Review Online 

And who pushed to re,,depioy thousands of troops o\11 of Europe, 
and to re·stalion others in Korea? Or were we to keep ossified 
bases in perpelU.ity in the loaie of the CoJd War while 
triangulating allies grew ever'1ll01e appeuing to our eriemit1 and 
more .snarly.'° us, their complacent protect.ors? 

The blame with this war falls not wilh Donald Rumsfeld. We R 
mon: often the problem - our mercurial mood swinss and 
demands for iDSUll1l perfection devoid of historical pmpectiYe 
about lhe 1J'alic .D8IUre of god-awful war. Our milh:ary bas waged 
two brilliant campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq. There bas been 
an even more inspired postwar suec:ess in Afghanistan where 
elections were held in a country deemed a hopeless Dant·A&e 
relic. A thousand brave Amerieaos gav, their lives in combat to 
ensure that the most wicked na1ion in the Middle East might soon 
be the best, and the odds are that 1ho5e remarkable dead. not the 
cohmmists in New York. will be prove.n right- no thanks to 
poit•facto harping from ~ousaods of Amerlcao aeadcmica and 
insiders in c:honis with that continent of appeasement &rope. 

Out of 1hc uhet of September 11. a wOJUble war c.xcsesis 
emerged~ cf studenta of wu likc Doti Rwnsfdd: 
Tmori:scs do nor opentc alone, but only tbrouih the &id of rogue 
states; J,Jamidats hate us for who we arc, not tht alleged 
griev~ outlined in successive and always-metamorphosing 
loony fatwu; the temper of bin Laden's infomercials hinges only 
on how bad he is doing; and mt1Jtilateraliani is riot necc,sarily 
mon.l, but often an amoral excuse ei1ber to do nothing OJ to do 
bad - ask the U.N •. dJat watched Rwanda and lhe Balkans die or 
the dozens of profiteering nations who in concert robbed Iraq and 
enriched Saddam. 

Donald Rumsfetd i& no Les Aspin or William Cobm. b\lt a rare 
il10lt of s«rcwy of lhe caliber of G«irge Marshall. I wish be 
wm more mediHavvy And c.ould ape Bill Clinton15 lip-biting 
and furrowed brow. Ht lhollld, but, alaa, cannot. Nevertheless. 
we will regret it immediately if we drive this proud and bonesi-. 
spta]cing ~isioaa,y out of office, even as his bard worlt and 
insight are bringing us ever closer to victo,y. 

- Pk1or /Jcnli., HonJn,i i., u 111ilito:ry J,inorlan unJ u ~enfor 
fellow al the HO/Jvtr IW1i/JJ!.ipn or Sta1if ord V1livcnily. His 
\'l,'W$ilf'. is ris;t.~ 

• • • 
YOtl'lll NOT A SUBSCRIBER TO NATIONAL RI.VIEWI Sip up 
righl nowf It's easy: Subscnoe to Natl011al Rniew ~. or to the digital 
version of the mapzme here. Yau can even on:ler a subscripticm as a Jift: 
J1iD1; or diiiJill 
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December 31, 2004 

TO:· Gen Pete Pace 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: Possibilities for the Team 

I got a cal.I from Antonio Martino, the MOD ofitaly: He said he's got a retired 

three star who bas been in Iraq, speaks perfect English, who is excellent, and he'd 

like to put him on the team. He also has a brigadier general who does not speak 

English, but is very good. He is Carabinieri and he's very good on the mafia 

aspect of it, and he thought maybe he should send both of them. Why don't you 

talk to Gary Luck and see what they tbink1 

I 
DHR:11 
12310'"9(11) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

P8lfi 
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TO: Ken Krieg 
Ryan Henry 

FROM: 

. . -

SUBJECT: Ed Giambastiani·s Views on the QDR 

DEC 11 2004 
"I.-0'-qo,1~ \ 

c~- \11\ 

Have you taken into account Ed Giambastiani"s views on the QDR? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/17/04 ADM Giambastiaru m~moloSecDefrl': QDR IsSU1s 

DHR·ss 
122004-41 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respo,id by l?d?:'f /p'f 

22-12-04 09 :10 0458 

0 so O O O 1 7 - 0 5 
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I . 

• 
MEMORANDUM FOR. 'THE SBCRETARY"OF D!liENS! 

Sobj«rt. ~Dehse Review (QPR) 1ssues 

I appreciate ~ opporrunkyto pro\lide you my dioughta db by issou fur considcratic,a 
durins dle upcomhlg QDR. The foDowllag iaSUIII IVC proposed for st1dy in the 200$ ODR to 
md\'t towurd a -cohcraufy inlc_gratoH>epadmmt o(Dd'eme. 
.. J.111.legraa T.Ueil A..a.. A\'dll DOD 

- OoD diould intt~ &aaical 1>ri11tionapabililic.l cc eliminati= eAce:ss capa,it)'. 
• lntep•te G.-....1 Por• Acroll D8:D 

• Do0. should 181CU 0Ya9U poond nqqjmncnt (AnQy, USMC, Specia1 Opcml1on:.) to 
ddivcir - ptapel'· mili&aly capability. 

• Jmprthe.lat~ Survellluca aad Recoaubpnce (lSR) for Ille .Joint \liarflgbter 
• ~1 commandm ffiJIID'C a tiDJCly. dptive. and. tapoDMve ca,abi1it). 
- DoD should deliver • ftuffilc, ~ and 1esJ)OMfYC ISA. <:*pability lhac hli.lan~ 

space-based, theatcr-o&8114, end oraiune asacU. 
• Revitw Spedal Optndona Pon:ea Capabll1des and Fora Stradllre 

• Call 0"11 Special ~tieni fon:a ilne.~ -.epaately in the QM ,.·bet· asseuing 
,~ Service d Joint Corot capebilitics 

- loCe,1,1'1te·special ~tions Forcesuipabilities wilhoonvcotional f.oraes inj<11ot 
wamJhlin& concq,ts, pam,i:Qg. and joint 1niniD&-

• D,velop SpedaJ ACCJDU Pros.ram Cencq,is te bfonn 00-,•1.Acqallltiea Sitna,qy 
• Special access prowatn concepts are not included widlirl Joiot Opencins ~,:pl:. and 

rheref'Me they an not~.~ lntoa -..c:qwsition stra1elfs 
• hnplcme111t Geklwata~Nk:llolt Type Jld'omls fv Acqadlltln 
• Per...UU- .Taint Proas1a aa4 .Aa1horltlff fur Over,ipt and M•......- Df tht 

AC'qll"'"'on ,r-AD Command •ndl Coa1nl System, 

The toDowing subjecia, .althouah more narrow m scope. should a1iO·bc addrested in QDR 2005: 
• Claaffl'l'..k'ftt Int~ CeorMMtioa Croapt tll:ACO) at Mt.It. C..1t••t 

C~DII, with •detJufe mannla& ,..., .. .._ •crw tta"t US o.v.n.nttm• 
• Implem.ent an operational llACG at eadl. regional combltallt ooll'U'l.llmd with 1r.terqency 

and lx\D age:t:li\y pe.EJOnnel to ex-fflUD plaos ill consor'IIUll::le witb approved pol i,;b. 
• lllff'f:llle the Lewi of.Effort ia Ccambathls lmprfflad hpl,Nllve Om.ca (DO.), 

- While,,_ have made progress ia tbia area &ince my lu.t report to the Cbmrman. ~ 
bavc:n-i. Fftl! far eno'Cigb. 

- ran. art the '"weapoDS ofpl'lllli,.e dcarrw:uon .. rhar lllt us and it& Allie! win f:.w:e fi:ir 
clecadeM to Come, 'W~ noed • "'Manbaitm P.n,ject'°:.Jib proa;aa'II '°'uackle !his l:lme.t 

•QDa 2005 ,h0\lld-'"1aamll ........,-el'~-•--•"'· 

. u.~ 
Admiral, U.S. N.....,. 

... ...... _.., .. 
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TO: Ken Krieg 
Ryan Henry 

1868 

SUBJECT: QDR Items from Paul Wolfowit:i. 

Let's make sure Paul Wolfowitz's QDR items are featured. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/12/04DSD Mtm0 to S~Dcfre: QDR Issues 

DHICu 
121404-11 

ES- \l:,'l 3. 

Ct+ /0 \"' 'l 1<2) 

December 14,2004 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by /'v / 1-11/ 0 ,t 

OSD 0001B-OS 
SGT 8 l~·-l?.-04 Al0:56 lfl 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld DA TE: December 12, 2004 

cc: General Myers 
General Pace 
Ryan Henry 
Ken Krieg 

FROM: Paul Wolfowi~ \}) 

SUBJECT: Request for QDR issues 

Don, 

The following are my proposed Top 5 QDR issues~ in more or less 
priority order: 

I. What capabilities does the Department (an<l the USG) nee<l to have 
for counterinsurgency warfare fas oppose<l to peacekeeping): 

• Focus particularly on: intelligence issues and on building 
capacity of indigenous security forces (including funding, 
training and language capabilities). 

2. What is the right balance of risks between capabilities nee<led for 
the Global War on Terrorism and capabilities needed to manage 
the emerging military competition in East and South Asia. 

3. \i'\'hat capabilities should should DoD have for homeland security, 
particularly to prevent or deal with a catastrophic attack 

• Particular emphasis on biological terrorism. 

4. Persistent surveillance is taking precision targeting to a new level. 

• What capabilities should we have in manned, unmanned an<l 
space systems for persistent surveillance; 

11-L-05S9~~D/21387 
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• What changes are needed in organization, decision processes, 
force capabilities,etc. to properly exploit this development. 

5. What is the right balance of investment in tac arr relative to other 
DoD needs. 

2 
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ro: 
"\ FROM: 

Y ADM Jim Stavridis 
P.6.4t.. 6"1'4v 
Donald Rumsfeld ,-._,. 

SUBJECT: Art Cebrowski 

1:000 

DEC t 8 2004 

Please drdft a note to Art Cebro~ 1hen return this letter to me and let's talk 

about it at Rowidtable some morning, how we ought to move fo1ward. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12122/04 Letter from A.K. Cebrowili 10 Sed)ef 

..•.....•.•.•••••••...•••......••••.........................•........• ~( 

l~ 
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Vice Admiral Art Cebrowski, USN (Ret) 

Director, Office of Force Transformatinon 

Address 

Dear Art, 

With both regret for your departure and admiration for your 

accomplishments, I accept your request to be relieved of duties as 

Director of Force Transformation on 31 January 2005. 

You can be justifiably proud of all you have done for the 

Department and the Nation, and your work to embed the idea of 

transformation into the Department's efforts will endure -

especially your vision of Network-Centric Warfare. 

I wish you the very best in the time ahead, and thank you for ajob 

well done. 

11-L-0559/0SD/21390 



FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
OFFICE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

December 22,2004 

Dear J\!lr. Secretary, 

This letter is to request that I be relieved of my duties as Director, Force 
Transformation as of 3 I January, 2005. 

Working under your dedicated leadership in pursuing the President's 
transfo1mation objectives has been rewarding and professionally satisfying. 
However, I must step aside due to personal commitments and health issues. 

The Office of Force Transfonnation is successful for several important 
reasons. First, without your personal strong commitment to leadership of 
transfonnation the task would be impossible. Second, we report directly to you 
and the Deputy, and you allow us to work outside the normal course in an 
organizational arrangement that protects powerful ideas from bureaucratic 
tyranny. Finally, we have assembled a small, but talented inter-disciplinaryteam, 
both uniformed and civilian. And we have built a virtual team of vast dimensions. 
While there is much to be done, the accomplishmentsof'thc office arc what we 
had hoped from the beginning. For example: 

• Transf01mation is now integral to national strategy and DoD corporate 
strategy. 

• Network-Centric Warfare has emerged across the Department a~ the 
theory of war for the infonnation-age. and ,vcll supported by rigorous 
analysis. 

• The culture is changing. Transformational leadership chairs and 
research projects have been established across the let' colleges and 
service academies 

11-L-0559/0SD/21391 
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• Powerful new concepts arc in prototype or experimentation, including a 
new business model for space, Sense and Respond Logistics, controlling 
engagement tirnelines in urbm1 combat, high speed distributed 
capabilities for naval forces, redirected energy for both lethal and non
lethal applications, mid many others. 

Qr latest assessment of the Transfonnation Roadmaps is encouraging. I 
will provide you with an overall strategic transformation appraisal soon. 

My interest in advancing national security policy and the President's 
transfonnation agenda is enduring. I hope to be able to continue to contribute in 
some capacity. 

Sincerely, 

~ Q;,~1o,h' 
A. K. Cebrowski 
Director, Force Transformation 

cc: 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Vice Admiral Art Cebrowski, USN (Ret) 
Director, Office of Force Transfom,ation 
Romn3A287 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 2030 1- 1000 

Dear Art, 

JAN 3 2005 

With both regret for your departure and adn1iration 
for your accomplishments, I accept your request to be 
relieved of duties as Director of Force Transformation on 
January 31,2005. 

You can justifiably be proud of all you have done 
for the Department and the Nation. Your work to embed 
the idea of transformation into the Department\ efforts 
will endure - especially your vision of Network-Centric 
Warfare. 

I wish you the very best in the time ahead. Thank 
you for ajob wen done. 

Sincerely, 

oso 00054-05 
11-L-0559/0SD/21393 



TO: Yl~ President Richard B. Cheney 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Stephen J. Hadley 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'yl\._ 
SUBJECT: Strategic Communications Report 

January 3, 2005 

We have all been concerned about the absence of a fully-coordinated, 

comprehensive U.S. Government strategic communications effort. And we have 

all been concerned about the resulting strong opposition to U.S. effort~ in the 

world. Because of those concerns, some ten months ago J invited Dr. Ed Feulner, 

Mr. Joe Duffey and Mr. Lewis Manilow to dinner. They had bt::en active in the 

U.S. Information Agency's Advisory Roard over the past severa1 decades, prior to 

its being abolish~d. 

Attached is a private report to me they prepared as a result of that discus~ion. l 

found it interesting. 

Attach. 
11/2/04 Private Report to the Secretary· ol' Defense 

DHR:dh 
010305-5 

[666 
11-L-0559/0SD/21394 
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Private Report to the 
Secretary d Defense 

Submitted Respectfully by: 
Joseph Duffey 

Edwin J. Feulner, Jr. 
Lewis Manilow 

Novenzber 2004 
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Executive Summary 

To win the War on Terror, the United Scates muse capture., kill, or deter more 

terrorists than our extremist allies can win over to their side, Moreover, it is crucial that 

we conv1ncc a significant number of people to be actively on our sklc. As suc.h. the 

challenge of shaping the opinions and behaviors of foreign publics :is 3 vi1al and central 

component of the '\V:u on Terror. Dozens of stuclics offering prescriptions for the 

deficiencies in America's foreign communication effort h.ave aJready been produced. 

This paper does not seek to add to this cacophony of voices. Rathe:r, wr; present two 

substantial and vital recommendations, which will al.low America to bring to bear the full 

force of the greatest communications society in the history of the world to tJ,e challenge 

of shaping heans and minds and changing viewpoints in th~ War on Teffor. 

It is important to note from rhe start, however, th,tl any attempt at changing the 

alliludes and behaviors of foreign publics towards I.he United St~n.es :is fotile unless it 

enjoys the full suppon of lhe President. Just a?. the President serves as comm:ander-in

chicf of the United States military, he must similarly ·view him.s,:Jf as the k l:ld spokesman 

for the United Scates to the citizens of foreign nations beyond foreign government 

leaders. This role must be a priority commitment that is followed through fin a day-to-day 

basis and is an integral component of each of the President's decisions. 

In order to communicate with foreign publics in a rnmmer that changes attitudes 

:rnd behavior to,,·ards America, the Unjt.ed St.ates government should; 

1) Establish a Corporation for Forei on Opinion An:i.lysis 

ODJECTIVE; Listen, ask questions, and analyze foreign public opinion 

as well as test tht~ effectiveness of various USG messages. 

It is startling huw liltk the U .S ~ovtrninent (llSG) i:uri·cntly engages in public 

opinion polling and how irrelevant much of th~ n::s..:arch it does do is. An effective public 

diplomacyeffon must monitor hO\V the opinions of various demographic ~roup::. are 

changing over time and then inform policymakers of these changing ,Sentiments. By 

Ji.stening to the opiniCinr. of various groups and tailoring our message and-10 ilil 

11-L-0559/f)SD/21396 
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appropriate degree - our policie5 to the information they we giving us, we ,~an trnly 

engitge in a dialogue with the rest of the world. 

Winning the War on Terrorism will require unprecedented use of America's 

technology, broadcast, market research, and comm1.n1icctions resources, To this end, the 

Adm.inhtnition should establish a private sector institution sjmila:rto RAND charged with 

g::ithering the i nfo1.mation required by the USG to advance America's position in the 

communications aspect of the War on Terror. 

The mission of this "Corporation for Foreign Opinion Analysis-' (CFOAj will oc 
lo use the resources and capabilities of rhc United States of America to fully engage in a 

Jong-1e-nn market. research effort aimed at bencr und1?1·stancting foreign publi<.: opinion. Tt 

will be casked with contracting with specialist fim1s around tbe world to li&ren, n.sk 

questions, and analyze foreign public opinion in a manner that is not being done today, as 

well as test the cfkctj,·eness of various USG messages. Cruc.ially, CFOA would onl)' 

provide the research produc.:t - coordination of mc.'>Sa,gc and broad strategic dec1sions 

must be made through the National Security Council, the Departments of Slate and 

Defense, and relevant agencies. 

2) Prepare. the Govern,ment Bureaucracy to ApRIY foformal'ion 

OBJECTIVE: Provide senior policy ma'k~.rs '\>lith immediate input so they 

are ~ware of the effect an impending policy ~•c·tion or statement 

will hav(~ on foreign public op.inion. 

Because the USG has so rruiny offic.:ial messen¥,ers, the need 'lo have iJll of them 

singing off the same sheer is cspe:cially important. CFOA will pro\'ide the data t'hat 

allows America to both formulate a comprehensive communications strategy and 

constantly reevaluate and refine the U.S. government's message into the future. The. USG 

must crc~te a mechanism by which it can utilize this information cffecti\'ely. 

As such, a new staff position on the National Security Council should be created 

and charged with coordinating the U.S. government's overall communicaiions .strategy

This staff member would be charged with providing senior poHry makers with immediate 

input based on CFOA data so that they are aware of the effect an impending policy action 

11-L-05591€)SD/21397 
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or statement will have on foreign public opinion. Further. a senior interagency group 

should be created that brings the NSC staff member charged with the U.S. government's. 

foreign public opinion programs together with the Under Secn~tary of State for Public 

Diplomacy, the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, representatives of USAID, all 

other relevant member:l of the Executive Branch, dlld other participants on an ad hoc 

basis. 

A dialogue between Ame1.ica and the rest of the world must be seen as a long

tem1 commitment central to America's vital national iJ'lterest. The creation of a p1ivnte 

institution, performing government conm1ct work, chrn-ged with consl~ntly measuring 

foreign public opinion, the effectiveness of America's message, and the impact of 

American policy on foreign public opinion would give lhe USG lhe real-time information 

necessary for tffccti vc communication with the rest of the world. Fun her, bringing public 

diplomacy to the highest level of NSC deliberation will ensure that we communicate our 

message more effectively in the future. 

11-L-OSS~~QSD/21398 
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Introduction 

Shortly after lhe American Revolution, John Adams \lff$ asked who supporte,d it 

and who didn't. He said about a third of the population had supported it; about a third had 

opposed it: and about a third was \('aiting to see who won. In many ways_, this is the 

situarion America is faced with today in the court of worlcl opinion - and ofpanicular 

importance in the Arab and Muslim World. The scorecard in 1hc W:lr on Terror, however. 

is not simply one of battles or casualties. The simple (in theory) cha.:.lenge of 'the War on 

Terror is to capture, kill, or deter mol'e terrorists than our extremist adversaries can win 

over to their side, As such, the communi~:ations challenge of shaping the opinions and 

behaviors of foreign publics is a viral and central component of the war. 

As the 9/11 commission bluntly stated, ''The small percentage of Mus.lim~ whC'J 

are fully committed to Us:n::o.a Bin T..adin '.$ version of lr.lrJm are impervious Lo 

persuasion."' To win the War on Te11·01-. Amcricu rir.~ds .a strong policy nimed al 

increasing the ranks of our supporters, decreasing 1he small percentage of Mus]jms who 

are "impervious to persuasion." and impacLing thoi;e who, w'hi1e nor actively supportive 

of extremists, have sat on the sidelines dire lo n:sc.ntmC'Tlt of America, Put bluntly, 

Americ:1 needs to embark on a long-term project to improve her st.a:od:ing in the public 

opinion of individuals ln other nations around the world. 

·mere have been a number or recent studies 1Mking at the problem of public 

diplomacy. A II have ,H..:knowledge:.d a problem exists and the-re is significant agreement 

that there must be refonn of the U. S ~ovemrnent' s publjc diplomacy infrastructure. 2 Ye1 

just t\S <.:hc\Var on Ter.,:or h,;i.~ rt!quired i.1 rdhink.ing of many aspects of.Amcii,·an foreign 

policy, it simjJarl)' justifies a str::i.tegic reevaluation of our publjc diplomacy cfforcs. 

Changing foreign public opinion is nor simply a. matter of alloc:.'ldng mxe resources or 

reshuffling bureaucratic boxes. Rather, the U.S. govern mcnt needs to consider ull 

available tools of public diplomacy -old and 11ew - and how they can be properly 

targeted at various audiences in ordet' to reach them effectively. 

1 N~tiooa.! Coitlttlission on Ten-orist Attacks on the: United St.ates. "The 9/11 Cornmis~l.on Rcpnrt," pg, 375. 
2 Studies by The Heritage fooundation (including Herirnge R,l'i:kgrO\l!'ld~ 1645.u well as a section io r.he 
2005 Mando.rcj~r Lcadt:rship). The Brookinis Inst1tl.lti.oo., Th~ Amcrk,lJJ En1erorisf Jnstitute. The Cor,mcil 
on foreign Relations, and the Center for r.he StudJ of the Presidency, along with tht! U.S. Ad,isory Group 
on Public Diplomacy for the Amb and M\J~litn World have all come to lhc ~amt: rnndu,ion that there is a 
need to improve Islamic world pcrccplic.ms of lht Unittd Statcst,nd that tbf:re is in:idcqw.tc lltl'UC~ure lO the 
U.S. public diplomacy effort. 
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This project must be \1;'hole-heane<lly embarked upon by the Administration not 

because it will play well in the American media or because of a phiJosophi.ca! 

commitment to Wilsonjan muh:ilateralism. Rather, it is a challenge that lies at the very 

core of America's own vital national interest. 

I. Wow America Is Viewed Abroad 

America· s standing in the rest of the world has taken a beating in recent years. In 

the Republic of Korea, for example, 50%of rcspond(..-nts to a poll t"1<cn by the Pew 

Research Center in May 2003 have a negative view of the United Slates. This negative 

view of the U.S., however, is sharply divided based on the respondent's age: only 30% of 

respondents over 50 had a negative view of the U.S. while 7 J % of respondents between 

the ages of 18 and 29 view America unfavorably.3 Thjs stark contrast suggests that older 

Koreans are perhaps more cognizant of the North Korean threat - and. therefore, lcdc 

more favorably on the sccur:ity provided by the United States - than the younger 

generation, and that older Koreans remember the shared sacrifices of the United States 

and South Korea in the 1950s. 

America's standing is also highly negative in the Ar.ib and Muslim World-A 

Zogby International Poll taken in ~larch 2003 finds only 14% of Egyptians, 11 % of 

Jordanians, 9% of Moroccans, 3% of Saudis. and 11 %of citizens of the United Arab 

Emirates hold a favorable view of the United States. 

These numbers are particularly shocking in light of the fact that in that same 

month Zogby found strong similarities between the citi2ens of the Arab World and 

Americans. Arabs, for example, list "Quality of Work," "Family." and "Religion" as the 

three most important concerns of their personal life; Americans list "Family,'' "Quality of 

Work," and "Friends" as their three most important values. "foreign policy," se1:n by 

many as an important cause of the strained view IIEll1¥ Arabs hold of the United Slates. is 

only the eighth most important concern for Arabs. 

In addition to sharing values on a personal level, Americans and Arabs share core 

political values. 92% of rcspo11dcncs in Turkey, 92% in Lebanon, 53% in Jordan, and 

79% in Uzbclcistori andPnkistnn feel it is important to be able to criticize their 

:;: "ln1i:1oational Public Concern AboL1t North l{orea," The Pew Re;;·earch Center, ALI~ 22, 2003. 
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government. There is also strong support ~mong Arabs for honest elections, a fair judicial 

system. and freedom cf the press.4 
The question these statistics beg is: "Why, given the 

amount we have in ~ommon, is the United States seen in such a negative light in the rest 

of the world?" While each of U5 could come up with a number of answers 10 this question 

- some of which might even prove accurate - the best way Lo reverse this lroubJini trerrl 

of anti·Americanism is to comprehen;;i\'ely study the question am! fom1ulate policy b:::ised 

on accurate, scientjfic dat:,.. Collecting these data is a crucial first step cowards engaging 

the: rest of the world in a public diplomacy dialogue. 

II. If It Isn't Measured, Jt Won't Be Improved 

ft is startling how little the U.S. govcmment currently does by way of public 

opinion polling. According to the Council on Foreign Relations, the U.S. government 

only spends $5 million annually on this type of analysis.' Pur1her, much of the reaearc:h 

the U. S .government does fails to address important questions. For example, The 

Wnshfo91on Post has reported on a rlrAft 1·eport prepared by t.h~ ~t~te nepnrfrn~nt'" 

inspector general on the effectivcnl!ss of Rod10 Sawa, a key organ of the United States 

;o,·emni.enl's Middle East public diplomacy effort: 

The draf1 reports aid 1hat while Radio Sawa has bsen promoted as a "heavily 
researched broadcasting network." the research concentra't~d primarlly on 
gaining audience share, no1 on measuring whether Radio S:..wa was Influencing 
its audience.De.spil~ thf:l laruer audiericAS, "it is dirrit.ult to ascertain Radio 
So.wo.'t impact in countering anti-American views and the biased state·run media 
of the Arab v,,,orld," the draft raporl Slll.itl.li 

Comprehensive research into how foreign audiences feel about America, specific 

American policies, and how the United States c:,in br.s1 change .JI I ii uut:.s and behavior 

needs to be cnndnctcd.7 Doing so would require e significantmere:i.se to me miniscule 

'Had}' Amt. "The Need lo (\'JrruriuriicaL<!: Bow Tu Improve U.S.Public Diplomacy with the IsJ,n:iii: 
yvorl<l," Ilte Brookin1s l1L~ti11'tf(ln., .January 2004. 
~ 2004 Report vf tb\; Unil~J States Advisory Corrunission on Public Di.p\om;,cy, pg. 6. 
15 Glrnn Kes~ler. "The Role nf )bd\o Sa wa in 't,.fidcli:.1 Qu,;st.iuncJ," The Wa.sltir1gtor1 fvst, OclO~t lS, 
2004, pagt! Al:2. The d1'3fc re1,~rr was leaked 10 rht Prw "by a st1u.r~e who ~aid he feared that the inspector 
zenera.l '~ office \l.'li.S buckling 1Jml1.T p1eS!>W't and wouJd water down the com:lusirn1s." 
·,u.s. foreign opinion polling and analysis isfrlli;lffiCntcd .iml poorly focuse<l.Seni,~T State Dq,~rtmcnt 
mana<>or:. movtd USIA 's Office of Research ~nd Media Re:lldiun out utth, publjc cliplom3.c.y hie.ri\l'.:hy 
when ~hC' a~cll'"Y w.1s folded into the Dq,,\J·tmcnl in l9~!1. TClc!a)', It .,i1., in tnc Bureau oflnicllii,CllCC 11.nd 
Rc:~,;ar.;\·1 (lNRJ whi:ri: it c1mtributl,'t) me-re to 1111-~onrcc intdl ii~ncc reports thnn to m:,ie sic commu~cation 
effort.!-. Thr. BrN1rlcal'-ting Board of G.,vcrnors ho.s contro.cts wich Intermedia, a private firm. which conducts 
sw:\'eys of:iudicnc~ shsre. TheForelgn Broa.dca..,r Information Service(FBIS) collct:ts and as.m;scs p1fo\, 
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budget public diplomacy research currently receives. This investment is essential to 

building an effective program. 

An effective public diplomacy effort would monitor how the opinions of various 

demographic groups arc changing over time and would inform policym.ikers of these 

changing ~entiments. Public diplomacy experts have {ong sought tll have public 

diplomacy present at the ''takeoff' as well as the 41crasb landing'·' of American policy. 

Rather, public diplomacy should be seen as a crucinl component of the afrcnift ilself. 

At its best, infomiation gathered by public diplomacy researchers wou]d be 

passed along to policymakers in relevant agencies. As a result,. ,policymakers would be 

aware. of the implications of policy decisions and srate:rnents on foreign public opinion 

and public diplomacy officers would be able to honestly infvrmforeig11 pt1blics that their 

opinions were considered - if not always igreed with - in the formation of American 

policy. 

Clearly, American offjcj3Js should be making public policy ilecis1ons b..lsc<l on 

America's vital national interest; they should, however, recognize that itis ccnccivablc 

the benefits of a policy might in fact be outweighed hy the negative impact that policy 

has on foreign public opinion. Informing policymakers of how an i~sue will 'plny"in 

foreign public opinion cUJ'.l help them detennine 1.vhcthcr a seemingly benefic'ifil policy 

will 1..inintcntionally create more terron.sts than it deters, captures, or kills. 

Up-to-date information on foreign publics is not only important for policy makers, 

but also fur public diploma~y ofticers. With a wide variety of tool!> at their rli$pO~al -

from visas to speeches, advertisements to intervie\\'S, and ~o forth -infonnation abcnt the 

people with whom they ure communicating can only help public diplomacy officers in 

applying the con:ect tools to the con-ett audi~cc at the right time and in the fight 

proportion. ln this way, public: diplomacy rcscan.:h allows for~ walogue bet\veen 

America and the rest of the world by s-1,.:c:king feedback from foreign audience. Public 

diplomacy is nor just about getting our message out, but. also listtning to the sentiments 

radio, TV. and lntc.-rn~t-b~ed pub] ications. Some U.S. Embassies, individual m1JJt:rry commands, and the 
ClA also engage in Jimit.l!d opinion and media rc:!tc:,u:1:h. Nvu~ of thc~c pior.luct~ arc co1ubincd and analyz,d 
in ways for policrn,ak.:(s to 11,e. Many drc ;.1 \·ailablc:: to restricted 1.v;er sets. Collection takes precedence 
over analysis and "fa~uc of lh!!: d:i:-'· pvJJlog often trumps media cc-01enr and tr.?nd assc!,'.sments. See the 
"Report of rbe DefeMe Science Bm1rd T~k force on Sm1tegk Cnmmunh:alion," Office dthc Und¢r 
Secretary of Dcfonsc for Ac(1uisition. Tixhnt;i!Of..,Y, Roct r.ogi~tics, Wiu;hinglun, .DC. Se.ptcmw 2004. P· 26-
27. 
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of foreigners. By incorporating a serious research component into the overall public 

diplomacy effort of the U.S. govcnuncnt, we can truly engage in a dialogue with the rest 

of rhe world. It is a dialogue that has been ignored for too lag. 

JD. A Serious Reevaluation of Public Diplomacy in the ,var on Terror 

The U.S. government might be well-advised to remember the words of MIT 

professor Norbert Wiener, who said "I never k:now what I say until I hear the re$p0088." 

This is c.crtainly not the case for the U. S .government, which consistently fails to attempt 

to research the reasons for anti-Americanism abroad or to use research in fo1mulating a 

clear communication strategy rhac engages forcign ,rndiem:e\i in u dialogue. As the 

General Accounting Office found in ils 2002 analysis ofthe Statc Department's public 

diplomacy efforts, "State Lacks a Strategy for Public Diplomacy ProgrJlms. "~ America is 

the best in tbe. world at markel research - it is a crucial part or domestit: politit$ - but we 

are notably uninfo11ne.d about audiences abroad. Changing this s-huation must be an 

immediate priority of the U.S.government. 

Tn trying to improve Ame1:icn's standing in the eyes of the reF.1 of the world 

American public diplomacy officers need to ur.dentrmd ·that public opinion ca:rmi.lL be 

chnnged eirher solely on the basis of reason nor solely on the basis of emotion. Ralher. it 

requires the foundation of reason to persuade people and the associated emotional 

relevance to motivate their decision-ma I ung ~md behavior. Further, the bottom Ii ne of 

public diplomacy ought to be changing the attitudes and behavior of foreign publics. If 

the end product o{ a particular program is only a change in n'1ental ~tate, it is .not dfective 

public diplomacy. 

Underlying this change in behaviors is an exchange process het,veen the U.S. 

(including the U. S .government as well as the private sector) and foreign audiences. To 

be successful, foreign audiences mu.st believe that. the idea~ . .idvocarcd by rhe llnhed 

States are better than any reasonable alternative - including world views promoted by 

their govcrnmems, other segm(ilts of the population they arc csposed to, and extremists 

who can often be quite persuasive. This rela1ions.hip between the United States and 

foreign audiences can only be cultivated if the UnHed Sta:tespursucs n broad strategy thal 

i; U.S. Gencrdl Accounting. Ofli<.:c, "U.S. Public Diplomacy." SeptLm~ 2003,l.)&- 13 
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identifies what audiences we are trying to persuade and what tools we have at our 

disposal to attempt to influence these audiences as well as how and when these tools 

should be utilized. 

In order to convince foreign audiences to support America's vision of freedom 

and prosperity under the rule of law (or. at the very least, oppose extremist visions of 

death and destruction), wc must beg.in by identifying the different segments that exist 

around the world that we are trying to persuade. That is, a one-size-fits-all public 

diplomacy effort is less likely to be successful than tine fhat recognizes tha:t the 

argumenls that a.re successful in the MusUm world might be different from the persuasive 

arguments we should highlight in Asi3. Further, we might ,package our message 

differently to one religious or ethnic group withJn n C(luntry thnn we would another 

group. The same could be true for different age groups - oh.kr Koreans who remember 

the Korean War. for example, will be persuaded by a different message than the1r 

younger countrymen who only know of the war from distorted history books accounts. 

Crucially, this does not mean America should he delivering conrridictory 

messages to different groups. Not only does delivering faJse t.nC:S5agc:s orpJOpDg.anrui. go 

agtt.i.nst many of the ba'iic p1incipks our country s'tands for.but al~o it would be un1,1,,.1s1: 

from a practical srandpoinr, as audiences worldwidt would quickly catch on to any 

contrnclicd.ons. Rarher, America shc>tild simply recognize tlrn1 ow~messn.ge should be 

delivered differently to differentgroups. 

To spread our message, the U.S .g0v1::rnrnent should employ all available tools of 

public diplomacy. This would include utilizing the President, the Secretary of State, 3nd 

other Cabinet officers and senior government officiaJs as well as Ameri~an~ in the private 

sector, including teachers, students,jouinalists, business people, and so forth. These 

"public diplomacy ambassadors" can speak to foreign audiences using u variety of 

promotional tools such as advertisements. speeches. inten"jews, lectures, and educational 

exchanges. The key is fonhc U.S.governmenL to invest in the research necessary to 

effectively pair a mcsssge wjth a messenger and a medium. 

The U.S. gove111mcnt should nho nul be he:s.ita.nt to use the pl1Y3te sector in doing 

research intoforcign audiences and their reactions to the United States. As an 

lodi:pcndent Taskforce sponsored by the Council on Foreign Relations noted in 2003: 
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The "U.S. private sector leads the world in most of the .key strategic area.s required for 

effective public diplomacy: technology. film and broadcast, marketing research, and 

communic3.tions.1
'
9 Ultirnatclp, effective communication with the rest of the world will 

require not only the tools of traditional government-run publjc diplomacy (though these 

tools will remain vital). but also the resources and expertise of the Amer.ican private 

sector 

IV. JJ1<:orporating Research Into the US Government Bureaucracy 

A vital part of this new framework for engaging the public opinion aspect of the 

War on Terror is muking surethnl American pol;cy oui.kCf.~ and advocates h.ave the m:st 

accurate and up-to-date information about foreign audiences available to them al aJI 

times. Doing so requires two important actions from the Administration that ·will allow 

the U.S.government to bring the best work of the American public and private sectors to 

bear in the fight to shape the attitudes 011d behavior of foreign publics, 

The U.S. Govemmellt j'hould creare an indcpendf:nt foreign public<Jpinion instiu~tion 

At the conclusion of World W~ ll, the carmanding Gt.nera1 of the Amiy Air 

Force, Hap Arnold, wrote to Secretary of'War Henry Srimson; 

"During this war the Army. Anny Air Forces, and the Navy have made 
unprecedented use or scientific and industrial resources. The ,onclusion is 
inescapable that we have not yet established th~ halance ncc.c~sary to 
insure the continuance of te:i.mworl< amongthemJlirary) other government 
~gencie.s, industry, and the universities. Scientific plannin~ In.Et be years 
rn advance of the i.!Clual research and deve!opn1ent work." 0 

Out of this understanding of the importance of tcchnolozy research and development for 

success on tht battlefield, rcprcscntati,1es of the War Dcprirtmcnt, the Offii::e of Scientific 

Research and Development, and private incl11stry e.~f.ahli~hed Project RAND, the 

precursor of today's RAND Corporation. The Artide.s of Incorporation hluntly .set forth 

RAND'5 purpose: "To funher and promote scientific, i:dllc(ltional, ,md charitable 

purposes. all for the public,, elfal'c and secmiry of the United Sta.res of America." 

!I Peter G. Peterson. eta!., "Finding America's Voice: A Stra.tegy for Rcinvigor:ni.ng. U.S. Public DipJc,mncy 
Toward the Middle East", 'fhe Council on Foreign Relations;, 2003. pg. 6. 
10 The Rand Corporation. "HistorJ and Mission" (hltp://www.r11nd.org/11bo11tfbisti0ry/) 
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Sim.ilarly, winning the War on Tel1'orism will require unprecedented use of 

America's technology, broadcast, marktt research, and communications resources. Tn 

order to best utilize those resources it is vital to insure the teamwork of the State 

Depanrnent, Defense Department. other government agencies, univer~itics, and the 

private sector. To this end, the Administration should pnsh for the creation of a private 

sector institution sjmilar to RAND charged with gatbeiing tbe infomiation required by 

the U.S government to advance America's position in the jdeolo~ic.al aspect of the War 

on Terror. 

The mission of this ''Corporation for Foreign Opinion Analysis" (CFOA) would 

be to use the resources and capabilities of the United States of America to fully engage in 

a long-tenn market research effort aimed at be.t.tc.r understanding foreign pub] ic opinion. 

It: would be tasked wi,tJ, contracting\vith specialist firms around the woi-Jd to listen, ask 

question, and analyze foreign public opinion in a natter th.at iS simply no't clone roday. 

Titl:l"e are knowledge gaps with regard to issues of ant1-Amer.i.can sentiment and this 

institution would be tasked witl;l reviewing all existing data plus contracting for any 

original research needed to fill remaining knowledge gaps.-'' 

There :1re it number of significant advantages to neating this corporation. First, 

the corporation's independence avoids creating bureaucratk fights over what budget the 

money for foreign public opinion research conics from. who controls the focus of the 

research, and so forth. Second. CFOA would provide a useful product for consumption 

across many areas of government - from the Broadcasting Board of Governors to the 

National Security Advisor - and keeping it indeptr.dent would aHow hs resuurces to be 

used by a wide-may of interests. Finally, it would provide a method for coordinating 

different aspects of government engagement with the rest of the world while still 

maintaining crucial separation between various entities. That is, given how vital it is thal 

public diplomacy be <lifferenti3tcd from public affairs, public relations, information 

wilrfare. and psyops, creating an independent corpor~lion would allow each toconti.nue lo 

work completely in its own sphere while still having access tore.search ,vhen nl:L:c~sa..l'y. 

11 See the testimony of Keith Rcinh;ud, President ofBusim.:ss for Diplomatic A(;ti<m, Im,. before the House 
Subcommitte¢ on Nati()nal Security, Emerging Threats. and lmem:llfon:i.l R~l~iions (Aug.~t 23. 2004) for 
an t'~l.'i;lh:nt analysis cf how 1\mcrice.'ll .:ommwiic:ali<>nsexperuse c:~n be applied to the c:ommuni.::i.tion 
aspect of the V<:.'~r on Terror 
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Create a mecJ1anismfor usi11g CFOA 

Because the US. government has so many official messengers, rhe need to have 

all of them singing off the same sheet is especiallyimpo11.arit. Yet, over recent years, 

public diplomacy coordination has dctcriorated.11 CFOA will provide the data that allows 

America to both fonnulate a comprehensive communications strategy and constantly 

reevaluate and revise tbai slJ'ategy into the future. The U.S.government nust create a 

mechanism by which it can utilizt this information effectively. 

A vital first step is to make S\.\TC that someone is empowered with coordinating all 

activities, behaviors, and messages so that they arc aligned with the U.S. government's 

overall communication strategy. The cuJTent Under Secretary of State for Public 

Diplomacy position is clearly not th.i.s empowered individual as he or she lacks authority 

over both budgets and personnel assignments. It is also vital that this individual have the 

abifay LO easily get information to the highest levels of government. 

As such. a new staff position on the National Security Council should be created 

and charged with coordinating the U.S.govemments overall communications strategy. 

This staff manberwould be charged with receiving information from CFOA and 

disseminating it lO policy makers so that they are .iwarc of the effect a policy acti.011 will 

have on foreign public opinion. This coordim1tion does not cwi·cntly exist. As the 2004 

report of the U.S. Advisory Conm-,Jssion on Public Diplomacy states, "Along with the 

White House and the Depanment of Stare, nearly all government agencies engage in 

11 lhi,; former U.S. Jnfr,rm:l.tion .4..gi!nC)' had a Director and ~cnit'lr ~tdf that coordinated with orher 
government :igencies, and :t budget to ac,compli~h it'- mission. even though it declined toward rhe end of the 
C:n\d War. Moreover, a public <liplc.1macy c<,J~mlinator posit.ion was staffed in the Na1iooal SccurityC'.llunc.;l 
during the Reagan Administr~tion. Since President Clintcn issued PDP 68 <Presidential Decision Directive 
011 lmemational Public )r.)form:ition) April 30, 199~. there has been no Presidential directive on publit 
<liplomat y. The NSC terminated it i 11 200 I pcni..ling a review of U.S. public <liplomucy fJolicy. ~ then, 
the Dcpartm1:nc of Defense creatod and abolished the Office of Slrl'ltcgic Influence. 'llleSute Dqmr1menr 
has had 1wo Under S1!ereta1iei; for Public Diplomacy with large gaps in ~ervice. In June 2002, the White 
House created the Office of Global Cor.1.011.ir,j.:at:or.!: which keeps U.S. officials "on message:' but does not 
dite.:t, courtlimite. or evnhitite public diplomacy activitie~. And in September 1002. National Scc\lrity 
Advisor Condoteeza Uice l!.~1ahlish~i.l the Strategi~ Corru.mmic~tion Policy Coordinalinl:! Co111rn.itJee to 
coordinate inier,.Jgl!m:y MCtivitie~. It repo11edly mct twice antl hu had little impacl. A (;(Tl:111 inter·sgen,')1 

workiog group woscrcMe:d withiD the State Dcpanmem Under Sc,n:t:ariii.t for Public Diplomacy, but lacks 
3 bud~cl. c0n1rac1.ins authority, sufficient communications support, and attention lrum Slate and other 
Cabinet agc.'11-:y le::ider.~. ''Report of the Defon~ Science Bo:U'u T~sk .force on Strategic Communication." 
p. 2S, 26. 
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some public diplomacy efforts. While a few structures link federal officials, coordination 

often does not extend to embassy practitioners."'' 

In order to keep all parts of the government bureaucracy moving towards the 

same goal, a senior interagency group (SIG) should be created that brings the NSC staff 

member charged with the U.S. government's foreign public opinion programs together 

with the Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy, the Under Secretary of Defense 

for Policy, representative.s of US AID, all other relevant members of the Executive. 

Branch, an<l other participants on an ad hoc basis. T his formal consulting mechanism 

would encourage closer cooperation among the various parties involved. Acting on the 

infomiation provided by CFOA, this SIG would allow ihe relevant Under Secretaries to 

jmple.menl the government's long-term communications stnitegy. 

The NSC staff member would also be responsible for ensuring that all U.S. 

•overnment 11"lessengcrs arc given the information required TO effectively communicate 

\\ith their audiences. Something similarto the daily "Talking Points fz:anthe Depanment 

of Defense Office of Public Affairs" or "The Glubal Messenger" pro<luc.:c<l by the WhHe 

House Office of Global Communications should be disseminated to all U.S. government 

messengers as well as information that is sptcific to paiticu/a.r audiences. 1"' Thus. 3 U.S. 

guvt:mmeut public cLipJomacy officer in the Republic of Korea should be given 

inwuctions a.s to what i.nfonnation the U.S. government communication smircey cllll~ for 

him or her to communicate to young Korczins, old Koreans, busincssm,rn, opinion 

makers, and so forth. Once again, it is vital that each of these segmenL~ only be given 

accurate information fmnthe U.S. governro~nL, but the style and tone of America's 

message must be fine-tuned for various foreign audience segments. Impmtantly, thi~ fine

tuning must be based on continuous research. 

A Serious Commitment From the President 

Regardless of how well-structured the U .S .public diplomacy apparatn~ is, 

huwt::v~, it will only be effective if changing foreign public opinion is signaled as a 

1
' 2004 R1;1)0rt of 1hc United SMcs Advisory Commi~sicn on Public Diplomacy. p;. 8. 

1• The i:-ffcctivo11;S$ ,)f thc.c,c ~lkingpoims would be drastically improved by compn:hi::mive ,i-i..di.:nce 
rcsearc:J;i allowing them to ~xpfain nor only \vhat America wan!S to say, but how it shoulJ be said .u well .a~ 
wh.u questions audience segmL'll~ aro1.,.nd thc: world arc looking for Amc1ica to answer. Further. it is 
s1rikiD~ th u the Slale Peparc1n.ent docs not ;1ppe:1r In produce any dally talking points. 
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national security prio1ity by the President. Just as the Prc.sidcn1 serves as commander~in· 

chief of the United States military, he must similnrly Yiew himself as the lead spokesman 

for the United States to foreign nationals beyond foreign governmental leaders. This 

comrn.itmcnt must be made not only through publjc statements and private consultation 

and analysis within the White House, but also in tbePresjdent's continuing contacts with 

Depaii.ment of State officials, including diplomatic Chiefs of Mission. lt mus1 be a 

priority commitment that is followed through on a day-to-day basis and in each of the 

President's decisions. Foreign public opinion is ao less important to Amenc.:i.n national 

security than American public opinion is to an electio11. 

Conclusion 

While one might be understandably skeptical of a proposal for "further study" of 

a problem. in the case of a.lteiing foreign beliefs and behavior a short pause to hammer 

om a comprehensive strategy is called for. The temptation of many in WashjngLon -

including many who have w1itten reports on how 10 revitalize public diplomacy - is to try 

and rekindle the glory years of the llnited States .l:nformnr.ion Agency ((JSIA) during the 

Cold War. While USIA-type programs are important - and should be set:n tis vifal 

components of the War on T ~rrorism - it is f::ir moxe important for the U.S.government 

to fully understand and conceptualize a long-term communications pt{)gram with the rest 

of the world. 1tTerica needs to tlo more than broadcast our message to foreign audiences; 

we need to list~n to their complaints and respond to them appropriately. 

The framework laid out in this pap~r does just that. It starts with an ·inrense stag~ 

or information gathering where American govcmmtnt officin.ls - with the help of the 

priva1c-scctor - evaluate :ul of the inform::Hion currently a,·ai.lable and prncu.rcs whatever 

other information is needed to accurately and fully understand forejgn public opinion at :.i 

specific point in time. This bMclinc is then given to policy makers, so prior -policy can be 

reevaluated and future policy evaluated in light of the benefits America gains and the cost 

is may or may not have on foreign public opin.ion. Funhcr. this infom1ation is given to 

Ainerican public diplomacy and public nffoir:; officials· under 'the guidance o·I a newly 

l:Ttatcd NSC staff member chairing a SJ.G - who use this infonnati on to craft an cffccti ve, 

informed, andtlexiblc ~ommunications effort for America. 
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Finally. chis dialogue between Ame1ica and the rest of the world - and the 

responsive framework established that incorporates government and rhe private sector -

is seen as a long-term commitment. The creation of a private institution ~harged with 

constantly measuring foreign public opinion, the effectiveness of America'smessage,and 

the impact of American policy on foreign public opinion would give the U.S.government 

the real-rime information necessary for effective communication with the rest of the 

world. 

As John Adams famously observed. "'The Revolution was in the minds and hearrs 

of rhc ptople." For a small. extremist segment of 1hc.- world population values like 

freedom and prosperity are meaningl~ss. Yer the v:1St majority of people around t.he globe 

is more interested in security for themselves and their families than war and destruction. 

Ame.rica has a peaceful message and strives to be a force for Freedom and prosperity 

around the world.Yd we arc doing incredible ham to ourst'lves by n::t advl1tating for 

ourselves effectively. As the 9/1 I commission swted: ''If the United States does not ai:t 

aggressively to define itself in the Islamic world. the extremists will gl~dly do thejoh for 

us!115 Richard Holbi:ooke put i1 best. "How ~an a rran in a cave out tommunicatc the 

world's leading communications sociecy?"16 

Americun nuliun,11 security rcquiR'S that we hanies,; the wealth of resources we 

have available to comn:~:1icate. with the rest of the world. We must speak and listen to the 

rest of th~ ,vorld dearly. ao.:uratt:ly, andeffe.:tively. If we do so, we will prevail. 

1~ National Commi~~ion on T ~norist Attacks on the United States. "Tl)e 9/11 C.1mmission Report," pg. 
377. 
16 Richard Holbrookc."Gct the Message QJt," Washing1011 Pllrl, Oct. 28, 2001, p. B7 
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TO: Gen. John Abizaid 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowirz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe!<lt'y~ 

SUBJECT: Counterinsurgency 

January 2,2004 

J re..id your November 11 memo on elements of successful counterinsurgency. 

You are tight-it is interesting. 

What do you pnipose·J 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I 1/11/0JCENTCOM memo to SecDef 

DHKdh 
010~04 ·~2 

··················································-·~···················· Please respond by 

OSD 00108-04 
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cccc November 11, 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FROM GEN 
ABlZAID 

Mr. Secretary:· ' 

Counter-lnsurgen'cy 

Sir, cur doctrine states: "Counterinsurgency-those military, 
paramilitary, political, economic, psychological and civic action4i taken by a 
government to defeat insurgency." (Joint Pub 1-02} Clearly we must 
integrate elements of national power in any effort to defeat an insurgency. 

Attached is 'Elements of Successful Counterinsurgency" [Low Intensity 
Conflict) worthy cl your time to digest' 

Copy to: CJCS 

vlf<. 

Joh/\· 
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Elements of Successful Counterinsurgency (U) 

Counterinsurgency (COIN) practitioners and academic experts on insurgency generally 
agree on an interrelated set of prerequisites for a successful counterinsurgency stratef!v: 

Separate the insurgent cadre from the rank and file by addressing local grievances 
that feed the insurgency. Calculated reforms, such as infrastructure and social service 
enhancements and land reform, that address material grievances are widely viewed as 
effective in undercutting insurgent a ~I and ainin s1:1pport for the government. 
Strengthen the ~,!i)Oaw. , · · · ~1!:!it'°IN o~t~ons 
amt~licies m};l~tbe le~,:;::',... ··· *'· ,.. .::die thre,t 
•. .;;,.-:1 · .-.\ .... ' . .. .. ... a,pprop~~:. e8fU,1-.1'-1Uar 
Develop a coordinated, integrated plan based on an accurate assessment of the 
insurgency's goals, techniques, and strategies. Successful plans blend political,judicial, 
administrative, diplomatic, and economic policies with appropriate security and military 
measures and clearly delineate roles and res nsibilities. 
9*::e~Uij; , . 

'"" ' 

Demonstrate a will to win by devoting adequate resources to the COIN effort, assigning 
the best and brightest to work on COIN, and exhibiting a willingness on the part of the 
public and government to sacrifice to support the COIN effort. 
Enhance political legitimacy and develop a ~fol path for political resolution .. 
Accoffip:lishing these goals, according to COIN experts, oftei'uequires open and h~~st 
electio~ 
Ensure civilian oversight and authority over military operations. Experts insist that 
successful COIN campaigns require that political goals take precedence over military 
goals if they conflict. An apolitical military, concentrating on the military aspects of the 
conflict, and healthy politkal~military relationship are re~ired. .. 
Control troop behavior ~powcr,,i]-discipl.~ . · , · te 
firepower drive the population into backing ~ ,msutlacJ,. .. Pr.ease control of fi~W:,r 
and troops to prevent damage and injury to ~ eivilian.~atimi wq{.migi01i1.e 
inadv~y feeding the insurgency. 
Employ sound COIN tactics. An insurgency relying on low-level guerrilla tactics is best 
confronted, according to COIN experts, by employi11g unconventional strategies and 
tactics that emphasize small-unit operations, suswined and aggressive patrolling, and 
rapid-reaction forces. 
Establish an effective mtefl.i~ ~-~IS ill!:.·:, 
leadersmp.,$,tructure and :dl@,i!Ol,iQJ,cilti.fP'Qqe ~ tbtL ·· · · ,. 
thePQ.ijce. 
Employ integrated psychological operations that are tailored to domestic, insurgent, and 
international audiences. 
~ield ~~i~J,•i•· Finnly controlled:• ldeqptoly;equiJPd'local defe*. forces 
~ up regli f~.,and increase secudtY. for locatotliciab .. 114 ~ gov~~; 
Eliminate the insurgents' foreign support. Through diplomacy, international information 
operations, and possibly military action, deny the insurgents foreign sanctu,try and 
material assistance. 
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O!ilN!ilRAL COUN~EL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301 •1600 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: 

l 2/19/20043:04 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: Letter to Senator McCain Regarding Changes to Joint Ethics 
Regulation 

• Attached for your signature is a letter to Senator McCain describing 
the recent changes to the Joint Ethics Regulation to strengthen our 
programs to prevent violations of conflicts of interest statutes by 
personnel who are leaving public service for employment by private 
enterprise. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you sign the letter 

COORDINATION: Legislative Affairs 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DECISION: 
JAN 5 2005 

Approve and sign letter 

__ Disapprove 

Prepared by Steve Epstein_!(b_l(5_l ___ _ 

S 1r-, 

Jre~ ~ i). ((Ja ~\If:~ 

1rr~J., -lo 

11...c k,,~w . 

r(g ""," t\ vttc....1.S O'l'I 

QSD 00202-05 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

The Honorable John McCain 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

t.,) 
Dear Senator McCain: ~' 

I am writing to apprise you of rece~oges the Department of Defense has 
undertaken to strengthen our programs to t violation of conflicts of interest 
statutes, particularly those dealing with the transition of DoD personnel from public 
service to private enterprise. 

On October 25,2004, the~~ flefcttse implemented changes to 
three sections of DoD Directive 5500. 7-R,Joint Ethics Regulation. The first change 
requires all senior DoD personnel (civilian and military) who file the public financial 
disclosure report (SF 278) to certify annually that they are aware or the disqualification 
and employment restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207 (which bars certain activities after leaving 
public service), 18 U.S.C.208 (which bars Federal personnel from participating in 
official actions that involve a private enterprise in which that employee is negotiating 
employment), and 41 U.S.C. 423 (the Procurement Integrity Act.) This certification, 
which is already in effect, also requires senior DoD officials to attest that they have not 
violated the above statutes. 

The second change modifies the requirements for annual ethics training: adding a 
new requirement to expand the training on post-Government service employment 
restrictions included in all annual ethics training, regardless of other topics presented in 
that training. 

The third change mandates that all DoD personnel, when leaving Federal service, 
receive guidance on post-Government service employment restrictions. Although many 
DoD commands and other organizations currently provide this guidance as part of their 
out-processing, this change in the Joint Ethics Regulation will require such guidance. 

J am enclosing a copy of the change to our regulation along with a copy of a 
recent press release discussing these initiatives. 

Sincerely, 

Encl: As stated 
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ANNUAL CERTinCATION 

As a member of the Department of Defense who files a public financial 
disclosure report (SF 278), DoD 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics Regulation (JER), requires 
you to certify each year that you are aware of the restrictions that three statutes 
place on you during your Federal service when you are negotiating employment and 
after you leave Federal service. You are also required to certify that you have not 
violated these statutes. 

The statutes, with brief definitions of terms, are summarized below. If you 
have any questions, please contact your ethics counselor. 

18 U .S.C. 208: Restrictions On Negotiating Employment: 

Federal employees are prohibited from participating personally and substantially 
in an official capacity in any particular matter in which, to their knowledge, they, or any 
person or organizalion with whom they are negotiating or have any airnngement 
concerning prospective employment, have a financial interest, if the particular matter will 
have a direct and predictable effect on that interest. 

"Particular Matter"· matters that involve deliberation, decision. or action that is 
focused on the interests of specific persons or a discrete and identifiable class of persons. 
These matters may include a contract, claim, application,judicial or other proceeding, 
request for a ruling or other determination, controversy, investigation, or charge. A 
"particular matter" could even include legislation or policy-making that is nan-owly 
focused on the interests of a discrete and identifiable group of parties or organizations, 
e.g., DoD policy affecting only military aircraft manufacturers. 

"Personal and Substantial" Participation To participate ·'personally" means to 
participate directly. ft r1lso includes the direct and active supervision of the participation 
of a subordinate. Participation is substantial if it is of significance to the matter, and may 
occur through decision, approval, recommendation, investigation, or advice. One act, 
such as approving a critical step, may be substantial, but an entire series of peripheral 
acts may not be. 

· "Direct and Predictable Effect" - a close, causal link between any action taken on 
the matter and any expected effect of the matter on the potential employer's financial 
interest, An effect may be direct even though it does not occur immediately, although 
effects on the general economy are not direct. There must also be a real, not speculative, 
possibility that the matter will affect the financial interest, but the size of the gain or loss 
is not relevanl. 

"Negotiating"· any discussion or communications with the organization or an 
agent, with the mutual view of reaching an agreement regarding possible employment. It 
is not limited to just discussing specific terms and conditions of employment in a specific 
position. 

Please note that regulations place similar restrictions when you are seeking 
enmloymcnt. Please also note that your disqualification remains in effect until it may be 
withdrawn or your participation is authorized by appropriate authority. 
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41 U.S.C. 423: Restrictions On Seeking Employment: 

DoD personnel may not participate personally and substantially in a DoD 
procurement valued at more than $100,000when seeking employment with a bidder or 
offeror. The rules require that personnel file written disqualification statements with the 
contracting officer. source selection authority. and immediate supervisor. They must 
identify the procurement, describe the nature and specific dates of participation in the 
procurement, and identify the bidder or offeror and describe its interest. 

DoD personnel must promptly report, in writing, to their supervisors and ethics 
officials, any employment contact with a bidder or offeror in a DoD procurement valued 
at more than $100,()()(), even when they promptly reject the employment contact. 

"Seeking employment" - includes inquiries regarding potential future 
employment, including negotiations, and responses, other than immediate and clear 
rejections. to unsolicited communications regarding possible employment. It does not 
include requesting a job application, but does include a 2-month period after forwarding 
a resume unless the possibility of employment is rejected prior to that time. 

"DoD Procurement Valued at More Than $100,000"- DoD acquisition, using 
competitive procedures and appropriated funds, for a contract in excess of the simplified 
acquisition threshold, currently $100,000. 

"Personal and Substantial Participation" - active and significant involvement in 
any of the following activities directly related to the procurement: 

-drnfting. reviewing. or approving the specification or statement of work; 
-preparing or developing the solicitation; 
-evaluating bids or proposals; 
-selecting a source; 
-negotiating price or terms and conditions; or 
-reviewing and approving the award. 

Unless and until you have received written authorization from the Head of the 
Contracting Authority, you will remain disqualified. 

18 U.S.C. 207: Post-Government Service Employment Restrictions: 

Senior Officials -
For l year after leaving a senior position. they may not make any communications 

or appearances on behalf of any other person before any officer or employee of the 
agency or agencies in which they served within I year prior to leaving the senior 
position, with the intent to intluence in connection with any matter on which official 
action is sought by the other person. 

For 1 year after leaving a senior position, they may not aid, advise, or represent a 
foreign government or foreign political pany with the intent to influence any officer or 
employee of any Federnl department or agency, or Member of Congress. 

2 
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"Senior Officials" - tlag and general officers, and civilian personnel whose basic 
rate of pay is at or ahove 86.5% of the basic rate forExc.cuth:rc Schec.luJe Level II (at or 
above $136.757 in 2004). 

"Agency" -
For Presidentially-appointed, Senate-confirmed appointees: all ofDoD, including . 

the Military Departments and DoD Agencies. 

For general and flag officers and all other covered civilian persmmeil: d1e~r 
component within DoD: the Military Departments, DlSA,, DIA. DLA. NGA. NRO. 
DTRA, aml NSA. For flag and general officers assigned O'llt~ide of their Military 
Department. their agency will include their Military Deplilrt1111,mt in adclition to other 
components in which they served during the last year oif se1vke. 

Very Senior Official (Secretary or Defense) - at.lditiomtl 1-y,carban on .:urmnuni~ations 
or uppear.uH.:us before all employees in positions vn the Executive S.:hcc.lulc in all 
agencies of the exeL:utive branL:h. 

All Personnel -
Forever after terminating Feueral service, they may not make a t:omnrnnic.uion or appearance on behalf 

of any other pe,rson before any officer or employee of any FederaJ ag.ency or1:ourt with 
the intent to influem:e in connection with a particular mat,ter in which they personally and 
substantially participated. which involveu a spedfi1.: par,ty at the njme of tlhe ipartidpation 
and representation, amt in which the U.S. is a party or has .a Jiret:t and suhs,tantial 
interesl. 

"Specific Parties" - identifiable parties other dum the Federal Govenummt. 

For 2 years after terminating Government .-;ervice, Gnvcrnmen'l ,officers and 
employees may not make a communication or appearnnc;e on behalf of H!1JY other person 
before any officer or employee of any Federal agency or court wi,tih the intent to influence 
in connection with a particular matter which they reasonably shmt!J have known was 
actually pending under their official responsibiWy wi,thjn J year before they left 
Government service, which involved a specific parly anbat time, and in which the U.S. 
is a party or has a direct and substantial interest 

"Official Responsibility" - Jirect administrative or operating authority to approve, 
disapprove, or otherwise direct, Government actions. lit includes a .supervisor at any level 
having responsibility for the actions of a subordinate employee who actuallJy participates 
in a matter. 

For I year after terminating Government service, ithey may not represen.t, aid, or 
advise someone else on the basis of covered information concerning ;,my ongoing trade or 
treaty negotiation in which they participated personally and substantialJy Jll iheJr last year 
of Government service. 
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4 
"Trade Negotiations"· those undertaken pursuant to the Omnibus Trade and 

Competitiveness Act of 1988 (19 U.S.C. 2902). 

"Treaties" - international agreements that require the advice and consent of the 
Senate. 

"Coveredlnformation" - agency records accessible to the employee but exempt 
from disc lo sure under the Freedom of T nformation Act. 

There are exceptions to the restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207. 

41 U.S.C. 423 Post-Governmeut Service Employment Restrictions: 

For l year after a designated date, coveredDoD personnel may not accept 
compensation from the prime contractor on a DoD contract valued in excess of 
$ I 0,000,000. 

"Designated Date for Covered Personnel" Date of selection or award of conu·act 
for service by procuring contracting officers, source selection authorities, members of 
source selection evaluation boards, and chiefs of financial or technical evaluation teams; 

Last date of service on the contract for program managers, deputy program 
managers, and administrative contracting officers; 

Date of decision for officials who personally made any of the following decisions: 
I) to award contracts, subcontracts, or modifications of contracts or 
subcontracts, or task or deli very orders in excess of$ I 0,000,000, 
2) to establish overhead or other rates valued in excess of $ l 0,000,000, 
3) to approve issuance of a contract payment in excess of$ I 0,000,000, or 
4) to pay or settle a claim in excess of $10,000,000. 

"Valued in Excess of $10,000,000"-
contract, including all options: value or estimated value at the time of 
award 
indefinite-delivery/indefinite (Juantity or requirements contract total 
estimated value of all.orders at the time of award . 

any multiple award schedule contract: estimate, unless contracting officer 
documents a lower estimate 
Basic Ordering Agreement: value of deli very order. task order or order 
claims: amount paid or to be paid in settlement 
negotiated overhead or other rates: estimated monetary value, when 
applied to the Government portion of the applicable allocation base. 

They may accept compensation from any division or affiliate of the contractor 
that does not produce the same or similar products or services as the entity responsible 
for the contract. 

"Same or Similar"· a product or service must be "dissimilar enough" from that 
under the contract to warrant use of the exception. 
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"Same or Similar" - a product or service must be "dissimilar enough" from that under the 
contract to warrant use of the exception. 

I certify that I am aware of the restrictions set forth above. I further certify that I 
have not knowingly violated those statutes that apply to Federal personnel while they are in 
Federal service. 

Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Printed Name 

] 
Signature 

fa. /oj 2,oo Y 
Date 

g://socgc/1-gail/ Annual Certification/doc 
Rev: 12/6/20044:40 PM 
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Dec. 20, 2004 War on Terror Transformation News Produc1s Press Resources Images Websites Cont, 

U.S. Departmental Defense 
Office rf the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 

News Release 

01 the Wfb: Public contact: 
~lli)~L/www.Q~fenselink.rni1Mleases/20Q1Lnr20041l,20;1afJ..2.html http://w"Nw.dod,mit/fag/comment.html 
Media contact:+ 1 (703) 697-5131 or+ 1 (703) 428-0711 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
No.1309-04 

December20,2004 

Post-Government Service Employment Restriction Changes Announced 
The Department of Defense recently modified its ethics regulation to ensure DoD personnel, when 

leaving federal service, do not inadvertentlyviolate federal "revolving door" statutes. 

lt1 a memorandum dated Oct 25, 2004, Deputy Secretary Paul Wolfowitz directed three changes to the 
departmental ethics regulation, DoD Directive5500.7-R. 

The first change requires senior personnel, including admirals, generals, and senior civilian officials, to 
certify annually that they are aware of the requirements of three statutes, and have not violated them. The three 
statutes bar conflicts ct interests by procurement officials, all federal employeeswhen negotiating for 
employment, and all federal employees after they leave the department. 

The second change mandates that information on these post-governmentemployment restrictions be 
included in the annual ethics training program for DoD personnel. Th is amp I ifies the current requirements for 
annual training. 

The third element establishes a requirement that all DoD personnel who are leaving federal service 
receive guidance on the restrictions that will affectthem during and attertheir transition. Many DoD 
organizations already provide this intorma1ion as part of the personnel checkout process and briefings. 

According the William J. Haynes II, the general counsel and chief ethics officer of the department, These 
changes should further strengthen our program of ethics educationto help DoO personnel know and appreciate 
how our ethics laws apply to them." 

The modified regulation is available online at: http://www.defenselink.mil/dodgc/defense .. ethics/ 

,..-tr._ 

~ Printer-friendly Version ~~ Email A Copy 
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INFORMATION FOR PRESS RELEASE ON RECENT CHANGE TO DOD 
REGULATION INVOL YING POST-GOVERNMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT 

RESTRfCTJONS 

POC: Steve Epstein, DoD Standards of Conduct Office, ... !(b_)_(6_) ___ ___, 
eps tei ns@, dodac. o.sd. mi I 

The Department of Defense recently modified its ethics regulation to ensure DoD 
personnel , when leaving Federal service, do not inadvertently violate Federal "revolving 
door" statutes. 

In a memorandum dated October 25,2004, Deputy Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, 
directed three changes to the Deparlmenlal elhics regulation, DoD Directive 5500.7-R. 

The first change requires senior personnel, including admirnls, generals, and 
senior civilian officials. to certify annually that they are aware of the requirements of 
three statutes, and have not violated them. The three statutes bar conflicts of interests by 
procurement officials, all Federal employees when negotiating for employment, and all 
Federal employees after they leave the Department. 

The second change mandates that information on these post-Government 
employment restrictions be included in the annual ethics tr::iining program for DoD 
personnel. This amplifies the current requirements for annual training. 

The third element establishes a requiremem Lhat all DoD personnel who are 
leaving Federal service receive guidance on the restrictions that will affect them during 
and after their transition. Many DoD organizations already provide this information as 
part of the personnel check-out process and briefings. 

According the William J. Haynes IL the General Counsel and chief ethics officer 
of the Department, "These changes should further strengthen our program of ethics 
education to help DoD personnel know and appreciate how our ethics laws apply to 
them." 
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.fl DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·101 0 

rer 2s 3lJ4 

.MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETA.RJES OF TI-IE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
ASSIST ANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
INSPECTOR GENER.AL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTR.\TION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Prevention of Violations of Post-Government Service Employment 
Restrictions 

This directive-type memorandum establishes additional procedures to ensure that DoD 
personnel are aware or and comply with statutes and regulations that apply to their transition 
from Federal service to private employment. 

Annual Certification: Starting immediately, DoD personnel who file Public Financial 
Disclosure RpJ:.ts (SF 278) shall ce1tify annually that they are aware of the disqualification and 
employment restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207 and 208. and41 U.S.C. 423, and that they have not violated 
those restrictions. 

Annual Ethics Briefing: DoD Component".> shall include training on relevant Federal and 
DoD disqualificationand employment restrictions in Annual Ethics Briefings. 

Guidance for All DeparLing DoD Personnel: DoD Components shall provide guidance 
on relevant Federal and DoD post-Government s.ervice employment restrictions, as part of out
processing procedures, to all DoD personnel who are leaving Federal service. 

This memorandum is effectiveimmediately. Changes to Do DD 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics 
Regulation (JER), incorporating the substance of this memorandum, shall be is.sued within 180 
days. Tern& used in this memorandum are defined in the JER. 

Attachments 
cc: Directive Division, C&D, WHS 

0 8SD 15517-04 
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OoD 5500. 7-R 

a. Civil Penalties. Individual violators may be subject to a civil fine not to 
exceed S 100,000. Violators, other than individuals, may be subject to a civil fine not to exceed SI 
million. 

b. Administrnti ve Sanctions. See subsection l 0-300 through I 0-304of 
dis Regulation. 

SECTION 4. Annual l'erttfication 

8-400. Annunl Cerfjf cotlon. DoD employees who file the Public Financial 
Disclosure Reporl (SF 278) ti.·hall cerli annually dwt they are aware of the disqualification and 
employment restrictions of 18 U.S.C.207 and 208, a11d 41 U.S.Cd23 (references(b) and (c)), and that 
they have 110t violated those restrictions. 

SECTION 5. DoD GIUDANCE 

8-500. ADPCanUlCM, DoD employees shall: 

a. Ensure that the prospect of employment does not affect t:reperforrnance 
om on-performance of their official cities; 

b. Ensure that they do not communicate inside information to a 
prospective employer; and 

c. Avoid any activity that would affect the public's confidence in the 
integrity of the B'l::d.:l:al Gover.rm:!nt, even ifit is not an actual violation of the law. 

8-501. Written Guidance. DoD employees may obtain counseling and written 
advice concerning restrictions on seeking other employment from their Ethics Counselor: 

# SecondAmendment(Ch2, 3/2S/96) 109 
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DoD 5500. 7-R 

a. Although the coun~eling and advice are given by DoD attorneys and 
involve the interpretation of law and regulation and rendering of legal opinion. no attorneyclient or 
other confidential relationship is created. Communications made to an Ethics Counselor in seeking 
such advice are not privileged. 

b. This counseling and advice is personal to the cunent or fo1rnerD0D 
employee. It does not extend to the individual's J::usiress, employer, or prospective employer. 

SECTION 6. REFERENCES 

8·600. References 

(a) Title 5, Code of Federal Regulations, Patt 2635, "Sl:::a:Iim:isof Ethical 
Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch," cunent edition 

(b) Title 18, United StatesCooe, Sections207 and208 
(c) Title 41, United S:a:es Code, sectim423 
(d) Federal Acquisition Regulation, B:lct 3.104,current edition 

# SecondAulcndmenl (Ch 2, l/25/96) 11 0 
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DoD 5500. 7-R 

Communications made to an Ethics Counselor in seeking such advice are not privileged. 

b. Ethics counseling and advice are personal to the current er 
frmner DoD employee. They cb not extend to ,myone else, including his business, employer, 
or prospective employer. 

9-501. Delegation of Anthoricy. The DoD CClnponent DAEO may 
specifically delegate authority in writing for Ethics Counselors within the DoD Component to 
provide w:::i±::b:rl advice under 41 U.S.C. 423 (reference (e)). In any case where the local Ethics 
Counselor does not have the authmity by written delegation, he mill. provide the counseling 
and cbtain the request for advice ,md necessary supporting information from the DoD employee 
and forward it to the DoD Component DAEO or designee who has been specifically delegated 
the authority in writing to issue the written advice. 

9-502. Guidance forDepartimz DoD Emg.Jgy_ees: DoD Components shall 
provide guidance on relevant Federal arid DoD post-Goven1ment service employment 
restricnons, as part of out-processing procedures, to DoD emp/,o_vees wlw are leaving 
Federal service. 

SECTION 6. RESTRICIIDNS RESULTING FROM PROCUREMENT AcrrvmES 

9-600. 41 U.S.C. 423 (reference(e)) 

a. ResJrictjons. This sta:t:ut:erestricts a fonner DoD employee who 
lBS a procurement ofiicial with respect to a particular procurement from knowingly: 

#First.Arnendnsnt{Chl,12/12197) 119 
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DoD 5500. 7-R 

(I) Each DoD Component is encouraged to provide I hour of 
official duty time to review a W1itten AEB and to supplement the written AEB. including but 
not limited to, verbal briefings, i.n person or by telecommunications, computer-based 
methods, or recorded means, and ethics m1.at:e:i articles in COITliruUld communications, 
newsletters, and ethics electronic bulletin board systems. 

(2) An IBO desclibed in subsection l 1 ·300 .f., above, may 
satisfy the requirement for a written AEB for the same C3.1.en::J::u-year in which given. 

(3) For DoD Components that verbally brief all c.f their other 
covered employeesdming I year of a consecutive 3-year period, 1997 shall be the first year 
of such briefings. Thereafter, verbal briefings shall follow in 3-year increments; e,g,, 2000, 
2003, 2006; etc. 

(4) The following exceptions to verbal AEBs may apply: 

(a) The DoD Component DAEO, or designee, may make 
a wlitten dete1minationthat it is impractical to provide a verbal AEB once every 3 calendar 
years, under att.:ial2638. 704(d)(3)(iii){A) of reference (a) i.a subsection 11-100., above, An 
IEO described in subsection 11-300.f., above, may satisfy the requirement for this exception 
for the same calendar year in which given. 

(b) DoD employees who are special Government 
employees, who are officers in the unifonned services who serve on active duty for 30 or 
fewer consecutive days, or who are designated employees (subsections 2638. 704(dX3)(iii)(B), 
2638.704(d)(3)(fu)(C). ,md 2638.704(dX3)(iii)(D) of reference (a)), in subsection 11-100., 
above, may be given written AEBs, in accordance with section 2638. 704(d)(3)(i) of reference 
(a). An m> described in subsection 11-300.f., above, may satisfy the requirement for this 
exception for the S:Jrecalendar year in which given. 

c. Each DoD Component shall maintain records to track that the 
requirements or section 2638 of reference (a) in S1:hie±:im 11-100., above, including the 
method oftraining provided to covered employees, have been met 

d. DoD Components shall include training on relevant Federol and 
DoD disqualification and employment restrictions in Annual Ethics 'Briefings. 

11-302. Ammal Ethics '.frajnmg Plans. Each DoD Agency (seErlefin.ition rf 
"Agency" in subsection 1-201. 1 above) shall develop a written plan for annual ethics 
training for a calendar year by the beginning of th:t. year, in compliance with Si:d:ia1 
2638, 702(c) of reference (a) in subsection ll-100., above. The Do0 C'.arponants trat are 
not Agencies shall submit annual ethics training plans to DoD SOCO by December 31st of 
the prior year for approval and inclusion in SOCO's ethics training plan. 

#FirstAmclldmalt(Ch3, 12/12/97} 143 11-L-0559/0SD/21429 
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TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Status of Items 

Please fm:l out the status of these items Jim Haynes owes me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1219/04 MFR 

DHR:sa 
121704-7 

December 17 ,2004 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 
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December 9,2004 

STJBJECT : Ethics 

I am due from fun Haynes the following: 

o My ethics certification to sign. 

• A ~tatement from Larry Di Rita that has been released to the pr~ about the 

changes made :in our ethics procedures. 

• A letter from me to John McCain enclosing the statement on changes in the 

ethics rules. 

DHR:dh 
12090442 

P8'98 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

The Honorable John McCain 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 205 10 

Dear Senator McCain: 

I am writing to apprise you of recent changes the Department of Defense has 
undertaken to .strengthen our programs to avoid violation of conflicts of interest .statutes, 
particularly those dealing with the transition of DoD personnel fi-om public service to 
private enterprise. 

On October 25,2004, the Department implemented changes to three sections of 
DoD Directive 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics Regulation. The first change requires all senior 
DoD personnel ( civilian and military) who file the public financial disclosure report (SF 
278) to certify annually that they are aware of the disqualification and employment 
restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207 (which bars certain activities after leaving public service), 
18 U.S.C. 208 (which bars Federal personnel from participating in official actions that 
involve a private enterprise in which that employee is negotiating employment), and 41 
U.S.C. 423 (the Procurement Integrity Act.) This certification, which is already in effect, 
also requires senior DoD officials to attest that they have not violated the above statutes. 

The second change modifies the requirements for annual ethics training: adding a 
new requirement to expand the training on post-Government service employment 
re.strict ions included in all annual ethics training, regardless of other topics presented in 
that training. 

The third change mandates that all DoD personnel, when leaving Federal service, 
receive guidance on post-Government service employment restrictions. Although many 
DoD commands and other organizations cmTently provide this guidance as part of their 
out-processing, this change in the Joint Ethics Regulation will require such guidance. 

I am enclosing a copy of the change to our regulation along with a copy of a recent 
press release discussing these initiatives. 

Attachment 
cc: Honorable John Warner 

Honorable Carl Levin 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/21432 0 SO O 02 0 2 ~ 0 5 



DRAFT 
Subject to changes based on PIB FY 2006 President's Budget Guidance Memo 

FY 2006/FY 2007 Biennial Budget Estimates 
Operation and Maintenance, Defense-Wide 
President's Budget Submission Guidance 

I. This guidance applies to the Operation & 1-faintenance, Defense-Wide (O&M,D-W) 
agenctes. 
a. lt supplements the OUSD(C) Program/Budget memorandum, December 2,2004, 

Updates of the Procurement, Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT &E), 
Construction, Operation and Maintenance (O&M), and Military Personnel Databases 
forthe FY 2006/2007 President's Budget. 

b. The submission date for O&M,D-W agency exhibits, JANUARY 19,2005, is earlier 
than submission dates for other entities, to allow the O&M,D-W team time to review 
and compile the submission books for the total appropriation. This is in contrast to 
Army, Navy, and Air Force O&M appropriations, which prepare their consolidated 
books before submitting them to their OSD analysts. 

c. The O&M,D-W analysts at OSD V.lill review, mark and return the exhibits to you for 
editing by February 4. Fully revised, FINAL version of all exhibits is due by 
February 11. The OSD Leam will assemble and send to Lhe printer by February 18, to 
meet the required March I delivery date to Congress. 

2. Use the four-year format (FY 2004 is prior year; FY 2005 is current year; FY 2006 is 
budget year; FY 2007 is budget year plus one). 
a. Include FY 2004 Supplemental in FY 2004 actuals. 
b. Include approved PBD actions (to include FY 2005 transfers identified in PBDs). 
c. Ensure transfers in and out are each identified on a separate transfer line. Do NOT 

show transfers as a program change. 

Volume I exhibits (PBA-19, OP-5, OP-32, PB-3 lD, PB*31R), as detailed below, are due 
to your analyst by close of business January 19. These are required for the OSD staff to 
prepare the appropriation summary and overview data. 

• Submit each exhibit as a separate Microsoft Word file, labeled as 
Agencyacronym FY 2006Exhibitname.doc (e.g. DISA FY 2006 PBA-19.doc). 

• ln the event that exhibits must be revised after initial submission, 
add a version number after the Exhibitname (e.g. DISA FY 2006 PBA-19 v2.doc). 

• Your submissions should be printer-ready. 

January 5,2005 

a. Obtain security clearance for the submission. Please scan in the clearance 
document and provide iL electronically along with the exhibits. 

b. Please examine exhibits for line and page breaks, proper headers and footers, 
and alignments (left-align all text; right align all dollar amounts within 
columns). 

c. Delete all "POC" notations. There should be no individual's name, no phone 
number on any exhibit. 

d. Use Courier New 12 throughout all documents (with exceptions for use of 
Courier New IO when absolutely necessary to fit all columns on the page). 

C:\Documents and Settings\glassner\Local Settings\Temporary Internet F::cs\CL:<"::JB\G:.d.rncc fur DW Agencies.doc 
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DRAFT 
Subject to changes based on PIB FY 2006 President's Budget Guidance Memo 

e. Center your agency's acronym ( e.g., DISA) in the bottom margin. The 
O&M,D-W ream will add the page numbers. 

a. PBA-19 Appropriation Highlights: 
i. This introductory statement should highlight key programmatic or thematic 

changes that warrant attention. Note that increases/decreases per se are shown on 
the OP-5 rather than on the PBA-19. 

11. The goal is one page that begins and ends with a "take-away" message 
emphasizing the role or value the agency contributes to national defense. 

111. Footnote the amount of Supplemental funds received in FY 2004 and anticipated in 
FY 2005 at the bottom of the PBA-19 table. 

1v. Include Title IX Supplemental funds and approved FY 2005 Supplemental requests 
in FY 2005 column on the PBA-19. 

b. OP-5 Detail by Subactivity Group: 
1. Prepare a single OP-5 for each agency. Now that each agency reports its entire 

program in a single Budget Activity, your OP-5 should reflect all the subactivities 
your agency previously reported in separate OP-5's. 

11. Integrate and incorporate the same level of detail that has been presented in 
multiple OP-5s in previous years. 

iii. Section I. Description of Operations Financed: Include a summary of the key 
changes after the general paragraph. Group the changes if that will lead to a better 
understanding of what the proposed changes will accomplish. 

iv. Section Ill. Financial Summary part A. Subactivity Group 
I. Ensure this section includes all the specific programs that have been presented in 

previous years, and fully accounts for your budget authority/request in all years. 
If there is a significant change in program funding between years, the change 
should be highlighted and explained in Section l. Description of Operations 
Financed. 

2. For clarity, it may be useful to create "groups" that correspond to the breakouts 
presented in previous budget exhibits(e.g., DLA's OP-5, Section 111,Financial 
Summary part A. Subactivity Group list could be divided into Other Logistics 
Services, Other Logistics Programs, and Warstoppers. Each division has a 
complete list or subactiviLies within the division. For other agencies, there may 
be a Training division that conesponds Lo the old BA-3 OP-5, and an Operations 
and Administration division that corresponds to BA-4. Division titles are 
discretionary.) 

V. Section 111. Financial Summary part C. Reconciliation of Increases and Decreases 
I. Ensure that the trail includes, for each change, the previous year's baseline 

amount. This is a mandatory congressional requirement. 
2. Identify Supp funding separately for each change. 
3. Ensure that descriptions are communicative rather than cryptic. Spell out 

acronyms. One-liners are seldom satisfactory. Where possible, indicate the 
related OP-32 line number. 

Ja1rnary 5,2005 11-
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DRAFT 
Su~;ect to changes based on P/B FY 2()()6 President's Budget Guidance Memo 

v1. Be sure to identify program transfers and show them in the correct section. If 
transfers are included in the program increases/decreases section, Congressional 
staffers may incorrectly interpret them as program growth and make them targets 
for reduction. 

v11. Provide a measurable metric for each performance criteria described in the 
Perfonnance Criteria and Evaluation Summary. Provide analysis to indicate 
whether performance as measured is good, bad, improving, etc. 

v111. Since 0MB expects that each agency has a strategic plan from which goals and 
objectives flow, make reference to your agency's strategic plan as often as 
appropriate. 

c, OP-32 Appropriation Summary of Price/Program Growth: 
l. Consult 0MB Circular A-I I for general guidance: 

http://www. whitehouse.£:ov/omb/circulars/a l l/04toc.html 
11. Consult PBDs 604,606 and 426 for DoD-approved inflation. pay, and WCF rates. 

A table of approved rates will be provided separately for your convenience. 
111. Consult QMB Circular A-I I regarding use of object classes. 
1v. Pay close attention to the definitions of subsets within object class 25 Other 

Contractual Services and crosswalk your contracts appropriately to the OP-32 
lines. 
I. QC 25.1 is also known as Contract Advisory and Assistance Services (CAAS) 

(OP-32 Lines 931 Contract Consultants, 932 Management & Professional 
Support Services, 933 Studies, Analysis, & Evaluation, and 934 Engineering & 
Technical Services). 
a. Include: 

1. Management and professional support services, 
ii. Studies, analyses, and evaluation, and 

111. Engineering and technical services. 
b, EXCLUDE contn.1cts for: 

1. Financial statement audits (OC 25.2), 
ii. Information technology consulting services that focus on large scale 

sysLems acquisition and integration or large scale software development 
(QC 31.0), 

m. Personnel appointment and advisory committees (OC 11.3), 
iv. Operation and maintenance of information technology and 

telecommunication services (QC 25. 7), 
v. Architectural and engineering services as defined in the FAR, 

v1. Research on theoretical mathematics and basic medical, biological, 
physical, social, psychological, or other phenomena (OC 25.5), 

v11. Services classified in OC 25.2 Other contractual Services with non-Federal 
sources or 25.3 Other purchases of goods and services from Government 
accounts. 

2. Object Class 25 Other contractual Services also includes: 
i. QC 25.2 Other Services includes contractual services with non-Federal 

sources that are not otherwise classified in OC 25, such as financial 

January 5,2005 11-
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DRAFT 
Subject to changes based on PIB FY 2006 President's Budget Guidance Memo 

statement audits performed by independent public auditors (OP-32 lines 
926,989,991, and998). Agenciesthatreportmorethan 15%oftheirtotal 
OC 25 budget under OC 25.2 must, per I OU.S.C. §2212, submit an 
itemized list of contracts with justification as backup material to the 
OUSD(C) O&M,D-W team. This input will be used in explanations to 
congressional staffers; 

11. OC 25.3 Other purchases of goods and services from Government 
accounts for purchases that are not otherwise classified (OP-32 lines 600-
699, 70 I-770,901,902, 987). Do not use this object class if a more 
specific object class applies; 

111. OC 25.4 Operation and maintenance of facilities when done by contract 
with the private sector or another federal account (OP-32 line 923); 

1v. OC 25.5 Research and development contracts for conduct of basic and 
applied research and development (OP-32 line 989); 

V OC 25.6 Medical care for payments to contractors for medical care (OP-32 
line 989): 

vi. OC 25.7 Operation and maintenance of equipment when done by contract 
with the private sector or another federal agency (OP-32 lines 922 and 
927-930); 

vu. OC 25.8 Subsistence and support of persons for board, lodging, and care 
of persons (OP-32 line 998). 

v. Ir applicable to your agency, show the foreign currency impact in a separate 
column. 

vi. Prepare a detailed listing that documents specifics of growth in 998 Other Costs 
and 989 Other Contracts lines. 

d. PB-31 R Personnel Summary: follow guidance provided by Operations & Personnel 
point of contact (703 697-9317,Jan Soares, x 129 for civilian personnel or Kevin 
Lannon, x 131 for military personnel). Note that there is a new CIS Report, R19 
Civilian FTE and Cost Display, that Lists the direct-funded and reimbursable-funded 
FTEs, the personnel compensation object class amounts, and then derives average 
costs for direct-funded and reimbursable-fundedFTEs. 

e. PB-31D Summary of Funding Increases and Decreases: where possible, identify 
the related program line shown in the OP-5 Section 11 I. Financial Summary part A. 
Subactivity Group for each increase or decrease. 

f. 0 -1 Operation & Maintenance Funding by Budget Activity will be submitted 
electronically IAW guidance provided by Program & Financial Control (POCs are 
Man ju Goel and Pau I White, 703 697 -0021) 

4. Contact your analyst for additional information or explanation (table follows). 

January 5 .2005 
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DRAFT 
Subject to changes based on PIB FY 2006President's Budget Guidance Memo 

Marcia Case Marcia.Case@osd.mil 703 697-9317 X 137 

AFIS American Forces Information Service 8 it Marcia Case ;; 

DFAS Defense Finance& Accounting Service ! :i Marcia Case 
DHRA Defense Human Resources Activity ! ; Marcia Case 
DLSA Defense LeR.X}I Services Agency Marcia Case 
DPMO Defense PO /MIA Office g i Marcia Case " 
SOCOM Special Operations Command 8 ~ Marcia Case ;; 

Classified A encies G l Marcia Case 

Gretchen Anderson Gretchen.Anderson(osd.mil 703 637-9317x 120 
CMP Civil Military Programs i 'T 

Gretchen Anderson :I 

DAU Defense Acquisition University ! 1 Gretchen Anderson 
DCM Defense Contract Audit Agency I 3 Gretchen Anderson 
DCMA Defense Contract Management Agency 8 1 Gretchen Anderson :;; 

DISA Defense Information Systems Agency 8 I Gretchen Anderson " 
DLA Defense Logistics Agency g I Gretchen Anderson ;; 

DSCA Defense Security Cooperation Agency ! ~ Gretchen Anderson 
DoDDE DoD Dependents' Education g I Gretchen Anderson 0 

NDU National Defense University I i Gretchen Anderson 
OEA Office of Economic Adjustment I 1 Gretchen Anderson 
TJS Joint Chiefs of Staff ! 5 Gretchen Anderson 
COURT U.S. Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces ! Gretchen Anderson 
OIG Office of the Inspector General 91 Gretchen Anderson 
CD/CN Counternarcotics l!l Gretchen Anderson 

Keith Anderson Keith.Anderson@osd.mil 703 697-9317 X 123 
DSS Defense Security Service I! 1 Keith Anderson ;, 

DTRA Defense Threat Reduction Agency E I Keith Anderson 
DTSA Defense Technology Security Ad min ~ 1 Keith Anderson 
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense E I Keith Anderson 
WHS Washington Headquarters Services I I Keith Anderson 
CTR Conventional Threat Reduction ~ Keith Anderson 

-·<t~rt;,Al?!f''?igmJl1;~,;J'?,•t.ara.AberorombJe@osd~mHB1'~,lt{'.f:·~,,, · ,:~,. . :.,... ~:0.l'!'?f '.' :•·•~:.t~~~1,..;:~~~IJ1;1;.:J 
Volume ll Data Book Exhibits Cara Abercrombie 
PB-310 Manpower Changes in FTEs 
PB-22 Major DoD Headquarters Activities 
PB-55 International Military Headquarters 
PB-24 Professional Military Education 
PB-15 Advisory and Assistance Services 
OP-34 Appropriated Fund Support for MWR Activities 
Env-30A-C Defense Environmental Restoration Program 
PB-28/28A Summary of Budgeted Environmental Projects 
PB-34A Revenue from Leasing out DoD Assets 
PB-348 Proceeds from Transfer or Dis osal of DoD Real Pro ert 

January 5,2005 

Cara Abercrombie 
Cara Abercrombie 
Cara Abercrombie 
Cara Abercrombie 
Cara Abercrombie 
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)oD News: Post-Government Service Employment Restriction Changes Announced 

U.S. Department of Defense 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs} 

News Release 

OitheWro: 
l.mp_:j}WW'tJ ,Oe.f!;__,n_S~ink.mi.1/_tg!:QJDMIQrint.C!Jil 
http;JL~v.i.sle(eus.!;!link.!Jlil/J:t?lf.a_~.Lnr;100412;l0:l.88J ,b!;m] 
Media contact: +1 (703) 697-5131 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Public contact: 
http:l/www.dod.mil/faa/comment.html 
or+1 (703) 428-0711 

Page 1 of I 

No. 1309-04 
December 20,2004 

Post-Government Service Employment Restriction Changes Announced 
The Department of Defense recently modified its ethics regulation to ensure DoD personnel, when leaving federal service, do not 

inadvertentlyviolate federal "revolving door" statutes. 

In a memorandum dated Oct 25, 2004, Deputy Secretary PaulWolfowitz directed three changes to the departmental ethics regulation, 
DoD Directive 5500. 7-R. 

The first change requires senior personnel, including admirals, generals, and senior civilian officials, to certify annually that they are 
aware of the requirements of three statutes, and have not violated them. The three statutes bar conflicts of interests by procurement officials, all 
federal employees when negotiating for employment, and all federal employees after they leave the department. 

The second change mandates that information on these post-government employment restrictions be included in the annual ethics 
training programfor DoD personnel. This amplifiesthe current requirements for annual training. 

The third element establishes a requirement that all DoO personnel who are leaving federal se1vice receive guidance on the restrictions 
that will affect them during and after their transition. Many DoD organizations already provide this information as part of the personnel checkout 
process and briefings. 

According the William J. Haynes II, the general counsel and chief ethics officer of the department, "These changes should further 
strengthen our program of ethics education to helpDoD personnel know and appreciate how our ethics laws apply to them." 

The modified regulationis availableonline at: http://www.defenselink.mil/dodgc/defense_ethics/ 

http://www.defenselink.rnil/ releases/2004/nr20041220-1882 .html 
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Via Facsimile 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Amb. Zalmay Khali2:d JI. 
Donald Rumsfel'f. ~\.,..:.../"I · 

January 5, 2004 

5:26 PM 

Congratulations on the successful work of Loya Jirga. I know your involvement 

made a big difference, and I thank you so much for your selfless contribution. 

Please extend my warm congratulations to President Karzai on the successful role 

he played in moving his country forward. It is an impressive accomplishment. 

Also, please give him my very best wishes for the New Year. 

Thanks.. 

DHR/ai:n 
fJI0504.l9 

0 SD O 02 4 S - 0 4 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 
Larry Di RitLl 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld Vo' 

7 "l ,· ·, 
Lf~'I 

TABA 

roes 

SUBJECT: Strategic Communications Paper 

1~:-1, •. ~-·, : 
._ :.... ·~ .. 

"i1":.. : ''' 'I 

November 22;·loo4 ·· · 

Attached is a paper that was prepared at my request. It resulted from a dinner I 

had with the three authors, Joe Duffey, Ed Feulner and Lew Mani]ow. Please read 

it and let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1112104 Private Report to th£! Secretary of Defense 

DHR:JI 
112204,5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please 1'espond by l'J,,/ Io/ o 1 

Tab A 

/~: ~ r;: 
.·., 

w -----
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CHAIRMAN OFTHEJ01NTCHIEFS0FSTAFF 

WASHINGTOl'I, D.C. 20318•9999 
. 

", - •I 

C!t-12263-05 
~-,,, lriN ' 

4 J'1&nualij-}2uu5- L, 

INFOTvtEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, acs(Wf, ( ,f 
SUBJECT: Strategic Conununications Paper 

• i I~ ") t 

• Answer. In response to your request (TAB A), I reviewed the subject document. 
The paper co1Tectly addresses communicationssbortcom.ings, but it~ solution is 
too conservative. The Heritage paper proposes a RAND-lU<e, private-sector 
company to do necessary analysis. The long-tenn answer is a new agency that has 
the responsibility, clout and resources to attack larger communications issues. It 
should include robust, well-trained career public diplomacy professionals 
deployed worldwide to tell the US story in the local diaJec~ and analyze the 
feedback. Recommend the agency's leader hold a position on the National 
Security Council and have an independent voice to the Prt$ident. 

• Analysis. Currently, there is an NSC advisor for communications who has his 
hands full doing interagency work. The proposed senior agency group is unlikely 
to make any difference, as two alreadye.xist: PCC for Strategic Communications 
and the Muslim World Outreach PCC. The private sector currently spends more 
tlm $6 billion a year on overseas marketing; the USG spends about $5 million on 
opinion surveys. This is far too little> and without definitive evidence, it is a guess 
as to what the US message should be. Information paper at TAB B provides more 
details. 

COORDrNATION: NONE 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Mr. Paul Hanley, OOCS. Director of Strategic Ccmmunications, 
l<b )(6) I 
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TO: Paul Wol fowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 
Larry Di Rita 
Doug Feith 

Tt\B A 

F8t!f8 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V6' 
SUBJECT: Strategic Communications Paper 

.~,·.···· 

... ,·:· ·. 

, ..... ' ., 

Attached is a paper that was prepared at my request. It resulted rum a dinner I 

had with the three authors. Joe Duffey, Ed Feulner and Lew M, ilow. Please read 

it and let rne know what you think. 

Thanks. 

Atta\:h . 
11 /2104 Privale Report to the Secretary of Defense 

DHR:1~ 
I !2204-~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ _.._!i-_J ...... 1 o_/,_D_1----

F8~6 Tab A 

"· .... . . 
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TABB 

l '- December 200, 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject: Review of "Private Report to the Secretary of Defe1 se" on Strategic 
Communications 

1. Purpose. To provide comments and recommendations o L subject 
document. 

2. The report's fundamental premise is that the United Sta es Government 
(USG)must do a better job of assessing foreign public opini in and using that 
data in message development. The report makes two prima y 
recommendations: 

Establish a corporation for foreign opinion analysis t · "listen, ask 
questions and analyze foreign public opinion as well is test the 
effectiveness of various USG messages." 

Prepare the government bureaucracy to apply inform ttion by providing 
senior policy makers "with immediate input so they c: re aware of the 
effect an impending policy action or statement will hi ve on foreign 
public opinion." 

3. To implement the second recommendation, the report re :ommends creating 
a new staff position on the National Security Council (NSC) o coordinate the 
USG overall communications strategy. Tt also recommends :reating a Senior 
lnteragency Group (SIG)that brings the NSC with the Unde Secretary of State 
for Public Diplomacy, Under Secretary of Defense for Policy: representatives 
from the United States Agency for International Developmei t and other 
relevant members to encourage closer cooperation and to h Ip implement 'the 
USG long-term communications strategy. 

4. Policy comments: 

General: Concur in the report's premise that the chf :lenge of shaping 
the opinions and behaviors of foreign publics is a vit: I and central 
component to the WOT-----and that this challenge "lies at the very core of 
America's own vital national interest." The USG sho1 Id greatly increase 
the amount of resources applied to strategic commui ication activities, to 
include foreign opinion polling. Tt is critical that the JSG must view the 
dialog between America and the rest of the world as l long-term 
commitment and respond with strength of purpose e 1ual to the 
information efforts of the Cold War. 

11-L-0559/0SD/21443 Tab B 
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Corporation for Foreign Opinion Analysis. While E 1y new organization 
that focuses on solving America's image problem i: better than none at 
all, the recommended Defense Science Board (DSE Center for Strategic 
Communications (CSC) is a better concept than th ~ Center for Foreign 
Opinion Analysis (CFOA)recommended in this rep rt. The CSC is much 
broader in scope, while the CFOA is focused prim, Dy on foreign public 
opinion polling something that could be achieved by increasing the 
State Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Res :arch (INR) polling 
budget and scope cf work. The CFOA, like the CS1 ., would be a 
nonprofit, bipartisan, federally-funded independer : organization similar 
to RAND Corporation. However, the DSB report n :omrnends the CSC 
conduct polling, analysis and assessment and alsc develop mandated 
self-initiated plans, themes, products and prograrr 3 (such as children's 
1V series and video games). The CSC would also, ork closely with the 
private sector and nongovernment organizations, f ,ster cross-cultural 
exchanges, mobilize nongovernment initiatives, rec :uit private sector 
experts for short-term assignments and deploy ten porary 
communications teams. The solution to improve J nerica1s image 
abroad must be matched to the magnitude of the I roblem-a robust 
CSC is the best option. 

Senior Interagency Group. Establishing the SIG a recommended in 
this report is appropriate. There is great need for: uch a group that has 
authority to speak for its organizations, set strateg c communications 
objectives and priorities, commit resources and qu ckly adjudicate new 
proposals for programs and products. 

NSC Communications Staff Position. In November 2003, the NSC 
created a new position for the Deputy National Sec :irity Advisor for 
Communications. Therefore, the position recomm, nded in the report 
already exists. However, the duties of this individl al must be more 
focused on strategic, international issues, not with tactical or domestic 
political issues to be effective in the areas describe l in the report. 

TabB 
11-L-0559/0SD/21444 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

David Chu 
Dov Zakheim 
Gen. Pete Pace 

Marc Thiessen 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Lan-y Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
January 5 ,2004 

SUBJECT: Increase in End Strength 

9:14AM 

Please prepare a draft reply to the members of Congress on their End Strength 

letter. This is an important policy issue. 

'Thanks. 

OHK',,,:n 
J (\)()4 1]'.• 

Please respond h,r: ___ . __ 

0 SD O 02 8 3 -0 4 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. John Abizaid 
L. Paul Bremer 
Doug Feith 

7~c•'l'1 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

DATE: January 7, 2004 

SUBJECT: Terminology 

1:58 PM 

As we discussed, the terminology we use is enormously important. The fact that 

so many of our folks are talking about the situation in Iraq as a .. guerrilla war," 

with the word "guerrilla" having a positive connotation in some people's minds, is 

unfortunate. So too, the use of the phrase "fonner regime loyalist" is unfortunate 

in that "loyalist" has a positive connotation. The use of the phrase "Sunni 

Triangle" in a negative sense is harmful to our cff orts with the Sunnis. 

We have to do a better job of using words that are well thought through and 

calculated to express exactly what we mean. The word "fanatic" has a negative 

connotation. The word "terrorist" has a negative connotation in most cases. 

I hope you will continue thinking through what words we ought to use to describe 

the people who are causing us the difficulties in Iraq and come back with some 

suggestions that we can all then use. 

Thanks. 

DHR/a.zn 
010704.16 

Please re!lpond by: ____________________ _ 

0 SD O 02 8 4 - 0 4 
11-L-0559/0SD/21446 
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TO: David Chu 

cc.: Gen. Dick Myers Jim Roche 
Paul Wolfowitz Gen. Pete Schoomaker 
Gen. Pete Pace ADM Vern Clark 
Les Brownlee Gen. John Jumper 
Gordon England Gen. Mike Hagee 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfel:} ___ _i )2 ___ -:.;;(/;/~ 
2004 Young .,,. · // 

Prior h.) lhe Congre~sional recess at the end of next week, I would like to be 

briefed on lhe range of aclivities involving the military absentee voler program. 

As I recall, the Department conducted a study at Secretary Cohen's direction after 

the last election that revealed some shortfalls in our processes. 

I would like to know what progress has been made and what more needs to be 

done to ensure we are discharging our responsibilities in this area. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
071304-l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

--· ..- .. 
~<,::.,.. .-_.,... d.. :..- . ,., ' ··, /, / ... • ( .. '-" ...... , . ··, ,i.· .··~ .. / ................ ~ ...... ~ ..... ~ ... : .... ~•• / 

0 -,,.. -

"11-0 (J / 
Please respond by---------- _ ... /(,;'J,;:.:r~/ _, 

.. - -......v-,· ..r,r~,,,../.--

HsliR: ~Jiffijl3zk WfUi 8t ltsY oso 00325-05 
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July 23, 2004 
=riday 

8 00 (~ 8:15am-8:45arn P&R Update(3E752) 

Ms. McG1nn on Leave 
DR. CHU· VAC.ATION 

July 2004 

SMTWTFS 
2 3 

4 5 6 7 8 910 
111213 14 15 16 17 
18192021222324 
25 26 27 28 29 30 3 1 

August2004 
SMTWTFS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 91011121314 

L5 16 17 1 s 1 9 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30 31 

.. __ J 

IQOO ISG BRAG Imperatives Meeting- Principa1s(3D1019) 10:00am· 10:45am SD Future OIF Rotations 

1100 

Lunch 

I 00 Hold 

---------·- ---· ------- --------- -···----·-···-

qar to Hill (Marvin) 

------------3 00 SASC/SGAC S1aff NEf'S Briefing (SR-228 Library) 

!-----·----. ---~-~---··--·· ---·--·--· ~-·-·-·----4 00 Car to Pentagon (Marvin) 

. - -- -··--··-· ~--- ----
PDUSD Wrap-up 

500 Leave for the day Anniversary Dinner in Fairfax 

Abell, Cha S., CIV, OSD·P&R 1 1115/2004 
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'! v c i l Moore 

,_.,I) 01... nave :in.v -~::ora 01 ·Nho lrte:,cea ·,ne rir:.cfin~!: 1ave 5r,e:-: n tne Senate 

lnu:1 Room Have :{,:or., or E:owaras ;inenae:: 0 ! c:innot rcmemhtr ,eeinJl :hem. 

;iJthougn l do recall that Ki:"'.' attrntbl on meeting Jl .1 Ptrnagon 'mc:in!?, 

Plc:ise look .1l both the ones we ctindLtc>red ,H the Pe11tag,111 ma 1he one, \\e 

conaucreo in S....J.07 and )et me: know. 

I Taanh 

I OHR d~ 

) ~.8~b-~-~ '.\I. :o~::·:~ ~ • • • • • • • • • 
! 

1
1 

Pfl!a:u respond by ___ q /_JD/{)!.( ______ _ 

Paul Butler 

1-z-f, 3 
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NOV 2 3 2004 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld fJ,A 
SUBJECT: Attendance at Op-Intel Briefings 

Did we ever figure out how many of our Op-Intel briefings Edwards and Kerry 

attended? 

Thanks. 

DHR:s; 
! I 2"04-27 

••.•••••••••••.•..•.••.•••.•.••...•....................•••.............. , 
Please respond b_v _ ......,J1..,...J 3/ 0 ~ 

:-ot o 
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-
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

W.ASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS December 9,2004 3:00 PM 

FOR: SECRET A RY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secreta of Defense 
For Legislative Affairs (b)(6) .__ ___ ...., 

SUBJECT: Response to your questions about Senators Kerry and Edwards 

• The information we previously gave you about participation of Senators Kerry and 
Edwards in ops/intcl briefings is correct. We do have, however, records indicating 
that Senator Kerry came to the Pentagon for two meetings with you. 

• On Monday morning, September 24,200 I at 7:45 a.m. you had a one-on-one 
breakfast with Senator Kerry in your office. To the best of my recollection, I was 
the only other attendee. The meeting must have materialized at the last minute 
because we have nothing in our archives to indicate that a "read ahead" was 
prepared for you. 

• He was also one of 56 Senators who came to the Pentagon in late summer and 
early fall of 2002. Our records indicate he was here on September 5. As you 
recall, we conducted a series of breakfast meetings for members of the House and 
the Senate on weapons of mass destruction leading up to the vote on the Iraq 
n::solution in October of 2002. Senator Edwards received two invitations to these 
briefings and he did not accept either. 

Attachments: 
SECDEF Snowflake 082604-1 
SECDEF Snowflake 112204-27 

11-L-0559/0SD/21451 oso 00326-05 
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September 1,2004 

TO: Col Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld P, 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Ray DuBois re: CoITidors 

Please arrange a meeting for me with Ray DuBois to discuss corridors. I think 

there should be one for women, one for Hispanics, and one for Secretaries of 

Defense. I would like to talk to him about how we fix them; reduce the 

duplications. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
090104-9 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please re~pond by ___ q-+-1_1 .......... 0--+---

11-L-0559/0SD/21452 oso 00327-05 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action ___ _ 

FROM: Raymond F~, ~~inistration and Management 

SUBJECT: Naming and Dedication of Pentagon Corridors 

J 4t 6 p e IA) I f?WEJ; ,n~ . Js,.,.. tJ~A/U..... 4/ ok~ "J Ctu,f J r .IU. N'A,u.•~o; /UI 4 t/4~4 

• ~e following is provided in response to your request for information regarding 
dedicated corridors and exhibits in the Pentagon. 

9 Presidents Corridor - Contains a picture and brief history panel of each U.S. 
President, including the current one. Location: 3Al Q.3C 10. 

9 Corridors and exhibits dedicated to military leaders. 

Arnold Corridor· Dedication date unknown. Location: 4E8. 

Bradley Cmridor - Dedicated June 1972. Location: 2E8. 

Eisenhower Coll'idor - Dedicated May 1970. Rededicated in June 1985. 
Location: 3E8-9. 

[
MacArthur Coffidor Dedication date unknown (1980s). Location: 3A4-5. 

Marshall Corridor Dedicated April 1976. Location: 3E4.5-5. 

9 Corridors/Exhibits dedicated to groups, organizations, and other individuals. 

Kruzel Exhibit · Dedicated in January 1996. Joseph J. Kruzel was a Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for European and NATO Policy who died in an 
accident while traveling outside Sarajevo in Aug 1995. Location: 407-8. 

African Americans in Defense of Our Nation 
ANZUS 
Buffalo Soldiers 
Chiefs of Staff of the Army 
Civil Servants 
Correspondents 

0 

Location: 3A2 · 3E2 
Location: 2A2-3 
Location: 2A5 
Location: 3A5-3E5 
Location: 2A2-3 
Location: 2E5-6 

11-L-0559/0SD/21453 



Hall of Heroes/Medal of Honor 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Marine Corps Conunandants 
Military Women 
Native Americans in Defense of Our Nation 
NATO 
POW/MIA 
Secretaries of the Army 
Secretaries of Defense 
Secretaries of the Navy 
Secretaries of War 
Soldiers and Signers of the Constitution 
USO 

9-1 1 Memorial Quilts 

Location: Pentagon Concourse 
Location: 2A8-2E8 
Location: 4A-E5 
Location: In Storage 
Location: 2A I 
Location: 2A9- 10 
Location: 4E7-8 
Location: 3A5-3E5 
Location: 2A8-9 
Location: 4A5-4ES 
Location: 2A4-5 
Location: 2A4-2E4 
Location: Corridor 2, Ramp to 
Concourse 
Location: 4th Corridor, 1st floor 

• The Federal government already has recognized President Ronald Reagan in a 
number of ways. 

} There are two major facilities in the Washington D.C. area: The Ronald Reagan 
Building and International Tra<le Center, Washington. D.C., dedicated in 1998, 
and the Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport, renamed in 1998. 

} The Department of Defense has named the aircraft carrier USS Ronald Reagan,] 
commissioned 2003, and Ronald Reagan Ballistic Missile Defense Test Sight, 
Marshall Islands, dedicated 2000, after the President. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: None 

Prepared by: Ralph NewtonJ .... (b_H_5_) _ ____. 
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Message 

Armstrong, Brett, COL, OSD-ATL 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Snow, Howard, CIV, OSD-LA 

Thursday, June 10, 2004 7:34 AM 

Armstrong, Brett, COL, OSD-ATL 

Subject: Warner wishes to keep "bi-partisan nature" of name for Pentagon 

Page 1 of2 

Wamer Weighs in Against Frist's Proposal to Rename the Pentagon After Reagan 
Bv JosEPHC.ANSELMo,CQSTAFF WRlrER 

The c hainmm of the Senate Anned Ser
vices Cominittee cautioned \·Vednesday 
that renaming the Pentagon for former 
President Honald Reagan might not be the 
best W:t\· to honor ltis memorv. 

Sen. John\\?. \Varner. R-\'a., took to 
the Senate floor to emphasize tlie impor
tance of retaining the "hi partisan nature" 
of tlie headquarters of the U.S. armed 
forces. 

His comments appeared aimed at 
heading off a proposal by Senate Major
ity T .eader Bill Frist, R-Tenn., to rename 
the Pentagon the "Ronald Reagan Na
Li onal Defense Building." 

On June 7. Frist submitted nmend-

Howard Snow 

6/10/2004 

mencs ro tlie fiscal 200.5 defense author
ization bill (S 2400 -S Rcpt 108-:260) 
that would rename the Pentagon and the 
Defense Department's }vi issile Defense 
Agency in Reagan's honor. 

\Varner diplomatically did not directly 
mention Ftisfsamendments, but11oted the 
rejection of a proposal to rename the build
ing in honor of fonner president and five
star Cen. Dwight D. Eisenhower after he 
<lied in 1969. One of the main reasons. 
\V,mwrsaid. "istlmtthat buildingstnnds as 
asv1nbol of the bip.irtis .. mship that must be 
present as we work with the men and 
women uf the armed forces ... 

"'itmer said Congress needed to honor 
Reagan, but cautioned that lawmakers 

11-L-0559/0SD/21455 

"have got to give a lot of careful thought and 
be mindful of how we've recognized other 
commanders in C'hief ... in terms of their 
contiibutions to the defense ofthecounhY. 
But ,ve·H come up \\ith an idcu." 

Warner declined to C'omment further 
after his remarks. 

F1isfs aides also movPd to play down the 
amendments. saying they were filed only 
to pu 1 ideas on the table. An aide said the 
majority leader was fonning a group of 
senators to review a "·ide variety of pro
posals to honor Rf'agan. 

Republican lawmakers also have float
ed vaiious propo.sals to put Reagan's like
ncs s on the clime, the $10 bill or tlie 
$20 hilL • 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 
Ray DuBois 

Paul Wolfowit~ A 
Donald Rumsfek~\.t, 

Naval Nuclear Propulsion Director 

September I ,2004 

Attached is some material on the Director of Naval Nudear propulsion. My 

instinct is that eight years is too long. I would like 10 get it changed so it is four 

years with the possibility of adding one, two, thrne or four years. 

Please come back to me with a proposal. 

Thanks. 

Atttieh. 
6/14/04 GC memo to SecDef re: Position of Director. Naval Nuclcur Propulsion Progrnm 

DHR:dh 
090104-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by f O / 1 / D i 

I 

POMO oso 1)0328-05 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 OEFENSEPENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20301·1600 

TNFOMEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

June 14,2004 

DEPSEC -----

FROM: William J. Haynes Jl,General Counsel,l(b)(6) 

SUBJECT: Position of Director. Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program 

o At your earlier direction, Dan De11 '0rto met wirh rhe Secretary of the Navy and 
the Chief of Naval Operations to obtain their views about the grade (0- 1 O) and 
term of appointment (8 years) of this position. 

• The Secretary of the Navy believes that any proposed change in either the grade 
level or term of appointment is sensitive. 

o The grade level is significant because of the Navy's outstanding nuclear safety 
record. 

o Were the grade level reduced.any subsequent safety problems likely would be 
attributed to that reduction. 

o An 8-year term is unduly long and permits the incumbent to outlast at least one 
Administration, and possibly two. 

o The Chief of Na val Operations agree<l that any proposed change in either grade 
level or term of appointment would be controversial and possibly particularly 
difficult in an election year because the submarine community would mobilize to 
oppose any change. 

• Having a 4-star officer (although it does not have to be a submariner, it 
historically has been) in this position provides the submarine community with 
an edge over both the surface and aviation community neither of which has a 
Navy uniformed advocate above the two-star level. 

• Interestingly, ADM Clark does not believe that either the Department of 
Energy or the Senate would oppose a change in this position unless the 
submarine community sways them. 

0 
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• The position as currently structured is an anachronism during a period of 
transition from a threat- to a capabilities-based defense and a platform centric 
system to an information centric system. 

• Consideration should be given to a Senior Executive Service person for this 
position, as the Executive Order contemplates, as this would remove the 
position from the operations role and the submarine advocacy role. 

• ADM Clark was very complimentary toward ADM Skip Bowman, the 
incumbent, who has handled himself as well as anyone could in this position. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared By: Daniel J. Del] 'Orto,!_(b-)(_6) __ 

11-L-0559/0SD/21458 
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September 1,2004 
_L -0~[ O\llL\5 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: l .... (b-)(_
6

) __ ___,!Letter 

l(b)(6) 
Please have someone respond to the attached letter from....__ ___ _. 

Thanks. 

Atta<.:h. 
6/23/04 Letter from ! .... (b_)(_6) _ __. 

DtlR:s~ 
09010.J,8 

c. S-O~d~ 

·························!···-~···························~··~·········4· 
Please respond by_q JJ_Q_j__olf __ 

Policy Executive Secretariat Note 

November 9.2004 

Captain Marriott, 

..,.,..,..,.,....A .... SD/lSA, Peter Rodman, responded to 
Mr!(b)(6) bn October 21,2004. A copy of the 
letter is attached for your records. 

01 ~~ 

Policy Executive Secretariat 

nnti OSD 00329-05 
11-L-0559/0SD/21_459, . . 
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l"ITERNATIONAL 
SECURITY 
Gl•FAIN.S 

ASSISTANT SEC~::'.iARY OF DEFENSE 
2.GOO DEFE, SE PENTAGON 

WASHl'.\GTO'.',;_ DC 20301-2300 

Md(b)(6) I 
Vice President of lnfonr1ation Technology/Student Services 

Rend Lake College 
Ina, IL 62846 

Dear Mr. !(b )(6) 

Thank you for your letter on ho\v the United States can take the offensive to 
' 'uiminish and weaken the al-Qaeda ten-or." Your suggestions arc very helpful. 

We know that ai Qacd:1 's rnti0rntiiz..11ion for tcrrnrism is a distortion of 
ls/nm. This point caJTics the most weigh! coming from authorities within the 
Muslim world, some of whom you mention. I hope that thoughtful adherents of 
Islam will speak out more forcefully against the hijacking of this great faith by 

ideological extremists. Moderates like youl'self are. on the front lines in this 
struggle. 

Once again, thank you foryour advice and comments. T encourage you 10 

take your message to the broader Muslim community. 

Sincerely, 

/) r,J , 

~JfA7f~ 
Peter W. Rodman 

11-L-0559/0SD/21460 
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6/23/2004 

ByJ(b)(6) I 
Vice President oflnfom1ation Teclmology/Student Services 
Rend Lake College 
Ina, IL 62846 

I an an American/lrngi who is working in southern Illinois. I got f ru strafed with being 
on the defensive with Wcir against terror. I would like to see the US on the offensive side. 
Want to help and thi5 is my way. 

Diminish and Weaken Al-Qaeda Te1Tor 

The basis of the Al-Qaeda group's recruitment of new members - getting bigger and 
stronger· is base.d purely on religious motivation. The religious motivation is:"lf you kill 
an infidel, you will go to Heaven? KiJJing infidels (non-believers) is part of a Jihad (holy 
war). Though most or A 1-Qaeda's targets are infidels, many of their attacks have caused 
death to believers. Thejustification used for .killing believers is that the believers also 
will go to Heaven for their cause. Most of their recruits are young in age and in an early 
stage of their knowledge of the Islam religion. The way to stop the growth of this group 
and to diminish and weaken their organization and its causes is through the use of 
religious motivation and reasoning. 

A little background on the Islam religion· it is based on five pillars: 

• The Profession of Faith 
• The Five Daily Prayers 
• Almsgiving 
• Fasting 
D Pilgrimage lD Mecca 

However, some followers have added Jihad as a sixth pillar. Quran is the holy book of 
Islam. The Q.Jral is a record of the exact words revealed by God through the angel 
Gabriel to the prophet Muhammad (PBUH). Not one word of its J 14chapters (suras) has 
been changed over the centuries, so the Quran is in every detail the unique and 
miraculous text which was revealed to Muhammad (PBUH). When it comes to the Halal 
(pe1missible) and Haraam (forbidden) aspects of life, Muslims depend first on the Q.D:a1 
and secondly on the Hadith (saying) of the prophet Muhammad (PBUH). 

Unfortunately, some Muslims such as the Al Qaeda group took the QJian as a literal 
explanation and followed it. The fact is that the Quran has a literal explanation but also is 

11-L-0559/0SD/21461 



dependent on the time in which it was ·written. All Muslim Sha11ah (Islamic laws) are 
written on the most basic oflife's issues. When an issue without a relevant Shariah arises 
in Muslim life in any country, the top Sheik (Muslim cleric) in that city, country er 
community will make a Fatwa (legal opinion concerning Islamic law) about the matter. 
01 certain major issues, a group of Sheiks or Muslim organizations • and there are many 
of them - will make the Fat\va. 

To diminish and weaken Al-Qaeda, there must be a Fatwa from one or more of the well
recognized Islamic organizations proclaiming that Al-Qaeda and its actions are against 
what Islam stands for. This Fatwa should be well publicized in the Middle East 
countries. lhis will discourage young Muslims from joining Al-Qaeda or any similar 
groups, and it will place considerable doubt in new recruits. This might sound simple, 
but I believe this is a way of fighting religion 'With religion. 

Here are some well-known Islamic groups: 

bq - City of Al-Najaf: Shaii majority which will put Iran in agreement 
Egypt-Alazhar Mosque 
Saudi Arabia-Should come from the Saudi government 

Here are some Islamic organizations that may help in the process: 

Council on American-Islamic Relations 
1050 l'MlSt. NW. Suite 490 
Washington, DC 20036 
Tel; (202) 659-CAIR (2247) 
Fax: (202) 659-2254 
Email: cairl@ix.netcom.com 
URL: \V\\W.cair-net.oni 

Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA) 

Islamic Society of North America (1SNA) 
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September 1, 2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Pc 
SUBJECT: Phoenix Speech 

I'd like a tape of the Phoenix speech - l have not received ·one yet. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
t:00104-3 ·;;;~;; •;:s~;~~·;; • • • • • • q.,-;;-~ .1 ••a• a• a• a• U • e • e e •a• a••• I• I•••••• I•• I• I• 
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DoD News: Secretary Rumsfeld Speech to The Greater Phoenix Leadership, Biltmore Ho... Page 1 of 6 

U.S. Department of Defense 
Office of the Assistant secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 

News Transcript 

Presenter: Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Public contact: 
bttp;/lwwy{.MmiJL~n!!tml 
or+ 1 (703) 428-0711 

Thursday,August26,2004 

Secretary Rumsfeld Speech to The Greater Phoenix Leadership, Biltmore Hotel, Phoenix, AZ 

SEC. RUMSFELO: Thank you very much. I thank you very mueh. I'm not a poet. [Laughter) I'm not even close to 
a poet. There's some character who took my press briefings and tried to turn them into poetry and failed. [Laughter] Thank 
you, folks. It's very nice to be with you. We're in an August afternoon in Phoenix and I'm delighted to see so many folks 
here. And I thank each of you for coming. I appreciate your being here. Bill, thank you for those words, and Mr. Mayor, a 
pleasure to see you. Mr. President, Mr. Speaker and my friends from Congress here. It's always good to see you, and 
Congressman Flake and C<lngressman Heintz and Mrs. Heintz. l also was pleased to see Mrs. Stump. I don't know where 
she's sitting, but - there you are. Good to see you. And so many distinguished guests and public officials and members of 
the armed seivices. 

I thought what I'd do is to take a few minutes to talk about some of the issues we've been hearing about and 
reading about and then comment on the global war on terror and then respond to questions, which I look foiward to. 

Last week, the president announced that we are making progress in our efforts to reposition U.S. military forces and 
capabilities to meet the challenges of the 21st century. The world has certainly changed markedly since the end of the 
Soviet Union. But military deployments and arrangements really have not changed very much. They've been reduced, but 
they're pretty much in place where they were when the Cold War ended. 

During the Cold War, it was assumed that our forces stationed abroad would defend from static positions. This, of 
course, is no longer the case, and we know that. Today the enemies we face are fighting form small cells located in almost 
every comer of the world. And the task today is to stay on the offensive against them. We cannot know precisely where our 
forces may have to operate. We used to know. We used to be looking for a tank invasion from the Soviet Union across the 
North German plain and that's why we had so many forces in Northern Europe. So our forces today have to be flexible and 
they have to be agile and they have to be light and they have to be rapidly deployable, usable, not fixed, and capable of 
going almost anywhere In the world on short notice. 

If you think about it for a number of years now or even before September 11th the DoD has been working on 
concepts to guide our security presence around the world. And we know that adjusting our footprint or our force posture is 
an essential component of our strategy. These proposed changes are designed to allow us to deploy capable forces rapidly 
anywhere in the world on short notice, to push more military capability forward while shifting some 60[0001 to 70,000 service 
members and roughly 100,000 of their dependants from foreign bases to U.S. bases, creating a lighter footprint abroad, 
which allows us to focus on speed, precision and technically advanced capabilities, rather than simply on mass and sheer 
numbers, which are really increasingly formulations of the last century. 

It's awfully hard for people to change and adjust to that. We've developed over my lifetime the idea that more is 
better and so we talk about numbers of things, ships, guns, tanks, planes, people- Ignoring the reality that if you have, for 
example, a 10 dumb bombs and YoU have a smart bomb that can do what 10 dumbs can do and you reduce from to dumb 
bombs to five smart bombs, you have not reduced your capability. In fact, you've dramatically increased your capabilities. 
But getting people to think that way Is not an easy thing. We've also, looking at our posture to help us build new 
relaUonshlps In the world, we've developed a number of new relationships, H you think about lt, since 9/11 - Pakistan, 
Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Yemen - so many countries that we have been working with, this global coalition against terror is 
now something like 85 or 90 nations, probably the largest ooalition in the history of mankind. And our adjustments should 
make it easier for the United States to work with our allies and friends on military operations to train, to operate, exercise 
together to complement doctrine and tactics and to exploit the new technologies with them. Our new arrangements also 
have the added advantage of Improving the lives of U.S. milltary families. Deployments In a number of cases will be shorter 
and they'll be rotational for training and exercises often lasttng weeks or months, rather than years. Mll!tal'} fam~ies will find 
somewhat more stability, fewer permanent changes of station, and as a result, less disruption in the lives of spouses and 
children in schools. 
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In a political year, I suppose it's inevitable that these important proposals which we've been working on for some 
three years now, would lead to a discussion and that's a good thing. Some of the concerns expressed, no doubt, are well 
intentioned and useful. We've spent the last two years talklng to our friends and allies and to members of Congress and 
working through these issues, proposals of such magnitude deserve examination and they deserve debate and discussion. 
And let there be no doubt, these are significant changes and they will affect our country's force posture for many decades to 
come. 

At the same time, I think most reasonable observers recognize lhat our existing force arrangements are relics of a 
time long passed. We still have two heavy divisions in Germany to defend against a Soviet tank attack. Those two 
divisions did not help prevent September 11th. They did not prevent the hijackers from organizing and planning their attacks 
in Hamburg, Germany, for that matter. We've stationed thousands of U.S. troops on the border with North Korea to defend 
South Korea. South Korea today is a nation that Is no longer lmpoveMhed. After 50 years, they are not defenseless and 
thanks, in major part, to the stability our alliance has provided. South Korea today is a thriving nation with a robust 
democracy with a vibrant economy and a modern army of some 600,000. Our commitment to that country and to peace on 
that peninsula remains as strong as ever and it will be going forward. In fact, our relationship with Korea is, I think, an 
excellent example of what changes to our global posture really can accomplish. 

For some time now, we've been investing in substantial sums, taxpayers' dollars, billions of dollars in improved 
military capabilities that are appropriate for the situation on the Korean Peninsula. We're increasing our naval and airpower 
in the region and we're moving more precision weapons and Increased firepower to South Korea. At the same time, we 
would be relocating our forces away from the demilitarized zone and where they were tocated in very vulnerable garrisons 
and cities near that zone and we'll be shifting them southward into two hubs - an air hub and a sea hub - welt beyond the 
range of North Korean artillery. 

Today we have the means and the intent to strengthen our deterrent power and our defensive capability while 
decreasing our overall footprint, and we're doing so, and it would be unwise not to do so. While current arrangements may 
be comfortable for people and familiar, both in our country and in foreign countries, our current arrangements are •• let's face 
it, they're obsolete. And we need to deal wit the world as It Is, not the way it used to be, or even the way we'd like it to be. 
We have to deal with it as it is. Changes have to be made. They will not be made precipitously, but they will be made. And 
indeed, it's a plan that will be rolled out over probably as many as tour, five, six, seven, eight years. We're in a fortunate 
position that we don't have to be a supplicant. You can go to these countries and work our arrangements and make sure 
that we have the right Status of Forces Agreements and access and cross.servicing agreement, and that the neighboring 
countries are wilfing to adjust to our needs to move our forces as required by the United States. As we visit with countries, 
we'll determine which is best by way of new arrangements, and then proceed to work out those details. As a result, there'll 
be no major announcement beyond what the president has announced. Rather, there will be a series of announcements 
that evolve as each piece of this is worked out. And we are certainly continuing to consult with Congress and with our 
friends and allles, as we move forward to meet our responsibility to serve the American people. 

Let me make a couple of comments about missile defense. Meeting the new reality of this century also drives our 
approach to missile defense. In the past few weeks, up In Alaska, the first interceptor was put into the ground. By the end of 
this year, we expect to have a limited operational capability against incoming ballistic: missiles. This represents, in my view, 
a victory for hope and vision over skepticism. More than 20 years ago, I was in the White House when President Reagan 
gathered a group of individuals and made his announcement end gave his vision for a missile defense system. Now that's 
long time ago. And today, roughly two dozen countries, including some of the world's most dangerous regimes, possess 
ballistic missiles and they are energetically working to increase the range and destructive capability of those missiles. A 
number of these states are estimated by the U.S. intelligence community to have nuclear, biological and chemical 
programs. 

North Korea, for example, is working to develop and deploy missiles capable of ieaching not just their neighbors, 
such as Japan, but our country as well. The same can be said of Iran. More countnes are developing and sharing 
information, and I think it is notable to think what just recently happened with respect to Libya where they made an 
admission that dramatically demonstrated this point. Fortunately, their announcement was that they wish to Just discontinue 
those programs and have been working with the United States and the United Kingdom to do so. 

History has taught us that weakness is provocative. And the longer the delays in deploylng even a limited defense 
against these kinds of facts, the greater the likelihood of an attempted or threatened strike. Additionally, without any defense 
against missiles, terrorists and rogue regimes could use the threat of an attack to try to Intimidate America and/or our allies. 
As enemies continue to adapt and evolve, so must our capabilttles. That's why the president directed us to pursue an 
Innovative approach to the development and the deployment of missile defenS8s. Rather than waiting years, sometimes 
decades for a fixed and final architecture, as has been the norm with the many weapons systems, we will be deploying an 
Initial set of capabilities that will evolve over time as technologies evolve over time. 

The way ahead will have Its share of ups and downs - we know that. Any development of a new technology, 
leading«lge technologies, has ups and downs, successes and what people catl failures. I was In the pharmaceutical 
business and Invested heavily in research and development. And folks dld not just simply get up one moming to discover an 
Important new therapy for people. They went out and they tried things that worked and that didn't work. And each thing that 
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didn't work was part of that learning process and so, too, in weapons and defense systems capabilities. All cutting· 
edge endeavors include trial and error, but we will cootinue to benefit from leadership that combines vision wi1h resolve and 
to simply ream from each of the so-called failures. 

Let me also say a word or two about the national debate taking place with respect to the so-called reforms of the 
intemgence community. The 9/11 Commission has provided a useful service in my view, by surfacing some important issues 
and challenges and some problems. These are the deeisions that the United States Congress and the executive branch, the 
president, are ultimately going to have to decide. Indeed, the president has already implemented a number of the 
commission's recommendations. And I spent Monday with him where he spent the better part of the day reviewing a 
number of additional thoughts and suggestions that have come up. It seems to me that this ls the proper approach. 
Whether it's a government and a bureaucracy as large as ours and with the ramifications ot change so enormous. It is true, 
you can carefuUy think about these issues and think them through carefully before implementing things. We are at war, and 
we need to get it right. We need to make the changes we need to make, but the old saying is the truth and that is that, to he 
who tears down what is falls the responsibility of putting in place something better. And it isn't the kind of thing that we want 
to be making many mistakes about. 

Last, let me make a comment a bit on Iraq and Afghanistan. I recently returned from Afghanistan a couple weeks 
ago. I must say that each time I go there, I am just struck by the changes, by the improvements, by the energy you see in 
the streets, the ae1ivities. And I know there are some folks there's some folks here who've spent some time in Iraq and 
Afghanistan and the thank-you needless to say, for being willing to do that. But it you drive through portions of Afghanistan, 
you'll see construction is well along on the major highways which connect the major cities of that country, and which are so 
critically important to their economy. 

The Afghan security forces are being trained and equipped and have and have acquitted themselves quite well and 
in several recent activities. I visited an election center on this last trip and saw a room not quite this big filled with computers 
and young folks, Afghans, busily working on the election and the registration process. Here's a country lhat has suffered 
terribly under Soviet occupation, has had years of drought, had a ghastly civil war and had suffered under the repression of 
the Taliban regime and has no real experience with democracy as such, as we think of it. And people were estimating they 
might get three or four million people to register tor this first election, which is coming up. In fact, there are now over 10 
million that have registered. And I'm told that something in excess of 40 percent of them are women. And needless to say, 
the Taliban didn't even let women walk around unaccompanied by men, and they didn't let them go out uncovered and they 
didn't let them wear colored shoes and they didn't let any of them fly kites and the idea of getting women to - willing to go 
out and register to vole is a striking accomplishment. The Afghans are clearly enthusiastic about these first early steps 
towards democracy. In Iraq, the economy is growing, the currency has been reasonably steady. We all know that people 
are being killed and wounded and many, many are Iraqis are being killed every week. The stock market is open, however. 
They fielded an Olympic soccer team. We've gone from zero to something like 220,000 Iraqi security forces of which 
110,000 are properly trained and equipped and functioning. I've spent some time on the phone this morning with Gen. 
Casey and Gen. Abizaid, our senior military commanders there and they are impressed that they have a reasonably large 
number of experienced Iraqi forces that are in the Najaf area and are attempting to sort through that difficult situation with the 
holy shrines of the Shia faith. 

Now most of the media at1ention this week has been on the fighting in Najaf, but it's interesting that this month we 
also had the Constituent Assembly council, a group cooference that met elected people to selV8. And in the words of at 
least one newspaper, it is putting Iraq on the road to a constitutional democracy. Progress is mixed. It's good with the bad. 
And we all recognize that. People have been killed and wounded. And it isn't easy to build a free country when terrorists 
are determined to try to attack every sign of success - every activity. They systematically try and assassinate a government 
leader or a mayor, city council members, police chiefs. They are attempting to dissuade people from joining the Iraqi 
Securtty forces, that the Iraqi security forces have people standing in line to become policemen, national guard. and regular 
army, border patrol, site protection and facilities protections people. 

Everyone that looks at it and sees this mixture of whafs taking place to do it. And clearly, the difficult and the bad 
is struck by just how han:I it is to go from where they were - a vicious dictatorship - to something approximating a freer 
economic system, a free political system. And Afghanistan and Iraq are becoming free nations that differ in almost every 
respect from the terror regimes that they replaced. They are countries that wm be assisting in the global war on terror. And 
to serve as examples to discredit, it gives credit to extremist ideology. And I would think to the extent they're successful, and 
I believe that each of those countries has a terrific crack at being successful. The effect on that region will be enormous. It 
is a region that needs models, it needs e)(amples. And for all the enemies• cunning and ruthlessness, I think that those of us 
in this country and In the case of Afghanistan, some 26 other nations that are helping - in the case of Iraq, some 32 
countries that are offering assistance - we have an enormous advantage and that is that the great sweep of human desire is 
for freedom. And that is on our side, let there be no doubt. So we pray for their success and tor the suocess of our soldiers 
and men and women, volunt"rs all, who are risking their lives to help those folks. Fifty mimon people between the two 
countries, have a crack at being free people. And their noble work ot people in uniform will bring a more peaceful planet and 
a more secure nation for those of us here at home. And with that, I thank you and will be happy to respond to questions. 

[Applause] 

Now, do you have micropnones? Look at that. Why does somebody stick their hand up and the mlc will start 
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wandering over and then we won't have to - look at this- see all kinds of hands. Terrific. Yes, sir. 

Q: Can you comment on the stability of the government of Pakistan? 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Yes, sir. We are - those of us in the world engaged in the global struggle against extremists 
are so fortunate that President Musharraf and his team are In power in Pakistan. He has, without question, one of the most 
difficult tasks of any governmental leader that I can think of. And he lives in a tough part of the world. He has an element 
within his country that obviously has tried to assassinate him on several occasions recently. 

He's a courageous leader and a thoughtful leader and he is a superb partner in this global war on terror. He had 
troubles along his borders with Afghanistan. The Pakistan government has been aggressive in helping us deal with the al 
Qaeda and put pressure on them. He has tribal areas that run along that border and Just as we have in our country special 
rules in tribal areas. So, too, there the pattern has been that the Pakistani military stayed out. And of course, it was being 
used as a haven for both the Taliban and the al Qaeda. And he has changed fast. He's moved forces In there and he has 
been working the problem. And I just am so - all of us in the United States government are so grateful that he's there and 
he is being successful in putting pressure on the terrorists. The more pressure that is put on the terrorists in countries like 
Afghanistan and others, the more difficun it is for them to recruit, the more difficult It's going to be for them to raise money, 
the more difficult it is for them to move money, the more difficult it is to move from place to place, to communicate with each 
other. Everything's harder if we have the countries that are willing to step up, and it does require people to step up. It 
requires physical courage and political courage. He's got large numbers of people in Pakistan who don't like what he's doing 
and are against it. And sometimes in our country-and Mr. Mayor, you know that-president of the senate·· when 
someone's against you, they run against you, they vote against you or they talk against you - that's one thing. In that part of 
the world, they don't Just do that; they go after you. And it is a different circumstance. So I have a lot of confidence in him 
and the work they're doing and, as one citizen of this country and I'm grateful that he's a part of the coalition. Question. 

O: What are we doing in our countiy to protect our borders along Mexico and Canada where most of the terrorists 
have come through? I travel across the southern part of this state and into Texas. I mean, it's scary to see what I see as I'm 
out there and about, visiting and traveling, how easy it is to come into this country without being checked you know. 

SEC. RUMS FELD: lt's true all over the world that borders are a problem. They're porous - we have trouble in our 
country. We know that all of us can see our borders are relaUvely porous, not just north and south but so, too, from the 
oceans. And the Department of Defense is not involved in the subject of this - border guards. Now that is the Department 
of Homeland Security and the Coast Guard are the ones responsible or that. So I'm not an expert. I am an expert about the 
problems of borders - the Syrian borders of Iraq and the Iranian border of Iraq. And I know a lot about that - a lot more 
than I do about your borders here. And so, too, in Afghanistan, they border with Pakistan and the border with Iran. And 
everyone - our country and what we're doing in those two countries - we have to do a cost-benefit ratio. To try to seal a 
border Is a monumental task. It's a terribly expensive task. lt has - and you are constantly asking yourself are you better off 
trying to do that or something else? And so those calculations are made by the Department of Homeland Security and by 
the state and local government in slates that have borders. And of course, they're also made by the Department of Defense 
with respect to our situations around the world. 

The terrorists are smart. They're not dumb. They're clever. And they prefer to stay alive, although there are 
certainly suicide bombers whO don't prefer to stay aUve. But to the extent we are suocessful, and go to school on them and 
arrange ourselves to put maximum pressure on them, they then go to school on us. And it's a dynamic constantly changing 
situation. And to the extent you do a better job on borders, you raise the price, raised the cost of them and then you deal 
with that. On the other hand, the then turn to another direction and take advantage because the terrorists can attack any 
place, using any technique, and it's physically impossible to defend everywhere at every moment against every technique. 

I was President Reagan's Middle East envoy back in the early '80s after the Marines were killed - 241 of them in 
the Beirut Barracks. And of course, it was a truck bomb going into the barracks and killing all the Marines. And very soon, 
you began to see these barricades, the concrete barriers like It's around all buildings. Fair enough, so the terrorists saw that 
and they saw they couldn't get a truck through, so they're started lobblng rocket-propelled-grenades at buik:lings over the 
barriers. So the next thing, you go down to Corniche in Beirut and you look and they draped wire mesh over buildings to 
bounce these rocket.propelled grenades off. So the terrorists saw that and what did they do? They started hitting soft 
targets. People going to and from work, people at home. And those asymmetrical attacks have an infinite number of 
opportunities and places that they can attack or times they can attack or techniques they getting used to attack. So defense 
really becomes a vastly - a more expensive way to do it and less certain way to do it than offense. And that is why you 
simply have to find those terrorist networks and root them out where they are and deal with the countries that provide the 
haven for the terrorists. And that Is the only way that we oan have success. The second part of that equation Is that you 
have to do defense, to be sure, or else It's easy for them. But we have to do the offense. 

And the other thing we have to do Is we have to look at the intake. What's going on in this world that people are 
successfully training other people to believe that It's in their interest to go out and kill innocent men, women and children. 
How do we develop a confidence In ourselves that to be sure, we're defending the American people, which Is our Job and 
we've got to do that, and then take eveiy step to do that, and particularly, as these weapons get more powerful. But we also 
have to reach out and engage the world on this subject and see that we get people within countries like Pakistan, within 
oountries like Saudi Arabia, trying to squeeze down the finances that are going into the training schools and training camps. 
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And try to reduce the attractiveness of the people to come into that business of killing Innocent men, women and 
children. It isn't enough simply to be successful In rooting them out because more come in. And so our task is big. This is 
not something that's going to be over in a year or two or three. This is a lot more like the Cold War that took 40 or 50 years 
than it Is the Wortd War II, where there'll be some final signing ceremony on the U.S.S. Missouri. This Is a tough, tough task 
that we have got ahead of us, but we can do it. Questions, yes. 

0: Mr. Secretary, I just want to thank you for the work you're doing and the commitment that you have made public 
service. We really appreciate you being here. (Applause] Thank you. Two quick questions. Would you talk a IHtle bit about 
North Korea and China and the impact that China potentially has on this whole equation, and also talk a little bit about Iran 
and some of the comments that we've read recently about what's going on there? Thank you. 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Yes, sir. North Korea is a - it's a tragedy. If you think about It, here's a country the same size 
as South Korea, same people and 50 years after the war, South Korea is booming. It's an economic miracle, it's successful, 
The people are free. And in North Korea, the - above the demilitarized zone, if you look down from a satellite at night, it's 
black, with a pinprick of light in Pyongyang, the capital, and south of the DMZ, it's just brilliant light. 

They've just lowered their - within the last year or two, they lowered the height to get in the North Korean military 
down to the 4'10n for adults because of starvation. Under 100 pounds and you get in the North Korean military now. 
They've got concentration camps with tens of thousands of people from several locations. People that have tried to get out 
are killed. Not unlike East Germany and when we see people trying to get across the wall in Berlin. 

The government is busy as probably the principal proliferator of ballistic missile technology. They're good at it. 
They have developed long-range ballistic missiles and they've been helping a lot of other countries develop them. They're 
on the terrorist list. They've engaged in terrorist acts. They are involved with the drug trade, basically the prescription drug 
trade -- illegal. They're involved with counterfeiting. All in all, not your first choice as a neighbor. The people are terribly 
repressed. They're a danger. They're a danger in two ways. They're a danger to the South Koreans and they're also a 
danger as a pro!iferator. I do not know of certain knowledge what their nuclear capability ls, or their chemieal or biological 
capability. We know they've announced - they claim they have nuclear weapons. We know our intelligence community has 
assessed that they probably have two or three nuclear weapans. And they are now - they change their story periodically 
and therefore are not really reliable as a gauge as lo what they've got in mind. We are trying - the United States with Russia 
and Japan, South Korea and China - attempting to engage in talks with them to see if it might not be possible for them to 
adjust their behavior. And begin behaving in a way that is less threatening to the rest of the world. How that will work 
remains to be seen. 

I will say this - the partnership between the United States and South Korea Is solid. The military capability of our 
combined countries in that part of the world Is healthy. This program that we have in place under a superb commander, 
Gen. Leon LaPorte has been looked at by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It's been looked at by the former combatant 
commanders in charge of Korea and to a person, they are convinced that what we are doing is a good thing and it will not 
weaken the deterrent. II will not create an instability and, indeed, it will in fact, Improve our military capabilities lo deal with 
any conceivable threats in that part of the world. 

Iran - I Just can't believe. When you thlnk of that country - intelllgent people, educated people, an interesting 
history and they're being governed by a small handful of clerics in a manner that is notably different from all their neighbors -
most of their neighbors anyway -- and they know it. It isn't like North Korea where they control every single thing. People in 
Iran see televlsion and they hear radio. People can go off the borders and come in. People from our country go inlo Iran 
and see these people. They know that they're being denied the opportunity for that country, because of its behavior with 
respect to nuclear development, they are being denied interaction with the rest of the world to their detriment. And when one 
thinks of how fast that country switched from the Shah of Iran to the Ayatollahs, one has to think that at some point in the 
future it might switch again. And I don't know what their behavior is going to be with respect to the International Atomic 
Energy CommiSsion [sic], but it's been uneven and bumpy thus far. And you have to hope that the international community 
will behave in a responsible way and create sufficient pressure on that government. Again, a terrorist state that's actively 
involved with funding and assisting terrorists, there are al Qaeda leadership in Iran today. Iran is a country that is a principal 
sponsor of Hezbollah, along with Syria, where they send weapons and terrorists down through Damascus into Beirut and 
then Into Israel. So it's a country that is off to the side with the intematlonat community and the hope is that the international 
communHy will behave In a way that will persuade them that that is not in their interest. 

The one thing we know is that the problem of proliferation is a serious one. In fact, every month that goes by, as 
these weapons get more lethal, more dangerous, It ls a more serious problem. We also know that there isn't any way in the 
wortd that one country can do much about proliferation. It Is one of those things that, by definition, requires the cooperation 
of a lot of countries to work together to see that we behave In this planet in a rational way so that we create lots of 
disincentives for peaple can engage in those kinds of trafficking of weapons of mass destr1.1ction or missile technology. Lots 
of disincentives, and a lot of Incentives for those oountries to behave in a way that they are a part of the civilized wor1d. It Is 
- I am hopeful about Iran. And you might see - parUeularly the young people and women •• whose behavior is particularly 
restricted In Iran, serve as a force over time to help put that country on a path that makes more sense to the clvllized world. 
Question - way In back. I'm getting the hook. [Laughter] We'll make It the next to the last question. 

Q: Thank you. In an environment, where every imperfection in the war on terror and the war against Iraq is a major 
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story, in an election environment particularly and in the world's greatest democracy, how do you sustain a long-term political 
will necessary to fight the kind of war on terror that you're talking about where the good news is rarely heard. The progress 
that you've spoken of only comes out in forums like this? How do we do that long-term? 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Well. that is just a critical central core question for our society. There is absolutely no way in 
the world that we can be military defeated in Afghanistan or Iraq, or even in the global war on terror, and I say militarlly 
defeated. The only conceivable way that we could lose and Pnaudible) think of who wins - is because of a calculation over 
time that the cost and the pain in dollars and in human lives is too great and it's not worth it. And if that balance shifted to 
that point, it would say to the world that there isn't a wilJingness to sustain that level of effort. [Inaudible] you [Inaudible] 
terrorism, were we to do that. 

<Audio Gap> 

Vietnam war, 58,000 dead. Those are large numbers and they're heartbreaking and anyone who goes out to the 
field in Iraq to Afghanistan, or goes to Walter Reid Hospital and Bethesda Hospital as I do. You just cannot help but think of 
the lives not lived, think of the wounded whose lives will be lived totally differently and not ask yourself about the cost. And 
then if you look down from a satellite on Korea and see what's happening today, the cost in human life today in North Korea, 
and the energy and the vitality and the success and the opportunities of the people in South Korea, make H worthwhile. And 
your question goes to democracy in a dictatorship, the leadership can do what the want. In a democracy, you have to lead 
not by command, but by persuasion. And we simply have to find the words to make sure that the people in our country and 
the people in our coalition and those countries understand that It ls worth It, that freedom is important and that it is true that 
each generation needs to make that sacrifice that we talk about on Memorial Day and that time - over time and when one 
looks back, you nod and say, well, my goodness, yes, that was worth it. Of course, it was. But at the time, when you see, 
as you point out, day attar day after day, the drumbeat of negative stories about this and Afghanistan, that in Iraq and the 
impressions people have which are not balanced. And no historical context. When you think of what went on in Japan, how 
many years that took to build a democracy that became a bulwark for freedom in the Cold War. In Germany, to turn that 
fascist regime into a democracy - amazing accomplishments. 

Thomas Jefferson, I think, said about our country, trying to struggle from where we were to a democratic system 
and it took us how many years? We didn't have a constitution between 1ns and 1789, I guess. And he said, "One ought 
not expect to be transported towards democracy on a featherbed." And that's true. It is tough. And what's going on in Iraq 
and Afghanistan today is tough. And it's a bumpy road and it is not a smooth path. And what we need is - and where do I 
come out in your question? I come out with we're going to make it And why do I say that? I say it because our system 
works. The American people have a good center of gravity. They've got some kind of an inner gyroscope that resets itself. 
They can be blown by the wind and all overwhelming amount of bad news and be swayed. But down deep inside, the 
people of this country get it. They know that there are things that are worth fighting for. They know that that the values they 
believe in are worth defending. And they are smart enough and wise enough over time to have the will to sustain that effort. 
I've got a lot of confidence in them myself. We'll make this the last question. Yes, sir. 

a: Thank you. Mr. Secretary, my name is Barry Wong. I just wanted you to know my brother's served in the Navy 
Seabees in Iraq from San Diego. But I just want to make a statement, Mr. Secretary, that.. 

SEC. AUMSFELD: No, no. This is for questions. 

Q: Oh, questions. OK. It's a question, then. 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Just put a question mark there. 

O: OK. I'll put a question mark there. I'm a lawyer. I can do that. But I want to applaud you for the realignment 
and I work with the Luke Air Force Base Filth and the Sixth fighter wing and I just want to let you know that Luke Air Force 
Base is important to this community, that as you go through U,e base realignments that you keep the Luke Air Force Base in 
mind, because we love them. The business community loves them, and we want to keep Luke Air Force Base. And we want 
to add another mission to the joint strike fighter. We would Jove to have him here. 

SEC. AUMSFELD: Give him the hook! [Laughter) 

Q: And Mr. Secretary, isn't ii true that you're interested in base realignment and interested in saving bases like 
Luke Air Force ease? [Laughter) [Applause] 

SEC. RUMSFELD: Thank you. (Laughter] Folks, if you see somebody, you know, at an airport, or a restaurant or 
somewhere walking aro,md in uniform, tell them "Thank you." (Applause] 

UNKNOWN: Thank you all for being here. Thank you. 

http://www.defenselink.miVtranscripts/2004/tr20040826-secdef 1262.html 
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September 1,2004 

TO: Gen Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 P., 
SUBJECT: Numbers 

I'd like to start getting a report for everything since September 1 1 that combines 

the number who have died -killed in action, as well as non-combat deaths - and 

the number who have been wounded. Please show it by country (or area). and add 

it up. I think it is already over 1100. including Afghanistan. 

It seems to me we ought to stan using that number, which is more accurate. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
090104·2 
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September 3,2004 

TO: Dr. David Chu 

FROM: Donalt! Rumsfeld 1t\ 
SUBJECT: Tour Lengths 

I think we need to do something about tour lengths. 

I am convinced one or the problems in this department -- why m.ist.,1kes are made 

and why antiquated systems are nor modernized -- is because people serve 111 their 

positions too short a time. They simply never get their anm; around the 

challenges, prohlems and tasks that need to be done .. 

Please get back to me wi th some ideas as to how this cnn be fixed. 

Be hold. 

Thanks, 

DH.R:ss 
090304·9 
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Please respond by ________ _ 
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TO: Les Brownke 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Schoomakcr 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eldy,. JL--t,r" 
SUBJECT: Investigations 

September7 ,2004 

I understand that the Army will brief me soon on its investigation of two detainee 
deaths in Bagam. 

I know you share my dissatisfaction that it has taken almost two years to get to this 
point. 

When you brief me on this latest investigation, I'd like, at a minimum, to learn 
such information as: 

• What units were involved, and their training history? 
• The leadership atBagram at the time. 

• The relevant reporting relationships. 
• What other units were present in the area? 
• Regarding detention facilities in Afghanistan, what policies for detention 

and interrogation were in place then, and what are they '\.ow? 
• A history of the investigation 
• What corrective actions have been initiated? 

In addition, I look forward to your recommendations on how to fix the seemingly 
profound systemic problems in the Army identified in the Kern and Mikolashek 
rep01ts. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Col. Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld ?. 

7\~1 
11e1Se 

SUBJECT: Meeting with David Chu 

September 7 ,2004 

Please arrange a meeting with David Chu regarding longer tours and longer 

service - time and position, particularly. I also want 10 discuss Standing Joint 

Task Forces. 

lam convinced this is part of the problem we are having jn redeployment, Joint 

Staff, Abu Ghraib and management of prisons.. as well as :in intelligence - people 

are simply not in their jobs long enough. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
0£10704-5 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Peter Pace 
Lt. Gen. Skip Sharp 
Col. Will Grimsley 

Donald Rumsf eld 7Jl 

7 1(~~1 

PSf!!G 

Iraqi Security Force Brief 

September 8, 2004 

We delivered the Iraqi Security Force brief to the President today. I know your 

team worked hard over the past several weeks to sharpen and improve the 

material. It will be a very useful instrument as we go forward. 

Thanks for the good work - now let's focus on monitoring and delivering what we 

promised. 

DHR:ss 
090804·2 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Pete Geren 
Gen. Mike Maples 

lt..(@i 

F8l48 

Donald Rumsfeld ~/L 
Thank You 

September 8,2004 

In preparing for my press conference yesterday, the Geren-Maples group produced 

an excellent information package, which included some very sharp Q & A and a 

well-organized summary up front. It was very helpful - please pass along my 

thanks to the folks who worked on it. 

As a general comment, the work of your team has been indispensable to helping 

the Department of Defense through some significant challenges over the past 

months - well done. 

DHR:ss 
090804-4 
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September 8, 2004 

TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "'9-
SUBJECT: Arabs in Chechnya 

Please do all you can to find ground truth on the media reports that there were 

some number of Arab militants among the Chechen forces that took hostages in 

Beslan. 

Than.ks. 

DHR:s~ 
090804,5 
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September 8, 2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 
Gen. Pace 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Our Korean Allies 

We should all be looking for on-the-record places to thank the Koreans for their 

contributions in Iraq, particularly as they are about to become the third largest 

contributor of troops ·after the U.S. and U.K. 

Thanks. 

DHR;ss 
090804-7 
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September 10,2004 

TO: SteveCambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SlJBJECT: Meeting with Chris Cox 

Please talk to Chris Cox. He is going to be ve1y involved with the Intel process 

and he would very mud, like to talk to you, I told him I would set it up. The 

sooner, the better because once we end up with a bill we are restricted. now we are 

not. And, I think your advice would be helpful to him. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091004-7 
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TO; Gen. Schoomaker 
Secretary Brmvnlee 

cc: 

FROM; 

Gen. Dick tv1 yers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

Donald Rumsfel<l 

SUBJECT: Army Restructuring 

September 15,2004 

As you work to restructure our Army around the Brigade Combat Team concept, I 

understand we are creating light and heavy BCTs from our light and heavy 

divisions. Have 1Ne given thought to the interchangeability and interoperability of 

the units so created? 

I woukl be interested to know how you intend to tackle this task - it is deurly 

central to our efforts to reshape the milicary in the 21 51 century. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091504-1 
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DEPARTMENT<F THE ARMY 
WAIHINGTCN 

INFO MEMO 

September23, 2004. 9:30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~ 

FROM: Mr. R. L. Brownlee, Acting Secretm:v of the~ 
GEN Peter J, Schoomaker, Chief ofStaJL Am,,-5-

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE - Army Restructuring 

• Interchangeability and interoperability were fundarrenta1 factors in developing 
our Infantry and H:auy Modular Brigade Combat '1earre. 

• Standardized designs fur Infantiy, Heavy and Stryker Brigade Combat Teams 
allow for rapid reconfiguration to support Combatant Ccmnandermissi.als 
across the entire spectrum of operations- they are scaleable and tailorable. 

• Each Brigade Combat Teall is inherently combined arms and has mnnero111, 
capabilities (Signal, Field Artillery, Military Police, Engineer and Sustainment) 
to enable full spectrum operations. These Brigade Combat Teams are 
standing combined arms organizations that require minimal augmentation., if 
any. 

• Infantry, Heavy and Stryker Brigade Combat Teams include receptacles for 
joint plugs to leverage capabilities from our sister services (e.g,,joint fires) 
which enhancesjoint interdependency- central to our efforts in reshaping the 
military for the 21st century. 

COORDINATION: U.S. Anny 'lminirg and Dxtrire Command 

Prepared By: COL WesleyMcClellanJ(b)(5) I 

oso 00342- 05 
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September 16,2004 

TO: Gen. Schoomaker 

cc: Les Brownlee 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Army Tour Lengths 

When we talked about your changes we also discussed the length of current Army 

tours - 12 months in Iraq. I believe you were going to come back to me \Vith a 

proposal to shorten it to six or nine months. I would be curious to hear what your 

thinking is. 

When you do come back, be sure you include the effect it will have upon rotations 

over the coming period. 

Thanks. 

t>HR;ss 
091604-19 
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DEPARTMENT CF TI-IEARMY 
WASIIINCTON,DC JfJtO 

OCT 1 ro 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY CF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Army Rotation Lengths 

In response to your September 16,2004, memo, while the Army would prefer to 
redure deployment durations to six or nine ioonths, the increa')ed deployment tempo 
generated by shxter rotation lengths would have a negative impact on the force at this 
time. 

Anny studies and operational experience have shown that in a perfect world, six 
m:rths is the optimal deployment J.sg:h, allowing the Army to balance its operational 
requirements to provide trnined and ready forces to the combatant commanders against 
the stresses seraratimgenerates on rur volunteer force. However: 

• There is insufficient depth within the Anny's Combat Support and Combal 
Service Support capabilities to reduce trt:tim lengths below 12months without 
producing significant dwell time and renmbilization violations. 

• 9m.er rotation lengths would affectthe Army's ability to meet CENTCOM' s 
total requirements for combat forces as well. For instare, at current commitment 
levels, reducing the Anny's combat unit deployment length to nine rraths could 
generate a 21 brigade combat team shortfall over the next two years. This 
problem would only re exacerbated by shortening unit ICtatiais to six roonths in 
duration. 

Even under the current 12-monthrotation policy. meeting CENTCOM's 
requirements for Operations Iraqi Freedom andErd.u:ing Freedom 04-06 will require the 
remobilization of 18Reserve 0:J1p::rell units and the premature redeployment of 61 
Active Component Wlifs -m;as::res which will impact approximately 4,000 Soldiers. 
'lhis number is projected to increase to approximately I 0,000 Soldiers fi::rOperations 
lraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom 05-07. 

~AD"~ 
PETER}. SCHOOMAKER 
General, US Army 
Chief of Staff 

_y { 
~rownlee 

A:1::irg Secretary of the A rm y 
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September 17, 2004 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan and Counter-Narcotics Activity 

Please get back to me on what we need to do legally to get the Department of 

Justice and everyone in the U.S. Government aboard on the counter-narcotics 

activity in Afghanistan. 

Thanks. 

DHR:u 
09170,H 
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September 20,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Wall Street Journal Editorial 

With regards to Friday's Wall Street Journal editorial -- I don ' t.recall ever saying 

we have to wait until more Iraqi troops arc trained. In fact, I saidjust the opposite. 

Gen Myers said it at a press briefing where I was present. Please check to see if 

that's right . 

Attach. 
9/ 17 /04 Wall Street Journal Editorial re: The Enemy in Iraq 

DHR:ss 
092004-14 
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TO: Jim Roche 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen John Jumper 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Mike Wynne 
Ken Krieg 
Steve Cambone 

Donald Rurnsfeld 

SUBJECT: Predator and other UAV Production 

Septemher 20,2004 

Please get back to me very soon wi th a plan to increase production of the Predator 

and other UA Vs, consistent with an understanding of limiting factors (industrial 

capacity, C2, training of operators, etc.) 

Clearly, the Combatant Commanders, especially General Abizaid, can fully utilize 

more of them. 

Thanks. 

Dl11t$$ 
092004-16 
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TO: COL Steve Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Rep. Thaddeus McCotter 

FROM: 

September 24,2004 

Let's have Thaddeus Mccotter in sometime with a group of Congressmen. He's 

impressive. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
9/23/04 Memo from SccDefre: Congressman in Bnefu,g. 
Bio f(lr Thad<lcu~ McCoth:r 

D!IR:ss 
092404-2 
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September 23,2004 

TO: COL Steve: Bucci 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel<l 

SUBJECT: Congressman in Yestt'nfay's Briefing 

Please give me the name of the congressman who spoke about anarchy in 

ye:-,ter<lay's House briefing. Pleast' give me hi~ hadgrounJ sheet. He seemeJ 

like a smart guy. 

Please pass his name to Powell Moore. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092304-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

Sir, 

The Individual's name Is Thaddeus G. Mccotter, Rep, 11°' Dist of 
Mich. Legislative Affairs is getting a full Bio. 

,, 
VIR COLB' · ,.. 

' , 
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Thaddeus Mccotter 
R-MICHIGAN 

Important Issues 
lraq u~;; o I force 

(1()1111()2) 

Iraq Supplemental 

(10/17103) 

Iraq Supp: Gnmt Vs Loan 
(10/16/03) 

Hometown: Livonia 
Born: August 22, 1965: 
Detroit, Mich. 
Religion: Roman Catholic 
Family: Wife, Rita 
McCotter; three d1ildren 
Education: U. of Derroit 
B.A. 1987 (politk:al 
science),J.D. 1990 
Military Service: None 
Career: Lawyer 
Elected: 2002 (Fir~t Term) 

Support Oppose 

X 

X 

GWOT Tra,·el Trips Date 

Iraq 10-11/0J 

Afghanistan 

I 
GTMO I 

Bases/ Major Defense Industry 

None 

-

Issues ...,id Concerns 

• Met with Deputy Serretary Wolfowitz in 
Spring 2004, He has many Caldeans in hi:,; 
:::)is1rict and suggested that they be used as 
1xanslators. 

•Wants tht intelligence panel:,, to have more 
.authority over how intelligence is gathered: 
'''Intelligence information is only as credible as 
the sources. If you have greater access to 
some of the me1hods and sources for the 
intelligence, you could make better 
iissessmcnts." { 7104) 

• Co-spon:,,ored - HR 2797, to improve the 
readiness of State defense forces and to 
increase military coordination for homeland 
security between the States and the 
Department of Defense. (8/18/03) 

• A self-de,rribed ronservationi,t. 

• Major Industry in district is autD 
manufacturing. 

* Assistant Majmity Whip. 

• Committtts: Budgl"t. Tntl"rnational 

Relations. Small Business. 

• Won election in 2002 with 57.2% of the 
vote. 

11-L-0559/0SD/21489 
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\. Congressman Thaddeus McCotter - About Thaddeus Page l of I 

Home 

About Thaddeus 

,, Contact 

Constituent 
Services 

Visit DC 

Issues and 
Legislation 

Newsroom 

District 
Resources 

Washington, DC 
415 Cannon House 
Office Building 
Wasf1ington DC 
20515 
202.225.8171 tel 
202.225.2667 fax 

District 
17197 N. Laurel 
Park Dr. 
Suite 161 
Livonia, MI 48152 
734.632.0314 tel 
734.632.0373 fax 

About Thaddeus 

Enter Tb.adde.US:s..E.b o.to.G.aller.y 

A lite-long resident of southeast Michigan, U.S. Representative Thaddeus Mccotter 
was elected to the 108th Congress in 2002 to represent the citizens of Western 
Oakland and Western Wayne Counties. 

Despite his status as a Freshman member, Congressman Mccotter received a 
waiver from the Speaker of the House to serve on three key committees: the Budget 
Committee; the International Relations Committee; and the Small Business 
Committee. He was also named an Assistant Majority Whip. 

Congressman Mccotter has focused on preserving and promoting manufacturing and 
small businesses, because he knows they form the back bone of our community's 
economy. He has steadfastly supported Winning the War on Terror and increasing 
our homeland security; tirelessly fought to reduce taxes and the size and scope of 
government; and, most importantly, Congressman Mccotter has dedicated every 
effort to listen to and serve his constituents. 

Congressman Mccotter is a graduate ot Catholic Central High School; the University 
of Detroit: and the University of Detroit Law School. He is a bar admitted attorney by 
profession. Thaddeus and Rita Mccotter, a registered nurse, have three young 
children, George, Timothy, and Emilia. The McCotterfamily lives in his home town of 
Livonia. Congressman McCottertravels to and from our nation's capital every week 
to serve our community. 

Home I About Thaddeus I Contact I Constituent Services I Visit DC I Issues and Legislation I Newsroom I District Resources 

11-L-0559/0SD/21490 
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September 24,2004 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <J},--
SUBJECT: Ops-Intel Session and Testimony 

\Ve had a good couple of days on the Hill. The ops-intel session provided a good 

opportunity to get our message out. and the Global Posture Testimony - while 

covering a variety of topics - was likewise an excellent forum for the Department. 

We all know how hard you and the LA team worked to put together over ten hours 

of time in front of Congress - thanks for all you do. 

Thanks. 

DHRss 
092404-.5 
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Please rejpond by 
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September 24, 2004 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Borders 

I wou Id like you to put together a team of people to think about what w~ can do 

about the borders. I am convinced that if we did a curfew, UA Ys or some kind of 

focus and imposed a penalty on people who are breaking through the borders there 

would be a deterrent effect. 

Let's get some folks thinking about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:IIS 
092404·8 
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September 24, 2004 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)i~ 
SUBJECT: Legal Authorities in Afghanistan 

· Please get back to me with the answer on this le.gal authorities question in 

Afghanistan if we need to go after drug labs. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092404-9 
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Please respond by IO l , IO tf 

FOlJ6 

11-L-0559/0SD/21493 
oso 00356-05 
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TO: David Chu 
Charlie Abell 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pere Pace 

reeo 

FROM: 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ ~ 

SUBJECT: Tapping the Beer Keg 

September 24,2004 

It is very important that we lay out, in a dea.- and system;:itic way. how we can 

"lower th~ spigot'' on the various Service "beer kegs" - in other words, how can 

we fully tap into our availabk manpower to use it most dTicicntly. 

We should be able to show where the spigot is located today and how we can 

lower it over what period of time. using metrics to show the progress we have 

made already. 

We need to know the points of friction that will tend to impede our progress and 

the steps we need to take lo accelerate this process for each of the Services. 

T would like to see this brief in about JO days. Use outside help if you tnink it 

useful. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092404-12 

;,:~·S~• ;;;;:;,~ ~~~~ • • • z ~-•;/?to f • • •••••••a••• a•• a a•••••••••••••••• I 
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TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
David Chu 

toe:e 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Manning for Staffs in Iraq 

September 27, 2004 

I would like to see us re-do the charts in the Strategic Overview that show the 

status of manning the staffs in Iraq. They are somewhat misleading and should be 

fixed. 

Also, we need to make sure that decisions about the level and timing of manning 

those staffs is managed from here in DC, not by the Services. 

Thanks. 

DHR:n 
092704-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ ____...LI o---+-1 i....;I IL-o~f1----

P@CG 

11-L-0559/0SD/21495 
oso 00358-.05 
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September 27, 2004 

TO: COL Bucci 

l(b)(6) CC: 

I 
1~ FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld 

SUBJECT: Dates for the Calendar 

Please put the following key dates on my calendar: 

• Oct. 9: Afghan Elections 

• Oct 9: Australia Elections 

• Oct. 31: Ukraine Elections 

• Jan. 2005: Iraq Elections 

It would be helpful for me to have a list of these, and any other important 

international election dates. 

Thanks. 

DHR:u 
092704· !6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ .._/ o'--+f-' +/ .... 0..........,'f __ 

1068-

11-L-0559/0SD/21496 

oso 00359-05 
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September 27 ,2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 17'\., 
SUBJECT: Salafist Network 

If the center of gravity of the global struggle against extremists is the Salafist 

financial network and the Salafist spiritual network, it is interesting that I have 

never had a briefing by anyone in the interagency process in a PC or an NSC on 

what the USG battle plan~ are to go against those centers of gravity. 

The Department of Treasury has the finarn..:es, and State should have the spiritual 

networks. 

What do you propose? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092704·2.' 

••..••....••.•.•...............•....•.....................•.•....•.•...• , 
Please respond by __ .... I o_,_16...._/ o ...... ~---

re"e OSD 00361•05 
11-L-0559/0SD/21497 

, ...... 
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16 )ec Oe / ~V---------· 
September 27 ,2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1,7l, 
SUBJECT: Salafist Network 

If the center of gravity of the global struggle against extremists is the Salafist 

financial network and the Salafist spiritual network, it is interesting that I have 

never had a briefing by anyone in the interagency process in a PC or an NSC on 

what the USG battle plans are to go against those centers of gravity. 

The Department of Treasury has the finances, and State should have the spiritual ~ 1. 

networks. 

What do you propose? 

Thanks. 

DHR:s, 
092704·23 

1••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1•1•••• 

Please respond by I 0/ 1,s/o~ ioj. I o'i 

-;SJ) 
• Ul'ON REMOY"L OF ATT~CHMENTS 

THIS DOCUMENT BECOMES tle . 1C \ 

o"'- Sc~t 13 l ~ .... ~ ~ 
t-l.titl.<--L...-d ~e r-..o +c 
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September 28, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

cc: Ryan Henry 
Andrew Hoehn 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Global Posture Execution 

How do you think we ought to execute the Global Posture changes? Should we 

tly to get a retired four-star and make him a deputy assistant secretary to work the 

problems? 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092804-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ 1 .... o .... J....,e, ..... / ..... 0---1t.f1----

OSD 00363·05 
11-L-0559/0SD/21499 
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September 29,2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld VA 
SUBJECT: Security Service Training 

Please see attached memo. 

What do you think? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Memo "Security Service Training for Other Countries" 

DHR:ss 
092804-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by --.... l o"""ll""""15_J_O({ ___ _ 

' TTJ 

·r.,' 

FGUG oso 00365-05 
11-L-0559/0SD/21500 
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September 20,2004 

SUBJECT: Security Service Training for Other Countries 

The U.S. Military needs to organize -- to provide securicy service training for other 
countries. 

The Marine Corps ought to step up and take that role - but we need a major effort 
on it - to get funded and organized to do it. 

DHR:ss 
092004-32 

, 

11-L-0559/0SD/2150·1 



TO: David Chu 
Powell Moore 

cc: 

7 l.{00~ 

Pe5Me5 

FROM; 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld <7/l 
SUBJECT: Absentee Ballots 

September 30,2004 

Immediately following the election, please start the process of redirecting the 

absentee ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or FV AP), 

for everyone except the military, to the Department of State. 

DoD should handle just the military, since the military is less than half the total. 

People think of the embassies as the logical place to be helpful on this matter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004·18 

••......•.................•• , .......••... , ....... ~·····················-· 
Please respond by Io/~,/ ot/: 

li8lsJ8 
11-L-0559/0SD/21502 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld J,......._ ___ ~ 

Mr. President -

10:45AM 

January 9 ,2004 

Attached for your possible interest is a note about Tom Franks saying some kind 

words about you. 

Respectfu1ly, 

DHR/azn 
010904.24 

Attach: "FormerGeneral Defends Im·asion c£ Iraq In Speech" Palm Beach Po.sf, 
1/7/03 

OSD 00461·04 
11-L-0559/0SD/21503 



Former General Defends Invasion Of Iraq In Speech ;' Page I of 1 C) 

Palm Beach Post 
January 7 ,2004 

Former General Def ends Invasion Of Iraq In Speech 

By Ron Hayes, Palm Beach Post Staff Writer 

In the months after the Sept 11 tefforist attacks, U.S. Jvmy Gen. Tommy R. Franks led 150,000 
American soldiers to war in Afghanistan and, later. Iraq. 

Most of the soldiers arc still there, but Franks, who retired last summer as head of U.S. Central 
Command, has traded his camouflage fatigues for a business suit and the lucrative lecture circuit. 

Tuesday afternoon, Franks opened the 2004 Speaker Series at The Society of the Four Arts with a few 
hoary jokes, a passionate defense of the U.S. invasion of Iraq, sentimental references to his 
grandchildren, a few swipes at the media and a declaration of friendship and respect for President Bush 
that cynics might have heard as a ringing non-endorsement endorsement 

"It's been five months since I retired;' the four-star general began, "and I've learned that if you want a 
car to move you have to get in the front seat." 

But he soon turned serious. 

"On September 1 1, 200 I, Americans recognized our vul ncrability to attack from without. and every day 
since then the world has come to recognize what a superpower on steroids looks like," he said. 

"Saddam Hussein had a bad holiday season,'' Franks said with a gleeful cackle, and "Osama bin Laden, 
dead or alive, is not today in Afghanistan planning the next attack." However, he offered no evidence to 
support that assertion. 

At one point, Franks criticized the media for its coverage, but later praised the policy of embedding 
journalists with troops in Iraq. "I do not believe we have had very much accurate reporting from Iraq 
since the embedded journalists left," he said. "More embedding rigbt now would satisfy me." 

As for his personal plans now that others arc doing the fighting, Franks said, "Samuel Thomas (his 
grandson) will require a lot of knee-bouncing." 

And Franks is writing a book, as well as giving lectures. 

"The schedule is about the same," he quipped, "but the pay is a helluva lot better." 

He was given a standing ovation. 

11-L-0559/0SD/21504 
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January 12,2004 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: State of the Union 
D 

Andy- () 

ls there any chance the Cabinet spouses can get invited to the Stare of the Union? 

Thanks. 

D!IR:Jh 
(]/ !2tl.J-J1) 

os p tato oft3'l- tJ-( 
11-L-0559/0SD/21505 
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TO: 

CC: 

Gen. Leon LaPorte 

ADM Ed Giambastiani 
Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J~ 
SUBJECT: Brief from JFCOM 

January 13, 2004 

Please make sure you get Ed Giambastiani' s latest briefing looking at lessons 

learned through the Iraqi eyes. It is enormously important for you to see it in 

connection with your current work. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011304-4 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD 00560-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/21506 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Leon LaPorte 

ADM Ed Giambastiani 
Gen. Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeldy~ 

SUBJECT: Brief from JFCOM 

January 13, 2004 

Please make sure you get Ed Giambastiani' s latest briefing looking at lessons 

learned through the Iraqi eyes. It is enom10usly important for you to see it in 

connection with your current work. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
OJ 1304-4 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 1 ,_P_o_o ______ _ 

OSD 00560~04 

11-L-0559/0SD/21507 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Jay Gamer 

Paul Wolfowitz _J,)J/ 
Donald Rumsfel~"' 

Wagee Barzani 

January 13, 2004 

I have Paul Wolfowitz working on the Wagee Barzani matter. Thanks so much 

for letting me know. 

Regards, 

DHR;dh 
011304-12 

oso 00562-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/21508 



January 13,2004 

TO: The Honorable Tillie Fowler 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld ~ 

SUBJECT: Torie Clarke 

What do you think about getting Torie Clarke on the Defense Policy Board? 

DHR.Jh 
011304-13 

11-L-0559/0SD/21509 

OSD 00563-04 
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January 13,2004 

TO: Newt Gingrich 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld p -,, 
Thanks for your suggestion on recruiting. It is helpful. I will push it. 

DHK:dh 
011304-9 

11-L-0559/0SD/21510 
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TO: Honorable George Tenet 

CC: ADM Ed Giambastiani 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ")1\-

SUBJECT: Brief from JFCOM 

January 13, 2004 

Please make sure you get briefed by Ed Giarnbastiani's people on the latest 

lessons learned view from the Iraqi standpoint. ~nt. 

--
Let's talk about it after you have seen the briefing. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
011304-3 

11-L-0559/0SD/21511 

OSD 00569-04 
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January 14~2004 

TO: Honorab]e Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld q 
SUBJECT: Stale of the Union 

If there are any drafts of the State of the Union, I would sure like to see one. I am 

told you are already at draft #5 or #6. It would be a help lo see it before it is 

finished. 

Thanks. 

DHR:<lh 
011404-10 

OSD 006Q7-Q4 

11-L-0559/0SD/21512 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

JAN 14 2004 

Sergeant Chnstopher Chandler, USMC 
!81 Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion 
Box 555564 
Camp Pendleton, California 92055-5564 

Dear Sergeant Chandler: 

Congratulations on successfully completingjump 
school! 

Your courage and determination inspire us all. 

I wish you all the best in your future endeavors. 

Sincerely, 

OSD 00615-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/21513 
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FW: SecDef Letter to Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER.CHRIST. 

Generous, Monica, CIV, OSD 
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hahn GySgt Patrick T [Hahnf>T@mfp.usmc.mil) 

Tuesday, January 13,2004 11:42AM 

Generous, Monica, CIV, OSD 

Page 1 of 4 

Cc: Sims Col Terron D: Weisz LtCol Bradley E: Gambrell MGySgtJerry C; Nohl SgtMaj Bryan S; Hoch 
GySgt Frederick W; Hopkins SSgt Joshua A 

Subject: RE: SecDef Letter1o Appreciation lo SGT CHANDLER, CHRIST. 

Ms. Generous, 

Good morning, I have contacted the unit and they verified that he was inbound to them, by the time the letter 
arrives, he should be there. 

The mailing address for Sgt Chandler is: 1st Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion 
Box 555564 
Camp Pendleton, CA 92055-5564 

Please let us know if you need any further assistance. 

V/R 
GySgt Hahn 
Office al the Chief of Statt 
U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific 

g;~~(b){6) I 
-----Original Message-----
From: Generous, Monica, CIV. 00) lmail1o:Monica.Gcncmu.,@osd.pcntiigon.mil] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 20043:31 AM 
To: 'Hoch GySgt Frederick W; Generous, Monica, CIV, CID 
Cc: Sims Col Terron D [HOMC1: We"rs2. LtCol Bradley E; Gambrell MGySgt Jerry Q Nohl SgtMaj Bryan S; 
Hahn GySgt PatrickT 
Subject: RE: SecDef Letter to Appreciation to $3T o-wmt£R, CHRIST. 

Hello GySgt Hoch, 

I need to propose a compromise. II am told] the Secretarywould like the letter to be mailed directly to 
Sgt Chandler, so I need his address, please. 

We are happy to send a courtesy copy through your chain of command. 

Thank you, 
Monica Generous 

1/ 13/2004 

-----Original Message-----
From: Hoch GySg1 FrederickW (mailto:HochFW@mfp.usmc.mil) 
Sent: Monday, January 12. 2004 8:43 PM 
To: Generous, Monica, CIV, OSD 
Cc: Sims Col Terron D; We"tsz. UCol Bradley E; Gambrell MGySgt Jerry C; Noh] SgtMaj 
Bryan S Hahn GySgt Patrick T 
Subject: FW: SecDef Letter to Appreciation to SGT Ct-WD.ER, CHRIST. 

Hi Ma'am, 

11-L-0559/0SD/21514 



FW: Sec Def Letter to Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER, CHRIST. Page 2 of 4 

1/13/2004 

In ref to the Subject letter, the correct chain of command is as follows: 

From: SecDef's address 
To: Sergeant Chris T. Chandler 
Via: (1) Commander, U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific 

(2) Commanding General, I Marine Expeditionary Force 
(3) Commanding General, 1st Marine Division 
(4) Commanding Officer, 1st Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion 

Once signed, our mailing address for the letter is as follows: 

Commander 
U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific 
Box 64139 

Camp Smith, HI 96861-4139 

Let me know if you have any other questions. 

V/r, 
GySgtHoch 
Staff Secretary's Office 
Marine Forces Pacific 
-----Original Message----

From: Weisz LtCol Bradley E 

Sent; Monday, January 12, 2004 3:08 FM 

To: Hoch GySgt Frederick W 

Subject: FW: SecDef Letter to Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER, CHRIST. 

Gunny, 

Yours for action. Thanks. 

LtColWeisz 

·-·--Original Message----

From: ONeal Col Michael C 

Sent: Monday, January 12,2004 2:58 PM 

To: Weisz LtCol Bradley E 

Cc: Gambrell MGySgtJerry C 

Subject; FW: SecDef Letter lo Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER, CHRIST 

Brad, 
Contact the SECDEF's secretary and provide the necessary addressing information so 
that Sgt Chandler's letter is properly routed. You might also correct the Unit title line for 1st 
LAR while your corresponding with her. See Col Sims note about any emails that we 
choose to send. 

S/f 
ColO'Neal 

11-L-0559/0SD/21515 



FW: Sec Def Letter to Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER. CHRIS T. Page 3 of 4 

1/13/2004 

·····Original Message---·· 

From: Sirns Col Terron D 

Sent: Monday, January 12, 200411:251W, 

To: ONeal Col Michael C 

Cc: Musca Col Joseph I 

Subject: SecDef Letter to Apprec1at1on to SGT CI-WlDI..ER, CHRIST. 

Col O'Neal: 

Secretary Rumsfeldwould like to address a letter of congratulations to Sgt 
Chris Chandler upon successfully completing jump school. Sgt Chandler 
has a prosthetic leg. Per the info below, Sgt Chandler has orders to Camp 
Pendleton, 1st LAA Bn and is scheduled to report for duty around mid 
Jan04. 

I believe it is appropriate for the Secretary's staff to address the letter for 
endorsement via Sgt Chandler's MARFORPAC chain of command. 
Please contact Ms. Monica Generous, Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
onxb)(6) ~nd provide her guidance to address the letter to 
M AFOA PAC or as you deem appropriate. 

Please courtesy copy DMCS on emails to the Secretary's POC, and let me 
know if any other assistance is needed. 

Thank you, 

Colonel Terron Sims 
Office of the Director Marine Corps Staff (DMCS) 
DSN!{b){6) ! 

·····Original Message····· 

From: Warner Capt Gilbert A 

Sent: Monday, January 12,2004 3:07 PM 

To: Tatum Sgt Patrick L 

Cc: s,rns Col Terron Q Nohl SgtMaJ Bryans 

Subject: RE: SGT CI-WlDI..ER, CHRIST. 

Sgt Tatum, 

Sgt Chandler detached from this Headquarters during Dec OJ and is 
direcled to teport to 1st LAR Lor duty on or about 15 Jan 04. He 
is currently on annual leave, travel, etc. The official mailing 
address for the Command is: 

lstLt Light Reconnaissance Battalion 
Bnx 555564 

Camp Pendleton, CA 92055 

The Command SgtMaj (CC~d above) is the point of contact tor any 

11-L-0559/0SD/21516 



FW: SecDef Letter to Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER, CHRJ.S T Page4 of 4 

1/13/2004 

other questionc;, As I stated above he wiL check into I MEF on 15 
J a n 04 a nd wil: be e ngaged in t~e c~eck~ng-in process for one to 
two days befo~e going t o 1st LAR. Addi tio~al:y, i: should be 
noted that. 1st LAR is slated for dep:oyment.. 

The SgtMaj's ~~fo is Sgt.Mai Nohl, DSN i(b )(6) 

Let. me k~ow i~ yo~ have a~y questions 

R, Capt Warner 
Force Adjutant 
MARFORLA.J."\J':' 

Tel: l(b)(6) 
Fax: 

--------------------

-----Original Message----

From: Tatum Sgt Patrick L 

Sent: Friday, January 09, 2004 4:06 Plv1 

To: Warner Capt Gilbert A 

Cc: Sirns Col Terron D 

SubJt:cl: SGT CWIBDLER. CHRIST. 

Sir, 
As discussed on the phone, SecDef would like to 

write a lett er of congratulations to subject n ame 
Marine. If you could please verify the Marine ' s 
Unit address. Thank you for your time in this 
matter. 

Sgt Patrick L. Tatum 
Administrative Office of the 
Direct o r , Mar i ne Corps Staff 
l'b)(6) I 
tatumpl@hqmc. usmc,mi l 

11-L-0559/0SD/21517 



Sergeant Christopher Chandler, USMC 
[ l!Col Simsfrom the CM C's office is rese,1rclli11g Cfla11d/er's address for us.J 

Dear Sergeant Chandler: 

Congratulations on successfully completingjump 
school! 

Your courage and determination inspire us all. 

I wish you all the best in your future endeavors. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/21518 



EW: SecDef Letter to Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER, CHRIST. 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Monica, CIV, OSD 

Hoch GySgt Frederick W [HochFW@mfp.usmc.mil] 

Monday, January 12,2004 8:43 PM 

Generous, Monica, CIV, OSD 

Page 1 of 3 

Cc: Sims Col Terron D; Weisz LtCol Bradley E: Gambrell MGySgt Jerry C; Nahl SgtMaj Bryan S; Hahn 
GySgt Patrick T 

Subject: FW: SecDef Letter to Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER, CHRIST. 

Hi Ma'am, 

In ref to the Subject letter, the correct chain of command is as tallows: 

From: SecDef's address 
To: Sergeant Chris T. Chandler 
Via: (1) Commander, U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific 

(2) Commanding General, I Marine Expeditionary Force 
(3) Commanding General, 1st Marine Division 
(4) Comma11ding Officer, 1st Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion 

Once signed, our mailing address /or the letter is as tallows: 

Commander 
U.S. Marine Corps Forces, Pacific 
Box 64139 

Camp Smith, HI 96861-4139 

Let me know if you have any other questions. 

V/r, 
GySgt Hoch 
Staff Secretary's Office 
Marine Forces Pacific 
-----Original Message----

From: Weisz LtCol Braciley E 

Sent: Monday, January 12, 2004 3:08 R'A 

To: Hoch GySgt Frederick W 

Subject: FW: SecDef Letter to Appreciation to SGT CHANDLER. CHRIST 

Gunny, 

Yours for action. Thanks. 

UColWeisz 

·····Original Message·-··· 

From: ONeal Col Michael G 

Sent: Monday, January 12, 2004 2:58 Rv1 

Tc: Weisz LtCol Bradley E 

1/13/2004 
11-L-0559/0S D/21519 




